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Hastings of Little Easton 

By J. A. Clarence Smith 

I. The Barony 

From the beginning of the series of Inquisitions Post Mortem the family of 
Lovaine held a barony of which the "caput" was at Little Easton in Essex. It 
was made up of four manors in that county (Little Easton, Wix, Little Bromley 
and Little Chesterford), two in Suffolk (Bildeston and Swilland), and one in 
Dorset (Godmanston), as well as land at Sezincote in Gloucestershire which was 
not separately reckoned, and included also the advowsons of Little Easton and 
Bildeston. It was assessed at ten knights' fees, and was also burdened with £10 
in respect of castle guard at Windsor Castle, probably representing a commuta
tion not later than the very beginning of King Henry II's reign of a duty to 
provide ten knights for forty days a year, I the same period as a knight had then 
to serve in the field. 

These particulars are from the Inquisition on MatthewdeLovaine in 1302,2 
except that "Eystan ad Turrim," or "Eystanes ad Turrim" was the head of the 
barony: this comes from the Inquisition on his father, another Matthew, in 1261.3 
The mention ofland in Gloucestershire comes from the Inquisition on the second 
Matthew's son Thomas4 (where it is attached to Godmanston), but the name of 
the land is to be found only in the Book of Fees. s 

These ten fees were held of the King in chief. Of the holdings not in chief 
Drinkstone in Suffolk (held under the Bishop of Ely for two fees) was brought 
by Muriel wife of the first Matthew,6 while various possessions in Yorkshire 
under the Mowbrays came with Maud de Flamville, who will occupy us 
presently. 

The first Matthew was son of Godfrey de Lovaine, for the succession to 
whose ten knights' fees he paid a fine of £50 in 1226;7 and Godfrey had held 
them in right of his wife, daughter and heir of Robert de Hastings, s whom he 
married in 1199 as widow of Ralph de Cornhill.9 She had been married to 

C. Warren Hollister, Military Organisation of Norman England, particularly pages 159 
to 161. 

2 30E.1, Calendar Vol. IV, No. 97. 
3 46 H.3, Calendar Vol. I, No. 523. 
4 19 E.3, Calendar Vol. VIII, No. 585 (page 420). 
5 Page 444 (1235/6), where it is called Shesnescote: another spelling was Chesnecote. 
6 In 1267, as his widow, she had a grant of a weekly market in her manor of Drenchstone 

(Cal. Chart. 11.78) and (1275) Rot. Hundr. ii.196); and a charter of 1270 (Ancient Deeds 
A.3735) refers to her and her heirs in relation to the same manor. 

7 Fine Roll10 H.3, Exc.Rot.Fin. I, p. 141. 
8 Pipe Roll 13 Jo., Essex : Pipe Roll Society 28 NS, p. 124: " Godefridus de Luuein, qui 

habet filiam et heredem Roberti de Basting', r.c. de 20 m. de 10 feodis" -also in the 
Red Book p.175. 

9 The story is to be found in Fine Rol/1 Jo., Rot. Ob!., p.24, 37, reproduced in Pipe Ro/12 
Jo., Pipe Roll Society 12 NS, p. 48, 51, and in later years. Godfrey de Lovaine was liable 
for scutage at Michaelmas 1199 "on the fief which was formerly of Ralph de Cornhill"
Pipe Ro/11 Jo., Pipe Roll Society 10 NS, page 104. Ralph de Cornhill's own land and 
beir were ~ranted to his next brother Reginald- Fine Rolll Jo., London, Rot. Ob!. p. 2, 
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Ralph de Cornhill, certainly as a child,lO in 1189 or 1190;11 and her name was 
Alice.l2 Exactly the same seven manors, equally assessed at ten knights' fees , are 
listed in the Black Book as comprising the "Barony of Robert de Hastings." 13 

The list in question is a general return of feudal holdings, and the others 
date from 1166; but this entry is at the end, and Round 14 points out that it is in 
a different hand in the Black Book, which indicates that it is a later addition. 
It cannot have been later than 1189, when Robert de Hastings was dead;Ls but 
equally it cannot have been earlier than 1176, for the under-tenant of Godman
ston is shown as William fitz Robert, while up to 1176 Robert fitz William held 
that manor.16 The date one would naturally expect is Robert's own majority: 
Robert could have been born in 1155, but hardly earlier, since his mother was 
still alive in 1219,17 and certainly not much later, since he is mentioned in a 
charter 18 confirmed by Henry II in 1157,19 There is another reason for believing 
Robert to have been major by 1177: it can hardly be anyone else who was then 
fined in that name for forest offences in Essex.zo This carta then may be dated to 
1177 without much margin of error. 

There is no earlier certain knowledge of the manors in this barony except 
in Domesday, when they were all held, with many others, by one Waiter, nick-

10 Her father attained his majority only in 1177 or so- see below. 
11 Charter of 4 December 1189 by King Richard I, confirming King Henry's permission to 

Henry de Cornhill to marry Alice, daughter and heir of Robert de Hastings, as copied 
in an inspeximus of 1270- Cat. Chart. I/, p. 138- granted to Matthew de Lovaine 
with whom this paper opens, described as "kinsman and heir." Henry de Cornhill was 
the elder brother of the Ralph who actually married her: Ralph and Reginald, described 
as his brothers, owed 100 marks at Michaelmas 1193 for the succession to Henry de 
Cornhill- Pipe Roll 5 R.l, Pipe Roll Society 4 NS, p. 161. Ralph de Cornhill was cer
tainly her husband by May 1191, when they are named as husband and wife in a Final 
Concord to be dealt with later -Pipe Roll Society 29 NS, No. 8. But Little Easton was in 
the King's hand from spring 1194 for at least two and a half years, William de Ste Mere 
Eglise being liable for the "issues"- Pipe Rolls 6, 7 and 8 R.1, Pipe Roll Society 5 NS, 
p.IO, 6 NS, p. 58, and 7 NS, p. 210 and 211. Ralph de Cornhill was himself liable at 
Michaelmas 1197 -Pipe Roll 9 R.1, Pipe Roll Society 8 NS, p. 76- which perhaps 
indicates that he was restored on condition of paying a year's "issues" (valued at 
£7 lls. lld.). This debt was still due (from Godfrey de Lovaine) at Michaelmas 1208-
Pipe Ro1110 Jo, Pipe Roll Society 23 NS, p. 28- but is not again mentioned. 

12 She is so named both in King Richard's charter and in the Final Concord of 1191 (last 
note) as Ralph's wife, and as Godfrey's wife in a Lincoln Final Concord of 1202- Pipe 
Roll Society 29 NS, No. 93. 

13 As copied in the Red Book, p. 358. 
14 Studies on the Red Book, p. 25. He also noticed that the barony is not reproduced in the 

summary dated 1167/8 (Red Book, p. 38), which means that it is later than that year 
but there is no clear correspondence between the two sets of entries. 

15 His daughter could not have been married by the King in his lifetime; and some time 
after Michaelmas 1189 £10 was offered for the custody of his widow: this sum is first 
mentioned as owing at Michaelmas 1190, Pipe Roll 2 R.1, Pipe Roll Society 1 NS, p. Ill. 

16 "Robert fitz William of Godmanneston," who can only be this person, owed 2 marks 
forest fine in Devon at Michaelmas 1176- Pipe Roll22 H.2, Pipe Roll Society 25, p. 149. 
Some time between then and Michaelmas 1177 he paid this fine (Pipe Roll Society 26, p. 7) 
and is not again mentioned. 

17 Book of Fees, p. 282-3 -see further below. This was a special eyre of all counties: there 
can be no mistake about the date. 

18 Ancient Deed A.13984- see below, page (10). 
19 Cartae Antiquae, C.20- see below, page (12). 
20 Pipe Roll, 23 H.2, Essex: Pipe Roll Society 26, p. 151. He had already paid I 0 marks by 

Michaelmas of that year, and paid the balance by next Michaelmas- Pipe Roll 24 H.2, 
Pipe Roll Society 27, p. 36, 
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named the Deac<!>n,21 of whom hardly anything else is known. lt used to be 
thought that Waiter the Deacon's Easton was not Little Easton but Great 
East on, also in Essex; but Round22 has shown that this is due to a mistake,23 
and that it was in fact Little Easton. 

JI. Robert de Hastings 

The older antiquarians thought that Robert de Hastings acquired the 
barony with his (anonymous) wife, heir to a family of Windsors,24 but they did 
not suggest how it came to the Windsors from Waiter the Deacon. There does 
not seem to be any direct evidence for th.e existence of this Windsor heiress 
apart from a pedigree of Windsor25 complied in 1582,26 and beginning with 
Waiter fitz Other whose second son is shown as Robert de Windsor. This 
Robert was succeeded by his son William, and he by his (unnamed) daughter 
and heir, married to Robert de Hastings. The generations from Waiter to 
William are vouched by a charter of Henry I for William son of Robert (which 
will have to be considered later), but no authority is cited for the nameless 
daughter or her marriage, which is evidently a pure guess. King Richard's 
charter is cited for the marriage of Robert de Hastings' daughter Delicia (sic) 
to Henry (sic) de Corn hill; and some idea of the credibility of the pedigree may 
be gained from its invention of another unnamed "fillia et heres" of this mar· 
riage as the wife ofGodfreyde Lovaine.27 

In 1869 however, G. T. Clark28 called in aid the ancient charters of Wix 
Priory, which, as might be expected, had many grants from this family. He was 
thus enabled to construct a pedigree showing a descent in the direct male line 
from Waiter the Deacon down through Robert and William to our Robert, 
father-in-law of Godfrey de Lovaine: the coincidence of Christian names with 
those in Henry l's charter is significant. The evidence was not very clearly mar· 
shalled, and Clark added some conclusions not supported by any evidence;29 
but his article deserved better treatment than it received from Round in 1902,30 

21 See below. 
22 Introduction to the Essex Domesday, V. C. H. Essex, Vol. /, page 393. 
23 It is listed in the middle of holdings in Dengie Hundred, while Little Easton is in Dunmow 

Hundred- Essex Domesday, V.C.H. Essex, Vol. I, p. 548a. 
24 Morant, History of Essex, Vol. 11, p. 430- a passage stuffed with errors. But under 

Little Bromley and Wix (Vol. 1, p. 439 and 466) he calls Waiter the Deacon ancestor of 
the noble house of Hastings. 

25 Harleian Roll, P.8 (British Museum). 
26 So Round, Ancestor, Vol. I, p. 125, note 4. 
27 Compare however Round, ibidem, "As the pedigree gives ... transcripts ... of the chart

er of Henry II in favour of his cousin William fitz Robert fitz Waiter, and of the fine of 
Richard, all of which are quite accurate, its authority is excellent." In fact the transcripts 
are not of the original charters, or even of the inspeximus of 1270, but of an exempli
fication of the inspeximus issued in 1336 (Patent Roll 10 E.3, Calendar 1334-1338, 
p. 249-250), which is the origin of the silly form "Delicia." 

28 Archaeological Journal, Vol. 26, p. 121 et seqq. 
29 For example the connection of this family with William de Hastings of Fillongly and 

William de Eton: p. 129. ' 
30 Ancestor,Il,p.91·2. 
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Round's own later account31 of his operations was that "I have torn his theory 
to pieces," which was not inaccurate for the parts unsupported by evidence. 
But where there was evidence Round simply ignored it, restating the older view 
and citing no original evidence of his own but the charter of Henry I. The 
Complete Peerage article on Lovaine also repeats this view, presumably relying 
on Round, though it does not cite him, or indeed any authority, on this point. 
There is however no need to resort to the Wix charters for the negative purpose 
of disproving this old fairy tale. 

Although no public record explicitly gives Robert de Hastings' paternity, 
his mother is expressly named. William fitz Robert of Yorkshire owed 50 marks 
at Michaelmas 118132 "for having Heilewisia mother of Robert de Hastings to 
wife"; and his connection with our Robert de Hastings is put beyond doubt by 
litigation ten years later,33 when the Prioress of Wix sued William fitz Robert 
and Helewisia his wife in respect of the advowson of the church of Bildeston. 
The action was settled on terms that Ralph de Cornhill and Alice his wife, as 
patrons of the church of Bildeston, together with William fitz Robert and He!e
wisia his wife "in the dower of which Helewisia the said church is founded," 
granted five marks a year in alms from the church to the Prioress, saving the 
advowson and presentation of William and Helewisia as of her dower during her 
life, and afterwards of Ralph and Alice and their heirs. Robert de Hastings' 
mother could not be dowered in Bildeston and its advowson, both of which were 
comprised in the "Hastings barony," if the barony had come to Robert with 
his wife. Furthermore, she could not be dowered in her own property, which 
proves that the barony had not come by marriage even a generation earlier, but 
that Robert had inherited it from his father. 

The next piece of evidence is thirty years later, 34 when we are told from 
Suffolk that "Lady Helewisa de Gwerres had been twice married35 by the Lord 
the King, first to William (sic) de Pynkiny, secondly to William fitz Robert; and 
Lady Maud de Flamville is likewise in the Lord the King's gift; and both are 
free to marry, but they are old ladies (vetule); and the manor of Bildeston is 
shared between them, and is worth £20, and is of the barony of Godfrey de 
Lovaine by the inheritance of his wife." 

This return, besides giving us Heloise's maiden name, explains why she was 
described as Robert de Hastings' mother when she married William fitz Robert, 
rather than as his father's widow: she was then the widow of her second husband 
de Pinkney. His name was not in fact William (Wil) but Gilbert (Gil), who with 
"Heloise his wife and Robert son and heir of Heloise" confirmed36 to the nuns 

31 King's Sergeants, page 362, note 1. 
32 Pipe Roll, 27 H.2, York: Pipe Roll Society 30, p. 45. The debt continued till1185, when it 

is recorded as paid- Pipe Roll31 H.2, Pipe Roll Society 34, p. 65. 
33 Final Concord, 15 May 1191,Pipe Roll Society 17, No. 8. 
34 Book of Fees (1219), page 282-3. 
35 "Dotata," but it can hardly be accurate to say that the King dowered her. 
36 "Gilebertus de pinkengi et heilewidis uxor illius et Rodbertus filius et heres heilewidis"

Ancient Deed A.l4008, cited (but without details) by Landon, Essex Arch. Soc. T., 
Vol. 19 NS (1930), p. 176. 
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of Wix the moiety of the tithes belonging to the church of Bildeston, as granted 
to them by William fitz Robert- not of course Heloise's third husband. He 
was Gilbert de Pinkney of Weedon, co Northants, who appears regularly in the 
Pipe Rolls from Michaelmas 1163 (10 H.2) to Michaelmas 1177 (24 H.2), to be 
replaced in the following year by Henry de Pinkney : this fits in well with 
Heloise's third marriage in 1181. His appearances are mostly in connection with 
Windsor Castle, his barony (of 15 fees) being subject to castle guard there, as was 
the Hastings barony. There is unfortunately no indication of the date of the 
marriage between Gilbert and Heloise; but Gilbert was already a widower with 
an heir, for there is a charter37 by him "with the consent of Eustachia his wife 
and Henry their son and heir." 

Robert de Hastings then obtained the Hastings barony neither with his wife 
nor through his mother: it follows that he obtained it by succession to his father. 
This father is implied by the pleadings in the litigation between his brother 
Ralph and Sewal de Oseville about 1200 (next instalment) to have been William 
fitz Robert, the same name and patronymic as his second stepfather: this is also 
the implication of Gilbert de Pinkney's charter above; and in many other Wix 
charters, to be dealt with presently, it is explicit. With this indication he may be 
recognised as the Wi!Iiam fitz Robert who at Michaelmas 115938 was liable 
in Essex for 20 marks "gift of Knights'' (i.e. scutage), which in the next year was 
related to his 10 knights' fees.39 After pardon of 1 mark at Michaelmas 116140 
and again at Michaelmas 116241 he was left with £6 (that is, 9 marks) to pay, 
and this is again explained42 as being on account of the balance of 9 knights: the 
rate of scutage was only half in these years what it had been in 1159. There is no 
later mention of William fitz Robert, and he must have been dead by 1166, 
the date of most of the cartae in the Black Book, leaving a family of minor sons. 

HI - Maud de Flamville 

No one could in 1219 share Bildeston with Robert de Hastings' widowed 
mother except Roberl's own widow: Maud de Flamville must therefore have 
been his wife. This is why at Michaelmas 119043 Hugh de Flamville owed £10 
for custody of his unnamed sister and her lands, she being the widow of Robert 
de Aistan (sic): he never paid this debt, and it is not mentioned after 1198, when 
it is remarked that he did not have custody. 44 There is further evidence of this 
marriage in a confirmation45 (undated) by Hugh de Flamville of the gift of the 
church at Marton to the canons of Malton made "before I gave my sister Maud 

37 Baker's Northants, Vol.!, p. 513. 
38 Pipe RollS H.2, Essex: Pipe Roll Society, 1, p. 5. 
39 Red Book 6 H.2 (since it is just before an entry dated "vii0

" in the margin) p. 730. 
40 Pipe Roll7 H.2, Essex: Pipe Roll Society, 4, p. 67. 
41 Pipe RollS H .2, Essex: Pipe Roll Society5, p. 71, and Red Book p. 29. 
42 Red Book, p. 693. 
43 Pipe Roll 2 R .1, Essex: Pipe Roll Society 1 NS, p. J J 1; transferred next year to Suffolk 

(Pipe Roll Society 2 NS, p. 29 and 43). 
44 Pipe Ro/11 0 R.l, Suffolk: Pipe Roll Society 9 NS, p. 80. 
45 New Monasticon, Vi (part 2), p. 973, f. 58. 
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Flamville in marriage to Robert de Hastings." The same confirmation mentions 
Roger de Flamville as Hugh's (and therefore Maud's) father. 

Robert de Hastings' wife then was neither of the Windsor family nor heiress 
to the Hastings barony. She was however an heiress. 46 Hugh de Flamvi lle was 
dead by 1214,47 and his heirs (in Marten) were "Maud de Flamville and Agnes 
her sister;" while in 1233 there is mention of confirmations of Hugh's grant 
of a mill at Fryton48 to Rievaulx Abbey49 by Maud de Flamville and Waiter de 
Percy:so Waiter de Percy was son of Agnes51 and nephew of Hugh de Flam
ville,52 which agrees with the description of Maud as Hugh's sister. Waiter de 
Percy's father, and Agnes' first husband, was William de Percy of Kildale,s3 
who was dead by Michaeimas 1203 (when she recovered dower), 54 but still alive 
in August 1202,55 the date of a grant to him and Agnes his wife by "Ivetta de 
Archis, daughter of William de Archis." This Ivetta had been wife of Roger de 
Flamville,56 who, as we have seen, was father of Hugh: and she was therefore 
presumably mother of Agnes and also of Maud. 

Roger de Flamville gave the church at Marten to the Canons of Malton 
together with pasture in the same manor and an annual quantity of turf from 
Fryton moor;57 and Maud had land in Marten as early as 120558 (which may 
mean that Hugh was already dead, or may have been what Hugh gave her on 
marriage) and at Norton in 1219.59 She also made a grant in her "free widow-

46 G. A. Moriarty on the Origin of Hastings, New England Historical and Genealogical 
Register, Vol. 96 (1942), p. 36 et seqq., admits Maud de Flamville as Robert's wife and 
widow, but tries to accommodate the old story by making the Windsor heiress his first 
wife and mother of Alice. The mother of Alice was certainly Maud de Flamville, for her 
inheritance passed to Alice's descendants. 

47 Fine Roll16Jo., Rot. Ob!., p. 537, noticed by Landon, Essex Arch. Soc . T., 19 NS, p. 177. 
48 This identifies the "Hugo de Flammavilla de Friton" who in 1188 (Pipe Roll Society 10, 

Ancient Charters 1, p. 90) witnessed a deed by Henry de Hastings of the family of the later 
Earls of Pembroke, descended from an earlier Flamville heiress. 

49 Rievaulx Cartulary, Sur tees Society 83, p. 218. 
50 Ibid., p. 219. The V.C.H. Yorkshire (North Riding), Vol. I, p. 507, describes Maud de 

Flamville as "possibly" the widow of Hugh (whose wife was certainly called Maud in his 
own grant of this mill), and is therefore driven to account for Fryton being held by the 
Lovaines by an imaginary alienation to them by the Percies. 

51 He claimed a carucate at Marton, the inheritance of Agnes de Flammavilla his mother, 
from the Master of St. Leonard's Hospital, who derived from John de Birkin late husband 
of Agnes- Whitby Cartulary Vol. II, Surtees Society 72, p. 699-700 (Placita & Assise, 
1-24 H.3). 

52 The Percy Feodary, [.60, contains this confirmation by Waiter de Percy, dated 1224, and 
referring to the Carta Hugonis avunculi mei- Surtees Society 72 (Whitby Cartulary 
Vol. II), p. 700, and 83 (Rievaulx Cartulary) p. 219, note 2. 

53 A grant by William de Percy of Kildale for the salvation of his soul and that of Agnes his 
wife was witnessed by Hugh de Flamville - Gisbum Cartulary, Vol. I, Sur tees Society 86, 
p.232. 

54 Michaelmas Term 1203, coram King John, against Henry de Percy and Stephen his son
ibid. Vol. Il, p. 4, note. 

55 Yorkshire Fines, Surtees Society 94, p. 34. 
56 She joined him as his wife, in giving the Church of Nor ton, which was of her dower, to 

the Canons of Malton- Register of the Priory of Malton No . 7, New Monasticon VI, 
p. 971. 

57 Ibid. No. 10, p. 972: Hugh de Flamville confirmed the gift of the church at Marton by 
"my father"- ibid. No.11. 

58 Yorkshire Fines, King John, Jan.-Feb. 1204/05, Surtees Society 94, p. 94. 
59 Yorkshire Fines, Henry Ill, Feb. 1218/19, Yorkshire Archaeological Society 62, p. 24. 
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hood" of the homage and service which Godfrey de Luvain, knight, owed her 
at Marton. 60 

It is because Maud and Agnes were coheirs that the fees of Nigel de Mow
bray (1225-1230) included half a fee each in Fryton and elsewhere held by Waiter 
de Percy and Maud de Flamville;61 and Fryton, Norton (and Sutton) were still 
held in more or less equal moieties in 1301 under Roger de Mowbray by Ernulph 
de Percy and Matthew de Lovaine. 62 Matthew de Lovaine had also a messuage 
at Marton under the Mowbrays.63 

IV - Ralpb de Hastings of Wix 

The first recorded public appearance of one Ralph de Hastings was in 
April 1189, probably before Robert's death. He then recovered by fine a hide 
and a half of land at Wix for 10 marks quittance from (his half-sister's son) 
Ralph de Exeter64- at that date not a mere purchase, but the price of a com
promise. At Michaelmas 1194 he was owing ten marks for a writ to be recognised 
as holding half a fee in Wix65 (not a whole fee, which is the assessment on that 
manor attributed to Ralph de Hastings in Robert's carta), a writ which must 
therefore have been granted earlier in that year or late in 1193. This case had 
progressed by 119866 to the stage of a writ for summoning a jury to determine 
" if Robert de Hastings brother of the aforesaid Ralph had had mere custody of 
half a knight's fee in Wiches which was of Waiter Makerell and the same Ralph 
while the same Ralph was under age ... which land the same Ralph claims 
against Ralph de Corn bull and Alice his wife, daughter of the aforesaid Robert de 
Hastings": it is this entry which shows decisively Ralpb's position in the family. 
The action was settled (at Trinity 1200)67 by Alice's second husband Godfrey de 
Lovaine: he granted Ralph the half fee in return for Ralph's granting "marit
agium" to (his nehpew and Alice's cousin) William Carbonel. 

60 York Cathedral Register, No. 75, New Monasticon VI, p. 1190: "Luvain" is transcribed 
as"Lunam." 

61 Red Book, p. 734. 
62 Inquisition post mortem on Roger de Mowbray, Yorkshire Archaeological Society 31, 

p. 156, 159, 162, 164- and see, at the allocation of dower to his widow, Close Roll29 
E.1 , Calendar 1296-1302 p. 459. 

63 Inquisition postmortem on Matthew de Lovaine, Calendar IV, No. 97. 
64 Final Concord 24 April 1189 (35 H.2, Divers Counties, No. 3), Essex Feet of Fines 

(Essex Arch. Soc.) Vol. I, p. 284, and Pipe Roll Society 17, no. 4. This is the transac
tion to which he refers as a recovery in his second pleading against Sewall de Oseville
Curia Regis Roll 1 Jo., Essex, Palgrave's Rot.Cur.Reg. II, p. 254- see below. He had 
also land at Westfrid: Final Concord 14-10-1198 (10 R.1, Essex, no. 45), Essex Feet of 
Fines Vol. I, p. 14, and Pipe Roll Society 24, No. 6. 

65 Pipe Roll 6 R. 1, Essex: Pipe Roll Society 5 NS, p. 36. He did not pay till1201- Pipe 
Roll3 Jo., Pipe Roll Society 14 NS, p. 61 -all the intervening years showing it as a debt. 

66 Curia Regis RollB B, Essex: Curia Regis Rolls, Vol. I, p. 61. The roll bears no date, but at 
page 64 (as printed) refers to St. George's day (April 23rd) as being a Thursday, which 
was true in 1198. The action is mentioned again at page 57 and (in the next regnal year 
but still 1198) page 107, and Palgrave's Rot.Cur.Reg. I, p. 184; and again at pages 344, 
349. 

67 Final Concord (Jo ., Essex No. 41) Essex Feet of Fines I, p. 23, 
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In 119968 Ralph had given the pendency of this action as an excuse for not 
answering a claim to the same half fee by one Sewall de Oseville on the ground of 
his descent from a junior branch of the Hastings family which had held it; but 
when it was settled he replied without further demur.69 Sewall's action went on 
for another three years , till at Trinity 120370 he quitclaimed to Ralph. Un
fortunately in neither of the two surviving pleadings in this case does Ralph give 
his own title. 

Ralph de Hastings was also involved in litigation with the Priory of Wix, 
all of it probably settled before 1190: no trace of these transactions however 
appears in the public records, and they will be dealt with presently with the 
Wix Charters. 

Ralph's last public mention was at Michaelmas 1209,71 when he was owing 
half a mark "pro habenda mansione." He was dead by Michaelmas 1210,72 
leaving a daughter under age whose custody and marriage had been granted to 
Alan Basset for 100 marks. It is not therefore surprising to find at the death of 
Sir Philip Basset ofWycombe, younger son of this Alan, in 1271,73 that he held 
under Sir Matthew de Lovaine the manor ofWix "by courtesy of England of the 
inheritance of Helewisia his wife:" in other words Ralph de Hastings' daughter 
and heir was called Heloise after her grandmother; she w~ married to Sir 
Philip Basset;74 and she died before him. This Basset family was continued by 
Sir Philip's second marriage; but Heloise's heir was their daughter Aline who 
had first married Sir Hugh le Despenser, but by 1271 was the wife of Roger 
Bigod, Earl of Norfolk.7S Aline herself died in 1280,76 her heir Hugh son of 
Hugh le Despenser being then aged 20, so that a probable date for her first 
marriage would be 1255, and for her birth 1235. Her mother Heloise, of whom 
we know certainly only that she was under age in 1210, cannot have been born 

63 Curia Regis Roll, Essex, " dat. incert.," according to Palgrave in Rot.Cur.Reg., Vol. I, 
p. 31 8, but assigned tentatively to 6 R. 1 by Plac.Abbr., p. 7, where it is copied: this is 
perhaps a confusion with the entry in the Pipe Roll of that year already mentioned. The 
pleading however says expressly that the other action had been in progress for six years, 
which dates it to 1199 or 1200, probably 1199 since it finishes with an adjournment to the 
day after Trinity Sunday, and the case was mentioned again on 14 June 1199 (1 Jo.) 
(p. 384) as well as several times later. 

69 7 May 1200, if the Roll is rightly dated - Palgrave's Rot.Cur.Reg. Vol. /I, p. 245, and 
again at intervals till1203 in Curia Regis Rolls, Vols. I and//. 

70 Final Concord, Jo., Essex No. 163 and "Unknown Counties" No. 36, Essex Feet of Fines, 
Vol. /, p. 33 and 48. 

71 Pipe Rollll Jo ., Essex & Hertford: Pipe Roll Society 24 NS, p. 200. 
72 Pipe Roll12 Jo., Essex & Hertford: Pipe Roll Society 26 NS, p. 35. 
73 Inquisition Post Mortem 56 H.3, Calendar /, No. 807, p. 273. 
74 There is also a charter undated by the Prioress of Wi.x to the lord Philip Basset and 

Helewisia his wife- New Monasticonl V, p. 515, IV. 
75 G. W. Watson in the article on Despenser in the Complete Peerage, IV, p. 261, says that 

Sir Hugh le Despenser married "Aline, da. & h. of Sir Philip Basset of Wycombe, 
Bucks . . .. by his first wife Ha wise, da. of Sir Matthew de Lovaine of Little Easton, Essex," 
to which is appended a footnote: "She had, in free marriage, the manor of Wix, Essex, by 
the service of 20s. a year. Some genealogists say that she was da. of John de Grey of 
Eaton, Bucks." Her fathering on Sir Matthew de Lovaine has no other support than the 
quite unwarranted assumption that she held Wi.x in free marriage: in fact she held it by 
inheritance as the Inquisition specifies, and Sir Matthew was her overlord but not her 
father. 

76 Inquisition PostMortem 9 E.1, Calendar II, No. 389. 
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much (if at all) before 1205, which indicates the possibility that Ralph de 
Hastings waited till his title to Wix was clear before marrying: the name of his 
wife does not appear. 

Aline's son Hugh le Despenser77 was later King Edward II's favourite, and 
Wix was forfeited with the rest of his possessions on his execution in 1326. 

V -Alexander de Walham 

The Wix Charters are all now classified as Ancient Deeds and to be found at 
the Public Record Office: Clark saw comparatively few of these, those that were 
then classified as Cartae Antiqu21e. Several more were noticed by Landon, writ
ing on this family in 1930;78 and a few have been printed recently in honour of 
Lady Stenton: 79 but there are many others not so far noticed which are neces
sary to complete the picture. 

One must acknowledge that many, perhaps most, of these deeds are forger
ies80 in that they pretend to be originals when they are copies; but this does not 
mean that they are historically false.81 And again, whatever their motives in 
committing these forgeries , and even if in some respects they introduced deliber
ate falsifications , the nuns could have no reason to falsify any of the family 
relations demonstl~ated by these deeds: 82 indeed any such falsification, of recent 
facts commonly remembered, would have served only to throw suspicion on the 
documents. 

The first charter to be considered83 is a grant by Ralph de Hastings between 
1189 and 119984 to the nuns ofWix in compromise of an action brought by them 

77 He is recorded as holding Wix for half a fee of Matthew de Lovaine in 1301 (lnq. p.m. 
30 E.l, Calendar IV, No. 97), and again in 1303, although by then Matthew had in fact 
been succeeded by his son Thomas- Feudal Aids I!, p. 129. 

78 Essex Arch. Soc. T., Vol. 19 NS, p. 174. 
79 Pipe Roll Society 36 NS pp. 45-58 (" Wix Charters" by Professor C. N. L. Brooke) and 

147-165 ("Bacton Charters" by Barbara Dodwell). 
80 It used to be thought that palaeography could not detect these forgeries- Hilary 

Jenkinson, Palaeography and the Practical Study of Court Hand, p. 16- but more 
recently Professor Brooke has shown (Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 45 et seqq.) that nearly 
all the older ones.are written in one of two hands. 

81 Professor Brooke says (ibid., p. 58) that "it would be needlessly sceptical to doubt the 
general truth of the story which the forgers told in their documents, and heedlessly 
cyncial to attribute serious guilt to.the nuns of Wix;" and Barbara Dodwell (ibid., p. 150) 
that "although (the Wix) charters must inevitably be used with caution; there is every 
likelihood that they reproduce both the substance and the detail of the earlier deeds." 

82 The only suggestion of a reason comes from Professor Brooke (ibid., p. 57): "we may 
presume that in their suits with Sewale de Oseville the nuns and Ralph were allies, and it 
may be that the nuns revised and improved the records of their founder's family in his 
interest as well as their own." It is true that Se wall was in litigation with the nuns in 1198 
(Curia Regis Rolls I, p. 51) and 1204 (ibid., 11, p. 119); but the former was in Wiltshire, for 
the rents of "Wamberge," and the latter in Oxfordshire. Without going into the prob
ability of the suggestion, it is perhaps enough to say that there is nothing in the Wix 
charters more favourable to Ralph or more unfavourable to Sewall than Sewall's 
own pleadings in his action against Ralph (next instalment), and these are con
temporary official records. If the nuns had wanted to help Ralph, they should have 
supplied a grant to him by his father of the manor of Wix but if they did oblige in that 
way no trace of it has survived. 

83 A .13894, noticed by Landon, Essex Arch. Soc. T., Vol.19 NS, p. 177. 
84 The first two witnesses were Bishops Richard of London·and Gilbert of Rochester, there

fore Richard fitz Neal (1189-1199) and Gilbert de Glanville (1185-1215). 
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against him in the Curia Regis, ss probably early in King Richard's .reign.86 
He confirms a grant to them by his father's "avunculus" Alexander de Wal
ham,87 as confirmed by Ralph's father William and by his brother Robert
which identifies Ralph and fixes the two preceding generations. The last witness 
is Ralph's brother John, ss who also represented Ralph in his litigation with 
Sewall de Oseville in 1199. 89 The subject-matter was one third of the manor of 
Wix to be held for service of one-sixth of a knight. 

A series of charters gives the early history of this third part of Wix, begin
ning with a confirmation90 by William fitz Robert to Adeliza wife of his avuncu
lus Alexander of a third part of Wix with which Alexander her husband had 
endowed her on marriage. Then there is a long charter91 from Alexander de Wal
ham, to be dated 1156 with very little margin92 informing Bishop R. of London 
that with the consent and at the prayer of his wife Aeliz he has granted the 
third part ofWix, her dower, to the nuns ofWix, free of all service save 40 pence 
for every 20 shillings of scutage when imposed, "with my lord William fitz
Robert and his wife Helewis and their son and heir Robert de Hastings." This is 
a striking instance of Robert having the surname of Hastings while his father 
William did not: they are described in the same way as witnesses. In a charter93 
confirming this grant of his avunculus Alexander, William explains 40 pence as 
a sixth of a knight (it is a sixth of 20 shillings), and mentions his wife Helewis 
and Robert their son and heir: this copy does not give Robert a surname, but 
another copy does.94 There is a further confirmation9s in a few lines by King 
Henry II of this grant and of its confirmation by William, lord of the fief. The 
witnesses included Warin fitz Gerold the Chamberlain, a post which he held 
up to 1158, but in any case this confirmation, if genuine, must have been earlier 
than the more comprehensive one of 17 July 1157, below. 

Ralph de Hastings of Wix had more to confirm to the Priory: 20 acres in 
Wix which had been held by one Algar a priest, likewise in dispute,96 and ten 
shillings' worth of land at Fratinges, in which he calls his predecessor Alexander 

85 So explicitly stated, and most of the witnesses appear to be Justices in Eyre. 
86 No record of this litigation remains in the surviving records of the Curia Regis. 
87 Usually "Waha ;" "Waha" in this charter; "Walthii" as witness to William fitz Robert's 

charter A.13881; but "VALHAM" on Alexander's own seal on A.13946. Barbara Dod
well (p. 151) suggests the lost Wallam in Bradwel!-cn-sea, which may have been his 
birthplace. 

88 His brother John was also witness, with most of the others in this charter, to A.13896, 
whose interest is a perfect seal. 

89 "Johanoem fratrem suum," Palgrave's Rot.Cur.Reg. I, r. 318; mentioned again, ibid., 
p. 252. 

90 A.13882, also noticed by Landon, p. 176. 
91 A.13984, also noticed by Landon, p. 176, and printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 163. 
92 Royal confirmation was in 1157 at the latest, and Robert de Hastings, who is mentioned, 

was not born till I I 55. 
93 A.13883. 
94 A.13893: there are many other differences in this copy. Both are noticed by Landon, p. 

176. 
95 A.13966, noticed by Bishop, No, 467. 
96 A.13897. 
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de Wicha :97 the first witness to the latter confirmation was Ranulf de Glanville, 
Justiciar, which post he held from 1180 to 1190. 

Alexander's charter98 in respect of the 20 acres held by Algar is in the form 
of a confirmation to Bishop Richard of London in which he styles himself 
Alexander de Wikes. ,The 20 acres occupy the second place in the charter, the 
first grant mentioned being "all my dwelling house and my garden which sur
rounds the church ofWix, and all the lands which my father granted to the afore
said church, and afterwards my brother Waiter, at the request of my sister Edith 
(Eadiva), granted and offered on the altar of the church." It is to be dated be
tween about 1157 and 1162;99 and there is a contemporary confirmation100 by 
by William fitz Robert of "all that donation" (unspecified) "which my avunculi 
Waiter Mascherel and Alexander his brother gave and granted to God and the 
Church ofSt Mary ofWix." 

These charters seem not to have been the earliest evidence of the grants 
they mention. There is a confirmation by King Henry I 1 o 1 of the grant by Waiter 
Mascherel and Alexander his brother at the request of their sister Edith (Editha) 
of the church of St Mary at Wix to unspecified nuns for the purpose of founding 
a community there. Mention is also made of two carucates and seven villeins at 
Wix (the whole manor was only four hides),102 of the house and garden round 
the church "which were their father's," and the ten shillings worth of land at 
Fratinges.103 The date may be anywhere between 1112104 and 1135, the end of 
the reign. 

These grants were confirmed again in almost identical language by King 
Stephen,105 "as King Henry commanded by his charter," and Stephen's con
firmation is thought106 to be one of the few genuine ones in this collection: 
there was once a seal on it, but it has been removed. They were further confirmed 

97 A.13761. 
98 A.5273 (formerly Cart.Ant. £ .2.31.14), noticed by Landon, p. 174, printed at Pipe Roll 

Society 36 NS, . 164. 
99 Barbara Dodwell, foe. cit. The second witness is Abbot A bel of St. Osyth's who died in 

1183, so that the Bishop is Richard de Beaumes II (1152-1162). 
100 A.5275, formerly Cart.Ant. L.2.31.10 and so cited by Clark, Archaeological Journal 26, 

p. 121, 124. Noticed also by Landon, p. 175. That it is contemporary is indicated by near
ly all the witnesses being the same. 

101 AS 316 (Clark, ibid., p. 125) published in the National Manuscripts in Facsimile I, No. 5 
(Bishop, No. 493). 

102 Essex Domesday V.C.H. Essex, Vol. I, p. 548b. 
103 In the last place come the "isle of Siricheseie and the tithes of Purley," without further 

details, which is suspicious both for its brevity and because it is not repeated in either of 
the confirmations by Stephen and Henry 11. These lands were certainly given to the Priory, 
as we shall see later, but they were not held under William fitz Robert. 

104 The first Witness is Bishop B(ernard) of St. Davids, consecrated to that see in 1115; but 
the last is "W. Maltravers," who according to the Complete Peerage was a witness from 
1121 onwards. 

105 A .5276, formerly Cart.Ant.£.2.31.4, cited by Clark ibid., p.123 as L.2.31.14 (Bishop, 
No.449). 

106 Professor Brooke, Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 45. 
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by King Henry II 107 on 17 July 1157,1 os in rather different language, and throw
ing in for good measure the third part of Wix which had been the dower of 
"Aeliz," Alexander's wife, together with a reference to Alexander's charter for 
this and William fitz Robert's confirmation. This charter names for the first 
time (as Waiter the Dean) the so far anonymous father ofWalter and Alexander; 
an insertion which has been regarded as suspect, partly because its first appear
ance is so late, and partly because he is described as Dean instead of Deacon : 
this will be discussed below. 

Then there is what appears to be a consolidating charter109 by Alexander 
"de Wika," although the seal reads (ALEX)AND(RI) DE V ALHAM. He 
refers to the "other lands granted to the same church, first by my father, and by 
my brother Waiter, and later by me, at the request of our sister Edith (Ediva) ... 
according to the charter of King Henry which my brother obtained for the said 
nuns and delivered to them." From the arrangements which he prescribed for 
his wife after his death, and from the unprecedented number of witnesses, this 
seems to have been granted in anticipation of death; but it is not possible to 
date it more precisely than between 1154 and 1162,110 

Part of the arrangements for Alexander's death was that his self-acquired 
property should pass to Ralph, 111 younger son of William fitz Robert, who, as 
we have seen, also followed him as undertenant of Wix. The first step seems to 
have been a gift112 by William fitz Robert to Alexander of30 marks of silver and 
a saddle horse, stipulating for the grant by Alexander in return to Ralph of all 
lands of his own acquiring in Wix and elsewhere, described (saving misprints) as 
land in Wiches and Wenberge and Coonthere and Focheslande, and all his land 
of Horishelle. The formal grants must have been two in number, one for the 
land of which William fitz Robert was overlord and one for the others. The first 
seems no longer to be extant, but there is a charter 113 by William fitz Robert and 
his "eldest son Robert," evidently written on the bottom of a sheet, the top of 
which will have carried Alexander's grant, and confirming "the same gift and 
confirmation which Alexander de W aham granted and confirmed by his charter 
to Ralph fitz William." The second grant,114 of land held under other overlords, 

107 A.13947, published in National Manuscripts in Facsimile I, No. 11 (Bishop No. 481). 
It has long been recognised as a forgery because one of the witnesses is miscopied as 
"Rog" Bishop of Evreux, when in fact it should be "Rot" (Rotrou). The official copy is 
enrolled among the Cartae Antiquae, C.20, for which the older commentators had to rely 
on the very faulty transcript in Dugdale's Monasticon, II, p. 282 (reproduced with the 
same mistakes in the New M onasticon, IV, p. 515). It is now available in Pipe Roll Society 
17 NS, No. 92, p. 55; but Professor Brooke has recently pointed out (Pipe Roll Society, 
36 NS, p. 53) that this official copy has no higher authority than the forgery of which 
it is evidently a copy; the Cartae Antiquae Rolls were made up about 1199. 

108 The confirmation was granted in the Council at Northampton, and Bishop Rotrou of 
Evreux was present there on that date -Pipe Roll Society 17 NS, p. 55. 

109 A.13946. 
110 The charter is witnessed by Bishop Richard of London. 
111 Landon (p. 177) unaccountably refers to this transaction as a demise of Wix by Alex-

ander to Ralph. 
112 Morant, History of Essex , I, p. 466, citing a "Manuscript of Sir Richard St. George." 
113 A .13780. 
114 A.5266, formerly Cartae Antiquae, L.2.31.6, cited by Clark as L.2.31.7, loc.cit., p. 124. 
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has survived, but it names only "Horiselle" and "Cokeseie," and not "Foches
lande" which went with the latter. Philip de Columbariis confirmedl15 to Ralph 
de Hastings "all that land of Horisselle which his ancestors held of mine," 
while Ranulf fitz Gerard confirmed 116 to him "Cockenheie and F ogeleslonde ... 
to be held as Alexander de Waham, Ralph's uncle, formerly held them." 

The first witness to Alexander's charter is named William de "Hastinkes," 
and it is expressed to have been written "at Eistan after the death of the Lord 
William." On the whole it seems more probable that William fitz Robert should 
be William de "Hastinkes" than the "lord William," despite the unwonted 
surname: the "lord William" might conceivably have been the eldest son and 
heir of King Henry II, who died in 1156, aged four. In any event the charter 
cannot have been earlier in date than 1156, for Ralph can hardly have been 
born earlier than that. 

None of these arrangements would have been possible if Alexander had had 
children of his own: it seems that he did have a son William 117 who could hardly 
be the "lord William" even in death, for no one else seems to have been called 
"lord" in these charters), but he must have died before his father. 

(To be continued) 

115 A.503. Philip Basset and Helewis his wife later acknowledged that 40 shillings a year, 
formerly payable to Philip de Columbariis for the land of "Horeshull" in Wix, was now 
payable to Coggeshall Abbey, who in return warranted the land to Philip and Helewis 
and to the heirs (naturally) of Helewis - AS.407. 

116 A. 784. Ranulf fitz Gerard later granted Ralph de Hastings for fourteen years a demise of 
the land of "Alfwinhei" by a charter dated 4 Jo. (1202-3) - A . 790. 

117 The last witness but one to William fitz Robert's confirmation of Alexander's grant of a 
third of Wix as dower to his wife Adeliza was William fitz Alexander: it is no objection 
that he could not witness his parents' marriage, for the confirmation was not contem
porary with the grant confirmed: it speaks of the grant as being made "quando earn 
desponsavit." Sewall de Oseville alleged that Alexander had had a son William who suc
ceeded him in Wix- Palgrave's Rot.Cur.Reg. I, p. 318 - but this survival cannot be the 
truth. 
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The Excavation of a "Red Hill" on Canvey Island 
By Warwick J. Rodwell, F.S.A.(Scot.) 

The ''Red Hills''- General Introduction 

Around the coast of Essex are an estimated two hundred "Red Hills" : 
these are low, fiat-topped mounds, which are very variable in shape and size 
and are situated on or near saltings. In extent they vary from less than a quarter 
of an acre to many acres and stand two to five feet high above the surrounding 
saltings. The body of a "Red Hill" consists almost entirely of loosely packed 
burnt earth of an orange or red colour. Mixed with this are many pieces oflarge, 
crude pottery vessels and fragments of clay bars of similar material. There are 
four different types of bars: "wedges", "firebars", "pedestals" and "T-pieces". 
All these, together with the pottery vessels, are collectively known as "briquet
age." Sherds of Iron Age 'C' and early Romano-British pottery, together with 
lumps of green vitreous slag, are also found in the burnt earth. 

With a view to ascertaining the nature and purpose of these mounds, ex
tensive excavations were begun in 1906 by the newly-formed "Red Hills Ex
ploration Committee." Work was undertaken for four seasons on sites at Lang
enhoe, Goldhanger and Canewdon; two reports were issued.l A summary of the 
"Red Hills" is to be found in the Victoria County History of Essex.2 

The widely accepted view on the purpose of the "Red Hills" is that they 
were industrial sites, producing salt from sea water by a process of evaporation. 
The crude pottery required for this purpose was produced on the site; slight 
traces of possible kilns and furnaces have been observed. 

The "Red Hills" on Canvey Island 

Canvey is a low-lying island near the mouth of the River Thames. Before 
the erection of the Dutch sea wall in the 17th Century the whole island was a 
salting and subject to periodic flooding. It has been established that the land 
level has sunk at least twelve feet in relation to the sea level since early Roman 
days. Our own calculations, based on excavation results, have verified this. The 
island seems to have been well populated from about the end of the 1st Century 
B.C. to the late 4th Century A.D. Finds of pottery have been numerous, par
ticularly on the "Red Hills."3 Fig. 1 is a simplified map of the island, showing 
the sites of the more important Roman finds. There are a number of "Red 
Hills" on the island and several more outside the sea wall, which have been 
partly or wholly destroyed by the sea. Several of these mounds were examined by 
Mr. Ernest Linder in the 1930s. 4 

Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries (2nd Series), vol. XXII, p. 164 and vol. XXIII, 
p. 66. 

2 Vol. I, p. 307 and vol. Ill, p. 32. 
3 The "Red Hills" on Canvey Island are the only ones known to have been occupied after 

they ceased to be industrial sites. 
4 "Essex Naturalist", vol. XXVI, p. 136 and p. 270; and vol. XXVII, p. 48 and p. 98. 
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In the spring of 1964 the Wickford & District Archaeological Society 
began a long-term project of investigating the "Red Hills" in south-east Essex, 
particularly those which are being destroyed by modern development. During 
the first season excavations were undertaken on two of the Canvey sites: on 
"Red Hill" XII, where development is obliterating the mound; and on site Ill 
which is being rapidly destroyed by the action of the sea. The excavation on XII 
forms the subject of this report.S All finds from the excavations are at present 
lodged with the Wickford & District Archaeological Society, but will eventually 
be deposited at the Chelmsford & Essex Museum. 

The Excavation Site- "Red Hill" Xll 

This is the most westerly of the known "Hills" on Canvey: grid reference 
TQ 788820. It shows as a flat-topped mound, rising only two feet above the 
surrounding ground level, which is six feet above O.D. It is a particularly small 
site, being only one-sixth of an acre in extent; Fig. 2 shows a plan of the site. The 
main body of the hill is rectangular, but there is a considerable projection, at a 
slightly lower level, on the south-east. Upon this projection are two mounds, 
three feet high, which form the bases of W.D. huts. Both mounds were formed 
in Medieval times and have no connection with the underlying R .B. material. 
The site is divided by a wire fence running north-south and the western side has 
been planted with young trees. The west edge of the "Hill" was cut away during 
the digging of a massive dyke in 1963. This land is owned by the North Thames 
Gas Board and is the site of the new Liquid Methane Terminal. The portion of 
the site to the east of the fence is owned by Canvey Island Urban District Coun
cil and a new sewage disposal works is being constructed there. The Wickford 
& District Archaeological Society undertook rescue excavations on the site 
in the hope of establishing more facts about the dating and function of the "Red 
Hills" on the Island. 6 

The land surface is composed of heavy green-grey alluvium; this is approxi
mately six to seven feet thick. Beneath it is a layer of blue clay, known to be as 
much as seventy feet in thickness. In Belgic and early Roman times the top of the 
blue clay appears to have been the land surface. 

Seven trenches were opened and all taken down to the blue clay. 

TRENCH C2A 

This trench was cut through the small mound on which hut 1 was situated. 
The layers were of uniform thickness and a block diagram is shown in fig. 3. 
The first three feet were composed of alluvium, and contained over 2,000 sherds 
of Medieval pottery, ranging in date from 12th to 15th Century. Most of the 
pottery prior to the late 13th Century was crude, unglazed and of the cooking-

5 "Red Hill" Ill is very much more complicated and has produced vast quantities of pot
tery. A report is forthcoming. 

6 No previous excavations had taken place on this mound; it had merely been presumed to 
be a "Red Hill." 
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pot variety; after this date the wares were much finer, and often well glazed, 
the majority of sherds being from jugs. Animal bones, charcoal and shells of 
edible fish turned up in great abundance. Layer 3, a floor of burnt clay and char
coal, contained no finds, but as there were a few sherds of early Medieval pot
tery beneath it, then it too must be dated to that period. 

Layer 4, alluvium, contained 1st and 2nd Century sherds at the bottom, 
and 3rd to 4th Century sherds at the top. A bronze coin from this layer was a 
Roman "as" of the 1st Century A.D. 7 There was a complex of postholes and a 
gravel floor in this layer, see fig. 4. Postholes nos. 1 and 2 were larger and deeper 
than the rest, and both were an an angle of about 30° to the vertical, sloping 
towards the north. They may have been part of a retaining wall along one edge 
of the gravel floor. Of the other fifteen postholes all except one were vertical. It 
appeared that the posts had become broken off at ground level and oversealed 
by alluvium. Gradually the stumps of the posts rotted away, each leaving a 
cavity of the exact form of the post. At the bottom of most of the holes were 
fragments of rotten wood and bark. Many theories have been advanced as to the 
nature and purpose of these structures but none is sufficiently conclusive to be 
worthy of inclusion with this report. The structures are probably of the 2nd 
Century A. D.; closer dating is not possible due to the absence of associated finds. 

A block of reddish grey lava, similar to pumice, was found; it measured 
2-,i in. x 2i in. x 1 in. thick and showed clear marks of having been used as a 
sharpening stone for metal knives or similar tools. 

Layer 5 contained remains associated with the salt industry, and was com
posed of loosely packed red burnt earth. Mixed with this were many fragments 
of briquetage, Belgic and Roman pottery of the 1st Century A.D. 

Layer 6 was heavy brown clay, containing Belgic pottery and a few specks 
of charcoal. 

TRENCH C2B 

This was excavated on the north edge of the hut mound. The thick Medieval 
deposit was again encountered. The R.B. layers were more complicated, there 
being five layers of burnt earth, interspersed with alluvium. An early R.B. 
kitchen midden, containing, many shells, was sealed between these layers. 

TRENCH C2D 

This trench was situated just to the north of the "Red Hill, to ascertain if 
there were any outlying remains. 8 It revealed the site of a large Medieval hearth, 
which had been partly destroyed soon after its use. The shape and size was not 
clear, but it had been formed by many pieces of stone, including Roman 
materials. Much pottery, charcoal and animal bones were found, enabling the 
hearth to be accurately dated to the 13th Century. 

7 The Coins and Medals Department of the British Museum kindly identified this coin. 
Further identification was not possible, due to its poor condition. 

8 The neck of a 3rd to 4th Cent. flagon was turned up near this spot by a mechanical 
excavator. (Fig. 8, no. 27). 
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In the alluvium below the hearth a few fragments of R.B. pottery were 
found, but there were no domestic or industrial layers present. 

TRENCH C2E 

In order to examine further the hut mound this trench was opened between 
C2A and C2B. A complete Medieval circular hearth, three feet in diameter, was 
encountered. It was constructed of pieces of stone, flints and one fragment of 
Roman tile. Bones and charcoal were abundant, but there was no associated 
pottery. A posthole, six inches in diameter, was located beside the hearth and 
appeared to be contemporary with it. 

R.B. and Belgic remains were comparable with those in trench C2A. 

TRENCH C2F 

The flat ground to the north of the hut mound was the lowest part of the 
''Red Hill", and here the Medieval layers were very thin compared with those in 
the previous trenches. The remains of a much damaged Medieval hearth were 
found near the ground surface. The associated pottery dated this to the 13th 
Century. It had been of similar construction to those in trenches C2D and C2E, 
but contained considerably more Roman tile, some of which still had mortar 
adhering. 

Late Roman occupation levels were again found overlying the burnt 
earth, beneath which was a Belgic kitchen midden, the earliest remains found on 
the site. The section on the north face of this trench is shown in Fig. 5. 

TRENCH C2G 

The purpose of this trench was to ascertain the exact southern limit of 
the main body of the "Red Hill." Medieval and late Roman remains were few; 
an unusual find was a sherd of blue-grey colour-coated ware which appeared to 
be a waster from a kiln. The southern edge of the burnt earth was reached and the 
briquetage found included two pieces of "wedges". Fig. 6 is a section drawing of 
the east face. 

TRENCH C2H 

The layers and finds were comparable with those in the previous trench, 
and the tapering deposit of burnt earth indicated the west edge of the "Red Hill." 

GENERAL FINDS 

All trenches produced vast quantities of animal bones; sheep and hare were 
the most common, but ox and pig were also noted in the R.B. layers. 

Shells too were abundant, being mostly oyster, but with some mussel, 
cockle, periwinkle and whelk. 

Although no flint implements were found, many flakes were present in the 
lower levels. 

A number of small unidentifiable iron objects, together with some nails, 
were recovered from th~ R.B. layers. Two small pieces of sheet lead, one of which 
was rolled into the form of a short tube, were found in the upper Roman levels. 
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THE BURIAL SITE 

In 1963 the Society heard that workmen constructing the dyke had dis
covered "urns, glass vessels and heaps of crumbling bones". These were all 
broken up and scattered by the mechanical excavators. A few sherds, however, 
were rescued and enabled an approximate date to be obtained for the burial 
deposit. 

CONCLUSIONS AND DATING 

The earliest remains on the site are those which are sealed below the burnt 
earth, showing that the site was occupied before the "Red Hill" was begun. 
Such remains were found in trenches C2A and C2F. The latter was a kitchen 
midden containing many oyster shells, pottery and a few bones. The earliest 
occupation may have begun at the end of the 1st Century B. C. The "Red Hill" 
came into existence during the early years of the 1st Century A.D. This date is 
supported by the abundance of Belgic pottery found in certain of the burnt 
earth layers. 

The date when the "Red Hill" ceased to produce salt is difficult to ascertain; 
the pottery in the burnt earth layers stops at the end of the Flavian period, with 
the possible exception of one piece: no. 6a. It is an everted rim of a latticed olla, 
Cam.f278. At least a dozen more examples of this form were found on the site, 
all of which were above the burnt earth. No. 6a, however, was in the middle of 
the burnt earth in trench C2H and was in association with no. 14 (bowl, Cam. 
f37). Unfortunately this form of bowl was in use throughout the Roman period, 
and is of no help in close dating. The olla occurs most frequently at Colchester 
between 100 and 140 A.D., but how soon it started is uncertain. Many authori
ties claim that the "Red Hills" ceased to function by about 80 A.D., but the 
pottery from this particular site indicates a slightly later date. In the absence of 
more direct evidence, a date of 80 to 100 A. D. can safely be assumed for the end 
of the salt production on this site. 

The pottery from the burial site in the dyke is mostly late Flavian, with some 
possibly Trajanic. A date of c. 100 A.D. seems likely for this deposit. 

The abundance of pottery shows that occupation of the site continued 
throughout the 2nd and 3rd Centuries, and into the 4th Century. The structures 
in trench C2A almost certainly belong to the 2nd Century. Although no trace of 
foundations has yet been discovered, it is certain that a masonry building with 
tiled roofs once existed in the area; in the late Roman levels many pieces of tiles 
and building stones, some with mortar adhering, were found. The ruins of this 
building must still have been apparent in the 13th Century, as the Medieval 
hearths were entirely made of re-used materials. 

The site appears to have been unoccupied during the Saxon period and the 
earliest piece of Medieval pottery is of 12th Century date. Two of the hearth sites 
belong to the 13th Century, the other is also probably of the same date. Trench 
C2A produced a good selection of sherds of glazed jugs of 14th and 15th century 
date. A thin scatter of 16th and 17th Century sherds was also noted. 
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Appendix 

Notes on the Briquetage Found 

Many hundreds of fragments of briquetage vessels were recovered from the 
burnt earth layers. When complete they would have formed large, shallow pans, 
used for salt evaporation. The vessels were made from local clay; it was mixed 
with vegetable matter (chopped grass, straw, husks, etc.) to bind the wet clay 
and then fired in some form of crude kiln, on the "Red Hill" site. During the 
firing process the vegetable matter burnt away, leaving many lacunae. The result 
was a very porous and friable pottery of lake red colour, callecl "briquetage".9 

Measurements and calculations based on the fragments tound :.-how that 
there were three distinctly different types of pans: 

a. Circular, with thin walls; in this type the walls are ! in. thick, the base 
diameter can be up to 12 ins., the rim diameter is 12 eO 16 ins., and the base 
angle varies between 95° and 110°. Thus the total bight is 3 ins. Capacity: 
1 gallon. See Fig. 8, no. 33. 

b. Circular, with thick walls; this is probably the most common type; the 
walls are i to i in. thick, the base and rim diameters are constant at 8 ins. 
and 12 ins. respectively, and the base angle varies between 110° and 120°, 
thus giving an average total height of 4! ins. Capacity: 1 gallon. See Fig. 8, 
no. 34. 

c. Rectangular, with rounded corners and vertical walls 2 ins. high. This type 
is the most rare and its size cannot be calculated, but as the walls are only 
tin. thick the vessel must necessarily have been quite small, otherwise it 
would have burst under the pressure of liquid it contained. If we assume 
that it had the same capacity as types a. and b., then it would have been 
about 10 ins. square, which is a reasonable size. See Fig. 8, no. 35. 
Of the four types of briquetage bars which occur on "Red Hills," the 

"firebar" is usually the most common. However, on this excavation only two 
pieces of "wedges" were found. A reconstruction of a "wedge" is shown in 
Fig. 8, no. 37.10 

Many pieces of briquetage exhibit traces of a green "glaze" on the outer 
surface. Lumps of green vitreous slag, identical with the "glaze", are frequently 
found in "Red Hills." Opinions differ as to how this was formed, and much 
experimental work is needed before anything definite can be stated. 

Native and Roman Pottery (Figs. 7 and 8) 

1. Rim of very large coarse pot of grey shelly ware, with rich black exterior. 
Has the appearance of a black glaze. Two rows of comb stabbing on 
shoulder. 1st Cent. From trench C2B: above the burnt earth layers. 

9 Briquetage vessels were never wheel-turned, but were hand-made and finished with a 
knife. 

10 Excavations on "Red Hill" Ill produced briquetage of exactly the same forms as those 
quoted here. Several complete "wedges" were also found. 
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2. Flagon handle of soft red ware. From the dyke, unstratified. 
3. Rim of small jar of fine grey ware, with a few large lumps of grit. Reddish

brown polished exterior. Interior polished for! inch from the lip. Native 
appearance: 1st Cent. From trench C2A: burnt earth layer. 

4. Rim of small jar of fine grey ware, with undercut lip. Exterior highly polish
ed. Similar in form to No. 3 (c. f. R.C. fig. 69, no. 121) 1st Cent. From 
trench C2A: burnt earth layer. . 

5. Rim of jar. Fine brown gritty paste, grey surface. Cam. f.266. Probably 
Flavian. From the burial group (in the dyke). 

6. Rim of olla: grey ware with brown surface, exterior burnished. Cam. f.278. 
Very common in 2nd and 3rd Cent. From trench C2E: above the burnt 
earth layer. 

[ 6a. Not illustrated. Everted rim of olla: fine grey ware, well polished exterior. 
Cam. f.278. Probably late Flavian. From trench C2H: burnt earth layer. 
Identical to no. 6 above. 

7. f Rim of fine grey grit ware, 10 in. dia., burnished exterior. Interior burnish
ed for! in. from the lip. Probably Cam. f.278. Similar to No. 6. Another 
example of the same form is unburnished. From trench C2A: above the 
burnt earth. 

8. Rim of jar of hard grey ware, !edged to take lid. Possibly Rich. f.215. 
Flavian. From trench C2A: above the burnt earth. 

9. Mortarium of buff-grey ware. Flavian. (c.f. Cam. fig. 53, type 32). Occurs 
at Leicester AD. 80-120. (1. W.fig. 18, No. 5). From the dyke, unstratified. 

10. Rim of Jar, with small flange, slightly undercut. Hard grey ware. 2nd 
Cent.(?) From trench C2A: above the burnt earth. 

I 1. Bead rim of hemispherical bowl. Fine grey ware with polished black sur
faces. (c.f. Cam.f.251). Probably 1st Cent. From trench C2B: burnt earth 
layer. 

12. Hemispherical bowl of fine grey ware, with broad flange. Date uncertain; 
possibly J. W.fig. 22, No. 2 (Trajanic). From trench C2A: above the burnt 
earth. 

13. Bowl of good hard grey ware, surface almost black. Faintly scored with 
parallel lines. Bevel near foot. Cam. f.38. Late Antonine onwards. From 
trench C2E: above the burnt earth. 

14. Rim of bowl of fine grey ware, with dull black surfaces. Cam.f.37 Flavian. 
From trench C2H: burnt earth layer. 

15. Dish of fine grey ware, burnished all over: no decoration. Cam. f.40. 
Occurs at Colchester A.D. 100-400. From trench C2A: above the burnt 
earth. 

16. Bowl of fine grey ware. Polished brown-grey surface. Cam. f.38. 2nd-3rd 
Cent. From trench C2E: above the burnt earth. 

17. Flanged rim of bowl. Red gritty ware with pale cream, mottled surface. 
Cam.f.305. 4th Cent. From trench C2E: above the burnt earth. 

18. Shoulder of crudely made cooking pot. Fine grey paste, containing calcite 
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grit. Brown interior: black exterior. Band of deeply incised lines. Cam. 
f258A. From Belgic midden in trench C2F: below the burnt earth. 

19. Hollowed rim of bowl: coarse grey ware, with brown surface and calcite 
grit. Probably Belgic (c.f Cam. f250). From trench C2A: burnt earth 
layer. 

19a. Not illustrated. Three rims, identical to No. 19. From the burnt earth 
layer in trench C2G. Another rim of the same form, but of Roman grey 
ware, was found just above the burnt earth in trench C2B. 

20. Rim of coarse grey ware, with large lumps of calcite grit. Brown surfaces. 
Belgic. From trench C2A: just above the burnt earth. 

21. Rim of fine grey ware: brownish surface. Date uncertain. From trench 
C2H: above the burnt earth. 

22. Rim of Belgic beaker of dense black ware. Exterior of rim and shoulder 
burnished. From Belgic midden in trench C2F. Below the burnt earth. 

23. Beaker of hard grey ware. Oblique combing on shoulder (c.f. Ver. type 54) 
Flavian. From trench C2A: burnt earth layer. 

24. Rim of grey ware, containing calcite grit. Probably pre-Flavian. From 
trench C2A: burnt earth layer. 

25. Native lid in grey-black gritty ware, with brown-black " soapy" surface, 
poorly finished: domed with hollow knob. The small eliptical hole below 
the knob had been made before firing. Cam.f4 (lids). From trench C2A: 
burnt earth layer. 

26. Belgic beaker of fine grey ware, with dense black burnished exterior. Two 
rows of incised lines on cordon, forming herring-bone pattern. From trench 
C2F: Belgic midden below the burnt earth. 

27. Flanged neck of 3rd to 4th Century flagon of fine, light grey ware: orange 
exterior: one handle. There seems to be no exact parallel for this vessel: 
neck and handle similar to R.C. fig. 60, no. 2, but with tall narrow body 
after the style of fig. 60 no. I. Found in the dyke, unstratified. 

28. Bowl of fine grey paste, with burnished black exterior. Incised wavy line 
on neck. Flavian. From burial site. (c.f. R.C.fig. 54 nos. 16 and 17, and 
fig. 66, no. 77). 

29. Bowl of fine pale grey paste, with dark grey surfaces. The exterior is burn
ished and there is an incised wavy line on the neck. Flavian. From the 
burial site. Similar to No. 28 above. (c.f. R.C. fig. 71, no. 152). 

30. "Poppy-head" beaker of fine grey ware. Exterior burnished. Flavian
Trajanic. Cam. f.123. From the burial site. 

31. Small whetstone with a hole in one end. Both surfaces show heavy signs 
of wear. Roman- date not certain. From trench C2A: just above the 
burnt earth layer; 

32. Reeded handle of glass bottle. Reeding not quite regular. Glass, sea-green 
in colour. Probably late Roman. From trench C2A: the uppermost Roman 
layer. 

33. Briquetage. Shallow pan of red friable ware. Many lacunae, formed by 
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vegetable matter mixed with the clay before firing. This type of vessel was 
moderately common on the site. Fragments were found in, and above, the 
burnt earth layers in every trench. A few pieces had an imperfect green 
"glaze" on the exterior. Made on the site in the 1st Cent. A.D. 

34. Briquetage. Shallow pan of red friable wate, but with thicker walls. Many 
lacunae. This was the most common type of briquetage vessel on the site. 
Many fragments were found in the burnt earth layers in all trenches, and 
most exhibited a green "glaze" on the exterior surface. 

35. Briquetage, Shallow rectangular pan of red friable ware: thin walls and 
many lacunae. This was the most rare type of vessel and, like 33, fragments 
were very seldom "glazed": even then the "glaze" was always imperfect. 
A few pieces were found at the top of the burnt earth layers. This recon
struction is partly conjectural. 

36. Sectional plan view of the presumed rounded corner ofvessel35. 
37. Briquetage. Reconstruction of a "wedge" of red friable ware. Few lacunae. 

Fragments of two "wedges" were found in the burnt earth layer in trench 
C2G. Both have a pale green surface, but not the proper "glaze". 

Terra Sigillata (Not illustrated) 

All Terra Sigillata was found above the burnt earth, in the 2nd and 3rd 
Cent. R.B. occupation levels. 
38. Drag. f37. Rim of decorated hemispherical bowl. From trench C2A. 
39. Drag.f33. Rim of cup. From trench C2A. 
40. Drag.f45. Side ofmortarium, with trace oflion's head spout. From trench 

C2A. 
41. Drag.f33. Rim of cup. From trench C2B. 
42. Drag.f33. Rim of cup. From trench C2E. 
43. Drag.f31. Base of platter. From trench C2F. 
44. Drag.flB. Base of dish. From the dyke. 
45. Drag.f27. Rim of bipartite cup. From the dyke. 

Medieval Pottery (figs. 9 and I 0) 

1. Coarse cooking pot, with sagging base, of grey ware - much calcite 
grit. Mottled brown exterior. Probably early 13th Cent. From trench C2A: 
bottom of Med. alluvium. 

2. Coarse cooking pot of grey shelly ware. 12th Cent. From trench C2B: 
bottom of Med. alluvium. 

3. Cooking pot of grey grit ware. Dark borwn exterior. 13th-14th Cent. 
From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

4. Cooking pot of fine brown shelly ware: grey core. 13th-14th Cent. From 
trench C2A: middle ofMed. alluvium. 

5. Bowl of grey shelly ware, crudely made, with irregular decoration on rim. 
13th Cent. From trench C2A : Med. alluvium. 
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6. Dish of coarse grey shelly ware, with slightly sagging base. Black surface. 
Very poorly made. Two rows of decorative marks on rim. Probably 13th 
Cent. From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

7. Base of very fine brown-grey ware, with frilling. Traces of brown/green 
glaze on exterior. 14th/15th Cent. From trench C2A: near top of Med. 
alluvium. 

8. Cooking pot of hard grey shelly ware. Applied decoration in vertical 
bands. 14th Cent. From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

9. Base of sandy grey ware, with red-brown surface. Faint traces of indenta
tions around footring. 13th/14th Cent. From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

10. Dish of red-brown ware, slightly gritty. Grey core. Interior of base and 
part of sides have an imperfect green/brown glaze. Dark brown exterior. 
13th/14th Cent. From trench C2A. Med. alluvium. 

11. Rim of grey ware, containing large lumps of calcite grit. Probably 13th 
Cent. From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

12. Rim of cooking pot of hard grey shelly ware, with brown surface. 13th/14th 
Cent. From trench C2B: Med. alluvium. 

13. Rim of grey gritty ware, with orange/brown surface. Probably 14th Cent. 
From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

14. Cavetto rim of coarse grey ware, containing calcite grit. 13th Cent. 
From trench C2B: Med. alluvium. 

15. Pot of coarse grey ware, with brown surface. Much calcite grit. Frilling on 
rim and vertical bands of applied decoration. Probably 13th Cent. From 
Trench C2E: Med. alluvium. 

16. Deeply undercut lip of grey ware, with black surface. Fine calcite grit. 
13th Cent. From the hearth site in trench C2D. 

17. Cooking pot rim of hard grey shelly ware, with black surface. Cordon 
and groove on shoulder. Probably 14th Cent. From trench C2E: Med. 
alluvium. 

18. Rim of fine brown shelly ware. 13th/ 14th Cent. From trench C2H: Med. 
alluvium. 

19. Cooking pot of hard grey shelly ware. Applied decoration in vertical bands. 
13th/14th Cent. From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

20. Cooking pot with deeply sagging base. Very gritty pale grey ware: 
buff exterior. Turning lines pronounced. Not of local manufacture: 
believed to have come from the west of England. 13th Cent. From trench 
C2D: hearth site. 

21. Cooking pot rim of fine grey shelly ware with bright orange-brown surface. 
Frilling on inside edge of lip. Late 12th-early 13th Cent. 
From trench C2F: Med. alluvium. 

22. Cooking pot of grey shelly ware, with pronounced frilling on rim. Late 
12th-early 13th Cent. From trench C2F: Med. alluvium. 

23. Cooking pot of fine grey shelly ware: brownish surface. Probably 13th 
Cent. From trench C2D: hearth site. 
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24. Cooking pot of fine grey shelly ware. 13th Cent. From trench C2D: 
hearth site. 

25. Cooking pot of soft grey shelly ware: brown surface. Slightly undercut lip. 
Probably 13th Cent. From trench C2D: hearth site. 

26. Flat topped rim of fine brown shelly ware: grey surface. 13th/14th Cent. 
From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

27. Rim of soft grey shelly ware. 13th/14th Cent. From trench C2A: Med. 
alluvium. 

28. Rim of jug of brown ware, with traces of green glaze below cordon. 14th 
Cent. From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

29. Rim of jug of grey ware: brown interior. Exterior green-glazed. 14th Cent. 
From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 

30. Rim of jug of red ware. Exterior yellow-glazed below cordon. 14thCent. 
From trench C2A: Med. alluvium. 
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Parish Church Dedications in Essex 

by Wil/iam Addison, F.S.A. 

While it could probably be assumed that the basic list for a study of church 
dedications in any county would be that of the ancient parishes which formed 
the framework of English community life from the twelfth century to the nine
teenth, in Essex, where so many new parishes have been created in the coastal 
and Metropolitan regions since the third quarter of the nineteenth century, any 
later list would have no value whatever from the historian's point of view. 
At the same time, it should be recognised that these modern dedications have 
their own significance, and in the present study it has been thought reasonable to 
comment on them wherever it seemed appropriate to do so, but to disregard 
them statistically. Any other plan would have thrown the picture out of focus. 

The earliest contemporary list of Essex churches, which was drawn up for 
the valuation of Norwich about 1254, names three hundred and eighty churches 
as distinct from chapels in the county, and before 1300 the number had increased 
to about four hundred. There have, of course, been minor changes over the 
centuries. Chapels-of-ease have become parish churches, and churches have 
lost status on the amalgamation of parishes. A comprehensive list of these was 
published by Mr. R. C. Fowler,l and if we compare this with the Essex Record 
Office parish index, the list compiled at the Dissolution, and the index in early 
nineteenth-century directories we see how stable the structure remained until 
the middle of the nineteenth century. 

As the Record Office list was appended to Mr. Powell's article in the Essex 
Review on 'The Making of Essex Parishes'2 there is no need to reproduce it 
here; but it should be stated that it conforms with the boundary line adopted in 
1914, when for the first time in its history the geographical county of Essex 
became a diocese. This belated constitution as an ecclesiastical unit may be 
thought to explain why the church dedications of Essex have not previously 
been classified and examined in detail, except in relation to the country as a 
whole in Miss Arnold-Forster's Studies in Church Dedications (1899), and in 
relation to those of Kent by Mr. J. A. Sparvel-Bayly.3 A more likely explanation 
is their lack of the kind of distinctive feature that would normally challenge 
enquiry. The church dedications of Essex have neither the special interest of 
those of the far West or North, where local dedications unknown elsewhere 
figure so prominently, nor the interest of such features as clusters of identical 
dedications, which are found, for example, in the diocese of Oxford. 4 It is true 
that in only a few counties are deviations from the general pattern more than 
marginal; but there can be no county in which church dedications are more 
orthodox than they are in Essex. 

1 Essex Arch.Soc.T., N.S., XVI, p.104. 
2 Essex Review, vol.lxii, pp. 6-17. 
3 The Antiquary, vol. xviii, pp. 109-16 (1888). 

Kirk, Church Dedicatio11s oft he Diocese of0xford(l946). 
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If we compare the Essex list with the national list we find that of the first 
eighteen saints arranged in order of popularity, seventeen appear in both. The 
Essex divergence comes only with St. Edmund, who, as might be expected, 
figures less prominently over the country as a whole. As for the rest: of the four 
hundred and four pre-nineteenth century parish churches in Essex, two hundred 
and thirteen have one or other of the three most universally popular dedications. 
St. Mary the Virgin has one hundred and fifteen, All Saints sixty-four, St. Peter 
thirty-four. There is nothing in this that calls for comment, although it may be 
noted that even with one hundred and fifteen, Essex has fewer dedications to 
St. Mary the Virgin than Suffolk, which has one hundred and fifty. The Adora
tion of the Virgin reached its greatest height under Pope Innocent Ill (1198-
1216), whose reign was marked by so much missionary enterprise. It appears to 
have been continued and fostered by his successors until by the end of the 
thirteenth century most churches that were not specifically dedicated to St. 
Mary had at least a chapel in her honour. We tend to forget how many chapels 
and altars there were in mediaeval churches. The old church at Walton, for 
example, which was swallowed by the sea in 1798, had three altars, one to the 
Blessed Virgin, one to St. Michael, and one to St. Nicholas, while the church at 
Tillingham, to take an extreme example, had the Great Rood, with St. Mary 
and St. John on either side of Our Lord, and elsewhere in the church images of 
the Blessed Virgin, and saints Andrew, Edmund, James, Catherine, Margaret, 
Michael, Nicholas, Peter, Paul and Stephen. 

Many dedications in which St. Mary was originally coupled with a sup
porting saint have been abridged over the centuries. In the Middle Ages saints 
were regarded primarily as intercessors for the living on behalf of departed 
souls in purgatory, and in these circumstances their dedications were really 
invocations. St. Mary, as the Mother of Our Lord, could have no rival for hon
our, and her claims could not be set aside simply because a minor saint hap
pened for some reason to have local attraction. The obvious way out of any 
dilemma created by rival claims was to have a double dedication, such as we 
find, for example, at Harlow, where the dedication is to St. Mary and St. Hugh, 
the latter being the patron saint of the local fair. 

The second favourite, All Saints, is only surprising in that in none of the old 
Essex parishes has it survived in its old form of All Hallows. The dedication to 
All Saints is one of the most interesting of the many devices used to facilitate the 
transition from pagan superstition to Christian belief. The Eve of November 
1st was Hallowe'en, and had long been associated with ceremonies of Druid
ical origin. So when Pope Gregory Ill, in 731, added a new chapel to St. Peter's 
in Rome, he dedicated it on the 1st November to All Saints, and the old cere
monies were gradually assimilated into the new festival. In many rural districts in 
England, however, the old superstitions survived, and All Saints became All 
Hallows: the form, incidentally, which Shakespeare preferred. In most parts of 
the country the position was regularised when the compilers of the Book of 
Common Prayer adopted the Latin form and Essex, apparently, conformed, 
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which makes the adoption of the old form for a modern church in the East 
India Dock all the more curious. 

More to be regretted than the lack of an old church dedicated to All Hal
lows is the lack of one dedicated to either St. Cedd or St. Erkenwald. Both had to 
wait until the twentieth century for a single church in their honour. Then in 
1905 Westcliff-on-Sea dedicated a new church to St. Erkenwald, and in 1938 
Canning Town dedicated one to St. Cedd. It has been suggested that the lack of 
earlier acknowledgement of Cedd's conversion of the East Saxon kingdom might 
be due to prejudice against him brought about by a visitation of the Plague, 
which is known to have swept across Essex immediately after his death of the 
disease at Lastingham in Yorkshire; but this is not, we may think, a very likely 
explanation. Almost certainly the true explanation of both the fewness of purely 
local dedications, and of the county's general conformity, is that the earliest 
churches were not dedicated when they were built, and that many remained 
undedicated until the fourteenth century. 

One of the most marked characteristics of the Essex scene is the proximity 
of church and manor house, which are frequently found together at a distance 
from the settlement they serve. This reflects the fact that most of the pre-Con
quest churches were lay foundations. Several are actually referred to in the 
Domesday Survey as 'ofthe manor.' Nor did this end with the Conquest. The 
endowment of churches by lay landowners continued throughout the twelfth 
century, although at a steadily diminishing rate as needs were met and as the 
founding of monasteries gradually replaced the building of churches. The 
number of churches and chapels in Essex before 1100 was slightly in excess of 
one hundred and twenty; one hundred years later it was over three hundred. 
The actual dividing line between lay and clerical foundation was reached in 
1179, when Pope Alexander Ill reserved to bishops the right of instituting 
churches, and restricted the right of lay landowners to that of presenting a 
priest for ordination. After this, the influence of the bishop, as Ordinary, in 
determining dedications would become decisive, and the long association of 
Essex with the diocese of London no doubt had its effect on the orthodoxy of 
the county's dedications. 

Under Pope Innocent Ill ecclesiastical control was strengthened further, 
and by 1200 we may take it that the parochial system was fully established in 
Essex. After that, the founding of new churches could only weaken the influence 
of those already established and was therefore discouraged. Moreover, it seems 
abundantly clear that the rivalry of Norman landowners in the twelfth century 
had resulted in the provision of accommodation for the entire population which, 
with approximately one church for every two manors, had become more than 
adequate. At Willingale two churches were actually built in one churchyard. 
As Horace Round pointed out, the strength of the persistence of lay manorial 
influence in Essex is indicated in parish place-names. Few church dedications are 
incorporated in Essex Place-names, whereas in Suffolk they appear frequently.s 

5 Family Origins and Other Studies, p. 266. 
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At the Conquest the only religious foundations of any consequence were 
Barking and Waltham. As Barking was ruled by an abbess, St. Mary was natur
ally favoured as a dedication; but it might have been expected that Waltham, 
which became so important a house under the Augustinians, would have dedi
cated daughter churches to the founder of the Order, St. Augustine of Hippo. 
This was not so. If the Augustinians had a favourite it was St. Lawrence, the 
Roman deacon who was ordered to be burnt on a gridiron during the persecu
tion under Valerian. Waltham itself is dedicated to the Holy Cross and St. 
Lawrence, Blackmore to St. Lawrence singly, and the popularity of St. Lawrence 
with the Augustinians may explain why he moves up from twelfth place in the 
national list to eighth in Essex, with eleven dedications in his honour. 

The Church's place in Essex at Domesday was dealt with by Horace Round 
in the Victoria County History, where the most important ecclesiastical land
owners outside the country are shown to have been St. Paul's, Canterbury, and 
the abbeys of Ely and St. Edmundsbury. Among manors held by St. Paul's were 
Wickham, Run well, Bar ling, Belchamp, Navestock, and Chingford; but it is to 
be noted that while Belchamp St. Paul's and Wickham St. Paul's both take their 
names from this ownership, the dedications of the churches are to St. Andrew 
and All Saints respectively. 

Only four foreign religious houses owned land in Essex at Domesday, and 
apart from the dedication at Fingringhoe, which according to Ben ton 6 is to St. 
Ouen, no connection with local dedications has been established. To take the 
five held by Odo, the warrior-bishop of Bayeux, Vange is dedicated to All Saints, 
Ingrave to St. Nicholas, Wickford to St. Catherine, Chadwell to St. Mary the 
Virgin, and Thorington to St. Mary Magdalene, not one of which has any owner
ship significance. Nevertheless, 'the Church,' says Round, 'is the decisive factor 
in the local divisions of the county.' It would appear, however, that having regard 
to the relative strength of clerical and lay ownership under the Normans, this 
Church authority in civil administration indicates nothing more than landowner 
control, and one cannot help wondering, incidentally, whether this landowning 
influence has had its effect on the county's churchmanship, which has tradi
tionally been so much less sacerdotal than in most other parts of England. 

The effect of this overlapping of civil and ecclesiastical administration has 
been to divide regions simply on the basis of parishes. Thus Laver, as Round 
points out, is one region with three parts simply because it has three churches. 
Magdalen Laver is that part of Laver which looks to the church of St. Mary 
Magdalene, and so forth. And here we come upon a feature which has un
doubtedly had its effect on dedications, and supports the evidence that many 
churches did not originally have them. There are three churches in the Lavers, 
all of Norman origin, with dedications so unoriginal that having dedicated two 
to the universally popular St. Mary and All Saints respectively, the authorities, 
whether lay or clerical were so hard put to it to think of a third that they simply 
chose the other Mary. In the Rodings, with eight parishes to distinguish from 

6 G. M. Benton, Fingringhoe, (1938). 
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each other, a little more originality was inevitable if they were to be distinguish
able at all, and it is here that we find one or two unusual Essex dedications. The 
Roding parishes had close links with the abbey at Barking. One parish, therefore, 
takes its name from the Abbess, and has a church dedicated to St. Edmund; 
Aythorpe is dedicated to St. Mary; Beauchamp to St. Botolph, whose hermit hut 
was in the Fenland waste, High is dedicated to All Saints, Margaret to St. Margar
et, White to St. Martin, and the dedications of the other two are listed as un
known. It seems probable in all the circumstances that these never were dedi
cated, and that the dedications of the others were late. Of the two without dedi
cations Leaden Roding is believed to have derived its distinctive name from 
being the first church in the region to be roofed with lead, Berners from the 
family of that name, which again emphasises the strength of lay manorial 
association, the significance of the family outweighing that of a saint. And no 
doubt these Norman barons did bring colour into the dull lives of these sparsely 
populated parishes. The legends of their exploits may well have matched those 
of the more popular saints, as recorded in the thirteenth century collection of 
lives of the saints entitled The Golden Legend, because nothing is plainer than 
that glamour rather than merit determined popular appeal in the Middle Ages 
no less than to-day. At the same time, to anyone who knows the earthiness of 
the Saxon character, there is nothing surprising in a predisposition in favour of 
the temporal rather than the spiritual state. 

To these general characteristics of Essex Church dedications the most 
notable exceptions are the dedications to St. Runwald at Colchester, St. Albright 
-which is another name for St. Ethelbert, king of East Anglia- at Stanway, 
St. Ethelbert again at Belchamp Otton, St. Swithin at Great Chrishall, St. Ed
ward the Confessor at Romford, the three dedications to St. Botolph at Col
chester, Beauchamp Roding, and Hadstock respectively, 7 and finally the dedi
cation to St. Edmund, king and martyr, at Abbess Roding, East Mersea, 
Ingatestone (in combination with St. Mary) and Tendring, but not, as one 
might have expected, at Greenstead. The point about this list, even allowing for 
the local importance of Edmund, is that it is so regal, and suggests pride in being 
a kingdom as well as expressing more interest in the temporal than the spiritual. 
The significance of St. Runwald is that he was the son of a king of Northumbria, 
the kingdom from which Christianity was brought to Essex by Cedd, but it was 
the king's son, not the missionary, who was honoured. 

Colchester, as the town with the largest number of churches, was in the 
same position as the Roding and Colne parishes in that it had to cast about for 
distinctive dedications. Like the Lavers it had difficulty in breaking away from 
the Marian cult, and had to distinguish one church from its namesake by calling 
it St. Mary-at-the-Walls, a device that has its counterparts in many other parts of 
the country, particularly where Cistercian influence was strong. But why was St. 
Helen, who figures so prominently in Colchester's history, not more honoured? 
Lincolnshire has thirty churches dedicated to St. Helen- nearly all, incident-

7 St. Mary, Theydon Bois, may have been dedicated to St. Botolph. V.C.H. iv., 281. 
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ally, on the eastern side of the Wolds. Yorkshire, in the mistaken belief that 
she was born in York, dedicated thirty-four to her. The fact that the story of 
St. Helen, reputed daughter of King Coel and mother of the Emperor Constant
ine, as told by Geoffrey of Monmouth and Henry of Huntingdon is pure myth 
does not explain why Essex neglected her. M01·ant did not hesitate to claim that 
'the most pious Helena undoubtedly showed a tender regard for her native 
place and built St. Helen's Chapel.' Although no modern scholar could be 
found to support the claim, her name recurs throughout the town's history. 
St. Helen's, Colchester, was listed as a parish church in 1428, but had reverted 
to the status of a chapel before the Dissolution. The Guild of St. Helen, an 
aristocratic and influential fraternity founded in 1407, was a second religious 
foundation which held her in honour as its patron, and a third, founded in the 
reign of Henry VI for a chapel to adjoin the church of the Holy Cross Hospital, 
was dedicated to the honour of Almighty God, Mary the Mother of Jesus 
Christ, St. Helen, St. Katherine, and All Saints. It seems remarkable that this 
devotion did not spread to other parts of Essex. A few minor dedications, such 
as St. Helen's Chapel, Wicken Bonhunt, founded in 1340, may have disappeared, 
but the only extant parish church dedication to St. Helen is at Rainham, where 
she shares honour with St. Giles. 

A similar question arises when we turn to St. Osyth, the Essex martyr and 
wife of Sigh ere, king of the East Saxons, who founded a nunnery on the estuary 
of the Colne at a place called Chick. Even the parish church was not dedicated to 
her; but folk-sense prevailed and the village itself assumed her name. Equal 
disregard has been shown to St. Ethelburga, abbess of Barking and sister of St. 
Erkenwald, bishop of London, who built two monasteries, one for himself at 
Chertsey and one for his sister at Barking. In Ethelburga's time Barking was 
dedicated to the Blessed Virgin. The name of its first abbess was added later; but 
at Barking the abbey church never became the parish church, as it did at Wal
tham. Another church was built for the parishioners, and as it was built at the 
time when the fame of the Virgin Martyr of Antioch, as St. Margaret was called, 
was at its height, it was dedicated to her, with a chantry dedicated to St. Ethel
burga. To-day, St. Ethelburga's fame is kept alive not in Essex but in the church 
of St. Ethelburga in Bishopsgate. 

Other women saints with royal connections represented in Essex are much 
later in date. St. Catherine's greatest period of popularity was the fourteenth 
century, but the two pre-Reformation dedications to her, those at East Tilbury 
and Little Bardfield, belong to churches much earlier in date, and what looked 
like being a third, one that survives in the name of a manor in Great Parndon, is 
stated by Morant to be derived from the daughter of a thirteenth-century lord 
of the manor. After the fourteenth century Catherine had to wait nearly four 
hundred years before another church was dedicated to her in the whole of 
England, with the single exception of the little seventeenth-century chapel of St. 
Catherine on Canvey Island, which did not become a parish church until 1881. 
The present building, consecrated in 1712, succeeded the original wooden chapel 
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built in 1662 for the use of Dutch workmen employed on the dykes, and in these 
circumstances it seems probable that the choice was intended as a mark of 
respect for the queen, Catherine of Braganza. And while thinking of queens, it 
seems remarkable that Queen Elizabeth I's namesake should have been so 
neglected. In fact, St. Elizabeth was completely ignored nationally until the 
nineteenth century, during which she had three dedications, one of which was in 
Essex, and came about in a rather casual way. It happened that at a meeting held 
at the Mansion House in 1887 to discuss the question of dividing the parish of 
St. Mary, Chadwell, the question of the dedication of a new church was men
tioned. One of the City gentlemen present at once recalled Elizabeth's famous 
speech to her troops at Tilbury and suggested that this should be commemorated 
by dedicating the new church to her namesake. Perhaps this might be thought the 
crowning example of the Essex preference for the temporal rather than the 
spiritual state. Here, at all events, there can be no doubt about the intention 
being to honour the queen rather than the saint. 

Again thinking of regal associations, which might be expected to persist 
throughout its history in a county so intimately associated with the Court, the 
eclipse of St. Edward the Confessor is particularly remarkable, and directly 
attributable to Norman domination. Edward the Confessor, who had his favour
ite palace in the ancient Liberty ofHavering-atte-Bower, was, in fact, the patron 
saint of England until in the middle of the fourteenth century Edward Ill raised 
the battle cry: 'St. George for England,' and instituted the Knights of St. George, 
now the Knights of the Garter, and at the same time changed the dedication of 
St. Edward's chapel at Windsor to St. George. The only dedication to St. 
Edward the Confessor in his beloved Essex is at Romford, which did not become 
a parish until the nineteenth century, and where the original chapel is described 
in a bull of Alexander V as dedicated to the 'Virgin Mary and St. Edward the 
Confessor.' This is a comparatively late foundation, built in 1323 as a chapel of 
ease to the mother church at Hornchurch when the forest was cleared in the 
nieghbourhood of Romford. No doubt the choice of saint was influenced by the 
proximity of the palace, because although Edward was still the patron saint 
of England, he had no hold at that time on popular imagination. The two 
churches dedicated to St. George in Essex are those of Great Bromley and 
Pentlow. 

The original parish church of Stanway, dedicated to another royal saint, 
Ethelbert, king of East Anglia, under his alternative name of St. AI bright, was 
built as a wayside chapel for the use of pilgrims travelling along the Roman road 
to Colchester and thence into Suffolk. This raises the question of the importance 
of pilgrim routes in dedications. In Essex they do not appear to have been 
important, although the county lay on the route between Canterbury and both 
Bury St. Edmunds and Walsingham. The chapel at Brentwood dedicated to St. 
Thomas of Canterbury is the best known. The patron saint of pilgrims was St. 
James the Greater, who is usually represented in pilgrim dress with staff and 
wallet, and with a scallop shell fastened to his hat. Essex has ten dedications to 
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St. James, but it is not always clear which of the two is intended. The dedication 
to St. James of the church at West Tilbury, however, which stands on an es
carpment overlooking the river, may be significant. 

We may appear to be on firmer ground in associating five Essex parishes 
with one of the great missions to the county, that of St. Germain, the fifth
century bishop who is said to have prepared St. Patrick for the priesthood. In his 
own day he was known as the 'Apostle to the Britons,' but as a missionary he 
did not leave a strong influence on the English imagination, so it might be 
thought safe to assume that such dedications to him as there are mark the 
progress of his mission, particularly as there are only twelve in the whole of 
England, and all belong to pre-Norman churches or their successors. Essex has 
two churches dedicated to St. Germain, those at Bobbingworth and Faulk
bourne. In addition, there is a manor bearing his name in Kelvedon Hatch, and 
pieces of land called Germains in both Aldham and Little Tey, while at Faulk
bourne, an ancient well in which converts would be baptised, still bears his 
name. In fact, while the dedications at Faulkbourne and Bobbingworth may be 
accepted as completely reliable, it is much more likely that the manor in Kelve
don Hatch and the tenements in Aldham and Little Tey take their names from 
local families. 

However respectfully, or even reverently, we approach the subject of church 
dedications, we soon discover that the saints who owe their popularity to virtue 
are few. With the majority, popularity is attributable solely to apochryphal 
stories associated with their names. There is nothing new in the appeal of the 
sensational, except that it is looked for now in emotions other than religious. 
Whatever its present weaknesses may be, Religion is purer now than it was in 
what are so often referred to as the great ages of Faith. If virtue had been the 
appeal we should not have had to wait until the twentieth century for a single 
church dedicated to St. Francis. This came in 1921, when the church at 
Silver End, in the village founded by Lord Braintree with a factory for disabled 
men, was given this dedication. Superstitition dominated the Middle Ages. 
Relics were the great attraction, and if no relic could be obtained to draw the 
people a dedication to a saint whose exploits thrilled the imagination was intro
duced as a substitute. Even the St. Christopher legend, one of the most unsen
sational in its modern form, was originally horrific. The credibility of the stories 
told of the saints appears to have mattered little. Even the actual existence of the 
saint may be apochryphal. Of St. Margaret herself, with fourteen dedications in 
Essex, and seventh in order of popularity, nothing authentic has survived except 
the name. Nor is Essex exceptional in this. St. Margaret has fifty churches in 
Norfolk, twenty-two in Suffolk. If there is a logical explanation of her popularity 
in the eastern counties it lies in her being, along with St. Anne, a favourite 
dedication for wells, which as rainfall is low in these counties were all the more 
precious. 

The explanation of a large proportion of dedications is simply the popular
ity of a particular saint at the time when the church was dedicated. Saints in the 
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Middle Ages had the kind of popular vogue that film stars had in the first half 
of the twentieth century, during which they accounted for such a large propor
tion of baptismal names. In course of time hagiology acquired a kind of heraldry. 
Each saint had a symbolic emblem, and these were to the churches what sign
boards were to inns. Even Saint Peter himself, who comes third in order of 
popularity, did not appeal to the people primarily as the disciple we read about 
in the Gospels, but as the holder of the keys of Heaven. 

In Essex, St. Peter's fame was enhanced by the legend that when Sigebert, 
king of the East Saxons, built his church on Thorney Isle in the seventh century 
a fisherman on Lambeth Marsh claimed that he had met a strange wayfarer who 
said that he was St. Peter come to consecrate his church, a legend which had a 
parallel at Havering-atte-Bower to be mentioned presently. Another form of the 
St. Peter dedication which owes much to legend is that to St. Peter-ad-Vincula. 
There are ten such dedications in England, of which the most familiar is that of 
the church within the precints of the Tower of London. Essex has one dedication 
to St. Peter-ad-Vincula, or St. Peter's Chains. It is at Coggeshall, and is referred 
to both in the grant of a fair by Henry Ill and in local wills. 

Most of the dedications to St. Peter in Essex must obviously be attributed 
to the seafaring character of the county, as also must the dedications to St. 
Clement, which are found at Leigh, with its long association with Trinity House, 
and at West Thurrock, where he is honoured in combination with St. Mary. 
St. Clement, it will be recalled, was thrown into the sea with an anchor round his 
neck. But how do we account for the double dedication to St. Mary and St. 
Clement at Clavering in the north-west of the county? The answer is that 
Clavering was appropriated in the reign of Henry II to the Cluniac Priory of 
St. Mary at Prittlewell, and Prittlewell added St. Clement to its own dedication 
to St. Mary because the house of Clugny on the Loire claimed to possess the 
head of St. Clement. The dedication at West Thurrock had a different origin. 
West Thurrock was part ofthe endowment of St. Clement's, Hastings. And while 
thinking of St. Clement it might be mentioned that it was the influence of St. 
Clement that inspired the linking of Saints Peter and Paul in so many double 
dedications. Essex has ten ancient dedications to St. Paul, in nine of which he is 
associated with St. Peter, and it is probable that some of those to St. Peter singly 
were originally joint dedications. This linking of the two was held to be a symbol 
of church unity and a rebuke to those who said 'I am of Paul, I of Cephas.' 
Not until the nineteenth century did St. Paul become popular as a single 
dedication. 

The popularity of St. Andrew, who comes fourth in the Essex list with 
thirty dedications, immediately after Peter with thirty-four, is more puzzling. 
Again the one thing we can be sure of is that the explanation is to be looked for 
in superstitition, not merit. Mr. J. A. Sparvel-Bayly suggested that the reason 
for his high placing could be the number of manors held from the lord of Swans
combe in Kent by service of castle guard for the defence of Rochester Castle, 
and that when money payments were substituted for military service payment 
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was required on St. Andrew's Day. It is an ingenious theory, but if it were valid 
one would expect it to apply to Kent as well as Essex, yet Kent has only five 
ancient dedications to St. Andrew. The true reason is undoubtedly the popularity 
of apochryphal stories associated with his name. 

After St. Andrew comes St. Nicholas with twenty-four dedications. As the 
patron saint of boys, sailors, travellers, and merchants he has the same kind of 
general appeal as St. Peter, and is sometimes called the Neptune of the Christian 
Kalendar. As the patron saint of travellers, churches in his honour are often 
found in riverside towns where a crossing might be a serious hazard in days be
fore bridges. Essex, with so many towns taking their names from fords, and 
with large stretches of marsh liable to flood in winter, would be expected to have 
a larger than average proportion of churches dedicated to St. Nicholas; but if 
we study their distribution in detail we see that they are much too widely dis
persed to be accounted for by so simple and logical a theory. St. Nicholas has 
strong associations with forest country, such as is found in Germany and Russia, 
where his cult was so firmly established, and where pagan superstititions tended 
to persist. The fact that he was credited with some of the attributes of pagan 
deities made him popular in the early stages of conversion, and such factors as 
these could all be relevant to his popularity in Essex. 

In view of its easy communications with the Continent, Essex might be 
expected to have more dedications to St. Martin, whose mission to the villagers 
of Western France was so successful in the fourth century. It seems strange that 
it should have only four when Kent has fifteen and the City of London five. 
But many dedications remain inexplicable. 

The saint who follows St. Nicholas in order of popularity in Essex is St. 
Michael with fifteen dedications. St. Michael as Archangel came to symbolise 
the ultimate victory of good over evil, and to be regarded as the leader of the 
Church Militant. It is true that he tends to be associated with mounts, which 
might be thought to militate against him in Essex; but in flattish country even a 
small mount becomes a prominent feature, and this may explain the dedications 
at Pitsea and Ramsey no less than that at Theydon Mount, which is clearly 
appropriate, and where he was formerly associated with St. Stephen. Perhaps a 
stronger reason for his popularity in Essex is similar to that suggested for St. 
Nicholas. Demon worship persisted in forest and marsh country, and the offer of 
St. Michael as protector may have been a strong inducement to conversion in 
those fear-ridden days. 

The marshes may also have contributed to the attraction of such hermit 
saints as St. Giles, who has seven dedications in Essex, because marshes were so 
often chosen as places of retreat by hermit saints. St. Leonard, another hermit 
saint, had the additional attraction of a reputation for coming to the rescue 
of captives, and we know how often escaped prisoners would seek refuge on the 
marshes while waiting for a boat to carry them to freedom. As so many of the 
saints mentioned owed their appeal to superstitition, it may be said here that 
St. Leonard is one of the Church's great pioneers in anticipating by so many 
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centuries our modern concern for prison after-care. It was his custom to buy 
the release of a captive, and then to keep him in what we should now call a half
way house, or hostel, while preparing him for full freedom. 

Regrettably, perhaps, we have only one church, that at Wenden Lofts, 
dedicated to St. Dunstan, who was the first English hermit of whom authentic 
records have survived. St. Dunstan was the tenth-century archbishop of Canter
bury who invented the system of moveable pegs in drinking vessels to regulate 
the quantity drunk, and by this means gave rise to the recommendation that 
certain persons might benefit from being 'taken down a peg or two.' 

Although saints whose popularity can be attributed directly to their virtue 
are in a minority, they are not entirely absent. Before turning to the effect of the 
Reformation, which brought into vogue the New Testament saints, it is worth 
commenting that St. Mary Magdalene, to whom post-Reformation dedications 
are rare, was honoured in the Middle Ages as the great representative of penit
ence and as one to whom much was forgiven because she loved much. If on 
looking back towards the Middle Ages we are inclined to take credit to ourselves 
on finding that religion is so much less superstititous now than it was then, we 
might also reflect that the patronising attitude adopted towards sinners since the 
Reformation may be just as severely criticised when the Protestant centuries 
are seen in perspective. 

One immediate effect of the Reformation was a reaction against saints in 
general, and against St. Mary in particular. Dedications to the Holy Trinity, of 
which Essex has ten, took their place, particularly in the eastern counties, 
where they were in line with Henry VIII's dedication of Trinity College, Cam
bridge, and Ely Cathedral. Many dedications were changed at this time. Dedi
cations to St. Anne, for example, who as the reputed mother of Our Lady had 
been popular in the Middle Ages, were changed. Only one has survived in Essex. 
This is at Elmstead, where she is honoured with St. Lawrence. This is an unusual 
combination. The church at Elmstead was rebuilt early in the fourteenth century, 
and it seems reasonable to believe that St. Lawrence was then added to the earlier 
dedication in memory of Lawrence de Tany, who died while still a minor in 1317, 
and is thought to have been buried at Elmstead. 

There is an amusing reflection of the reaction against St. Anne in Spectator 
No. 125, where Sir Roger de Coverley, 'then a stripling, had occasion to inquire 
which was the way to St. Anne's Lane, upon which the person whom he spoke to, 
instead of answering his question, called him a young popish cur, and asked him 
who had made Anne a saint? The boy being in some confusion, inquired of the 
next he met, which was the way to Anne's Lane; but was called a prick-eared 
cur for his pains, and instead of being shown the way, was told that she had been 
a saint before he was born, and would be one after he was hanged.' 

The dedication most universally affected by the Reformation was that to 
St. Thomas of Canterbury. In 1558 an Order was issued for the name of Thomas 
Becket to be erased from all Church Service books. This was dealt with by sub
stituting St. Thomas the Apostle, to whom dedications had understandably 
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been rare, simply because it would be difficult to find good reason for dedicating 
such an act of faith as the building of a church to the sceptic apostle. Mter the 
Reformation, however, his very scepticism came into favour as a reaction against 
popery. All this makes the dedication of the church at Bradwell-juxta-Mare to 
St. Thomas the Apostle remarkable. Yet there is strong evidence for this being 
the original dedication in Morant's statement that early in the fourteenth 
century Robert de Cheddeworth provided for masses to be said 'in the church of 
S. Thomas the Apostle in Brad well.' 

One of the most interesting dedications to St. Thomas of Canterbury is 
that of the leper hospital of Barking Abbey at Ilford. Two years after the death 
of St. Thomas his sister, Mary Becket, was appointed abbess of Barking by 
Henry ll as an atonement for the wrong that had been done to her brother, and 
it was she who had the chapel of St. Mary rededicated to include her brother's 
name. Incidentally, just as St. Thomas of Canterbury is usually intended in pre
Reformation dedications to St. Thomas, so St. Augustine of Canterbury may 
be presumed where the dedication is simply to St. Augustine- that is to say, in 
default of evidence strongly in favour of St. Augustine of Hippo. It is probably 
true that only where there is evidence of a local fair having been held on or near 
August 28th need the question of whether St. Augustine of Hippo is intended be 
asked. Ashen, for example, is dedicated to St. Augustine, and as it was a depend
ent of the Augustinian priory of Stoke by Clare, the founder of that Order might 
be presumed to be intended. The truth is that the original dedication of Ashen 
is unknown, and there is no village fair to provide a clue; but in 1859 the chancel 
was rebuilt and quite definitely dedicated to St. Augustine of Canterbury. We 
can be equally certain about the same dedication at Birdbrook, which was held 
from the reign of Edward I to the Dissolution by Westminster Abbey. 

The date of the local fair is usually decisive in such questions as this, 
although confusion may sometimes arise where local guilds were strong, as they 
were in North Essex. In Saffron Walden, for example, when a charter was grant
ed in 1513, and the guild of the Holy Trinity established, the town was granted a 
fair on the feast of St. Ursula. The parish church is dedicated to St. Mary, 
and while this seems likely enough as the original dedication, it may not be 
without significance that the church at Saffron Walden was rebuilt at the same 
time as Great St. Mary, Cambridge, probably by the same builders, and it is 
generally held that if a church is rebuilt, or so drastically altered as to suggest the 
desirability of re-consecration, it is permissible to change the dedication. This 
happened at Thaxted, where the original dedication was to St. Catherine. The 
present church is held to have had three dedicationss. That the first was to St. 
Lawrence is believed to be confirmed by the date of the local fair. The second 
was to the Virgin Mary. The third, which has survived, was to St. John the 
Baptist, and dates from the completion of the church under Edward IV. 

With the two Saints John the Reformation is again the dividing line. If the 
church is pre-Reformation the Baptist is overwhelmingly the more probable; 

8 G. E. Symonds: Essex Arch.Soc.T., vol. iii, N.S., p. 264. 
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if post-Reformation, the Evangelist, although Essex has the distinction of having 
two ancient churches dedicated to the Evangelist, those of Mount Bures and 
Havering-atte-Bower, where a curious legend survives, associating St. John, in 
the person of a pilgrim begging for alms, with the consecration of the church. 

This pre-Reformation lack of popularity is common to most of the apostles 
and evangelists, and reminds us that most of our dedications were made before 
the Bible became known to the common people. Essex appears to have had at 
least its share of what there were. Instances of such rare dedications as those to 
St. John the Evangelist and St. Thomas the Apostle have been given. The dedi
cations to St. Barnabas at Mayland and Great Tey are equally remarkable, in 
that they are two out of only seven such dedications in the whole of England. 
The dedication to St. Barnabas at Great Tey is particularly noteworthy because 
the adjoining district of Pontisbright, which was part of the parish of Great Tey 
until c.l360, was granted a fair on the first Tuesday after the saint's festival. 
When a chapel was built at Pontisbright in 1352 it became known as the White 
Chapel. Lord Chancellor Audley referred to it as 'Alba Capella', and today the 
parish is known as Chappel. The church at Great Tey has Roman material in its 
fabric, and the same association is seen in both the name of Pontisbright and the 
dedication. 

It seems strange to us now that although St. Michael is mentioned only five 
times in the whole of the Bible, in motoring about England we might pass as 
many as a hundred churches dedicated to him before finding one dedicated to 
St. Mark. In fact Essex has not a single ancient church dedicated to St. Matthew, 
St. Mark, or St. Luke, who with St. John the Evangelist only came into popular
ity with the Evangelical movement in the nineteenth century, when St. John 
became the favourite dedication, with St. Paul second. At long last the Gospel had 
triumphed. 

Viewed from the twentieth century, the mythology that inspired so many 
of the earlier dedications may appear to show more interest in 'the beastly 
devices of the heathen' than in the love of God. But when the churches they 
designate were built the Essex landscape itself looked different. Dense and 
demon-haunted forest covered the north and west of the county, treacherous 
marshes the south. The story of man's long struggle to purge his soul has run its 
course against the background of his equally long and tormented struggle to 
cleanse and fructify the soil. It may well have been that the saints themselves 
had to be disguised and misrepresented before they could reach the people. 
'The first man is of the earth, earthy; the second man is the Lord from heaven.' 9 

9 1 Corinthians 15, 47. 
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Roman occupation at Shopfield, Little Waltham 

By R. Bazett and S. Chapman, M.A. 

Introduction 

Little Waltham lies at the point where the Roman road from Chelmsford 
to Braintree crosses the River Chelmer (Fig. 1). Bridge piles, dated by dendra
chronology to about 165 A.D., have been found near the present crossing. Urn 
burials were noted in 1864 south-west of Little Waltham Lodge. Immediately to 
the west of the Lodge a spread of gravel and Roman finds which could well have 
been the remains of a Roman road were excavated in 1959. Another burial 
ground with second century pottery is known from Sparrowhawk Farm.l 

The two burial sites have long indicated that there was not only a bridge at 
Little Waltham, but also some kind of Roman settlement. More concrete evi
dence of such a settlement came in 1962 when a new tennis court was made in 
Shopfield, a field adjoining 'The Limes' (T/L 706126). Blackened soil containing 
burnt daub, charcoal and pottery was discovered on the bank on which soil 
from the tennis court area was being discharged by the excavator. This was 
traced and excavated and in subsequent trial trenches a series of Roman rubbish 
pits were discovered, yielding material from the second half of the second century 
to the fourth centuries A.D. These pointed to the existence of a substantial 
building nearby. It was with this in mind that a second series of trial trenches 
was put down in Shopfield. As the Little Waltham by-pass is scheduled to run 
through this field, it was desirable to explore the field as soon as possible. 

All digging was undertaken with the kind permission of Dr. Bazett, the 
Gwner of 'The Limes'. The excavation of the tennis comt area and the rubbish 
pits was done by Mrs. Bazett and that of the main field was directed by Mrs. 
Chapman, ably helped by Members of the Workers Educational Association 
Evening Class of Chelmsford, in the weekends of March, 1963. Many thanks are 
due to Mr. M. R. Hull for identifying and dating the pottery and coins, which, 
with the rest of the finds, are being deposited at Chelmsford Museum. A pre
liminary report of the excavation appeared in the Essex Archaeological Society 
Transactions, Vol. I, Part 3 (Third Series) 1964 p. 214, written by Mrs. Elizabeth 
Sellers, for whose help, together with that of her husband, John Sellers, we were 
most grateful, at every stage of the excavation. 

Excavation 
1. INfRODUCTION 

Shopfield lies on ground gently sloping towards the River Chelmer and it 
seems probable, that a Roman road crosses it at some point, probably in its 
north-western part, connecting the bridge piles with the possible Roman road 
found west of Little Waltham Lodge, but no trace was uncovered. 

Note 1. These Roman finds, except for the possible Roman road west of the Lodge, are des
cribed in Vol. ill of the Victoria County History of Essex, Roman Essex, page 196. 
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The top foot of soil consisted of the turf and a very loose brown earth 
in which a few sherds of all ages were found. Below this in slightly harder brown 
soil there were slight indications of Roman occupation at a depth of from 
eighteen to twenty-six inches in various parts of the field. The natural soil, 
which was clay with patches of gravel nearer the river, lay at just over two feet 
deep. 
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2. THE TENNIS COURT AREA 

The occupation debris brought up by the excavator was traced to the edge of 
the court area, area R (fig. 2). Excavation with a trowel yielded more material: 
three coins, probably of the late fourth century (see Coins no. 4), pottery, tiles, 
a large amount of burnt daub, charcoal, brick fragments and nails were found. 
The soil was very black and discoloured with rust from the nails in many places. 
The thickness of this layer varied from three to twelve inches in depth. Below 
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Fig. 2: Plan C. Plan of the site of the excavation at Little Waltharn. 

this was a one and a half to two inch layer of grey clay in which a few bones were 
found. Underneath was a cobbled floor (Fig. 3) or yard, nine feet six inches wide 
from north to south and at least eight feet from east to west; the west edge was 
covered by the bank. Two and a half feet in from the north edge was a post-hole, 
eight inches across at the top and one foot deep. This was filled with orange clay 
and there were a few small stones at the bottom. This post-hole shows that 
this floor could not have been part of a Roman road, The stones of the cobbled 
floor tended to be larger round the post-hole, two to three inches in diameter 
and smaller at the outside of the area, particularly to the north, where the edge 
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was gravel. The stones were removed uncovering extensive rust stains. The soil 
below the cobbles was a hard-packed brown clay with some gravel. This was not 
excavated. The site is now covered by the bank. All further bulldozing was done 
under supervision, but no other traces of occupation were found, where the 
tennis court now stands. 

Later trench S was dug on the western side of the bank to discover whether 
the cobbled area continued. No cobbles were found but two feet from the surface, 
a large rubbish pit (Fig. 3), sixteen feet across and three and a half feet deep was 
discovered, full of black soil, containing pottery, bones, bronze, iron and coins. 
The trench X was then dug into the bank from the east side of the cobbled area 
in the hope of finding the far edge ofthe rubbish pit, which ran in under the bank. 
This trench went into the bank for just over eight feet. The cobbling continued 
all the way except for the north-west corner where the edge of a pit was dis
covered. The outline of this pit did not fit with the original pit, so it was probably 
part of another one. Pottery, bones, brick and tile fragments and some burnt 
daub were found in it in dark brown soil. After the excavation in the main part 
of the field, when the same pit was discovered in trench C9, a further trench T 
was dug south-east of C9 to follow this up. Similar material was again found in 
this. 

Material found near the surface of the pits was labelled layer 3, while the 
lower pit filling was called layer 4, but the date and character of the finds were 
uniform (Fig. 3). 

3. THE MAIN FIELD 

The central part of the field was covered by a grid, two hundred and fifty 
by one hundred and fifty feet and a series of nineteen trenches were opened 
mainly in the south-west corner of the grid squares in various parts of the field. 
Other trenches were opened to investigate particular problems. Trench A4 was 
opened to examine a slight depression running across the field, but nothing was 
found to explain it. Trenches E9i and E9ii were opened to follow a timber slot 
and to recover as much as possible of a Castor Ware pot, and trench C9 followed 
the line of the bank (Fig. 2). 

In trench Bl at a depth of eighteen inches in hard brown soil, two coins 
of the late third century (see Coins no. I) were found in a rough pebble layer. 
These pebbles did not extend over the whole of the trench and did not recur in 
this part of the field. In trench AI, at the same level, there was a scatter of tiles, 
burnt clay, charcoal flecks, a small flat bar of iron and various fragments of 
Roman pottery. 

A similar horizon of charcoal flecks and burnt clay occurred in trenches 
D8 and E8. In D8 a hearth, that is to say, a concentrated patch of charcoal and 
pebbles was found in which lay a spearhead (page 59), fragments of Roman 
pottery and some Rhineland lava. 

In trench C9 the rubbish pit, already partially investigated by Mrs. Bazett, 
was uncovered; the material is dealt with by Mrs. Bazett in her report. 

In trench EIO trac~s of a tirnp~r slot, that is a discolouration of the soil 
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indicating where a timber beam had lain, were found at a depth of twenty-two 
inches, lying in the top few inches of a sandy brick earth, which occurred only 
in this area. The slot was eight inches wide, had a maximum depth of four inches 
and was approximately ten feet long. There was no trace of a floor on either side 
of it and when it was investigated furtherin trench E9i, it gradually petered out. 
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•• 
0 2 3 R 

TENNIS COURT 
PLAN OF COBBLE FLOOR AND PITS 

SECTION OF RU,BBISH PIT. 

Fig. 3: Plan of the cobble floor and pits at Little Waltham. 
Section of rubbish pit at Little Waltham, 

At the eastern end of trench E9i another timber slot was found lying at right 
angles to the first thus proving that we were indeed investigating the remnants 
of a building and not a random stain in the soil. This also was very shallow 
so presumably the ground above it had been disturbed leaving only this vague 
hint of a former building. Only one find was found at all close to the slot: this was 
a pinkish-brown sherd with a gritty grey-washed surface found three inches to 
one side of it. Another trench was opened to the north of E9i to try and pick up 
the timber slot lying at right angles to the first. No trace of this was found, but 
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wideley scattered fragments of a Castor Ware pot were recovered (Fig. 5.32) 
and other fragments of Roman pottery. The Castor Ware pot was complete 
except for the rim; it was possibly whole when buried and damaged by subse
quent ploughing. 

Finds 

1. COINS 

1. Two Antoniniani found in trench Bl. One is a barbarous radiate imi
tation of the last quarter of the third century A.D., the other is completely il
legible but the fabric suggests a late third century radiate copy. 

These two coins were identified by the British Museum. 
2. Antoninianus of very debased silver in good condition found in the pit in 

trench C9. It depicts Salonina, wife of Gallienus 253-268 A.D. 
Obv. Bust of the empress facing right. SALONINA AUG. 

Rev. Venus standing left. VENUS VICTRIX. 

3. Dupondius unearthed by the bulldozer. Second half of the second 
century. 

4. A series of four coins in very poor condition. They were excavated over 
the cobble floor, in the black soil, probably the occupation level and are most 
likely oflate fourth century date. 

5. A coin 12 mm. wide found in layer 3 of the pit. It is possibly of Crispus 
and if so is mid-fourth century. 

6. Antoninianus with radiate head of Gallienus, late third century. A well 
preserved coin found in layer 3 of the pit. 

7. A coin 12 mm. wide probably of the fourth century found in layer 4 of 
the pit. 

8. Two coins, both 14 mm. wide, very poorly preserved, one has possibly a 
radiate head. They are of the fourth century and were found in layer 4 of the pit. 

9. Two minims 8 and 7 mm. across from pit C9. Fourth century. 
The coins, nos. 5-9, show that the rubbish pits are dateable to the fourth 

century. The coins of no. 4 suggest that the cobbled floor was occupied at the 
same time, i.e. the fourth century. The other coins are late third to fourth 
century except for the dupondius, which suggests that occupation of the site 
began in the second century, grew in the third until it reached its peak in the 
fourth. 

2. BRONZE 

Quite a few small fragments of bronze were found, by far the most interest
ing being the brooch which is illustrated in p. 59. This was originally inlaid with 
enamel and is dateable to the late second century.lt came from layer 3 of the pit. 

The other fragments were of bronze wire, tubing and flat square discs, 
approximately one-fifth of an inch across. A spoon handle and part of another 
small brooch or ring were also found in the pit. 
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3. IRON 

A turf cutter (Page 58) was found together with a piece of millstone, which 
may have been used as a whetstone in the pit (see section in Fig. 3). Iron slag 
was also discovered in the pit. 

In the main part of the field a spearhead, a knife and a small flat bar of iron 
were all found in the Roman levels. Numerous nails were found throughout the 
excavation. 

4. GLASS 

Two fragments of glass were found in layer 4 of the pit, one blue and one 
green. 

5. BONE 

Two fragments of worked bone were found: a bone pin and another of 
unknown use. 

Kitchen refuse of domestic animals was found throughout the pit. 

6. MISCELLANEOUS 

Numerous fragments of roof tiles and some flue tiles were recovered. A piece 
of millstone grit and one of Rhineland lava were also found. 

7. POTIERY (Fig. 4, 5) 

1. Material from the rubbish pits 
A great variety of Roman pottery was recovered from the rubbish pits 

dating from the second half of the second century to the fourth century A.D. 

SAMIAN 

A few sherds of a Form 30 bowl were found and one of a wall-sided mor
tarium (Fig. 5.25). Both of these can be dated to the second half of the second 
century. 

COLOUR-COATED WARES 

A. Castor Ware 
Six different styles were identified and are listed below. These are mainly 

third and fourth century wares. 
1. Fragment showing black slip on the outside only, decorated with roulet

ting, white barbotine and paint. This is a type which normally occurs after 250 
A.D. 

2. Fragment with a black slip both inside and out, with barbotine decora
tion under the slip. 

3. Fragment with brown slip inside, black slip outside, rouletting and 
barbotine under slip (Fig. 5.31). 

4. Fragment of a whiter fabric with a brown-black slip, much worn. 
5. A narrow beaker base of a pinkish fabri~ with remains of a brown slip. 

Fourth century (Fig. 5.29). 
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6. A beaker base with a brown slip inside and a red slip on the base up to a 
height of one inch, which then abruptly changes to a black slip. This could be any 
date from the late second century (Fig. 5.30). 

B. Red or orange colour-coated wares 
1, 2. Flat base sherds with a rolled edge of a hard fabric with white grits. 

This can be dated to after 180 A.D. (Fig. 5.33, 34). 
3. Narrow beaker base of a pinkish-orange chalky textured fabric with a 

brown slip (Fig. 5.35). 
4. Fragment of a thickened rim of an orange bowl, grooved on the top, the 

interior rim being covered with pink grits, which date it to the fourth century 
A.D. (Fig. 5.12). 

GRITIED WARE (fig. 4) 

This group consists of a series of cooking pots of uncertain height, though 
one was estimated at roughly seven inches (Fig. 4.1). The bases are mainly flat 
but one or two are slightly convex with a diameter of from three to five inches, 
one only is one and a half inches (Fig. 4.4). The rims are everted, some rolled at 
the edge, while others have a sharper, undercut outline. The rim diameters range 
from four to seven inches. The fabric is rather sandy, filled with crushed flint 
and generally buff grey in colour. (The preliminary report, Essex Arch.Soc.T., 
Vol. I. Pt. 3. (New Series) p. 214 described this pottery as shell-filled, but Mr. 
Hull considered it was more probably crushed flint.) 

As far as is known at present this is a new type and may well be a pottery of 
local manufacture. The gritted fabric suggests a first century date, but the group 
includes a frilled pedestal urn on a hollow trumpet foot, which is a second 
century form. 1 It is also a form which has not been identified in coarse fabric 
before. The fact that this pottery was largely found in the rubbish pits suggests 
that it may well be even later than second century in date, since, though there is 
some second century pottery in the pits, it is predominantly filled with third and 
fourth century types. 

MORT ARIA 

Remains of two mortaria with mixed grits were recovered, one cream (Fig. 
5.28), the other orange. These are third to fourth century types. 

STORAGE JARS 

Five different types of storage jars were recovered. One was decorated with 
a single rows of'S's', another with a double row. This is most unusual, at least in 
Essex, so the double row has been illustrated (Fig. 5.24). Of the rest, one had 
thumb marks round the shoulder and another was plain with a rolled rim. One 
fragment of a soft pinkish-buff storage jar could be dated to the third to fourth 
century A.D. 

1. see Hull, M. R. 1963- " The Roman Potters' Kilns of Colchester." No. XXI. Reports of the 
Research Committee of the Society of Antiquaties of London, pases 128-131. 
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. RED POLISHED WARE 

Four fragments were found of this third to fourth century type. 
1. Sherds of a fine sandy red-brown flagon with three grooves round the 

shoulder (Fig. 5.21). 
2. Sherds of a polished red ware flagon imitating a bronze vessel with con

centric grooves on the base. Polished red ware normally has a recessed base, but, 
though this example is fiat and therefore unusual, Mr. Hull still considers it to be 
polished red ware (Fig. 5.22). 

3. Ring base of polished red ware flagon, the ring sloping out slightly 
(Fig. 5.19). 

4. Several sherds from another polished red ware vessel. 
The rest of the pottery was classified into Forms following the two reports 

on Colchester-Hawkes, C. F. C. and Hull, M. R., 1947- "Camulodunum" and 
Hull, M. R., 1958- "Roman Colchester". 

FORM 40 

Many sherds of this type were found, mostly with a bevelled angle, so they 
are probably late third century, some with a black burnished surface. 

FORM 279c 

One isolated fragment of this fourth century type was found. 

FORM 305 

Many sherds of this type were found, mainly of a grey-brown sandy fabric, 
some with a black coating. The angle of the flange differs, one being very strong
ly hooked. All these are late third or fourth century wares. 

FORM 395 

Two standard bases were found and one rather larger with a pronounced 
groove on the pedestal which is unusual. This is a fourth century type. 

FORM 406-410 

Several sherds were found ranging from Forms 406-410. These are mainly 
third or fourth century wares, though Form 406 is earlier. 

FORMS 412-419. HONEY POTS 

A series of honey pots were recovered of grey ware with a great variety of 
rim forms and narrow fiat bases without beaded edges. 

2. Material from the cobbled floor 

The pottery was of the same type as that from the pit. There was no Samian 
but several fragments of red and black colour-coated wares. Two pots of Castor 
Ware were represented by sherds, one with a dark red interior, the other with a 
black interior and white decoration. There were several fragments of Gritted 
Ware, one being a fiat base with two perforations, presumably a strainer (Fig. 
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Fig, 5: Roman pottery from Little Waltham 

1-6. Rims of hard grey-black polished ware. 7-10. Rims of hard light grey unpolished ware. 
11. Shoulder sherd showing row of thumb impressions on hard grey unpolished ware. 12. 
Thickened rim of orange bowl, grooved on top, the interior rim gritted with pink grits. 13, Rim 
of gritty red ware. 14-15. Rims of sandy red-brown ware. 16. Neck sherd of sandy red-brown 
ware with row of stick impressions. 17-18. Rim sherds ofred sandy ware. 19. Base of Polished 
Red Ware flagon . 20. Base of red pedestal urn from the cobbled floor. 21. Sherd of red ware 
with concentric grooves. 22. Base and body of Polished Red Ware flagon. 23. Fragment with 
handle of Polished Red Ware flagon. 24. Fragment of storage jar showing unusual double S 
decoration. 25. Rim of Samian wall-sided mortarium. 26. Base of hard brown grey unpolished 
ware. 27. Small bowl of grey unpolished ware. 28. Rim of a cream mortarium. 29. Narrow base 
of Castor Ware (see no. 5 in classification). 30. Castor Ware (no. 6 in classification). 31. Castor 
Ware (see no. 3 in classification). 32. Castor Ware- pot excavated in the main field. 33-34. 
Base sherds of hard red colour-coated ware. 35. Narrow beaker base of orange colour coated 
ware. 36. Base and handle of small jug of red brown sandy ware. 37. Rim of Castor Ware (not 
the top of the pot shown in 32). 



4.22). There were no mortaria but there were fragments of storage jars, one with 
a thumbnailed decoration. A red pedestal urn was found (Fig. 5.20). Forms 40, 
309, 409, 410 were also represented. 
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Bronze brooch from Little Waltham. Scale 1/1 

3. Material from the main field 

Finds from the trial trenches were scanty: they included Forms 40,270, 305 
and other unidentifiable sherds. In the hearth in D8 the handle of a small jug 
and a base of similar red-brown sandy fabric, presumably the same pot, were 
found (Fig. 5.36). In trench E9ii many fragments of a Castor Ware pot (Fig. 5.32) 
were recovered. On restoration the pot was found to be complete but for the 
rim. This was dated to the fourth century because of its oval shape and the white 
painted decoration. 

4. Top-soil and post Roman finds 

A wide variety of post-Roman pottery was found in the topsoil. This in
cluded green glazed sherds, possibly of the fifteenth century, sixteenth century 
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'Stock' ware, 'Harlow' Cistercian wares, fragments of Bellarmine, Scratch Blue 
Decorated Stoneware and Victorian china. 

Conclusion 

Traces of Roman settlement were discovered. These consist of the cobbled 
floor with its post-hole (now concealed under the bank of the tennis court), a 
series of rubbish pits, the timber slot, the hearth and the rough cobbling. The 
rubbish pits are clearly dateable to the fourth century and the cobbled floor is 
probably contemporary with the rubbish pits, but the dating of the pottery and 
coins suggest a general Roman occupation in Little Waltham mainly in the 
third and fourth centuries A.D. , with traces of a late second century settlement 
(the Samian, the dupondius and the bronze brooch). Though most of our materi
al was later, the second century bridge and second century pottery from the 
burial ground at Sparrowhawk Farm confirm the slight second century evidence 
we had. 

The structural traces found can be interpreted as the remains of rough 
buildings on the outskirts of the main settlement or the few remains of a settle
ment that has been largely ploughed out. It is quite possible that the main part 
of the settlement is yet to be found closer to the river or on the other side of the 
road. 

The material from the rubbish pits suggests a substantial and prosperous 
occupation over a period of at least two centuries. The window glass and tiles 
must have belonged to a comfortable building, while the bronze brooch and the 
variety of the pottery reflect the prosperity of its inhabitants. The Gritted Ware 
is of particular interest as a new type of pottery of possible local manufacture. 
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Sir Thomas Barrington and the Puritan Revolution 

by W. L. F. Nuttall, D.F.C., Ph.D., M.A. 

Sir Thomas Barrington was brought up by his father in the tradition of an 
Essex puritan and wealthy country gentleman, whose duty was to take an active 
part in public affairs. This led him to playing an important part, as an associate 
of Pym, in the early years of the Long Parliament and Civil War. In his home 
county of Essex, as the senior Deputy-Lieutenant, he exercised a strong political 
influence and succeeded in organising local military and financial support for the 
Parliamentary Cause. To attain his objectives he had to surmount many ob
stacles. When hostilities broke out, there was still a strong royalist element in 
the county and the common people were generally indifferent to the quarrel 
between Parliament and the King. Most men were at first unwilling to serve 
in the armed forces and in particular to march outside their own county. The 
public resisted the payment of taxes, which when collected, were insufficient to 
provide for the soldiers raised in the county. 

II 

During the last years of James the First's reign and the early part of the 
reign of Charles the First, opposition to the crown's encroachment on the powers 
and privileges of Parliament had been building up. In the Eastern counties one 
effect of this was to unite this opposition into the hands of a group of wealthy 
and influential Puritans, who were also held together by family ties and com
mercial interests. They were headed by Robert Rich, Earl of Warwick, Lord 
Lieutenant of Essex. His strongest supporters in this county were the Barring
tons and connected families. Sir Francis Barrington, the first baronet, who was 
married to Joan, an aunt of Oliver Cromwell, was a Member of Parliament 
for Essex. In five parliaments, between 1621 and 1629, his eldest son, Sir Thomas 
Barrington, served as the Member for Newtown, Isle of Wight. During these 
years, although he spoke rarely in the House, he was a diligent attender at com
mittees and showed his spirit by bravely struggling for causes he thought worth
while. His diaryl of the Commons debates of 1621 is well known to be one of the 
best records of this session. 

During the early part of Charles's reign the authority of the Duke of 
Buckingham in the government of the country was paramount. The Commons, 
however, distrusted the Court favourite and denounced him for incompetence, 
extravagance and corruption. His general unpopularity had, moreover, been 
enhanced by the ignominous failure of his military expeditions to Cadiz and the 
Island of Rhe. In these unfavourable ci rcumstances, the first Parliament of his 
reign had limited the grant of tonnage and poundage to the King to one year 
only. 

In November 1626 Warwick,2 Sir Francis Barrington and others resisted 
Charles by refusing to contribute to a forced loan. Consequently Sir Francis and 
his son-in-law Sir William Masham were imprisoned, a fate which was also 
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suffered by John Hampden. In 1628 Sir Francis, who had been released from 
jail owing to ill health, died and Sir Thomas succeeded to the baronetcy at the 
age of about fourty-four. In the ensuing years, except when he was in London,3 
he resided at his Essex home of Barrington Hall, Hatfield Broadoak. 

When Charles's third Parliament met in the spring of 1628, the questions of 
taxation without sanction of the Commons and imprisonment without just 
cause was hotly debated and set out in the Petition of Right. Buckingham's 
assassination in August revealed the gulf between the King and his people. In 
March 1629, after it had become evident that the Commons were not prepared 
to finance the needs of the Crown, Charles dismissed Parliament. Sir Thomas4 
expressed his concern at this dissolution in letters to his mother, extracts of 
which read as follows :-"There is a face of general sadness for this probability 
of dissolving us; all men that wish well for Church or Commonwealth mourning 
for this threatening evil ... The King now pretends (at least) to be immovable 
in that resolution which the House at our late debate made a due claim to alter; 
it is far more easy to avoid a rock while we are at a distance, than to escape 
splitting when the ship is thrown upon it . . . Princes should in policy have 
some time and way left to evade when point of honour is in competition . . . " 
Also "This day in Parliament was like the general of the times, such as hardly 
ever, no man knowing what to do; the distraction was so sudden and so great, 
and the case so highly conerning the House ... I must say, we have a very 
great cause to bless God that we concluded the day without any greater business, 
the consequence whereof no man can say what it would have been ... " These 
last words no doubt refer to the forceful action taken at their last session, when 
the Speaker was held down in his chair, while the Commons passed resolutions, 
strongly disapproved of by the King. The outcome was that Sir John Elliott 
and others were imprisoned. 

III 

During the eleven years of the King's Rule which followed, Sir Thomas led 
the life of a country gentleman, spending most of his time at Barrington HaiL 
That he was no dour Puritans is shown by the variety of his interests. His 
household accounts show that he made frequent contributions to musicians, 
as well as May-day, Christmas and Twelfth night festivities. His pastimes 
included hawking for pheasants and partridges and hunting. He wrote to his 
mother, " I have sent you a buck by this bearer, out of my poor store ... I 
hope it will please your eye and not displease your taste ; if my judgement fail me 
not, it is fat and I am sure it is young, the best of the forest." He also kept 
her informed regarding family matters, writing to her of the possibility of his 
niece Joan marrying Oliver St. John,6 subsequently Chief Justice, but the news 
"must not be imparted to anyone, because the success is doubtful." The future 
bridegroom was described as "religious, honest, of sweetness of nature, dis
creet, his estate in land from £300 by the year, his practice I believe near double, 
handsome person, probable to rise." 
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Sir Thomas? served as a Justice of the Peace for Essex and was also the 
treasurer for the money collected for the rebuilding of St. Paul's. When the 
harvest of 1630 was a failure, he wrote to Secretary Dorchester8 that corn had 
been stored in every parish to provide for the poor of Essex. He suggested fixing 
the price of corn, the prohibition of matting until the following July and the 
stopping of exports. "Barley is the chief substenance of the general body of the 
kingdom; few are able to reach the prices of wheat." The advent of the following 
summer was welcomed in a letter to his mother,9 when " this sweet month of 
May, lately past, hath brought forth ... the beautious fruits of the earth .. . 
Madame, I have sent you four hartychokes, the best present of this season ... " 

In December 1630 the Earl ofWarwick10 was granted a Patent for the colon
isation of the Island of Providence in the Caribbean. In this venture Warwick 
was associated with Lords Say and Sele, Brook and Mandeville, Sir Thomas 
Cheeke, Sir Gilbert Gerrard, John Pym, Oliver St. John, Sir Thomas Barrington 
and other Puritans. The original twenty shareholders contributed £500 each, but 
this proved insufficient. In 1636, Pym, 11 the most active organiser and treasurer 
of the Providence Company, raised a further £10,000. As time went on, the 
settlers became involved in piracy against the Spaniards. This led to retaliation, 
ending with the Spaniards capturing the Island and the company failing to re
coup its investment. It was probably in connection with this venture that Sir 
Thomas12 came to Warwick's help financially, his lordship making over his 
personal estate to him as security for a loan. 

In his capacity as treasurer of the Providence Company, Pym became friends 
with his Puritan associates. The phase of the King's rule was no doubt a period of 
gestation for their ideas on the necessity of religious and political reforms, which 
needed the astuteness and perseverance of Pym to put into practice during the 
Long Parliament. 

Between 1629 and 1640, the King succeeded in keeping down expenditure 
and also managed to increase his revenue largely by means of expedients, such as 
the pernicious sale of monopolies to members of the Court and objectionable 
exactions. He also introduced the unpopular Ship-Money, which many refused 
to pay, Sir Thomas,l3 however, not being one of these. Charles no doubt felt 
that he would be able to continue governing the country indefinitely without 
having to summons Parliament. This might have been possible, if it had not 
been for the weakness and ineptitude of his administration, which became ob
vious in 1fi39, when the Scottish Covenanters defied him and he was compelled 
to asserribfe an army against them. After failing to restore his authority in Scot
land, his financial position became desperate and finally in April1640 he had no 
choice but to summon Parliament. 

IV 

Sir Thomas Barrington and Sir Harbottle Grimston 14 were elected M.Ps 
for Essex in the Short Parliament. Before their election, Warwick made good use 
of his Lord Lieutenancy by sending letters to the Captains of the Trained Bands 
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to put pressure on the electors to vote for them. The opposition, however, 
showed their distaste by assembling near Warwick's house, where Sir Thomas 
and Sir Harbottle were present. The multitude shouted, a man flourished a 
sword before a window, and someone said that if the Earl won the day, he would 
be torn in pieces. However, all that happened was that a man was arrested and 
Warwick allowed him bail "to his great popular glory." 

When Parliament met, Mr. Grimston, Sir Harbottle's son, who was M.P. 
for Colchester, was the first speaker to emphasize that the dangers to the liber
ties of all were more serious than the chaos caused by the Scottish invasion. 
Pym went on to enumerate the many civilian grievances requiring remedy, 1 s 
including the lack of immunity of members of the Commons from arrest and the 
rights and privileges of the gentry. A committee on privileges was set up, which 
included Pym, Hampden, Mr. Grimston, Sir Thomas Barrington and Sir William 
Masham.16 Parliament pursued their course by insisting that their grievances 
should be redressed, before they would be prepared to vote supplies. Thereupon, 
on 5th May, 1640 the King hastily dissolved Parliament, his financial difficulties 
unresolved. 

In the months that followed, Charles, who had entirely misjudged public 
opinion, was unable to rouse the nation against the Scots, who advanced into 
England unopposed. His forces, having no spirit to fight, retreated and abandon
ed Newcastle to the Scots, after which protracted treaty negotiations were begun. 
Since it was essential to reach a settlement with Scotland, the only remedy was to 
summon a new parliament. That this should be done was urged by twelve peers, 
which included Warwick and Mandeville, 17 the preparation of the text of their 
Petition18 to the King being the handiwork of Pym and St. John. When the 
Long Parliament met on 3rd November 1640, an indignant Commons was deter
mined to put an end to the arbitrary rule of the King's men. 

In the Long Parliament, Sir Thomas Barrington served as M.P. for Col
chester until his death in 1644. The other members for Essex were Sir Harbottle 
Grimston (Harwich), his son Mr. Harbottle Grimston (Colchester), Sir Henry 
Mildmay of Wanstead and Sir John Clotworthy (Maldon), Sir William Lumley 
(Essex), Sir Thomas Cheeke (Harwich) and Sir William Masham (Essex). 
Apart from the Earl of Warwick, Sir Thomas was the most influential man in the 
county. Moreover, in Parliament,19 he was a moving spirit at the centre of things 
and his numerous relations in the Commons kept him fully informed on what 
was going on. These included his four brothers-in-law, Sir William Masham, Sir 
William Lytton, Sir Henry Wallop and Sir Gilbert Gerrard, his three first 
cousins John Hampden, Oliver Cromwell and Edmund Dunch, his nephew John 
Meux and his nephew by marriage Oliver St. John. In addition his youngest 
daughter was married to Sir Richard Everard, one of the leading Deputy
Lieutenants of Essex. These men formed a staunch group, who pursued a steady 
course in establishing the authority of Parliament over that of the King. 

From the inception of the Long Parliament Pym became the accepted 
leader of the Commons, fanning the flame of dissatisfaction, caused by the 
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King's misrule. Within a few days, the Earl of Stratford was accused of High 
Treason and Archbishop Laud thrown into prison. Immediate steps were also 
taken to find money to buy out the Scots, so that they would evacuate English 
soil and allow the English army to be disbanded. During 1640 and 1641, Sir 
Thomas was a regular attender at the House of Commons and was actively 
concerned with all these measures. He was one of the Treasurers20 for raising 
money for the Scottish and English armies, lending £2,000 of his own money to 
this cause. During these years a great deal of work was accomplished by parlia
mentary committees. Sir Thomas served on many of these, including among 
others, the Committees21 which dealt with the release of political victims, the 
abolition of the Star Chamber and High Commission, the bill for abolishing 
superstitition and idolatry, the impeachment of the Bishops and in particular 
the preparation of the charge against Archbishop Laud, the making of a treaty 
with the Scots, the introduction of Poll Tax, various bills connected with the 
raising of the Trained Bands and the Defence of the Kingdom and the obtaining 
of loans from the City of London. He was among the first to be appointed to 
prepare the Bill of Attainder against Strafford,22 being present at the trial. While 
Oliver St. John maintained the legality of the Bill, Pym, Sir Thomas and three 
others managed the conference with the Lords. On numerable occasions, he 
acted as one of the tellers in divisions and as an intermediary between the Com
mons and Lords. He was also a member of the Committee, 23 which handled the 
Act for the reduction of the rebels in Ireland, to which object he ventured £1,200. 

Sir Thomas24 took an active part in negotiating a loan of £40,000 from the 
City for suppressing the rebels in Ireland. When explaining to the Commons25 
the initial reluctance of the city to providing this loan, he gave the reason for 
their attitude that "many good laws and many good motions had passed from 
this House to the Lords' House, which all either were rejected or stopped there 
by the malignity of the Bishops." The City supported Parliament by agreeing to 
lend the money in return for certain assurances, including that influential Papists 
in England would be arrested and the Bishops deprived of their votes in the 
House of Lords. His opinion26 of the High Church was made in a speech, in 
which he compared them to the trojan horse "ready to open the gates of Romish 
tyranny and Spanish monarchy; for an Arminian is the spawn of a Papist." 

After his visit to Scotland, the King returned to London in November 1641. 
Pym and others hastened to present him with the Grand Remonstrance, setting 
out all the errors of his government. The obstruction by the Lords to the Com
mons' bill for removal of the bishops from the Upper House led to a mob of 
Londoners gathering in Whitehall. On the pretext of the King protecting Parlia
ment, the Lord Keeper ordered a guard to be set on the House, which was 
strongly resented by the Commons.27 In the debate which ensued, Sir Thomas 
said that by this "means we shall never be able to sit safely nor to speak freely; 
and so not only our privileges, but the liberty also of the whole commons of 
England, whom we represent, shall all be taken away at one blow." The House 
refused to be intimidated, and on Pym's motion the guard was dismissed. It was 
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not long after this that Charles decided to assert his royal authority by rashly 
attempting to arrest five members of the Commons, including Pym and Ramp
den, as well as Lord Mandeville. 

On 6th January 1642 a select committee of twenty-five members of the 
Commons,28 on which Sir Thomas and Mr. Grimston represented Essex, met 
at the Guildhall. It voted that the King's impeachment of the five members had 
been illegal and resolved that no member could be arrested without the House's 
consent. The County of Essex expressed its support of Parliament in the form of 
a petition,29 subscribed by 20,000 hands, which was delivered to the House by 
')ir Richard Everard, Sir John Barrington (Sir Thomas's eldest son), Sir William 
Masham and others, accompanied by two thousand horsemen from the county. 
The King, overwhelmed by the dismal failure of his plans and fearing the safety 
of the Queen hurriedly left London, not to return until for his trial and his 
execution. 

V 

By the spring of 1642 it had become apparent that there was little prospect 
of a reconciliation between the King and Parliament and both sides made pre
parations for an armed conflict. In April, the Militia Bill,30 to which Charles 
had consistently refused to grant his consent, was finally passed by both Houses. 
By virtue of this Act Parliament gave the command of the county Trained 
Bands to Deputy-Lieutenants whom they could trust and also took steps to gain 
possession of the principal arsenals in the country. The King, on the other hand, 
proceeded to raise his forces by Commissions of Array. A call was thereupon 
made for voluntary contributions for the defence of Parliament, to which many 
members of both Houses subscribed. Sir Thomas Barrington's contribution3I 
was £1,200. 

In March, Warwick was appointed Lord Lieutenant of Essex and Deputy
Lieutenants, 32 which included the local M.Ps, were nominated. The duties of the 
Deputy-Lieutenants were to put the Militia Ordinance into execution, arm and 
exercise the Trained Bands and volunteers, commission officers, search all 
suspicious persons, disarm papists and other ill-affected persons and seize any 
horses, arms and money suspected as being collected for use against Parliament. 
In addition they were, with the assistance of the Sheriffs and Justices of the Peace, 
to put into operation orders from Parliament and appoint Treasurers to collect 
money, horses and arms. After the appointment of the Earl of Essex as Com
mander-ir-Chief, they were also required to levy forces for his use. 

For the county of Essex, Parliament33 fixed June 7th for mustering the 
militia and Warwick, who had been successful in persuading the fleet to join the 
Parliamentary cause, was ordered to dispense with his duties as Admiral for a 
few days, so that he might personally put the Militia Ordinance into execution 
in the county. This he did with the assistance of Sir Thomas Barrington, Sir W. 
Masham, Sir T. Cheeke, Sir W. Hicks, Sir R. Everard, Sir M. Lumley, Sir John 
Barrington and Mr. Grimston. On the same day Warwick wrote to his brother, 
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the Earl of Holland, while Sir Thomas jointly with nine Deputy-Lieutenants 
wrote to the Speaker of the House of Commons, giving accounts of the muster
ing of the militia.34 In these letters, which were presented to the Lord and Com
mons respectively, the authors reported that about one quarter of the Essex 
militia had assembled at Brentford. There were five companies of Trained Bands, 
one being commanded by Sir William Masham's son. In addition there were 
some five hundred volunteers, under the command of Sir Thomas's second son, 
Robert. At the muster a declaration by Parliament was read out, indemnifying 
all those who had presented themselves against any charge that they had acted 
illegally in obeying the Militia Ordinance. The officers presented a petition to 
Warwick, in which they stated that they entrusted their religion and laws into 
the hands of Parliament and "bleed to see the heart and actions of our Royal 
King ... declining the counsels of his Parliament .. . . "Their promise to defend 
Parliament was welcomed by both Houses. 

In addition Sir Thomas3S made a full report to the Commons and Robert 
Smith, Sheriff of Essex, presented a petition, said to carry 10,000 signatures of 
the captains, soldiers and other inhabitants of the county. This referred to the 
King, seduced by wicked counsel, intending to make war against Parliament. 
"Thus, with our hands upon our swords, we stand ready at your command, to 
perform our vows to God and oaths and fidelity to His Majesty, in taking up 
arms against those false flatterers and traitors." The Trained Bands, which 
assembled at Dunmow on lOth June, were said to have received this resolution 
with universal approbation. These brave words, drafted by their leaders were, 
however, not reflected in the subsequent attitude of the rank and file. 

Shortly before the Essex militia were called up, the Sheriff,36 Robert Smith, 
received an order from the King, commanding him to make a proclamation 
forbidding his subjects in the Trained Bands to muster in accordance with the 
Parliamentary Ordinance. Parliament rejoined by commanding him not to 
publish the King's proclamation, which they declared illegal, a subject on which 
opinions were much divided. A Mr. Aldrey37 called the Essex militia traitors, 
for which he was taken before a Justice of the Peace, who on examination said 
that it was easy to prove that they were traitors, since they were disobeying the 
King. Whereupon the culprit and the Justice were both arrested. On another 
occasion, the Sheriff and thirty others, Essex J.Ps and gentlemen of the Grand 
Jury, addressed a declaration38 to the King, in which they referred to his resolu
tion to maintain the true Protestant religion and uphold the laws of the King
dom. They assured him that they would assist him with their lives and fortunes. 
After a few days the militia were sent home. Parliament having shown that their 
authority prevailed over that of the King and the royalist minority in the county 
were silenced. 

In July the Deputy-Lieutenants of Essex presented to the Commons a list 
of the gentlemen of the county, who were willing to make voluntary contribu
tions to the parliamentary cause by raising horses, horsemen, arms, money i:l nd 
plate in accordance with the Parliamentary Ordinance of "First Propositions." 
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Commissioners and Receivers were nominated to collect these contributions 
under an Order, 39 which set a precedent for other counties. By carefully selecting 
these Commissioners from influential and reliable local men, the Deputy
Lieutenants under Sir Thomas's leadership, were able to lay the foundation for a 
sound administration and contributions began coming in at once. Nicholson, 40 
an Essex minister, however, preached that "all the devils in hell could not have 
done so much mischeif as this Parliament had done and those that had lent 
money deserved to be hanged," for which remarks he was committed to prison. 
Sir Thomas and other Deputy-Lieutenants, being dissatisfied with the slow res
ponse to the call for voluntary contributions, ordered their officials to call before 
them certain persons, who had so far evaded lending anything and obtain from 
them "their positive answer." In doing this they forestalled the Ordinance41 
made a month later, which made it compulsory for those that had not made 
voluntary contributions to be assessed. 

On 2nd August 1642 owing to the unstable political situation, Sir Thomas 
carried an order from the Commons to the Lords, authorising Colchester and 
the County of Essex42 to defend themselves. On the same day the inhabitants of 
Colchester and neighbouring places took the law into their own hands. On hear
ing that Sir John Lucas was about to leave his house in Colchester with some 
horses and arms to join the King, a mob of some two thousand, claiming to be 
doing a service to Parliament, looted his home and demanded his arrest. Mter 
this, they proceeded to plunder the residence of Lady Rivers, a papist, and took, 
from her money and valuables, estimated to be worth about £40,000. Arms, 
horses, money and plate were also taken from other houses in the county 
not all of whom were papists or royalist sympathisers. Parliament, which was 
much concerned at the lawless behaviour of the common people, instructed 
Sir Thomas and Mr. Grimston to go to Colchester at once to restore order and 
arrest Sir John Lucas. This they accomplished successfully, reporting their 
findings to the Commons, 43 who proceeded to mollify the local inhabitants by 
making a declaration44 that they had done a service to the Commonwealth. 
At the same time, they were ordered to hand over plundered goods for the use of 
Parliament and in future they were to leave it to the Deputy-Lieutenants to 
search the houses of suspects, no unauthorised person being permitted "to 
enter the house of any whatever, under colour of pretence of disarming recus
ants" or persons believed to be "enemies of the peace of the kingdom." There
upon, Sir Thomas arranged for the collection of the looted goods, 45 eight horse
loads of plate and money, which had been taken from houses near Colchester, 
being recovered. Shortly afterwards, Sir Thomas Honywood and Mr. Grimston 
presented themselves to the House of Commons, 46 accompanied by five hundred 
Essex men, and deposited at Guildhall seven horse-loads of plate and money, 
valued at £30,000. 

VI 
In August 1642, after the Earl of Essex had been appointed Captain

General, and spurred on by the King having raised his standard in Nottingham, 
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the parliamentarians in the Eastern Counties and elsewhere were actively en
gaged in recruiting and arming new levies. Sir Thomas, in London, frequently 
attended meetings of the Committee of Safety, 47 which authorised payments to 
military commanders and supplies of arms and equipment. His signature ap
pears on a number of such warrants, including for example the delivery of 
16,127 swords by the Cutlers of London and £4,000 for the use of Sir John 
Hotham for the defence of Hull. By early September the Parliamentary army 
was already on its march and by the time they reached Northampton, the Earl's 
forces had swollen to some 15,000 men and it bad already become apparent that 
voluntary subscriptions were insufficient to maintain them. Essex wrote to 
Parliament48 that "our treasure ... grows near an end and you well know that 
the Army consists of such as cannot be kept one day without pay" and conclud
ed by asking for £100,000. He also wrote in the same terms to Pennington, 49 
Lord Mayor of London, "my desire unto you is that you may supply us with the 
speedy loan of £100,000, which I am confident would (with God's blessing) 
bring these unhappy distractions to an end quickly." Nothing was, however, 
decided by the first clash of arms at Edgehill on 23rd October. The Earl's own, 
regiment of foot, which had been recruited in Essex was among the troops 
which distinguished themselves in the battle in breaking the royalist centre. 
Both armies then marched towards London, which became alarmed lest the 
King should arrive before Essex and the Parliamentary army. 

In view of the perilous situation, Warwick was appointed to command the 
forces being assembled for the defence of London. On 1st November, twelve 
thousand Trained Bands and volunteers from Essexso were mustered, the coun
try gentry raising this force from different parts of the country. Sir Thomas, Mr. 
Grimston, Sir John Sands and Sir Thomas Wiseman undertook this task for the 
area around Colchester, Coggeshall and Witham. On 11th November, "with 
trembling hands and in a great hurry," Penningtonsl addressed an impassioned 
appeal to "all of you of the county of Essex that are well affected to the Parlia
ment and City." Since the King intends to "surprise the City this night," they 
were urged to send their forces to London with all possible speed "to defend the 
Parliament, City, yourselves and the Kingdom against your enemies." As Lord 
Lieutenant of the county, Warwick 52 was instructed to raise the Trained Bands 
and volunteers and assemble them at Islington, which was carried out with the 
help of the Deputy-Lieutenants. Since they were very short of arms, Sir Thom
as53 had been permitted to retain £4,000 out of voluntary contributions in the 
county, with which he had purchased eleven hundred arms. The Essex Trained 
Bands,54 however, turned out to be very unwilling and undisciplined soldiers. 
They had been engaged solely for local defence and did not consider it their duty 
to serve outside their own county. Moreover, they included many menials, time 
servers and royalist sympathisers, who had no wish to get involved in the quarrel 
between Parliament and the King. The outcome was that "a great part of those 
men, being people merely mercenary, neither responding to the cause or the 
honour of the nation, had most unworthingly withdrawn themselves". A further 
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source of dissatisfaction among the Essex Trained Bands was that, when they 
arrived in London, their Captains were changed. In a speech to Warwick, 
Captain Henry Farr,ss "on behalf of the whole of Essex" said that these altera
tions had "also changed their affections; neither will they be commanded by 
any other but the worthy gentlemen in whose wisdom, courage and fidelity" they 
confide. Warwick replied that "if your Essex soldiers be offended at the election 
of other Captains, let them consider that the present occasion doth require 
men bred in war and experienced in those affairs ... In Holland they have haz
arded their lives and spent blood to gain a perfect knowledge in warlike discip
line ... Persuade therefore the soldiers to be well affected to those Captains ... " 
Shortly afterwards most of the Essex Trained Bands56 were sent home. Some 
six hundred of the volunteers, who had accompanied the Trained Bands, were 
recruited into a new regular regiment in the Earl of Essex's army. 

Fortunately for London, the Earl was able to reach London before the 
King. With all the forces he could assemble, which included the London Trained 
Bands, he took up a strong defensive position at Turnham Green and on the 
13th of November, the Royalists, who were heavily outnumbered, withdrew. 
In view of the military stalemate and general desire for peace that ensued, the 
possibility of a negotiated settlement was considered. When this came to nought, 
it became inevitable that hostilities would drag on through the winter and be
yond. In these circumstances it was essential for Parliament to consolidate their 
hold on the Eastern counties, a major source of the sinews for war. 

On 28th November 1642 an Order for the Association of Norfolk, Suffolk, 
Essex, Cambridge and Hertfordshire for mutual defence was read to the Com
mons57 and shortly afterwards Sir Thomas took it to the Lords for their 
concurrence. Under the Ordinance,ss Lord Gray of Werke was appointed 
Commander of the forces to be raised in the Association. At the end of Decem
ber,59 Sir Thomas, Sir W. Masham, Sir W. Lurnley and Sir H. Mildmay were 
instructed to go to Essex "to advance the business of the Association." Its first 
meeting was held at Bury St. Edmunds on 9th February, at which representatives 
of each county signed an agreement "freely and willingly" to associate according 
to the order of Parliament. Sir William Rowe and Sir Thomas Honywood signed 
on behalf of Essex. 60 The other counties sent much larger delegations to the 
meeting, which suggests that the Essex Deputy-Lieutenants were not enthusias
tic about the project. A Committee to handle its affairs was set up at Cambridge, 
where each of the associated counties was represented. Each county was held 
responsible for arming and paying the soldiers they provided for the joint 
forces of the Association. 

Principally because of his lack of energy and enthusiasm, Lord Gray was a 
failure as commander of the troops of the Association. As a Northumberland 
nobleman, he stood little chance of receiving popular support in the Eastern 
Counties and in particular in Essex, with its distrust of outsiders. Moreover, 
some of the Deputy-Lieutenants, seeing a diminution61 in their powers, were 
unco-operative. Previous to Gray's appointment, the Deputy-Lieutenants had 
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commissioned their own officers and their authority had been restricted to lead
ing their Trained Bands inside their own counties. Gray,62 on the other hand, 
was given power to commission officers and lead forces raised in the Association 
elsewhere. The attitude of the Essex Deputy-Lieutenants is also shown by the 
fact that Parliament had to issue an order,63 before they would issue powder 
and ammunition to him out of the county magazines. In addition he made him
self unpopular by going over the heads of these Deputy-Lieutenants, in author
ising certain persons64 to seize horses and arms. In consequence, the chief 
offender, Joseph Mann of Braintree found that he was "not able to travel 
without danger of life." The Essex Deputy-Lieutenants also showed their lack of 
enthusiasm for the Association by being remiss in sending representatives to the 
Cambridge Committee,6s which complained that the Association was being 
"most neglected by your county." 

VII 

At the beginning of 1643 there was a strong public outcry for peace. Parli
ament received numerous petitions, including one from Essex,66 praying them 
"to tender unto our gracious sovereign propositions for an accommodation." 
Prolonged peace negotiations followed, which proved abortive, as the King had 
no intention of compromising. Sir Thomas67 spoke in the Commons opposing 
the Essex petition, by referring to the "danger of malignants in Essex, since 
divers inhabitants of that county had delivered a petition to this house for an 
accommodation" and therefore Mr. Grimston and he asked that Sir Francis 
Cooke be questioned for dangerous words spoken against Parliament. Cooke had 
said that "this was a bloody Parliament and they had ambitious ends of their 
own, which made them go with violence", for which statement he was voted as a 
delinquent. 

In February, after Sir Gilbert Gerrard,68 Treasurer of the Army, had an
nounced in the Commons that he had no money left to pay the army, Parli
ament introduced general taxation in the form of weekly assessments. Sir Thomas 
headed the county Committee69 appointed to implement this tax in Essex, on 
which he as assisted by the other Deputy-Lieutenants and influential local citi
zens, who were known to be supporters of Parliament. He was also responsible 
for other local committees, 70 including one for sequestration of delinquents. 
The performance of these and other additional duties, necessitating his spending 
most of the year of 164371 in his home county. 

In April, the Earl of Essex's army was besieging Reading, where be was 
joined by Lord Gray72 with a force of 4,000 Foot and 1,500 Horse from the 
Eastern Association, which included men from Essex. The Earl successfully 
beat off an attempt by the King to relieve the town, but Gray showed his in
experience by allowing his army to be surprised at night, after which they 
"stept aside", but by the addition of some older soldiers became "resettled in 
their quarters and courage." After a few days Reading capitulated. By the middle 
of May the Association73 was in financial difficulties, having run out of money 
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to pay their soldiers. Gray74 wrote to Sir Thomas that the men in his regiment of 
Trained Bands, quartered near Reading, were "so mutinous, that unless they 
can have after the rate of 12d. a day, as was conditioned by their masters, they 
will stay no longer." Moreover, they had no officer they respected, Major Henry 
Skipwith 7 5 being "not worth your money." The desertion of the Essex Trained 
Bands was, however, prevented by the immediate raising of one month's pay 
in the county and the early despatch to Reading of a troop of Essex dragoons, 76 

who passed through London "with a carriage of money." When, at the same 
time, the county was asked to send one or two companies to strengthen the 
garrison at Cambridge, 77 Sir Thomas complained to his fellow Deputy-Lieuten
ants that it was very hard to satisfy Parliament, Cambridge and the county of 
Essex. 78 His difficulties were increased by the arbitrary action of Parliament, 
in authorising Colonel Waiter Long, 79 a Member of Parliament, to raise horse 
and money in Essex for his own regiment, which was strongly objected to by the 
Deputy-Lieutenants. After Sir Thomas had written personally to Pym on the 
subject and had received an evasive reply, he brought his influence to bear in the 
Commons, with the result that the order was revoked. This gave much local 
satisfaction, Everard writing to Sir Thomas, that the county were far more 
willing to pay taxes for their own use, than that money should "be carried away 
by a stranger." Long was furious and "spent that night in skirmishing with 
quart pots, the fiddlers of the town supplying his trumpeter's place." 

At the end of May, a royalist conspiracy,so aimed at seizing control of the 
City of London, was being hatched, which was discovered in time, but caused a 
considerable commotion. To forestall a possible royalist coup in Essex, the 
Earl of Essex81 urged an armed uprising in the county, his view being that "a 
general appearing of the better sort of people" would be the "most hopeful 
means of a sudden concluding the miserable distractions of the Kingdom." 
Simultaneously, John Hampden82 wrote to Sir Thomas, appealing for his help, 
while at the same time showing his confidence in him. "The power of Essex is 
great, a place of most life of Religion in the land and your power in the County 
is great too. The difficulties of this war need the utmost of both." Two weeks 
later, Sir Thomas83 received a letter that "Poor Hampden is dead, and I profess 
to you I have scarce strength to pronounce that word. Never kingdom received a 
greater loss in one subject. Never a man a truer and faithfuller friend." 

In June, except for those in Cambridge, the Essex Trained Bands84 were 
still with the Earl of Essex's army, inactively quartered at Thame. Their morale 
was low, their numbers had been much reduced by sickness and they were once 
more short of pay. By the end of July they returned home and Lord Gray was 
relieved of his command. In the meanwhile Cambridge itself was being seriously 
threatened by the enemy. The Cambridge Committeess wrote to Sir Thomas 
and the other Essex Deputy-Lieutenants, enclosing a letter from Colonel 
Cromwell, asking for immediate reinforcements of three companies and above 
all for money. "We pray you fail us not with supply of moneys, for else our 
garrison may mutiny and disband." Sir Thomas also received a stern letter from 
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his wife, Judith, 86 censuring the Essex Committee in the following words : 
"All the County in these parts stands in amaze ... in this time of so certain 
danger, that you all at Chelmsford are still in security, delays and expectance 
still of more news until Cambridge be lost irrecoverably ... if Cambridge be lost 
... all blame will fall upon your Committee, for the county would have been 
ready upon the least direction." It would appear that money and some rein
forcements87 were sent. In July Cromwell had been showing his genius as a 
cavalry leader in the field by resisting the advance of Newcastle's strong army 
into Lincolnshire. In spite of local successes, he had been compelled to retreat 
from Stamford to Peterborough and Lord Willoughby had abandoned Lincoln 
to the Royalists. On 23rd July the Association's Committee at Cambridge88 
wrote to Sir Thomas and the other Deputy-Lieutenants of Essex, to which they 
attached a letter they had received from Cromwell, in which he told them of the 
danger they were in, because of Newcastle's advance. At the same time, Speaker 
Lenthall89 wrote to Sir Thomas, informing him that the Commons had ordered 
the Association to send two thousand soldiers to Cambridge and that Essex's 
proportion of 480 men should be despatched immediately. 

At this time the Parliamentary cause was at a very low ebb. They were 
suffering defeats in the west of England, had surrendered Bristol to the Royal
ists and were having to suppress a rising in Kent.90 Willoughby had retreated to 
Boston, where his defensive position was extremely weak, as most of his men had 
deserted.91 Realising that the area of the Eastern Association might be overrun 
by the enemy, the Cambridge Committee92 wrote to the Essex Committee, 
pressing for reinforcements and concluding that "if you desert us we fear that 
we shall not sit here or in these parts any longer to trouble you with letters any 
more." This was followed up by a posthaste letter from Cromwe1193 at Hunting
don, who wrote :-"Gentlemen you see by this enclosed the necessity of going 
out of our old pace. You sent indeed your part of the 2,000 foot, but when they 
came they soon returned. Is this the way to save a kingdom? Where is the doc
trine of some of your county concerning the trained bands and other forces not 
going out of the Association ... I wish your forces may be ready to meet with 
the enemy when he is in the Association . . . Better join when others will join and 
can join with you, than stay till all be lost, hasten to our help ... " 

The Essex Deputy-Lieutenants were similarly much concerned at the un
willingness of their Trained Bands to serve outside the county. Honywood94 
and others wrote to Speaker Lenthall that two of their companies had run home 
and "can by no fair means be persuaded to return. We therefore humbly beseech 
your directions therein, for our authority is now grown so contemptible as we 
fear and shall not be able to serve Parliament according to our earnest and 
faithful desires." Others refused to march,9S as they were afraid of losing the 
harvest. A major local cause of discontent was the unauthorized seizure of 
horses by officers of the Earl of Essex's army. Sir Thomas96 wrote to Lenthall 
that "some men lose whole teams in time of harvest and some of the most 
serviceable Deputy-Lieutenants have their horses taken, while they are in exe-
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cution of your commands." Parliament should remedy this situation as other
wise "our own harvest must perish and truly the county will not be continued in 
their affection." Cromwell97 also took up the matter of deserters with the Com
mons, from whom he received a reply that "Nothing is more repugnant to the 
opinion and sense of this house, and dangerous to the Kingdom, than the un
willingness of their forces to march out of their several counties ... they will not 
fail to proceed against them with all severity." The futility of placing any reliance 
on the Essex Trained Bands had, however, become self-evident to all. On the 
other hand, many of the soldiers recruited into the armies of the Earls of Man
chester and Essex proved trustworthy and fought well. 

Parliament, well aware that their cause would be in jeopardy if the Eastern 
counties should be lost, took immediate remedial measures. On 25th July 1643,98 
they ordered the raising of a new body of 6,500 Horse in the fifteen counties 
under their control, which force was placed under the command of the Earl of 
Manchester, with Cromwell as his subordinate in Cambridge and Huntingdon. 
Manchester was a distinguished patriot and a wealthy, influential Huntingdon
shire landowner, whose authority commanded respect throughout the Eastern 
counties.99 It therefore came naturally for Sir Thomas and his close associates 
to give him every assistance in their power. After Manchester100 had written to 
Sir Thomas and the other Deputy-Lieutenants stressing the importance of rais
ing the Horse with all possible speed, an Ordinance101 was rushed through the 
Commons, whereby Essex would not only provide its proportion of 500 Horse, 
but an additional1,000 dragoons. Sir Thomas, who was among those who were 
convinced that the quarrel with the King could only be settled by force, took the 
Ordinance in person to the Lords to obtain their agreement. Without even wait
ing for the Ordinance to be passed, he began raising these forces, for which he 
received a personal letter of thanks from Pym 102 and a vote of thanks from the 
Commons103 "for the great service and great pains he had taken." About this 
time, Sir Thomas was present at the House of Commons, when they discussed 
peace propositions,104 which had been drawn up by the peace party in the Lords. 
Pym spoke violently for rejecting these propositions and when the Commons 
divided, 81 voted in favour of proceeding and 88 against, Sir Thomas being one 
of the tellers for the noes. 

In Romford, Lt.-Colonel Edward Birkhead,105 under Sir Thomas's direc
tions, tackled the arming and equipping of new troops with great energy. 
The dragoons106 were formed into three companies under Captains St. John 
Holcroft, Henry Harbottle and William Miller, while the light horse consisted of 
six troops commanded by Captains William Dingley, Richard Harlakenden, 
Mildmay,107 Nathaniel Rich,108 Robert Stradling,109 They were well armed 
and trained and in due course the horse troops were incorporated in the New 
Model Army. 

In view of difficulties, which Sir Thomas 11 o and the other Deputy-Lieuten
ants were having in recruiting sufficient soldiers, they recommended to the Com
mons that they should "make an Ordinance to compel men to serve in this 
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cause." This proposal received the immediate support of Pym, 111 who wrote to 
Sir Thomas, that the House was resolved to pass such a law. Shortly afterwards 
Parliament approved this measure 112 and also approved an Ordinance, 113 as a 
result of which 10,000 soldiers were impressed in the six counties of the Associa
tion, the Earl of Manchester being appointed Commander of all the forces of 
the Association. The county of Essexll4 proceeded to impress 2,112 foot and 
360 dragoons. New commissioners for each county were appointed and thirteen 
of them were ordered to take up their residence in Cambridge.11s 

In the meanwhile Sir Thomas foresaw the risk of depleting Essex of too 
many reliable troops. He therefore wrote to Pym 116 about the "humour of 
malignancy" being "epidemicall" and to avoid any danger of Parliament losing 
the county, it would be an "act of prudence" to leave one troop of horse at 
home. These could be used to "prevent a head by suppressing it in its first 
motion and besides we shall for the present be destitute of all means to compel a 
complying with the payments of due assessments, which is once violently resist
ed, will animate unworthy and ill-affected minds to collect a body and make a 
general opposition." This matter was referred to the Committee of Safety, 117 
which agreed that one troop, under Captain Henry Hatcher, should remain in 
the county "to collect all arrears" of taxation. 

On 23rd August Manchester wrote to Sir Thomas, 11 8 addressing him as · 
"my very loving friend," requesting him "to hasten away the foot and horse out 
of your county." The greater part of the one thousand dragoons and five 
hundred horse left Romford the following day for Cambridge and thence to 
Huntingdon for service under Cromwell.119 Some of the foot soldiers arrived in 
Cambridge at the end of the month, but were quite inadequately provided with 
arms and clothing. Sir William Rowe,120 the Essex representative on the As
sociation's committee at Cambridge and other commissioners wrote to the Essex 
committee that the four companies, which had arrived, were "in so naked a pos
ture that to employ them would be to murder them." The reason for this state, 
of affairs was as usual the insufficiency of funds. It also affected the Romford 
Committee,121 which wrote to Sir Thomas that their troops "pay was out this 
night," their treasury had not £100 and they had endeavoured to borrow money 
without success. Birkhead122 wrote that the gunsmiths had refused to deliver 
pistols without a warrant, and that "I am quite exhausted, money very slowly 
coming in." Two weeks later,t23 he wrote again, commending to Sir Thomas his 
"design of keeping some forces on foot here that money may be compelled in." 
As far as Cambridge was concerned their immediate needs were met; Rowel24 
wrote to Sir Thomas thanking him for sending money: "You, alone of all your 
county, hath remembered us in our great straights of money, for whatsoever 
soldiers' prayer is else, that his daily bread is surely part of it." Although many 
of the Essex foot soldiers at Cambridge deserted, some three hundred were 
equipped in time to join Manchester125 at the siege of King's Lynn, which sur
rendered to him on 16th September. 

The shortage of money continued to be acute, the Cambridge Committee 
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writing to Sir Thomas126 that "The pressing necessities are such, that unless 
some speedier course be thought upon to furnish the Treasury here, according to 
the rule of proportion set upon each county, we must not only discontinue this 
Commission, but the Army must be totally disbanded ... We shall say no more, 
but blame not us (if when we have done our duty) you fail." On 28th September 
William Harlakendenl27 wrote to Sir Thomas, beseeching him to send money 
urgently for the Essex horse serving under Cromwell. He would acquaint Man
chester with Sir Thomas's "unwearied endeavours to do :your county and king
dom service. Your labours, I doubt not, shall be rewarded in heaven, your name 
clothed with honour on earth." Shortly afterwards, he wrote128 again thanking 
him for sending £600, but Manchester had said that in view of their needs this 
sum as "as good was nothing" and Cromwell had wept when he came to Boston 
and found no money for him from Essex and other counties. Cromwell129 
thereupon, wrote a very diplomatic letter to Sir Thomas :-"It is against my will 
to be too troublesome to my friends," but the men under his command are in 
straits for want of clothes and money. "Truly · I count not myself worthy to be 
employed by God, but for my poor men. Help them what you can, for they are 
faithful. The last Ordinance hath provided for me, but paper pays not, if not 
executed. I beg your furtherance therein." Sir Thomas130 made further efforts 
to provide more money, writing to Birkhead that it was not possible "to do that 
great work of sending £2,000 to the Earl of Manchester unless assisted by you 
with £250," towards the purchase of 1,000 coats. 

On 9th October 1643 Manchester joined forces with Cromwell and Fairfax 
in Lincolnshire and two days later, the Parliamentary horse routed a royalist 
force near Winceby. Manchester131 wrote "God hath been pleased to give me a 
great advantage over the enemy last in Winceby fields. I therefore desire you to 
join with me in giving God the glory and honour of the victory." Mter Newcastle 
had failed to take Hull, the threat of the Royalist advance southwards receded, 
but a new danger developed immediately. Prince Rupert sallied out of Oxford, 
occupied Newport Pagnell, threatening communications between London and 
the North, as well as endangering the Eastern counties from the West; On 17th 
October the Essex Committeel32 wrote to the Committee of Safety, passing on a 
report from Cambridge that Royalist cavalry were in Huntingdon. Since all 
their own troops had been sent north to serve under Manchester, the county had 
no cavalry to resist the enemy, their only defence being the Trained Bands, 
which had been mustered. They called for help, reminding Parliament of their 
promise that they would be relieved in case of need. 

The Trained Bands were assembled at Maldon in their three regiments.133 
Sir Thomas's Regiment was commanded by Lt. Col. Birkhead, Honywood's 
Regiment by Lt. Col. Dean Tyndall134 and Warwick's Regiment by Lt. Col. 
Henry Farr.135 The alarm caused by the royalist incursions caused consternation 
in Cambridge.136 Rowe137 wrote to Sir Thomas that the enemy were at Potton, 
twelve miles away, "so that your forces must march night and day to get into the 
town to relieve it . . . I throw myself and all into the arms of My Lord and 
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Saviour, intending to live and die his servant." Nevertheless, when rioting138 
broke out in the town between royalist and parliamentary factions, he left 
hurriedly for his home in Essex, blaming Sir Thomas for having failed to send 
men and money in time." 

In the meanwhile, the Essex Committee had received a post haste message 
from Parliament,139 advising them that within six hours, 36 troops of horse and 
5 of dragoons were being sent to the help of the Association. The Earl ofEssex140 
also wrote to them requesting them to despatch their Trained Bands partly to 
Hertford and partly to Cambridge. The Earl141 collected a large force, marched 
to St. Albans, retook Bedford and Newport Pagnell. As the danger receded the 
Trained Bands were sent home and with the approach of cold weather the 
Association's forces went into winter quarters. After the experience ofthis scare, 
The Essex Deputy-Lieutenants142 decided to raise 800 horse, on the understand
ing that they would not be required to march out of the county, but which 
would no doubt be useful for local defence, internal security and the collection 
of taxes. In this connection shortly before Sir Thomas and others had written to 
Mr. Grimston, that they found the "county ready to mutiny in respect of the 
rapine committed by soldiers for want of pay." 

VIII 

Sir Thomas spent the first half of 1644 in London, actively engaged at the 
House of Commons.143 Pym had died in December, after having concluded the 
arrangements whereby the Scots would be brought in to support Parliament. 
Very belatedly, Sir Thomas144 signed the Solemn League and Covenant. He 
served on a number of committees, including that concerned with establishing 
the strength of the Earl of Essex's army14S at 10,000 soldiers. He became heavily 
involved in an argument between the two Houses regarding the terms of an 
Ordinance146 for renewing Manchester's command of the 14,000 soldiers from 
the Eastern Association. He was appointed one of the managers of a conference 
with the Lords, who wanted Essex to have much greater authority over Man
chester, than was desired by the Commons and the Eastern Association, who 
aimed at the reorganisation of their army under the independent command of 
Manchester. Finally the Commons demanded a satisfactory outcome from the 
Lords "because their honour is at stake" and Sir Thomas brought back the 
answer, that the Lords accepted the Commons' draft of the Ordinance. 

In May, Manchester's army marched towards York and as a result of the 
advance of Essex's and Wailer's armies, the King left Oxford for the west. Owing 
to the splitting of Essex and Waller's forces, the King was able to return east
wards with Waller in pursuit. Once more London and the Eastern Association 
were caught virtually undefended and Major-General Richard Browne147 
was ordered to raise an improvised force to hold off any Royalist advance 
towards London. On 24th June, Sir Thomas returned to Essex and the Con
stables of Essex were ordered148 to turn out the Trained Bands. "The Alarm yet 
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continues very hot and the enemy approaching our county ... all foot to come on 
horseback because of the pressing expedition," each musketeer to bring with 
him a pound of powder, two pounds of bullets and four yards of match. The 
Committee of both Kingdoms instructed Sir Thomas149 to send the Essex 
Trained Bands to Browne at Hertford. Browne proceeded to assemble some four 
thousand men from London, Hertfordshire and Essex and marched to Ayles
bury. From there he reported150 that the Hertfordshire and Essex trained bands 
"are weary of their service," finding them "of that spirit that they will not be 
ordered without mutiny, through which my life bath been endangered by the 
attempts of some of them." Browne was fortunate in not being attacked, 
since the King did not advance towards London, but turned north, where he 
inflicted a defeat on Wailer at Cropedy Bridge. 

In the meanwhile the Parliamentary forces, consisting of Manchester's, 
Fairfax's and the Scottish armies, united to win a resounding victory on Rupert 
and Newcastle at Marston Moor, in which the well armed and well disciplined 
horse of the Eastern Association, led by Cromwell, took a decisive part. With 
the tide of war most definitely turning in favour of Parliament, the Trained 
Bands 151 of most counties were disbanded. The reason given at the time was that 
these "forces, should they continue abroad any long time, would not only be a 
prejudice to those counties in respect of the harvest, but would be too great a 
charge for them to bear." They were immediately substituted by smaller 
regular forces and in the course of the year collection of taxes to pay for Man
chester's army was greatly improved,l52 

During the last two months of his life, Sir Thomas Barrington 153 continued 
to attend the meetings of the Essex Committee at Chelmsford, dying on 18th 
September 1644 at the age of about 55. It had largely been due to his untiring 
efforts, personal influence and unselfish example, that the resources of Essex 
had been secured for Parliament during the critical first two years of the Civil 
War. His financial contributions to the cause left him heavily in debt. In col
laboration with Pym, his strong convictions and energy had often helped in 
overcoming the divided counsels between the Lords and Commons. 
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245. S.P. 28/227, 3 Aug. to Dec. 1643 contains a large number of warrants signed by Sir 
Thomas and others, authorising him to make payments for horses, saddles, arms and 
soldiers' pay. His accounts are in S.P. 28/129 and 153. These show that 810 muskets cost, 
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115 Firth and Rait I, 242, 10 Aug.; L.J. VI, 176. Rowe and Middleton were named for Essex. 
116 Eg. 2647,f.99,2Aug. 
117 Ibid., f. 164; Eg. 2651, f. 160. Also see Eg. 2647, ff. 227,281. 
118 Eg. 2643, f. 23 . 
119 Eg. 2643, f. 25, 29 Aug. 
120 Eg. 2647, f. 197, 31 Aug. 
121 Ibid., f. 154, 23 Aug. 
122 Ibid., f. 166,24 Aug. 
123 Ibid., f. 227, 6 Sept. Pistols for Col. Mazares. 
124 Ibid., f. 181, 26 Aug. 
125 Ibid., ff. 223,229,241,258,5-16 Sept.; Kingston 134-7. 
126 Ibid., ff. 209, 216,231,4-8 Sept. 
127 Eg. 2647, f. 283, 28 Sept. Cambridge. On 20 Sept. Lincolnshire joined the Association, 

Firth and Rait I., 291. Fifty Commissioners were appointed for Essex to raise money, 
L.J. VI, 224. W. Harlakenden was Commissary General to Manchester. 

128 Eg. 2647, f. 286,296, 30 Sept. and 2 Oct. Cambridge. 
129 Abbot, W. C. The Writings and Speeches ofOliver Cromwel/1937, I, 265, 6 Oct., Boston. 
130 S.P. 28/227, 10 Oct. At the same time the Cambridge Committee made a Petition to 

Parliament that the Ordinance for Manchester's army had provided £32,000, whereas 
expenditure had been £47,000. Consequently they asked for financial help out of excise 
and sequestrations; Harl. 166, f. 129,8 Oct. 

131 Eg. 2647, f. 319, 13 Oct. 
132 Ibid., f. 337. Draft letter from Chelmsford. It was subsequently proved that the Royalists 

had been near Huntingdon, but had not entered the town. 
133 C.J. Ill, 279; L.J. VI, 262; Eg. 2647, f. 348; S.P. 28/129, Small Book- Moneys paid out 

concerning the three regiments of trained bands of Essex, Nov. 1643. S.P. 28/227 Names 
of Officers, also orders to Birkhead, 27 Oct. 

134 Commissioner for Essex, managing Association, L.J. VI, 176. 
135 Essex Review XXXl/1, 153 and references above. 
136 Eg. 2647, f. 339, 17 Oct. 
137 Ibid., ff. 344, 346, 18 Oct. 
138 Ibid., f. 359, 23 Oct.; Kingston 146. 
139 Ibid., f. 350, 18 Oct. 
140 Ibid., f. 352, 18 Oct. 
141 Kingston 147. Newport Pagnell was then garrisoned by Association forces, Sir Thomas 

advancing £500 towards the cost; Stowe 189, f . 28. 
142 C.J. Ill, 326, 30 Nov. H.M.C., Portland Mss. Ill, 119, 18 Nov. 
143 Ibid., 364 and passim; L.J. VI, 520, 560, 564. 
144 Ibid., 383, 31st Jan.1644. On 3 Feb. Parliament ordered all subjects to take the Covenant; 

most members had signed it on 25 Sept. 1643. 
145 Ibid., 457, 4 April; L.J. VI, 480, 514. 
146 Ibid., 385,469,474-5,479-80,483,490-1; L.J. VI, 529,536, 541,543, 551, 552: Ordinance 

passed 13 May. Gardiner I, 309; Rushworth Part 3, 11, 621. 
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147 C.S.P.D. 1644,278; L.J. VI, 596. 
148 Stowe 189, ff. 30, 31, 33. 
149 C.S.P.D. Jan.-Sept. 1644, 276,279-80, 286; S.P. 21, f. 77,26-28 June. 
150 Ibid., 324; He was hurt in the face. Sir Thomas's Regiment took part in the taking of 

Greenland House, Bucks., and were paid for two weeks' service; S.P. 28/129. 
151 Firth and Rait I, 472, 12 July; C.S.P.D. Jan.-Sept. 1644, 346, Letter Committee of Both 

Kingdoms to Honywood; L.J. VI, 629. Essex's proportion of the new force was 1,000 foot, 
100 horse and 100 dragoons. 

152 For the year 1644, Manchester received £246,443, of which £60,664 was contributed by 
the county of Essex; P.R.O. 30/15/3/561. 

153 Stowe 189, ff. 33-5, 2 July to 30 Aug. ; Eg. 2648, f. 85; He left about £10,000 in debts; 
C/142, 777, 100. 
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Excavation of a Romano-British site at South 
Ockendon 

R. E. Chap/in and R. T. Brooks 

Passmore Edwards Museum, Romford Road, 
London, E. IS 

Summary 

Rescue excavations have been carried out on a Romano-British site of the 
first century A.D., at Little Belhus Farm gravel pit, South Ockendon, Essex. 
Remains of a ditch, oven, and latrine have been identified. The ditch yielded a 
large amount of pottery. Three stone tools were found beneath the Romano
British levels. 

Description 

Excavations for sand and gravel at Little Belhus Farm pit, South Ockendon, 
Essex revealed traces of a Romano-British site. The site centres on TQ.582831. 
The Museum was informed of the discovery by the pit manager, Mr. John A very. 
A rescue excavation was carried out on behalf of the museum by one of us 
(R.E.C.) at intervals between March and December, 1964. 
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Fig. 1 : Plan of area, showing the main ditch, South Ockendon 

ROAD 

831 

The site is about 50 feet above o.d. on a broad expanse of river terrace 
deposits belonging to the Taplow, which is the middle terrace of the Thames. 
As mapped by the Geological Survey the site covers both the gravel and brick
earth facies of the terrace. In the field, however, there is no clear distinction be-
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tween the two except a gradual increase in thickness of the clay which covers the 
gravel. The nature of the terrace is such that the subsoil might vary from clay to 
sand or to gravel within a few feet. 

The method adopted for the investigation of the site was to examine any 
features exposed as the overburden was removed by a dragline. The surface thus 
presented approximated to the Romano-British subsoil and was very variable. 
Precise identification of many areas of discolouration which were possibly 
of archaeological origin was impracticable as, in the absence of any objects, 
they could not be distinguished from naturally silted phenomena of geological 
origin. The main features observed were a persistent straight length of a medium 
sized ditch, a clay oven, two minor gulleys and what is thought to be a timber 
latrine. No postholes were identified. 

The Main Ditch 

This ditch was the first feature observed and it was traced across the gravel 
pit as indicated in fig . 1. The ditch at the southern end of the site survives to 5 ft. 
wide and 2 ft. deep. Although its shape varied from place to place, the broad V 
shaped form persisted throughout. It showed no trace of timber work or upcast 
on either edge. Four levels could be recognised in the filling: the primary level of 
fine silt sand and gravel; a second level of sticky gleyed gravelly clay and a 
fourth level of organic and pottery refuse in a matrix of gravelly clay, this being 
separated from the second level by a layer of hard pan. This layer of hard pan 
forms a drainage level through the ditch and in wet weather the water could be 
seen flowing across this surface. There is no evidence of any recutting of the 
ditch and the fourth level is the only one to contain any finds. 

A 69 ft.length of the ditch was excavated at the southern end where pottery 
was particularly abundant in the upper level, and where the two whole vessels were 
found. One of them, vessel 29, showed evidence of having originally been placed 
in a wooden box reinforced at the sides by iron angle plates. The remaining 
length of ditch produced no dateable pottery and appeared to have silted up 
naturally. The concentration of pottery, together with the presence of an oven 
close by, suggests that the main living quarters were close to the oven. Two small 
gulleys drained into this ditch from behind the oven and may be relevant to this 
question. 

The Oven 

A clay oven was found cut into the underlying sand. It was largely destroyed 
but enough remained to suggest the reconstruction shown, Fig. 2. The main 
chamber of the oven measured overall some 4 ft. long by 2 ft. 6 in. wide, though 
the effective internal area was less. A long firing tunnelled into one end. 

In construction it consisted of a narrow lower chamber separated from the 
firing tunnel by a perforated clay screen. Hot air passed from the lower chamber 
into the wider upper chamber by means of six holes in the floor between the two. 
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This dividing floor was only supported at the edges. The large upper chamber is 
separated by a perforated clay screen from a small antechamber probably 
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Fig. 2: Plan and elevation of clay oven at South Ockendon 
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associated with a vent. There is some slight evidence that there may have been an 
opening into the upper chamber on the east side. 

The Latrine 

On the eastern edge of, but cut into the side of the ditch was a rectangular 
pit measuring 6ft. X 10ft. and surviving to a depth of about 5 ft . The pit ap
peared to have been covered by a timber structure supported by two main beams 
spanning the ditch with cross planks forming a floor and carrying morticed up
rights. The bottom of the pit was well below the level of the ditch and it is thought 
that it may have been a latrine. The waterlogged filling of dark grey silt, clay 
and gravel was rich in organic remains; these are described in Appendix Ill. 

The Finds 

There were only four areas of the site which yielded finds. Level four of a 
length of the main ditch contained virtually all the dateable pottery recovered 
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from the site. This pottery is described as Group A in Appendix Ha. A few 
sherds of pottery were associated with the oven and are described as Group B in 
Appendix lib. The latrine yielded a quantity of botanical remains, described in 
Appendix Ill. 

' 
. . 

' 
Fig. 3: Stone tools found at South Ockendon. Scale 1/1 

Three stone tools were found on the pre-Roman surface, fig. 3. Appendix I. 
Animal bones were found associated with Group A. They were so badly 

decayed that many more must have disappeared completely, and those that re
mained could not be removed and brought back for further examination. 
Wherever possible fragments were identified in situ and these identifications 
indicated the presence of sheep/goat and cattle. No other species were among 
the surviving fragments. 

Dating 

Dating of the occupation of the site comes from the stratified groups of pottery 
A and B, and also from consideration of a small quantity of unstratified pottery. 
The three stone tools pre-date the Romano-British levels. Most of the pottery 
can be paralleled at Camulodunum (Hawkes & Hull1947) where the sequence 
ends at 61 A.D., and with pottery forms at Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1926, 
1928, 1932, 1949) and Verulamium (Wheeler 1936). All the pottery can be as
cribed to the first century A. D., and need not necessarily be later than the end of 
the third quarter of the century. There is no evidence of re-occupation of the 
site. 
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Appendix I. 

The stone tools. Fig. 3 

Three stone tools were found scattered over the site beneath the Romano
British level. There was no evidence of associated structures. 
Fig. 0 (1) Flake tool produced by the prepared core technique. Thin trans

luscent brown flint with area of cortex remaining. 
(2) Apparently a blade tool produced by the prepared core technique. 

Grey flint. 
(3) Scraper? of black flint prepared from a blade flake. Some cortex 

still present. 

Appendix 11. 

The Pottery 

Abbreviations: 
Cam. Camulodunum. (Hawkes & Hull, 1947) 
R.C. Roman Colchester. (Hull, 1958) 
Ver. Verulamium. (Wheeler, 1936). 
Rich. I. Richborough I. (Bushe-Fox, 1926) 
Rich. II. Richborough II. (Bushe-Fox, 1928) 
Rich. Ill. Richborough Ill. (Bushe-Fox, 1932) 
Jewry Wall. Jewry Wall Site, Leicester. (Kenyon, 1948) 
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Description of Pottery 

(a) Pottery Group A 

Cooking pots. Nos. 1-12. Fig. 4 

1 Round-shouldered with internally thickened rim, recessed for lid. Hand
made coarse grey paste, brick-tempered, and fired dull red-brown. Second
ary external blackening. A horizontal incision under rim above a damaged 
area indicates a graffito. cf Cam. form 255A and Fig. 55 Nos. 4, 5 & 6for 
the recessed rim. See also our No. 2 below. 

2 Round-shouldered with bead rim recessed for lid. Roughly wheel-made, 
coarse dark grey paste, brick-tempered, fired reddish-brown with second
ary darkening. Two graffiti, (a & b), which may be personal marks, on 
opposite sides of vessel under rim. 
(a) Is incomplete by reason of fracture. 
cf Cam.form 257 and Fig. 55, 5: Rich. III,form 245 which bears a similar 
graffito. 
In form, paste, and graffi.to (a) this vessel is very closely paralleled by one 
from Cliffe, Kent (unpublished) in the Maidstone Museum. 

3 Round-shouldered with angular bead rim recessed for lid. Roughly 
wheel-made, coarse dark grey paste, badly levigated clay, possibly chaff
tempered. 
cf Cam.form 257. 

4 Fragment of round-shouldered pot with bead rim and slight internal ridge. 
Wheel-made, hard dark-grey gritty paste. A false cordon below the rim is 
formed by a groove. 

5 Fragment of round-shouldered pot. A shallow groove forms an incipient 
bead rim. Hand-made, coarse dark-grey paste, badly-levigated, fired red 
on inside and blackish on exterior. 

6 Fragment of round-shouldered pot. Angular bead rim slightly recessed, 
about 6 ins. in diameter. Hand-made, coarse grey paste, fired reddish
brown. Incised graffito incomplete by fracture. 
cf Cam. form 257 & Fig. 56, 7: Rich. III,form 245. 

7 Fragment of round-shouldered pot, bead rim slightly recessed for lid, 
about 7 in. in diameter. Hand-made, coarse dark-grey paste with blackish 
surface. Incised graffito incomplete by fracture. 
cf Cam.form 257 & Fig. 56, 7. 

8 Simple everted rim approaching bead rim form, of a large pot. Wheel
finished, hard grey paste, possibly chaff-tempered with cream coloured slip 
internally. 
cf Cam.form 256A. 

9 Simple rim with external lip suggested by a slight scoring. Hand-made, 
hard grey paste. 
cf Cam .form 255. 
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10 Simple rim, slightly thickened internally. Hand-made, coarse dark grey 
paste, heavily gritted. 
cf Cam. form 255. 

11 Simple rim, slightly thickened internally. Hand-made, coarse grey paste. 
cf Cam .form 255. 

12 Simple rim about 9 in. in diameter. Hand-made, coarse reddish paste fired 
black on exte1ior. 
cf Cam .form 255. 

Bowls. Nos. 13-25. Fig. 5 
I 3 Wheel-turned grey ware with dull black surface. Cordon at base of neck 

bears light oblique grooves. 
cf Cam. form 220 & Fig. 54, 16. See also V er. Fig. 36, No. 75 with which 
our bowl conforms in general type. 

~ 
~· ,33. 

'·~--

Fig. 6: Rom:1110-British pottery from South Ocken<.lon. Scale 1/4 
Nos. 33-46 

44. 

14 Wheel-made, coarse grey gritty paste, heavily brick-tempered. Strongly 
everted rim with cordon at base of neck. 
cf. Cnm.form 218 Ca(J). 

15 Wheel-made, hard fine grey paste fired red. A pressed-out cordon at base 
of neck, bulged shoulder with slight offset demarcating bowl. 
cf. Cam. form 218 Ca(J) but there is no close parallel. 

16 Fragment of a bowl of irregular section, simple rim about 10 in. diameter. 
Hand-made, coarse dark paste fired grey-brown on exterior and crudely 
burnished. 
cf. Rich. I No. 21 for general form but our vessel lacks the ornamentation. 

I 7 Part of broad-based bowl. Wheel-turned, hard red paste, fired dull black. 
Two shallow grooves below rim, vertical light scoring and a combed trellis 
pattern which overlies a shallow groove and is terminated by another. 

18 Body fragment, wheel-turned, soft grey paste, pressed-out collar, Lower 
half heavily ribbed internally. 



19 Bead rim about 5 in. in diameter of a necked vessel. Wheel-finished in fine 
reddish paste with rim sharply incised. 
cf. Cam .form 266. 

20 Bead rim of small vessel recessed for lid. Wheel-finished in rather coarse 
grey paste slipped red. 
cf. Cam .form 250 & Fig. 55, 5. See also Jewry Wall Fig. 45.p5. 

21 Rim of small vessel thickened internally. Lip formed by a groove. Wheel
finished, rather coarse grey paste. 
cf. Cam .form 256. 

22 Sharply everted rim about 8 in. diameter. Wheel-turned, hard light grey 
paste with dark core. 
cf. Cam.form 221. 

23 Everted rim about 5 in . diameter. Wheel-turned, fine light grey paste. 

· 24 Grooved pedestal base in hard reddish paste fired black. 

25 Part of base, about 5 in . diameter and part wall . Hard dark grey paste 
fired dull black. 

Beakers. Nos. 26-28. Fig. 5 

26 Wheel-turned copy of a metal prototype in soft sandy grey paste. Everted 
rim, concave neck and sharp carination. 
cf. Cam .form 1208. 

27 Ovoid beaker, approaching poppy-head form. Wheel-made, soft grey 
paste. Upper part decorated with rows of small studs terminated by two 
shallow grooves. Base has kick and ridge. 
cf. Cam.form 108A. 

28 Part of rim about 5 in . diameter and part neck. Fine grey paste with brick 
and grit tempering. Burnished black externally. Bowl demarcated by a 
slight offset. 

Flasks and Jugs. Nos. 29-30. Fig. 5 

29 Wheel-made, hard grey paste. Ovoid profile with narrow neck and cordon 
beneath it. 

30 Rim and neck in hard white clay and small raised band encircling neck. 
cf. Cam .forms 161 & 168A. but there is no close paralleL 

Pierced-base Vessels. Nos. 31-32. Fig. 5 

31 Part of base and wall. Hand-made of coarse hard dark grey paste fired 
light-brown. A total of 5 drilled holes in base is probable. 
cf. Cam. 256A & Rich. If. Fig.136 

32 Part of base and wall. Hand-made of coarse dark grey paste heavily brick
tempered. 
cf. Rich. !I, Fig.136. 
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Storage Vessels. Nos. 33-42. Fig. 6 

33 Rim about 12 in. diameter. Well fired coarse, brick-red paste. Decorated 
below rim with a row of shallow finger-tip depressions. 

34 Rim about 11 in. diameter. Well fired, hard grey paste. 

35 

36 

37 

Thickened rim about 12 in. diameter of a squat vessel. Hand-made with 
uneven section of coarse reddish paste. 

Grooved base. Wheel-finished, hard grey paste, heavi ly brick-tempered. 

Part of base and \vall. Wheel-finished, hard grey paste with dull black 
gritty surface. Base slightly domed. Two shallow grooves form a false 
cordon in waiL 

38 Rim about 15 in. diameter of a squat vessel. Hand-made, coarse grey 
paste, fired red. 

39 Rim about 12 in. diameter and neck. Wheel-made, hard grey paste. A 
slight groove below rim and another below neck. 
cf Cam.form 271. 

40 Everted 1im about 8 in. diameter. Wheel-made, hard grey paste, fired 
black en both surfaces. 

41 Everted rim about 8 in. diameter. Wheel-made, dark grey paste, brick 
tempered, fired reddish-brown. 

42 Rim about 7 in. diameter and part bowl. Fine hard blue-grey paste. The 
bowl decorated with shallow parallel grooves. 
cf. Cam.form 271. 

Vessel. No. 43. Fig. 6 

43 Rim about 7 in. diameter and part bowl. Wbeel-made, fine black paste, 
dull finish. 

(b) Pottery Group B. Nos . 44-46. Fig. 6 

44 Rim 8 ins. diameter and part wall of heavy storage vessel. Coarse hard 
black paste with some brick and grit tempering. Fired red on exterior. 

45 Rim about 9 in. diameter and part wa ll of bowl. Wheel-made, hard grey 
paste, fired dull-black on exterior. 
cf. Cam .form 220. 

46 Simple rim of bowl. Hand-made, dark brown paste, badly levigated. 

(c) Discussion of types 

Cooking Pots. Nos. 1-12. Fig. 4 

Parallels for most of these can be found in Cmnulodunum forms 255, 256 
and 257 within the Camulodunum periods I-IV A.D. c. 10-61 (Hawkes & 
Hull , 1947). Unlike the Kentish forms these vessels are not furrowed, 
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Bowls. Nos. 13-25. Fig. S 

These mostly have a resemblance to Camulodwzum forms within periods 
I-VI. No. 13 also conforms to Verulamium (Wheeler 1936) Fig. 36 No. 75 of 
A. D. 40-60. No. 16 lacks the decoration of Richborouglz I (Bushe-Fox 1926) No. 
21 of mid-1st century which it otherwise resembles. No. 17 bears some resem
lance to Jewry Wall, (Kenyon 1948)Fig. 20, 7 for which a period of A.D. 120-50 
is given by comparison with a vessel from Caerhun. 

Beakers. N9s. 26-28. Fig. 5 

Nos. 26 and 27 have a general resemblance to Camulodunum forms within 
periods I-VI. No. 28 is brick-tempered. Other examples of this tempering are 
No. 14 dateable by Camulodunum form 218 Ca(l) to the same periods. See also 
32 and 36 below. 

Flasks and Jugs. Nos. 29-30. Fig. 5 

There is a general resemblance to Camul0dunum forms within periods 
I-VI. There is a fragment from the handle of another jug not described. 

Pierced-base Vessels. Nos. 31-32. Fig. 5 

The general resemblance is to Riclzborough If No. 136 of the Claudian 
period, (Bushe-Fox 1928). Verulamium forms 60 and 61 also refer but ours lack 
the combing or grooving. These vessels are placed within the limit of the Belgic 
period. Nos. 14, 28 and 36 are also brick-tempered. There are two other pierced 
bases not described. 

Storage Vessels. Nos. 33-42. Fig. 6 

No. 36 is brick-tempered and has some resemblance to Verulamium Plate 
XLI X No. 5 which is in a series regarded as prior to c. 10 B.C. 

Vessel No. 43. Fig. 6 

No. 43 has a general resemblance to Ronzan Colchester (Hull 1958) Fig. 
118 No. 40 described as very common cA.D. 100-400, but may be an earlier 
copy of a Samian ware form. 

General Discussion 

The assemblage compri~es parts of about 70 vessels and is dateable to with
in the first century A.D. Where no parallels to the forms described have been 
found in the works consulted, they are sufficiently generalised not to be out of 
place in such dating. It wol.tld, therefore, appear from the pottery that the ditch 
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was pre-Roman and that the site continued in use for some time after the Con
quest. The use of crushed brick as temper does not appear to have been pre
ously recorded from Essex. 

Appendix Ill. 

The botanical remains of the latrine. 

Samples of timber were taken from the main beams of the latrine, together 
with samples of plant material from the pit. These have been identified by the 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The main beams of the latrine were Oak of 
Quercus robur type. The filling of the pit contained pieces of Oak (Quercus 
robur type), Birch (Betula sp.), Willow (Salix sp.), and a piece of Prunus sp., 
probably Blaekthorn (P. spilwsa), together with fragments of grass. 

Archreological Notes 

CANVEY ISLAND TQ823833 

Another substantial collection of Roman and native pottery has been 
rescued from Leigh Beck.l 

The Samian ware is of particular importance; at least twenty forms have 
now been noted, including some uncommon types . A well-preserved lion's head 
spout, Dragendorff form 45 (mortarium), was an unusual find. A base, form 
18/31, bears the potter's stamp VITAL! .. ( = VITALIS MA); there are leaf 
patterns by PATERNUS and CINNAMUS (form 37); a figure type after the 
style of ADVOCISUS (form 37) and a large s.herd of a bowl (form 30) by 
IULLINUS. 

WARWICK J. RODWELL 

NOTES ON SITES IN THE WICKFORD AREA 

DOWNHAM (TQ 732 972) Mcsolithic flint implement found in Marlpit Field 
1965. 

DOWNBAM, south of The Grange (TQ 737 953). Iron Age "A" earthworks ('?) 
Iron Age and Roman occupation. Site unoccupied from end of the Roman 
period until circa 1000 A.D., followed by settlement (called Aldenlond) 
to end of 14th Century. (P.R.O. Anct.Deed B 1285 and others). 

RAMSDEN BELLHOUSE Kent Hill (TQ 709 947). Hut circles of Iron Age 
"Southern B." 

Essex Arch.Soc.T., Tltird series, vol. I, pt. 4, p.l65. 
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WICKFORD Roman Road. (From TQ 747 936). From ford. of the River 
Crouch, under Wickford High Street, along Station Avenue, to Barn Hall 
(TQ 739 946). 

WICKFORD Barn Hall (TQ 739 946). 2nd Century Samian and coarse wares. 

WICKFORD Beauchamps Farm (TQ 757 934). Belgic and Romano-British 
pottery. 

RA WRETH Field to the south of Rawreth Shot (TQ 773 728). Mill mound and 
extensive scatter of Medieval pottery and burnt daub, circa 14th Century. 

DOWNHAM HALL (TQ 732 952). Pottery from lOth Century onwards. 

DUNTON W A YLETTS (TQ 663 899). Southfields Manor Farm. Large house 
built in 1710. Demolished 1965. Plans available. 

WLCKFORD & DISTRICT ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

WICKFORD TQ764936. Interim Report 

In August 1965 a sewer trench cut through the eastern edge of the Romano
British farm , revealing a series of ditches and shallow pits. One ditch, dated to 
the 1st century A. D. , was about 20 feet wide by 8 feet deep and contained pot
tery, building materials and bones of domestic animals. A collection of 3rd and 
4th century sherds from one of the pits included part of a Samian mortarium, 
Dragendorff form 45, with traces of a bat's head spout. Associated with this was 
a late 3rd century Barbarous radiate coin. 

Timber buildings are suggested by the presence of post-holes and a cobbled 
floor, upon which lay a Sestertius of Hadrian. 

Pottery dated from early 1st cent. A.D. to 4th cent. and included colour 
coated and plain Samian wares. Fragments of roof and hypocaust tiles were 
numerous, and included a number of kiln "wasters". Fragments of six rotary 
querns were noted.! An identical pair of iron objects were found, which may be 
linchpins. 

A minor Roman road was revealed, approaching the site from the north-
east. 

Further excavations arc planned for 1966/7. 
250 yards south of the above site a well constructed road, with 8 inches of 

,metalling, was seen in a cable trench at a depth of two feet. It appeared to run 
in an east-west direction and had a ditch 3 feet deep on its north side. 

These remains fall on the line of a suspected Roman road running from 
Wickford to Rawreth. Overlying the road were traces of an 18th century brick 
kiln. 

----------------------·-··--- . 

Several other quern fragments have been discovered in the area; it was recently reported 
by Mr. Orr that some years ago he found half of a puddings tone quem near Beauchnmps 
Farmhouse (TQ 759934). The quem cannot now be traced. 
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EXCAVATIONS AT GREAT EASTON TL.609254 

Second Interim Report 

In 1965 excavation was continued (for 1964 sec Essex Arch. Soc. T., Third 
series Vol. I, part 4, p. 2651) in the area immediately south and south west of the 
moat surrounding the motte. Evidence was found for three main periods of 
occupation. 

Adjacent to, and running alongside, the moat was a ditch 8 feet wide and 
cut 4 feet deep into the " natural". This was filled mainly with upcast from the 
moat, on which was a quantity of early rnedieval pottery; this suggests that the 
motte is adulterine and likely to date from 1139-44. A second smaller ditch , 
south of and parallel with the first , must be of a later date as a branch of it 
was cut into the twelfth century upcast. Cut into the adjacent " natural" were 
post holes and slots which must be associated with one or other of these ditches. 

Subsequently a kitchen was built over and to the south of the second ditch. 
This was of two phases. Kitchen I, probably of sill construction, was approxi
mately 19 feet square with a central hearth in a hollow ; the east wall crossed 
the in-filling of the second ditch at right angles. Kitchen ll was built after 
Kitchen I had been wholly or partially destroyed by fire, perhaps at the end of 
the thirteenth century. The plan was similar to that of Kitchen I except that 
the south wall was two feet further south; a clay oven constructed in the south 
east corner cut the line of the wall of Kitchen I. The central hearth hollow was 
levelled with stones and earth and on this make up were the remains of four 
successive hearths. Although south east and south west corners of both buildings 
were clearly defined , most of the north and west sides were unidentifiable and it 
is likely that at least the west side of the kitchen was open . 

· Finally, in the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century, the kitchen was 
dismantled, and the resulting hollow was filled with earth mixed with stones, 
gravel , tile fragments and some clay and burnt daub. This make up included 
sherds of all periods and a few St. Neots sherds; the latter is not found stratified 
on this part of the site which suggests that an earlier occupation must lie else
\vhere. 

Excavation will continue in 1966. 
JoHN E. SELLERs 

ELIZABETH E. SELLERS 

The louver found in 1964 has been restored by London University Institute of Archaeo
ology, and is now displayed in Saffron Waldon Museum. 
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Interim Report 

EXCAVATIONS: HLGH EASTER, MAIDENS TYE (TL/639165). In 1958-9 
trial excavations were carried out on the larger oftbe two moated islands by the 
late J. G. Blyther. An occupation area c.40 x 75 feet was defined; the features 
discovered then included a large pit which was excavated in 1960 by Mr. and 
Mrs. J. E. Sellers. This produced a quantity of fifteenth century pottery includ
ing slip painted jugs and sgraffito ware. 

In 1965 the site, which was overgrown with thick scrub, was cleared and 
levelled. The bulldozing was \Vatched by Mrs . .l. E. Sellers on behalf of the 
M.P.B.W. 

The ground level of the islands was seen to be no higher than that of the 
surrounding fields; the moat upcast must have been removed from the site, 
perhaps for the physical improvement of newly cleared woodland soil. The moat 
round the main island was 15-18 feet >vide but otherwise the ditches were on the 
same scale as the adjacent field ditches which are 4-5 feet wide and 5-6 feet deep. 

The main island was scraped down to the subsoil on three sides leaving the 
central occupation area untouched. There were no signs of any structure within 
30 feet of the moat edge and the complete absence of debris suggests a thorough 
clearance of the site, down to the removal of any metalling which may have 
been on the entrance causeway, when the buildings were demolished c.l800. 
The only feature seen in this area was part of a ditch, cut through the impervious 
upper clay into the well drained chalky boulder clay below, the filling of which 
included domestic refuse and fourteenth century sherds. Two other groups oi 
sherds were collected; one timber slot on the west edge of the occupation area 
contained a few late fourteenth century sherds, a second, to the north near the 
entrance, contained about forty sherds of rough medieval ware, a large piece of 
hard grey ware and a piece of lava quernstone. There was no destruction debris 
and few sherds from the smaller southern island which must have been a stock 
enclosure or an orchard. 

The evidence suggests occupation from c.ll50-1200 until c.l800. The earli
est pottery can be paralleled at Pleshey castle and the latest document relating to 
the site is of c.I800. The present name is a recent one, the original one, Chissels, 
is also known as a surname in High Easter from 1282 onwards. 

ELIZABETH E. SELLERS 
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HASTINGS OF LITTLE EASTON 
By J. A. Clarence Smith 

(continued from page 13) 

VI. Collaterals 

The death of Alexander's elder brother Waiter Mascherelled to a charter us 
to his son, likewise Waiter Mascherel, from William fitz Robert describing the 
elder Waiter (as usual) as avunculus, and granting to the younger the succession 
to "all that land of Wix which his father aforesaid held of me and of my father, 
for the same service as his father was accustomed to render to my father and to 
me." This is the only mention in these deeds of William's father Robert except 
as supplying William's patronymic. The charter also recites that it was granted 
"at the prayer of my brother Richard and of my avunculus Alexander:" these 
are the first two witnesses, Alexander described as de "Waltham" and Richard 
as de Hastings. 

There is no means of knowing whether it was father or son (if either) who, 
as Waiter Makerel or Maskerel, with Ermegard or Hermegard his wife, enfeoffed 
the Priory of St. Osyth in "the whole land of Bircho" (now Birch Hall in the 
parish of Kirby) "to be held for a knight's fee,"l19 nor where the feoffers got the 
land.l20 

It must have been the son who, as Waiter Makerel, was said by Ralph de 
Hastings to have held Wix together with himself in Ralph's minority.l21 In fact, 
although neither Waiter Mascherel nor his brother Alexander de Waltham is 
ever said to have held a moiety of the manor of Wix, but each always to hold the 
whole, they must have had half each: Alexander could not have dowered his 
wife in a third of the whole, but only of his share, or a sixth of the whole. This 
explains why her dower was reckoned at a sixth of a knight's fee, while the manor 
was in 1177 a whole knight's fee. Robert's "carta" of that date does not mention 
Waiter Mascherel as sharing Wix with Ralph de Hastings, and it is not clear 
whether the valuation at a whole fee is due to his being still alive or a mistake 
carried forward from the situation when he was alive: certainly in the hands of 
Ralph and his successors it was never more than half a fee. Whenever he died, 
the younger Waiter left no successor. 

Before dealing with Richard de Hastings, explicitly a brother of William 
fitz Robert when advising and witnessing the succession of the younger Waiter 
Mascherel, we must note that there was a Ralph de Hastings who held a fee and 

118 A.13881, noticed by Landon, p. 175. 
119 Confirmation with many other grants by Henry II, Cartae Antiquae £.22 (printed under an 

Inspeximus of Henry ill, Cat. Chart.II, p. 332) dated by Eyton to 1178, and by Richard I, 
Cartae Antiquae £.23, Pipe Roll Society 17 NS, No. 172 (p. 85). M01·ant I, p. 484, records 
it as belonging to St. Osyth, "but by whom given we have no account." 

120 It was held at Domesday by one Robert of Earl Eustace- V. C. H. Essex, Vol. I, p. 470a. 
121 Curia Regis Rolls,!., p. 61 -above at page 7, note 65. 
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a half under William fitz Robert in 1159,122 William having then submitted a 
"carta" of which no other particulars survive except this holding and that he 
himself had only half a fee in demesne.123 No holding of a fee and a half appears 
at any later stage of the barony's history, while during the whole of that time 
there were two fees in demesne: 1-!+-!-=2. The two fees later in demesne were at 
Little Easton and Bildeston, of which William must have kept Little Easton for 
himself, so that it seems that Ralph had Bildeston. This Ralph is not mentioned 
again, though William had remissions of scutage in subsequent years124 in res
pect of one fee (where ?) held by the monks of "Brueria", also mentioned in 
respect of 1159.125 Ralph may of course have been in favour in 1159 and out 
later, but it is more likely that he died then- and, whenever he died, without 
heirs, for there is no trace of this holding later. 

Ralph might appear to be a brother of William and Richard, since Richard 
also had land in Bildeston, out of which he granted 20 acres to Wix,l26 The first 
witness was Ralph de Hastings who, since he comes before Alexander "de 
Wikes", cannot have been the younger Ralph and must therefore be this Ralph; 
but he is not described as "brother", as one would in that case expect, and the 
grant itself is "for the salvation of the souls of my father and my mother and my 
own soul and the soul of my brother Alexander," without any mention of brother 
Ralph. No more, by the way, is known of this other Alexander. Ralph de Hast
ings and Richard de Hastings appear together in that order as witnesses of 
Henry II's confirmation charter to the Priory of Wix in 1157:127 they are perhaps 
these two. Richard de Hastings was also a witness to Henry II's further confirm
ation128 to Wix of various miscellaneous grants, which cannot be dated more 
precisely than between 1163 and 1180- see below, page 109, note 177. 

Richard de Hastings is again named as avunculus of another Alexander de 
Hastings whose charter129 he witnessed, this time with the qualification of 
"Magister". This charter was a grant, with the consent of "Robert my brother" 
of 20 acres in Purley to "Ranulf my brother", which Ranulf had formerly held of 
"my father" - an odd arrangement. "Ralph my brother" (Ralph of Wix there
fore) was the last witness named. 

To revert to Richard, his title of "Magister" can only mean that he was a 
churchman. The absence of the title in other documents does not necessarily 
mean that he was not then a churchman, but his personal grant of a charter of 

122 Pipe Roll 5 H .2, Essex, Pipe Roll Society 1, p. 5. William's "gift of knights" was reduced 
by 40 shillings in respect of Ralph de Hastings, 40 shillings being 3 marks, due in respect 
of a fee and a half, as explained in the Red Book, p. 730. 

123 Red Book, p. 730: "In carta tamen continetur quod habet super dominium tantum 
dimidium militem." 

124 Pipe Rolls 7 and 8 H.2, Essex, Pipe Roll Society 4, p. 67, and 5, p. 71, as well as Red Book, 
p. 29. 

125 Red Book, p. 730. 
126 A .13760. 
127 A.13947- Cartae Antiquae C.20 does not give the witnesses. 
128 A.5268, formerly Cartae Antiquae £.2.31 .16, and so cited by Clark, /oc. cit., p. 123 and 

126 (Bishop, No. 448). 
129 A.13694, noticed by Landon, p. 177, but he supposes Alexander de Hastings to be Alex

ander de Walham, without attempting to explain the other relatives named. 
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land at Bildeston does seem inconsistent with that status. One explanation would 
be that the charter was earlier than 1154, and that he was the Richard de 
Hastings who was Master of the English Temple from 1154 to 1180.130 There 
seems to be no way of determining this, since there was also a Richard de 
Hastings at this time in the family from which sprang the Earls of Pembroke)31 

On the subject of collaterals, there were three ladies evidently of this family 
and evidently sisters: they were Alice, wife of George; Agnes, wife of Silvester; 
and Emma, wife of Waiter de Exeter. They are named in that order and with 
their husbands as witnesses to William fitz Robert's confirmations of Alexander 
de Walham's grants132 to William's son Ralph and of his wife's dower to Wix 
Priory, as well as to Alexander's own further grant133 to Ralph. Alice has the 
surname "de Hastings" in all three; Agnes in none (and her name has dropped 
out of the third leaving only her husband); and Emma in none, but she gives 
herself the surname in her own charter of a date later than 1183,134 as does her 
son Ralph de Exeter.J3S These ladies must have been of William fitz Robert's 
side of the family rather than Alexander's, partly because of the surname and 
partly because they would have succeeded Alexander if they had been of his 
side. Since they were interested in the succession to the heirless Alexander they 
must have been potentially in the line of succession, which suggests that they 
were either William fitz Robert's sisters or his daughters by an earlier (sonless) 
marriage. Since William fitz Robert was at least of age by the end of King Henry 
I's reign, while his son Robert was not born till 1155, it is only too probable 
that they were his daughters, expecting to succeed him until a second marriage 
gave him a son. Emma's survival till after 1183 is also an indication that she was 
of the younger generation. 

Heloise de Gwerres seems to have had two brothers, Ralph and Richard,136 
and a sister Agnesm who (or another sister) was perhaps wife of Ralph de 
Bemers, described by Robert de Hastings138 as his uncle, and holding a quarter 

130 This would be the Richard de Hastings who witnessed the Treaty of Peace in 1160 be
tween the Kings of England and France, referred to in Itin.Ric.I, Pipe Roll Society 13 
NS,p.222. 

131 Patent Roll 21 R.2, part Ill, mem.22 - an inspeximus of a Charter of Henry IT. It may 
of course be a miscopy. 

132 A.13780; A .13883. 
133 A .5266. 
134 A.13859: a witness was Abbot Ralph of St. Osyth's who was Abbot in 1192, Abbot Abel 

having died in 1183 -New Monasticon VI, p. 308. The seal on this charter reads 
(E)MME ASTINGE. 

135 A.13697 (A.13696 and A.13698 are other copies). The heir of Waiter and Emma had at 
first been Alexander de Exeter- A.13860. A.13859 above is Emma's confirmation of a 
grant by her son Ranulf, and the subject of Ralph's grant, at Emma's instance, was land 
that had been Ranulf's. Ralph also mentions a sister Amabel. 

136 Ralph de "Gueres" or "de Werres" was a witness to the same three charters, in the first 
accompanied by Richard "de Werres"; and Ralph "de Werres" witnessed a charter of 
Heloise's second husband Gilbert de Pinkney- A.14008. 

137 Agnes "de Gwerre" granted land called "Duddingswierd" to Wix Priory- A.13829. 
138 A.3316, Annexure. 
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fee under him at Bernerston139- not the manor of Bernerston, but land in it.140 
How it came to belong to the barony does not appear. Heloise herself seems to 
have come from Bildeston, where her "maritagium" wasl41 as well as her 
dower. 

In the next generation Robert had a sister Beatrice who had a share in some 
land of his at Westfirth:142 this must have been the 12 acres between the land 
there of Ralph de Cornhill and Ralph de Hastings which she granted to the 
nuns of Wix, and which her son William Carbonel confirmed143 to them in 1198. 
Her first husband had been Gilbert Carbonel and her second William de 
Goldingham.144 Ralph de Hastings ofWix made himself responsible for William 
Carbonel's "maritagium" in 1200 as part of his settlement with Godfrey de 
Lovaine,l45 

We have already dealt with Robert's brothers Ralph (of Wix), Alexander 
and Ranulf: the other brother John, who represented Ralph at the turn of the 
century in his litigation with Sewall de Oseville, may have been the John de 
Hastings who was parson ofBildeston in 1191.146 

Vll. Robert Fitz Waiter 

As we have seen, the father ofWalter Mascherel and Alexander de Waltham 
is named for the first time in the confirmation by King Henry 11 of the founda
tion charter of Wix, having been mentioned but not named in the charters of 
King Henry I and King Stephen. The confirmation dates from 1157, but the 
best manuscript in which we have it was written after 1190 and names him as 
Waiter the Dean (Decanus). This does not of itself justify the verdictl47 that the 
"name seems to have been invented in the 1190s", for what earthly purpose 
could such an invention serve in the 1190s? The Priory of Wix never claimed to 
hold direct from the tenant-in-chief of Little Easton, but always called the 
undertenant of Wix their patron. It is far more likely that the name was there 

139 Ralph de Berners owed Robert 5 shillings rent which Robert granted to the Priory: 
it appears from a Final Concord in 1234, after Prioress Constance had had to sue 
Matthew de Lovaine for it (19 H.3, A.3316) that this rent was due in respect ofBemers
ton, near Dunmow, and from the Inquisition Post Mortem on the younger Matthew de 
Lovaine in 1302 (Calendar IV, No. 97) that it was a carucate held for a quarter of a fee, 
reckoned equivalent to five shillings. 

140 Inquisition PostMortem 25 E.1, (1296) on Sir Ralph de Bemers, Calendar Ill, No. 411. 
141 According to a grant by her son Robert, A.14004- 20 acres out of the essarts of ? 

Offewde. 
142 A.13770, noticed by Landon, p.177. 
143 Final Concord 10 R.1 (Essex No. 45), Essex Feet of Fines I, p. 14, and Pipe Roll Society 

24,No.6. 
144 A.l3769andA.13771, noticed byLandon, p.177. 
145 Final Concord (Jo., Essex No. 41), Essex Feet of Fines I, p. 23 (above, page 7, note 67). 
146 The litigation between Wix Priory on the one hand and Heloise and Alice and their hus-

bands on the other led as we have seen to a grant to the nuns of 5 marks a year from 
Bildeston church; this sum was to be only 2 marks during the lifetime of the then in
cumbent John deHastings-Final Concord of 15 May 1191, Pipe Roll Society 17, No. 8, 
confirmed by grants by William fitz Robert and Heloise (A.14005) and by Ralph de 
Cornhill and Alice (A.14006). Since Bildeston was in the diocese of Norwich they needed 
the sanction of Bishop John of that see, which he gave them by AS.457, printed at Pipe 
Roll Society 36 NS, p. 63, and reproduced, Plate IV: it is diagnosed as genuine. 

147 Professor Brooke in Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 53 -see also Barbara Dodwell, ib., p. 150. 
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already in 1157, as Waiter the Deacon (Diaconus), but was m.iscopied tarty 
years later, as was the name of the Bishop of Evreux- a solution not possible 
so long as the Cartae Antiquae version was thought to be authentic. King 
Henry II's confirmation does not purport to follow the exact words of its pre
decessors;148 and a possible explanation is that Alexander de Walham, alive in 
1157 but an old man, took advantage of the fact that the wording of the charter 
was in any case being altered to rescue his father from the oblivion of anonymity. 

If Alexander de Walham was son of Waiter the Deacon and "avunculus" of 
William fitz Robert, it follows that either William's father or his mother was a 
son or daughter of Waiter the Deacon. The connection would be through his 
mother if "avunculus" were used in its strict sense, but it is notoriously used for 
either paternal or maternal uncle.149 

If it means maternal uncle, so that Robert, whatever his surname (but in any 
case his father's name was Waiter), were son-in-law of Waiter the Deacon 
rather than his son, we can account for his having Waiter's property only by 
saying that Waiter suffered forfeiture, and that this Robert was one of Henry I's 
new men who received a grant of part of Waiter's holding, marrying Waiter's 
daughter and as a gesture of reconciliation subinfeudating her brothers in one of 
the manors of which they had been dispossessed. This is not an impossible story; 
but it is strange that the barony did not in that case go to Maurice de Windsor, 
who was sufficiently in favour to be let off a great deal of Danegeld in 1130, and 
was also (as will appear) son-in-law of Waiter the Deacon. The only considera
tion in favour of this hypothesis is that Robert did not succeed to the whole of 
Waiter the Deacon's Domesday holding; but Maurice certainly did not get the 
rest. There is another explanation of this, as will appear presently. 

If on the other hand "avunculus" here means paternal uncle, then Robert 
succeeded his father Waiter in the ordinary way, and equally normally subin
feudated his two younger brothers in one of his manors. 

What is already the more probable solution is clinched by Sewall de Ose
ville's pleading in his claim to Wix against Ralph de Hastings. Sewall explicitly 
attributed Alexander de Walham's title to his having been enfeoffed by his 
brother Robert de Hastingsl50 or de Estanes,l51 father of William fitz Robert,l50 
in the time of King Henry 1.151 Sewall was claiming as grandson of Alexander's 
sister: there is an incoherence in his account of Ralph's descent, but it is at least 
clear that he makes him descend from Alexander's brother, and he insists that 
"we are of the same stock." On that basis it would have been obvious to anyone, 
then as now, that Sewall had no case, a brother's descendants being superior to a 

148 But it is surely an exaggeration to say (ibid.) that "it gives a very inflated list of privileges 
and exemptions." 

149 In this very collection of charters Alexander de Hastings describes as his "avunculus" 
Master Richard de Hastings, who was certainly his father's brother. 

150 Palgrave's Rot.Cur.Reg. I, p. 318: "Robertus de Hasting' dedit terram illam et feoffavit 
Alexandrum fratrem suum, et post decessum ejusdem Roberti idem Alexander tenuit 
terram illam de Willelmo filio Roberti." 

151 lb. 11, p. 254: "ab Alexandro avunculo patris sui Sewall, cui Robertus de Estan dedit ... 
et ... fuit seisitus ut de feodo et de jure tempore Henrici Regis Prior is." 
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sister's. He relied therefore on the "custom of the realm" that no one could be at 
the same time lord and heir - in other words that if the heir to an undertenancy 
in the ordinary way were the tenant in chief it would pass to the next heir.152 In 
order to make this relevant to the circumstances of his case he was compelled 
to allege that Ralph was the lord of the fief, although the height even of Ralph's 
own claim against his niece was to be her undertenant in Wix. This was in fact 
Ralph's sole answer to Sewall's claim, and was enough to make Sewall give up, 
as we have seen: Sewall would never have had to rely on an allegation so des
perately false if there had been any way out. Now if it had been open to him to 
describe Ralph as descended from a sister of Alexander, Sewall would at least 
have been a coheir with himl53 (after the lord of the fief had been passed over)
perhaps sole heir if Ralph's grandmother were only a half-sister- and if Ralph 
had been no relation at all Sewall would without doubt have been sole heir. 
There was nothing to compel Sewall to recite the one connection which was the 
most disadvantageous to him of all the possibilities - nothing except its truth, 
to the knowledge of any jury. If ever there was a "declaration against interest" 
it is this pleading. 

This brings us to Round's evidence, cited at the beginning of this paper, 
the exemplification dating from 1336154 for Thomas de Lovaine of an inspeximus 
which he said he had lost. The official copy of the inspeximus (from which of 
course the exemplification was made) dates from 1270,155 and transcribes for 
Matthew de Lovaine three earlier charters, one of King Henry I, the second a 
repetition by King Henry II, and the third King Richard's licence to Henry de 
Cornhill to marry Alice de Hastings, already noted. Henry I's charter is dated 
by Round156 from the witnesses to the end of that King's reign; and it is to be 
noted that one of the witnesses was Maurice de Windsor. The charter directs all 
sheriffs and others, without specification of shire, to allow the succession in 
lands unspecified of William fitz Robert to his father "Robert fitz Waiter de 
Wyndesore". In spite of its vagueness it seems unlikely that it does not relate to 
this family, since the inspeximus describes Matthew de Lovaine as "kinsman and 
heir" to the persons mentioned; and apart from the surname of Windsor it 
agrees well enough with what we already know, that William fitz Robert suc
ceeded his father Robert fitz Waiter. Because of the surname however Round 
thinks that Robert fitz Waiter is Robert son of Waiter fitz Other. 

Apart from the surname, the only authority for crediting Waiter fitz Other 
with a son Robert is Round's Harleian Roll and another pedigree made for 
Thomas Lord Windsorl57 in the next century and possibly founded on it:158 

152 This custom is vouched by Glanville, Book VII, Chapter I, a reference for which I am 
indebted to Professor Brooke. 

153 It appears from the discussion in Glanville that an under-tenancy did not escheat on 
the failure of heirs of the body of the original grantee: it could pass to collaterals also. 

154 Patent RolllO E.3, Calendar 1334-38, p. 249-50. 
155 Charter Rol/54 H.3, Calendar Il, p. 137. 
156 Ancestor I, p. 92. 
157 Harleian MSS 1195: the pedigree is in sheets bound out of order in a book, beginning at 

fo.l8. 
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either of these might be the "manuscript in the possession of Thomas late Lord 
Windsor" cited by Dugdalel59 for a son Robert who "had Etone corn. Buck.," 
though neither manuscript is guilty ofthe "corn. Buck." 

If the inspex.imus were the sole evidence of the charters of Henry I and 
Henry ll there might be some reason to suspect their authenticity, if only because 
it was not usual at that date for a surname to follow a patronymic (Robert fitz 
Waiter de Wyndesore); and if it is intended as Robert, son ofWalterde Wynde
sore, then even Round does not claim that Waiter fitz Other ever called himself 
de Windsor. If the surname is intended to be attached directly to Robert, to
gether with the patronymic, then the only other mention of him (in Sewall's 
pleadings) gives him a different surname; and if he had already acquired a sur
name, why should it have been dropped in favour of a patronymic alone by his 
eldest son, and in favour of another surname (de Hastings) by the others? 

The inspex.imus however is not the only evidence for the Charter of Henry 
II: this (though not that of Henry I) has survived in original,160 and is evidently 
genuine,l61 There are minor differences in spelling from the inspeximus, among 
others, "Windresor'" for "Windesor'," but otherwise they correspond word for 
word. The surname, if such it is, does not of itself prove kinship, still less in the 
face of the evidence to the contrary; but it is unsatisfactory to leave it without 
some sort of explanation. It may perhaps be that the first Robert was active in 
the administration of Windsor Castle, for the guard of which his barony was 
bound to furnish knights,162 in the same way as Gilbert de Pinkney was in the 
next generation, and that "Windsor" is more of a description than an otiose 
surname. 

Which brings us to why Hastings was adopted as a surname. It is tempting 
to see in it a corruption of de Eistanes, from the caput baroniae, a conjecture 
supported by the alternative forms in Sewall de Oseville's two pleadings (de 
Hastings and de Estanes, the latter in the later pleading), and by the form Aistan 
repeated from Pipe Roll to Pipe Roll in relation to Hugh de Flamville's debt 
for custody of the last Robert's widow. If the Richard de Hastings who seems to 
be the earliest to adopt that form was in fact the Master of the Temple, it might 
be that he found it more elegant than Eistanes. The other possibility is that it was 
the name of Robert fitz Waiter's wife,163 who is unknown to us. There was a 

158 There are however differences: William fitz Robert is surnamed "Hastenges," though it 
was still found necessary to make Robert "Hastinges" his son-in-law rather than his son; 
and Godfrey de Lovaine is correctly described as son-in-law of this Robert, though his 
wife's name is still not given. 

159 Baronage I, p . 509. 
160 Harleian MS 43, c.22, available in facsimile as early as 1903 -G. F. Warner and H. T. 

E11is, Facsimiles: plate 39; No. 376 in Bishop. 
161 The scribe (No. xxviii in Bishop) wrote thirteen other charters listed by Bishop, all in the 

first few years of the reign. 
162 Round regarded the castle guard also as evidence of kinship; but this would equally 

prove that the Northamptonshire Pinkneys were descended from Waiter fitz Other, which 
no one suggests. 

163 G. A. Moriarty, New England Historical and Genealogical Register 96 (1942), p. 48. 
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family called Hastings in Essex at Domesday, Ralph de Hastings holding a third 
(by value) of the manor of Ardleigh (next door to Wix) under Roger de 
Reimes,164 and Robert, son of Ralph de Hastings claiming three-quarters of the 
endowment of St. Peter's Church, Colchester :165 a charter of 1189166 (the year of 
the death of the last Robert de Hastings) confirmed to the Priory of St. Botolph 
at Colchester "all the alms tithes and possessions" (apparently in Colchester) 
"which they hold of the fee of William fitz Robert de Hastings." But this is not 
certainly relevant; and there is no trace of Ardleigh in the family's subsequent 
possessioms. 

It may be that both considerations influenced the choice: there is in any 
case insufficient evidence to prefer one to the other. 

Whatever the reason may be, William fitz Robert is hardly ever called by 
the surname,167 but his younger brother or brothers were; and it does not seem 
that William had any objection to it, for his daughters by his first marriage had it 
in his lifetime, as had his sons by his second. 

Vlll. Edith of Purley 

We come finally to the grant to the Priory of Wix of the island of "Sirich
eseie" and the tithes of Purley: Siricheseie is identified168 as Northey Island in the 
estuary of the Blackwater, just next to Purley. There is a charter169 from the 
Bishop of London, to be dated probably between 1154 and 1160,170 which re
cited that King Henry "of happy memory" had taken the nuns of Wix under 
his protection, together with their property, to wit "Siricheseie" etc., and that 
Archbishop Theobald (1139 to 1162) had also confirmed them in this: the 
grantor is not named expressly, but the tithes of Purley are said to be from the 
demesne of Alexander de Walham. 

Archbishop Theobald's confirmation is also extant,m (but cannot be 
dated)172 saying that the grant was by Maurice de Windsor and Alexander de 

164 V.C.H. Essex, Vol. I, p. 544b. 
165 Ibid., p. 578b. 
166 4 December 1 R.1 , according to an inspeximus on the Patent Roll, Calendar 1399-1401, 

p. 374. 
167 One exception seems to be found in Alexander de Walham's charter to his son Ralph 

(A.5266, above, page 12, 13; "de Hastinkes"), and A.492 may be another, as may the 
charter in the last note. 

168 P. H. Reaney, Place Names of Essex, p. 218. No reason is given for the identification, but 
it is apparently a certificate oflater date attached to Archbishop Tbeobald's confirmation 
(AS 356 (i) below). The certificate concerns "the island which is below the parish church 
of St. Mary of Maldon", which is clearly Northey. This suggestion was made by Lan
don, p.175. 

168 A.5270, formerly Cartae Antiquae £.2.31.19, so cited by Clark, /oc. cit., p. 123 and 125; 
printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 61 (also A.5271 and A.14542). 

170 A witness is Hugh de Mareni, Archdeacon of London from 1154/5, but Dean of St. 
Pauls from about 1160, after which he could not have been named without his title and 
after the Bishop's chaplain- Professor Brooke in Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 49. The 
Bishop is named as Robert, but he is "R." in one copy, which probably meant Richard 
de Beaumes II (1152 to 1162) and has been erroneously extended as Robert. A puzzle is 
the description of Archbishop Theobald as "of good memory", although be died in 1161. 

171 AS 356(z), noticed byLandon, p. 174, printed at Pipe Roll Society36 NS, p. 59. 
172 The witness list may well have been added from another grant- Professor Brooke at 

p. 49 and note 1. 
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Walham. Among the Archbishop's witnesses are Richard de Hastings, Knight 
(was he William fitz Robert's younger brother?) and William fitz Robert in that 
order.l73 

Alexander of Wix himself refers to this grant in his consolidating charter,174 
without any mention of Maurice de Windsor, as "the tithe of the manor of 
Purley175 which belongs to me by right of inheritance together with the isle of 
Sciricheseia;" and a confirmation176 by King Henry II of this (and several 
grants by various people) refers neither to Maurice nor to Purley, but only to 
"Sydrichesheya" and Alexander. This charter falls between 1163 and 1187 ;177 
and, as already noted, Richard de Hastings is among the witnesses. 

There seems to be no earlier charter of Alexander's than his consolidating 
charter; but the charter of Maurice de Windsor is extant, 178 or rather that of his 
wife. She announces that "Maurice de Windsor and I Edith (Editha) his wife, we 
give as of my inheritance . . . the isle of Siricheseie and all tithes of our 
demesne in Purley." This grant of the island, under the designation of "that 
island which belongs to Purley" was confirmed by Henry de Essex with a 
charter179 to be dated between 1152 and 1163, which can only mean that Henry 
de Essex was the overlord of at least part of the island. Sweyn de Essex was the 
Domesday tenant-in-chief of a manor which Round180 identifies with South
house, on the mainland just opposite Northey Island. 

Since Alexander claimed to inherit from Edith she can only have been his 
sister, the Edith at whose request he and his brother had made some of their 
other grants. The identity of Maurice de Windsor is also not in doubt: he is the 
Seneschal of the Abbey of Bury St. Edmunds who with his wife Edith (Edgidia, 
sic) founded Hoxne Priory on Trinity Sunday (May 25) 1130,181 by grant of St. 

173 There is also a grant by another Bishop of London, described as Richard in one copy 
(A.14550, printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 61) and as "R" in another (A.14042), 
naming the same grantors, but referring to their request rather than to their grant. This 
charter was in turn confirmed (A.5269, printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 59, and 
diagnosed as genuine, p. 51) by Archbishop Richard of Canterbury, and again by Arch
bishop Hubert (A .14542, m.i.), printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 60). Archbishop 
Richard's confirmation is to be dated between 1177 and 1182, since he became Arch
bishop in the former year, and a witness is William of Bayeux who became Bishop of 
Rochester in the latter year. Archbishop Hubert's confirmation is to be dated between 
1193 (when he became Archbishop) and 1198 (when the witness Geoffrey of Buckland 
became Archdeacon of Norfolk)- Professor Brooke at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 51 
and 52. 

174 A .13946. 
17 5 The relative may refer equally to decima or to villa. 
176 A.5268, formerly Cartae Antique £.2.31.16, and so cited by Clark, loc.cit., p.l23 and 126 

(Bishop, No. 448). 
177 The first witness is "G", Bishop of London, which means Gilbert Foliot, (1163 to 1187). 

The second is Ranulf de Glanville, without the qualification of "Justiciar", which he 
obtained in 1180, but this does not necessarily indicate that he was not yet Justiciar. 

178 A.8923, noticed by Landon, p . 174, printed at Pipe Roll Society, 36 NS, p.162. 
179 A.13968, printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 164. 
180 V.C.H. Essex, Vol. I, p. 491a. 
181 Norwich Cathedral Register IV, p. 20-21. For this grant it was formerly necessary to rely 

on the summary in Tanner's Monasticon, (Ed. 1744, page 508) citing "Reg. Prioris & 
Conv. Norvic., Vol. ii, pt. ii, p. 8b"; but it is now printed in full at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, 
p. 161. 
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Edmund's church at Hoxne to Norwich Cathedral for the Bishop to put monks 
there, against permission to the grantors to retire there if they wished. Maurice 
already held Purley of the Bishop, for Bishop Herbert of Norwich, in confirming 
the grant, undertook that if he or his successors should have occasion to summon 
Maurice or his successors it would not be at that church but at Purley. 

The church of Hoxne had been granted by a charter182 to be dated between 
1110 and 1119 by Bishop Herbert of Norwich to Ralph the Seneschal (Dapifer) 
and his wife Edith, and to the survivors ofthem, and to their joint heirs; and the 
grant by Maurice and Edith was expressed to be in memory of Ralph his pre
decessor. These charters make it clear that Maurice succeeded both to Hoxne 
and to the Seneschalcy of Bury St. Edmunds by the unusual title of marrying his 
predecessor's widow.183 

Maurice was followed in both Seneschalcy and lands by his sister's son 
Ralph de Hastings, who confirmed184 the grant of "Sydricheseye in so far as 
belonging to Purley and to the fee which I hold of Norwich Cathedral." He 
added a mark's worth of land at Otley, which was among the grants confirmed 
by King Henry II's charter of between 1163 and 1187, above)85 This Ralph 
de Hastings was of the family from which descended the Earls of Pembroke, and 
died in 1162:186 he is distinct both from Ralph of Bildeston, above,I87 and from 
yet another Ralph de Hastings, more or less contemporary, of Eton in Berk
shire)88 

A witness to the grant of Northey island by Maurice and Edith,189 and to the 
confirmation of this grant by Maurice's nephew Ralph de Hastings,190 as well 
as to two confirmations by William fitz Robert of charters by Alexander de 

182 Norwich Cathedral Register IV, p. 18, discovered for the first time and printed at Pipe 
Roll Society 36 NS, p. 160. 

183 Round suggested that the succession was "irregular" (Ancestor If, p. 97), while Eyton 
(Shropshire V, p. 134) thought that the foundation by Maurice in Ralph's memory 
strongly suggested blood relationship. 

184 A .6227, printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 162: it is much damaged, but has been res
tored from a further confirmation (annexed to A.751) by Henry fitz Henry (de Hastings) 
who died in 1267. 

185 A .5268 (Bishop, No. 448). 
186 His wife, named as such as witness to the grant of Otley, was Lesceline de Traili, who was 

substituted for him as annual grantee of Fordham in Cambridgeshire at Michaelmas 
1163 -Pipe Roll 9 H.2, Pipe Roll Society 6, p. 62. But already at Michaelmas 1162 
William de Hastings (his nephew) had succeeded him under the Abbot of Bury St 
Edmunds - Pipe Ro/18 H.2, Pipe Roll Society 5, p. 9. 

187 If, as is probable, Ralph of Bildeston was William fitz Robert's brother: Maurice's 
successor cannot have been William fitz Robert's brother (and so nephew to Maurice's 
wife Edith), because his successors succeeded to Fillongley in Warwickshire, held by a 
different family of Hastings. 

188 He must have been the annual grantee of Witham in Somerset, who was replaced at 
Michaelmas 1164 (a year later than the grantee of Fordham) by another William de 
Hastings -Pipe RolllO H.2, Pipe Roll Society 7, p. 10. Clark (loc. cit. p. 236 seqq.) 
thought the grantee of Fordham and Witham to be the same person, and apparently in 
support of the identification cited New Foedera I, p. 41: he is followed by G. A. Moriarty 
on the Origin of Hastings, New England Historical and Genealogical Register (1942), 
p. 38. But there is nothing on this page of the New Foedera except a mention of Ralph de 
Hastings as a witness, with no further particulars. 

189 A.8923. 
190 A.6227. 
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Walham at the end of his life (but in one case earlier than 1157),191 was· Robert 
de Windsor. It was perhaps an earlier Robert de Windsor who, together with 
Reinald de Windsor,192 witnessed the grant193 by Abbot Albold (1114 to 1119) 
of the Seneschalcy of the Abbey of Bury St. Edmunds to Maurice de Windsor. 

The natural assumption would be that Reinald and Robert were brothers of 
Maurice, 194 and the younger Ro bert (if he were different) the son of one of them; 
but in that case why should Maurice have been succeeded by a sister's son in his 
Seneschalcy and other possessions? Even if they died before Maurice without 
issue, this cannot apply to Gerald de Windsor, ancestor of the Fitzgeralds, who 
must almost certainly be connected with Maurice in view of his own son's 
bearing the same rather unusual name. The answer is simply, as Round ob
served,195 that Maurice's "lands and office had not come to him by inheritance," 
but by fresh grant on his marriage to his predecessor's childless widow. On his 
death, equally childless, ·the way was open for a fresh grant, and the Abbot of 
Bury St. Edmunds need not necessarily have chosen the same successor as the 
Bishop of Norwich.196 It would be interesting to know the transactions which 
led up to the choice. 

It requires to be emphasised that there is no evidence whatever (except 
Round's Harleian Roll) for connecting any of these Windsors with the castellans 
of Windsor Castle who descended from Waiter fitz Other, and whom we shall 
meet later on in this paper in connection with Swilland: it is only on one oc
casion that Gerald de Windsor, ancestor of the Fitzgeralds, is even given the 
surname- by his grandson Giraldus Cambrensis197 who nowhere says that 
he was connected with Windsor Castle. Round, who so castigated the unfortun
ate Clark for uniting all the Hastings families into one, has committed the 
same sin with his Windsors. 

We have still to explain how it is that Edith referred to Northey and Purley 
as of her inheritance, and Alexander de Walham claimed them as belonging to 
him by right of inheritance after her death, a claim which was taken seriously 
enough to warrant royal confirmation of his charter in that capacity. Edith 
cannot have meant that she inherited them, for in the presence of a brother she 
could not inherit: the answer in her case must be that she had them by original 
grant to her and her heirs, a solution so unconventional that it could hardly be 
advanced, were it not exactly what happened with St. Edmund's church at 
Hoxne. In Alexander's case there is a further difficulty. Even if we allow collater
al succession to an original grantee, the heir would be the elder rather than the 

191 A.13883 (the grant of Alexander's wife's dower) confirmed by Henry II in 1157, and 
A.13780 (the grant to Ralph, later ofWix). 

192 He was pardoned 10 shillings Danegeld in Buckingham in 1130, as was one Ivo de Wind
·sor -Pipe Roll 31 H.1, Mag. Rot. Scacc., p. 102. Round regards Reinald as Queen 
Adeliza's Steward (Dapifer), Ancestor II, p. 94, and references there cited. 

193 Camden Society 13 (1840), p . 118. 
194 So Round suggests in respect of Reinald in his pedigree of Windsor, Ancestor 11, p. 98. 
195 Ancestor 11, p. 97. 
196 As late as 1182 the Abbey took advantage of a minority to assert that the succession to 

the Seneschalcy was not hereditary- Camden Society 13 (1840), p. 20. 
197 Round in Ancestor Il, p. 95. 
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younger brother, and Alexander had an elder brother. The only possibility here 
is that Alexander and Edith had the same mother, not shared by Robert fitz 
Waiter. 

This raises a problem which will no doubt already have occurred to the 
reader: where did the name Alexander come from? Although it was regularly 
repeated in this family after Alexander de Walham, the only precedent that 
suggests itself (apart from Pope Alexander II, Hildebrand's immediate pre
decessor, who died in 1073) is Alexander I of Scotland born in 1077 to Malcolm 
ill's Saxon Queen St. Margaret, who also had a daughter Edith. St. Margaret, 
whose own name was unusual, resuscitated for several of her sons old names 
which set a later fashion. Could Waiter the Deacon's second wife have been 
related to St. Margaret? Whoever she was, she must have been a lady of no 
property, but she bequeathed great personal qualities at least to Edith, and per
haps to Alexander too in view of the number of times his name was later given 
in the family. 

Alexander de Walham had another sister, unnamed, who was the grand
mother of Sewall de Oseville according to the latter's pleading in the case against 
Ralph de Hastings of Wix in 1199.198 She was his paternal grandmother, for 
Alexander is describedl99 as uncle of Sewall's father, also called Sewall. This 
lady's husband, and the younger Sewall's grandfather, is likely to have been the 
Waiter de Oseville who witnessed the grant200 by Abbot AI bold (1114 to 1119) of 
the Seneschalcy of Bury St. Edmunds to Maurice de Windsor. The elder Sewall 
failed to intervene in the litigation between Ralph de Hastings and Ralph de 
Exeter in 1189 ;201 and according to the younger Sewall he was then in ill 
health.202 It is likely that Sewall began his litigation against Ralph soon after his 
own succession, so that his father will have died about 1198. 

IX. Domesday 

Waiter the Deacon, father then of Robert fitz Waiter as well as of Waiter 
Mascherel and of Alexander de Waltham, was the Domesday203 tenant-in-chief 
of all the manors in his descendant's barony. Of these "Cernel" in Dorset and 
Sezincote in Gloucester had belonged to Godwin, a freeman, after whom this 
"Cernel" was no doubt afterwards called Godmanston. It was presumably the 
same God win in each case, despite the wide separation, in view of the way they 
clung together later. Little Easton itself had belonged to "Dodinc", his only 
manor, after whom one supposes "Duddingswierd"204 to have been named. 
Wix, Little Bromley and Little Chesterford in Essex, and Bildeston and Swilland 

198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 

204 

Palgrave's Rot.Cur.Reg., Vol. I, p. 318- above, p. 105, note 150. 
lb., II, p. 254. 
Camden Society, 13 (1840), p. 118. 
Final Concord, above, page 7, note 64. 
Palgrave's Rot.Cur.Reg. Vol. II, p. 254.-above, p. 105, note 151. 
V.C.H. Essex, Vol. I, p. 547 to 549 (and 435b); V.C.H. Suffolk, Vol. I, p. 561-563. 
V.C.H. Norfolk, Vol. I, p. 116a; Dorset. Facsimile p. Vlll; Gloucester, Facsimile p. XV. 
A.13829, above, page 103, note 137. 
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in Suffolk, had all belonged to Queen Edith (daughter of Earl Godwin and 
widow of Edward the Confessor), as had five houses in the borough of Ipswich 
and three vacant burgages of which no more is heard, and which therefore 
probably belong to the group of holdings attributable to Derek who follows. 
Wix, the first to be mentioned, is said205 to have been "given by her to Waiter 
after the coming of King William," that is between 1066 and her own death in 
1075.206 The same may perhaps have been true of the others; but she certainly 
had other land in East Anglia which did not pass to Waiter. 

Besides these estates Waiter the Deacon held much else which did not pass to 
his descendants. There is first a group which had belonged to a person whose 
fullest description is "Lewin de Bagatone, King Edward's thegn", but who also 
figures as Lewin the thegn, Lewin a freeman, Lewin a freeman under Harold, 
Lewin Cilt, or simply Lewin: Round207 supposes all these appellations to indic
ate one man whose name was Leofwine. In this group, which does not however 
comprise all that Lewin had held, fall two manors at Purley and the manor of 
Overhall in Colne Engaine, all in Essex; the manors of Bacton, Milden, "Brun
tuna" and Witnesham, all in Suffolk; and fifty acres at Akenham (Suffolk) held 
with Swen. Of these it is specified that Milden and the land at Akenham were of 
Waiter's brother "Thederic" or "Tedric"; and it may be supposed that they all 
were. This leaves Bower's Gifford (Essex) and 30 and 28 acres at Westerfield 
(Suffolk) expressly of his brother "Tedric's" fee; and ungrouped only Stow 
Maries (in Essex) with (in Suffolk) Henley and "Finesford" and scattered small 
holdings, and Stratton in Norfolk, held under the Bishop ofThetford. 

Although it is unfortunately not true to say208 that "in Domesday Book the 
lands which Theodric had held were carefully distinguished from those of his 
brother," it is true that nothing specifically ascribed to Theoderic or Derek 
passed to Waiter's descendants; and it would be a legitimate guess, even in the 
absence of all other evidence, that whatever did not pass to Waiter's descend
ants belonged to Derek, Waiter being merely in charge during the minority of 
his heir.209 

Other evidence has been published recently, in the form of selections from 
the Norwich Cathedral Registers.21o Within thirty years of Domesday211 William 
de "Bachetun" (Bacton) held of the Bishop of Norwich 13 knights' fees,212 of 
which213 three were held under him by Peter de Melting (Milden), four by 
Hubert de Monte Canisii (Munchensy), William's stepfather, one by Richard 
Archdeacon, and five not identified. Milden is described as Derek's at Domes-

205 V.C.H. Essex, Vol. I, p. 548b. 
206 Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. 
207 Introducing the Essex Domesday, V.C.H. Essex, Vol. I, p. 351. 
208 Barbara Dodwell,Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 147. 
209 This is suggested by Barbara Dodwell, Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 153. 
210 Barbara Dodwell, the Bacton Charters, Ibid., p. 14 7-165. 
211 Norwich Cathedral Register Ill, f. 234 v. : enfeoffment by William de Bacton of Richard 

Archdeacon, to be dated between 1110 and 1119, printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, 
p.158. 

212 /bid, f. 235 v., to be dated between 1121 and 1135, printed ibid., p. 158. 
213 Ibid., f. 234 v., also to be dated between 1121 and 1135, printed ibid., p. 159. 
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day; and William's surname brings in Bacton which in any case belonged later 
to the Bishop of Norwich214 (it was his caput baroniae),215 as did Henley216 
and Witnesham:217 Stratton was already held at Domesday of the same see, then 
at Thetford. At the resignation of William de Bacton in favour of his maternal 
uncle Roger de Valoignes, the Bishop enfeoffed218 the latter to hold these fees 
"as well as ever did Teodericus or his son Hugh." It is therefore quite clear that 
Derek had been succeeded by his son Hugh; and since William de Bacton had a 
brother Hugh de Bacton, a monk,219 it is possible that William was also a son of 
Derek, having succeeded on his brother's accepting the tonsure. Although their 
mother Muriel is named (she made a grant to Thetford when her son Hugh 
became a monk there)220 with her second husband Hubert de Munchensy, her 
first husband is not named. The question how this fief which was held in chief of 
the King at Domesday came to be belong to the Bishop of Norwich may be 
answered by supposing, that on Hugh's tonsure he had surrendered it to the 
Bishop against enfeoffment by the Bishop of Hugh's younger brother. But this 
is a pure guess, and raises almost as many problems as it solves. 

Such a surrender would however explain the uneven number of fees at so 
early a date, holdings having usually been assessed when first granted at mul
tiples of five knights. Indeed at the transfer to Roger de Valoignes221 it is made 
plain that there were some fees (which would not have been mentioned at all if 
they had not been connected) held of the Bishop in chief not by William de 
Bacton but by one Maurice. It is true that a Maurice de Haia was witness to this 
deed; but the reference is more likely to have been to Maurice de Windsor 
who, as we have seen, held under the Bishop of Norwich at Purley: two manors 
at Purley had probably belonged to Derek. The chances are that these are the 
odd two fees needed to make the total up to fifteen; that Maurice was already 
the under-tenant at the time of the surrender, and that William was therefore 
not enfeoffed in them. 

Out of William de Bacton's surname arises another conjecture. If he was 
son of Derek, might not Derek have been the son of his predecessor Lewin, 
whose description as "de Bacton" may also be a surname? Derek, or whatever 
variant is adopted, is not a Norman name, though admittedly it is not Saxon 
either. It could come from the Low Countries, as could Lewin if it represents 
Lebwin rather than Leofwine. The name Lewin does of course represent the 

214 Feudal Aids V, p. 55 (1346). 
215 E.g. Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mort em, VI, No. 705. 
216 Copinger's Manors of Suffolk I, p. 320. 
217 For It fees, Feudal Aids V, p. 32 (1301-2), though for 2t fees in 1325: Inquisition Post 

Mortem 19 E.2, Calendar VI, p. 705. 
218 Norwich Cathedral Register Ill, f. 234 v., to be dated between 1121 and 1135, printed at 

Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 159. This was confirmed by the Empress Maud to Robert de 
Valoignes, as is recited in the further confirmation by Henry 11 between 1154 and 1162 -
ibid., f. 228 v., printed ibid. p. 159. 

219 Complete Peerage I X , p. 412 et seqq., citing B.M. Lans. M.S. 229, f. 146 v. 
220 Barbara Dodwell, Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 153, note (i). 
221 Norwich Cathedral Register Ill, f. 235 v., printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 158. 
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name Leofwine - provided that the man who bore it was English. It does not in 
itself show that he was English. 

X. Undertenants 

Of the manors making up the later barony, Little Easton (2 hides, worth £8 
a year) and probably Bildeston (6 carucates, worth £10 a year) were in demesne 
in 1086 as they were later, and so was Wix (4 hides, worth £10 a year) in which 
Waiter Mascherel and Alexander were later enfeoffed. Little Bromley (nearly 2 
hides, worth £4 a year) and Little Chesterford (5 hides, worth £6 a year) were 
already held by an anonymous "one knight" each, while "Cernel" in Dorset 
(5 carucates, worth £6 a year) was held by one Bernard, and Sezincote in Glouc
estershire (worth £3 a year) was less than half (2 carucates) in demesne. Swilland 
(two and a third carucates, worth £3 lOs. Od. a year) was still in demesne, 
though it was not later. This barony is a good illustration of the disproportion 
between the later assessment in knights' fees and the value of the holdings. Little 
Easton, Bildeston and Wix were rated at only one knight apiece; while Little 
Chesterford, though worth hardly more than half of any of these, was rated at 
two knights, and Little Bromley and Godmanston, together worth the same as 
Bildeston, were rated at four knights. On the other hand, it seems that the 
tenant-in-chief remained solely responsible for castle-guard. 

Of the four undertenancies Little Bromley and Little Chesterford need not 
detain us, and we have already dealt with Wix. There remains Swilland, into 
which we are obliged to go, because it affords one more involvement with the 
name of Windsor. 

Swilland was held at the time of the "carta" of 1177 by Waiter de "Windres
ores", who must be the person whose land both at Swilland and in Essex 
(Wormingford, Maplestead, and two small holdings at Hamme and Crepinges) 
was in the King's hand from shortly before Michaelmas 1184222 to Michaelmas 
1189. He must further be the same as the Waiter de Windsor who in 1198223 
divided his lands held in chief with his brother224 William, ancestor of the later 
Lords Windsor, for Maplestead and Hamme at least devolved in the same way 
as the manors allotted by that partition to Waiter. 

Of the two brothers William was aged 18 in 1185,225 but Waiter was not then 

222 In Essex the Sheriff accounted for 37 shillings' income at Michaelmas 1184 (Pipe Roll30 
H.2, Pipe Roll Society 33, p. 133), although the annual income in the next year (Pipe 
Roll Society 34, p. 14) was £17 4s. 10d., and in subsequent years £21 4s. 7d. From Suffolk 
nothing is shown in that year, but at Michaelmas 1185 the Sheriff accounted for 117 
shillings (Pipe Roll31 H.2, Pipe Roll Society 34, p. 42), which must have been more than 
a year's income: the next year was 108 shillings, and after that it was 100 shillings. The 
entries in the Pipe Rolls for 32, 33 and 34 H.2 and 1 R.1 are at Pipe Roll Society 36, p.12 
and 68; 37, p. 122 and 58; 38, p. 31 and 65; and Rot.Pip.R. 1, p. 21 and 55. Swilland is 
first actually named in these entries in 31 H.2, and Wormingford and Maplestead in 
32H.2. 

223 Final Concord 9 R.1,Pipe Roll Society 23, p.110. 
224 There is some reason for supposing them to be first cousins rather than brothers. A 

partition between first cousins seems almost more unlikely than between brothers, but in 
any case little of what follows would be changed. 

225 Rotulus de Dominabus, Pipe Roll Society 35, p. 35. 
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in ward: he was probably of age the year before when the King for some reason 
took the three manors mentioned, describing them as Waiter's, and kept them 
for four years. The dates therefore forbid that it should be the same Waiter de 
Windsor who informed226 Bishop William of Norwich (1146 to 1175) that he had 
given Swilland Church to Wix Priory, or who, with his mother Christine, gave 
Wormingford Church to the same Priory.227 The name of his mother Christina 
forbids the latter identification, for after the death of the younger Waiter's 
father his widow was Hawise, so that if this Waiter had another mother she 
must have died before his father and could not join with Waiter in any grant. 
Christina had independently given Swilland Church to Wix Priory during the 
episcopate of the same Bishop William,228 being styled "de Withermundeford" 
(Wormingford), and being then wife of Roger de Glanville. Which Waiter 
de- Windsor gave three neifs to St. Paul's229 from the manor of Maplestead230 
is not clear, there being no date. 

The father of the younger Waiter (and of his brother William) died in 
1176,231 and was called William:232 the elder Waiter must therefore have been his 
elder and childless brother, dying before 1166,233 and Christina de Wormingford 
must have been the mother of both of them by (her first husband) William de 
Windsor of Windsor Castle, son of Waiter fitz Other. There were thus in two 
succeeding generations brothers called Waiter and William.234 

The younger Waiter was alive in 1201,235 but dead before 1204, when his 
widow Ginda, then wife ofWilliam de Biskeley, recovered 40 acres at Hamme as 
her dower.236 A fine was paid in 1206237 for his inheritance, which was divided 
between (his grandson) Ralph de Hodeng and (his son-in-law) Duncan de 
Lascelles. The Hodeng moiety of Waiter's tenancy in chief passed eventually to 

226 New Monasticon IV, p. 515, No. Il. 
227 Confirmation by King Henry Il, witnessed by Archbishop Richard of Canterbury 

(1177 to 1184) and Bishop Gilbert of London (1163 to 1189)- Newcourt's Repertorium 
II, p. 685, citing Stokesley 44. Clark (loc. cit. p. 131) cites Morant I, p. 468, for joining to 
Waiter and his mother Christina another Christina, daughter of Ralph de Windsor: 
Morant does in fact mention this other Christina, but separately, citing for her "Antient 
Deeds without date." 

228 A.14127, confirmed by Bishop William with A.14131, considered to be perhaps genuine, 
and printed at Pipe Roll Society 36 NS, p. 62 and Plate III. 

229 Hist. MSS Comm., 9th Report, App. i (MSS of Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's), p. 34. 
230 Maplestead is not specified as their origin, but the bailiff of Maplestead was a witness : 

this is presumably why Round says they came from there- Anl!estor I. 119, at page 125 
231 Young William had been nine years in ward in 1185- Rotulus de Dominabus, Pipe Roll 

Society35,p. 35. 
232 Ibid., and also when he submitted his "carta" in 1166- Red Book, page 315-316, 

totalling 20 knights. 
233 Since William is named in the carta. 
234 It cannot have been the elder pair who witnessed one of Ralph de Hastings' confirma

tions to Wix Priory (A.13897), for Ralph must still have been under age when the elder 
William died in 1176. It was probably the younger pair, though William (expressly 
"brother" to Waiter de Windsor) is surnamed "de Fraisneto." Was he a uterine brother? 

235 When he was noticed as holding 7 (recte 7t) knights' fees in chief- Rot. Ob/., p. 173. 
236 Final Concord 5 Jo. (Essex No. 151), Essex Feet of Fines, I, p. 32. 
237 Rot. Ob!., p. 346. 
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Huntercombe; and Maplestead also passed to Hodeng238 and then to Hunter
combe.239 

The Red Book specifies that Waiter's Essex property in the King's hand in 
1187240 was held for a fee and a half of Richard de Montfichet, which led Round 
to suppose that the Christina de Wiham who was in 1166241 a tenant of unspeci
fied land in the same fief for one fee was Waiter's mother:242 this involves 
"Wiham" being a misreading at some stage of an abbreviation for "Wither
mundefeud", which is just possible. 

The earliest known undertenant, then, of Swilland was Christina de 
Wormingford, who also held Wormingford and Maplestead under the Mont
fichets. She may have been the daughter or grand-daughter of Ilger, the Domes
day undertenant; but neither Ilger nor anyone else had held Swilland at Domes
day under Waiter the Deacon. Her first husband was William de Windsor of 
Windsor Castle, by whom she had two sons, Waiter who died without issue 
before her, and William who succeeded. William died in 1176, leaving two minor 
sons Waiter and William, and Maplestead at least passed to Waiter, for it went 
to his heirs. 

The succession to Worrningford and Swilland, however, is lost, though 
mention is made of one Step hen de "Windesoveres", witness to an undated 
grant of land at Swilland to Wix Priory.243 

In 1210/11 and 1211/12244 SwillanQ. was held for half a fee by one Robert de 
Hastings, whose family connections do not appear; but his most probable place 
is as nephew of Robert of Little Easton and of Ralph of Wix: he was perhaps 
son of the youngest Alexander. It is not specified that he held directly of Godfrey 
de Lovaine, but that is the natural presumption. It is not clear whether this was 
the same Robert de Hastings who at Michaelmas 1205245 was owing a mark for 
that year's scutage (John's sixth) on an unnamed holding in (Norfolk or) 
Suffolk not in chief: a mark represented half a fee. 

It is also not clear whether it was the same Robert de Hastings who by 
Michaelmas 120}246 had paid a mark, equally for scutage of that year; but if it 
was he also had two fees, not in chief, in Essex (or Hertford),247 and these 2t 

238 lnq. p.m. on Ralph de Hodeng, 31 H.3, Calendar I, p. 20. 
239 Morant II, p. 277. 
240 Page66. 
241 Ibid., page 350. 
242 Ancestor I, p. 125. Since he meant the younger Waiter he found himself in the difficulties 

mentioned above and retracted, Ancestor II, p. 97; but this objection does not apply if 
she were mother of the elder Waiter. 

243 A .3691. 
244 Red Book, p. 477. 
245 Pipe Roll 7 Jo., Norf. & Suff., Pipe Roll Society 19 NS, p. 238, repeated 8 and 9 Jo., 

Pipe Roll Society20 NS, p. 31,22 NS, p. 173. 
246 Pipe Roll 3 Jo., Norf. & Suff., Pipe Roll Society 14 NS, p. 141 (also Red Book, p. 141), 

repeated 4 Jo., Pipe Roll Society 15 NS, p. 117. 
247 He owed 5 marks for John's second scutage, Pipe Roll 3 Jo., Ess. & Hertf., Pipe Roll 

Society 14 NS, p. 72, repeated 4 Jo. , Pipe Roll Society 15 NS, p. 267, with the note that he 
had paid 1 mark in Norfolk(sic), "asisnotedinthepreviousRoll";andin5Jo.,PipeRoll 
Society 16 NS, p. 129, his outstanding debt for the second scutage is simply 4 marks. 
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fees had been held continuously by Robert de Hastings since at least 1194,248 
long before Waiter de Windsor's death. An odd feature is that Godfrey de 
Lovaine was held responsible for these 2-!- fees at John's first, third and fourth 
scutages, (1200, 1202 and 1203),249 but not for the second (1201) or subsequent 
scutages: this was in addition to the 2 marks which Godfrey owned for the one 
fee250 (evidently at Little Easton) which he held on his own account. His con
nection with Robert's scutage may have been personal. 

Although the effect of all this is far from clear, it may well be that this 
Robert de Hastings got Swilland, and perhaps other manors in Essex, in frank
marriage with a sister of Waiter and William de Windsor. Here at least would be 
a Robert de Hastings marrying a Windsor heiress, the confused memory of 
which may be responsible for the later attribution of such a marriage to Robert 
de Hastings of Little Easton. 

It may again be the same Robert de Hastings who in 1208251 was sued in 
mort d'ancestor for Burstall in Suffolk by Robert de Glanville - de Glanville 
was the name of Christine de Wormingford's second husband- and was able to 
reply that his daughter held it and not he. This means that it had belonged to his 
wife who had died without sons and leaving an only daughter. If so, this would 
seem to be an earlier wife, for there is no record of the Windsors having held 
Burstall. His second wife, of the Windsor family, can also have had no son, for 
Swilland was held in 1263252 by Adam son of Robert de Cokefield. He again 
perhaps had no son, for in 130}253 it was held of Matthew de Lovaine by John 
Weylond for half a fee. John Weylond's grand-daughter Cicely brought it to the 
Burghershfamily. 

248 Richard's second and third scutages (imposed in 1195 and 1196) of 50 shillings each, 
which means 2t fees at £1, and specified to be for non-capital honours, remained out
standing till 1203, and in 1204 disappeared, presumably by remission simultaneously 
with the 5 marks of John's second scutage. This coincidence, together with the fact 
that the holder had the same name, held in each case otherwise than in chief, and in each 
case 2t fees, makes it clear that the same holding is in question throughout, although these 
debts are always mentioned on different pages from those of John's scutages. There was 
no earlier scutage than1194; and he was still liable to scutage in Essex (and Hertford) 
in 1211, 13 Jo., Red Book p. 174. The references are Richard's first scutage (paid) Pipe 
Roll Society 5 NS, p. 37 (Red Book, p. 94); second and third scutages, Pipe Roll Society 
7 NS, p. 119 and 123 (Red Book, p. 98), repeated up to Pipe Roll Society 16 NS, p. 126, 
and not afterwards mentioned. John's first scutage, Pipe Roll Society 10 NS, p. 104 
(Red Book p. 133), transferred next year to Godfrey de Lovaine's account, Pipe Roll 
Society 12 NS, p. 46. 

249 Pipe Roll Society 12 NS, p. 46,15 NS, p. 270; and 16 NS, p. 134. They were all repeated 
each year, consolidated 11 Jo., Pipe Roll Society 24 NS, p. 200; and remitted the next 
year. 

250 For the four scutages, Pipe Roll Society 10 NS, p. 104; 14 NS, p. 72; 15 NS, p. 270; 
16 NS, p. 134. They were repeated, consolidated and remitted as in the last note. 

257 Curia Regis Roll, 9-10 Jo., Suff., Cur.Reg. V., p. 205. 
252 Final Concord, Easter 47 H.3 (Divers Counties No. 410), Essex Feet of Fines I, p. 260. 

This was a settlement of a claim to dower by Muriel, widow of Matthew de Lovaine. 
Three tenants are named (Philip Basset, Adam son of Robert de Cokfield, and Nicholas 
le Bret), and three manors (Suynelonde, Little Cestreford and Wykes). Little Chesterford 
is specified as held by Nicholas le Bret; we know Wix belonged to Philip Basset; and 
Swilland must therefore have been held by Adam de Cokfield. 

253 Inquisition Post Mort em 30 E.1, Calendar IV, No. 97 -a quarter fee in 1302-3 according 
to Feudal Aids, V. p. 26. 
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XI. Summary 

I. WALTER, nicknamed the Deacon, born perhaps about 1040,254was younger 
brother of Derek who had a barony of 15 knights' fees in Norfolk, Suffolk and 
Essex, centred on Bacton. Both were possibly, but not very probably, sons of 
"Lewin" de Bacton, the pre-conquest lord of that and many other manors. 
Derek was dead by 1086, leaving a minor son Hugh, and Waiter had charge of 
his barony. Waiter had also by Domesday in his own right a barony of 10 fees, 
comprising seven manors and centred on Little Easton in Essex: five of these 
manors had belonged to Queen Edith, and at least one had been given him by 
her. In this one (Wix) he gave land to the parish church. Before Domesday he 
had subinfeudated one-third (by value) of his barony against two-thirds of his 
knight-service. There is no indication of the date of his death. 

He was twice married, his second wife being possibly of Saxon royal blood. 
To judge from the probable dates of birth of his children, he married her soon 
after the conquest: his probable eldest child by her was called Edith, possibly 
also after Queen Edith who died in 1075; and her younger son Alexander could 
have been named after Queen St. Margaret's son Alexander of Scotland, born 
very shortly before him. 

By his first wife Waiter had a son and successor-
1. Robert, born perhaps about 1065, who follows-

and by his second wife two more sons, enfeoffed together by their elder 
brother after 1100 in Wix-

2. Waiter Mascherei, who at the instance of his sister Edith founded 
Wix Priory, endowing it with the parish church and other lands. He was 
succeeded by his son, another Waiter Mascherei, dead without issue by 
1177. 

3. Alexander de Waiham, or de Wix, born perhaps about 1080, 
married Alice and had a son William who died before him. He added largely 
to the endowment of Wix Priory. His seal255 was a centaur with a bow, 
shooting an arrow back over his own tail. He died about 1160, when he 
would be about 80, survived by his wife, but by no issue, and having con
veyed all his self-acquired property to his great-nephew Ralph de Hastings. 
Wix also passed to the same Ralph probably by inheritance after the 
exclusion ofthe tenant-in-chief. 

Waiter the Deacon had also two daughters by his second wife-
1. Edith, born perhaps about 1070, wife first of Ralph the Seneschal, 

and secondly of Maurice de Windsor, who succeeded Ralph as Seneschal 
of the Abbey of Bury St. Edmunds. Maurice and Edith had under the 
Bishop of Norwich a holding in Purley (of the barony of Bacton, which had 
passed to the Bishop) and also the church at Hoxne where in 1130 (she 

254 He was old enough to be given Wix by Queen Editb between 1066 and 1075, and young 
enough to have a son alive till 1160. His brother was young enough for his heir to be 
underage in 1086. 

255 Very clearly on A.5266 (formerly Cartae Antiquae L.2.31.6) and A.13946. 
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would be about 60) they founded a Priory with liberty to retire there. She 
was also responsible for her brother's and her husband's generosity to Wix 
Priory. She had no issue by either husband. 

2. (unnamed) perhaps born about 1090, married to (probably Waiter) 
de Oseville, and mother of Sewall de Oseville who was alive in 1189 but 
dead by 1199. He was father of another Sewall de Oseville, who was in 
litigation with Ralph de Hastings over Wix, to which he claimed to succeed, 
until he quitclaimed in 1203. He is not again heard of. 

II. ROBERT fitz Waiter, born perhaps about 1065, eldest son of Waiter the 
Deacon, above, enfeoffed his half brothers in Wix and died about 1130. The 
name of his wife is unknown, but she may have been of the Hastings family. 
He had three, perhaps four sons: 

1. William fitz Robert, perhaps born about 1100, who follows. 
2. (perhaps) Ralph de Hastings, enfeoffed in Bildeston and apparently 

enjoying the favour of King Henry II, since he was let off his contribution 
to his brother's scutage in 1159, and witnessed at least one charter of his. 
He died without issue, apparently soon after. 

3. Master Richard de Hastings, apparently also had land in Bildeston, 
since he made a grant of it, but was in Holy Orders by 1180 or so. He was 
perhaps Master of the English Temple from 1154 to 1180. 

4. Alexander, perhaps died young. 

Ill. WILLIAM fitz Robert, perhaps born about 1100, son of Robert above, 
whom he succeeded in the barony about 1130; married about 1155, evidently as 
his second wife, Heloise de Gwerres, who had some connection with Bildeston. 
He probably enfeoffed his brothers Ralph and Richard in Bildeston; and on the 
lapse of his uncle Alexander de Walham's half half share of Wix he enfeoffed his 
own son Ralph in it, having arranged for Alexander to transfer to Ralph in his life
time his own acquisitions. He used an ordinary equestrian seal,256 none surviving 
with a legend. He died about 1163, and Heloise was dowered in Bildeston: the 
King remarried her to Gilbert de Pinkney of Weedon, Northants, and on Gil
bert's death again in 1181 to another William fitz Robert, coming from York
shire. He was alive in 1195, and she as late as 1219, when she cannot have been 
far short of 85. 

By a former wife William appears to have had three daughters-
1. Alice de Hastings, wife of George 
2. Agnes? de Hastings, wife of Sylvester 
3. Emma de Hastings, married Waiter de Exeter, and had several 

children of whom one, Ralph de Exeter, was in litigation with Ralph de 
Hastings ofWixin 1189-

and by Heloise de Gwerres five sons -
1. Robert de Hastings, born about 1155, his successor in the barony. 

256 On A.13881, 13882,13883,13780. 
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2. Ralph de Hastings, perhaps born in 1156, succeeded in minority to 
Wix, having had the gift of his great-uncle's self-acquired property when in 
the cradle or scarce out of it. Mter his brother Robert's death his title to 
Wix was challenged on many hands, but he retained it. He used the only 
heraldic seal in the family, a lion passant to the sinister.257 He seems not to 
have married till after 1200, his wife's name being unkown. He died in 1210 
leaving an only daughter and heir, called by her grandmother's name-

Heloise de Hastings, born about 1205; married about 1230 Sir 
Philip Basset of Wycombe, later Justiciar, and by him had an only 
daughter and heir. 

3. John de Hastings, represented Ralph in his litigation with Sewall de 
Oseville in 1199; perhaps parson of Bildeston in 1191. 

4. Alexander de Hastings, used an ordinary equestrian seal ;258 may 
have been father of-

Robert de Hastings, who held Swilland under this barony, 
probably acquired in frank-marriage with the sister of Waiter de 
Windsor of Windsor Castle. He must have been succeeded by a 
daughter. 

5. Ranulf de Hastings
and also a daughter -

Beatrice de Hastings, who had land at Westfirth. She married first 
Gilbert Carbonel and secondly William de Goldingham, and had a son 
William Car bone! for whom Ralph de Hastings of Wix promised to provide 
a maritagium. 

IV. ROBERT de Hastings, born about 1155, eldest son and heir of William fitz 
Robert, whom he succeeded about 1163. He used an ordinary equestrian seaJ.259 
It was no doubt his Yorkshire stepfather (if so, not before 1181) who found him 
a Yorkshire bride, Maud, elder daughter of Roger de Flamville of Fryton by 
Ivetta de Arches, and coheiress to her brother Hugh de Flamville. He died before 
September 1189, when he would be 34, and she was dowered in Bildeston and 
alive at least as late as 1219. 

V. ALICE de Hastings, probably born about 1182; married by King Richard to 
Ralph de Cornhill in 1189 or 1190. On his death without issue by her in 1199 
she was immediately married again to Godfrey de Lovaine, half-brother to the 
Duke ofBrabant. Both he and Alice were dead by 1226, when their son Matthew 
de Lovaine paid for the succession to the baro:ny. 

257 Perfectly on A .13896, also on A .13761; and a recognisable part on A.13894. 
258 A.13694 
259 A.13770 
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Three Georgian Houses 
The Rebuilding of Thorpe Hall, Thorpe Vicarage and Kirby Vicarage. 

1822-1828. 

By E. A. Wood 

Appearances may deceive; but a number of houses in Thorpe-le-Soken 
seem to have been built in the first 30 years of the 19th century. Among them are 
"Whitehall" on Second Green; "Thorpe Green House"; the large house with 
slate roof and small shop window opposite the war memorial; the former 
public house on the north side of Abbey Street; and a part of "Rose Farm". 

A house with a gabled front, formerly known as Jumbo House, and the 
edifice with two storeyed bay windows immediately east of Mill Lane, both 
on the south side of Thorpe Street, can be shown from the Court Books of the 
manor almost certainly to have been built the one between 1800 and 1829 and 
the other between 1800 and 1826. 

The Baptist Church and the house between it and The Street were erected 
in 1802, and on the plot now occupied by the National Provincial Bank a house 
had "lately" been erected in 1820. 

A cottage on the north side of Abbey Street, until recently the first house 
east of The Abbey grounds, was built in 1820 by the owner of the site, Daniel 
Harland, bricklayer, who sold it the same year. 

"The Limes" was built and first occupied in 1830, on evidence both of the 
Court Books and of the parish Rate Books, by Thomas Osmond, surgeon. 

It happens that the accounts for rebuilding Thorpe Hall and the Vicarage 
houses of Thorpe and K.irby have survived and are in the Essex Record Office 
(D/DHfT92/86: and D/DV 271/53 pp. 217-225). They are now published, after 
notes about the Squire and the Vicar of Thorpe, the artisans and tradesmen con
cerned with Thorpe Hall and Vicarage, and the likely sources of the materials 
they used. The accounts for Kirby Vicarage have not been examined in detail. 

John Martin Leake inherited Thorpe Hall from his father John, to whom 
it had descended from Step hen Martin Leake, Garter King of Arms (b. 1702: 
d. 1773). This John junior was aged 49 in 1822. He had been educated at St. 
John's College, Cambridge: he became M.A. in 1797, and was called to the Bar 
in the Middle Temple the same year. He was a Justice of the Peace for the County 
of Essex. Before his death at the age of 88, he was to be Chairman of Essex 
Quarter Sessions, and Bencher and Treasurer of the Middle Temple. 

His accounts show that he paid for the rebuilding partly out of rents of 
Thorpe Hall Farm and neighbouring lands, let to Robert Sallows and Edward 
Blyth, partly out of tithes as lay Rector, and partly by sale of timber. But there 
was also cash, presumably through his banker, elsewhere. 

William Burgess had become Vicar of the consolidated parishes ofThorpe, 
Kirby and Walton-le-Soken in 1823. He had been born at Maidwell, North
amptonshire, in 1779, son of William and Diana Burgess. From 1801 to 1816 
he paid rates in the parish of St. Runwald, Colchester, for grocery business 
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Fig.l: Sketch of Thorpe Hall, end front by Garden 
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Fig. 2: Sketch of Thorpe Hall, end front to the yard. 
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premises in which he followed Robert Dobson, at the corner of Pelham's Lane, 
and probably numbers 31 and 32 High Street, which were later to be mentioned 
in his Will as occupied by E. S. Saunders and Mr. I. C. Graves. Saunders suc
ceeded Burgess when, after playing an active part in the Colchester and East 
Essex Association in aid of the Church Missionary Society and as Secretary of 
the local Bible Society, he left Colchester and having purchased the advowson 
of the So ken parishes, was made deacon and licenced as curate of Tattingstone 
in Suffolk. In 1817 he was ordained priest at Norwich, and in 1818 was admitted 
sizar at Queen's College, Cambridge. He did not matriculate until1827, when he 
was made a B.D. also. 

He lived in Colchester until the new vicarage house at Thorpe was habitable. 
Letters were addressed to him there, and in February 1824 he was said to be 
"of Colchester, clerk". At his age of 44 the ride to Thorpe or even to Walton to 
take a service on Sunday would have presented no insuperable difficulty and he 
soon provided himself with a curate. His account book shows the sums he re
ceived in tithes, and in fees both as Vicar and as Commissary of the Lord of the 
Peculiar Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction of the Soken. They amounted to no more 
than £446 in 1826, the best year during the rebuildings. He had, of course, his 
rents from the Colchester houses. It would be interesting to know whether 
business profits, inheritance or matrimony had provided the remainder of his 
income. His wife, who was two years younger than he, was a native of Colchester. 
They were childless, and occupied the new Vicarage until William died in 1861. 

ThorpeHall 
There is in the Essex Record Office among the Martin Leake papers a 

grandiose "Design of Embellishment to Front of Thorpe Hall" by J. Johnson, 
dated 1782. Upon a rusticated ground floor with a window on either side of 
a central door were to be four Corinthian pilasters, the height of two floors, 
supporting a decorative entablature surmounted by four urns. As far as is 
known the design was never used. The date of the little sketches in one of the 
Martin Leake notebooksl (Figs. 1-4) is uncertain. The building of 1822-1824 
presumably took the place of the three-storeyed section, the "offices" outlined 
on the plan being added later. 

If this was so, there would have been no need for felling except to raise 
money by sale of timber and bark (used for tanning): but the estate included 
some woodland from which trees could be taken. Demolition must have been 
included in the charge by the builder, Thomas Lewis of Thorpe. Although only 
his carpentry is mentioned in the accounts, and in other connections (such as 
repairs to Thorpe Church) he is described as carpenter, it was as builder that he 
witnessed a Will in 1833, and as carpenter and builder that he made his own 
Will in 1839. Furthermore, the large sums paid him by Martin Leake make 
it certain he was the principal contractor. 

Thomas Lewis' yard was on the north side of Thorpe Street. The site is 

1 E.R.O. D/DHF T92/88 and to D/DHfT92/77/l. 
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now occupied by a house and shops in one of which is the post office, and lies 
west of the garden of the old post office at the end of Landermere Road. 

A great deal of carting was required. Robert Sallows, the lessee of Thorpe 
Hall farm, provided most of this. He had been responsible for felling the trees 
and stripping the bark, and the first payment to him was for carting away the 
timber and bricking - perhaps waste material from the demolished house. 
Then there were bricks to be brought to the site. Daniel Harland, already men
tioned as an owner of property in Abbey Street, supplied some red bricks from 
his kiln but by far the greater number were white bricks from further afield. I 
have not yet discovered who was South. Messrs. Large and Salmon submitted an 
estimate for repair of Kirby Church in 1828 and surveyed it again in 1831. 
There was a Joseph Salmon of Beaumont, builder, in 1815, who in 1831 was 
admitted to a cottage on Thorpe Green on forfeiture of a mortgage, but by 
then he was a maltster in Great Oakley. Large I cannot find. As for Ambrose, 
if the abbreviated word after his name means Manningtree, his bricks would 
have been carted from Landermere wharf, about two miles from Thorpe Hall, 
after being shipped down the Stour by barge. There was at the time a John 
Ambrose of Manningtree, a solicitor. Could it have been on such a voyage 
that a sail had to be hired at Harwich - more canvas in a calm, or replacement 
of a sail rent in a gale ? 

Cardinal, who provided sand, was probably Clarkson Cardinal of Tend
ring, from whom at his death in 1825 his only son John inherited Barker's Farm 
in the north-west of the parish of Thorpe. 

Lime came from John Elmer of Elmer's Farm (now in ruins) near Thorpe 
Second Green, a tenant of Sir William Grant, Master of the Rolls. Elmer had a 
share with George Pattrick in Landermere Wharf where was a lime kiln. No 
doubt chalk was imported by sea for conversion in the kiln, and coal came also 
by water for this and other uses. Elmer supplied it to the churchwardens (of 
whom he was one) for the Vestry in 1826. 

The principal craftsman employed was, naturally, the bricklayer Gifford. 
He was probably William Gifford, a tenant of part of Barker's Farm, who was 
being employed at the time on repairs to Thorpe Church, and who was to do 
similar work there in 1831. There was, however, another bricklayer in Thorpe, 
Sadler Gifford, who is mentioned in 1808 and in 1848. 

It will be seen that Gifford and Frost the plumber paid £10 each to John 
Martin Leake in 1822 for some purpose unspecified, but perhaps for materiali 
saved from the old house. 

This Frost was another who earned a good sum for his work at Thorpe 
Hall. Whatever their family relationship Simon Frost and George Frost were 
both plumbers and painters. "Mr. Frost glazier" was repeatedly paid for work in 
Thorpe Church between 1803 and 1841. Simon Frost, painter, was on the jury 
list from 1828. Simon Frost, plumber, worked on the church in 1831. There is no 
mention of a George before 1827 when one was admitted to premises on the 
north side of Thorpe Street, where the Red House now stands, and the occupier 
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of these premises was Simon Frost. The two were owner and occupier also of 
lands in Golden Lane, and the next year George acquired land on which the 
Crown Hotel now stands and which then included a "plumbery". This George 
Frost was described, however, in 1827 as of Hackney, Middlesex, schoolmaster. · 
It was probably another George, who as plumber, glazier and painter held a 
plot on the south side of Thorpe Street at his death in 1829 and had had it since 
1800. Between these dates he built Jumbo House, which still shows a small 
window above and a large below, on the street front, under a gable end with 
carved barge boards. 

On a brick building Slyth and Lufkin, masons, of High Street, Colchester, 
would not have much to do, but they received some payments. 

Of the other craftsmen, less heavily involved, Alexander Mussett the 
blacksmith produced material from his forge next his dwelling house, which was 
one of the cottages between the way leading to the Baptist Church and the yard 
of the Bell Inn, on the north side of Thorpe Street. However, an iron gate, 
fences and hurdles for the park were obtained from one Garratt. Although there 
was a family of that name in Thorpe in the 17th and 18th centuries, I cannot 
find out who this individual was. James Baxter, who did a small job in 1826 had 
a forge on the south side of Abbey Street, having acquired it in 1820 from Robert 
Baxter, blacksmith. The site is commemorated in the name of a house built 
within the last few years. Ironmongery for the Hall came from Jos. Wallis of 
High Street, Colchester. He had supplied various articles for the church between 
1813 and 1816, and "two scrapers for the church door, 12/-" in 1821. J. W. 
Coleman was another Colchester ironmonger, with premises in Head Street. 

We must suppose that a rope was required for hauling building materials 
up the scaffolding. It came from John Blowers, (horse) collar maker, whose 
dwelling and sadlers shop was on the north side of The Street, east of the 
little crooked lane and nearly opposite Mill Lane. A small gabled fish shop now 
occupies the front of the site. John Blowers had supplied new bell ropes for the 
church in 1821. His father was a collar maker in Kirby, and his brother plied 
the same trade in St. Osyth. The father was sufficiently well off to have a brick 
grave for his burial in 1828, and his goods were sworn under £1,000 for probate. 

I do not know who Thorpe was or what he supplied. But Shead was George 
Shead, a brazier, whose workshop, probably then and certainly later, was on the 
south side of Thorpe Street. The building at present on the plot is of brick with 
four doors and three bow-fronted windows on the ground floor, and stands just 
west of Jumbo House. 

It was probably Timothy Walford, junior, who sold furnishings. He was a 
cabinet maker and upholsterer with a shop in Head Street, Colchester, where 
Allen and Bryant, linen drapers, also traded. 

The sum of 8/- paid to Bagley may have been for some article brought from 
Colchester by Joseph Bagley of Great Clacton, carrier. He is mentioned in the 
Thorpe Court Books in 1828. He is more likely than William Bagley of Thorpe, 
victualler, who was on the jury list in 1828 and who later, at any rate, had the 
Bell Inn. 
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Plate 1: The Yicara~e, Thorpe-le-Soken , 1951. 



There remain to be mentioned two who received large payments. One was 
the architect Mark Greystone Thompson of Dedham. I am grateful to Mr: J. 
Bensusan-Butt for drawing my attention to his having made plans for the Essex 
County Hospital, Colchester in 1819, as well as the works mentioned in Colvin's 
"Dictionary of English Architects" (1954). 

The other is Scovell. This name in the original accounts might equally 
be read "Sorrell". But as Scovell was paid for whitewashing at Thorpe Vicarage 
in 1825, and as there must have been a good deal of this work to ceilings and 
other parts of The Hall, I have used this rendering. There was a James Scovell, 
a bricklayer, in East Street, Colchester in 1823; and a William Scovell, aged 26, 
ofWalton, bachelor, was married at Kirby in 1835. I have not traced his parents. 

Thorpe Vicarage 

There is little doubt that the old vicarage house had fallen into some dis
repair. Years afterwards, those who knew the Rev. John Stoney, the predecessor 
of William Burgess, remembered how he had no income but a bare £300 a year 
upon which he brought up two sons and three daughters. Though he was zealous 
in his duties and well loved in his trinity of parishes, he must have had little to 
spend on improving the house. Then, this was not an uncommon state of affairs, 
to judge by the remarks of William Cobbett on his Rural Rides. 

That the new house was built within the curtilage of the old becomes clear 
from a study of the Court Books. In 1683 Jonas Rolfe surrendered to the use of 
his will a field called Long Shotts "lying near the Vicarage". At the time of the 
Tithe Schedule (1841) Elizabeth Rolph owned a field of the same name lying 
next the meadow belonging to the vicarage and on the east side thereof. 

In 1810 Hannah Cross took under the Will of her husband, who bequeathed 
his messuage situate near the Vicarage, etc. a cottage and a smith's forge and 
also a croft called the Bakehouse "afterwards known as the Anchor Public 
House, now three tenements". This site can be traced to that now occupied by 
Comarques Cottages nearly opposite the Vicarage. Moreover, there was an 
Anchor Field, part of Culverhouse lands which lie immediately north of the 
Vicarage grounds. 

In 1812 the Backlane was mentioned as "leading from Thorpe Vicarage 
towards Weeley". This was a short cut to avoid the curve of the King's highway 
at First Green and is shown on the Chapman and Andree map of 1777, and it was 
later incorporated into fields whose north-eastern sides form a straight line from 
a point near Comarques Cottages to the Weeley Road opposite Thorpe Green 
House. 

It will be noticed that the new vicar took over some fixtures from the old 
house. 

Joseph Parkins of Military Road, Colchester, land surveyor, was concerned 
with Farman and Bridge about site and plan of the vicarage. I can find nothing 
of Farman. There was a lawyer family of Firmin in Dedham, one of whom had 
once been steward of the Soken manors. Bridge may be John Bridge of Lion 
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Walk, Colchester, carpenter and builder, who figures in Pigot's "Directory of 
Essex", 1823-1825. 

The ground had to be cleared and a pond filled up. Another was made on 
the eastern boundary of the land and bushes were provided to screen it. The 
first payment of £150 made to the builders the day the foundation stone was 
laid may have included the charges for demolition: but the cellars which were to 
extend under the whole house may already have been constructed. Having 
failed to find a firm of Copping and Lewis, I note there was a carpenter T. 
Coppin in Magdalen Street, Colchester, and Thomas and John Lewis in the 
same street were timber merchants. Perhaps it was they and not Thomas Lewis 
of Thorpe, whom I have assumed was building Thorpe Hall at this time. 

The stone was laid on 23rd May and the roof was raised the 21st July. The 
house would have been almost square in plan but for the small enclosure be
tween the two lateral arms at the back. (Plate 1). It was of yellowish bricks under 
a slate roof, and of two storeys. A small porch with a flat leaded roof supported 
by two fluted wooden columns sheltered the south front door with its "rappers". 
Through this an entrance hall, with a staircase opposite the door, led on to div
ide into corridors, one on the left going towards the study and a back door, the 
other to the right behind the stairs to the kitchen. On either side in front was a 
well lit room having windows both in the front and at the side of the house. 
The kitchen faced east. Opposite its door, and behind a storeroom in the centre 
of the ground floor, was a pantry. 

On the upper floor, four bedrooms corresponded with the principal ground 
floor rooms. A miniature room had a window above the front door. The space 
above the storeroom and pantry was occupied by a little linen room and a 
larger room later, if not then, used as a bathroom. From the windows of these, 
the only lights at the back of the house (excepting the pantry), Dovercourt Bay 
could be seen in the distance. 

During August 1823 floors and ceilings were being constructed, so that by 
October the stoves and grates could be fitted. The firm of Carron is still in 
existence. 

The small sum paid for digging a well suggests that only cleaning out of an 
old well had to be done. 

Some fir trees were planted in the winter, probably from the same Clarkson 
Cardinal who sold sand for Thorpe Hall, for he had a plantation in the north
west corner of the parish. More trees were bought of William Cant, the nursery
man and seedsman of St. John Street, Colchester. 

During the next twelve months or so, outhouses, a yard and a drive came 
into being. An addition was made to the garden by purchase of 2 roods 18 
perches of Culverhouse lands from James ·Nicholson, and this was later levelled 
and planted with fruit trees. The eastern part of the Vicarage land was made into 
a vegetable garden with box edging, and backed by a garden wall concealing the 
drying ground. Some of the outhouses seem to have been of brick with tiled 
roofs, but others of timber with a straw thatch. The size and shape of most of 
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these, as represented on the Tithe map, do not correspond with those more 
extensive buildings which were later put up at the back of the house. 

Some of the persons concerned in this enterprise can be identified. The 
Vicar's accounts show that Mrs. Rallings paid tithe in the years 1823 to 1830, 
and she was probably Sarah Rawling of Thorpe, farmer, who made her will in 
1830. But the carting was done by Mr. Railing: perhaps Thomas Rawlings who 
attended the Vestry in 1822, and the same as Rawling who was presented for 
enclosure of a part of the waste abutting on lands occupied by himself but owned 
by Sir William Rowley on the west side of Thorpe Green in 1826. 

There were a number of Smiths in Thorpe and the neighbourhood and a 
Brooks was a grocer in Weeley, but as there was no paving stone in the county 
an outsider is just as likely to have been the importer of it. I can find no Fincham, 
the supplier of box trees, and Blowers as a tree vendor is a puzzle, the only 
Blowers known to be in Thorpe at the time being the sadler already mentioned. 
I cannot find Tye or Golding. A widow Tye had, years before, a wood near 
Golden Lane, which took its name from the family of Golding, farmers there in 
the 18th century. ("Tye" was paid 11/- for a load of wood for the workhouse in 
1823). 

The bells hung in the upstairs passage and used to call the servants were 
put up by Thomas Dawson. In 1800 he had bought a house in The Street, just 
west of the large house with a parapet adjoining Moore's stores, and he added 
land to these premises in 1827. His house had been known since the middle of 
the 16th century as Little Chambers. Dawson was called in periodically by 
the Overseers of the Poor to mend the workhouse clock. 

More is known of William Scowen, for there survives a sworn statement of 
his to prove his Settlement. It was made in 1822. He says he was then residing 
in Thorpe. He was born at Ringshall, Suffolk. Fifty one years ago he had let 
himself to a thatcher at East Bergholt. Eighteen years ago he had married his 
present wife who then held a copyhold estate in Thorpe, where he resided 14 
years, and then joined with her in the sale of it to Mr. Coates of Great Holland. 
The Court Books show that the Scowens surrended the premises, (a cottage on 
what had been wasteland at the side of the road from Thorpe Cross to Lower 
Kirby) in the year 1819, the wife having been admitted as Sarah Lowns, spinster, 
in 1803. 

Mr. Downes who, so late, received a proportion of the valuation, was W. 
Downes of North Hill, Colchester, surveyor and land agent. 

The Vicar played his part in giving employment to the poor of the parish. 
Bradbrook, Garnham, Manning and Nichols were all pauper families. More 
than one member of each was receiving outdoor relief occasionally or regularly 
throughout 1823. George Nichols was later much used by the Highway Sur
veyors in reparing the roads. William Scawen the thatcher was also in need of 
relief in the early part of the same year. 

To support all the above statements by references to sources would be a 
lengthy affair. They are part of a larger study of the houses, lands and inhabit-
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ants of Thorpe-le-Soken in the early part of the 19th century; and are based 
largely on a process of identifying the sites of present day premises on the Tithe 
map; from the accompanying Schedule discovering their owners in 1841; and 
then finding in the Court Books the title of these owners to such premises as 
were copyhold; and so tracing their ownership backwards to the period under 
study. As is obvious, the Rate Books and Account Books of the Overseers and 
Churchwardens have been used. A photographic copy ofPigot's Essex Directory 
was provided me by the County Archivist: and so were the copies of the sketches 
and plan of Thorpe Hall. I am much indebted to the Staff of the Essex Record 
Office for their kindness and ever ready help. 

Account of Expenses for Rebuilding Thorpe Hall1822, 1823 & 1824 

Credit 

1822 
Amount of money transfd. 
to House acct. for rent and 
tithes 1822- and before 
Xmas 
Cash Recd. by draft on 
Drumond (illegible words) 
JML 
£10-Frost 
£10- Gifford 
Timber ... 

} 
48 Fathoms of bark (?) at 
5.6 

1823 
Cash 

Novr 
- By bill on JML in favor 
of Mr. Scovell 

1824 
Jany 

Transferred fr. Tithes & 
Rent 1823 

Feb: 
Cash 

July 1 
Cash 
- Transferred fr Sallows 
summer ( ?) Acct. being the 
ballance 
Do. Do. from Blythes acct. 

1822 .•.••••• 31 
July 1st. 

Felling and carting timber 
• • . & bricking ... 

Dec. 31 
20,000 white bricks with 
slates, and labr 
Carting do .... 
Carting bricks and slates & 
other materials 
Slating 

£ s. d. 

331 17 3 

20 0 0 
33 10 0 

13 4 0 

500 0 0 

50 0 0 

300 0 0 

150 0 0 

200 0 0 

104 16 0 
45 7 8 

Debit 
£ s. d. 

7 0 

59 8 0 
8 4 0 

23 4 6 
2 11 9 
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Bailee ( ?) rent & tithes 1825 
deduct all the bills fr ( ?) the 
Acct. wh were not paid till 
after Xmas 

Feb: 
Cash by Drumd ... 

April 
Do. Do. ... ... 
Cash by bill in favour of} 
Scovell on Drummond 

April 
CashJML 

July 
From account of Rent at 
Midsummer 
-CashJML 
- Cash JML 300 

WML 45 

Octr. 
Cash Drummond 

Deer. 
Ballc (?)rent & tithes 

Feb. 
Cash Drumrnond 

1826 
May 

Cash Drummond 

Harland red bricks 
Gyfford bricklayer (in full) 
Frost Plumber Glazier 
(Do.) 
Elmer Lime (Do.) ... 
Lewis Carpenter (in full 
1822) 
Musset Smith 
SlythMason 
Wallis Ironmonger 
South for 20,000 bricks 

£ s. d. 

338 18 4 

60 0 0 

30 0 0 

50 0 0 

160 0 0 

73 4 3 
300 0 0 

255 0 0 

100 0 0 

451 11 3 

100 0 0 

100 0 0 

£3467 8 9 

£ s. d. 
24 19 0 
70 11 4 

65 18 4 
14 18 4 

182 15 6 
8 2 3 
8 6 10 

22 1 0 
31 0 0 



£ s. d. £ s. d. 
1823 Decr31 

Sand and carting Do. 2 0 0 Elm er on acct of Lime 20 0 0 
Sallows felling & carting 1825 
trees & peeling bark ( ?) ... 3 10 0 Luffkin on acct. 40 0 0 

to Septr. Jan 1 
Do. carting lime white Lewis on acct. 200 0 0 
bricks and slates 15 15 0 Do. Do. 200 0 0 
Ambrose m ant (?)for white Sallows carting bricks & 
bricks 30 0 0 lime etc. 20 11 0 

July Labor to Jany. 5 5 0 
Gytford on acct 20 0 0 Jany 

Octr Gifford on acct. 60 0 0 
Do. Do. 20 0 0 Bagley for carriage 8 0 

Scovell acct. 50 0 0 Scovell on acct. 50 0 0 
Novr. March 

Ambrose balce of acct for Tiles for draining lawn 4 9 0 
white bricks (in full) 37 13 6 April 
Harland for red bricks 28 10 0 Garratt Iron Fence & Iron 

Deer Gate 36 12 0 
Gifford on acct 70 0 0 Do. some additional hurdles 
Elmer on Acct of bill f~~ for grounds 17 3 0 
lime 40 0 0 Salmon for bricks ... 18 0 0 
Lewis on Acct of bill f~~ Ap.26 
carpentry 150 0 0 Gifford on acct. 40 0 0 
Mr. Sallows for carting Shead bill ... 9 16 7 
materials fr Sept: to Deer 27 0 HarlandDo. 11 10 6 
Cardinal for sand (in full) ... 5 8 0 BaxterDo. 10 3 3 
LabortoJany 1824 513 0 July 

Decr31 ColemanDo. 27 13 8 
Harland for red bricks for Slyth & Luffkin on acct. 50 0 0 
well of water closet 4 0 Frost on acct. 100 0 0 
Blowers collarmaker for"~ Mussett 5 7 0 
rope 1 0 0 Augt. 
Lewis on acct 250 0 0 Lewis sundry bills fences & 
Whitesmith etc. 10 5 repairs of at farm 1823 &4 69 17 6 
Mussett Blacksmth (in full) 14 14 1 Septr 
Hawkins for Slates 20 0 0 Hawkins Slates 30 17 0 
Garratt for iron hudles 16 14 6 Gifford on acct. 20 0 0 
Slyth & Luffkin on account 40 0 0 Oct. 
Scovell (?)Do. 40 0 0 Lewis on acct. 100 0 0 

1824 Novr.4 
Labor in J any 2 11 0 Scovell balece. (by bill 2 
Hucks (Harwich) for use of months) 46 16 0 
a Sail 2 5 0 Walford- bill with Alien's 

I( Frost 40 0 0 (?)for matting and curtain 
Thorpe for sundry bills & blinds 20 18 1 
.... fr July to Feb: 1824 5 11 8 Large- bill 40 4 0 
Labor in Feb: and use of a ElmerLime 23 13 3 
cart ... 2 9 0 Gifford bailee. 64 15 0 

April! Lewis bailee, of house & 
Gifford on acct 20 0 0 kitchen (£100 by bill) 164 17 7 
Labor March & April 6 15 0 1826 2months 
Cart 18 0 Baxter Smith 2 3 6 

June May 
Scovell on acct 30 0 0 Wallis Ironmr. 32 10 0 
Sallows carting Jany to June 8 19 0 June 

June 30th Frost on acct. 100 0 0 
Frost on acct 30 0 0 Gifford bill1825 7 9 6 

July2d Deer 
Lewis on acct 100 0 0 Thompson Arch: ( ?) 112 0 0 
Labour 2 10 0 Cardinal Sand 3 6 0 

Augt Lewis Coach Hse .. . 43 12 2 
Lewis on acct 100 0 0 Do. to March 1825 37 7 5 

Sept28 Large for 1,000 bricks & 
Gifford on acct 30 0 0 carting 2 14 0 
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Erection of Thorpe Vicarge 
1823 £ s. d. 
Feb. 

2d Fixtures taken of Mr. 
Stoney 20 0 0 

Ap. 
23 Mr. Parkins surveyor 

Farman for Exps and 
Trouble abt his plan .. . 

May 
22 
26 

23 
June 

16 
23 

July 
21 

Aug. 
2 
5 
7 

Oct. 
3 

23 
27 

Nov. 

Bridge- for do & do 
Burkes for filling up 
pond 
Workmen, 23d, laying 
stone ... ... 
Copping & Lewis 

Bushes for pond ... 
Nicholls work stubbing 
earth ... 
Copping & Lewis 

Workmen roof raising 

Garnham work 
Copping & Lewis 
Mr. Parkins Surveyor 

Copping & Lewis ... 
Carron Compy Stoves 
Garnham work, in this 
month 

28 Wallis grates etc. 
29 Gamham work, in this 

month 
Dec. 

3 Workmen Well digging 
13 Freight of stoves 
29 Cardinall Firs 

1823 
Dec. 

29 Garnham work this 
month 
Railing Carting 

31 Stone Masons 
1824 
Jan. 

5 Plaisterers 
Cant Trees 

9 Copping & Lewis 
12 Painters 
19 Carpenters 

Bricklayers 
26 Garnham work this 

month 
Feb. 

13 Nicholson purchase of 
Land&c 

25 Copping & Lewis 
28 Garnham work to this 

day 
Sundries do. .. . 

6 0 0 

3 0 0 

5 5 0 

4 4 0 

1 0 0 
150 0 0 

0 

13 0 
100 0 0 

1 17 6 

1 11 0 
200 0 0 

2 0 0 

100 0 0 
23 0 0 

0 

13 10 

2 8 0 

2 6 
13 0 

1 1 0 

£625 10 10 

2 2 0 
1 8 0 

5 0 

10 0 
3 0 

200 0 0 
2 6 
5 0 
5 0 

2 8 0 

100 0 0 
100 0 0 

2 19 0 
13 0 

Mar. 
22 
29 

Smith paving stones ... 
Garnham work this month 
Manningdo ... 
Sundry men carting 
Graveletc. ... 

30 Mr. Newell Exps on 
purchase ofNichs land 

Ap. 
2 Fincham Box 

26 Garnham work 
sundryors 

May 
8 Garnham work 

& 

£ s. d. 

2 2 0 
2 8 0 
1 4 0 

11 0 

14 11 4 

8 0 

3 6 

12 0 

£1060 11 2 

1824 
May 

15 Mr. Elmer for men 
draining 

18 Copping & Lewis to 
complete contract 
Do. & Do. for Bill of 
Extras 

20 Two rappers for Front 
door ... 

June 
22 Blowers Trees etc. 

July 
9 Bradbrook stubbing 

Gravel. .. 
19 Tye Carting Gravel & 

stones .. . 
Golding Gravel 

Oct. 
5 Mr. Elmer Shingle etc. 

for drains 
Nov. 

5 Mr. Railing Carting . .. 
17 Harland, outhouses & 

Brick wall, etc. 
19 Nicholson carting 

Dawson Bell hanging 
Cant Trees 

Dec. 
6 Brooks paving stones 

31 Brad brook work Jevellg 
new piece 

1825 
Jan. 

14 Scovell, Whitewashing 
31 Lewis, outhouse, Priv-

ies, Fences, etc. . .. 
31 Do. 5000 Tiles for Out

houses ... 

Feb. 

Mussett, Blksmiths 
work ... 

16 Frost painting etc. 
June 

25 Golding Gravel 
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1 14 0 

80 0 0 

70 0 0 

5 6 

1 10 10 

15 0 

2 12 0 
6 5 0 

10 6 

11 18 0 

35 0 0 
1 13 0 
3 13 2 

8 0 

2 5 0 

2 18 0 

2 0 0 

32 13 10 

5 0 0 

3 8 0 

5 7 6 

1 10 0 

£1331 18 6 



£ s. d. £ s. d. 
1826 1825 
Jan. Jan. 

24 Curtis fruit trees 2 14 0 26 Copper, Irons, stove, 
Ap. etc. 2 8 11 

15 Scowen Thatching Feb. 
Sheds 1 12 8 7 Carron Company 

29 Tye Poles & stuff for stoves ... 18 15 6 
do. 1 12 4 22 Freight of do .... 13 0 

July 26 Ingram Work- Fenc-
10 Simey Shingle for new ing, etc. 8 0 

yard ... 11 0 Mar. 
13 Harland Bricks for 4 Lay Carpenter 2 6 

Drains 3 4 10 4 Bricklayers 1 0 0 
Nov. 26 In gram & Son work ... 3 2 0 

20 Straw for thatching Ap. 
Sheds 4 4 0 12 Wallis grates 6 9 

24 Bradbrook Tarring do. 8 2 30 Blind racks, brackets 
Dec. &c. 4 3 

16 Scovell colourings etc. 9 18 7 30 Ingram & Son Work 4 12 6 
1827 May 
Jany. 21 Knocker for door 2 6 

11 Taylor papering &c .. . 29 4 8 23 Carpenters 1 0 0 
26 Lewis building Sheds 25 In gram & Son work .. . 3 2 0 

&fences 27 7 1 June 
31 Mussett Iron wk. do. 1 3 7 27 Lewis & Copping 350 0 0 

Feb. July 
8 Dawson Bell hanger ... 17 0 2d Ingram work ... 3 10 6 

Ap. 
12 Beales Chimney pots ... 2 10 6 £593 12 2 

Nov. 
2 Cooper Bricks for Gar-

den wall 17 2 0 1825 
1828 July 
Feb. 25 Ingram Work ... 1 16 0 

8 Gifford building do .... 7 12 6 Oct. 
1829 4 Mrs. Barnard for piece 
Jan. of Ground 11 0 0 

21 Lewis, Gates & Fenc- 18 Shead for Water 
ing in Drying gr'd 15 11 5 troughs 7 5 0 

1830 Nov. 
Ap. 18 Mr. Rolph for Bushes 

26 Mr. Downes, propor- for fencing 1 16 0 
tion ofvaluatnin 1823 2 12 6 25 Cook, Carpr, for posts 

(Accounts for additions continue to and rails for fence 11 9 6 
January 1840). Dec. 

Ingram, Work 3 14 6 
1826 
Jan. 

Erection of Kirby Vicarage 4 Wallis for Grates 4 6 
20 lngram work ... 210 0 

1824 21 Mussett, Ironwork for 
June gates ... 0 0 

Workmen laying stone 0 0 Feb. 
26 Garnham Work rnak- 1 Blowers for Quick 6 9 

ingdrain 4 0 2 Lewis for Gates & 
July fencing&c. 23 18 0 

27 Wallis oven door 17 0 9 Church plaisterer 210 2 
Aug. 11 Gifford for Out-

7 Copping & Lewis 60 0 0 buildgs &c. 30 4 
Sep. 23 Freeman Cartg Shingle 

20 Copping & Lewis 50 0 0 &c. 2 17 0 
Nov. 28 Knight Grass seed 19 6 

1 Copping & Lewis 50 0 0 Mar. 
24 Copping & Lewis 40 0 0 31 Cook, for fencing 2 6 6 

Dec. Ap. 
28 Drain Grate ... 2 9 3 Ingrarn work . .. 2 10 0 
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£ s. d. £ s. d. 
Sep. 23 Fencing work and 

16 Rouse Land draining 2 0 Bushes 5 15 0 
Dec. May 

16 Scovell Colouring &c. 4 4 11 5 Stamp on agreement 
1827 Barn'd Land .. . 1 1 0 
Jan. July 

11 Taylor papering &c . .. . 10 5 5 26 Cook Carpr. Fencing 7 18 0 
12 Sparrow &Davywork 10 5 5 Aug. 
12 Barnard haulm filling 30 Copping & Lewis in 

up pond 13 0 full 25 0 0 
1828 

£723 19 0 Oct. 
25 Blowers, Quick for 

1827 Fencing (Ap. 1827) 10 0 
Jany. Dec. 

27 Pitch carting Shingle ... 8 11 0 4 Deals for fencing 217 0 
Feb. 1830 

5 Riddlesdell Ironwk ... 1 5 4 Ap. 
5 Brown Well sinking ... 40 0 0 26 Mr. Downes propor-
8 Dawson Bellhanger . .. 2 16 0 portion of Valuation in 

Ap. 1825 ... 1 11 6 
3 Harland drain tailes ... 1 1 4 
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First Century Colchester in the light of recent Research 
By B. R. K. Dunnett, B.A. 

Tacitus' vivid description of the destruction of Colchester! in A.D.60 first 
received archaeological corroboration in 1927 when the Claudian pottery shop 
under Jacklin's restaurant, in Insula 19 of the Roman town, was discovered and 
the significance of the fire in which it had perished was appreciated.2 On numer
ous occasions since then, burnt layers have been noticed both in contractors' 
excavations and on archaeological sites in the town; layers which have usually 
been hailed as further evidence for Boudicca's destruction, even in cases where 
there was little or no dating evidence to support the claim. 

As discoveries of burnt levels multiplied it became desirable to re-examine 
the dating evidence for all these deposits, especially in view of the growing evid
ence for a later fire, in Insulae 17 and 25. 

Excavations carried out by the Colchester Excavation Committee in 
Balkerne Gardens in the summer of 1965 revealed extensive burnt layers result
ing from the destruction of a timber building. This fire dated not from the 
mid-first century, but from approximately A.D. 150, and almost certainly corres
ponded to the burnt layers noted at a high level in excavations under the Wagon 
and Horses public house, and again revealed in a telephone cable trench in 
August 1966 under the west pavement in Head Street, opposite the Prudential 
Insurance building. All this suggests a fairly extensive mid-second century fire 
in the area, probably a not very remarkable occurrence in a town like this, 
where wattle and daub buildings were common. 

The recognition of this later destruction in the western part of the town 
prompted the writer to re-examine the dating evidence for all the other burnt 

• Claudian coi•'l 

hoard 

[_ .. ""_·_~ 
Fig. 1: Map of Colchester showing distribution of Claudian coins 

1 Tacitus. Annales. xiv. 
2 C.M.R., 1928.30. "Roman Colchester." p.153-8. 
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buildings recorded in the colonia and hitherto attributed to Boudicca. The sites 
that could confidently be said to date from the mid-first century were plotted on 
a map, (Fig. 1) together with sites on which it had been proved that there had 
been no early occupation or destruction. 

The result was of great interest. Sites yielding positive evidence for the fire 
of A.D. 60 lay predominantly in the western part of the colonia, while no certain 
instances occurred east of the Temple of Claudius. 

This distribution pattern, breaking as it did with the traditional view of first 
century Colchester, demanded further research. Since it was not certain, how
ever, that the entire town had been burnt by Boudicca, and not just a part, no 
conclusions could be based on this distribution map alone, and supporting 
evidence had to be found. 

There are in the Colchester and Essex museum a large number of Claudian 
coins, (about 70 per cent of them imitation issues) although only a small pro
portion of them are from recorded find spots. Those with known locations how
ever, were plotted on a second map, (Fig. 2) with a resulting distribution pattern 
which was strikingly similar to that of map 1. 

Boudiccan Destruction 
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Fig. 2: Map of Colchester showing Boudiccan destruction evidence 

At this point it should be stressed that builders' activities and archaeological 
excavations are more or less evenly spread over the town, there is no concen
tration of either in one part of the colonia rather than in another; the pre
dominantly western concentration shown on the two maps must therefore 
only reflect a reasonably true picture. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The two maps combine to suggest that in A.D. 60 occupation was centred 
on the North Hill area, with perhaps some sort of ribbon development along the 
road leading east towards the Temple of Claudius. Map 2, moreover, illustrates 
the state of affairs not only in A.D. 60, but for some years after, since, as is well 
known, no bronze issues were minted under Nero until A.D. 64, and Claudian 
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coins would doubtless have continued in circulation for some time after that. 
This distribution pattern may explain the hitherto anomalous position of 

the Temple of Claudius. The Gaulish equivalent at Lyons stood outside the 
town itself, in contrast to the situation at Colchester where the Temple stood, if 
not in a dominant position, at any rate well within the later colonia walls. If, 
however, maps 1 and 2 reflect a true state of affairs, the picture is very much 
altered; the Temple would then originally have been on the outskirts of the 
colonia, a position in line with the Continental custom. 

Much further excavation is required before the extent of the earliest Roman 
town can be determined, since conclusions based largely on the distribution of 
coins, some of which may have had a long life, and which are easily portable, 
must necessarily be tentative; but the recent research seems to indicate strongly 
that the early history of Colchester may be more complex than was hitherto 
suspected. 
APPENDIX A- SITES PRODUCING EVIDENCE FOR DESTRUCTION IN A. D. 60 

1. ST. MARY's COTTAGE. Extensive burnt levels associated with pre-Flavian 
pottery were noticed beneath a later Roman building during building 
operations on the south-west margin of the garden in January 1965. 
Unpublished. 

2. BALKERNE LANE. Excavations in 1961 under the direction of B. P. Blake 
revealed a pre-Flavian building that had been destroyed by fire in the mid
first century. Summary in J.R.S. LIII, 138. 

3. IDGH STREET. A Pottery Shop under Jacklin's restaurant, was destroyed 
in a mid-first century fire. "Roman Colchester", 153, No. 127. 

4. NORTH IDLL. Excavations in 1965 revealed a pre-Flavian storehouse burnt 
in a mid-first century fire. Arch. Journ. CIV, p. 21-61. 

5. NUNN's ROAD. A burnt timber building associated with first century 
pottery was found during building operations at the entrance to the multi
storey Car Park in 1965. 

6. WEST STOCKWELL STREET. Excavations in 1966 on the site of the telephone 
exchange extension revealed part of a burnt building associated with pre
Flavian pottery and coins. Unpublished. 

7. TELEPHONE MANAGER'S OFFICE. Museum staff and members of a local 
archaeological society3 rescued first century pottery and recorded associat
ed burnt levels prior to building on this site in 1964. 

8. NORTH IDLL. A pit containing Claudian pottery and sealed by burnt daub 
was found during the construction of the North Hill multi-storey Car Park 
in 1965. 

9. NORTH IDLL. A burnt timber building with pre-Flavian coarse pottery was 
revealed by building operations in 1965. 

10. IDGH STREET. A second pre-Flavian pottery shop was found beneath 
Curry's shop. It had been destroyed by fire. "Roman Colchester", 198, 
No. 171. 

3 The Archaeological Research Group, Colchester, under the direction of Mr. J. Blyth 
excavated a part of the site before building operations commenced. 
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11. mGH STREET. Excavations in 1955 by Mr. M. R. Hull under St. Nicholas 
House revealed two pre-Flavian buildings, one on either side of a north 
south street. Both had been destroyed by fire. Ex. A.S.Tr., Vol. XXV, Part 
3, p,p. 301-328. 

12. QUEEN STREET. Burnt daub revealed in a telephone cable trench on the 
corner of Queen Street and East Hill probably derived from the east side 
of the same building. Unpublished. The deposit of burnt earth and brick 
noticed several times in All Saint's Churchyard by Wire, Laver and Hull 
is almost certainly post Roman. "Roman Colchester," p. 205, No. 192. 

PROBABLE SITES 

13. mGH STREET. Extensions to Williams and Griffin's store in 1966 revealed 
burnt daub at a low level. 

14. 60 NORTH HILL. This site was excavated by Mr. M. R. Hull in 1945. A 
burnt timber building with a few scraps of first century pottery underlay 
a second century building. "Roman Colchester" , p. 149, No. 173. 

15. BALKERNE CLOSE. Excavations in the garden of Tudor Cottage in 1965 
revealed a thin burnt layer associated with a timber building beneath a 
second century house. Unpublished. 

16. 18 NORTH mLL. Excavations in 1922 produced burnt clay blocks possibly 
from an early burnt building, and Claudian pottery. "Roman Colchester" , 
p. 79, No. 12. 

17. BALKERNE GARDENS. Excavations in 1965 under the extension of the Old 
People's Home revealed no certain pre-Flavian buildings but a number of 
early pits were found containing Claudian pottery and coins, some of 
them burnt. The house from which this material originated probably 
stood further south, nearer the east-west road. 

HOLLY TREES MEADOW 

18. In 1927-9 a deposit of Claudian pottery and charcoal was found beneath 
the 7th north-south street in Holly Trees meadow. Although this was taken 
as evidence for the Boudiccan burning there is no mention in the report 
("Roman Colchester", p. 74) of actual structures having been found, nor is 
there in the original notes in the Museum, any reason to suppose that the 
surface on which these remains lay had itself been burnt. Hence it cannot 
definitely be said that the remains were in situ. 

19. Wyre Street Arcade. Contractors' excavations in 1926 revealed extensive 
burnt layers. No conclusive dating evidence for these layers themselves 
was found but the street and buildings overlying them seemed to be late 
Roman (3rd or 4th century). It seems most unlikely that a central insula 
like this one would be left unbuilt over, and even unsurfaced, for so long 
after A. D. 60, and a rather later date for this particular fire is indicated. 
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NEGATIVE SITES. (Sites which were excavated to natural sub-soil and produced 
no trace of early occupation or destruction). 
20-23. HOLLY TREES MEADOW. Excavations here in 1927-9 produced no evidence 

for the Boudiccan destruction. "Roman Colchester", pp. 91, 113-115. 
24. HOLLY TREES MEADOW. The excavation of the "Mithraeum" and Shrine also 

produced no evidence for the fire of A.D. 60. "Roman Colchester", pp. 107-
lOand 114. 

25. CULVER STREET. A trench dug outside Adam's Garage in 1946 and carefully 
watched by Mr. M. R. Hull revealed no trace of the Boudiccan destruction. 
"Roman Colchester," p. 206, No. 176. 

26. QUEEN STREET. A telephone cable trench dug along Queen Street in 1967 
revealed a masonry building of apparantly 2nd century date under the east 
pavement opposite St. James' Hall. There was no sign of any earlier ac
tivity prior to the construction of this building. 

27. CASTLE ROAD. Excavations on the site of the new Clinic by the Museum 
staff in 1964 produced no trace of early occupation. 

28. CASTLE PARK. The houses excavated in insula 6 by Sir Mortimer Wheeler in 
1920 produced no sign of pre-Flavian occupation. "Roman Colchester", 
pp. 81-84. 

29. QUEEN STREET. Excavations in 1966 behind No. 12 found no evidence for 
occupation prior to the 2nd century. Unpublished. 

30. QUEEN STREET nus GARAGE. Excavations here by Mr. Hull in 1931 revealed 
no trace of first century remains. "Roman Colchester", pp. 216-218. 

31-2. BUS STATION. Excavations in the former Lewis' garden in 1959 under 
the direction of Miss K. Richardson produced no first century occupation. 
Ex. A.S.Tr. Vol. I, Part 1 (Third Series), pp. 7-26. 

33. "wAGON AND HORSEs;". Excavations beneath the western part of the pres
ent public house in 1935 produced no clear evidence for pre-Flavian 
occupation. "Roman Colchester". p. 155, No. 146. 

APPENDIX B: CLAUDIAN COINS FROM KNOWN FIND SPOTS IN COLCHESTER 

Find Spot Museum Catalogue Number 
5 North Hill (rear) 59.51 R.I.C. 66 
Ditto 376.40 Ditto 
Ditto 58.51 illegible 
Ditto 60.51 Ditto 
North Hill Carpark R.I.C. 66 
Ditto R.I.C. 67 
12 West Stockwell St. R.I.C. 66 (3) 
Ditto R.I.C. 65 
Ditto R.I.C. 69 
Ditto illegible (2) 
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St. Martin's house. 

West Stockwell St. 
Lloyds Bank, High St. 
Vegetable Market 
Ditto 
Hippodrome, High St. 
Library, Culver St. 
Ditto 
Lion Walk 
17 Long Wyre St. 
Roman Road 
Serpentine Walk 
Ditto 
Castle Park 
East Hill House 
Balkerne Lane. 1961 
Ditto 

Jarmin hoard. 27 coins of 

5490 
5356.36 
Wire diary 10.5.1856 
Ditto 
1024 
396.38 
399.38 
97.20 
98.56 
344.28 
927.36 
424.36 
354.38 
401.35 

Acknowledgements 

Claudius and Agrippa. 
R.I.C. 69 
R.I.C. 68 
R.I.C. 83 

Not recorded 
R.I.C. 67 
R.I.C. 66 
R.I.C. 66 
R.I.C. 66 
R.I.C. 82 
R.I.C. 66 
R.I.C. 67 
R.I.C. 78 
R.I.C. 69 
R.I.C. 66 

R.I.C. 67 (2) 
R.I.C. 66 

This paper owes a great deal to discussion with D. T-D. Clarke and D. G. 
Davies and the writer is much indebted to them for their help and encourage
ment at all times. The responsibility for the views put forward however, must 
remain that of the author. 

Arch. Journ. 
Ex.A.S.Tr. 
"Roman Colchester" 
C.M.R. 
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The Election for Knights of the Shire 
for Essex in the Spring, 1640. 

By John Gruenfelder 

For nearly twelve years, no parliament had been summoned in England. 
Early in December, 1639, the king's advisers finally had their way; Charles I 
heeded their pleas and ordered that parliament should meet in April, 1640. 
As news of the decision spread, preparations for the impending elections began 
in the counties and boroughs of England and the county of Essex was no ex
ception. 

Essex was a centre of opposition to royal policy. It was a stronghold of the 
Puritan movement. Resistance, to forced loans demanded by both James I and 
Charles I, had been prevalent; ship money levies had been hard to collect, if 
collected at all. The ministers of the county had consistently fought Laud's 
church programme and Essex still smarted over the 1635 decision of the forest 
court. 

Great Essex families led the opposition and the most prominent of these 
was the Rich family, led by the Earl of Warwick. It is impossible here to fully 
examine the relationship of Warwick with the Puritan or opposition group. He 
was an original member of the Providence Island Company and took a very 
active interest in the colonizing activities of the Puritans. Amongst his associates 
within the company were the great Puritan leaders, Lord Sa ye and Sele, John . 
Pym, John Hampden, Richard Knightley, Robert, Lord Brooke, the Earl's 
brother and many others, too numerous to mention. They met frequently at 
Brooke House in Holborn or at Knightley's home at Fawsley. Both were be
lieved centres of Puritan activity and plotting. I 

Warwick's connections with the Puritan ministers were very close. Edmund 
Calamy, who preached at Aldermanbury in London, was one of his proteges 
and when Calybute Downing, vicar of Hackney, "positively affirmed, that for 
defence of religion, and reformation of the church, it was lawful to take up arms 
against the king," Warwick provided shelter for the fiery minister at his home 
in Essex, described as the "common rendezvous of all schismatical preachers."2 

Charles I should have had no illusions about Warwick's attitude toward 
royal policy. In late 1636 or early 1637, Warwick had an interview with the king, 
remarkable for its frankness. He "made no bones of telling the king frankly that 
his tenants were . . . accustomed to the mild rule of Queen Elizabeth and King 
James, and could not bring themselves to consent to such notable prejudices" 
as ship money, forced loans and the other obnoxious policies of the king.3 

A. P. Newton, The Colonising Activities of the English Puritans, New Haven, 1914, 42, 
58, 59, 83, 243-245 ; Philip Bliss, ed., Anthony A. Wood, Athenae Oxoniense, vol. ill, 
London, 1817, 546-547; J. H. Hexter, The Reign of King Pym, Cambridge, 1941,82-88. 

2 "A Letter from Mercurius Civicus to Mercurius Rusticus," by Samuel Butler, 1643, 
printed in Somer's Tracts, edited by Waiter Scott, London, 1810, vol. IV, 580-598; 
Valerie Pearl, London and the Outbreak of the Puritan Revolution, London, 1961, 165-166, 
168. 

3 Cai.St.P. Venetian,1636..J9, 124-125. 
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Warwick urged Charles to summon parliament; he "ventured to promise for all 
and to stake his head that parliament would readily consent to supply him with 
all that he might desire to ask of it. "4 Charles refused to be moved by such sug
gestions. Approximately three years later, Warwick was one of the original sig
natories of the famous Petition of the Twelve Peers, a petition which urged the 
king to summon parliament in the summer of 1640. Many of his fellow petition
ers were colleagues in the Providence Island Company or were involved in the 
Massachusetts Company. Almost all of them were his closest friends and 
associates.s 

Considering both the atmosphere of Essex and the attitude of the Earl of 
Warwick, it was only natural that the two candidates he supported in the shire 
election were men of similar views. Sir Harbottle Grimston, of Bradfield, Essex, 
had a long record of opposition to the court. As early as 1621, Grimston, Sir 
Francis Barrington (the father of Grimston's colleague in the election) and Sir 
William Masham had faced the Privy Council because of their refusal to pay the 
forced loan. Grimston's opposition continued without pause; his election to the 
parliament of 1628 was a marked victory over the court. He had even been haul
ed before the Court of High Commission, thanks to his opposition to Laud's 
church policy.6 His fellow candidate, Sir Thomas Barrington, like his father, 
Sir Francis, had been closely associated with the Earl of Warwick. He was from 
Barrington Hall, Hatfield Broadoak, Essex, and had married, in 1624, the daugh
ter of Sir Rowland Lytton. Thus, he became the brother-in-law of two very active 
Puritans, Sir William Lytton and Sir Henry Wallop. His marriage into the 
Lytton family introduced him to their home at Knebworth where "it is said 
Hampden, Eliot, Pym and other Parliamentarians often met to concert their 
measures for advancing the cause of Parliament."? Barrington had served five 
times previously in parliament, had joined the Providence Island Company in 
1631 and was considered "intimately connected with the Earl of Warwick and 
his schemes."8 Like Grimston, he opposed both the forced loans and Laud's 
schemes for the church.9 

In Essex, as in most other areas of England, interest in the elections for 
parliament was very high. When Windebank reported that "The elections for 
parliament have been very tumultuary," he could well have been thinking of the 
shire contest in Essex. It was held at Chelmsford on the 31st March, 1640. The 
court candidate was Henry Nevill, of Cressing Temple, scion of one of the most 
important Royalist families in the country.lO 

4 /bid, 124-125. 
5 P.R.O., S.P.D. 16/465:16 and British Museum, Harleian MSS 1219, f. 175. are correct 

manuscripts of the petition which Warwick and his colleagues signed, urging the sum
mons of another parliament in the summer of 1640. 

6. Mary F. Keeler, The Long Parliament, 1640-41, American Philosophical Society, 
Philadelphia, 1954, 198-199. 

7. /bid, Keeler, 97; Alfred Kingston, Hertfordshire during the Great Civil War, London, 
1894,28. 

8 Newton, 59-60,64-65. 
9 Op cit, Keeler, 98; op cit, Hexter, 82-83. 

10 Windebank to Sir A. Hopton, 27 March, 1640, Calendar, State Papers, Clarendon, vol. 1, 
196. 
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Preparations for the contest had been under way for some time. The Earl 
of Warwick, Lord Lieutenant of the county, had utilized his position to send out 
"letters . . . to the captains of the trained-bands, who having power to charge 
the people with arms, (they) durst not offend, which brought many (to be) of his 
side." The Puritan ministers of Essex also played their role, that of modern 
campaign orators. They "gave their voices for my Earl of Warwick, as Mr. 
Marshall and others, preached often out of their own parishes before the elec
tion." No doubt they exhorted their parishioners to turn out in great numbers to 
support the "popular" candidates, Barrington and Grimston. No doubt, too, 
Nevill suffered a bit at their hands, Finally, to ensure victory Nevill com
plained that many Puritans of the county, "having had their voices in 
electing their own burgesses" came to the shire election to cast their ballots 
again. This was too much for poor Nevill to bear; he complained that this was 
more power "than the greatest Lords of England has (sic)." He described these 
"spurious" voters as "mean conditioned and most factious." Few were "sub
sidy men and therefore no way concerned in the election."ll 

The election day was exciting, almost riotous. Barrington and Grimston, 
on the morning of the contest, went to Warwick's lodgings. While they were 
there, "thousands of people shouting," a man in the crowd before the Earl's 
window drew his sword and flourished it about his head. While this spectacle 
was taking place, many others were saying "that if Nevill had the day they 
would tear the gentleman to pieces."I2 The royalist candidate, no doubt a bit 
shaken by such goings-on, watched as a man was arrested- for the threat; the 
man promptly shouted that there were "a hundred of his mind." Warwick ap
peared and promptly offered bail for the offender, "to his great popular glory." 
The whole incident caused something of a riot; Lord Maynard was offended by 
the tumult, as were some of the other gentry present. Maynard had urged Sir 
Henry Mildmay to take bail instead, but Mildmay had apparently refused. May
nard later wrote Barrington a rather nasty letter expressing his feelings over the 
affair. All in all, it was a wild scene.l3 

Nevill must not have been surprised when the election ended with the re
turn of Barrington and Grimston. Ironically, many of the tactics which so 
offended Nevill had been often used by court candidates to secure their victories 
in past elections. However, when they were employed against a court candidate, 
it was another matter, indeed. 

Some of Nevill's charges against the election practices of the country 
group were probably true. Sir Henry Mildmay had already won his election 
at the borough of Maldon on the 16th March. Following his victory, "the men 
ofMaldon came and we all went to Chelmsford together, where there was such a 

11 "Mr. Nevill, of Cressing Temple, his observations about elections for knights of the shire 
in Essex," 31 March, 1640, P.R.O., St. P. Domestic, 16/449:48; printed in John Nalson, 
ed., Affairs of State, 2 vols., London, 1682, vol. I, 279-280. 

12 Ibid, P.R.O., S.P.D. 16/449:48 and Nalson, 279-280. 
13 Ibid, P.R.O., S.P.D. 16/449:48 and Nalson, 279-280; The Victoria HistoryoftheCoun

ties of England, A History of Essex, vol.ll, London, 1907,244. 
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multitude of all sorts of people as I never before saw." Sir Humphrey Mildmay, 
who described the scene at Chelmsford, did not mention whether or not his 
brother assisted Barrington and Grimston. It is doubtful that Mildmay did; 
his shift away from the court that had supported him for so many years had not 
yet gone full course. However, it is safe to argue that he did not support Nevill 
and it may also be safe to say that some of "the men of Maldon" probably did 
support Warwick's candidates, perhaps even with their voices in the election.l4 

The Essex contest was an example of a well organized and planned opposi
tion victory. Perhaps it was part of a more national attempt and, if so, it was a 
model of success. Warwick used every power at his command; he turned his 
position as Lord Lieutenant to good advantage, bringing pressure on the voters 
by hinting damage to their pocketbooks through increased military charges. 
The Puritan ministers, some of whom were undoubtedly under his patronage, 
were employed as campaign orators. The parish pulpit was still the source of 
news for Essex citizenry; Warwick made certain that it was tuned to the needs of 
Barrington and Grimston. No doubt, too, Warwick had written to his many 
friends and relations; as had Barrington and Grimston, to attend the election 
and to bring with them as many sure voices for his candidates as they possibly 
could. This was a tried and true tactic and it is unreasonable to believe the Earl 
failed to employ it. Certainly, it worked with great effect; Nevill's complaint 
that many of the voters had no voice in the shire contest was probably right. 
His remarks were supported by Maynard, who, when it was all over, promised 
Barrington, "I shall not easily suffer myself hereafter upon the persuasions of 
others to appear in any popular assemblies where fellows without shirts 
challenge as good a voice as myself. "IS Warwick's use of "fellows without shirts", 
however, had greatly assisted Barrington and Grimston to victory. 

Other tactics were employed as well. Barrington recorded that he spent £42 
on the election; no doubt for meat, beer and entertainment for his voters. The 
Hatfield parish clerk received five shillings for carrying the news of Barrington's 
victory to his wife and the Colchester waits received six shillings for their ser
vices. They probably headed Barrington's victory march.16 

The shire contest in Essex was a significant election. It reflected the organ
ization and planning of the opposition group; almost nothing was left undone 
to ensure the defeat of the royalist candidate. The Earl's office as Lord Lieuten
ant, Puritan ministers, the "foreign" voters, all were effectively employed in the 
struggle. The election provided, as well, an illustration of the excitement and 
tension that was gripping all England in the spring of 1640. The pressures of the 
Puritan opposition, the Scottish revolt and the grievances against and failures 
of royal government played their roles in the shire election for Essex. And, as 
was true in other elections, the Essex voters indicated their appreciation of the 
mood of England in that spring of 1640; the opposition candidates were returned 
to Westminster. 

14 Philip L. Ralph, Sir Humphrey Mildmay: Royalist Gentleman, Rutgers, 1947, 152-153. 
15 Cited in V.C.H., A History of Essex, vol. II, 244. 
16 Essex Archaeological Society, Transactions, ns, xiii, 1913, 211. 
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Reeve's Account of the Manor of Burnham 
14-15 Richard 11, A.D. 1390-1391 

by Jill Quaife 

The document printed below was found in a large bundle of papers con
nected with a case heard at the Essex Summer Assize, 1899, concerning fore
shore rights at Burnham. The case resulted in extensive searches in the public 
records and in the court rolls of the Manor of Burnham. 

The translation of this account was apparently made by Stuart Hill for the 
firm of Stuart Moore and Kirk of 1, Serjeants Inn, Chancery Lane. It is un
likely that the original is still in existence, for enquiry at the Public Record 
Office showed that no account relating to Burnham during the reign of Richard 
11 is included in the class of Ministers' Accounts there. 

I am grateful to the County Archivist, Mr. F. G. Emmison, M.B.E., for 
drawing my attention to the translation and for giving me much help with these 
notes, and to the Senior Assistant Archivist, Mr. K. C. Newton, who very 
kindly looked at the notes in draft. 

By the middle of the thirteenth century the method of presentation of 
manorial accounts had already been standardised over much of the country. 
The accounts were often kept by the bailiff of the manor but sometimes by the 
reeve, who came under the steward and bailiff and was an unfree tenant owing 
"work services" for his land. Probably he would not be able to write, but he kept 
his accounts by means of a tally, a stick with parallel fiat faces which were notch
ed to record sums of money or numbers of objects, and the stick was then split 
in half lengthwise, one half being kept by the reeve and the other by the other 
party to the transaction. 

The actual accounts were made out on a roll, the front of which was known 
as infra, on which all receipts and expenses were entered, and the back or dorse 
was known as e<Ctra, on which were entered the details of the stock. The extra 
was outside when the roll was rolled up. 

The content of the Burnham account is at first sight exceptional in omitting 
the normal details of purchase and sale of stock and in dealing almost exclusively 
with rents from fish weirs and oyster layings. It is clear, however, that the stock 
sections were left out by the translator, as the two omission signs and the grand 
totals of income and expenditure show.2 

The oyster layings appear to have provided most of the income of the 
manor, and the size of some of those mentioned, for example 20 perches, is 
evidence of the large extent of the layings at Burnham even at this early date. 

1 Essex Record Office, D/DGe L6. 
2 The neares t equivalent in date and in locality is the baliff's account of the manor 

of Foulness, 1424 (E.R.O., D/DK M135), which includes rents from weirs, fish 
ponds and kiddles, and receipts from sale of stock, wool and hides, and mainten
ance of sea-wall and water-boat. 
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The word "leyne" is given by the N.E.D. as "layer" or "bed", quoting a 
document of c. 1440 which refers to "leynes of oystrys, leynes of fysch", and in 
Rex v. Benjamin, Lord Fitzwalter, 1676, an oyster "lane" is described as "a 
place by the side of a Bank where they lay oysters which they have taken by 
dredging and at low water the oysters may be taken out of these Lanes with 
one's hanrls . . . " 

A kiddle (Fr. guideau, a stake net) may be either a weir or dam in a river, 
with traps in it for catching or preserving fish, or an arrangement of stake nets 
on a sea beach for the same purpose. As Burnham is on both a river and an 
estuary the meaning in this account could be either, but it is probably the latter 
- cf. H. W. Tompkins' description of the "fish kettles" in Marsh Country 
Rambles (1904), in which he says (p. 67):-

"Far down the Foulness Sands are the Fish Kettles ... The Kettles con
sist of fish-nets set in the form of a V, with their apex pointing seawards. 
At flood-tide many fish find their way within these nets, from which they 
cannot escape at low-water. The 'take', we were told, consists largely of 
flounders, plaice and other flat fish." 
The two newly-built pairs of flood-weirs and ebb-weirs mentioned in the 

account were clearly constructed with their openings in opposite directions. 
Allowing for the weirs in the lord's hands, the large number of new rents 

for weirs and the new weirs seem to provide evidence of the expansion of the 
fisheries. 

The wealth of the fishery at Burnham in later years is shown by the transla
tion of an exemplification of a judgment in the King's Bench Division, 1673 
(Benjamin, Lord Fitzwalter v. Asser and others), which refers to a case of tres
pass or poaching when a massive haul of 500 bushels of oysters, 1,000 soles, 
1,000 flounders, 1,000 plaice, 100 mullets and 200 thornbacks with a total value 
of £40 was carried away from Lord Fitzwalter's private fishery at Burnham. 

The word "wagess" is interesting, and the translator, in his report on his 
searches in the records, referring to this account, gives the following note on his 
translation of wagessum:-

"From the manner in which the word is used I have not any doubt that it 
means wash or ooze, i.e. the foreshore above low water mark as distinguish
ed from the leyne which is below the low water mark. This Bailiff's 
Account shows clearly the most extensive user of the foreshore." 
The word "ungeld", which occurs in this account, and of which unthield, 

unzelde, onthiell, onziell, onyeld, and unyeld appear to be variations, denotes an 
ancient form of tallage, and it is fully and most interestingly dealt with in the 
Society's Transactions) However the substance of the explanation in the Trans
actions may be given here. Briefly, in 1795 Thomas Astle, who was Keeper 
of the Records in the Tower of London and Lord of the Manor of Great Tey, 
read a paper to the Society of Antiquaries on the "Tenures, Customs, etc. of the 

1 Vol. xviii (1928), p . 260. 
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Manor of Great Tey", in which he says that in one of the manor books he 
found a memorandum of 1618 dealing with ungeld, or Onziell as it is called 
there. From this memorandum it appears that at that time Robert Audeley, 
the then Lord of the Manor of Much Tey, required his customary tenants to 
pay him a duty which he and his steward held to be due to him, of forty shillings, 
called Onziell. This duty had not been paid for many years, in fact not within 
living memory of any of the tenants, and they contested the demand, and were 
successful, for the counsel retained by them considered that though there had 
been such a duty in the days of a previous lord of the manor, Mungomery, it 
was only effective as long as the manor "continued in that blood unsold", that 
is did not pass out of the family of Mungomery. In fact the manor did pass out 
of this family, because after Mungomery's death his widow married again and 
her second husband, named Wiseman, bought the manor from Mungomery's 
heirs, whereupon the Onziell ceased. The explanation in the Transactions goes 
on to say that according to Maitland, Domesday and Beyond, "angild", ap
parently another variation of ungeld, was the money compensation that a person 
who had been wronged by theft or some other crime [received], as contrasted 
with any fine which was payable to the king, and that certain land was liable to 
the fine rather than certain persons. Dr. Reaneyl says that "onyeld" and "un
yeld" are found as names of fields, onyeld at Danbury (1323), and also 
unyeld at Purleigh (1323), and that these names "doubtless have reference to the 
obscure customary service of ungeld" discussed above. 

Leaving aside "Southmenstre" and "Steple", few place and family names 
in the account appear to have come down from the fourteenth century to the 
present day. Comparison with the Tithe Award of Burnham of 1849 does not 
reveal any obvious connections. There are, however, a few possible survivals in 
names of farms. That now called Reddings at Tillingham was known as Red
wens in 1582, and John Redwen figures in this account as the tenant of "ten 
perches of leyne lying at the head of the east leyn of Roger Cok". The Cok 
family themselves, of which Roger, John and Adam are mentioned in the 
record, may perhaps account for the name of Great Cocks at Southminster, "prob
ably to be associated with the family ofJ ohn Cok (1327)". There is also the pre
sent Littlejohn's Farm at Ostend in the parish of Burnham, which though not 
given in The Place-Names of Essex has perhaps come down from the family of 
John Litiljohn who is referred to in the 1390 account. John son of William 
Sampson had "three acres of land lying between the land of John Litiljohn on 
the one side and the land called Andreweslond on the other", and if the sup
position about Littlejohn's Farm is correct it appears from the Ordnance 
Survey 6-inch map to be not impossible that "the land called Andreweslond" is 
now Andrew's Farm at Althorne, though The Place-Names of Essex says that 
Andrew's Farm is "probably associated with the family of John Andreu (1348)". 

The stone mentioned frequently in this account may be the one which was 

1 The Place-Names of Essex (1935), p. 597. 
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shown in the 1880 (surveyed 1873) 6-inch map ofBurnham about one mile west 
of the quay and just east of one of the oyster-pits, but it is not shown on the 1961 
6-inchmap. 

THE ACCOUNT 

Account of John Smethiot Reeve there from the Feast of Saint Michael the 
Archangel in the fourteenth year of the reign of King Richard the Second after 
the Conquest till the morrow of the said Feast of Saint Michael the Archangel 
then next following in the fifteenth year of the reign of the same King Richard 
the Second after the Conquest for one whole year. 

Of arrears nothing is charged here because they remain at the foot of the 
account of the year preceding still to be determined. 

Sum-none 
Rents of assize And of 52s. 3d. of rents of assize there of the Term of Easter. 

And of 18d. of wardepanes at Hokeday by the year. And of 
57s. 7d. of rents of wears by the year. And of 4d. of one pound 
of cummin of rent as sold without. And of 4d. of one gilt spur 
of rent as sold without. And of 12d. of new rent of Roger 
Seme by the year. And of 12d. of new rent of William Seme 
by the year for one wear on the south side of le pete. And of 
15td. of 307 hens' eggs of rent as sold without for 20 eggs ld. 
And of 47s. 6d. of rents of assize there at the term of Saint 
Michael. And of 2d. of new rent of John Bokat by the year. 
And of 4d. of new rent of John Jervays by the year. And of 12d. 
of a certain wear called le Holt by the year. And of 12d. of 
William Legeyn for one place in the sea by the year. And of 2s. 
of increase of rent of John Prichat and John Traps by the year. 
And of 6d. of new rent of John Goodholt by the year. And of 
ld. of new rent of John Traps by the year. Of 8d. of new rent of 
William Brand by the year for one place opposite to the entry 
of the church nothing here because the said place is in the 
hands of the Lord and lies vacant for default of hiring. And of 
4d. of new rent of John Besteman for one place in the sea 
under the sea-wall by the year. And of 2d. of John Berard for 
one place in the sea opposite le Gosehope by the year. And of 
2d. of increase of rent of Richard But for one place in the soil 
of the Lord at la Ware opposite to his tenement by the year. 
And of 2d. of new rent of John Berard for one ditch at le 
Harpe by the year. And of 12d. of new rent of John Hokyn 
by the year for one place in the sands of the sea on the south 
side of the wears called Whatemans and Goldyngges for making 
one wear there to hold to him and his heirs by the year at the 
aforesaid two terms. And of 2d. of new rent of Reginald 
Thurkeld and Laura his wife for one place of land at la Ware 
next their messuage containing in length 65 feet and in breadth 
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11 feet to hold to the same and their heirs by the year at the 
same two terms. And of 4d. of new rent of Thomas Thurkeld 
for one place of land next the mill-pond of the Lord and the 
wall of John Kedilman at la Ware by the year to hold to him 
and his heirs at the aforesaid two terms. And of 2d. of new 
rent of William Meller for one place of land in the common 
way over against his garden between the tenement of Richard 
But and the road to la Ware by the year. And of 3d. of John 
Bekke for one purpresture at la Ware on the west side of the 
messuage of the same John under Redilmanneswere [recte, 
Kedilmanneswere] so granted to him and his heirs. And of 2d. 
of new rent of John Skynnere for one place of purpresture in 
common over against his messuage at la Ware granted to him 
and his heirs. And of 2d. of new rent of John Boure for one 
place of purpresture over against his messuage at la Ware by 
the year so granted to him and his heirs. And of lOd. of new 
rent of Jordan Wrench and Elena his wife of one place of sea
wall with la W ose opposite to the said wall containing in 
length five perches to hold to them and their heirs as appears 
by the Court roll. And of 3d. of new rent of William Bacheler 
for one place in la Wose containing in length three yards and in 
breadth two perches granted to him and his heirs as appears 
by the Court roll. And of 6d. of new rent of John Trig Senior 
for one void place at Burnham Ware opposite to his wall con
taining in length 40 feet and in breadth 6 feet granted to him 
and his heirs by Court roll. And of 2d. of new rent of John 
Goodknape and Joan his wife for a certain piece of land below 
their messuage at la Ware as it is inclosed so granted to the 
same and the heirs of the same John by Court roll. And of 12d. 
of new rent of John Hokyn John Bard and others their fellows 
for one wereplace called Bokattiswere formerly Brades so 
granted to them and their heirs by Court roll. And of 21s. 6d. 
of new rent by the year issuing from ten acres and a half of 
land in le Waresshot granted to divers tenants of the Lord and 
their heirs by Court roll. Of 4s. of new rent of John Wassh by 
the year for 15 perches of leyne dividedly lying opposite his 
wagess which was lately of John Sewale to hold to him and his 
heirs nothing here because in the Lord's hands and it is de
mised to John Smethiot among the farms of lands as appears 
below. And of 2d. of new rent of Roger Cok by the 
year for 4 perches of wall at le Ware on the east side of the 
Estcans . . to hold to him and his heirs as appears by the 
Court roll. And of 9s. of new rent of John Trig Senior for 
6 acres of land in le Waresshot so demised to the same John 
and his heirs as appears by the Court roll. And of 6s. 8d. of 
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new rent of John Hamond for four acres of land there so 
granted to him and his heirs by Court roll. And of 3s. 4d. of 
John son of William Sampson and Joan his wife for 3 acres of 
land with appurtenances lying between the land of John 
Litiljohn on the one side and the land called Andreweslond 
on the other side so granted to the same and the heirs of the 
same Joan as appears by the Court roll. And of 2s. 8d. of 
John atte More for 8 perches of leyne lying opposite the leyne 
of John Godard so granted to him and his heirs by Court 
roll. And of 20d. of Roger Cok for 10 perches of leyne lying 
between a certain wear called Saltereswere and Colflet granted 
to him and his heirs by Court roll. 

Sum- lOli. 18s. 8-!d. 

Rents and farms And of 66s. 8d. of new rent of John Bard and Jordan Wrench 
of wears newly by the year for 3 wears newly built whereof one is called le 
built Northwere formerly of John Cok the other is called Hotte 

Farm of the 
Mill 

Farms of 
Lands 

formerly of John Jervays so granted to the same and their 
heirs by Court roll at the feasts of Easter and Saint Michael. 
And of llli. 6s. 8d. of Roger Cok for the farm of five wears 
newly built -to wit - of the Petre Petronill Fryday Leyton 
and Unrady so demised this year to the same Roger at two 
terms to wit - at the term of the Nativity of Our Lord 
6li.·l3s. 4d. and at the term of theN ativity of Saint John the Bap
tist 4li. 6s. 8d. And of 6li. of the same Roger for the farm of 3 
wears newly built called le Werehobbe so demised to him this 
year. And of 6li. 13s. 4d. of the same Roger for the farm of 4 
wears newly built whereof 2 ebbeweres and 2 floodweres so 
demised to him for a term of years. 

Sum - 27li. 6s. 8d. 

And of 60s. of Roger Quyk for the farm of the Lord's mill 
with la Caye and with 2 grindstones being in the same mill so 
demised to the same Roger by the year for a term of years. 
And the aforesaid Roger shall repair the said mill in all things 
etc. 

Sum-60s. 

And of 3s. of the farm of Goldynggeslond lately in the hands 
of John Kedilman so demised to John Seme by the year. And 
of 8s. of the farm of the land of a certain tenant and of 14 acres 
of land called Poolmanneslond so demised to John Phippe 
and his heirs by the year and suit of court. And of 40s. of John 
Hokyn and his fellows for the farm of Shaffiete so demised to 
them by the year. And of 12d. of the farm of 2 tofts formerly 
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Starlyngges and Bosevilles so demised to John Prikke by the 
year. And of 18d. of Adam Ketyl for the farm of Baselies
acre by the year. And of 3d. of one messuage and 3 acres of 
land formerly Gunteres so demised to John Gunter and his 
sequel by the year. And of 15d. of John Berard for 5 perches 
of leyne at le Stone by the year. And of 5d. of John Jervays for 
one place for breeding oysters by the year. And of 7s. of John 
But for the farm of all the water in Cotflete and also for having 
licence to take fowl in the Lord's demesne next the sea-wall 
upon the sea-sand so demised to him and his heirs. And of 
4s. of the farm of 12 perches of leyne so dernised to John Mory 
by the year. And of 6d. of John Sperte and Joan his wife for 
one place of land below the wall of the garden at le cherche
gate so demised to the same for term of their lives. And of 
14s. 8d. of William Smyth for the farm of lands and tenements 
called Clerkis in Southmenstre so demised to him until the 
full age of the heir besides 12s. paid to the chief lords of the 
fee by the year. And of 4s. received by the year for the farm of 
one cottage with a certain croft of land adjacent lately Snellys 
so demised to Robert Cartere and Joan his wife and their heirs 
of their bodies begotten. And of 2s. of William Sampson and 
John Keene shepherds for the farm of 2 ditches by the year. 
And of 20s. of the farm of one messuage and 25 acres of land 
and 5 acres of marsh called Pages in the vill of Steple being in 
the Lord's hands by reason of the minority of the heir of 
Robert de Berkhamstede so demised by the year besides the 
services and customs. And of 12d. of Richard Swyft for 6 
perches of leyne at the west head of la Stone so demised to 
him by Court roll for the term of 10 years this being the 9th 
year. And of 2s. of William Mewer for the farm of a flete 
called Zanlade so demised this year and not more for default of 
hiring- and nevertheless it used to be demised for 2s. by the 
year. And of 6s. of Thomas Hierde for the farm of the tene
ment of Slohous so demised to him for a term of 7 years by 
Court roll this being the last year. And of 4s. of Roger Seme 
and William Bonge for the farm of 8 perches of wagess at the 
end of the wagess of Richard Swyft by the year so demised to 
the same by Court roll for the whole term of the life of either of 
them. And of 4d. of Richard Swyft for the farm of 2 perches of 
wagess by the year so demised to the same for the term of 9 
years by Court roll. And of 8d. of John Hokyn for the farm of 
4 perches of leyne by the year so demised to him by Court roll 
for term of his life and one year beyond. And of 8s. of Ralph 
Muggard for the farm of 20 perches of leyne which were lately 
of John Palfreyman so demised to him and his heirs by Court 
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roll. And of lSd. of William Austyn by the year forS perches 
of leyne lately in the tenure of the same John Palfreyman so 
demised to him and his heirs by Court roll. And of 9s. 4d. of 
John Colton by the year for 28 perches of leyne lately in the 
tenure of the said John Palfreyman so demised to him and his 
heirs by Court roll. And of lSd. ofWalter Sperte forS perches 
of leyne lately in the tenure of the said John Palfreyman so 
demised to him and his heirs by Court roll. And of 2s. of John 
Bekke and Thomas Fox for a certain parcel of wagess lately 
of John Bekke father of the aforesaid John towards the channel 
so demised to the same and their heirs. And of 2s. of Richard 
atte Bregge for the farm of 12 perches of leyne by the year so 
demised to the same Richard and Joan his wife and the heirs of 
the said Richard by Court roll. And of Ss. of William Mewer 
for the farm of ten perches of leyne lying at the east end of la 
leyne of John Besteman so demised to him and his heirs by 
Court roll. And of 2s. 6d. of John Lord for the farm of 10 
perches of leyne by the year lying at the east end of the leyne 
lately of Thomas Mook so demised to him for term of his life 
and one year beyond by Court roll. And of 2s. 8d. of John 
Hamond for 8 perches of leyne by the year at le Stone next 
the leyne of John Mory on the east side so demised to him and 
his heirs by Court roll. And of 4d. of the same John Hamond 
by the year for 3 perches and a half of sea-wall at la Ware so 
demised to him and his heirs by Court roll. And of 4s. of 
John Besteman and John atte Donne by the year for the farm 
of 12 perches of leyne so granted to them for the whole term of 
the life of either of them by Court roll. And of 2s. of John 
Hokyn by the year for 4 perches of leyne at la Ware lying 
near le Mellewere which same leyne John Besteman formerly 
held so demised to the same John Hokyn and his heirs by 
Court roll. And of 2s. 8d. of the same John Hokyn for 8 
perches of leyne lying in length on the south side of the leyne of 
John Besteman so granted to him and his heirs by Court roll. 
And of 2s. of John Godard for 6 perches of leyne lying between 
the leyne of John Colton on the east side and the leyne of 
John Hokyn on the west side so demised to him and his heirs 
by Court roll. And of 6d. of Waiter Sperte for 6 perches of 
wagess next the sea-wall at la Ware to wit between the wagess 
of John Hamond on the one side and the wagess of Richard 
Prill on the other side so granted to him for the whole term of 
his life and one year beyond by Court roll. And of Ss. lOd. of 
William atte Donne Sampson Thurkeld and John Hogerell for 
20 perches of leyne lying next the leyne lately of Adam Cok 
on the west side so granted to the same by Court roll for the 
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whole term of the life of either of them and 3 years beyond 
besides 10 perches of the same leyne there granted to the same 
Sampson Thurkeld and John Hogerell and their heirs by 
Court roll. And of 3s. Sd. of John Smethiot for 15 perches of 
leyne which John Wassh lately held for 4s. by the year lying 
dividedly next the leyne of Thomas Fox which was lately of 
John Sewale so demised to him for a term of seven years by 
Court roll this being the third year. And of 4s. 2d. of Sampson 
Thurkeld for 10 perches of leyne lying at le Mellewere so 
granted to him and his heirs by Court roll. And of 3s. 4d. of 
Robert Muggard for 10 perches ofleyne lying at the head of the 
lane of John Hogerell and Sampson Thurkeld towards the 
west so granted to him and his heirs by Court roll. And of 
6d. of Agnes Taillor for one place of void land opposite the 
gate of the church for placing a certain bathe thereupon on the 
day of the Exaltation of Holy Cross so demised to her by 
Court roll for a term of years. And of Id. of Ralph Muggard 
for 2 perches of sea-wall opposite le Gosehope so demised to 
him and his heirs at the terms of Easter and Saint Michael. 
And of Ss. of Joan Chiboll and John her son for the farm of a 
leyne at le Stone lately demised to William Chiboll so granted 
to the same and their heirs by Court roll. And of Ss. of John 
Bekke and John Hogerell by the year for the fishery ofTorflete 
so granted to the same and their heirs by Court roll. And of 2s. 
of Joan relict of John son of Robert Smyth for 2 parts of one 
marsh containing about 4 acres of land freely granted to her 
till .the full age of Robert son of the same John who is of the 
age of 7 years besides the ancient services and customs. And of 
20d. of John Redwen for 10 perches of leyne lying at the head 
of the east leyn of Roger Cok granted to him by Court roll 
this year as part of 40d. by the year and henceforth it remains 
in the Lord's hands. And of 2s. of John Lord for 12 perches 
of leyne lying at the east end of the leyne of the aforesaid 
John Redwen so granted to him and his heirs by Court roll 
this being the first year as part of 4s. by the year. And of 4d. 
of John Trig Junior for one place of land containing in length 
42 feet and in breadth 6 feet for building thereupon granted 
to him and his heirs this being the first year. And of 2d. of 
John Seme for a certain void place of land lying opposite his 
cottage at la Ware containing in length 22 feet and in breadth 
6 feet granted to him and his heirs. 

Sum- lOli. 7s. 7d. 

Sum total of the receipt - except arrears -
140li. Ss. S-!d. Proven 
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Expenses:-

Defaults of In default of the rent of a certain leyne formerly of Roger 
rent Seme because in the Lord's hands by the year 12d. Also in 

default of rent of one other wear because in the Lord's hands 
and at farm as above by the year 12d. In default of the wear 
formerly of Robert Mellere because not occupied on account 
of the inundation of the water by the year 3s. Also in default of 
the wear called le Coket formerly Redemannes for the same 
cause by the year 3s. In default of the rent of Sha:ffiete because 
in the Lord's hands and nevertheless it is charged among other 
rents at the term of Easter in the title of rents of assize by the 
year 10s. In default of the rent of Poolmanneslond because in 
the Lord's hands by the year ld. In default of rent formerly le 
Poles because in the Lord's hands by the year 2s. Also for one 
leyne formerly Goodholtis by the year 6d. Also in default of 
rent of a certain cottage called Snellys because in the Lord's 
hands and at farm among the farms of lands as above by the 
year 2s. Also in default of tallage of a tenement formerly 
Clerkes in Southmenstre because in the Lord's hands and at 
farm as above by the year 7!<1. Also in default of 3 acres of 
William Sampson for that they are granted to William 
Sampson and Joan his wife quit from all services except ungeld 
as appears by the Court roll and at a certain farm for money as 
above nothing of rent etc. 

Sum- 23s. 2-!d. 

Allowances of In allowance of the rent of a certain wear formerly of John Cok 
rent because in the Lord's hands by the year 3s. Also for 3 wears 

which were formerly of John Jervays for the cause aforesaid 
by the year 4s. Also for 2 wears which were formerly ofWilliam 
Seme whereof one is called le Pette and the other Unrady by 
the year for the cause aforesaid 2s. Also in default of one wear 
called le Petir lately demised to Roger Prill by the year 2s. 
Also for one wear which was formerly of William Warner 
by the year 12d. 

Costs of the 
Sea-wall 

Sum-12s. 

In 71 men hired as for one day to shoot heighten and stop the 
sea-wall in the places where it was most needed 23s. 8d. each 
taking by the day 4d. 

Sum- 23s. 8d. 
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Sum of all expenses and liveries- 136li. lls. 6-!d. 
And he owes to the Lord 77s. lid. and half a farthing. 
Which same arrears are charged in the account of the 
year ensuing. 

Value of the Manor this year- 122li. 16s. 9d. 

Feast of St. Michael 
the Archangel 
Rents of Assize 
Wardepanes 

Hokeday 

Wear 

Cummin 

Gilt spur 
le Holt 
Place in the sea 
Hope 

le Gosehope 
Messuage 

Purpresture 
la Wose 
Void place 
Wereplace 
Saltereswere 

GLOSSARY AND NOTES 

Manorial accounts usually ran from Michaelmas 
(September 29) to Michaelmas 
Fixed rents 
Wardpence or wardsilver, a corruption of "ward
pennies" as wardsilver is well known as a payment to 
the lord of the manor for commutation for military 
service 

Hock Day, the second Tuesday after Easter Sunday, a 
rent day like Michaelmas. A festival on which money 
was levied on passers-by, with a good deal of horse
play, for pious uses. Traditionally the day on which the 
English overcame the Danes 

Weir- an enclosure of stakes, nets, etc. in a river to 
catch or preserve fish 

Aromatic plant of the parsley family, the seed of which 
often figures as a kind of rent 

Another kind of nominal rent 
Holt-wood 
Oyster laying 
A piece of enclosed ground, e.g. in the midst of fens or 
marshes; or an inlet 

An enclosure for keeping geese 
Dwelling house, with the adjacent buildings and curtil
age for the use of the inhabitants 

An illegal enclosure of manorial land 
Ooze, mud 
Lacking occupier or inhabitant, deserted 
Weir 
Salter as a surname could, in Essex, be derived from a 
workman at a saltworks as there were saltpans nearby 
for making salt by evaporation from sea water 
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Demise 
la Caye 
Toft 
Sequel 
Farm 
Flete 
Lane 
Bothe 
Tallage 

To shoot, heighten 
and stop the sea-wall 
Expenses and liveries 

Transfer by lease or will for a term of years 
The quay . 
A homestead or a place where a messuage has stood 
Offspring (of a villein) 
Lease 
Fleet- creek or drain, probably the latter 
Oyster laying, leyne 
Booth, temporary fair stand 
Arbitrary tax levied by the lord of the manor or the 
Crown on an inferior tenant 

To shoot- push out, enlarge, strengthen 

Liveries - supplies, food, clothing, etc. for servants 
and labourers 

Archreological Notes 
Canvey Island 

Further finds have been made on three sites here:' 
BLACKMORE AVENUE (TQ 798825) 
· The base of a Samian ware · cup, Dragendorff form 33, was found on the 

surface. It bears the stamp P ATERNI. 
THORNEY BAY (TQ 794819) 

A further collection of Iron Age 'C' and Romano-British pottery has been 
recovered from the sea, including an outstanding quantity of decorated and plain 
Sa:mian. 

The following potters' marks have been noted: 
IVLLIM -cup, form 27. Possibly IVLLVS of Montans. 
F- PATIIIVS- cup, form 27. Unidentified stamp. 
CINTVSMIX- base of dish, form 31. CINTVSMVS was a potter of St. 

Bcnmet; Trajanic-Antonine. 
GLOSA .... . '-base of dish, form 18/31. GLOSABINVS- period unknown. 
PRIAM F- base of dish, form 18/3L Probably PiUAMVS. An unstamped 

cup, form 27, was also found. 
LEIGH BECK (TQ 823833) . 
. A Samianbase, form 18/31, has been found on the settlement site overlying 
the red hill. It bears the potter's stamp MIILVROF. MELLVRO was an 
An to nine potter of f.leddernheim~ 

Four pieces of the base, feet and legs of a pipeclay figurine of Venus were 
found on the settlement site. 

Another red hill has been located immediately to the south of the above 
site (TQ 823832) . . 

See Ex. A.S.Tr., Vol. 1, Part 4 (Third Series). and Vol. 11, Pt. 1. A full report is being 
prepared. · 
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Wickford 

Second Interim Report 

In May 1966 work began on the new Beau champs Junior School at the north 
end of Hill A venue (TQ 761937); foundation and sewer trenches revealed a 
series of floors, postholes, pits and ditches, dating from the early 1st century 
A.D. to the late 4th century. Rescue excavations were undertaken throughout 
the summer and autumn by Wickford and District Archaeological Society.! 

The pottery from the pits included Belgic, Gallo-Belgic, plain and decorated 
Samian wares. A near-complete Samian bowl, Dragendorff form 37, was decor
ated with four panels showing charioteers, and four more, alternating with the 
previous set, showing athletes. The bowl was signed ALBVCI, who was a 
Hadrianic potter working at Lezoux. A cup, form 33, was stamped SENNIVSF. 
(SENNIVS was also a Hadrianic-Antonine potter of Lezoux). A base, form 
18/31, bore the stamp BITVRIX, and another of the same form, CAMVLI ..• 
(This may be CAMVLINVS). Forty coins have been found, including silver 
denarii of Vitellius and Faustina I, and two bronzes of Cunobelin. 

A 1st century ditch, eight feet wide by three feet deep, was sectioned and 
found to contain some fine Belgic pottery and a silver denarius of Vitellius (69 
A. D.). The excellent condition of this coin suggested that it must have been lost 
not long after it was minted. 

Remains of several timber buildings were located, which dated mainly to 
the 3rd and 4th centuries. These were situated on the south side of a cobbled 
yard or road. One of the buildings had been destroyed by fire in the late 4th 
century; charred sill timbers, and burnt daub and roof tiles were found. 

WARWICK J. RODWELL 

Essex: Great Easton TL609254 

In 1966 there was a third and final season of excavation on behalf of 
the Ministry of Public Building and Works. 

Immediately west of the building excavated in 1965 (Ex.A.S.Tr., Vol. II, Pt. 
1, 3rd series, p. 97) were chalky boulder clay sills for a fourteenth century 
building 20 X 24 feet. The line of an east-west cobbled cross passage was con~ . 
tinued by clay sills for a corridor, 15 x 4 feet, running from the west doorway. 
This building was probably entirely of timber with a tiled roof. It seems possible 
that this was the kitchen proper and that the building excavated in 1965 should 
be described as the "roasting house" as two very substantial clay sills to the 
north-west may represent a north-south hall 18 feet wide. 

Sealed by these clay foundations were the remains of earlier structures. A 
ditch, possibly early thirteenth century, may be associated with a curved slot 

Sections, plans and pottery drawings are being prepared and will appear in -the final 
report. 
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20 foot long. Another ditch was an extension of the one found below the kitchen 
in 1965. Various postholes found at this level cannot be assigned to any specific 
structure. 

Among the finds were parts of three mortars: one of Pur beck marble and 
two of Bembridge limestone. 

ELIZABETH E. SELLERS 

JOIUN E. SELLERS 

The Mucking, Thurrock, Essex Crop-Mark Sites 

TQ 673 803 

Extensive barley growing by Mr. T. Lindsay of Waltons Hall, Mucking, 
on the Boyn Hill (also known as 100 ft. or 30 metre) gravel terrace, provides 
ideal conditions for the development of crop-marks which led to the discovery 
of the Mucking sites. These were seen and recorded from the air by Dr. J. K. 
St. Joseph, Director of Aerial Photography, University of Cambridge, in the dry 
summer of 1959. Following the publication of one of his photographs, showing 
an especially dense complex covering some twenty acres, in ANTIQUITY, 
(volume XXXVIII number 151 for September 1964, page 217 and plate XXXVII) 
the area was scheduled under the Ancient Monuments Act. The destruction of 
this complex by gravel quarrying followed soon after, and since September 
1965 archaeological investigation by the Ancient Monuments Inspectorate of 
the Ministry of Public Building and Works has been almost continuous. 

The crop-marks show a palimpsest of such features as enclosure ditches 
and pits, underground traces which survive from ancient landscapes. Work 
so far indicates a date range of at least one thousand years, from a ditch of the 
Late Bronze Age to graves of the Saxon period. 

Its strategic position - overlooking the widening estuary of the Thames -
doubtless explains the choice of this terrain for a 250 ft. diameter defensive 
earthwork of the Early Iron Age dated by its pottery to the 4th century B. C. It 
was succeeded by two open farmsteads, comprising circular hut sites with at
tached compounds. The largest, sub-rectangular and covering an acre, continued 
in use, apparently throughout the Roman period, as a cemetery, in which a few 
cremations and seventy inhumations were excavated. 

Isolated domestic sites, ditch burials and cremations of the Iron Age are 
also found. One ditch of this period marked a land boundary which was ap
parently still recognised by Saxon immigrants. 

More problematical is a 250 ft. X 200 ft. rectangular and partly double 
ditched enclosure of which the main ditch is of military type. This seems to be of 
Conquest date, and contains many late Roman finds in its final fill . Spread over 
the seaward slope, and often sited by earlier enclosure boundaries, are the sunk 
floors of Saxon huts from which have come early 5th century finds. More have 
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been recognised at Mucking (which has a Sax:on place-name) than at any other 
English site for far; while the discovery of both settlement and cemetery is quite 
exceptionable. 

The Mucking crop-mark sites offer an unrivalled opportunity to rescue 
archaeological evidence, as recorded plans or as tangible objects, of apparently 
continuous land use throughout a millenium in an area of geographical sig
nificance. 

The Mucking Excavation Committee of the Thurrock Local History Society 
now takes an active part in this rescue. Without the Society's support student 
excavators could not be accommodated. 

MUJv-67 

Correction 
The Victoria County History of Essex, Vol. iii, Roman Essex was stated to 

be out of print in a Footnote published in Part 1, Vol. II, page 59. 
The Editor, Mr. W. R. Powell, points out that although this volume sold 

extremely well , a few copies are still available, and enquiries should be directed 
to him at 2 Glanmead, Shenfield, Brentwood, Essex. 
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IN MEMORIAM 

P. H. REANEY, M.A., Pb.D., Litt.D., F.R.Hist.S., F.S.A. 

Percy Hide Reaney died at Tunbridge Wells on 17th January 1968. Born in 
Sheffield on 11th April 1890, the eldest of six children, be came from modest 
Yorkshire stock of limited means. It was his mother who first realised her eldest 
son's latent scholastic ability and spared no effort, despite financial difficulty, to 
accord him every opportunity in life to achieve the success she felt be merited. 

Success in winning a scholarship to Sheffield University was his open sesame 
to a scholastic career, and be earned his keep during vacations delivering news
papers and assisting in a butcher's shop. His teaching career began at Penrith, 
Cumberland, from whence be moved to llminster, Somerset; Wallasey, Cheshire; 
and eventually to Sir George Monoux Grammar School, Waltbamstow, London, 
E.17, in 1916, as Classics Master, thus beginning his long association with the 
School and with the county of Essex. 

Dr. Reaney was an erudite scholar in a specialised field of research as his 
'Place Name' publications in particular establish, He loved the Latin tongue and 
endeavoured to instil into scholars its logic and conciseness. He was a strict 
disciplinarian, jealous of the honour of the staffroom and a champion of the rights 
and merits of the Assistant Master. He evidenced a degree of detachment to many, 
was reserved and retiring and seem to seek no escape in sport or social activities. 

His retirement in 1950 was hastened by ill-health. He became a member of the 
Essex Archaeological Society in 1952 and was elected to its Council by 1954, and a 
Vice-President in 1965. He will be remembered cbiefiy for his "Place Names of 
Essex" (1935). An earlier work entitled "A History of Essex" (1928) was well 
received but is now out of print. He frequently contributed notes on Early Essex 
Clergy to the Essex Review, and on the demise of that admirable periodical, in 
the "Transactions". 

He was however rather more identified with Metropolitan Essex than the 
County, through membership early in the 1920s with Waltbamstow Antiquarian 
Society, serving on its Executive Committee, as Chairman and lastly as a Vice
President. His interests undoubtedly ranged beyond county horizons in research 
and publications too numerous to record here. In 1953 be joined the Kent Archaeo
logical Society representing Tunbridge Wells on its Council and later played an 
important part as Chairman of its 'Place Name' Committee. He was also an 
active member of the English Place Name Society Committee. 

Married in 1917, a widower in 1963, be is survived by a son and two daughters. 
In 1931 be graduated Ph.D. in English at the University of London, while his old 
University of Sheffield honoured him with the degree of Doctor of Letters in 1935. 
Later, the Royal Historical Society and the Society of Antiquaries admitted him 
to their fellowships. 

Another biographical note concluded with these words, "in the tongue that 
be loved we also feel that be did have 'otium cum diginate'," we endorse. 

J.B.B./ A.J.H. 
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SOME CHINGFORD FIELD NAMES 
Arthur J. Britton 

Chingford Historical Society 

INTRODUCTION 

Based on an old spelling of 1219 - CHAGINGEFORD - Dr. P. H. Reaney gives 
the meaning of Chingford as "the ford of the dwellers by the stumps ." The ford was 
probably near Cooks Ferry and therefore close to the sites of the Lockwood and 
Banbury Reservoirs during the construction of which remains of the stumps of a fairly 
extensive area of pile dwellings were found in 1901. At the time of the Saxon advent 
these piles would possibly have been visible and may have given rise to the name. 
The form of the earliest settlement is , of course, unknown but examination of field 
names and the Tithe Award Map offers a few clues to the medieval village and its 
later expansion. The manor houses of both the Domesday manors were situated in the 
S.W. corner of the Parish in the region of the ford. The field system probably followed 
the usual pattern of open fields , often named from the cardinal points, on which crops 
were grown in rotation, one field at least being fallow each year. There is clear evidence 
of the Southfield, referred to as Suthfeld in 1269, which was situated south of what 
is now known as New Road (at one time called Southfield Lane). The Tithe Map shows 
a somewhat regular field pattern which suggests a planned system of enclosure later 
than that for most other parts of the parish. Generally, enclosure in Chingford seems 
to have been early. There is no Inclosure Award for the parish. By the time of 
Elizabeth I there were two fields here - Great and Little Southfields - with a total 
acreage of 63 acres but another document refers to eight pieces of land called Southfield 
an d comprising 82 acres (Fields No. 412-423 Ex. 418). The original open field would 
undoubtedly have been of greater extent. 

There are no clues to the other open fields though a WESTEFELDE is mentioned 
in a Court Book for 1367-1509 - acreage not known - and a WESTFEILD of 6 
acres in 1649 which may merely relate to a western field of some farm. The Common 
Marsh is indicated by the name Man Marsh (Nos. 98-104), and the old Common Field 
by Mansfield (No. 83 and 84), both of which were important features in early rural life 
for communal grazing of cattle. Each would have been much larger than is shown on 
the Tithe Map. Along the banks of the Lea there were also Dockmarshes - apparently 
rather extensive - parts at least of which were used in 1222 for the grazing of oxen. 
Between the two branches of the Lea in the northern part of the parish and in the NEY 
or NAZE in the S.W. corner were the Changeable Lands - strips or furlongs of land 
the holders of which changed each year, allotment apparently being made by the Marsh 
Reeve though in the Ney reference in 1481-2 to "{· acre in LE LOTTYNGMEDE" 
indicates assignment by lot. Lammas Rights existed over these Changeable Lands. 

Development of the early settlements was doubtless slow at first but accelerated 
in the early Norman period. The years 1100 to 1350 are sometimes referred to as the 
Age of Expansion during which there was an extension of village lands at the expense 
of forest waste, etc., and even of Common land. This is evidenced in Chingford by the 
large number of field names in RIDDEN, REDEN, RYDEN, etc., from Old English 
words meaning a clearing or cleared land - an assart, land taken in from waste, an 
example of the latter being "Ramms Acre" specifically referred to as a "new assart" in 
1222. At the Justice Seat of 1277 24 acres of assarts were reported as being within the 
Manor of Chingford St. Paul and, much later, others in Chingford Earls are referred 
to in a Grant of King James I dated 1620-1. The field named INNYNGE (No. 65) 
meaning a piece of land taken in or enclosed is obviously one enclosed from the 
Common Marsh. 
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A glance at the Tithe Map will reveal that King's Head Hill - running east from 
the cross roads by field No. 24 (Dells Farm) to the Hawks Mouth - had cottages only 
on its southern side. This is clearly because the north side was forest land later cleared 
and enclosed as indicated by the Ridden names of fields 6, 7 and 11 and also by the 
somewhat regular field pattern usually associated with late enclosure. All these fields 
were collectively known as "The Riddens." The strange tongue-like Hawks Mouth was 
probably left to give near access to the forest for the villagers of the Low Street 
settlement in the exercise of their Common Rights of pasturing cattle in the forest, for 
driving in their pigs for pannage and, of course, considerably shortening the distance 
for the carriage home of wood gathered under the lopping and fuel rights. Another 
group obviously enclosed from forest land is that on the northern side of Maddox Lane 
(now Station Road) covering an area of some 70 acres - field Nos. 223-4 and 241-6. 
Originally this area appears to have been one large field known as the Reddens and 
also as Rayles indicating the land was cleared and railed in from the forest waste. 
Subsequent division shows the usual inclination towards regularity found in late planned 
enclosure. 

The small irregular fields or plots scattered along the edge of the forest are probably 
the result of encroachments, possibly by "squatters". In 1630 the Regarders of the 
Forest stated that at the end of the 16th and early 17th centuries a number of 
houses and cottages were built on forest land, some upon illegal enclosures and others 
upon waste. In Chingford there were 6 on waste and 3 on old enclosures, small pieces of 
land being attached to some of them. In all probability this type of encroachment existed 
earlier. Many small fields, however, would doubtless have been those attached to 
cottages, often of about 5 acres. Later a Statute of 31 ELIZ I (1589) required each 
cottage to have 4 acres adjacent to it and to be held with it. The Tithe Award 1838 
shows over 70 fields of between 3-! acres to just over 5 acres and a dozen actually 
called "Four Acres." 

Boundaries along old natural drainage channels account for the odd shape of some 
fields. 

I am indebted to the work of the late Mr. A. L. Martin, for 25 years Secretary of 
the Chingford Historical Society, and Mr. J. B. Bennett, a Vice-President. Use has, of 
course, been made of the erudite works of the late Dr. P. H . Reaney which no one 
interested in Essex Place-names can ignore. My thanks are also due to colleagues of 
the Chingford Historical Society for drawing my attention to various documents and 
field names and to that mine of information, the Essex Record Office. 

ABSt. 
AGt. 
AGt.D.B. 
Arch.Ct. 
AUG.afc. 
C. & A . 
CAL.MISC.INQs. 
C.B. 
Ct.Bk. 
C.C.C.B. 
C.C.C.D. 
C.C.R. 
C.E. 
CHART. 
C.H.S. 
C.R . 

References 
Abstract of Title. 
Agreement. 
Agreement 1835 held by Mr. D. Banks. 
Archdeacon's Court, Essex. 
Augmentation a/ cs. 
Chapman & Andre Map 1777. 
Calendar of Miscellaneous Inquisitions. 
Court Baron. 
Court Book. 
Chingford Comitis Court Baron. 
County Catalogue of Chingford Deeds. 
Calendar of Close Rolls. 
Chingford Earls (Comitis). 
Calendar of Charters & Rolls . 
Chingford High School's "Chingford." 
Court Rolls. 
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C.S. Court of Swainmote. 
D.B.S. Deed of Bargain & Sale. 
ENF.PPs. Enfranchisement Papers. 
E.Q.S. Essex Quarter Sessions. 
E.R. "Essex Review." 
E.R.O. Essex Record Office. 
Ex.C.R.(St.l.) Extracts of Court Rolls re Mrs. St. John's land & 

• Ex.C.R.(P.) Pitfields Estate. 
F.F. Feet of Fines (Essex). 
FISHER. W. R. Fisher's "Forest of Essex." 
FOR . Pleas of the Forest. 

• H.B.C.R. Higham Bensted Court Rolls. 
HILL. Jared Hills Boothby Estate Map 1738. 
HUNTS.R.O. Huntingdon Record Office. 
l .B.S. Indenture of Bargain & Sale. 
J. Map of Jefferson Estate c. 1800. 
K.J.G. Copy King James' Grant 1620-1. 
L.C.R. Loughton Court Rolls. 
LONG. Documents deposited by Mr. Long. 
L.P. Letters & Papers. 
L.T. Land Tax. 
M. Morant's "History of Essex." 
MAP. Chingford Hall & St. Paul Estate Maps 1782. 
M.C.L. Map of Changeable Lands 1830-1. 
M.E. Middle English. 
MEMO. Memorandum. 
MEMO.LET.AGt. Memo. of Letting Agreement. 
M IN .A. Ministers a/cs P.R.O. 
Mon. Monoux. 
O.A . Official Arbitration Map 1882. 
O.E. Old English. 
O.N. Old Norse. 
o.s. Ordnance Survey Map. 
O.S.L.O.N. Ordnance Survey Map of London & Environs. 
PAT.R. Patent Rolls. 
PARTICs.S. Particulars of Sale. 
P.N. Place Names. 
P.N.E. "Place names of Essex." Dr. P. H. Reaney. 
P.R. Calendar of Patent Rolls. 
P.R .O. Public Record Office. 
Q.R. Quit Rents. 
R .O.C. Register of Commoners. 
R.V. Register of Voters. 
SARUM . Salisbury Hall Court Rolls. .. 
S.F. Survey of Stanes Farm 1686. 
SKETCH. Sketch of business for next court c. 1800. 
s.s. Sale Specification. 
St.P . Documents relating to St. Paul's Manor. • T. Terrier. 
T.A. Tithe Award 1838 (&field number). 
TRAPPS. Trapps Papers. 
V.C.H. "Victoria County History, Essex." 
w. Warrant. 
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W.P.N. 
W.A.S. 
w.w. 

"Walthamstow Place Names." Dr. P. H . Reaney. 
Walthamstow Antiquarian Society. 
Walthamstow Wills. 

AlNSLIE WOOD 1868-76 O.S. 

ENDSLEIGH WOOD 1861 O.S.Lon. 
This was the western part of Tithe Map No. 411 and included "Brown's Grove" 

which was also part of T.A.41l. It was known as "Little Larks" in 1559 T. and later as 
St. John's Wood. 

From a former owner Sir Robert Sharpe Ainslie whose residence was "The Rolls." 

ALDEFELD 1367-1509 Ct .Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
This may be from O.E. "ALD," "EALD" = old, and "FELD" = open country 

and later land for pasture or cultivation. The name may mean an old field in the sense 
either that it had been in use a long time or that it had ceased to be used. It may, of 
course, be from a fami ly surname though there is no possessive "S". 

ALDWICKS 1632 St.P. ALLWICKS 1637 St.P. ALWICKES 1638 St.P. ALDWICK 
1681 St.P. ALDWICH 1656. ALDWITCH 1657 Ct .Bk. E.R.O . D/DU. 158/1. 

From O.E. "ALD" = old and "WIC" = a dwelling, a building or a collection of 
buildings for special purposes, a farm especially a dairy farm. 

An old dairy farm, but this may be from a personal surname, the "S" being 
possessive. It is referred to in 1681 as "a messuage . .. and a close of 6 acres adjoining 
near the Parsonage House." 

ALE-HOUSE FIELD 1838 T.A.225. 1844 S.S. 
This field was also known as King's Head Field and in 1782 map as Lower 

House H ill. 
Self explanatory - the ale house being that now known as the King's Head public 

house standing by the highway King's Head Hill. 
Lower House Hill in contrast to Upper House Hill to the north and higher up 

the hill. 
The ale-house appears to have adopted the sign of the King's Head about 1787. 

ANWORTHES 1641-2 St.P. ANNWORTHS 1648, 1681 St.P. ANWORTHS AT FIELD 
1670, 1681 St.P. ANWORTHS OLD FIELD (SCOTTS FIELD) 1659 Ct.Bk. E .R.O. 
D / DU. 158 / 1. 

This is described in 1641 as a "close ... near Chingford Green" and was 
adjacent to Pease Croft (?T.A.l92). The 1670 reference is to "Scotts Field containing 
4 acres called Anworths at Field." It is probably from a personal surname the final 
"S" being possessive. 

The 1659 Court Book entry refers to a "Tenement formerly a Smith's Forge, but 
now a Butchers Shopp . ... . sometime a parcell of a cottage," Scotts Field is the same 
as Scotch Field and was part of Blood Field T.A.185 at one time two fields. It is 
possible that the old forge was at the cottage shop now (1967) occupied by Mr. Pracy 
at the rear of which old foundations have been found together with parts of horseshoes 
and a horse's tooth. This shop, at the top of King's Head Hill was at one time the village 
post-office. 

BACK RNER 1768, 1824 Long. 1738 Hill. 
The first two references are to "a certain cutt of water ... " in the Ney which 

suggests it may have been a man made channel to serve the mill, to which it belonged, 
at Chingford Hall called the Leather Mills in the Long leases and conveyances. 
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The Jared Hill map shows the whole western channel of the River Lea in the 
northern half of the parish as the Back River presumably because, from a Chingford 
point of view, it ran behind the main stream. It is the same as the Mare Dyke. 

BAKERS GROVE c. 1800 J. 1838 T.A.220 & 220A. 
T.A. No . 220 was also known as Little Paddock c. 1800. 
Probably from a personal surname. 
Thomas Young surrendered a messuage, etc., in Netherstreet occupied by Thomas 

Baker in 1649 St.P. who is shown as paying rent of £9.15.10 to a Mr. Pinfolds in a 
Rental of 1651 which also shows a Mr. Baker as paying rents to talling £92.0.0 for 
other property. 

BALLS 1634 St.P. 
Doubtless from a family surname. 
John Ball is referred to in the Court Book of 1367-1509 E.R.O. D/Dwn. M.1. 

BARLEY CROFT 1679 St.P. 1738 E.R.O. D/Wwn. M.5. BARLEYCROFT Q.R. 
1690-1778. BARLEY MEAD 1666 Ex.C.R.(P). 

Self explanatory - from crop grown. 
See also "Berecroft." 

BARNECROFTE 1648 St.P. BARNCROFT 1676 St.P. 1716 L.T. 

BARNE CROFT 1681-2 St.P. 

BARN FIELD 1838 T.A.JO. BARNFIELD 1838 T.A.74. 

BARN HOPPETT 1887 R.O.C. 

BARN HOPPET (Around S. part of Warren Pond) 1882 O.A. Map 1868-82 O.S. 
"Croft" a small enclosed field or a small enclosure of arable or pasture land. 
"Hoppet" a small enclosure. 
Self explanatory, an enclosure with a barn or near a barn. 

2 Acre Orchard. BATEMANS 
5 Acre Grove. BATEMANS GROVE 

Site not known to me. 
Probably from a personal surname. 

l1559T. Ct.Bk. 1367-1509 
J E.R .O. D/Dwn. M.1. 

John Bateman is shown in the 1367-1509 Court Book. 

BEANEFELD (10 acres) 

BEANFIELD ( 3 acres) 

LE BEAN GARDEN 

1551 P.R. 

1559 T. (also known as "Little Manfield") 

1679 St.P. 
Self explanatory. From the crop normally grown there. 

BEDFORD POND 1878. 
This reference is from the D'Oyley map in the Guildhall Library. It is the same 

as Warren Pond. 
Apparently from a personal surname, probably after John Thomas Bedford, an 

active worker for the preservation of the forest and Chairman of the Epping Forest 
Committee . 

BELLSTANES 1641, 1673 St.P. BELSTAINS 1679 St. P. BELLSTAINS 1782 Map 
(T.A.92). BELLE STAINS 1887 R.O.C. BELL STAINS or Manfield 1866 Long (T.A.93) . 
GREAT BELLSTAINS 1838 T.A .90 (also known as "Lower Feild" 1686 S.F. (map)). 
LITTLE BEL(L)STAIN(E)S 1838 T.A.92. LITTLE BELL STAINS (formerly in two 
known as Hilly Field and Drove Way, 1866 Long). STAINES GREEN 1626 St.P. 
STANES GREEN(E) 1637 St.P. 1656 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU.158/1 also STANES ACRE. 

The following may also belong here :-
STANES HILL 1620-21 K.J.G. STANEHYLL 1367-1509 Ct .Bk. E.R.O. D/Dwn. 
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M.1. STANES BOTTOM 1620-21 K.J.G. STANE'S FARM (169 acres) 1703-9 E.R.O. 
D I DQ.53 142. 

T.A.93 is also shown as Manfield on the 1782 map and appears to be the 
"Dockemarsh" referred to in the Court Baron of 1659. 

From a personal surname. The Survey of Stanes Farm 1686 is signed "Will 
Staines." Apparently Will or Bill Staines corrupted. Bellstains Farm is the same as the 
later Gomms Farm. The Jared Hill map of 1738 shows it as held by Stephen Gomm. 

BERECROFT(E) 1534 Mon . 
From O.E. "Bere" = barley and "Croft" = a small enclosure, etc. Barley enclosure 

from the crop normally grown there. 
The field was part of Pimp Hall Farm. 
See also Barley Croft. ? the same field. 

BIG FIELD 1838 T.A.146 & 146A. 

BIG GROVE FIELD 1838 T.A.275 . 

BIG PLOUGHED FIELD 1838 T.A.336. 
Self explanatory. 
T.A.146 & 146A are the same as Gunners Downe, 1647 St.P. 
T.A.275 formed part of New Years Grove, 1782 Map. 
T.A.336 includes Endlebury Cross Field and Woodfield. 

BLEAK HALL 1777 C. & A. BLEAKE HALL 1738 Hill Map. BLEEK BRIDGE 
c. 1775 E.R.O . Dl DYe 11 I 3. BLEAK HALL or Cook's Ferry 1828 engraving by Radden. 
COOKS FERRY 1868-76 O.S. COOKS WEIR c. 1775 E.R.O. DIDYc 1113. 

Bleak Hall may originate from its exposed position but more probably it may be 
associated with Thomas Bleake (or his family) who was fined 2d. as a defaulter in 
1631 St.P. 

Mathew Cook lived at Bleak Hall and died on 17th March, 1798 aged 67. "Old" 
Mathew Cook (possibly grandfather of the above) was keeper of the Ferry before the 
building of the bridge which was in existence by 1675. In 1720 the repair of this bridge 
was the responsibility of the tenant of Chingford Hall. It was taken over by the County 
in 1878. 

BLOCK MEAD 1838 T.A.363. 
Counties other than Essex have field and minor names in "block" but the sense is 

undetermined. 

BLOOD FIELD 1838 T.A.185 . 
Contrary to what one might expect this name is not derived from an incident of 

bloodshed. The Enfranchisement Papers in the Chingford Historical Society's Museum 
room contain certain references to, and a copy letter from, a Mr. J . H . Blood relating 
to the surrender of a lease of some property in Chingford. It is possible, therefore, 
that the name originated from him or his family. No reference to this field name has 
been found earlier than the Tithe Award of 1838. Writing from Witham, Mr. Blood's 
letter is dated 15th September, 1853. 

At one time this was two fields. One of about St acres was known as "Scotch 
Field", the other, un-named, of 5 acres was occupied by Richard Burton, Victualler, 
presumably in connection with the King's Head Public House, which is mentioned in the 
Deed of Bargain and Sale 1848 Long. The Tithe Award number is quoted in this deed 
making identification certain. A letter from Ind Coope (East Anglia) Ltd., owners of 
the King's Head, refers to "Scotch Field" or otherwise "Scotts Fields", the plural suggest
ing that both fields referred to above shared this name. 

Scotch Field is mentioned in a document of 1679 St.P. 

BLUEHOUSE WOOD 1838 T .A.299. 1738 Hill Map. 
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THE BLUE HOUSE 1739 Hunts.R.O . c. 1800 Sketch. 
The wood doubtless takes its name from the "messuage or tenement called the 

Blue House" possibly from its colour. 

BORAMS GROVE 1651 R ental. 
Probably from a family surname. A William Borham was assessed to Land Tax 

in 1716. One of the village constables elected in 1680 St.P. was William Boram. 

BOREHEMPSTALLES or BORISHAMSTALL 1534 Mon . 

BORESTALES W.A.S.24 . BOREHAMPSTELLS-MEAD c. 1586-90 M. 

BOREMSTALES 1630 St.P. BOREHEMSTALLES 1631 St.P. 

BORESHEMPSTALLS or Long Willow 1653 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DIDu.158 l 1 . 

BORES HOMESTALLS 1655 } 

BOARE HEMSTALLS 1656 
Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D I Du. 158 I 1. 

BORTCHAMPSTALLS OR L . .. (? Long) Willows 1681 St.P. 

These two fields were apparently connected with the Gowers & Buckerells (Pimp 
Hall) Estate. 

The 1681 reference seems to suggest that they were situated at T.A.75 & 76 at 
Low Hall Farm but the earlier of 1655 tends to indicate T.A.68 & 69. 

The name is undoubtedly derived from:-
O.E. "Bar" = a boar and "Hamst(e)all" = a homestead, the enclosure of a homestead 
or a farmyard, the meaning being a farmyard where a boar was kept. 

Among other animals a boar is mentioned in the 1222 Inquisition of the Manor 
of St. Paul. 

The Essex Quarter Sessions of 1585 refer to a boar's pen, called a "boresfrancke", 
at Frydayes Hill house having been overthrown during a manorial fracas . 
Lordship and Manor of BOROHOUSE 1768 M. 

BOREHOUSE 1740-2 Salmon. 
Presumably Salmon's reference is to the Lordship and Manor of Borohouse also. 

(See also under "Burwoods.") 
This would appear to relate to the manor-house. From O.E. "Burh", "Burg", etc. 

= a fortified place or manor and ultimately a manor. 
I do not think this name and "Burwoods" had any connection with "Brendwoods" 

as Salmon seems to suggest. Brendwood (Q.V.) was in Chingford Hatch whereas 
Borohouse must relate to Chingford Hall in the western part of the Parish as the manor 
is stated to have extended into Tottenham and Edmonton. 

BOSGROVE FARM 1882 O.A. Map. 1887 R.O.C. 
The farm homestead was at T.A.179. 
From a personal surname. 
A Mr. Bosgrove is shown in the Quit Rent Book of "Chinkford Manner" for 1775 

to 1794. An Abstract of Affidavits made by the farmers of Chingford in 1776 includes 
a Boasgrave (Trapps Papers). George Bosgrave, Bosgrove or Boasgrove is mentioned 
in the St. Paul's Court R ecords of 1733, 1738 and other years, E.R .O. DIDWn. M.S, 
and in the same records John, George 1733 and Joseph Bosgrave 1734. John Boasgrave, 
as one of the Churchwardens, signed the Overseers Accounts in 1766 and other years. 
Another Joseph Boasgrave died in 1806 aged 30 and is buried at Chingford. 

BOTTOM FIELD 1738 Hill Map. 1838 T.A.417. 
Self explanatory. In contrast to High Field T.A.413 . 

BOUNDARY FIELD 1838 T.A.427. 
Self explanatory. On the boundary with Walthamstow. 
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The BOWLEING GREEN 1686 S.F. 
Self explanatory, but the site is uncertain. ? T.A.314. 

THE BRACYES 1632 St.P. 
Possibly from a family name. A Thomas Bracie "citizen and Fishmonger" of 

London surrendered his messuage and orchard in 1633 St.P . 

BRANCHERS FIELD 1559 T. 

BRANCHETFELD 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 

FURTHER BRANSHETT FIELD 1630 St.P. BRANCHETT FEILDS 1631 St.P. 

BRANCHETT FIELD 1656 Ct.Bk. E.R .O. D/ DU. 158 / 1. 

BRANCH alias BRAUNCHELL FIELDS 1713 E.R .O. D/DLc. 

BRAUNCH otherwise BRAUNCHET FIELDS 1741 ENF.PPs. 
These names may, or may not, refer to the same field. 
On the basis of the 1630 and 1631 references Dr. P. H. Reaney (W.P.N.) suggests 

the name is probably derived from:- M.E. "Brame" = bramble and O.E. "Sceat" = a 
corner or angle of land. The meaning being Bramble nook. 

The 1713 and 1741 forms, however, seem to suggest a possible confusion with (Sir) 
John Branch (shown as Braunche in the 1556 Court Roll of Chingford Comitis) who 
held land in the Parish early in the reign of Elizabeth I and was Bailiff before 
purchasing the manor from Humphrey White in 1572. He was a citizen and merchant 
of London and became Sheriff of the City in 1571 and Lord Mayor in 1580 when he 
was knighted. 

BRANTWOODS or BURNTWOODS 1589 Essex Arch. Vol. 13 . 

BRENDWOOD 1659 Gents. Magazine 1790 (Scottes Mayhewes) at Chingford Hatch. 

BRENDWOODS 1740-42 Salmon. 

BRINDWOODS alias Scots Mayhews 1814 Ogbourne. 
From M.E. "Brende, Brente" = Burnt. 
A wood cleared by burning or consumed or destroyed by fire. 
The name may be derived from a personal surname. John and Thomas Brendwood 

are mentioned in the Court Book of 1367-1509, E.R.O. D/ DWn. M.1. 
John Brentwood, by will dated 16th June, 1487, proved on lOth August, 1487, left 

"To Katherine my wife my tenement at Gyngford Hache with 10 acres land for term 
of 20 years". (W.A.S.) A Feoffment of 1474-5 is witnessed by John Brendewode E.R.O. 
DJDQ.53 j7. 

BRICKERS FIELD (CORNER) 1646 St.P. 
From a personal surname. 
James Bricker held a house and land in Chingford and was ordered to clear his 

ditch in 1645-6 St.P . He was elected Bread and Ale Taster in 1647 St.P. 

BROAD MARSH (in the Common Marsh) 1630, 1648 St.P. 1738 E.R .O. DjDWn. M.5. 

BROADMARSH 1631, 1677, 1681-2 St.P. 

BROAD MARSH MEAD 1670 St.P. 

BRODMEDE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . D/DWn. M.J. 
Self explanatory. 
From O.E. "Brad" = broad, spacious or M.E. "Brode" = a broad strip and 
O.E. "Mred" = a meadow. 

BROOKERS ENCLOSURE 1857 C.C.C.D.jDDB 381. 
Probably from a personal surname. 
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BROOK FIELD 1838 T .A .447. 
By the side of the River Ching which was called simply the Brook in the Court 

Rolls of 1585 and 1628 and Boorne 1562. 
This field is shown as "Mounts Hoppitt" on the estate map of 1782. 

BROOK POND 1868-76 O.S. 
See Brook Field above. 
In the Tithe Award field No. 296 adjoining "Whitehall" and described as "Grass 

and Plantation". 
It lay close to the Ching which derived its name from Chingford on a false 

assumption that the ford was across that stream. Actually the ford was across the Lea. 

BROUNEZ GROVE 1534 SARUM (P.R.O.) 1540 Mon . 

BROWN(E)S GROVE 1559 T. 1670, 1681 St.P. 1782 Map. 1810, 1812 C.C.C.D./ DDB 
373-4. 

This is stated to abut "on Le Hide on the north" (1670 and 1681) and as "lying to 
the north of Hydes" (1534). The 1782 map shows it to have been part of T.A.411 (St. 
John's Wood). Later it became part of Ainslie Wood. 

Probably from a family name. Robert and William Broune were tenants of Salis
bury Hall manor, Walthamstow in 1500 (W.A.S.24) . Richard, John, William and Robert 
Browne are mentioned in the Court Book 1367-1509 E .R.O. D fDW n. M. 1. 

The 1810 reference relates to the admission to this piece of woodland of Jane 
Forsyth who, in 1812, obtained licence to fell and grub up the grove. However, she 
surrendered it to Sir Robert S. Ainslie the following year (DDB /376) when it is stated 
to be part of a wood containing in the whole 17 acres. Presumably this is St. John's 
Wood which the Tithe Award (411) gives as a little over 17-l: acres owned and occupied 
by Sir Robt. Ainslie. 

BOKERELS 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D / DWn, M.1. BUCKERILLS 1626-32 St.P. 

BUCK(E)RELL(E)S 1538, 1540 Mon. 1657 St.Bk. E.R .O. D/Du. 158/ 1. 1790 E.R.O. 
D /D Lc. 1838 T.A.197. 

BUCKRES & GOWERS 1543 Mon. BUCKRELS 1903 Map (Long). 

BUCKERELLS GARDEN 1544 Mon. } 
BUCKERILLS GROVE, BUCKERELLS GROVES 1620-1 K.J.G. ? T.A.322· 

PIMP HALL GARDENS 1838 T .A.322. 

PYMPIS 1543 Min.A . PYMPES 1660-1 E .R .O. D / Dvt. PIMPS HALL 1777 C. & A. 
PIMP HALL 1834 E.R .O. 1838 T.A.322. 1887 R.O.C. PIMP HALL FARM 1882 O.A. 
Map. 1868-76 O.S. GOWERS & BUCK(E)RELL(E)S 1544 L.P.Mon. 1790 E.R.O . D /DLc . 
GOWERS & BUCKERELLS alias PYMPES MANOR 1568 M . GORES & 
BUCKERELLS 1629 E.R .O. D / Dvt. GOWERS & BUKRELLES 1544 AUG.afcs. 
GOWERS BUCKERS 1838-9 CB(Long.) 1904 Letter(Long.). 

BOKRELL DOWNS. BUKRELLS DOWNE 1533-8 Mon. 

The Land of BOKYREL. Tenement of BOKEREL 1271 C.R. (P.R.O.) . 

GOWRES LAND 1481-2 E .R .O. D /DQ. 53/10. GOORES & BUCKEWELLS 1629 
E.R.O. D fDQ. 53/25. 

These names are from three families who held the property, which was acquired 
in 1264 by Stephen Buckerell. Sir John Gower, "Grome of the Stole" to Henry VII, 
held 253 acres formerly held by . . ... Buckrells Esq. (Mon. Ledger Book). Sir John's 
daughter, Elizabeth, married Reynold Pympe whose daughter, Anne, married Sir John 
Scott. Sir George Monoux acquired the property from this family in 1538, and appears 
to have sold it to the King. Geoffrey Lukyn purchased it from Henry VIII in 1544. 
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Arthur Mee in his Essex volume links Pimp Hall Farm with the mysterious 
Scottes Mayhewes. If this is correct the Scott family mentioned above may have given 
rise to the first part of the name but I am unable to link this with Mayhews. The only 
reference to this latter family I have so far found is in the Calendar of Close Rolls for 
1289 P.R.O. recording that three Chingford men were imprisoned at Waltham indicted 
for the death of "William son of John Mayheu". 

BULL FIELD. LITTLE BULL FIELD 1838 T.A.327 & 332. 

BULL LANE 1882 O.A. Map. (Now Kings Road). 
If this is not from a field on which a bull normally grazed the origin may be from 

the old "Bull" public house now the "Bull and Crown". 

BULT FIELD 1838 T.A.320. BUTE FIELD 1738 Hill Map. 
This field is on a rounded hill in front of the entrance to Friday Hill House. The 

ice-house and a pound stood at the eastern corner. 
Doubtless from O.E. "Bult" = a hillock. 
It is now Pimp Hall Park. 

BUNTYNGES 1461 E.R.O. DIDQ. 5316. 

BUNTYNGFELD, BUNTYNGLAND, BUNTYNGCROFTE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E .R .O. 
DIDWn. M1 . 

BUNTINGFIELD 1559, BUNTINGESBRIDGE 1604-6 C.R. BUNTINGS 1641-75 St.P. 

BUNTINGS BRIDGE 1641-75 St.P. 1691 E.R.O. DIDLc. BUNTING BRIDGE FEILD 
1686 SF (?T.A.261). 

BUNTINGBRIDGE FIELD 1758 Hunts.R.O . BUNTINGBRIDGE 1651 E.R.O. DIDU. 
15811. 

BUNTON(S) BRIDGE 1646 St.P. c. 1800 J. (Part of T.A.261). 

BUNTING(E) BRIDGE 1681 C.B. Enf. PPS. 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DIDU. 15811. 

LITTLE BUNTINS 1838 T.A.262. BUNTINGS MEAD 1887 R .O.C. 
Probably from a family name. 
Richard Buntynge witnessed the will of the Rev. John Huntyngdon, Vicar of 

Walthamstow, in 1395. 
The "bridge" was probably one across a stream or ditch. A footpath ran across 

both T.A.261 and 262. 

BURGATES 1749 E.R.O. BURGATOS 1738 E.R.O. (sometime "Cardmakers"). 
The "0" in the second form is probably an error for "E". Burgate (Suffolk) is 

shown as "Burgata" in Domesday Book. 
From the reference to "Cardmakers" this field would appear to have been in the 

Chingford Hatch area. 
From O.E. "Burh-geat" = a Town or Manor gate, the meaning here doubtless 

being a manor gate, which was anciently a gate in an enclosure surrounding the 
defensible residence of a thegn or earl. In Old English tradition the Bell-house and 
Burhgeat were regarded as symbols of thegn status 

However, this could be from a family name. In 1461 Richard Burgate executed 
a Grant of land and wood in favour of Nicholas and Thomas Chadkirk E.R.O. D 1 DQ. 
5316. 

BURMANS GROVE 1620-1 K.J.G. BURMANS GROVE CORNER 1641 St.P. 

BOREMANS WOOD 1738 Hill Map (same as T.A.341 "Grove Field"). 
Probably from a personal surname. 
John Burman or Bourman held a Smiths Forge, " 1 rodd of ground and a tenement 

called "Seales" in 1559 T. Formal admission to this property was granted at the Court 
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Baron of 1560 the rental being fixed at 3 I- per annum. He was a member of the Homage 
in 1561, 1562 and 1566 Chingford Comitis Courts Baron. 

BURNETI WOOD 1588 (Book of Alienations) M . 
Described as "a messuage called Friday Hill and BUI·nett Wood" and also "a 

messuage called Chingford Hatch holden of the Rectory of Chingford". (? any connec
tion with "Scotts Mayhews"). 

Probably from a personal surname . 
John Burnett held land in Chingford and is described as "yeoman" in an Indenture 

of Bargain and Sale of 1659 when he paid Henry Locke £100 for a moeity of Nulands 
Megelcrofts. He was Churchwarden in 1636-7 and railed in the Communion Table in 
compliance with Archbishop Lauds order but the Vestry considered his account 
extravagant and refused to pass it. 

He was elected Constable in 1628 and 1654, Ale-Taster in 1630 but refused the 
latter office in 1636 and was fined £5. In 1637 he was presented for an encroachment in 
"Docke Marsh" and in 1649 St.P. ordered to clear his ditch "from the gate of Suffield 
to the corner of Larks Wood". (? was Burnett Wood near or part of this?). 

BURWOODS 1423-1586 E.R.O. DfDLc. 1653-1790 E.R.O. D / DLc. 

BURWOODES 1588 E.R.O . D.DQ. 53/19. . 
Farm called BURWOODS 1740-2 Salmon 1768 M. 

BURWOODS 1677, 1740, 1765, 1767-8, 1770, 1784 Hunts.R .O. 
Salmon in his History of Essex refers to the farm of Burwoods possessed by the 

daughters of Mr. Tanner (later to become Mrs. Elizabeth Creamer and Mrs. Mary 
Ashley). 

The Lordship and Manor of "Borohouse" is stated to lie partly in Chingford and 
partly in the Parish of Tottenham and Edmonton. It was granted by Queen Elizabeth I 
to William Doddington in 1559 and is supposed to be the farm called "Burwoods" 
belonging to the Tanner sisters (Morant). 

This is clearly the name of a farm and not of a wood. As the manor extended into 
Tottenham and Edmonton it must have been by the Lea and on more or less marshy 
ground probably in the Chingford Hall area where there was a bridge leading to 
Edmonton Marsh (St .P. 1670). 

From O.E. "Burh" = in its later sense a manor and "Wereth, Weroth or Werth = a 
marsh. 

Werth is a common place-name term for a marsh along the Thames and, per 
Dr. Reaney, has been noted in field-names by the River Lea. See also Labworth 
(P.N.E. 148) and Burwood (P.N.E. 183) the definition for the latter being "Marsh by 
the Burh". This may be the meaning at Chingford but it may indicate that the farm was 
on the Manor Marsh. 

BURY WOOD 1882 O.A. Map. 
Along the BURY ROAD. 
From O.E. "Byrig" = a fortified place and later a manor. 
On the road to Sewardstonebury = the Manor of Sigeweard, and may mean the 

Manor Wood or the Wood by the Manor. 

BUSSHYCROFT(E) c. 1527 Mon. 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E .R.O. D/DWn. M .1. 

BUSHY FIELD 1620-1 K.J.G. 

BUSSEHOPE 1533-8 Mon. BUSHY HOPE 1838 T.A.27 & 106 . 

BUSSHYGROVE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . D/DWn. M.1. 

BUSSHERIDENS GROVE, BUSSHERIDENZ or BUS(S)HY RIDDONS 1533-38 Mon. 

BUSH RIDDENS 1559 T . BUSHYRIDDEN (CORNER) 1636 St.P. (T .A.ll?). 
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BUSHY RIDING 1661 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. 
There are numerous other forms of these field names. 
The first element is self explanatory. 
O.E. "Croft" = a small enclosed field, in dialect a small enclosure of arable or 

pasture land. 
Hope from O.E. "Hop" = a plot of enclosed land especially in marshes. 
Ridden from O.E. "Ryden, Rydding, Reden" = a clearing or cleared land. See under 

"Ridden". 
BUTFEILD 1620-1 K.J.G. 1631 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/26. BUTFIELD 1626, 1632 St.P. 
BOTTFEILD 1630 St.P. 

BUTTFEILDE 1638 St.P. BUTTFIELD 1758 Hunts.R.O. 1766 E.R.O. D/DLc. 

BUTCROFT 1559 T . BUTTCROFTE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
Butcroft, referred to in 1559 as "late Edward Cardmakers" is probably not the 

same as Butfield. The references to Butfield 1632 and Bottfeild 1630 indicate the names 
relate to the same field. 

I have not been able to identify the sites but Butfield was near Buckerills -
presumably T.A.197. 

It is difficult to determine the first element. O.E. "Butt" = a tree stump or a log, 
would suggest a field or croft in which tree stumps had been left after felling. In 
Middle English the word meant a mound, hence an archery-butt. Various statutes and 
proclamations required all towns and villages to prepare shooting butts for the 
compulsory practice of archery - usually on Sundays. Could this field have been the 
venue of the local archers? 

M.E. "Butte" = an abutting strip of land in a common field or on a boundary. 
This could possibly be the origin and refer to a field on a manor or estate boundary 

but so far no forms with the "E" have been found. 
The 1631 reference states the field was "adjacent" to the mansion house of Fryday 

Hill - the manor house. This may lend support to the "Archery Butts" interpretation 
as in some manors the maintenance of these was the responsibility of the Lord of the 
Manor. 

BUTTERFEILDS 1626, 1631 St.P. BUTTERFEILDS ORCHARD 1647 St.P. 
From a family name. 
There are a number of this family mentioned between 1626 and 1680 St.P. Village 

constables elected in 1629, 1640, 1643 and 1676 included John, Richard, Francis and 
Henry Butterfield. Another, Thomas, was aletaster in 1675. Henry was presented in 
1644 for having erected a new cottage and kept it for six months - presumably a. 
cottage without the prescribed four acres (see under "Laurence Woodstanes") - and 
in 1636 Thomas was presented for having "inmates" . He was appointed Surveyor of 
the Chingford roads in 1649. Richard appears to have had little regard for roads as he 
was presented for blocking the highway with his dung-heap in 1645. 

BUXSTONES ISLAND 1727 } BUCKSTON EYLAND 1725. 

BUCKSTONES ISLAND 1730 Q.R. 
1690

-
1778

· BUXSTONS ISLAND 1726. 

BUXTONS ISLAND 1775-1794 Q.R. c. 1800 Sketch. 
Doubtless from the well known local family. John and Richard Buxston are referred 

to in the Court Book of 1367-1509, E.R.O. D f DWn. M.1. 

CAMES CORNER 1675-6 St.P. GREAT & LITTLE CAMMES 1782 Map. 

CANISH FIELD 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. 

GREAT & LITTLE CAMMS 1814 E.R.O. D/DWn. T.2. 
The 1782 map shows this to be the same as T.A.433 Large Watton or Walton Field. 

Both the other references indicate proximity to Whartons Field. 
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Apparently from a personal surname. A William Cames was a Sub-forester in 
1641. The third form of spelling doubtless suggests the early pronunciation of the name. 
Cams, Hampshire was anciently Cammes, Cameys. 

CANADA GARDENS ALLOTMENT 1868-76. 1863-73 O.S. 

KENNEDY ALLOTMENTS. 
New Road was cut through the northern part of Larks Wood (T.A.377). The 

portion north of this and south of Gunners Grove (T.A.375) and Grove Field (T.A.376) 
was the allotment. 

There was an allotment of similar name on the south side of Hagger Lane, 
Walthamstow. These allotments were inspired by the Agricultural Depression and, 
having the nature of "new settlements", acquired the name of Canada to which 
Dominion many people were migrating in the hope of a better standard of living. 

"Kennedy" is Essex dialect. 

CAPPS (near Organ Lane) 1648 St.P. CAPSES 1782 Map. 

Tenement called CAPPS 1656. CAPPS or CATTS 1656 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D / DU. 158/1. 
CAPPS (near Buckerells) 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. CATTS 1634 St.P. 

This is T.A.l77 A called "Five Acres" and appears to be the same as "Groves Field" 
mentioned in 1649 St.P. 

From a personal surname. 
John, Richard and William Cappys are mentioned in the Court Book for 1367-1509, 

E.R .O. D/DWn. M.1. In 1559 T. Thomas Capps held two acres of mead in Short
farthings and was a member of the homage at various Courts. William and Henry 
Capps are mentioned in a Foot of Fine of 1534 in connection with "1 messuage 1 
garden and 2 acres of land in Chyngford alias Shyngleford". Witnesses to deeds dated 
1461 and 1498 include William Caps and three others named Cappis, E.R.O. D/ DQ. 53/6 
& 13. "Catts" may be from another family name or merely a corruption of Capps. 

CARDMAKERS BRACHE(S)- Near Chingford Hatch- 1506 SARUM. 

CARDMAKERS GLADE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E .R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 

CARDMAKERS 1559 T. 1738 E.R.O. 
This is given as "Cardmakers sometime Burgatos" in the 1738 reference. 
Named from the Cardmaker family. Robert Cardmaker was Rector of Chingford 

in 1490. Edward and Margaret Cardmaker are referred to in the Court Book for 1367-
1509 as is also William. There is a Foot of Fine dated 1504 relating to the sale by 
Edward Cardemaker of "4 messuages, 1 dovecote, 5 gardens, 17 acres of land, 2 acres 
I rood of meadow and 5 acres of wood in Chyngford". 

From O.E. "Brrec" or "Brec" = a strip of uncultivated land or a strip of land taken 
in from a forest by Royal Licence for temporary cultivation. 

CAROLINE MOUNT 1861 O.S.Lon. 1882 O.A . Map. MOUNT CAROLINE (Bruce 
Cook 1907). FOLDENS, HERRIOTTS & FOLDENS 1559 T. HERYOTT 1367-1509 
Ct.Bk. E .R.O . D/DWn. M.1. HARRIOTTS 1551 M. HERIOTS (Bruce Cook 1907). 
HERRIOTTS otherwise LORRIMORS c. 1800 Sketch . KINGS PLACE alias LORRI
MORES 1666 Ex.C.R.(P.). LORYMORS 1551 P.R. LORYMERS 1544 Mon. LORYMER 
alias HARRIOTTS 1559 T. LORYMES M. LORRINERS 1632 St.P. LORAMERES 
1659 l.B.S. LAREMORES 1673 St.P. MARRIOTTS, HARRY ..... 1620-1 K.l.G. 
MERRY HILL 1777 C. & A. 1786 J. Cary Map. HERRYOTTES 1609 E.R.O . D / DQ. 
53 / 21. KINGS PLACE alias HARRIOTS 1632,1668 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53 / 27 . 

All these names relate to a house which stood at the top of Chingford Mount 
almost opposite the Old Church, the site now forming the northern entrance to the 
Cemetery. The house was demolished in 1883 after the Abney Park Cemetery Co. Ltd. 
had purchased the estate of about 80 acres in 1882. It was a very old house noted for its 
numerous small windows. Col. William Cook lived at Heriots the name being changed 
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to Caroline Mount (or Mount Caroline) by Vice-Admiral Arthur Phillip Hamilton 
(obit. 1838) who later acquired the property, probably through his wife, Caroline, the 
only child of Col. and Mrs. (Esther) Cook the previous owners. Maybe the Admiral 
re-named the house after his wife. · 

Merry Hill is from O.E . "Myrig" = pleasant, agreeable, etc., the meaning being 
"Pleasant Hill". 

The remaining names appear to be from family names. The Court Book for 1367-
1509 contains references to :- William, Isabella, Herman, John and Nicholas H eryott, 
Henri and John Fuldon (Foldens may be a corruption of this name) and Robert and 
William Lorymer. A Quit claim of 1481 / 2 refers to "le mede of William Haryot now 
(Lord) Mayor of the City of London". E.R.O. D/DQ. 53 / 10 and recites a grant which 
mentions Henry Foulden of Chingford. 

CARPENTERS FIELD (Glebe) 1838. T .A.J21. 
From a family name. 
The 1222 Inquisition of St. Paul's records that "Waiter Brichtmar and John Blund 

held 8 acres for 2/- which their uncle Reginald Carpentar formerly held". Further in the 
same document reference is made to Robert Carpentarius re. 5 acres in demesne. In 
1676 St.P. Thomas Carpenter was fined 40/ - for putting green hides or skins in the 
running water near his house and so defiling the water. He was elected constable in 1672. 

CARRONS FIELD 1838 T.A.141. 
Possibly from a personal surname. John Carron was Steward to Susan Tonge who 

was given both Chingford manors by Queen Mary in 1553 to whom she was First Lady 
of the Bedchamber. 

CATTESLEE 1222 St.P. 
From O.E. "Cat(t)" = a wild cat, cat and "Leah" = a clearing, or rough clearing 

m a wood, a woodland glade. Earlier the word indicated a wood. 
Meaning Wild Cats' leah. 
Other places of similar meaning are found in Catley Park- Catteleye 1288-1304-

in Gt. Chesterford (P.N.E.520) and Wildecatsefeld in Thaxted 1240. The wild cat appears 
to have been quite common at one time. In 1489 the Abbess of Barking had free chase 
to hunt hares, rabbits, fox, cat and "other vermin", and similar licences were held by the 
Priory of Bicknacre, or Woodham Ferrers, and the canons of Waltham Abbey. The 
Colchester Charter of 1364 - which is a renewal of an earlier one - contains a like 
clause. 

CATTS. See under Capps. 

CHANGEABLE LANDS 1800 J. 1838 T.A.466-472. 
These were on the marshes, including the Naze, Long and Shortfarthings and the 

Goslings. They were strips in the open fields the holders of which changed from year to 
year, the allotment being made by the Marsh Reeve, though in "le Lottyngmede in 
Chyngfordnay" 1481-2, E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/10 we may have an indication of land 
assigned by lot- from O.E . "Hlot". 

GREATE & LITTLE CHEAR(E)DOWNE 1559 T . (? T .A.124-6 & 133.) 

CHERRYDOWNE 1594 Chart. LITTLE CHERRIE DOWNES 1659 E.R.O. D/DQ. 
53/29. 

GREAT & LITTLE CHERIDOWNE(S) 1637 St.P. CHERRIDOWNE 1645 St.P. 

GREAT & Two LITTLE CHERRY DOWNES 1651 Rental. 

CHERYDOWNE MAGNA AND PARVA 1673 St.P. 

UPPER (T.A.124) LOWER (T.A .l32-3) MIDDLE (T .A .l26) CHERRY DOWN 1838 
T .A. 1738 Hill Map. CHERRY DOWN FARM 1882 O.A. Map. 

At first sight one might attribute the derivation of this name to M.E. "Chiri, 
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Cheri(e)" = a cherry or a cherry-tree and O.E. "Dun" = a hill, open country, etc., but 
were this so, for an area of some 50 acres I should have expected to find some reference 
in old documents to cherries and/ or cherry-picking, but so far no such record has 
been found. I think it more likely that the name originates from O.E. "Cirice" = a 
church (in Old English "C" before E & I was voiced as CH). Cheriton occurs three 
times in Devonshire with forms:- Ciretona 1086 D.B. Cheryton 1510 and also in the 
same County Cheristow each of which is derived from O.E. "Cirice". From the same 
source are Cherrington (Warwicks) Chiriton(e) in 1199 Cheryton 1201. Probably the 
most interesting example is Cheriton, Kent, which has an early form Ciricetun. 

Cherrydown Farm and the four Cherrydown fields were on the slopes of the hill at 
the top of which stands the Old Church. The name probably means the down or open 
country by the church. 

The two 1559 T. forms are confusing but may be corrupt. 

CHINGFORD COMITIS or CHINGFORD EARLS, 
also known as TEMPLE HALL. 

This is the name of one of the ancient manors which in Domesday Book 1086 is 
stated to have contained five hides and to have been held by Orgar the Thegn of 
Robert Gernon. The old manor-house apparently stood in the extreme S.W. corner of 
the Parish a little south of Chingford Hall and may have been the tenement known as 
Dovers in 1271 after the family of de Dover who once held the manor. Friday Hill 
became the site of the manor-house in the latter part of the 16th century. 

Edward IV granted the manor to Henry Bourchier, Earl of Essex, from whom the 
manor takes its name. 

The Knights Templar held a lease of this manor from 1270 to 1308 which accounts 
for the alternative name. 

CHINGFORD ST. PAUL or CHINGFORD HALL. 
This was the other, and main, manor which held the greater franchises . It is 

shown in Domesday as a manor of six hides held by the Dean and Chapter of St. 
Paul's Cathedral to whom it was probably granted by Edward the Confessor. 

CHINGFORD HATCH, GYNGFORD HACHE. HATCH 1487 W.W. Arch.Ct. 
CHENKFORD HACHE 1525 W.W. CHYNCKFORD HATCHE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. 
E.R.O. D / DWn. M.1. CHYNGFORDHACHE 1522 F.F. CHINCKFORD HATCH 
1626 St.P. 

HATCH FARM 1887 R.O.C. HATCH FIELD 1738 Hill Map. 1838 T.A.415 . 

HATCH WOOD 1738 Hill Map. 1838 T.A.302. 
From O.E. "Ha:c(c)" = a gate, but there are various applications. Fisher states that 

hatches were used to prevent cattle which pastured on the forest wastes from straying 
on to the roads. Doubtless this was the position here. 

A 1670 reference to Suffield Hatch (Q.V.) also calls it Suffield Gate. 

CLAYDONS FIELD 1646 St.P. 
From John Claydon or his family three of whom are mentioned in the Court 

Book 1367-1509 E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. Various parcels of land, pastures, meadows and 
a tenement were held by the Claydons in the first half of the 17th century. 

CLAYPITTS 1651 Rental. 
The reference is to "lands called Claypitts". 
Self explanatory. 

CLEMENTS FARM 1749 E.R.O . CLEMENTS FIELD 1738 E.R .O. 
Presumably from the name of a farmer. 

COACH LANE 1645,1647 St.P.1651, 1657 E.R.O. D/DU.158/1 . 
This lane was clearly by Friday Hill House to which it was probably the approach 
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way for coaches. In 1645 Christopher Walgrave was required to clear a ditch from Friday 
Hill brickwall against and along Coach Lane round the corner of Whitnomms. A 
further indication is found in 1651 requiring Thomas Boothby to "scowre his ditch 
from the Gate of the field called Churchfield (T.A.335) against the Coach Lane to the 
nether end of that Lane". Another entry for 1657 refers to the "lane leading from 
Fryday Hill towards the Church called Coach Lane is a way of Common right" -
apparently along the line of the present Simmons Lane. 

CONNIBORROW FEILD 1627 St.P. CONIBOROWEFEILD 1645, 1647 St.P. 
CONEY BURROWS 1838 T.A.321. CONEYBOROUGH FIELD 1651 Ct.Bk . E.R.O . 
Dl DU. 1581 I. LITTLE CONEYBOROUGH 1782 Map (two fields same as T.A.435 
& 440). GREAT CONEYBOROUGH 1782 Map (same as T.A .442-3) . 
FREYDAY HILL CONYBURROW FIELD 1657 Ct.Bk . E.R.O . DIDU. 15811 
(? T.A.321). 

From M.E. "Coni" = a rabbit and O.E. "Burg" or M.E. "Borow" = a burrow. 
Self explanatory- Rabbit Burrow(s). 

COOKES 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E .R.O. D I DWn. M.l. 
Doubtless from William Cooke referred to in the same Court Book. 

COOKS FERRY. See under "Bleak Hall". 

COPP LANDS 1738 E .R.O. 
One form only, and that late, renders interpretation very uncertain. The site is not 

known which adds to the difficulty. 
It may be from O.E. "Copp" = the top of a hill. 
The meaning could therefore be "lands on a hill top". 

CORDELLS 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DIDWn. M.l. 
From a family name. Richard and Margaret Cordell are referred to in the Court 

Book. "Cordells Cottage" was at Chingford Green per the St. Paul's Court Book, 
E.R.O . DIDU. 15811 entry for 1651 when the occupier was George Gladwin. John 
Cordell surrendered a tenement at Chingford Green (? the cottage) in 1641 St.P. 

COWARDS CROFT alias COWES CROFT 1631 St.P. 

COWARDS' CROFT 1659 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D I DU. 15811. 1670 St.P. 
This is described as a "croft of pasture . . . " and contained 4 acres. Possibly a 

pasture for cows or the "cowherds" croft - the origin of the modern surname Coward. 
It may, however, originate from Elys Cowherd, or his family, who is recorded in a 
surrender of 1419-20 as having held 3 acres of land in Chingford E.R.O . D I DQ. 53 I 3 I 4. 

COWHOUSE 1646 St.P. COWHOUSE RIDDEN 1774 Memo. Trapps. 
Self explanatory. Cowhouse Ridden is T.A.6 ("Five Acres") also known as "Little 

Ridden". From O.E. "Ryden" or "Rydding" = a clearing. 

COWLEAZE 1652 E.R.O. D I DU. 15811 1657 (also called Laker Field) i.b. 
From O.E. "Lres" = meadow land, pasture the meaning being cow pasture. 
It probably relates to the right of pasture for cattle - leases for cow-pasture. 

There were a large number of such "cowleazes" in Nazeing Marsh and many in 
Waltham Holy Cross in both of which parishes the strips, or cowleazes, belonged to 
the owners of particular tenements within the Parish. 

In Wiltshire a lease or leaze was as much pasture as would keep a cow - hence 
the many cowleazes adjoining farm houses. 

COWLER FEILD 1641 St.P. 
From William Cowler who held the field which was in Organ Lane. He was 

appointed constable in 1641. 
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CRESSWELLS LAND 1627 St.P. 
This may be the same as T.A.84 (Mansfield). 
From a personal surname. 
A Thomas Creswell and Elizabeth (nee Barnsley) his wife held land in Short

farthings, Le Holme, a messuage called Lavers and other land which they surrendered 
in 1630. Thomas was also a party to an Agreement of 1629 respecting islands, fishing
fields, etc., all part of the manor of "Gores and Buckerells" . 

CROSSECROFT c. 1586-90 M. CROSSCROFT 1629-30 St.P. (? T.A.336). 

CROSSE CROFTE 1632-3 St.P. CROSS CROFT 1645 St.P. 

CROSSE CROFTE GATE 1632 St.P. 
Apparently near "Enderbys' Cross" and was part of Gower and Buckerells". 
From M.E. "Cros" = a cross - later something lying across or athwart, something 

which crosses and O.E. "Croft" = a small enclosure of arable land, a small enclosed 
field. Possibly meaning an enclosure near, or by, Enderbys Cross or the cross roads. 

DEAKINS, LONG, UPPER, MIDDLE & LOWER DEAKINS 1838 T.A.267-70. 
From a family name. 
Francis Deakens was assessed to Land Tax in 1716 and is also shown, with Henry 

or Harry Deakin in the Quit Rent Book for 1691-1719. The Jared Hill map of 1738 
shows Henry Deakin as holding T.A.292, Hoppet and possibly the Lower Hoppet at 
T.A.295. 

T.A.268 was also known as Mattocks Lane Field. 
T.A.269 was also known as Middle Field 1782 Map. 
T.A.270 was also known as Cocktillers Lane Field 1844 S.S. 

DEACONS FIELD 1838 T .A.279. 
This may also belong here with a variant spelling. The field was also known as 

"Taverners" 1844 and "Hernes Nest" in 1782 Map. 

DELLS 1681 St.P., 1882 O.A. Map. DELLS FARM 1868-82 O.S., 1887 R.O.C. (T .A.23). 

DELLS FORD 1882 O.A. Map. 
From a family name. Various members of this family are frequently mentioned 

between 1642 and 1681 St.P. Ralphe Delle is shown as a witness of the 1659 Ceremony 
ot Homage at Scottes Mayhewes in the letter published by the Gentlemans Magazine 
in 1790. Ralf was elected constable in 1647 and John Dell in 1672 the latter being 
Aletaster in 1670. The farm was later known as Churches Farm from the farmer Mark 
Stott Churches shown in the Record of Commoners. 

DOBSONS FIELD 1641 St.P. 
From the family name of William Dobson who was elected constable in 1641. The 

field apparently adjoined Whitnams. 

DOCK MARSH, DOKKEMERS 1222 St.P. DOCKMARSH 1559 T. DOCKE 
MARSHES 1607 M. GREAT DOCKMARSH 1656 Ct.Bk . E .R.O . D/DU. 158/1. 
MIDDLE DOCK MARSH 1782 (T.A.96). 

From O.E. "Docce" = a dock-weed and O.E. "Mersc" = a marsh, watery land. 
Meaning a Dock-weed marsh. 

There are various other references indicating that Tithe Award Fields Nos. 93 to 
97 and possibly 111 to 113 were all Dock-marshes. It seems likely that the whole area 
along the banks of the Lea was at one time a large dock marsh. 

Folly Lane, Walthamstow was at one time known as Amble or Amber Lane which 
Dr. Reaney derives from O.E. "Ampre" = dock weed or sorrel. This may indicate that 
docks grew along the lane - which would mean an extension of the area south - or 
that the lane led to the Chingford dock marshes. 

DODDS FIELD(? same as T.A.87 "Todds Field"). 
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DODS GREENE 1659 C.B. 
Doubtless from a personal surname. 
An Indenture of Bargain and Sale of 1659 relating to Nulands Megelcrofts refers 

to land "late of Robert Dod, Esq." 

DOES GREEN 1838-9 C.B., 1895, 1903-4 Long. 

DOES LANE 1745 ENF.PPs. DOWE GREEN 1648 St.P. 

DOWLE GREEN 1738 Hill Map. 
This "Green" was a triangular piece of ground almost opposite Gomms Farm and 

included a Smithy. The lane led from this "Green" towards Waterlees Bridge and Twig 
Island. 

From a personal surname. John Doe is referred to in a St. Paul Court Record of 
1738, E.R.O. D/DWn. M.5 . 

DOG KENNEL FIELD 1838 T.A.331 . 
This was the site of the Epping Forest Stag Hunt kennels kept by the Mellish 

family. The pack hunted from The Green. 

DOVEHOUSE FEILDS 1620-21 K.J.G. DOVEHOUSE FIELD 1651 Rental. 
1766, 1790 E.R.O. D / DLc. DOVE HOUSE FIELD 1838 T.A. 115. DOVEHOWSE 
FIELD 1651 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. DOVEHOUSE FIELD ORCHARD 
1758 Hunts. R .O. DOVEHOUSE FEILD 1631 E.R.O . D/DQ. 53/26. 

Self explanatory. The site of a former dove-house. The 1651 Court Book reference 
apparently refers to a field near Coach Lane - possibly the Pimp Hall dove-house. 
The 1631 reference states the field was "adjacent" to the mansion house called Fryday 
Hill. 

DOVER or DOUERE 1271 C.R. (P.R.O.) 
This was the name of a tenement and probably relates to the old manor-house of 

Chingford Comitis or Earls which was held by the de Dover family, Lords of Chilham, 
Kent. 

DOWNE(S) 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D / DWn. M.1. 1630 St.P. 1551 P.R. 1631, 
1648 St.P. 1738 E.R .O. LE DOWNES 1677, 1681-2 St.P. LEA DOWNE 1745 
ENF.PPS. THE DOWNS 1838 T.A.82. 

From O.E. "Dun" or M.E. "Doun" = a hill, an expanse of open country. It seems 
to have been applied to anything from a slight gentle slope to more pronounced heights 
and also to a tract of land on a hill or hillside used for pasturing sheep. 

DRAKES FIELD 1838 T.A.430 & 446. 
Probably from a personal surname. 
Both fields were in the southern part of the Parish near the boundary with Wal

thamstow. 

DRAPS GROVE 1367-1509 Ct .Bk. E .R .O. D/DWn. M.l . 
This is stated to be at "Southfeld hatche". 
From Peter Drap referred to in the Court Book. 

DROVE WAY 1866 Lease (Long). 1822 E.R.O . D/DWn. T.2. 
The reference is to "Little Bell Stains formerly in two known as Hilly Field and 

Drove Way" and is apparently the same as T.A.92. Along the northern side of this field 
was the lane, at one time called Does Lane, leading to Waterlees Bridge and to the 
meadows beyond. Probably this was the way along which cattle were driven to pasture. 

DYLMEARE 1534 Mon . 
This was apparently connected with Gowers (Pimp Hall Farm) but the location is 

not known. 
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With only one form origin and interpretation must be uncertain, but it may be 
from:-

O.E. "Dile" = a vetch, dill, the herb from which dillwater was made and 
O.E. "(GE)mrere" = a boundary, a border or as "Meare" a strip of grassland 

forming a boundary, a boundary road. 
In Baslow, Derbyshire, there occurs Dill Acres - Dylfeld 1356 - and in West

morland Dillicar- Dylacre 1190-1220- each of which is derived from O.E. "Dile". 
The Chingford meaning is possibly a boundary strip on which dill grew. 

DYMAUNDESMERSCH 1355 Cal. Mise. 1nqs. 
The site of this piece of marshland is not known to me and with only one form I 

can but suggest the first element relates to its diamond shape though the possibility of its 
being from a personal name cannot be ruled out. The final element is O.E. "Mersc" = 
watery land, a marsh. 

BATONS MEAD 1620-1 K.J.G., 1651 R ental. 1670, 1678 St.P. 1661 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. 
DjDU. 158/1. ETENS MEAD 1681 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/32. HEATONS MEAD(S) 
1838 T.A.72 & 73. 1738 Hill Map (T.A.72-3) 1841 Memo. Let. Act. 

Probably from a personal surname. 
James Heaton is shown as occupier of a hoppet in the Tithe Award No. 205 but 

no member of that family is shown as holding the above meads. 

EDOLFF 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
From a family name. Geoffrey Edulf is recorded as having held lands in a 

Surrender of 1419-20. E.R .O. D/DQ. 53/3/4. 

ELYOTTE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
From John Elyott mentioned in the Court Book. Richard Eliot was one of the 

witnesses to a Grant of 1430 E.R.O. D / DQ. 53/3/1. 

ENTEBYDOWNES, ENDERBYES CROFT 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
ENDERBIES 1629 St.P. 1651 Rental. ENTERBY(E)S CROSS(E) 1643, 
1649, 1670 St.P. 1652 E.R.O. ENTERRYES CROSSE 1679 St.P. ENTERBURYS 
CROSS 1742 E.R.O . D/DWn. M.5. ENDLEBURY CROSS 1868-1876 O.S. 1882 
O.A. Map. 

Tithe Award field no. 336 "Big Ploughed Field" was also known as Entlebury 
(Cross) Field and as Woodfield in the southern part. Endlebury Cross is indicated on 
the O.S. and O.A. maps at the S.W. corner of T.A.321 and apparently relates to the 
cross roads - Larkshall Road. Endlebury Road and Simmons Lane. Dr. Reaney asso
ciates the name with the family of John Enderby of Loughton mentioned in 1455 but 
a Waiter Entirby was one of the witnesses to a Chingford Grant in 1430 and, with 
Richard Fissher, received a grant of lands and tenements in Chingford from Alice, 
widow of John Bowyer, in 1435. E.R .O. D/DQ. 53/3 & 4. 

M.E. "Cros" = a cross, later the word was applied to something lying across, 
athwart or which crosses. 

There may have been a crucifix here in pre-reformation days but the name 
probably refers to the crossroads. According to Bruce Cook (1907) it was reputed that 
a gibbet once stood hereabouts but I am unable to verify this story. 

Endlebury Road was earlier known as Goath Lane and Workhouse Lane - the 
workhouse stood at the western end. 

FAYREMEADE 1543 W.34. Hy.Vlll. FAYREME(A)DE PARK 1544 L .P., Aug.Afcs. 

FAIRE MEADE COMON 1659-64 C.B. FAIRMAID BOTTOM 1777 C. & A. 

FAIRMEAD 6 O.S. FARREMEAD 1651 E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. 

FARE MEAD 1734 E.R.O. D/DWn. M.5 . CHINGFORD FAIRMEAD 1861 O.S.Lon. 
From O.E. "Freger" = fair, beautiful, pleasant and O.E. "Mred" = a meadow. 

Meaning pleasant or beautiful meadow. 
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The warrant of Henry VIII 1543 refers to the payment of £30 to George Maxey 
for "ffynyschinge the great Stondeinge" (the Hunting Lodge) in his new park at Fayre
meade. It would appear that Henry VIII, who had acquired both Chingford Manors, 
intended to create a park here, probably similar to Windsor Great Park, for hunting 
but the scheme was never completed and it was disparked about 1553 . 

FARTHINGS- SHORTFARTHING 1554 C.C.C.B. 1559 T. 1633 St.P. SHORTFAR
THINGE 1559 T. SHORTFERTHING 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
SHORTFURLONG alias SHORTFARTHING 1637 St.P. FLATS & ROUNDS 1830-1. 
M.C.L. (T.A.471). LONGFERTHINGE 1367-1509 Ct .Bk. E.R .O. DfDWn. M.1, 
LONG FARTHING(S) 1557-8 C.C.C.B., c. 1800 J. (T .A .467) 1559 T ., 1670 C.R., 
1838 T.A .467. 

These were the Changeable Lands on the marshes. 
From O.E. "Feorthung" "Feorthing" a fourth part. 
It may relate to a division, or measure of land or to a rental of 1/4d. Farthingland 

was the fourth part of a yardland which is said to have been a quarter of a hide. Yard 
itself was a land measure being a quarter of an acre. A "Furlong" was a bundle of 
strips of land each a "furrow long" - from which the unit of measurement is derived. 
Also known as "shot", "wong" and "flatt". 

Long and Short refer to the difference in the length of the furrows . 

FEILDS 1630, 1633 St.P. FEILDES 1630 St.P. 
Probably from a family name. Several members of the Field family are mentioned 

between 1625 and 1681. Thomas Feild(e), a yeoman, was Aletaster in 1638 and 
Constable in 1649. It was probably this same man who, in 1638, was presented at the 
Chelmsford Arcbidiaconal Court for failing to attend Church on Holy Thursday to 
go on perambulation. 

John and Margaret Felde are referred to in the Court Book of 1367-1509 E.R.O. 

FYNERS 1478 E.R.O . D/DQ. 53/8. 

FINERS 1559 T., 1652 E.R .O. D/DU. 158/1 . 

FYNOURS 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . DfDWn. M.1 . 
From a family name. The Court Book refers to William Finer, Fynowrs, Alice, 

John and Clemens Fyner. This was a tenement with two acres at Chingford Hatch. 
The family name in the 15th century has various forms with an initial "V". The 

pronunciation of "V" for "F" is a common dialectal change in the South of England. 

FISHERS MEADE 1639 St.P. FISHERMEADE 1649 St.P. 

FISHERS MEAD 1651 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. 
This is apparently the same as "Wrights Field" T.A.394 . 
From a personal surname. 
William Fissher is mentioned in the Court Book 1367-1509 E.R.O. and Samuel 

Fisher in 1679 St.P. when he was ordered to clear his ditch. An earlier William Fyscher 
was one of the witnesses to a Grant of 1360-1. E.R.O. DfDQ. 53/2. 

FLANDERS PIECE 1686 S.F. 

FLANDERS WEIR 1861 O.S.Lon. 1868-76 O.S. WARE 1738 Hill Map. 
Flanders Piece was a small 2 acre field in the S.W. corner of T.A.90 and the Weir 

on the Lea at Carpenters Field T.A.121. 
From a family name. The Jared Hill map shows the weir and adjoining land as 

held by Mrs. Flanders. An Indenture of 1758 refers to a "Wear and Fishery .... in the 
River Lea with the small Island . ... heretofore in the .... occupation of Flanders 
widow". Hunts .R.O . The family is also mentioned in Quit Rent and Land Tax records. 

Ware is from O.E. "Warn" "W.er" = a weir, a fishing enclosure in a river. The 
weir was also known as "Shurys". 
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FLATS & ROUNDS 1830-31 M.C.L. 
These were part of the Changeable Lands in Shortfarthings T.A.471. "Fiat" is Old 

Norse for a piece of level ground and was commonly used in Middle English and later 
for field-names with reference to a larger division of the Common Field - which 
applies here, the Flats being on the eastern side of Shortfarthings. The large strip on the 
western side was called "Rounds" possibly in contrast. 

FORD LANE FIELD 1782 Map. 
This is the same as the two Tithe Award Fields 25 & 25A known as Gravel Pit 

Field. It was on the north side of the lane leading to Dells Ford. 
LE FORDE MOUTH 1648 S.P. 

Near Dells Ford. 

FOUR, POWER WANT(E)S 1640-41 St.P. THE FOUR WANTS 1640 St.P. 

FOUR WANT WAY 1646, 1675 St.P. POWER WANT WAY- CORNER 1657 St.P. 

POWER WANTS 1661 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . D/DU. 158/1. 

Two Fields FOUR WANTS 1782 Map. 
The two fields are the same as T.A.432. 
The name applied to the cross roads where the "Albert" now stands, i.e. Chingford 

Mount Road, Old Church Road, New Road and Hall Lane. The references state it was 
"against Skemish Field" (T.A.J34) and "pertaining to Little Cherrydowne" (T.A./33). 

From M.E. "Wante", "Wente" = a path, a way. The meaning being, of course, 
the four ways referring to the four roads. 

THE FOUR WENTS 1882 O.A. Map. 
As above. This relates to the junction of Larkshail Road, Kings Road, Whitehall 

Road and Friday Hill. 

FRENCHESCROFT 1367-1509 Ct .Bk. E.R.O . D/DWn. M.1 . 

FRENCH CROFT 1559 T . 
From a personal surname. It is referred to in 1559 as "late John Frenches". This 

Terrier also refers to t acre in Hoimes mead "late Alice Frenches". 

FRYDAY FELD 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M .1. FRYDAYES HYLL HOUSE 
1585 E.Q.S. FRIDAY HILL HOUSE 1620-1 K.J.G. FRIDAISHILL HOUSE 1625 
Will. FRIDAIES HILL(E) LANE 1626, 1635 St.P. FRYDAYE HILL LANE 1631 St.P. 
FRIDAYES FIELD 1559 T. FRYDAY FIELDS 1651 Rental. UPPER & LOWER 
FRYDAY FIELDS 1766 E.R.O. D/DLc. FREYDAY HILL 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. UPPER 
& LOWER FRIDAY FIELDS 1758 Hunts.R.O. FRIDAY HILL FIELD 1838 T.A.316. 

Friday Hill Field T.A.316 was apparently two fields- upper and lower. The house 
was the Manor-house of Chingford Comitis or Earls. 

From a family name. 
The 1559 Terrier records that John Brooke "holdeth by copyhold" one messuage 

or tenement late Thomas Fridayes and I acre of land lying in Fridayes field lately the 
said Thomas Fridayes. John and Thomas Fryday(e) are referred to in the Court Book 
for 1367-1509, E.R.O. D / DWn. M.1 . 

Friday Hill is probably the same as Jackatt Hil11467 Q.V. 
There is a story that the hill was inhabited by vipers, adders and toads that spat 

fire! Probably a rumour deliberately invented to discourage youngsters from making 
a nuisance of themselves around the house itself. 

GLADWYNS FIELD 1641 St.P. 
From a family name several of whom are mentioned in the St. Paul's Manor Court 

records. George was elected Aletaster in 1652 and Thomas Gladwyn Constable in 1627. 
The latter and John Gladwyn were presented at the Archidiaconal Court, Chelmsford, 
for failing to attend Church on Holy Thursday to go on perambulation in 1638. 
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GOMMS FARM (T.A.88). GORMES FARM 1868-76 O.S. 1887 R.O.C. 1899 Map. 

GORMS FARM 1887 R.O.C. 
From a personal surname. 
The Jared Hill map of 1738 shows Stephen Gomm as occupying the farm which is 

the same as Bellstains. An Indenture of 1758 in the Hunts.R.O. shows that he held 
41 acres "now or late of Jasper Gale". 

In 1857 the Rev. Robert Boothby Heathcote admitted a Mr. Gumm or Gomm to 
Whitehall and lands. 

GOODFIELD GROVE, THE GOODFIELD 1559 T. GOODFEILD 1630 St.P. 

GOODFIELDS, GOODFIELDS GROVE 1653-1790 E.R.O. D/DLc. 
The earlier forms, without the "S", indicate that this was a complimentary name 

for a fertile piece of land, contrasting with such field names as "Vile mead" and 
"Hunger Down". 

GOOSE FEILD 1686 S.F. GOOSE FIELD 1738 Hill Map 1838 T.A.315. 

GOOSEFIELD 1758 Hunts.R.O. 
Self explanatory - the field on which geese were kept. 

LITTLE GORSLINGS 1562 C.C.C.B. THE GOSLING(S) C. 1800 J., 1838 T.A .472. 
This was a small part of the Changeable Lands and adjoined Short Farthings at 

the N.E. Men holding certain strips were entitled to a "Gosling". 
Possibly from O.E. "Gos" = a goose. 
Probably geese were kept or reared here. 

GOSWELL 1656 C.B. 
This was in Short Farthings. The eastern boundary of "The Goslings" was the River 

Lea to which part of the stream this name probably relates. 
From O.E. "Gos" as above and "Wella" = a well, spring or stream, giving "goose 

stream". 

GOTHAW 1559 T. 
This was a small mead of one rod and probably means an enclosure for goats, 

from O.E. "Gat" = a goat and "Haga" = an enclosure cognate with O.N. "Hagi" 
= a grazing enclosure. 

Gotham (Notts.) and Gotwick (Sussex) have the same first element. 

GOTTHEYE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DfDWn. M.1. 
This may be an alternative spelling of Gothaw above, with a final element from 

O.E. "Hege" = a hedge, fence, indicating a hedged or fenced enclosure for grazing 
goats. 

GOULDSBORROWES 1626 St.P. GOLDSBOROUGH 1642, 1649 St.P. 

GOULDESBOROUGHS 1643 St.P. GOLDSBOROUGHS 1887 R.O.C. 1656 Ct.Bk. 
E .R.O. D/DU. 158/1 . 

This was in Endlebury Road, the name being retained in Goldsborough Crescent. 
From a family name. John Goldsburgh is mentioned in the Court Book for 1367-

1509, E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
The house with 7 acres was the residence of William Young (or Yonge) whose 

annual rent for the property was fixed at 3 I - by a 1649 Court. 

GRAVELL PITT FIELD 1660 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . D/DU. 158/1 . GRAVILE PITT FEILD 
1670 St.P. GRAVELLPITT FIELD 1652 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. GRAVELL PIT 
FIELD 1734 E.R.O. D/DWn. M.5. GRAVAL FEILD 1686 S.F. GRAVEL PIT 
FIELD 1838 T.A .25 & 25A and 442. 

Self explanatory. T.A.442 was also known as Holmillers 1670, Hobmillers 1652 and 
Hobble Miller 1734. By 1782 this field appears to have been merged with T.A.443 the 
whole then being known as Great Coney-borough. It obviously reverted to two in 1838. 
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Robert Snell, Lord of the Manor of St. Paul's, writing in 1709, considered the 
sravel pit near the house (Chingford Hall) "very unsightly" and bought two pieces of 
land in Walthamstow "to dig gravel". 

In 1782 T.A.25 & 25A were one field called Ford Lane Field - near Dells Ford. 

GREAT MANS FARM 1887 R.O.C. 6-in . O.S. 
Dr. Reaney associates this with Robert fil 'Mann mentioned in the Subsidy 

Rolls 1319. 
The Record of Commoners shows the farm as of 92 acres. 

GREEN FARM 1868-82 O.S. 1887 R.O.C. 
The farm homestead was on the southern side of T.A.240A fronting on to 

Chingford Green from which the name doubtless originates. 
Several members of a family named Greene are mentioned in the Court records of 

St. Paul, one, William, held considerable land including several acres and a messuage 
at Chingford Green in 1678. However, so far I have found no form with possessive "S". 

GROMELAND 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DIDWn. M.1. 
This could possibly relate to a plot of land allocated by the Lord of the Manor 

to his groom and may be associated with Harvey le Grome mentioned in 1433 (E.R.O. 
D I DQ. 53 I 3 I 6) when the Lord of the Manor granted a tenement and 3 acres, formerly 
held by Harvey, to John Sheffield. 

GROVE FIELD 1838 T.A.341. 
This is the same field as that shown on Jared Hills Map of 1738 as "Boremans 

Wood". Apparently the wood or grove was cleared for pasture by 1838, the field name 
indicating its former state. 

GROVE FIELD 1838 T.A.149 & 376. 
These fields would appear to derive their names because they adjoin groves . 

T.A.149 borders on "Grove" T.A.150 and T.A.376 borders Gunners Grove on two sides. 

GROVES FEILD 1649 St.P. 
This is the same as Tithe Award 177A "Five Acres". It was also known as Capps, 

Capses and Catts. (Q.V.) 
Possibly from a personal surname. 
John Grove was fined as an absentee at the Court Baron of 1678 and is described 

as "of Chertsey, Surrey" in 1676. 

GONETTESDOUNE 1408 C.R. GUNNDSDOWNE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DIDWn. 
M .1. GUNNERS GROVE 1559 T., 1653, 1657, 1838 T.A.375. GUNTERS DOWNE 
1620-1 K.J.G. GUNNERS DOWNE - STILE 1647, 1675 St.P. 1666 Ex.C.R. (P) 1661 
Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DIDU. 15811. GUNNERS 1651 Rental.1661Ct.Bk.E.R.O. GUNNERS 
WOOD 1738 Hill Map (T.A.375). 

Dr. Reaney associates this name with the family of Thomas le gonner mentioned 
in the Assize Rolls of 1285. Gunners Down is apparently the same as T.A.146. 

GUNRYES FEILD 1686 S.F. 
From a personal surname. Reference is made to "Mr. Gunryes Feild". This may 

be a faulty spelling for Gundry. Thomas Gundry, First Secretary in the Treasurers 
Remembrance Office purchased the "Manor" of Gowers and Buckerels with Pimp Hall 
Farm in 1630. 

THE HALE 1517 P.N.E. HAILE STREET. HAYLESTRETE 1584 P.N.E. 

HALE END 1636 P.N.E. 1648 St.P., 1777 C. & A. 

Woodend otherwise HALE(S) END 1640 P.N.E. 
This is now primarily a Walthamstow name but Hale End Road at one time 

extended into Chingford along the line of the present Larkshall Road. 
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It may have originated in a personal name. Dr. Reaney states that Hale End was 
the home of Waiter de la Hale in 1285. He derives the name from:-

O.E. "Hea\h" or "Halh" = a nook, or corner of land, implying a nook of land in 
a corner of a parish. End has the sense district from O.E. "Ende". 

The W.A.S. Occasional Publication No. 4 states that "Thomas Hale was a pro
prietor of a large house here (Hale End) in 1634 .... " which may be the same as the 
"certain lands called 'Roles' lying at Hale End" held by Thomas Hales in 1648 St.P. 

HALL FIELD 1651 R ental. , 1738 Hill Map. LE HALL LANE 1675-6 St.P. 
HALLFEILD DITCH 1680 St .P. HALLFIELD 1735 E.R.O. D/DWn. M.S. 1838 
T.A. 130. HALL LANE 1847-9 Highways Afc. Book. 

Self explanatory. The field adjoined Chingford Hall on the N. and the lane led 
to the house. 

HALLS FIELD 1734 E.R.O . D/DWn. M .5. 
This is described as an "Antient common way through Hobble-Miller at Gravell 

pit field and now called by name of Halls Field" and is apparently the same as T.A.442. 
Probably associated with Richard Halls who was a member of the Jury at the 1734 

Court. 

HARMANS WOOD 1847-9 Highways A/c. Book. 
From a family name. Edward and Henry Harman, both merchants of the City of 

London, are referred to in 1844, E .R.O./DDB/370/1 and surrendered land to Sir Robert 
Ainsley in 1845. 

The Tithe Award shows Jeremiah Harman as owner of several fields in 1838. 

HARRIOTTS, HERIOTS, etc. See under "Caroline Mount" . 

HATCH WOOD, etc. See under Chingford Hatch. 

HA WKWOOD GINGEFORDE(S) HALK 1323 For. CHYNG(G)EFORDE(S) HALK(E) 
1323 For. CHYNGFORD HALK, HAUK(E) 1498, 1501 For. 

CHYNGEFORDE HAWE 1495 C.S . (Fisher 206). 

HAWK(E)S MOUTH(E) 1642, 1645, 1676 St.P. 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DfDU. 158/1. 1882 
O.A. Map. HAWKE HILL C. & A. 1777. THE MOUTH OF THE HAWKE 1651-2 
Ct.Bk. E.R.O . D/DU. 158/1. 

HAWKWOOD 1882 O.A. Map. 1887 R.O.C. HAWKWOOD HOUSE- FARM 1882 
O.A . Map. 

From O.E. "Halh", "Healh" or M.E. "Halke" = a nook or corner of land, a nook 
of land in the corner of a parish. 

The wood projects into the Parish of Waltham Holy Cross. 
Hawks Mouth is the entrance to the wood. 
Chapman and Andres Hawke Hill is Pole Hill. 

HEMSTALLS 1647 St.P. HEMSTALL(S). HEMPSTALLS 1657 Ct.Bk . E.R.O. D/DU. 
158/1. HENSTABLES or HENSTALL(E)S 1838 T.A.342. 

From O.E. "Ham-st(e)all" = a homestead, home buildings and may also have 
denoted the enclosure of a homestead - home-stall = farmyard. 

HERNES (Weymeade) 1652 St.P. HERNE MEAD 1782 Map. HERNES NEST 
1782 Map. HERONS NEST 1868-76 O.S., 1887 R.O.C. HERNE FARM MEAD 1822 
E.R.O. D /DWn. T.2. 

Herne Mead was part of T.A.94 (the Slipe), Herons Nest 1782 was also known as 
Deacons Field T.A.279 and Taverners. The Ordnance Survey Heronsnest is the same 
as T.A.272 Home Field. 

The name may be from a heron's nesting place but more probably as given by 
Dr. Reaney for the Weymeade Hernes from the family of Giles Heron who held the 
demesne lands of Salysbury Hall in 1538 (W.P.N.). 
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HERTE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R .O. D/DWn. M.1. 
From a personal surname. The Court Book records Johes. Hert as a tenant. There 

is a Grant by Gilbert Hert dated 1360-1 in the E.R .O. D/DQ. 53/2. 

HERIOTS, etc. See under Caroline Mount. 

HEYWARDS TENEMENT 1647 St.P. 
From a personal surname. 
In 1647 Thomas Heyward de Bromley, Kent, surrendered a messuage inhabited by 

Henry Wharton called Heywards tenement for which he appears to have paid a rent of 
£2.10.0. 1651 Rental. Charles Heyward was fined as a defaulter in 1680 St.P. 

THE HYDE 1511 Mon. 1812 C.C.C.D. HYDES 1540 Mon. 1559 T. 

LE HYDES 1553 Pat.R. LE HIDE 1670 St.P. THE HIDE 1544 C.C.C.B. , 1680 Ex.C.R. 
(St.J.) 1811 C.C.C.D. GREAT. LITTLE HIDES WOOD 1812 C.C.C.B. 

This is described as a "parcel of Larkys" in 1515 and in 1554 as "formerly parcel 
of Larkes". Little Hides Wood is the same as St. John's Wood T.A.411. Most of the 
above references relate to comparatively small acreages which makes the position some
what obscure. A Hide was the amount of land deemed necessary for the support of one 
free family and its dependents. It is estimated to have been about 120 acres but it varied 
in different regions. 

The name probably applied to a large area including the whole of Larks Wood, 
surviving only in a small wood after a break up of the original estate. 

HIGGENSONS ORCHARD 1626, 1637 St.P. 
From Robert Higgenson who held a tenement and two closes called "Trigges" 

which he surrendered in 1627. He is mentioned several times in the St. Paul's Court 
records. 

HILLYFEILDE 1638 St.P. HILLEY FIELD 1738 Hill Map. (T.A.88-9). 

HILL FIELD(S) 1643 St.P. c. 1800 J. HILLY FIELD 1838 T.A.89, 349, 378 & 401. 
Self explanatory. Hill Field is T.A.218. The field T.A.89 was also known as "Upper 

Feild" in 1686 S.F . and as "Tyser". 

HOGSCOATE 1651 Rental. HOGS-COAT(E) FEILD - GROVE 1686 S.F. (Part of 
T .A.301). HOGSCOAT FIELDS 1766 E.R.O. D/DLc. 1695 Q.R. HOGGS COATE 
FIELD 1738 Hill Map (T.A.301). SLADES 1559 T . (Part of T.A.301) 1738 Map. 
SLADES GROVE 1620-1 K.J.G. 1686 S .F. A. SLADE 1631 St.P. GREAT & LITTLE 
SLADES 1651 Rental. THE SLADES 1766 E.R.O. D / DLc. SLADES AND HOGS
COAT FIELDS 1758 Hunts.R.O. SLADES AND HOGSCOTES 1838 T.A.301. 
GREAT SLADES GROVE. HOGSCOTE FIELD GROVE 1687 E.R.O . D/DQ. 53/38. 

Originally two fields which were apparently merged by the time of the Tithe Award 
1838. (The 1631 reference may relate to an entirely different field). Hogcotes is common 
in field-names the final element being from: 

O.E. "Cot", "Cote" = a cottage, a hut, a shelter or den. It also indicated a shed 
or shelter for livestock. The meaning here being a hogsty. A reference of about 1800 
refers to "the Blue House with appurtenances", etc., and to "a piece of land where-on 
William Knipe erected a stable, Cowhouse and Hogstye". This field adjoins Blue House 
Wood. 

Slades may be from a personal name, the "S" being possessive or from O.E. 
"Sired" = a valley, a breadth of greensward in ploughed land, or, as is the case here, a 
strip of greensward between two woods. The field lay between Bluehouse Wood and 
Hatch Wood. 

THE HOLME 1629 St.P. LE HOLME 1630, 1637 St.P . 
The 1629 reference suggests this was near "Enderbies" and that for 1630 that it 

was at Enderbys Cross. The 1637 reference clearly indicates it was not in Shortfarthings 
on the marshes. 
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This is possibly from dialectal "Holme" in the sense "a piece of flat ground" found 
frequently in Middle English field-names and which is associated with O.N. "Holm:", 
"Holmi" = an isle, a water meadow - meanings which are similar to Old Damsh 

"Hulm". 

HOLMES MEAD(E) 1559 T., 1627, 1632, 1670, 1679 St .P. 

HOLMESMEDE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk . E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 

HOLME MEADOW 1768 E.R.O. D/DVT. HOLME MEAD 1856-7 Enf.Pps. (T.A.JJ2). 
Most of these references clearly indicate the mead was in the marshes. The forms 

with "S" may be from a family name. Several members of the Holmes family are 
mentioned between 1627 and 1649, Jersum, Jarson, Jerson, Jessum or Jersaom Holmes 
succeeded his father, John, to "Chadlers" and land in 1627. An Indenture of 1767 in 
the Hunts.R.O. refers to ... John Holmes of Brick Lane, Spitalfields, planemaker, 
relating to Burwoods and other Chingford Land. 

Holme meadow was in Shortfarthings. This and Holme Mead (T.A.112) may 
originate from "Holmr" = a water-meadow. 

HOLMES BRIDGE 1738 E.R.O. 
As above, from a family name. This was near "Cock Tylers" land. 

HOME FIELD 1838 T .A.9 & 24, 67, 172 & 241. ("Ridden" 1782 Map) 258, 263, 272, 309, 
350 & 372. HOME FIELD MEADOW 1844 ENF.PPS. (T.A.24). HOMECROFT 
1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R .O. D/DWn. M.1. HOME FIELD 1838 T.A.180. HOME MEAD 
(part of T.A .180). LITTLE HOME FIELD 1838 T.A.379. HOME MEAD c. 1800 J. 

HOME LAYERS 1857 inks Green Sale Map (T.A.403). 
Self explanatory. 
Fields adjoining or close to a homestead. 

HOMESTALL 1810-23 R.O.C. 
One form only makes this uncertain but it is probably from O.E. "Ham-st(e)all" = 

a homestead, a farmyard . The meaning possibly Farm homestead. 
See Hemstalls ? the same. 

THE HOPE 1661 Ct .Bk. E .R.O. D /DU. 158 / 1. 1670 St.P. 1782 Map (T.A.97). 
From O.E. "Hop" = a plot of enclosed land especially in marshes. This field may 

possibly have been part of Dockmarsh. 

LE HOPE GATE 1649 St.P. 
This was at Enterbys Cross and therefore not in the marshes. The name probably 

relates to a gate or way leading to a plot of enclosed land. 

HORSE LEASE, GREAT & LITTLE HORSELEASE 1559 T. HORSLEYES 1614, 
E.R.O. D/DLc. HORSLEASE 1632 St.P. GREAT & LITTLE HORS(E)LEYS 1838 
T.A.333 & 325. GREAT HORSLEYS 1614 E.R .O. D/DQ. 52/23. 

From O.E. "Hors" = a horse and O.E . "Leah" = a clearing and in a later sense 
pasture land or O.E. "Lres" = meadow land, pasture. The meaning being a pasture for 
horses. 

HORSE FIELD 1738 Hill Map. 1838 T.A.414. 
Of similar meaning to above - a field for horses. 

HUDDIBUD 1782 Map. HUD and BUD 1782 Map. 
These three fields are the same as T.A.272 "Home Field" at the western part of 

which, divided into two, were "Hud" and "Bud" apparently a split of the full name 
"Huddibud" by which the remaining eastern part was known. 

This was a baffling name until a document was found at the Essex Record Office 
dated 26th February, 1822 relating to lands in this part of the Parish which refers to 
William Huddibud, Victualler of Woodford as an earlier tenant. 
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E.R.O. D/DWn. T.2. 
No explanation of the surname can be offered at present. 

HUNGER DOWN(ES) 1661 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU.158/1.1838 T .A.195. 
A name indicating the poor nature of the soil on the hill. From O.E. "Hungor" = 

hunger, famine, and O.E. "Dun" or M.E . "Doun" = a hill, including a gentle slope, etc. 

INKS GREEN 1777 C. & A . 1868-76 O.S. 1861 O.S.Lon. 1887 R.O.C. INKS GREEN 
FIELD 1868-76 O.S. (T.A.403). INKS GREEN FARM 1868-76 O.S. (T.A. 402) . HICKS 
FARM 1775-94 Q.R. HINKS GREEN 1882 O.A.Map. LAYER AND INKS GREEN 
1777 C. & A. LAYER INKS GREEN 1805 O.S. 

This is probably a corruption from a personal name Hicks to Hinks and finally to 
Inks. The Quit Rent book shows ... Hick apparently as tenant of a Mr. St. John, and 
also rent paid by Mrs. Snell for Hicks Farm. 

The name appears to have become linked with two or three fields named Lavers 
which were part of the farm. 

The farm was later known as Ropers Farm from the name of the farmer. 

JNNYNGE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M .1. INNINGS 1559 T. 1782 Map. 
GREAT and LITTLE INNINGS 1741 ENF. PPS. 

This is T.A.65. 
From O.E. "Inning" = a piece of land taken in or enclosed. It is found fairly 

frequently in Middle English field names. 

ISLAND an AYLAND 1355 Cal.Misc.1nqs. 1559 C.C.C.B. ILONDE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. 
D / DWn. M.1. ISLANDS 1559 T. ISLAND 1633 St.P. 1742 E.R .O. D/DWn. M.5., 
1659 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158 / 1. THE ISLAND 1670 St.P. LE IZLAND 1679 St.P. 

Self explanatory. 
O.E. "Ea-land" = an island. 

JACKATHILL 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1 . JACKATT HILL 1467 V.C.H. 
(Vol. 5). 

The V.C.H. entry reads "John Friday held a messuage at Jackatt Hill in 1467; in 
1471 he was followed by Thomas Friday who was still there in 1483. In 1528. Alice, 
widow of John Broke, surrendered a messuage late of Thomas Friday to the use of her 
son. John Broke held this in 1563. He later sold it to John Branch . . . ". 

A Terrier of 1 Eliz. states that John Brooke held by copyhold "one messuage or 
tenement, late Thomas Fridayes, 1 acre of land 1yeing in Fridayes field and sometime 
appertaining to John Athill . .. ". 

This would appear to have been the old name of Friday Hill and is probably to be 
associated with John Athill- John and Jack being interchangeable. 

M.E. "Atte" = at the. 
The meaning being Jack at the hill- Jack who lives at the hill. A Thomas Attehull 

was one of three men indicted for the death of William, son of John Mayheu. 1289 
P.R.O. 

JACK ATT CHURCH 1629 E.R .O. D/DVt. JACK OF THE CHURCH 1629 St.P. 
JACK O'CHURCHES 1651 R ental. JACKE-AT-CHURCHES 1641 St.P. JACK A 
CHURCHES 1651-2,1657 E.R.O . D/DU. 158/1 . JACK OF CHURCHES 1738 Hill Map. 
JACK OR CHURCHES 1758 Hunts .R.O. 1766 E.R.O. D/DLc. JACK O'CHURCHES 
1838 T.A.174. 

This is of a similar type to the above and is doubtless to be associated with some 
man connected with, or who lived close to, the church. The Court Book of 1367-1509 
E.R.O. has two references to a John Atchirche from whom this field name may have 
originated. A John atte Cherche witnessed a Grant 1360/l. E.R.O . D/DQ. 53/2. 

JORDENS HOUSE 1638 St.P. 
This house was in, or near, Wood Lane. 
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From a family name, several of whom are mentioned in the 17th century though 
the spellings vary: Jourden, Jurden and Jordayne. Henry was constable in 1639 and 
Aletaster in 1646. The family still held land in Chingford in 1738 per Jared Hills Estate 
Map. 

KING'S HEAD FIELD c. 1800 J. 
This is T.A.217 but another field T.A.225 formerly known as Ale-house Field, also 

became known as King's Head Field. Named from the near-by King's Head public 
house which adopted the sign about 1787. 

KNYGHTON FEILD Eliz . 1. L.P. KNYGHTONS FELD 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. 
D / DWn. M .1. KNIGHTON(S) FIELD 1559 T. 1651 Rental. KNIGHTEN 1758 Hunts. 
R.O . KNYGTON FIELD 1553 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53 / 16. 

Part of the possessions of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem- the same origin 
as Knighton Wood, Woodford (P.N.E.). 

The location of this field is not known to me. The Hunts. reference links it with 
The Barnfields. 

LAMMAS LAND 1887 R.O.C. 1892 Parties. S. (Long.) . 
These were in the marshes. 
From O.E. "Hlaf-Mresse" = loaf-mass. 
This was the mass or festival of the wheat harvest to which parishioners took loaves 

of bread made from the new wheat of the year as a Harvest Thanksgiving. 
A survival of the old open field cultivation the owners had the right to grow and 

gather crops from Lady Day to Lammas Day (1st August) when all fences had to be 
removed and the fields opened to those who had common rights of pasturage. 

LAMPETLEE 1222 St.P. 

From O.E. "Lam" = loam, O.E. "Pytt" = pit and O.E. "Leah" = in its earlier 
meaning of a wood or woodland. Meaning Loampit wood. The Inquisition describes it 
as a wood. 

LARKYS 1515 Mon. LARKE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M .1. LARKES 1559 T. 
1560 C.C.C.B. LARKEWOOD 1545 L.P. LITTLE LARKES (Ainslie) 1559 T. LARKES 
WOOD 1620-1 K.J.G. LARKS WOOD 1738 Hill Map. 1838 T .A.377. LARKE(S) 
CORNER- DITCH 1641, 1645, 1670 St.P. LARKE LANE 1626 St.P. LARKS LANE 
1847-9 Highways A/c. Book. LARKS DOWN 1678 St.P. LARKHALL FARM 1887 
R .O.C. LARKS FARM 1868-76 O.S. 1887 R.O.C. (N. part of T.A.377). LARKS OLD 
FARM 1868-76 O.S. (T .A.380-l) . LARKS WOOD LODGE 1882 O.A . Map (E. of T.A. 
372). 

This name is probably associated with the family of Thomas Laverk mentioned in 
the Subsidy Rolls of 1319 (P.N.E.). The Isolation Hospital, opened in 1901, was built 
on the site of Larks Wood Lodge and 20 acres surrounding it. 

The Court Book of 1367-1509 E.R.O. refers to Henry, Stephen and Thomas 
Lark e. 

LAURENCE WOODSTANES 1630 St.P. LAWRENCE WOOD STANES 1631 St.P . 

LAURENCE WOOD 1631 St.P. LAWRENCE WOOD'S FIELD 1631 St.P. 
This is from a personal name and does not relate to a wood. Lawrence Wood, 

who was Constable in 1626, is described as Yeoman in 1636. He was presented at the 
1635 Court for having introduced into his cottage near the forest a poor man and 
stranger, William Reeve, and was ordered to remove him to avoid burdening the 
Parish. This same cottage was the subject of another presentment in 1636 as it had 
"not four acres assigned to it and lying near it, to be used and occupied with it, contrary 
to the form of the Statute". This was the "Act" of 31 Eliz. 1589 which was not repealed 
until 1775. Eight or nine other similar presentments are recorded in 1642-4 St.P. 
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"Stanes" is probably from O.E. "Stan" = a stone, rock, which had a variety of 
applications including a building of stone. Maybe Lawrence Wood's house was a stone 
building. 

LAYERS 1630, 1644 St.P. 1870 C.C.C.D ./ D.D.B./380 (?T.A.400-3). LAYER 1777 C. & 
A. LAVORS 1641-2 St.P. HOME and FURTHER LAYERS 1857 1nks Green Sale Map 
(T.A.403 & 4) . LAYER AND INKS GREEN 1777 C. & A. LAYER INKS GREEN 
1805 o.s. 

Probably from a personal surname. The fields adjoin Larks Wood and may derive 
their name from the same source. O.E. "Lawerce" or "Laferce" = a lark, has given 
rise to the first elements of: Lark Stoke (Glos.) Lauerke, 1227 F.F. Laverstokes 1274, 
Laverton (Glos.) Lawertune c. 1160, Laverstock (Wilts.) Laverkstok 1198. 

The proximity of this name to Larks Wood may, of course, be purely coincidental. 
As there are no really early forms it could have originated from the sur-name Laver. 

THE LINNET 1838 T.A.399. 
From a family name. 
Chingford Deeds in the E.R.O. include a record that in 1814 Mrs. Linnet surren

dered land to Sir Robert Ainsley and also a similar surrender of two pieces of pasture 
by Joseph Linnett who is described as "shopkeeper of Blackmore". His wife was for
merly Hester Heywood. 

LONGECROFTE, LONGFELD 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. LONGCROFT 
1758 L .C.R . LONGFIELD 1679 St.P., 1838 T.A.202, 348, 1782 Map (T.A.431 & 429), 
1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158 / 1. LONG HOPES 1633 St .P. LONGHOPES 1653 Ct.Bk. 
E.R .O. D / DU. 158 /1. LONG MEAD 1645 St .P. LONG MEADOW 1641 St.P. LONG 
ACRE c. 1250 E.R.O. D /DQ. 53/1. LE LONGDOLE 1447 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/5. 

Long - self explanatory - alluding to the length of the fields. This is particularly 
appropriate in T.A.202 which is a long and unusually narrow field. 

Croft from O.E. "Croft" = a small enclosed field, etc., arable or pasture. Hopes 
from O.E. "Hop" = a plot of enclosed land especially in marshes. Mead from O.E. 
"Mred" = a meadow. M.E. "Dole" = a share of the common field. 

LONGWILLY 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . D/DWn. M .1. LONG WILLEY 1559 T. 
Probably from O.E. "Wilig", "Welig" = a willow. A Long field of willows. 

L .. .. (? LONG) WILLOWS or Bortchampstalls 1681 St.P. LONG WILLOWS and 
Woodcroft c. 1800 Sketch. 

Similar to Long Willy above. 

LOW STREET 1777 C. & A. LOWER STREET 1738 Hill Map. LOW STREET FIELD 
1838 T.A.14 & 15. LOW HALL FARM 1887 R .O.C., 1896 O.S., 1927 C.E. LOW FARM 
1887 R.O.C. 

"Low" because low lying near the River Lea. The field and farmstead fronted on 
to Low Street which is the same as: 

LE NEATHER STREET 1627 St.P. NETHER STREETE 1630, 1634 St.P. NETHER 
STRETE 1636-7 St.P. NETHERSTRETE 1641 St.P. 

From O.E. "Neothera" "Nithera" = lower. 
The street is now Sewardstone Road North. 

MAULTMEADE 1649 St.P. MAULT MEAD 1681 St.P. MALL MEAD 1901 C.E. 
(T.A.107). MALT MARSH 1838 T.A.J07. 

Possibly the field on which grain (barley) was grown for malting. 

LE MANEFELD c. 1250, E.R.O. D / DQ. 53/1. MANFELD 1533. 1544 Mon. 
MANFIELD 1533 Mon. 1677 St.P. 1782 Map (T.A.93) . 1658 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. MAUNFELD 
1538 Mon. MANSFEILD 1630 St.P. MANSFIELD 1838 T.A.84 . GREAT MANFEILD 
1659 C.B. (?T.A.84). 1681 St.P. LITTLE MANFIELD 1659 C.B. LYTLEMANFELD 
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1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1 . (UTILE) MANSFIELD 1838 T.A.84. LITTLE 
MANSFIELD 1838 T.A.83. UTILE MANFIELD alias Beanfield 1559 T. MANFEILD 
HILL LANE 1670 St.P. MANSFIELD HILL 6" O.S. 1676 St.P. MANMARSH BY
LAND 1627 St.P. MANMARSE 1627 C.R. MAN MARSH - HOPE 1734 E.R.O . 
MAN MARSH 1630 St.P. 1838 T.A.98-104. MAN MARSH LANE 1670-1 St.P. 

From O.E . "(Ge)mrene" = common, property or land held communally. 
Meaning Common F ield, Common Marsh, etc., on which the ancient rights of 

common existed. 

MANNYNGE GROVE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk . E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. MANINGS GROVE 
1559 T . 

Probably from a personal surname. 

Dr. P. H. Reaney, W.P.N., states that a John and William Mannynge were assessed 
in Chingford per Subsidy Rolls 1319 and 1327. Reference is also made to the Will of 
William Mannynge 1559. The Calendar of Close Rolls 1370-71 contains a Grant by John 
Mannying, fisherman, of waters, fishings and shores with Neylands fishyngweres, etc., in 
Chingford and Edmonton. Earlier a Foot of Fine 1321-22 relates to the purchase by 
William Mannyng the elder of land in Chingford. John, Richard, Thomas and William 
are all mentioned in the 1367-1509 Court Book and Richard Manning in a Grant of 
c. 1250 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/1. 

MARDITCH 1648, 1670 St.P. MARE DYKE 6" O.S. 
This name refers to the middle of three branches of the River Lea near the boun

daries of Chingford and Waltham Holy Cross (P.N.E.). 
From O.E. "(Ge)mrere" = a boundary, a border, etc., and O.E. "Die" = a ditch. 
The meaning being a boundary ditch or stream. 

MAREFIELD 1620-1 K.J.G. 
A boundary field or field on a boundary though the site is not known to me. The 

first element is the same as for Marditch. 

MARSH LANE 1626, 1629 St.P. 1738 Hill Map. 1868-76 O.S. MARSH LANE GATE 
1626 St .P. MARSH GATE 1641, 1645 St.P. 

Self explanatory. This was the lane leading to the marshes, now Lea Valley Road , 
in which was the gate controlled by the Marsh Reeve. 

MATIOCKES HILL 1638, 1641 St.P. MATIOCKS HILL 1681 St.P. MATIOX HILL 
1734 E.R.O . D/DWn. M .5. MATIOCKS LANE 1795 A bst. (Trapps) . MATIOCK 
LANE FIELD 1782 Map (T.A.268). MADDOCKS LANE FIELD 1838 T.A.245. 1844 S.S. 
MADDOX LANE 1868 O.S. MATIOCKS LANE 1856 R.V. 

Probably from a personal surname. 
A John Maddox is mentioned in the Quarter Sessions for 1599 C.H.S. 
The lane is now Station Road. 

MEADS alias Whites 1634-1833 L.C.R. 
From a personal surname. The reference is to Meads "late in the tenure of 

Elizabeth Meads" 1683. 
Reference is also made to a tenement and 3 acres owned by Thomas Stondon 

"wherein Richard Mead dwelleth" in the Terrier and Rental of 1559. 

MILLS FIELD 1838 T.A.273. 
Probably from a family name. "Thomas Mills of the Parish of Chingford" rented 

Pea Mead (T.A.381) in 1851 ENF.PPS. 

MOAT FIELD 1886 Agt. 
These were the T.A. fields 152 and 153. A large rectangular pond was made in !52 

known also as "The Great Pond" and later as the "Reservoir". Villagers are stated to 
have drawn water from here. 
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In 1809 E.R. Mores leased to Col. Wm. Cook the Great Pond together with ditches, 
watercourses and pipes leading to the Colonel's dwelling house (Herriots) for 990 years 
in consideration of the sum of £42 and an annual rent of £2 2s. 

MONTES LITILE FEILD 1627 St.P. 
Probably from a personal surname. 
The copy Grant of King James 1 1620-1 mentions Richard Mont as a tenant of 

one of nine contiguous cottages with gardens, orchards and divers lands belonging". 
A second copy of the Grant gives the name as Richard Ment with whose family 

George Mintes Field 1641 St.P. may be associated. This was near Organs Lane. 

NAN BOWERS 1634 St.P. 1656-7 Ct.Bk. E .R .O. D/DU. 158/1. 
Doubtless from an individual personal name but I have not been able to identify 

the lady. The site is not known. It was a small field of 3 roods. The name is of the 
same type as "Tomsmiths" q.v. 

NEYLANDS 1370-1 C.C.R. NEY 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. THE NEYE 
1553 Mon. 1559 T. LEE NEY 1558 C.C.C.B. THE NYE 1559 T. THE NAZE 1562 
C.C.C.B. CHINGFORD NAY 1620-1 K.J.G . THE NAY 1651 Rental. 1738 Hill Map. 
THE NEY 1758 Hunts.R.O. CHINGFORD ST. PAULS NEY 1782 Map. NEAY 
MEADOW 1740 Hunts.R.O. THE NAIGH or NAZE 1844 Auction Bill. THE NAZE 
1838 T.A.457-466. 

This relates to the marsh-land in the S.W. corner of the parish. 
From O.E. "Eg" = low lying land, well watered land. The initial "N" is that of the 

dative of the definite article prefixed to the following word: "atten eg" = at the low 
lying land, mis-divided "atte neg" (W.P.N.). 

Similar origin for the names Noak or Nokes = atten oke(s) = at the oak(s), mis
divided to "atte noke(s)". 

There seems to have been some confusion later with O.E. "Nress" or "Nes" 
indicating a nose of land, a projecting piece of land formed in the bend of a river. 

NYTYNGALELANE 1408 C.R. (P.N.E.). NIGHTINGALE LANE 1655 Ct.Bk. E .R.O. 
D / DU. 158/1. NIGHTINGALE HALL 1846 ENF.PPS. 1868-76 O.S. 1856 R.V. 

Probably from a family name. John Nightingale is recorded in the Rate Book for 
1811 and his marriage in the Register for 1805. 

NOODES LAND 1627 St.P. 
This may be the same as T.A.79 "Rye Grass Field". 
From a family name. 
John Nodes, or Noodes and George Nodes are mentioned several times between 

1626 and 1649 St.P. George Nodes married Susan, daughter of Nicholas Barnsley, who, 
with her sister, Elizabeth Creswell, "inherited the manor of Gowers and Buckerells". 
Susan and George eventually acquired the whole manor. George also inherited a tene
ment called Balls on the death of his mother, Susan Nodes, in 1634 St.P. 

NORMANSHIRE (FARM) 1777 C. & A. 1882 O.A. Map. 1887 R.O.C. 
Probably from "Normans Land" mentioned in 1519 at the "Court of Walkam

stowe Sarum" when Symon Pynder surrendered that tenement (W.P.N.). 

NULANDS MEGELCROFTS 1569 l .B.S. 
From O.E. "Mice!" = great, big, and O.E. "Croft" = enclosed field, enclosure of 

arable or pasture land. 
"Croft" usually indicates a small field. The name may mean a large collection of 

crofts, or large enclosed fields. The whole appears to have included T.A. fields 152, 
153, 154, 163, 164, 165 and 168. 

"Nu1ands is probably the surname Newland. George Newland appears in the 
Quit Rent Book of "Chinkford Mannor" for the years 1775-7, and his marriage is 
recorded in the Parish Reeister of 1756. 
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ORGERSDOWNE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. ORGAN LANE, ORGAW 
LANE 1630 St.P. ORGANS LANE 1637, 1641, etc. St.P. 1737 E.R.O. D/DWn. M.5. 
ORGANES LANE 1638 St.P. ORGONS LANE 1641 St .P. ORGAWS LANE 1641 St .P. 
ALGINS LANE 1651 E.R.O. D{DU. 158/1. ORGARS 1652 Ct.Bk. E .R.O. D/DU. 
158/1. ORGARS LANE 1659 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. ORGAN LANE FIELD 
1838 T.A.180. 

This name is commonly thought to be derived from Orgar the thegn mentioned in 
Domesday Book 1086 as holding the manor (Chingford Comitis) of Robert Gernon. 
Whilst this is possible there is no evidence so far of continuity during the first 400 odd 
years. 

The name may have arisen from the herb, penny-royal known in Old English times 
as "Organa". It is a native British mint and is referred to in Anglo-Saxon herbals. It 
was grown in Tudor Physic Gardens and always in monastery herb gardens. Poor 
women used to sell it in the London markets after having gathered it on Mile End 
Common where it grew naturally. Possibly local villagers in Chingford gathered the 
herb along this lane. 

At Pontefract there were fields called Orgin Well 1437, Orgramwell Leys 1505-1615 
and Organ Well Leys 1615 thought to be derived from the herb Organa which is 
believed to be the first of many kinds of mint to be cultivated. It had many uses both 
medicinal and culinary. At harvest time "Organ-tea" was brewed from it - a favourite 
drink among harvesters particularly in the West of England. 

In Wiltshire dialect Pennyroyal is Organy. 

OSGABYS 1367-1509 Ct .Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1 . 
From a surname. Possibly to be associated with Johes. Osgoby or John Osgaby 

mentioned in the Court Book. John Osgaby was one of the Witnesses to a Feoffment 
of 1474-5. E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/7. 

OXE LEES 1559 T. OXLEES ISLANDS 1559 T. OXLEYS C.C.C.B. about 1560. 
OXLEASE 1620-1 K.J.G. OXLEES 1651 Rental. OXLEY 1738 Hill Map (T.A.l29). 
OXLEYS ISLAND 1758 Hunts.R.O. OXLEYS 1838 T.A.l29. OXLESS ISLAND 
1901 C.E. 

From O.E. "Lres" = a pasture, meadow land. Pasture for oxen. 
T.A.129 is an island site and may be the same as the "7 acres of meadow for oxen 

called Dokkemers" referred to in the Inquisition of 1222. The Oxlees Islands of 1559 T . 
relates to four small islands, It acres in total lying "over against the Nye". 

GREAT AND LITTLE PADDOCK c. 1800 l. (T.A.219 & 220). PADDOCK 1838 
T.A .199. 

Tithe Award 219 is "Spring Hill" and 220 is "Bakers Grove". 
There are no early forms. The name is. therefore, probably the modern English, 

paddock, meaning an enclosure. 
The O.E. form "Pearroc" originally referred to the fence enclosing a piece of 

ground but later applied to the ground enclosed. 

PATES ORCHARD 1626 St.P. 
From a surname. It was held by Widow Pate who was presented at the Court of 

1642 St.P. for having continued a cottage against the form of the Statute of 31. Eliz. 
(the one relating to a cottage and 4 acres) (see under Laurence Woodstanes). 

Aron or Aaron Pates was chosen by the Lord of the Manor to act as constable in 
1652 and was elected Aletaster in 1658. Thomas Pates was involved in a dispute at the 
Court of 1651 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. DfDU.158{1. 

PAULS FEE 1498 W.P.N. 
See under "Pole Hill". 
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PAWLY GATE 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU.158/1 . 
The reference is to a "ditch all along from Little Cherry Downe to the Pawly 

Gate". Probably from the manor name Chingford St. Pauli . 

PATHISHAMSTALL, PATHYHEMSTALLS 1534 Mon. PATCH HEMSTALLS, 
PATCH HAMSTALLS 1656 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . D/DU. 158/1. PATCHAMSTALL MANOR 
MARSH 1790 E.R.O. D/DLc. 

This was connected with Gowers and Buckerells (Pimp Hall Farm) and from the 
1790 reference would appear to have been in the area of the marshes. 

Possibly from O.E. "Pat(t)e" = mud, marsh or low lying grassland, and O.E . 
"Ham-st(e)all" = a homestead, a farmyard. 

Probably meaning a farm homestead in the marsh . 
It appears to have been near Batons Mead and Man Marsh and possibly part of 

Dells Farm. 

PEASE CROFT 1626, 1641-2, 1651 St.P., 1659 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. PEAS 
CROFT 1633 St.P. PEASECROFT 1627, 1670 St.P. PEAZE CROFT 1630 St.P. PEASE 
CLOSE 1671 Ex.C.R. (St.!.). PEACEFIELD 1559 T., 1562 C.C.C.B. PEASEFIELD 
1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D / DU. 158/1. PESMEAD- Dl'tch 1630 St.P. PEASEMEAD 1641 
St.P. PEASE MEAD(E) 1661 E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1, 1810-23 R.O.C. PEAS MEAD 1838 
T.A.381. PEA MEAD 1887 R.O .C. 

From O.E. "Pise" = peas - the i was lengthened to e in Middle English. 
Indicating the crop normally grown there. 

PEESHALLE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M .1. 
This is probably of similar origin to the preceding, the final element being from 

O.E. "Halh" = a nook or corner of land. A corner of land on which peas were grown. 

PEPPERCORNS FARM 1827 E.R.O. D/DVt. 
This farm was at Chingford Hatch. 
From a family name. Joshua Peppercorn was Overseer in 1789 et. seq. and from 

1773 one of the Collectors of Land Tax. 
The farm was purchased by John Heathcote in 1827. 

PERRET(T)S HILL 1625 St.P. PERRIT(T)S HILL 1633, 1670, St.P. 1659 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. 
D/DU. 158/1. PARRETS HILL 1641-2. PARROTS HILL 1790 Partics.S. (Trapps.) . 
PERRITTS HILL HERRIOTT 1651 Ct.Bk. E .R.O. D/DU. 158/1. 

Probably from a family name. The "Long" documents contain a Schedule of old 
deeds (presumably family deeds) deposited with Messrs. Taylor, Hoare and Jelf signed 
by Mrs. Caroline Frisby who originally signed as Caroline Parrott - deleted, pre
sumably her maiden name. She apparently owned two cottages at the top and two at 
the bottom of Kings Head Hill. 

The above references mainly refer to two closes of seven acres in total which 
abutted on Chingford Hawke. 

This may have been the old name of King's Head Hill, the change being made 
after the ale-house had adopted the sign of the King's Head about 1787. 

An undated "Note of evidences concerninge Fryday Hill, etc." at the E.R.O. 
mentions a Ralphe Parrott. 

PERYFELD 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
This is probably "pear-tree field" from O.E. "Pirige" = a pear tree. 

PIGHTLE 1634 St.P. 
The reference is to H. Wharton's pightle. From M.E. "Pightel'', "Pighel" = a small 

enclosure, or croft. 

PIMP HALL 
See under Buckerells . 
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According to a paper, presumably part of a letter, with Chingford Deeds at the 
E.R.O., Pimp Hall was bought by John Heathcote as a present to his son the Rev. 
Robert Boothby Heathcote on 17th November, 1834 for £3,650. 

PINFOLDS 1681 St.P. 
This is from a personal surname. The field is referred to as "It dole late Pinfolds" 

and was situated in Chingford Marsh. Thomas Young of Tottenham surrendered land, 
etc., to the use of Sibyl Pinfold of Stretum, Surrey in 1649. Thomas Pinfold is men
tioned as a former owner in 1678 St.P., and in 1651 as tenant of "Whestcrofts". 

The name is derived from O.E. "Pynd-fald" = a pound for cattle. 

PIPERS DOWNE 1551 P.R., 1647, 1675 St.P., 1650 E.R.O. D / DLc. 1666 Ex. C.R.(P.). 
PYPERS DOWNE 1620-1 K.J.G. PIPERS DOWN 1659 1nd. B.S. , c. 1800 Sketch. 
PIPERS DOWNS 1838 T.A .144. PIPERS DOWNE GROVE 1559 T. 

Probably from a family name. 
A Mr. Piper is shown in the Rate Book for 1810. 

POLE HILL- POULS 1498 E.R. XIV. PAULS FEE 1498 E.R. XIV. PAWLY GATE 
1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1 . POLE HILL FIELD 1844 S .S. (T.A.222) 1838 
T.A.222. 

Pauls Fee is the same as T .A.222 which was also known as Upper House Field or 
Hill. The hill is shown as "Hawke Hill" on Chapman & Andres map of 1777. 

From the manor of Chingford Pauli. Fee is from M.E. "Fe" = a landed estate 
indicating it formed part of the landed estate of the manor of St. Paul. After the 
erection of the Greenwich Meridian Obelisk it appears to have acquired the cognomen 
of Polar Hill but this soon dropped out of use. 

Lawrence of Arabia held land on the top of Pole Hill where he erected a residence. 
He later sold the property to the Borough Council. 

LE POLLERD GROVE 1641 St.P. POLLARDS GROVE 1782 Map. 1844 S .S. (T.A.271). 
The Tithe award 271 shows this as "Little Grove" . The first reference suggests 

this was a grove of pollarded trees, but the others imply origin from a family name. It 
may be associated with William Pollard who was admitted to a close in two parts 
called Srnithfield (?T.A.339 & 340) in 1647, and John Carter Pollard admitted to a 
three acre close called "Parkefield" in 1767. The name as Pollard and Pollord appears 
in the Quit Rent Papers for 1690-1778. 

POOPES 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E .R.O. D/DWn. M.1. POPES 1559 T ., 1562, C.C.C.B. 
GREAT POPES 1791 C.C.C.D. , c. 1800 Sketch. POPES ORCHARD 1791 C.C.C.D./ 
D.D.B. 367, c. 1800 Sketch, 1651 E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. LITTLE POPES FIELDS 1844 
C.C.C.D. POPES FIELD 1651, E.R .O., 1838 T.A.400, 1844 S.S. (Highams.). 

From a family name. 
John Pope is mentioned in the Court Book of 1367-1509 In 1559 T. "John Brooke 

held ... 12 acres of land . . . sometime Agnes Popes .. . ". 

POST FIELD (T.A.274 Lower Grove Field). FIRST POST FIELD (T.A.285 Lower 
Grove Field, also known as "Jessups & Hamerly"). UPPER POST FIELD (T.A.284 
Upper Grove Field) . 

These fields formed part of one large field known as "New Years Grove" as shown 
on the estate map of 1782. 

Probably named from boundary posts. 

PREESTECROFTE, PRESTFELD 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D / DWn. M.1. 
The croft and field of the priest. 
From O.E. "Preost" = a priest. O.E. "Croft" = an enclosed field. O.E. "Feld" 

= originally open country, later field. 
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PURLEWYS 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 1559 T. 
This may be from a surname. A Katina Purlewes is mentioned in the Court Book. 
It could possibly refer to the forest purlieus or boundaries though I doubt this. 

PYLE CROIT 1554 C.C.C.B. 
With only one form interpretation is uncertain. It may be from O.E. "Pil" = a 

spike, an arrow, a shaft, etc., and O.E. "Croft" = an enclosed field. 
The name possibly indicates an enclosure made with stakes. 
Pyle Bridge, Devon is said to refer to a bridge erected on piles (P.N. Devon). 

PYNDORS CROIT 1527 Mon . Bussley Crofts alias PYNDORS CROFTS 16th Cent . 
Mon. 

Probably from the family of Robert le Pyndere (one who impounds stray cattle) 
and of John Pynder who had a croft near Salisbury Hall in 1482 (W.P.N.). 

Symon Pynder surrendered "Normans Land" - probably "Normanshire" Farm at 
the Court of Walkamstowe Sarum 1519. 

QUAMSTAWS 1562-3 E.R.O . D/DWn. M.8. QUAMSTOCKS BROOKE 1647 St.P. 
QUALMSTALKS 1782 Map (T.A.426). 1808 E.R.O. D/DWn. T.2. COMBSTACKS or 
COMBSTOCKS 1838 T.A.425 . FURTHER COMBSTACKS 1838 T.A.426. QUALM
STALLS 1705 E.R.O. D / DWn. T.l. 

This is an awkward name. The forms of the first element in the earlier spellings 
suggest an origin from: O.E. "Cwalm" = death, slaughter, etc. 

The second element, especially in the earliest form, may be from O.E. "Stow" = 
a place, which gives a possible meaning for the name as a place of death. 

O.E. "Cwalm-stow" applied to a place of execution. If this derivation is correct 
there must be something in the history of Chingford we do not yet know. 

The early spellings for Swamstey Common, Herts, were Qualmestowe 1335 and 
Quamstey Hill 1638, the meaning being as given above (P.N.Herts.). 

There was no "Q" in Old English. 

QUEACH FIELD c. 1800 J. 
This was the northern half of T.A.232 "Round Hill". It had several names including 

"One Tree Field". The southern half was called "Home Mead" and on the O.S. map of 
1868-82 the northern half is given as "Park Hill". 

O.E . "Cwic" = a quickset hedge and "Cwice" = quitch, couch grass. M.E. 
"Queche" = a thicket. 

This may relate to a dense growth of bushes, a thicket. The position would be 
clearer if there were early forms. 

QUOIT GROUND 1899 Map (Long). 
Self explanatory. 
The ground was at the east rear of the "Green Man". 

RAYLES or Reddens 1607 M. THE RAYLES 1661 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. 
RALE or Tyll 1782 Map same as LOWER MIDDLE RAIL 1838 T.A.243. RALE or 
Tyll 1782 Map (same as Twelve Acres T.A.244). RALE or Tyll 1782 Map (same as 
Maddocks Lane Field T.A .245). FIRST RALE or Tyll 1782 Map (same as Eight Acres 
T.A.246) . UPPER MIDDLE RAIL 1838 T.A.223 also RALE or Tyll 1782 Map and 
RAIL FIELD. RALE 1782 Map (same as Four Acres T.A.242) also known as LITTLE 
RAIL FIELD or Tyll. RALE 1782 Map (same as Six Acres T.A.224). LITTLE RAILS 
1636, 1646 St.P. (?T.A.242 Four Acres). Woodheron Reddens otherwise RALES 1568 
Woodheron Reddings otherwise RAYLES 1697 E.R.O. D / DWn. T.l . 

This is an unusual group of names but the clue lies with the 1607 reference wherein 
it is stated that Rayles contained some 70 acres, whilst the alternative name Reddens 
indicates a clearing. It would appear, therefore, that this large area was enclosed from 
the forest waste and railed in. The total acreage of T .A.223-4 and 241-6 is 70t acres. 
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It will be noticed on the Tithe Award map that the various fields are fairly regular 
indicating a late division of the larger field. The name Rale was retained in some form 
for each of the smaller divisions or each was itself railed in, which is highly probable. 

The alternative name Tyll is puzzling. Maybe it is a form for "tile". There were 
certainly tile kilns and brick fields in the area. There was a farm house hereabouts 
called "TAYLES" 1697 E.R.O. D/DWn. T.1. TYLLS 1705, 1822 E.R.O. D/DWn. T.1. 
& 2 which could be from a personal name but a Tyll family has not so far been noted 
in Chingford, though it could be from Peter de la Tay le. E.R.O. D I DQ. 53/9 (1447). 

RAMMS 1630 St.P. RAMS ACRE 1631, 1648 St.P. RAMSACRE 1677, 1680 St.P. 1738, 
1742 E.R.O. D/DWn. M.5. RAMMS ACRE 1658 Ct.Bk. E.R .O. D/DU. 158 / 1. 

All the references give this field as of 1 acre. 
Probably from a family name. 
The 1222 Inquisition of St. Pauls records that "Adam Ram son of Ailward held 

a messuage ... and also a new assart of 1 acre" which may be the same as above. 
Reference is made in 1561 C.C.C.B. to the transfer of an acre of meadow in 

Shortfarthings to William Rann (? error for Ram) of Enfield who is probably the same 
as William Ramm of Enfield nominated beneficiary in default by a surrender of about 
1563. 

A William Ramm is referred to in the Court Book of 1367-1 509 E.R.O. 

RAREFLET 1277 Waltham Cartulary (P.N.E.). 
From O.E. "Hragra" = heron and O.E. "Fleot" = river, stream. 
Heron-stream (P .N.E.). 

RED ROBINS 1838 T.A.418. RED ROBIN 1808 E.R.O. D/DWn. T.2. 
This is probably named from the wild flower, the Red Campion known as Red 

Robin, which may have grown there. 
Many fields were named from the natural vegetation which grew on them. 

RIDDEN- NORTHREDEN 1461 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/6. WOODHERON REDDENS 
otherwise Rales 1568 E.R .O. D/DWn. T.1. REDDINS, DANYELS RIDYN, WOOD
REDYN, NORTHREDYN, SOUTHREDEN 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M .1. 
HIGHRIDENG, HIGH RIDONS 1533, 1538 Mon. RIDDINS 1559 T. REDDENS 
1607 M. RIDDENS 1642, 1681 St.P. BUSSHERIDENZ, BUS(S)HY RIDDONS 1533-
1538 Mon . BUSH RIDDENS 1559 T . THE NETHER RIDDENS 1559 T. BUSHY
RIDDEN 1636 St.P. (?T .A .ll) . RIDDENS GROVE 1620-1 K.J.G. THE RIDDENS 
1637 St.P. (T .A.ll). SHIPCOTE RYDEN 1566 C.C.C.B. SHEEP COURT RIDDINGS 
c. 1800 Sketch. COWHOUSE RIDDEN 1774 Trapps (T.A .6). LITTLE RIDDEN (T.A .6) . 
MIDDLE RIDDEN (T.A.7). ROAD RIDDEN (T.A .ll) 1835 Agt.D.B. 

From O.E. "Ryden", "Rydding", "Reden" = a clearing or cleared land. The 
second form usually denotes an assart = land taken into an estate from waste. 

There are many more references than those quoted above the whole giving some 
idea of the extent of encroachment upon forest waste. 

The first parts of these names are mainly self explanatory. 
Shipcote is from O.E. "Sceap". "Seep" = a sheep and "Cot" = a cottage, a den 

or shelter, meaning a shelter for sheep. Sheep Court is a corruption of this. "Road" 
because this field fronted the highway. 

RIPTON FIELD, RIPTONS (Tenement) 1559 T. RYPTONSFELD 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. 
E.R .O. D / DWn. M.1 . 

From a surname. 
The Court Book refers to John, Agnes and Georgina Rypton whilst the Terrier of 

1559 describes the field as "late Riptons". William Rypton was one of the witnesses to 
a grant of 1479, E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/9. 
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ROTTEN ROWE 1637, 1640, 1670 St.P., 1742 E.R.O. D / DWn. M.S. ROTTEN ROE 
1637 St.P. ROTTEN ROW 1838 T.A.374. 

This is a fairly common field and minor name derived from O.E. "Rretten" = 
infested with rats and O.E. "Raw" = a row, especially a row of houses or buildings = 
A row of houses or buildings over-run with rats. 

ROUNDS See under "Flats". 

ROWDEN FEILD 1645 & 7 St.P. ROWDEN FIELD CORNER 1655, 1657 Ct.Bk. 
E.R.O. D / DU. 158{1. ROWDEN GROVE 1713 (Walthamstow, on Border). 

This name also occurs in Walthamstow where Dr. Reaney gives the earliest re
ferences as Rodon 1500 (Sarum) Rowdones 1541 (Parties. for Grants P.R.O.), Rowens 
1562 and Rowdens 1571 (H.B .C.R.). It appears to be derived from a family name but 
Dr. Reaney states that the family has not been traced. He derives the name originally 
from some rough hill or valley, i.e. : From O.E. "Rub" = rough and O.E. "Dun" = 
a hill or "Denu" = a valley (W.P.N.). 

ROWLAND HEMPSTALLS 1533-38 Mon. 
This was connected with Gowers and Buckerells (Pimp Hall Farm). From O.E. 

"Rub" = rough land and O.E. "Hamst(e)all" = a homestead, home buildings and an 
enclosure of a homestead - home-stall - farmyard, meaning a farm homestead in 
rough land. 

RISSET 1222 St.P. RUSSHETT 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/ DWn. M .l . 1566 C.C.C.B , 
RAYSSET 1559 C.C.C.B. RUSHETT DITCH, RESSHOTT 1559 T. RUSSETS 1740, 
1771 Q.R. 1690-1778. RUSITS 1728 Q.R. RUSSETE 1775-1794 Q.R. GREAT & LITTLE 
RUSHETTS 1741 ENF.PPs. GREAT & LITTLE RUSSETTS 1782 Map. RUSSETTS 
1838 T.A.J09. 

From O.E. "Rise" = a rush and O.E. "Et" "Ete" "Ett(e)" a collective suffix. Mean
ing a clump of rushes (P.N.E.). 

The field was on the marshes between two branches of the River Lea and un
doubtedly named from the abundance of rushes which grew there. 

RUSHEY FIELD 1686 S.F. 
Site not known to me and with only one form the position is doubtful. It may be 

self explanatory- a field on which rushes grew. 

RUTHEHYDA 1181 V .C.H. Vol . V . 
This may be the property mentioned in Domesday Book 1086 as having been taken 

from the Manor of Chingford St. Paul by Peter de Valognes and annexed to his own 
Manor of Hecham (Higham Bensted). It is stated to have contained I hide, 8 acres of 
meadow and wood for 50 swine. 

Probably from O.E. "Ruh" = rough and O.E. "Hid" = a hide of land = a hide 
of rough land. 

RYE GRASS FIELD 1838 T .A . 79 & 445. 
Self explanatory. Rye-grass is a valuable grass crop. 

SAINT JOHNEZ GROVE 1515 Mon. SAINT(E) JONES, JOHN(E)S GROUND 1523 
Mon . SEYNT JONES ACRE 1553 Pat.R. SAINT JOHNS MEADE ACRE 1553 Grant. 
SAINT JOHNS GROVE c. 1560 C.C.C.B. ST. JOHNS GROUNDE 1638 St.P. ST. 
JONES WOOD 1782 Map (Part of "Vile Mead" T.A.429). ST. JOHNS WOOD 1838 
T .A.411. 

St. Johns Farmhouse was in Walthamstow at the S.E. corner of Billet Lane but 
some of the fields were within the boundaries of Chingford. 

Named from the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem who held land in Chapel End. 
St. Johns Grounde was along the lane leading to Salisbury Hall known as Salisbury 

Hall Lane and now Chingford Mount Road. 
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St. J ohns Wood T.A.4ll is probably of different origin. An Extract of Court Rolls 
concerning Copyhold land held by a Mrs. St. John names several fields, groves, etc., 
in her hands 1671 -1680 but does not mention St. Johns Wood under that name. How
ever, the Jarad Hill map of 1738 shows the site of St. Johns Wood as held by Mrs. St. 
John. The name may, therefore, originate from her or the family. 

The "Seynt J ones Acre" is definitely stated to have belonged to the Knights of 
St. John in the Warrant of 1553. 

SAXTONS CORNER 1636 St.P. 
From a personal surname which is somewhat mixed in the records. Thomas 

Saxon was the Sexton in 1626 and the nature of his occupation became interwoven 
with his surname giving spellings Saxon, Saxton, Sexton. 

Thomas Saxon the sexton had a son known as Hugo Sexton who died before he 
could be admitted to his fathers lands. His sister, Mary, wife of George Mince or Minte, 
inherited and when she died in 1641 she held a tenement and 3 acres at Chingford 
Green and an acre near Orgons Lane. 

SCALYS, SKALES GROVE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D / DWn. M.1. SCALES 1551 P.R. 
SCALES GROVE 1620-1 K.J.G. 1638 St.P. 1666 Ex.C.R.(P.) c. 1800 Sketch. SCALIES 
GROVE 1647 St.P. SCALES TENEMENT 1666 Ex.C.R.(P.) c. 1800 Sketch. 

Probably from a personal surname. 
The Wood called Scales Grove 1638 is possibly the same as T.A.150 "Grove" but 

the 1666 references to Scales Grove may relate to T.A.l49 "Grove Field". 

SCOTTES-CROFTE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . D / DWn. M .1. SKOTTS FIELD 1638 St.P. 
SCOTTS FIELD 1639, 1670 St.P., 1655, 1658-9, 1661 Ct.Bk . E.R.O. D / DU. 158/1. 
SCOTTS FEILD 1673 St.P. SCOTCH FIELD 1679 St.P., 1848 D .B.S. 

Probably from a family name. 
Sir John Gower's daughter, Elizabeth, married Reynold , or Reginald, Pympe, 

whose daughter, Anne, married Sir John Scott. Their son Richard Skott, or Scott, 
inherited Gowers and Buckeralls (Pimp Hall Farm) which he sold to Sir George 
Monoux 1538 F .F. This field was part of the Pimp Hall Estate. 

Nicholas Scott is mentioned several times between 1626 and 1644 St.P., and was 
elected Aletaster in 1627, 1630 and 1638. He was presented in 1642 for "continuing a 
cottage against the form of the Statute of 31 Eliz." (1589). This relates to a cottage 
and 4 acres - see under Laurence Woodstanes.) Other members of the family are 
referred to in various documents. 

Scotch Field is apparently the same as Scotts Field - see under "Anworths". 
A John Scot was one of the witnesses to Grants of 1430 and 1431 E.R.O. D I DQ. 

53/3/1 & 2. 

SERLES GROVE 1367-1509 Ct .Bk. E .R.O. D/ DWn. M. 1554 C.C.C.B., 1811 C.C.C.D. 
SERLES 1534 Mon. 1559 T . SEARLES HOPE 1630-1, 1677-80 St.P., 1738, 1742 E .R.O. 
D/DWn. M.5. SEARLES HOPPET 1648 St.P. SEARLS GROVE 1680 Ex.C.R. (St.J.) . 
SEARLES GREEN 1667 E.R .O./D.D.B./363. 1812 C.C.C.D. SEARLES CROFT 1658 
Ct.Bk. E .R.O. D/DU. 158/1 . 

From a family name. 
Will Searle and Robert Boothby signed the Land Tax assessments for 1716. 
John Serle, otherwise called John Sale, and Agnes his wife had land in Wynterden 

. . . 1531 Mon. 
Waiter Searle, who was elected Constable in 1636, was presented in 1639 to fill in, 

or fence, a pond he had made on the waste. He also appears in the Ship-money Tax 
Book of Charles I. An earlier Waiter Serle is mentioned as a tenant in the Court Book 
of 1367-1509. 
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SIWARDESTON 1176-90. Pipe Rolls. SWARDESTON 1274 (P.N.E.). SYWARDES
TON 1306-7, 1411 F.F. SWYRSTON 1495 For. SEWESTON, SEWSTON WOD 1498 
(P.N.E.). SUERSTON(S) 1538 F.F., 1605, 1641 St.P. SEWARDSTON 1547 (P.N.E.). 
SEAWARDSON 1626 St.P. SUARDSTON 1638 St.P. SUARDSTONE 1639 St.P. 

From a personal name. 
Sigeweard's tun (P.N.E.). 
O.E. "Tun" = a farmstead, an estate, a village, etc. 

SHEPCOTLAND 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . DfDWn. M.1. SHIPCOTE HAW 1533-8 
Mon. SHEPCOTE HAWE 1534 Mon. SHIPCOTE RYDEN 1566 C.C.C.B. SHEEP 
COURT RIDDINGS c. 1800 Sketch. SHEEPCOTE 1887 R .O.C. 

From O.E . "Sceap", "Seep" = sheep and O.E . "Cot" = a cottage, a den, hut, 
shelter, meaning a shelter for sheep. 

Haw(e) from O.E. "Haga" = an enclosure meaning probably an enclosure by the 
sheepcote. 

Ryden, Riddings from O.E. "Ryden" or "Rydding" = a clearing (by the sheepcote). 
Court is a corruption of cote. 

SHORT WILLOWS 1838 T.A.77. 1901 C.E. 
Self explanatory. A short field of willows in contrast to Long Willy, Willows-. 

SHOULDER OF MUTTON c. 1800 J. , 1838 T.A.233. 
Named from its shape. 
This is a very common field name and is found frequently in Essex. 

SHURYS 1828 Engraving by Webb from a drawing by W. Smith. 
This was a fishing house by a weir and appears to be the same as Flanders Weir. 
The old rate books show Mr. Shurey or Shuray in 1810 and John Shury in 1819. 

Doubtless the name originates from this family. 

SLIPE 1838 T .A.81 & 94. 
This is a long narrow field divided into two. 
T.A.94, the southern part is shown as Herne Mead on a Manor Map of 1782. It 

was probably at one time part of the early dock marshes. 
From M.E. "Slipe" "Slippe" = a long narrow strip of land. 

THE SLIP 1824, 1843, 1746, 1824 Long. 
The derivation is the same as above. 
It is also shown as "The Six Acres" in one of the "Long" leases. This field was 

south of the bow of the River Ching immediately south of Drakes Field T.A.446. For 
some reason, or as a result of an error, this field is not included in the Tithe Award. 
? Has the living of the Rectory lost by this omission? 

The field formed part of St. John's Farm, Walthamstow. 

SMITHFEILD 1643. SMITHFIELD 1648, 1673 St.P. SMITH FIELD 1647 St.P. 1838 
T .A.339 & 340. SMITHFIELD HATCH 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R .O. D/DU.158/1. 

The absence of a possessive "S" suggests this is not from a personal name. It is, 
therefore, probably from: O.E. "Smethe" = smooth, level, indicating a flat level field . 

SNELLS MEADOW 1642 St.P. SNELLS 1810-23 R.O.C. 
From a family name. 
In 1638 a Robert Snell was presented at the Chelmsford Archidiaconal Court for 

failing to attend Church on Holy Thursday to go on perambulation. Another Robert 
Snell purchased the Manor of Chingford St. Paul in 1709 . 

SNYGGE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D I DWn. M.1. SNIGGS 1559 T., 1626-7, 1637 St.P. 
SNIGGES 1626 St.P. 

This field is stated in 1626-7 to have been "between Butfield and widow Pates 
Orchard". 
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From a family name. Richard and Matilda Snygg are referred to in the Court 
Book of 1367-1509. 

SUTHFELD 1269 Walthanz (P.N.E.) . SOUTHFELD - HATCH 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. 
E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. GREAT & LITTLE SOUTHFIELD 1559 T. SUFFIELD HATCH 
1559 T., 1562 C.C.C.B. (?T.A.136). SUFFEILDS 1620-1 K.J.G. SUFFEILD HATCH 
GROVE 1641 St.P. (T.A.J36-7). SUFFIELD HATCH 1642, 1646 St.P. (T.A .136-7). 
SOUTHFEILD HATCH 1649 St.P. (?T.A.136-7). SUFFIELD GATE, SUFFIELD 
HATCH 1670 St.P. SOUTHFEILDS 1686 S.F. SOUTH FIELDS 1686 E.R.O. D/DLc. 
SHUFFLE HATCH GROVE 1838 T.A .136 & 137. SUFIELD HATCH 1735 E.R.O. 
D/DWn. M.5. LITTLE SOUTHFIELDS 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. SOUTH
FIELD LANE 1657 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. SOUTHFIELDS FARM (82 acres) 1687-1711 E.R.O . 
D/DQ. 53/37. 

This name apparently applied to a group of fields to the south of what is now 
New Road and probably included T .A.412 to 424. It may be a survival from the old 
open field cultivation. The somewhat regular field pattern shown on the Tithe Map 
suggests late enclosure. An Indenture of 1758 in the Hunts.R.O. refers to "all those 
eight pieces ... of land ... called Southfield 82 acres ... ", it was probably much larger 
earlier. 

From O.E. "Suth" = south or southern and O.E. "Feld" = open country, land for 
pasture or cultivation, etc., and later field as we now know the word. Hatch is from 
O.E. "Hrec(c)" which had several applications but here would appear to mean gate -
the 1670 reference calls it both hatch and gate. Fisher states that hatches were used 
to prevent cattle pastured on the forest wastes from straying on to the roads. Southfield 
Lane is the old name of New Road. 

SPENCERESMADE 1400 C.R. (P.N.E.). SPENCERS 1633 St.P., 1653 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. 
D/ DU. 158/1. SPENCERS FARM 1882 O.A. Map., 1887 R.O.C. 6" O.S. 

The farm is mainly in Sewardstone. 
Probably associated with the family of Auice and Agnes la Spenser (W altham 

T.Ed.l.) and the Subsidy Rolls of 1327 (P.N.E.). 
A messuage called Spencers with various parcels of land, was surrendered at the 

Court Baron of 1623 St.P. 

STACKFEILD 1670 St.P. STACKYARD 1670 St.P. STACKYARD FIELD 1838 
T.A.366. 

Self explanatory. 
These names relate to three different fields . The first was probably near Batons 

Mead, the second abutted on Scotts Field, and the third at Chingford Hatch. 

STALLS LAND 1645 St.P. 
Probably from a personal surname. There was a footpath, a bridge and stiles 

across this land leading to the Church, the maintenance of which was the subject of a 
presentment against Edward Leigh. 

STANES. STAINES, etc. See under Bellstaines. 

STRAWBERRY HILL 6" O.S. STRAWBERY HILL 1498 E.R.XIV (P.N.E.). 
Probably self explanatory - possibly the wild strawberry grew there. This was 

clearly not named after the well known house in Middlesex which was first built about 
1698 by a retired coachman and nicknamed Chopped Straw Hill. After purchase by 
Walpole in 1748 he found in one of the old deeds a reference to Strawberry Hill Shot 
from which he re-named the house. 

From O.E. "Streaw-berige" = a strawberry. 

STRETEMANNES 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. 
From a personal surname. J ohes. Streteman is shown as a tenant in the Court Book. 
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STUBBS 1557-8 C.C.C.B., 1559 T. STUBBES 1559 T. STUBS alias Highfields 1656 C.B. 
Probably from a family name. John Stubbes is mentioned in the Court Book of 

1367-1509. The 1559 reference is to a croft called Fishes "late in the tenure of Stubbes." 
Agnes Stubbs, daughter of John Stubbs, surrendered land in 1560 C.C.C.B. William 
Stubbes appears as a witness in a Feoffment of 1498. E.R.O. D I DQ. 53 I 13. 

STUBBS 1794 Trapps. STUBBLES 1795 Abst. (Trapps) 1810 M emo . Let. Agt. (Trapps). 
STUBBS or STUBBLES 1828 Indenture (Trapps). 

The first reference, 1794, appears to relate to Stubbles. The second apparently 
refers to two fields which may also be the case in the last as the acreage is the same 
(7 acres). The field was in Lower Street ? T .A.l4 and 15. 

There seems to be some confusion here. The name may be personal as above, or 
merely relate to a stubble field. 

A Thomas Stubblefield is mentioned in 1738 E.R.O. D I DWn. M.5. and again in 
1742. 

STUBWOOD 1551 M. 
With one form only derivation is uncertain. It may be from O.E. "Stubb" = a 

stub, a tree stump. 
Possibly indicating a wood where tree-felling had taken place leaving the tree

stumps still in the ground . 

SUMERFORDS 1782 Map. 
This was near where the "Green Man" now stands and may possibly have been a 

cottage with garden occupied by John Summerford- sometimes shown as Summerfield 
-who was Parish Clerk and died on 1st February, 1815 aged 76. 

SUMERLESE 1222 St.P. 
This field is recorded as being !I acres of pasture for oxen. From O.E. "Sumor" = 

summer and O.E. "Lres" = pasture or meadow. 
The name appears to refer to a pas ture or meadow used, or which could only be 

used, in summer, probably because flooded or waterlogged in winter. 
It may be the same as T.A.lll . 

THE SWEEP c. 1800 S ketch. 
This is referred to as a "small piece or parcel of land enclosed from the Waste 

with posts and rails called the "Sweep". The name clearly applies to the sweep of rails 
enclosing the field. "Rail Field", Walthamstow had a "sweep of rails", i.e. a curve or 
stretch of rails. 

TAVERNORS PATH 1628 St.P. TAVERNERS CHURCHFIELD 1629 St .P. TAVER
NERS FIELD 1647 St.P. (T.A.279). TAVERNERS FARM 1868-82 O.S. (T .A.280) . 

From a family name. Many members of this family are mentioned in the 17th 
century records. Thomas Taverner was elected Constable in 1645 and Richard in 1675. 

The Church had considerable trouble with this family. At the Chelmsford Archi
diaconal Court of 1627 Francis Tavenor was fined for sleeping during service and ser
mon, keeping a recusant in his house and for being absent from Church on Holy 
Thursday. In 1638 he, with Thomas and George Taverner, were charged with absence 
from Church to go on perambulation. In 1637-8 the Rector had difficulty with one of 
the Taverners who withheld his tithe of pigs and fruit. 

Francis occupied "Tylehouse" in 1631 and his widow was still residing there in 1670. 

TEMPLE FEE 1533 Mon. 
This may be the other part of T .A.429 Vile Mead (see under St. Jones Wood). 
This was held, like St. Jones Wood, by the Knights Templar - who for a time 

held a lease of Chingford St. Pauls Manor - and later by the Knights of St. John of 
Jerusalem (W.P.N.). 
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From M.E. "Fe" = a landed estate. 
This formed part of the landed estate of the Temple (the Templars). 

TEMPLEMERSSHE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. TEMPLE MARSH 1559 T ., 
c. 1560 C.C.C.B. TEMPLE MARSH 1741 ENF.PPs., 1782 Map (T.A.64 & 66). 

This also originates from the Knights Templar. The Manor House of Chingford 
St. Paul became known as Temple Hall after the Templars became lessees in 1270; they 
therefore held this marsh as part of the manor. 

TERRELLS FIELD. TERRELLS ORCHARD 1629 St.P. 
From a surname. 
Margery Terrell was presented in 1632 for having taken into her house Giles Dauge 

and his wife "against the form of the Statute". 

TEWES GATE 1646 St.P. 
From a family name, several members being mentioned between 1626 and 1680. 

John Tew is described as "citizen and salter of London" at a Court Baron of 1680. 
Edward Tew - spelt Tewe in 1631 - was Constable in 1630. His name also appears 
in a Rental of 1651. Edmond Tewe was charged Ship money Tax of 13/- in the time 
of Charles I. 

THECHE-HOPE 1559 C.C.C.B. THETCHEHOPE (an island) 1559 T. 
From O.E. "three" = thatch and O.E. "Hop" = a plot of enclosed land, especially 

in marshes. This clearly relates to a plot of land from which thatch (reeds) were ob
tained. Reference to it as an island places it somewhere in the marshes. 

TODES FIELD Corner 1630 St.P. TODS FEILD Corner 1631 St.P. TODDS FIELD 
1838 T.A.87 . 

T .A.87 may be the same as Dodds Field. The other two were probably near 
Whetnams per the 1630 reference. 

From a family name. 
Thomas Todd was fined as an absentee from the View of Frankpledge 1626 St.P. 
In 1642 Thomas Boothby was presented for maintaining a cottage "in which Thomas 

Todd dweiJs" against the form of the Statute 31 Eliz. - which was the "Act" of 1589 
requiring every cottage to have 4 acres of land (see under Laurence Woodstanes). 

THOMSMYTHES 1367-1509 Ct.Bk . E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. TOMSMITHS 1554 C.C.C.B. 
Doubtless from an individual personal name. It is of a similar type to "Nan 

Bowers". 

TONKS FARM 1868-76 O.S., 1882 O.A. Map., 1887 R.O.C. (T.A.l77B) . 
Probably from a family name. 
Among the Chingford Receipts is one for 12 / - received from Joseph Tonks in 

respect of cottage rent paid in April 1799. The Overseas A / cs. for 1766 and other years 
are signed by Joseph Tonks as one of the Churchwardens. 

TUNKS MEAD 1838 T.A.95, 1866 Long. 
This was part of the Dockmarsh per 1866 reference. 
From a family name. Thomas Tunks is shown in the old Rate Hook for 1819. 

TWIG ISLAND 1856, 1891 Long., 1899 Map, 1906 Letter (Long), 1881 A.G. Tufton 
Abst. 

This is the same as T .A. 11 0. 
It is described as "Osier Bed. Twig Island or Oziery Bed" in 1856 which indicates 

the meaning : an island from which twigs or shoots of willow were obtained - pre
sumably for basket-making, etc. 

From O.E. "Twig" = a twig, a shoot or sapling. 
It appears to be the same as Wall Island. 
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TYLEHOWSE 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . DfDWn. M.1., 1659 E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. 
TYLEHOUSE 1631, 1670 St.P. LE TILE HOUSE 1679 St.P. THE TILE HOUSE 1559 T. 
TILEHOUSE 1738 E .R.O. DjDWn. M.5. TYLE HOUSE c. 1800 Sketch. LE TILE
HOUSE 158.-1592 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/17. 

These names probably apply to more than one house. Possibly a corruption of 
tiled house. 

TYLEKILLS 1656 C.B. TILE KILL HOUSE 1730 Q.R. LE TYLEKYLNE 1481/2. 
E .R.O. D/DQ. 53/10. 

This is a fairly common corruption for Tile Kiln- self explanatory. Le Tylekylne 
was at Chingford Hatch and formerly known as Hertwodes . 

VILE MEAD 1838 T.A.429. 
A derogative name for the poor productivity of the soil. 

OLD WAIRE ISLAND 1559 T., 1901 C.E. 
This was one of four islands "against The Nye" and doubtless got its name from 

the mill weir at Chingford Hall . 
From O.E. "Waru", "Wer" or "Wrer" = a weir, a river dam. 

THE WALL 1630 St.P., 1656 E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1., 1782 Map. A WALL 1633, 1670 St.P. 
WALL ISLAND 1670 St.P. (T.A.llO). 

This is described as "a parcel of meadow called A Wall abutting E on ... land 
called Docke-Marsh" and as "a Wall leading to Waterleaze". It was immediately W. of 
T.A.112. Wall Island, the same as Twig Island. was bounded on the east by a mill
stream the cutting of which may have created the wall either as a boundary or, more 
probably, as a protection against flooding. Reference is made in 1656 to a breach in 
this wall when the water apparently flooded into Great Dockmarsh. 

WERE 1367-1509 E.R.O. D/DWn. M.1. WEREFIELD 1559. WAREFIELD 1651 Rental, 
1758 Hunts.R.O. WARE FIELD 1738 Hill Map (T.A.l23 & 127), 1838 T.A .l14, 122 
& 123. LOWER WARE FIELD 1838 T.A .127. WARE RIVER. WARE 1738 Hill Map, 
1681, 1701 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/34. 

From O.E. "Waru", "Wer" or "Wrer" = a weir, a river dam, a fishing enclosure 
in a river. 

Ware River is the Lea and Ware refers to Flanders Weir which was on the west 
side of T.A.121. The other fields were adjoining. 

OLD WAIRE ISLAND 1559 T., 1901 C.E. WEERE called Rushett Ditch 1559 T. 
FISHYNGWERES 1370-1 C.C.R. WEAR AND FISHERY 1758 Hunts.R.O . 

These have the same origin as above. 

WARYNES 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E .R.O . D/DWn. M.1. 
This is to be associated with Johes and Juliana Waryn referred to as tenants in 

the Court Book. 

THE LITTLE WATERLES 1559 T. (T.A .l13). WATERLEYS c. 1560 C.C.C.B. WATER 
LEIZE 1620-1 K.J.G. WATERLEAZE 1627, 1670 St.P. WATER LEAZE 1656 E.R.O. 
D/DU. 158/1. WATER LEESE 1651 Rental. WATERLEASE BRIDGE 1659 C.B. 
WATERLE(E)S 1838 T.A .108, 1841 M emo.Let.Agt. GREAT & LITTLE WALTER 
LEIGHS 1782 Map (T .A . 111 & 113). 

From O.E. "Lres" = pasture, meadow land. 
Meaning water meadow. 
The final spellings are clearly phonetic corruptions. 

WEBBYS 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O . DfDWn. M.1. WEBBS LAND 1633-4 L.C.R. 
This is probably to be connected with Hervy and William Webbe mentioned in the 

Court Book. A William Webb was one of the witnesses to a Grant of 1447 E.R.O. 
D/DQ. 53 / 5. 
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WHARTONS FIELD - FEILD 1636, 1670 St.P. WHARTON 1782 Map (part of 
T.A.433). WHATTON-FIELD DITCH 1673, 1676 St.P. WHARTON FIELD GATE 
1676 St.P. FURTHER & LARGE WATTON (WALTON) FIELDS 1838 T .A.432 & 433. 
WATTON (WALTON(S)) FIELDS 1838 T.A.431. WHATTON FIELD 1735 E.R.O. 
D fDWn. M.5. 

This is probably to be associated with Henry Wharton or his family. He occupied 
Heywards Tenement in 1647. 

In 1735 Joseph Wotton was fined for not cutting his hedge at Whatton Field and 
at the same Court a Joseph Whatton is listed as a defaulter. Henry Wharton was elected 
Constable in 1654. 

Variation in spellings is confusing but similar differences appear in Navestock. 

WHITE HALL 1777 C. & A. 1882 O.A . Map. WHITEHALL 1868-76 O.S. 1887 R.O.C. 
1857 ENF.PPs. 

From the house - "White Hall" presumably from its colour - which stood where 
Courtland Avenue is now. 

Whitehall Road, which took its name from the house, was formerly known as 
Cocktilers Lane. 

WHITENAM 1431 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53 /3/2. WYTENHAM 1367-1509 Ct.Bk. E.R.O. 
D/DWn. M.1. WHITNAME 1498 C.S. WETHAMFEILD 1538 Mon. WHITNUMS 
1629 E .R.O. D fDVt. 1651 Rental. WHETNAMS 1630 St.P. WHITNOMES GROVE 
1641 St.P. LITTLE WHITNAM(E)S 1641 St.P. WHITNOMMS 1645 St.P. WHITMAN 
1675 St.P. GREAT WHITNUMS 1766 E.R.O. D /DLc. WHITNAMS GROVE 1651 
E.R.O. D/DU. 158/1. GREAT & LITTLE WHITNUMS 1758 Hunts.R.O. GREAT & 
LITTLE WITTENHAM 1838 T.A.346 & 347. 

Dr. Reaney suggests this name may mean "Hwitas" farm and so be identical with 
Great and Little Whitmans in Purleigh (W.P.N.). 

WYNTERF(F)IELDES 1533-8 Mon. WINTERS GROVE 1559 T. WINTER HILLS 
c. 1586-90 M. WINTERS FIELD 1559 T. 1642 St.P. WINTERSFEILD 1649 St.P. 
WINITERS 1651 Rental. WINTERS WOOD 1738 Hill Map (T.A.139). WINTERS 
1641 E .R .O. D/DQ. 53/28. 

The first name may imply the field was used for pasture in winter when the 
marshes were water-logged. 

The forms with "S" may be from a personal name. 
The 1642 Winters field is stated to be next "Guners Grove" and may be T.A.138. 

LE WYMEDES 1481-2 E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/10. WHYDMEDE, WYDEMEDE 1367-1509 
Ct.Bk. E .R.O. D/DWn. M.1 . WIDEMEAD 1368 W.P.N. WITH(E)MEDE 1498-1500 
Sarum. LE WYTHEMEDE, WHYTEMEDE 1502-3, 1506 Sarum. GREAT WYMEDE 
1502 Sarum. 1520, 1553 Mon. WYMEDE 1502 C.R . WYM(E)DES 1509 Mon . WETHE
MEDE, WECHMEDE, WEMEDES 1520 Mon. FAR(FARRE) WYMEAD 1558, 1562 
C.C.C.B. THE FURTHER WYE MEAD(E), THE FARRE WY, THE WYE 1559 T. 
WIEMEADES 1572 H.B.C.R. GREAT WYE MEADE 1587 H.B.C.R. WEYMEADE 
1592 H.B .C.R. LITTLE WAYMEADOW 1599 W.P.N. WIMEDES 1627 St.P. GREAT 
WEYMEAD(E) 1637 St.P. LITTLE WYMEAD 1645 St.P. WYE MEADE 1651 Rental. 
WYE MEADE, HERNES 1562 W.P.N. HERNES WYMEADE 1652 St .P. NORTH 
WEYMEADES 1652 W.P.N. WEY MEADES 1661 E.R.O. D /D U. 158/1. WAYMEAD 
1716 L.T. WEYMEAD 1782 Map (T.A.448 -9). WEY MEADOW 1677, 1740. WEY 
MEAD 1758 Hunts .R.O. WYE MEAD 1738 Hill Map. 1838 T.A.450 & 455. 

From O.E. "Withig" = withy and "Mred" = a meadow. Meaning Withy or osier 
meadow. 

Heroes from the family of Giles Heron who held the demesne lands of Salysbury 
Hall in 1538 Mon. (W.P.N.) . 
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WREN PARKE 1625 St.P. WRENS PARKE 1657-9 E.R.O. D / DU. 158/1. RENTS 
PARKE 1735 Receipt (Trapps). 

The 1735 form is corrupt. 
This is a name ironically given to a small piece of land. This field was of 1 rood 

only. 

WRIGHTS FIELD 1838 T .A .394. 1844 S.S. (Highams). 
From a surname . 
A Mrs. E . Wright held a cottage and garden at the Hatch as late as 1932 (T.A.394A). 

The name may be from her family. Mistress Tanner paid Land Tax in 1716 for a cottage 
occupied by John Wright who is referred to as late tenant in 1740 Hunts.R.O. Edward 
Wright was fined in 1814 for an encroachment on a small piece of waste in Horns Lane . 

This field was also known as Fishers Mead in the 17th century. 

WYNNS WOOD 1810-23 R.O.C. 
This is probably from a family name similar to "The Winns", Walthamstow (now 

Lloyds Park) which Dr. Reaney associates with the family of John Wynne mentioned 
in a Court Roll of 1498. The Chingford name may be associated with the family of 
Richard le Wyn who witnessed a Grant of land and wood in Northreden, Chingford 
dated 1461, E.R.O. D/DQ. 53/6, but with only one late form the position is uncertain. 

Y ARDLEY HILLS & HOUSE 
The house was actually in Sewardstone, one time residence of Sir John and Lady 

Harriet Silvester of Bloomsbury. Dr. Reaney associates the name with William Yerdele 
of Sewardstone who was living in 1400. The name may have originated from: 

O.E. "Gyrd" = yard, rod, twig, stick, etc., and "Leah" = woodland, implying a 
woodland from which yards (spars, sticks, etc.) were taken. 

YOUNGS GROVE 1749 E .R.O. 
This is said to lie at Cock Tylers land. 
From a family name many of whom are mentioned in the old records under various 

spellings. The Court Book of 1367-1509 shows four tenants named Y on g. John Y onge 
was elected Constable in 1629 and William Young in 1735. John and William Younge 
were assessed to Land Tax in 1716 which assessments are signed by Will Younge as one 
of the Assessors and Collectors. 

John Young was presented at the Chelmsford Archidiaconal Court in 1638 for fail
ing to attend Church on Holy Thursday for perambulation. 

A Steven Y onge, brewer, was one of the Grantors of lands and tenements in 
Chingford 1434, E.R.O. D / DQ. 53 / 3 / 3. 
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'The affair of Colonel Long; relations between Parliament, 
the Lord General and the County of Essex in 1643.' 

By Clive Holmes 

During the Civil War the military and financial administration of both 
the Royal and Parliamentary parties was in the hands of county committees 
of local gentry. But this was not just a consequence of tradition or administra
tive convenience; indeed, the county was not the most viable military unit. 
Rather it was the recognition of social realities. The county was the social 
and intellectual centre of the ruling political elite, the gentry. Long family 
settlement and land ownership, marriage ties, and the study of local history, 
topography, and genealogy in what Mr. Laslett has described 1 as the "dispersed 
university" of the county, meant that the local gentry formed a social 
community. In consequence the county was the logical unit of local govern
ment, but equally the political horizons of the ruling class often stretched 
no further than their county boundaries. As Professor Everitt writes : "The 
England of 1640 resembled a union of partially independent county-states, 
each with its own ethos and loyalties."2 Clearly this did not make for 
administrative efficiency. Although officially Royal officers, the Justices of the 
Peace and Deputy-Lieutenants had shown during the personal rule of Charles I 
that they were suspicious of attempts to further the central power. The 
increased financial demands of war enhanced the tensions between the central 
government and the localities, and the strategic aims of both Oxford and 
Westminster were vitiated by the localism displayed by the county committees 
in their endeavours to maintain their semi-autonomous position. Central 
demands for men and money for the field-army were countered by the 
committees' endeavours to employ both within the county to defend their 
borders, and by their continual complaints against the fiscal burdens of war.3 

The county committees would not sacrifice their loyalty to the shire to the 
needs of the war machine of the state. 

In Essex many of these frictions were avoided, partly because the social 
structure of the county ensured that the community was less introverted than 
that of Kent or Norfolk, but chiefly through the influence of two men; the 
Earl of Warwick and Sir Thomas Barrington. Both had led the opposition to 
the exactions of the eleven years personal rule,4 and had been allied in the 
victorious election campaign of 1640.5 Of great power and influence in the 
county, they were also closely allied, by ties of blood, business interest and 
ideology with the active Parliamentary leaders.6 As such, both were eminently 
well qualified to act as liaison officers between Essex and the leaders at West
minster, so ironing out many of the potential tensions between the two. 
Warwick was to ensure that the county was one of the first to declare for 
Parliament by executing the Militia Ordinance/ and was active in raising 
troops in late 1642.8 But thereafter his task as the Parliamentary Admiral kept 
him from the county, and his position devolved upon Sir Thomas Barrington. 
This was recognised by Hampden in June 1643 when asking for the swift 
provision of supplies for the Army, "The power of Essex is greate", he wrote, 
"a place of most life of Religion in the Land, and your power in the county 
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is greate too. The difficulties of this warre needs the utmost of both" .9 But 
despite Barrington's presence and activity friction could occur between the 
county governors and the central authorities, in this case the Parliament's 
General, the Earl of Essex. The latter, desperate for military supplies and for 
money, completely failed to recognise the need to establish a rapport with the 
county authorities. This appears very clearly in the affair of Colonel Long. 10 

Long, an M.P. with martial ambitions was commissioned by the Lord 
General in late March to go into Essex with his regiment to seize the horses 
and arms of those ill-affected to Parliament, a task which would normally have 
fallen to the local Deputy-Lieutenants. This immediately provoked a furore 
in the county, and the Essex M.P., Sir Martin Lum1ey, pressed charges in 
the House of Commons against Long, accusing him of releasing the horses 
for a money payment from the guilty parties, and of failing to discipline his 
men. D'Ewes, the Parliamentary diarist, and some others, were all for 
summoning Long before the House to explain his conduct, but Pym and the 
majority, "out of their tender regard to the Earle of Essex" ,U from whom 
Long derived his authority, would only agree that Long should be notified 
of the complaints. Long denied these charges with some asperity, and 
countered by suggesting that the local governors Jacked enthusiasm, and were 
failing in their duties, "I am confident if I weare not heere the ordinance 
for the weekly assessment would bee opposed and little sup1ie of anie kinde 
would bee had for the Army" _12 Further antagonism was occasioned by the 
Lord General's order giving Long the responsibility of sending the Essex 
county contingents to the seige of Reading; again over the heads of the local 
Deputy-Lieutenants. A further protest ensued to the House of Commons, who 
effectively rescinded the General's order by sending three local M.Ps' into 
Essex to raise the county forces. 13 Despite this success the local governors 
could not get rid of Long, who continued with his task of seizing the arms, 
horses and plate of ma1ignants. One letter survives from Long from this 
period which not only throws light on his activities, but also casts some 
doubts on his vociferous defence of his regiment's discipline against the 
complaints of the Essex M.P.s. On the 9th May Long reported that a troop of 
his had taken up quarters at the house of Sir Thomas Wiseman of Rivenhall. 
There some of them had found a secret vault in which Sir Thomas Wiseman 
had concealed his plate, including "all the implements for the Mass". The men 
removed the plate and buried it, hoping to desert and take it up to London 
when the opportunity presented itself, but one informed Long, who seized 
the thieves and their booty. He considered the Mass utensils sufficient evidence 
to vote Wiseman a papist and, consequently, to sequester his estate; again 
he by-passed the local committee by suggesting that he should take charge 
o( the sale of Wiseman's timber and goods. 14 

The uneasy relationship between the local committee and Long was acer
bated by developments in May 1643. Long's commission from the General 
allowed him to assess those who had not contributed freely on the Propositions 
at a sum proportional to their estates, and to use the money for the pay of his 
regiment.I5 But on the 7th May the House of Commons passed an Ordinance 
whereby those deemed not to have given enough to the Parliamentary cause 
voluntarily were to be assessed by a Committee of local gentry at 
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one-fifth of their real and one-twentieth of their personal estates, the proceeds 
to be used to support the Parliamentary field-army. 16 There were now two 
separate assessing authorities in Essex, and the situation became completely 
anomalous after the 18th May when the Commons passed an Ordinance 
allowing the counties of the Eastern Association to retain the money raised 
on the Ordinance of the 7th, for the payment of their own impoverished 
forcesP The committee of Essex was not slow to realise that Long's parallel 
power was diverting much-needed revenue from their coffers, and they again 
complained in the House. Harbottle Grimston, the M.P. for Colchester, led 
the attack, complaining that Long was levying the money according to his 
own fancy and without proper authority, and concluded "that whereas there 
was one Malignant there at Long's first going into that Country, there were 
forty now" .18 

On the 23rd May, first business of the day, an Ordinance was passed 
concerning the relationship between Long and the county committee in the 
matter of assessment. 19 D'Ewes asserts that this was "cunningly obtained in 
a thin house by Sir Peter Wentworth, he and some other violent spirits having 
purposely got early together", and that the Ordinance had previously been 
thrown out by a full House,20 presumably after Grimston's speech. In fact 
that the extremist "war party" in the Commons, probably impressed by 
Long's claims of his own efficiency and his assaults on that of the county 
governors, pushed through a measure of their own by dubious Parliamentary 
tactics. But the Ordinance,21 which passed the Lords on the 24th did not, 
as D'Ewes suggests, give Long "newe power". It merely ordered that Long 
should collect those sums he had already assessed in eight Hundreds of the 
county, but that the Hundreds as yet unassessed should be dealt with by the 
committee. This solution appears as a compromise measure, designed to 
regulate Long's position without directly questioning the Lord's General's 
commission, and yet limiting his further activity in the county. As such, 
I would suggest that it was initially introduced by the "middle group" led 
by Pym; that this was the case is supported by the fact that the Ordinance 
was carried up to the Lords on the 24th by Sir John Clotworthy, a middle 
group man,22 and by Pym's letter to Barrington of the 26th, explaining the 
Ordinance. It was as a compromise that Pym endeavoured to 'sell' the 
Ordinance to "my much honoured brother". He admitted that he was not 
present when the Ordinance passed the Commons, but suggested that Long 
had been maligned, and "gave very good satisfaction to all honest men and 
was only terrible to malignants", and hoped that, "thinges may be represented 
by you to the country in such manner as may give them most incouragement" 
- once again, Barrington as liaison officer between the county and Parliament. 
He concluded that if the burden of Long's exactions were too great, then 
doubtless Parliament could amend the Ordinance.23 

Clearly Barrington and his associates took Pym's escape clause, and 
refused to move the county to accept the Ordinance, for on the 1st June, 
under pressure from the Essex M.P.s the House revoked its Ordinance, 
"After a long Debate ... and upon many great and weighty Reasons alleged", 
and ordered Long to suspend his operations in the county. "The Gentlemen 
of Essex complaining that if he should be permitted to go on in that rigorous 
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Course which he had begun there it would so much discontent the country, 
that we should wholly lose it."24 

The order was received with unqualified satisfaction by the county 
governors. Sir Richard Everard wrote that he had informed the country 
people at Chelmsford, "who with much thankfullness rejoyced much . .. 
beinge farr more willing to paye it to the countrye's use then to be carried 
away by a stranger". The county committee "shall now with more chearfull
ness and willingness proceed in obeyinge the Commands of Parliament, beinge 
freed from that domineering and insultinge man". In the conclusion of his 
letter Everard displayed his full detestation of Long by relating a hearsay 
story, that on the night of his leaving the county Long and his officers, "had 
spent that night . . . in skirmishinge with the Quart Potts" in the local 
alehouse, "the fiddler of the towne supplyinge his Trumpeter's place" .25 

In fact the county and Long parted on the worst possible terms. The 
Parliamentary order forbade the latter to carry away any of the money that 
he had already collected from the county, but on hearing this Long raided 
the house where he had deposited the sum at midnight, and removed not 
only his money-bags, but two belonging to the county committee.26 For the 
next three years the Essex committee were constantly pressing that Long 
should produce an account of the money he had collected in the county,27 and, 
failing in their suit, began their own local inquisition into his peculations and 
malpractices.28 The Earl of Essex seems to have been quite surprisingly 
oblivious of his agent's unpopularity in the county; in June he blandly offered 
the Deputy-Lieutenants Long's services in helping them raise more troops. 

Long was not the only adjutant of the Lord General's to cause friction 
between the latter and the local authorities. The Earl of Essex was short of 
both money and horse; accordingly he commissioned officers to seize the 
latter from malignants and those who had not contributed sufficiently upon 
the Proposition. The disadvantages of the scheme were well expressed in an 
Ordinance by which Parliament endeavoured to limit its worst abuses; "The 
officers assigned for that Purpose can neither judge of the Affections nor 
Abilities of the People, not knowing what they have contributed, nor what 
Proportion to the Propositions" . Further, the officers tended to accept bribes 
to release the horses, and as a consequence, the counties were "distracted and 
discouraged" .29 But clearly the sensible provision of the Ordinance that the 
officers should not seize horses from a county without consultation with at 
least two of the committee was a dead letter. It was upon Hertfordshire that 
the main burden fell, and the village accounts are full of incidents like that at 
Brent Pelham, where Capt. Andrewes, "pretending" the Commission of the 
Lord General, took a horse and left no receipt.3° In May the Hertfordshire 
committee seized all the horses that Andrewes had taken illegally, as they 
claimed, and returned them to their owners. The Earl of Essex was furious, 
and justified his deputy's conduct,31 but the House of Commons supported 
the local governors, and Andrewes was arrested and examined.32 The county 
of Essex was also subject to the ravages of the General's nominees, and on 
the 18th May Sir Richard Everard arrested two blustering captains, who had 
taken horses, "usinge many insolent and threateninge speechs".33 

But these incidents did not put a stop to the objectionable proceedings 
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of the General's officers. In August Sir Thomas Barrington complained that 
whole teams were being seized from fields and stables in Essex and Hertford, 
and even as farmers went to market, which would inevitably both close the 
latter, and retard the harvest. Even the horses of the committee and their 
agents had been commandeered .34 Barrington admitted that the officers invol
ved could show the Earl of Essex's commission, but then stated the county 
governors' case forcibly; "when horses are suffered to be taken without the 
Deputy-Lieutenants, who are able to judge whether the authority be as is preten~ 
ded, and who are fittest to serve the necessity, the county is very much unsatis
fied.35 Despite Barrington's appeal for Parliamentary action the abuse was not 
remedied, and in September the temper of the county committee was such 
that when Lieut. Brazier, one of the General's agents for seizing papists' 
horses, took some horses from "very honest Gentlemen, whoe had been very 
forward and free in the Parliament's service", Henry Farr, one of the Deputy
Lieutenants, not only released his booty, but confiscated his commission. For 
this high-handed snubbing of the Lord General's commission, he was im
prisoned and removed from the county committee by the House of Commons. 
In turne the county committee, including three M.P.s, partly justified Farr's 
action and desired his re-instatement.36 

In May, during a dispute between Essex and the Eastern Association 
committee at Cambridge, Barrington wrote, " It is a very hard matter to 
satisfy the County of Essex, the towne of Cambridge and the Parliament."37 

It was a juggling feat he performed with remarkable skill and tact, and 
greatly to the advantage of the Parliamentary war-effort throughout 1643 
and 1644. But he was not assisted by the Lord General's failure to realise 
the necessity of striking a rapport with local governors, nor by the over
zealous or plainly corrupt activities of the latter's military agents. 
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Waltham Abbey 
Monastic site and prehistoric evidence 

1953 - 1967 
by P. J. Huggins 

Documentary survey and discussion of architectural features 
by K. N. Bascombe 

Pottery and floor tiles by Rhona M. Huggins 

INTRODUCTION 

The town of Waltham Abbey lies in the valley of the River Lea some 14 
miles due north of Greenwich, London. 

The monastery of Henry II, dissolved in 1540, has been demolished except 
for the gateway with its tower, a wall of the chapter house, the slype or 
vaulted entrance to the cloisters and other isolated lengths of wall. The 
Norman nave which belonged to the church of the earlier foundation of 1060 
and which had formed part of the later monastic church, remains as the 
present parish church. This wealthy and important monastery was the last in 
England to be dissolved. The crossing tower of the Norman church fell down 
soon after the Dissolution and was rebuilt by the townspeople at the west end 
to prevent the nave collapsing and to house the bells; the eastern end of the 
nave was filled in. The demolished areas are now covered by grass, graveyard 
or orchard. 

This paper is an attempt to report work undertaken, mainly in the 
monastic area, by various people from 1953-1967. 

The archaeological periods represented are mesolithic, neolithic, copper 
age, Saxo-Norman. medieval and post-medieval. 

DOCUMENTARY SURVEY 

by Dr. K. N. Bascombe 

The first mention of Waltham Abbey relates to Tovi (Tofig), standard
bearer to Cnut, who c. 1030 built there a hunting-lodge, and subsequently a 
shrine to house a crucifix miraculously discovered in Somerset (Stubbs 1861, 
cap. 10, p. 9). The site of neither of the buildings is known. The religious 
foundation was enlarged by Harold, later King of England, who in 1060 
established a college for a dean and twelve secular canons (Stubbs 1861, cap. 
15, p. 15). The site of most of the excavation work, that of the cloisters of the 
later monastery, lies to the north-east of the cruciform church, with apsidal 
east end, built for Harold's foundation; of this church the aisled nave, 
probably built in the first quarter of the twelfth century (R.C.H.M., p. 237 
and Pevsner 1965, p. 403) survived. The excavation has extended southwards 
to include part of the east end of this church, and the existence of this apse, 
and to some extent its form, have been revealed for the first time. 

According to Cook ( 1959, p. 21), there was no standard layout in the 
arrangement or planning of a collegiate establishment such as Harold's, and 
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the buildings were not necessarily attached to the fabric of the church. In 
fact, at Waltham, the canons' houses were mingled with those of the towns
folk, so that when the town was fired by Geoffrey de Mandeville c. 1140 the 
former also suffered (Stubbs 1861, cap. 30, p. 42). Accordingly nothing can 
be said from the documentary aspect of the history of the cloister site before 
Henry II' s refoundation in 1177. 

This was for sixteen Augustinian canons regular, under a prior; elevation 
to the status of an abbey, with twenty-four canons, followed in 1184. An 
extensive building campaign was embarked upon, nearly £1,600 being con
tributed by the king between 1177 and 1184 (V.C.H., p.172); the king made 
his will at Waltham in 1181 (Winters 1888, p. 19) without, however, making 
any bequests to it. The work seems later to have continued more slowly, a 
major rededication taking place in 1242. A plan of some of the abbey 
buildings, conjecturally reconstructed following partial excavation (including 
some of the present work) has been published (V.C.H., p. 172 and Colvin 
1963, p. 89) . 

After the dissolution in 1540 the king leased "the grange called Waltham 
Grange", adjacent to the Abbey, to Sir Anthony Denny (1500-49), second 
son of Sir Edmund Denny of Cheshunt, for a 31-year term, later extended; 
in 1547 he was granted the reversion in fee for these lands, and also of the site 
of the monastery. In 1553, his widow, Joan, who had succeeded to his estates, 
purchased the reversion in fee of the manor of Waltham. She died the same 
year, and her son and heir, Henry, in 1574; the details of the latter's family 
are not entirely clear, but the estate soon passed to his son Edward (1569-
1637). 

Most of the abbey buildings, including the eastern parts of the church, 
seem to have been quickly demolished; in 1553 the original central tower 
(no doubt weakened in 1444 when struck by lightning (Winters 1888, p. 67)), 
which was to have been retained as the parochial bell-tower, collapsed. The 
early Waltham Dennys lived at Dallance, about a mile north-east of the 
Abbey, but Edward, perhaps wishing to keep a closer eye on affairs in the 
town, and on his disputes with users of the Lea Navigation (Winters 1888, 
p. 166) built himself a house in the Abbey grounds. The site chosen was north 
of the chapter-house, and probably incorporated the still existing vaulted entry 
or slype; blocked mullioned-and-transomed windows may still be seen in the 
original north wall of the chapter-house, and inserted brick fireplaces on 
the (originally exterior) north side of this wall. The cloister site became part 
of the grounds of this mansion. The date of its erection is not accurately 
known; the evidence may be summarised as follows: 

(a) William Vallans in his poem "A Tale of Two Swannes" written in 
1589 (Cussans 1870, p. 23) mentions sundry mansions in the Lea Valley area, 
including the Denny house at Cheshunt, but none at Waltham, which is 
represented only by ruins, walls, walks and monuments. In all probability, 
therefore, the mansion was not then built. 

(b) According to Henry Denny's will1 his lands and estates were to be in 
trust till 1590. 

(c) A map2 of Waltham at Hatfield House shows the mansion, labelled as 
"Do. Ed. Denny mil", indicating that the map was made after he was knighted 
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in 1589; it incorporates notes in the hand of William Cecil, Lord Burghley, and 
so must have been made before his death in August 1598. 

(d) Farmer ( 1735, pp. 25-6}, quoting Fuller's "Worthies", mentions the 
discovery, apparently in the course of laying out the grounds of the mansion, 
of a tomb; this took place "towards the latter end of the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth" (died 24th March, 1603) and during the incumbency of "Master 
Baker" (curate 1592-1604). 

(e) The Waltham Holy Cross parish registers indicate that Dallance 
waf; occupied by a yeoman, William Green, by 1599. 

In all probability, therefore, the mansion was built, and the grounds laid 
out, in the 1590's. 

Denny, who was created earl of Norwich in 1626, left Waltham3 to his 
grandson, James Hay, second earl of Carlisle; this nobleman entertained 
King Charles I at Waltham in 1641 and fought on the Royalist side in the 
Civil War, going into exile for a period after being wounded at the First 
Battle of Newbury in 1643. On his return he resided at the Abbey mansion. 
He was in financial difficulties, his lands having been sequestered in 16434; 

in 1654 he sought to borrow £500 from his friend Dr. Thomas Foxe (Winters 
1876, p. 45), while in 1651 he had been obliged to sell lands to pay his debts.5 

His will6 makes extensive provision for the sale of further lands for the same 
purpose while his funeral sermon (Reeve 1661) also refers to his impoverish
ment following sequestration. It is possible that the rather obscure reference 
in Farmer's History ( 1735, pp. 25-6) to "a leaden Fountain (in the Garden), 
where now there is a Bowling-green, which formerly belonged to the Earl of 
Carlisle, and which was by all Probability the End of the Choir, or rather 
some Eastern Chapel or consecrated Ground" may refer to the cloister site 
as a print? of the second half of the 18th century shows the cloister area with 
a wall on its western side, and extending southward to take in the site of the 
central nave (as it is now known to be) of the medieval church. This western 
wall contains an opening opposite the north aisle of the church, so that 
private access to the church from the mansion would have been provided 
through the small doorway still existing at the eastern end of this aisle. The 
bowling-green may, however, have been further east, as the medieval church 
had certainly so extended (V.C.H., p. 172). 

The second earl of Carlisle died in 1660, and his widow, Margaret 
(daughter of Francis Russell, earl of Bedford) remarried in 1667 Edward 
Montagu, earl of Manchester, as his fifth wife. His principal seat was at 
Kimbolton, Hunts., where he was buried in 1671; his widow died in 1676 
without issue, the estate passing to four sisters, daughters of George, Baron 
Goring (d. 1663), son of Anne, daughter of Henry Denny (d. 1574). In the 
meantime, however, in January 1671/2, Sir Samuel J ones, of Courteenhall, 
Northants., had acquired a mortgage of their interest in the Waltham estates.8 

He died the same year, and between 1681 and 1688 his executors bought out 
the co-heiresses and their assigns.9 Sir Samuel's devisee was his great-nephew 
Samuel (b. 1670), fifth son of Sir William Wake (third baronet), of Blisworth, 
Northants. (Le Neve 1873, p. 109), who was required under the terms of Sir 
Samuel's will to take the surname of Jones. A further mortgagelo of the 
Waltham estate was paid off in January 1699/1700. 
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Samuel Wake Jones, who was Sheriff of Essex in 1699 (Morant 1768, 
p. 44) is rated for £40 in the first extant overseers' rate for Waltham, dated 
1705.11 The same rateable value was continued after his death in 1712 by 
"Madam Jones" (his widow Elizabeth) and by Henry Champion, Esq. (her 
father), while in 1719 "The Abby" itself is mentioned. In accordance with 
the terms of Samuel Wake Jones' WilJ12 the reversion of the Waltham estate 
passed to his nephew Charles Wake (b. 1702) who was also required to take 
the surname of Jones. On coming of age, Charles Wake Jones embarked on 
a campaign for modernising the estate; his efforts are the subject of a eulogy 
by Farmer (1735, pp. 159-62), who dedicated his "History" to him. Charles 
Wake Jones evidently re-fronted the house (see prints in Farmer and in 
Muilman (1771, p. 156) and altered the interior to some extent, while retaining 
the plan (of central block with projecting wings), high-pitched roofs, and 
asymmetric distribution of chimneys more characteristic of an Elizabethan 
house; the fireplaces and "stone casements" in the "back rooms" were also 
retained .13 Farmer also rhapsodises concerning the gardens, which were no 
doubt improved at this time. Those changes are reflected in increases in the 
rated value, which rose from £40 in 1722 to £100 in 1723, £150 in 1726, and 
£160 in 1727.14 

This "golden age" did not last; Charles Wake J ones died in 1739 without 
issue, the estate again descending to a nephew, Sir Charles Wake (6th baronet), 
who in turn took the surname of J ones. He seems to have been mostly 
non-resident, like the later Wakes, and in 1770 the house was pulled down, 
the site and grounds being let for market-gardening (Muilman 1771, pp. 157-8). 
A print 15 of c. 1800 shows such operations in progress. In 1786 a burial in a 
leaden coffin was discovered by the tenant, Mowbray Woollard, on the site 
of the eastern section of the abbey church, 260 feet east of the east wall of the 
existing part (Gough 1790, p. 57), and presumably in the eastern choir (or 
choir aisle) of the medieval church. 

In 1814 (Winters 1888, pp. 164-8) the parochial churchyard was en
larged by the addition of a strip of land, granted by Sir William Wake (9th 
baronet), and lying east of the existing church, i.e. taking in the site of the 
western crossing tower and the central nave of the church south of the northern 
arcade. A rough wall, running along the site of this arcade, was built to divide 
this "New Ground" from the area to the north, of which Mowbray Woollard 
was still the tenant at this time. 

In 1826, however, the whole of the Abbey Gardens area (the site and 
grounds of the former mansion, with the exception, of course, of the "New 
Ground") was rented by one King.l6 At this time, also, a wall ran east-west 
across the cloister site, prolonging the (surviving) north wall of the chapter 
house, and 30 feet south of the present north wall of the site, which is on the 
medieval line and which apparently did not then exist. These arrangements 
no doubt date from the time of the mansion, and are probably to be associated 
with the elliptical foundation discovered by excavation (fig. 9). There was also 
in existence in 1826 a narrow building extending from the cloister entry south
wards for some 130 feet; at least the northern end of this (i.e. north of the 
crosswall) may have been part of the mansion. Holes for the roof timbers of the 
southern part remain in the brick upper part of the existing east cloister wall. 
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Between 1826 and 184117 these arrangements were changed. A house 
(still in existence) was built on the site of the western north transept of the 
church. The present north wall of the cloister site was built (or rebuilt), and 
the wall further south, together with the narrow southern extension of the 
cloister entry, were removed. In about 1837 the foundations of the north wall 
of the central nave of the church were dug out and the space filled in with 
"earth from the forest" - doubtless for market-gardening purposes (Littler 
1863, p. 45). The O.S. map of 1879 shows trees in this area, and also a belt 
of trees east-west in the northern part, near the demolished wall. Later the 
whole area was covered with trees, and was known as the "pear orchard". 
The firm of W. Pryor and Sons acquired the tenancy from the King family 
about 1904.18 In 1937 the ownership of a large area, including the cloister 
site, was vested in trustees (Abbey Gardens Trust) in order to prevent resi
dential development. 

The trees were cleared from the cloister site in 1961; in 1964 the wall 
built in 1814 was removed and the cloister site, having been grassed over, 
was thrown open to the public. 

1 P.C.C., 19 Carew (Somerset House). 
2 Essex Record Office, T I M 125, a copy. 
3 P.C.C., 139 Goare. 
4 B.M. Add. MSS.5505; quoted in Winters 1888, p. 38. 
5 Northamptonshire Record Office, WC 217. 
6 P.C.C., 171 May. 
7 Waltham Abbey Historical Society collection; R. Batty delt., Jukes fecit. 
8 P.C.C., 8 Pye (codicil). 
9 Northamptonshire Record Office, WC 253, 254, 255. 

10 Northamptonshire Record Office, WC 258; and catalogue of the Wake (Courteen-
haJI) Collection, Part I, p. 20. 

11 E.R.O., D/P 75/11/6. 
12 P.C.C., 37 Leeds . 
13 Bodl. MS. Top. gen. c. 18 f. 112 (apparently a draft of a letter to the Gentleman's 

Magazine or some similar periodical). 
14 E.R.O., D/P 75/11/6. 
15 Waltham Abbey Historical Society Collection; NE view of Waltham Abbey 

Church, Essex; Drawn and Engraved by J. Greig. 
16 E.R.O., T/M 273 and D /DHf B30. 
17 E.R.O., D/DCT 381 and 381/la. 
18 Kelly's Directories, 1902 and 1906. 

A REVIEW OF RECENT WORK AT W ALTHAM ABBEY 

The vast scale of the rebuilding of Harold II's establishment initiated in 
1177 by Henry II was revealed in 1938 by the excavation of Mr. John Charl
ton. This work was reported briefly (Charlton 1939, p. 330), and a reconstruc
ted plan, incorporating some of the discoveries made in 1955-62, has been 
published (Colvin 1963, p. 89; and V.C.H. 1966, p. 172). No report of the 
pottery or other finds was given and the finds have not been traced. 

No further work was undertaken until 1955 and from then until 1962 
excavations were carried out by various members of the Waltham Abbey 
Historical Society in the Cloister area. In 1967 the Society decided to publish 
as much as it could of the earlier work and further, but very limited, excava
tions were carried out under the direction of P. J. Huggins so as to establish 
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the stratigraphy of the cloister site, and if possible to check any relationship 
between the prehistoric pottery and flints previously found. 

Excavations have been carried out at other sites in the town by the 
Society in recent years, viz. the Mill site, the Vicarage front garden and in 
the garden of no. 8 Sun Street. Excavations on a 16th century town house 
site at Sewardstone Street just to the south of the Market Square, Waltham 
Abbey, carried out by P. J. Huggins for the Society in 1967 have been fully 
reported elsewhere.19 Faced and moulded "Abbey stone" of Types A to E 
(see Appendix 6) had been used in the foundations of this house. A continuous 
sequence of pottery from Saxon times was found under the foundations 
showing that this part of the town had been established as early as the church. 
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2 EXTENT OF MONASTIC CHURCH 

3 CLOISTER SITE 

4 CHAPTER HOUSE SITE 

DENNY MANSION (ESTIMATED 
EXTENT) 

6 ABBEY GATEWAY 

7 HAROLD'S OR STONY BRIDGE 

8 BRIDGE REMAINS 

9 MONASTIC ROADS (CROP MARKS) 

10 SITE OF CORN MILL 

11 VICARAGE GARDEN 

12 GARDEN OF NO. 8 SUN STREET 

Fig. 1 Map showing sites mentioned in text. 

The Mill site (no. 10 on Fig. I) was excavated in 1953 prior to landscaping 
work undertaken by the U.D.C. The corn or flour mill was rebuilt circa 1735 
and demolished in 1891; it was possibly the site of the original mill mentioned 
in the Domesday survey. Two floor levels were reported suggesting that the 
water level of the Cornmill stream had been raised at some time; it is sugges
ted later that this may have affected drainage from the Cloister area. A wall 
containing conglomerate may have been part of the original mill. 

An excavation was carried out in the Vicarage front garden by J. T. A 
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Burton in 1965 following the discovery of pottery during cable laying (no. 11 
on Fig. 1). A tiled floor showed that an earlier building had existed on the 
Vicarage site; the present Vicarage was probably built in the 17th century. 
Medieval pottery found below the tiled floor is discussed in Appendix 1, flint 
artefacts are discussed in paragraph 2 below. 

Trenches were opened in 1954 in the gardens at the rear of no. 8 Sun 
Street (no. 12 on Fig. 1). A report on burials found there and their significance 
is included as Appendix 7. A single flint arrowhead found is discussed in 
paragraph 4 below. 

19 Post-Med. Arch., 3, 1969, pp. 47-99. 

PREHISTORIC MATERIAL 

The prehistoric material from the Cloister site consists of mesolithic flints 
(see Figs. 3 to 7) and Ebbsfleet-type neolithic pottery (see Fig. 8) together 
with one stray barbed-and-tanged arrowhead (see Fig. 2). In order to document 
the prehistoric activity in the area more fully some other prehistoric flints 
found recently in the neighbourhood are included in Fig. 2 and are discussed 
below. 

Fig . 2 Waltham Abbey, miscellaneous flints. Scale 1/ 2. 

1. Cloister site, TL 383007, barbed-and-tanged arrowhead (Fig. 2/ I) 
This rather roughly made light brown flint arrowhead flaked all over 

both sides, with the tang and tip broken, is considered as a stray find although 
it was found in the same strata as the mesolithic flints below. 
This arrowhead can be compared to those found in the Bell Beaker barrows 
such as in the Roundway G8 grave group (Devizes Museum Catalogue), it 
can therefore be assigned to the Copper 1 period (Hawkes 1960) presently 
dated to c. 1800 B.C. 
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2. Vicarage front garden, TL381 006, mesolithic flints (Fig . 2 I 2 to 4) 
This is a small group of flints, obtained at some depth in 1965 in the 

Vicarage front garden; the site is some 200 feet west of the Cloisters. The 
group consists of a microlith, two segments of blade and three spalls; the 
flint is light brown, Figs. 2/2 and 3 are translucent, no. 4 is opaque. The 
microlith is a cross between an elongated trapeze and a scalene triangle 
(Clark 1933, p. 57) in which the two obliquely trimmed faces do not meet 
and, as the latter, comes in Clark's D.l.b.i or ii category; it could , but need 
not, have been made by the microburin technique. 
3. Newtons Pool, TL 376022, arrowhead (Fig. 2/5) 

This asymmetric hollow-based arrowhead of light brown slightly patinated 
transluscent flint could, by shape, be considered to fall in Class H (Clark 
1934, p. 52) as a halberd-type or lopsided arrowhead. It does not, however, 
have an un-retouched sharp flake edge, it is in fact worked almost completely 
down each side of each edge, the base is trimmed mostly on the bulbar face. 
One edge is carefully rounded into the base whereas the other extends in a 
barb which is slightly broken. The finely made point of this arrowhead leaves 
little doubt that it is not to be considered as a transverse weapon; with the 
single barb the arrowhead would stick into the victim but with the opposed 
edge purposely rounded could probably be easily removed from the flesh by a 
sideways movement. 

The arrowhead is a stray find from the bank of Newton's Pool on the 
Old River Lea, 1 mile NNW of the Cloisters; it was found by Mr. J. Munns. 
It is not associated with other prehistoric material and can only be given a 
native neolithic jearly metal age date. 

4. Garden of 8 Sun Street, TL382006, arrowhead (Fig . 2/6) 
This asymmetric hollow-based arrowhead of light grey flint with chert-like 

patches could well be of the same family as Fig. 2/5; it was found in 1954. 
It has, in contrast, a sharp flake edge but has the same sort of purposely 
rounded basal edge. If it is not a penetrating arrowhead of Class H (Clark 
1934, p. 52) then it might by shape belong to Class F, but still there seems 
no need to see it as a transverse arrowhead . A native neolithic / early metal 
age date can be postulated. 

5. Skillett Hill Farm, TL 404998, polished axe (Fig. 2/7) 
This polished neolithic axehead of grey/black flint was found by Mr. 

David Cresswell in a ploughed field some 1 t miles ESE of the Cloister site 
in March, 1966. 

CLOISTER SITE, MESOLITHIC FLINTS (Figs. 3 to 7) 
The Cloister site mesolithic flint assemblage was found in a "black silty 

deposit" interpreted after the 1967 excavations as a buried soil level (see 
page 233) which had formed over thousands of years from the natural 
floodplain deposits which cover the London clay at this point; the 
strata did not become buried until after the Dissolution of the monastery in 
1540 although it had been considerably disturbed in the 11th/ 12th centuries 
and still further by pits dug immediately after the Dissolution. During the 
period of the monastery the area 'was the cloister garth and must have been 
kept clean being either turfed or paved . 
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The Waltham Abbey Cloister site is 3.8 miles almost due south of the 
classic Maglemosean mesolithic site at Broxbourne; the same typological clas
sification (Clark 1934(2)) has been adopted here. In Table 1 a comparison is 
made between the number of flints at the Waltham Abbey Cloister site, at 
Broxbourne, and at an unpublished site at High Beech in Epping Forest -
the latter has been prepared from a manuscript list of flints (Warren 195415). 
High Beech is 2.7 miles SE of Waltham Abbey; this is only a small proportion 
of the High Beech material extant. 

Typology (Clark 1934) 

A Untouched Primary Flakes 
B Primary rising flakes showing 

signs of use and I or slight 
secondary trimming 

C Microliths 
Microburins 

D Cores 
E Core dressings or trimmings 
.F Core scrapers 
G Flake scrapers 
H Burins 
I Core Axes 
J Hammerstones 
Waste flakes 

TABLE I 
Broxbourne 

? 

6 
mentioned 

24 
22 
73 
40 

1 
30 
2 
2 
3 
? 

Waltham Abbey 
Cloister site 

14 

6 

3 
0 
5 
7 
1 
7 
1 
1 
1 

57 

High 
Beech 

799 

22 

61 
0 

48 
54 

1 
29 
6 
t 
2 

1014 
t One Core Axe is extant in the High Beech collection but was not found in 1954/5. 

DESCRIPTION OF CLOISTER SITE MESOLITHIC MATERIAL 

(A) Untouched primary flakes (Fig. 3 I 8 to 21) 
Nos. 8 to 11 are primary insomuch that they show remains of cortex 

and are the result of a primary core preparation operation. Nos. 12 to 21 are 
only primary insomuch that they show no evidence of secondary working or 
of use. 

(B) Primary rising flakes showing signs of use and I or slight secondary 
trimming (Fig. 3 I 22 to 27) 

Nos. 22 to 27 could be described as possibly utilised (or injured) rather 
than having secondary working. 

(C) Microliths and microburins (Fig. 4 I 28 to 30) 
No. 28 is completely blunted down one side and partially down the 

other. No. 29 is similarly almost completely blunted down one side and 
partially down the other, both ends are snapped off. No. 30 is included 
although the bulbar end has not been removed, it may be only partially made; 
if it is a completed implement it should be classed as an angled end-scraper. 
None of these three pieces showed clear evidence of the use of the microburin 
technique; no microburins we.re found. 
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Fig. 3 Cloister s1te, Waltham Abbey. Mesolithic flakes. Scale 1/2. 

(D) Cores (Fig. 4/31 to35) 
Five cores all more or less conical were found ; No. 31 is rather crude 

but the others had all been in use for the production of microblades. No. 32 
had clear evidence of having been shaped into a nosed scraper. The pointed 
ends of nos. 33 to 35 were somewhat battered suggesting that the point may 
have been held on to an anvil; some small flakes had come off due to the 
resultant blow at this end. 
(E) Core dressings or trimmings (Fig. 5 I 36 to 42) 

Any of the flakes Fig. 3 I 8 to 27 could be called core dressings if they 
had been struck to prepare the core for further strikes, but two more specia
lised flakes are taken to represent this category here. Nos. 36 to 39 are a 
group of "broad flakes" and may have been intended to remove flaws or 
reduce the number of flake scars on the core; nos. 38 and 39 may have served 
as tools themselves. Nos. 40 to 42 are "transverse flakes"; nos. 40 and 41 
could be interpreted as axe re-sharpening flakes, but if so are very much 
larger than would have come off the axe Fig. 7 /51. The flint Fig. 6/50 is a 
transverse flake but is counted here as a burin. 
(F) Core scrapers (Fig. 4/32) 

Only the one core scraper was found ; the back of the scraper is formed 
by the striking of one flake from the rounded end. 
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Fig. 4 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Microliths and cores. Scale 1/2. 

Fig. 5 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Core dressings and trimmings. Scale I /2. 
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(G) Flake scrapers (Fig. 6 I 43 to 49) 
This group covers a range of convex scrapers from over 3 ins. long to 

under 1 in. long. No. 46 is an unusual piece which deserves comparison with 
an artefact from Albury Wood, Surrey (shown to me during a visit there, by 
Miss Joan Harding); the resemblance to a gun flint is superficial. 
(H) Burin (Fig. 6150) 

One example, interpreted as a burin, was found; its working edge is in 
mint condition. Although superficially a crude flake it is very comfortable 
to hold in a working position and is considered to be a purposely made tool. 
m Axe (Fig. 7 I 51) 

One core axe represents the heaviest equipment on the site. It is sub
triangular in section and is sharpened by the striking off of a rather small 
tranchet flake from each face. The butt end was broken off during manufac
ture. 
(J) Hammerstone (Fig . 7 I 52) 

The only hammerstone, of weight 0.83 lb., is a water-worn pebble of 
ortho-quartzitic sandstone (identified by Dr. T. W. Hawkins). It shows 
evidence of use at each end. 

Fig. 6 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Scrapers and burin. Scale 1/2. 

CULTURAL AFFINITIES OF THE CLOISTER SITE MATERIAL 
Considering the small number of flints from the Waltham Abbey Cloister 

site the fact that all the categories A to J (Clark, 1934 (2)) for the Broxbourne 
material, are represented is remarkable. One hundred and two flints comprise 
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the collection; this total was originally larger but a few flakes were reported 
stolen by visitors to the site. The axe is comparable to no. 101 from Brox
bourne (the other Broxbourne axe is a little larger and cruder) and to the single 
example in the Warren Collection (stored in the British Museum) from High 
Beech. The presence of the axes together with the microlithic element and 
the general nature of the assemblages suggests that at Waltham Abbey we are 
dealing with an industry of Broxbourne type which may be further mirrored 
at High Beech. 

Any difference in relative proportions of flints may be due to the different 
nature of the camps and the activities there pursued. For example, Broxbourne 
and Waltham Abbey Cloister sites are near the river Lea, Broxbourne in the 
valley bottom later to be covered by Boreal peat and marsh clay, the Cloister 
site on the slightly higher river terrace sands and gravels; High Beech is above 
the 250 ft. contour on the late Eocene sandy deposits in a region presently 
beech forest. 

The Waltham Abbey Cloister site is interpreted as another example in 
the string of Maglemosean sites from Colne Valley (Essex) through Brox
bourne, Uxbridge and Thatcham to Southampton. 

Fig. 7 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Cores and hammerstone. Scale 1/ 2. 
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CLOISTER SITE, EBBSFLEET-STYLE NEOLITHIC POTTERY (Fig . 8) 
Some 30 sherds of decorated flint-tempered reddish Peterborough ware 

of Ebbsfleet style were found, probably mostly in a shallow pit in the natural 
sandy clay in the Cloister site, in 1955 in an area adjacent to where the 
prehistoric flints were found. This pit showed evidence of fire, a collection of 
calcined flint pebbles and fragments was kept. Near to the shallow pit were 
marks in the natural sandy clay which the excavators interpreted as postholes 
forming two arcs. A photograph, see Plate 1, shows these to have been small 
irregular holes and they may represent a small hut or windbreak . 
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Fig. 8 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Ebbsfieet style pottery. Scale 1/4. 

The pottery represented two vessels, one about 12 inches diameter and 
the other just over five inches diameter. Both pots were tempered with angular 
pieces of flint which project from the surface giving a rough feel. These pieces 
could have been obtained by smashing a piece of flint but not grinding it. 
The Saxon flint tempering, however, appeared to have been ground finely . The 
Neolithic rims are simply everted with the smaller pot showing incipient in
turning. The larger vessel is carinated with a well-defined concave neck, the 
smaller vessel is represented by only one piece of rim but seems to have been 
similar in shape. The decoration was impressed with coarse twisted cord in 
herringbone pattern and covered most of the upper part of the pot, the rim, 
and inside the rim. The bases could not be reconstructed but are presumed 
to be round and probably undecorated. Shape and decoration can be paralleled 
at Windmill Hill (Smith 1965, Figs. 31 and 32) more closely than at Ebbsfleet. 
There is no trace of holes in the neck of the vessels . 

The connection between this pottery and the mesolithic flints has been 
raised. The flints were in the weathered natural, later to become a buried soil, 
and the pit with the pottery would have been dug through this strata only to 
be seen as a shallow pit in the clean natural. The flints could be three or four 
millennia earlier than the pottery, just as the pottery is two or three millennia 
earlier than the Saxon settlement. However, if future work causes the gap 
between Mesolithic flints and Peterborough pottery to shorten then the possi
bility must not be forgotten that there could be some association; such an 
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association between Ebbsfleet-type pottery and microliths has already been 
reported at Barkhale, Sussex and at Albury Wood, Surrey. 

EXCAVATIONS 1955-62 

A plan of the 1955-62 Cloister Area excavations is shown in Fig. 9. The 
following main features were uncovered. 

1. The inner cloister wall 
The line of the inner cloister wall was established on all four sides. The 

irregularly spaced buttress foundations incorporated brick in their construc
tion but may have been stone above ground. One of these buttress foundations , 
on the south wall, is reported to have included a length of stone column. The 
width of the wall foundations at their lowest was some 3! to 4 feet and 
narrowed to some 21- feet. 

2. The outer cloister wall 
The foundations to this wall were found in the north and east. In the 

south the outer cloister wall was the north wall of the central nave of the 
monastic church. 

3. The slype 
The slype or vaulted entry at the north-east corner of the cloisters has 

evidence of stairs at the back and stands to first floor level; this is a building 
often called "the Midnight Chapel" and was known in the 19th century as 
"the potato cellar" . The arch of the south doorway, which has lost its facing, 
stands 10 ft. from the present ground level; a feature which may represent 
a lower stone floor was seen in 1929 during conservation work. 1 

4. The drains 
The drain in the slype2 may have connected with that running under the 

north-east corner of the inner cloister wall although there is no real evidence 
for this. In this latter position the drain is medieval. The drain at the south
east corner of the cloister, of unknown relation to the wall and the nearby 
tomb, is made of the large "Waltham-Abbey-Gateway" bricks, one measured 
13 in. X 6! in. X 2-!- in. 

5. The tombs 
The tomb in the east cloister walk is stone built and that at the south-east 

corner is brick built, including one "large" brick. 

6. North wall of central nave 
The foundations of this wall were 6 to 7 feet wide; a piece of stone has 

since been identified as Kentish ragstone. The small size of the buttresses on 
the north side suggests that any continuation above ground was decorative 
rather than structural. On the south of the wall was a 2-foot depth of 
conglomerate roughly laid in two courses; this may have been the foundation 
to a wall bench. 

At the west end of this length of wall a curved feature of mortar rubble 
with flints intersected with the North wall; one burial was apparently dug 
into this feature and one overlay it. To the east the north wall was not extant 
but evidence of a third buttress remained in situ. 
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7. The Apse 
The apsidal foundation on the line of the present church has a mean 

radius of about 26 feet. This foundation was of mortar rubble with flint and 
stone; some mortar is pink in colour and combined with pieces of hard-fired 
tile is suggestive of re-used Roman material. A piece of oolitic limestone from 
the foundation is of the type thought to be Barnack stone. 
8. Tie wall of north aisle of central nave 

Foundations of this wall were detected at the southern limit of the exca
vations; they were recorded as a mortared construction of rough stone. Where 
the wall crossed the older apse a higher remaining mortar bonded foundation 
was interpreted as a possible base of a column of the north arcade of the 
central nave. 
9. The Denny mansion 

This mansion, situated outside the north-east corner of the cloisters, is 
discussed in the Documentary Survey. No excavation was carried out on this 
site. The mansion backed on to the slype and probably incorporated it, which 
may be the reason for the survival of the slype. Along the slype wall and 
beyond runs a stone built but brick-arched drain bricked up at the point 
indicated in Fig. 8; this is a drain some 5 ft. high by 2 feet wide. 
10. Passage from slype to Denny mansion 

This is a brick built passage probably contemporary with the building 
of the Denny mansion. It has a brick floor some 3 ft. 9 in. below the present 
ground level, the brick sides remained to eight courses and showed remains of 
having been plastered. Where the passage meets the slype there is evidence 
of a brick floor therein at the same level; a gap between the floors of the 
passage and slype was filled with a timber member. Where the passage meets 
the back wall of the Denny house there is a brick arch twenty-eight courses 
or about 6 ft. high. The continuation of this passage must have cut the arched 
drain under the Denny house past the point where it was bricked up. This 
passage may be some kind of rear entrance into the Denny mansion. 

11. The garden pond 
The oval feature built over the cloister foundations in the middle of the 

north walk is possibly a garden pond and may be of the Denny building or 
later period. As found it had a base of flint set in clay with a single brick wide 
surround, a few green glazed tiles 7! ins. square x 1 in. thick of local red 
ware were found on edge by this brick surround. A seam-soldered lead pipe 
1 in. diameter found in the centre of the feature and a lead and brass outlet 
incorporated in a drain on the east side suggest that the feature was a pond 
of some sort. 

12. Post-medieval walls (Fig. 9) 
The wall 30 ft. south of the present north Cloister wall was represented 

by loose rubble in the trenches which cut its line; the drain at the north-east 
Cloister corner was cut by the building of this wall. 

The east Cloister wall today is a patchwork of stone and brick with some 
conglomerate lumps. At the north end where this wall formed the back of the 
Denny mansion it is thicker and contains some early features; a gateway was 
made through this wall in 1966. 
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A brick wall built along the tie wall of the north arcade of the central 
nave passed over the early apsidal foundation, and at this point a pile of 
rubble is interpreted as a base of a column of the north arcade of the central 
nave; the builders of the brick wall spanned this foundation with a brick 
arch probably to save the work of checking its strength. 
1 H.M. Office of Works drawing no. 6 of Job no. 224 dated 30.8.32. 
2 Min. of Works, Ancient Monuments branch, drawing no. 18 of Job no. 224, dated 

Dec. 1959. 

EXCAVATIONS 1967 (see Fig. 10) 

The objects of the 1967 excavations were twofold: 
1. To investigate if there was any relationship between the Ebbsfleet-type 

pottery and the mesolithic flints found in the earlier excavation. 
2. To record the stratigraphy of the site so that publication of the earlier 

work would be more meaningful. 
The 1967 excavation was very limited in extent. The four trenches 

opened are shown as A, B, C and Din Fig. 10. A, C and D were designed to 
sample the stratigraphy around the area where the prehistoric material was 
previously found. Trench B, with A, was intended to connect the stratigraphy 
from the cloister centre to the inner cloister wall. As it happened most of 
Trench A was abandoned as it was clearly a region of earlier operations. 

The stratigraphy is characterised by a loam layer F18, 19 and 20, some
what disturbed in places, but which represented the level when the cloisters 
were in use. 
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Fig. 10 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Plans and sections of 1967 trenches. 
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A number of features were clearly under this level (see Fig. 10). These 
are the ditch F21 in Trench C, the gulley F27 in Trench B, the pit or gulley 
F22 in Trench B, the gulley or ditch F26 m Trench B, which was covered 
by re-deposition of almost sterile clay F25, and the pit or trench F24 in 
Trench B covered by re-deposited clay F23. On pottery evidence all these 
features would be classed as 11th/12th century, fragments of Abbey stone 
were found in them so they could be interpreted as evidence of occupation 
during building operations of the Saxo-Norman period. Most of the features 
above have a North-South orientation. The loam, where undisturbed by 
Saxo-Norman activity, must represent the "black, silty deposit" mentioned 
by earlier excavators which contained mesolithic flints; it must have con
tinued as the ground level up to the time of the Dissolution in 1540. Apparent
ly the prehistoric occupation did not extend into the region of the 1967 
trenches as the only flints found were in later disturbed features. 

The loam F18 was cut through for the building of the cloister wall. The 
foundation to this wall F13 was some 3 ft. 5 ins. wide at the bottom; this 
foundation was of rough hewn Kentish Ragstone (ref. Stone E) set dry in a 
clean orange sandy gravel. This cloister wall foundation is likely to have been 
built early in the 1177-1242 period, probably between 1177-1184 (see Docu
mentary Survey). 

The brick built buttress foundation F14 to the inner cloister wall is one 
of a number of such irregularly spaced features found in the 1955-62 excava
tions; it was 3 ft. 6 ins. wide and 3 ft. 8 in. deep. This buttress with seven 
remaining brick courses was built of part bricks (only one whole one was 
found measuring 9.2 x 4.4 x 2.1 inches) and was set on a 7-in. thick lime 
"concrete" plinth itself with a basal layer of angular flints. This buttress 
butted up to the cloister wall foundation without any bonding in. Round the 
buttress was a shallow trench F16, possibly a constructional feature. The 
quantity of pottery found in this trench represents sherds of several jugs and 
includes a large sherd of a Raeren stoneware mug which can be dated 1475-
1540 (Fig. 11 I 14). 

A line of cobbles F17 of unexplained purpose, was cut through by the 
building of the buttress; these cobbles, of smallish size were about 5 ins. deep 
and were set in the clay F23, which itself is above the 11th/12th century 
gulleys, just below the shallow trench F16. Cobbles lining up with these were 
found in 1955-62 to the south of those discussed here. They would seem to be 
a pre-cloister feature. 

Strata immediately above the cloister loam (F 18, 19 and 20) represent 
Dissolution destruction activities and the subsequent levelling off of the site. 
Feature F4 of destruction debris overlying the cloister wall foundation and 
stretching some 20 feet into the cloister garth may well be a result of the 
levelling carried out by Sir Edward Denny c. 1595. In this debris F4 were 
found eight pieces of moulded Abbey stone, some mortared over broken 
surfaces suggesting that such pieces, all glauconitic calcareous sandstone 
(Stone A) had been incorporated as rubble filling into the cloister or other 
wall. 

Further levelling operations may be represented by F6, F7 and F8 in 
trench C and F5 and F9 in trench D. In F7 were two clay pipe bowls of type 
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5b (Oswald 1955) of 1640-70 suggesting that this post-Dissolution levelling, 
certainly in the area investigated in 1967, was of the middle rather than early 
17th century and may be rather late to be the work of Sir Edward Denny 
who died in 1637. It may be that the southern area, i.e. south of the cross 
wall in line with the chapter house wall, was left fairly level but uncultivated, 
until the middle of the 17th century. 

Before the levelling features F5 and F9 in trench D were deposited 
a pit F10 was dug and filled. It contained only six sherds of 16th/early 17th 
unglazed red ware in a densely packed filling of animal bones. This must 
have been the debris of nearby occupation; it could either be the refuse from 
the Denny household or from squatters living in the central cloister area 
while it was ruinous. The pit F12 in trench A and the disturbance Fll in 
trench B are other features of about the same date as the levelling operations 
above; F11 contained pottery of the first half of the 17th century. 

Later than the levelling operations discussed above, a layer of stony, 
clayey soil F3 was introduced as a make-up deposit. This make-up was, in 
places, up to 2 ft. thick. The dating of this level is something of a problem. 
By the second half of the 18th century a print shows the area was set out as 
formal lawns with paths around and across leading to the gate through the 
west wall. The make-up may therefore date from the setting out of these 
lawns. In the deposit were found clay pipe bowls of type 4b (Oswald 1955) 
of 1620-40, type 8b of 1680-1720 (fragments of a reeded pipe bowl probably 
attributed to Paul Balme of c. 1832 are taken to be intrusive); the pottery in 
evidence points to a 17th century date, but if the pipe of 1680-1720 is con
sidered then this is likely to be towards the end of the century or into the 
18th century. 

Above the vast make-up deposit F3 some 12 to 15 inches of topsoil had 
formed . In places this represented the orchard level going back in living 
memory, in the cloisters, to c. 1900 and possibly to 1770 when a market gar
den was established after the Denny mansion was burnt down; in other places 
it represented the bulldozed levelling after the 1955-62 excavations when the 
orchard was also cleared away. A buried soil level F2 seen in trench D shows 
that the bulldozing may have altered the surface level by some 6 ins. 

Summarising the results of the 1967 excavations we see occupation in 
11th/ 12th century as evidenced by ditches, gulleys and pits. The ground level 
was maintained as loam just above natural where undisturbed by 1 Ith/ 12th 
century occupation, or made good to this level and so maintained throughout 
the Cloister period until1540; the mesolithic and neolithic material came from 
this undisturbed loam. Finally the site is characterised by a post-Dissolution 
build up in level over the whole Cloister area. 

LIST OF FEATURES 1967 
The excavated features have all been given feature numbers, e.g. F16 . 

These numbers are used on the Plans and Sections seen in Fig. 10 so that 
referenct: can be made to the list for description of the features and a record 
of the significant finds from each feature. Pottery Groups are detailed in 
Appendix 1, Tiles in Appendix 2, Glass objects in Appendix 3, Miscellaneous 
finds in Appendix 5, Stone in Appendix 6; e.g. Pottery: 2M. Stone: A and 
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D. Glass: Fig. 17 I 5 means that there were two sherds of Group M pottery 
(1540-1640), specimens of Stone types A and D and glass fragments illustrated 
in Fig. 17 no. 5. 
Featu re 
No. Description of feature 
F1 Topsoil including levelling in 20th c. prior to 

grass seeding. 

F2 Buried soil within F1 , result of bulldozing after 
1956-62 excavations. 

F3 Stony clayey soil, deposited to make up and 
level off the cloister area, seen in all trenches. 
Pottery suggests early to mid 17th c. The clay 
pipe suggests later date; some later material 
taken as intrusive. 

F4 Destruction debris perhaps purposely levelled 
out to some extent. Mortar rubble with stone, 
brick and tile fragments including moulded 
Abbey stone. Overlying cloister wall base F13 
and brick buttress Fl4. 

F5 Similar material to F4 but less likely to be 
result of demolition, rather moved from else
where as part of site levelling work. 

F6 As F5 but including a patch of brick fragments. 

F7 Loam, tile and brick deposit, probably part of 
the site levelling process. 

F8 Broken brick concentration in F7. 
F9 Clayey soil with small Abbey stone fragments . 

Pottery probably early 17th c. 

FlO Pit with high concentration of bones in dark 
loamy fill. Pottery 16th / 17th c. After 1540. 

Fll Disturbance. Tile, brick, bone, pottery, Abbey 
stone fragments in loam. Pottery probably after 
1600, not later than mid-17th c. 

F12 Pit, just seen in section. Abbey stone, brick, 
tiles. Cuts into F11. 

F13 Inner cloister wall foundation. Rough hewn 
blocks of Kentish ragstone laid dry in sandy 
gravel. Trench cut 3 ft. 5 ins. wide. 
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Significant finds 

Pottery: I neolithic, 
1 blue and yellow delft, 
1 Chinese porcelain, 
1 Westerwald s / ware. 

Clay pipes: 
I Oswald 4b (1620-40), 
I Oswald 8b (1680-1720), 
1 frag reeded bowl (intrusive). 
Pottery: 20M (12 brown glzd., 
I green glzd), 
16N (5 black glzd.), 
S/ware (4 Raeren, 11 Frechen), 
7 buff (various green and 
yellow glzd.), 
12 white delft (including 
sherds of quadroon dish) , 
I b I w delft (v. pale), 
1 like Fig. 15 I 68, 
Fig. 11 I 17-23, 25, 27-30. 
Stone: D. 
Glass: Fig. 17/1-4 and 6. 
Pottery: 2M. 
Stone: A and D. 
Glass: Fig. 17 I 5. 

Pottery: IB, 1N (black glzd. 
handle). 
Stone: D. 
Tiles: black triangle dec; 
Fig. 16/9. 
Clay pipes: 
2 Oswald 5b (1640-70). 
Pottery: 3M, IN, 1 combed 
slip, 1 yellow glzd. buff, 2 
Chinese porcelain, 1 sfware 
rim. 

Pottery: 
1M, 7N, 2 Frechen s/ware. 
Bone handle: Fig. 19/2. 
Pottery: 6M, Fig. 11 I 16. 

Pottery: 4M (2 painted), 
5N (3 black glzd.), 
2 Frechen s/ware, 
1 delft, 1 buff (green glzd), 
red (green glzd.), 1 buff 
(derived); Fig. 11/15, 24 & 26. 
Stone: D polished. 
Pottery: 2M. 
Stone: A. 
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Description of feature 
Feature 
No. 
F14 Buttress added to the wall of which F13 was 

the foundation . Constructed of part bricks set 
with lime mortar, only one whole one was found 
in buttress 3 ft. 8 ins. long, 3 ft. 6 ins . wide x 
1 ft. 5 ins. deep (7 courses remaining). 

F15 

F16 

Strong lime mortar + flints, raft for brick but
tress F 14, 7 ins. thick. 
Shallow trench around brick buttress Fl4. 
possibly a constructional feature. 

F 17 Line of cobbles at 3 ft. 5 ins. deep, mostly cut 
through by building of buttress Fl4. Purpose 
not known. 

Significant finds 

Pottery: 23J; Fig. 11/6-12, 
3 unglazed buff; Fig. 11/13, 
1 Raeren sfware; F ig. 11/14. 

F18 Thin loam layer, 3-7 ins. thick. Probably the Pottery: lB, lC, 5D 
level when the cloisters were built and in use. (4 with sand + shell), 

1 Stamford; Fig. 11 /3·5. 
F19 Similar loam layer to F18 but piled up to Pottery: 1 grass + sand, 

10 ins. thick in trench C. 2A, 4B, 2C, 6D ( + sand), 4E. 

F20 Similar loam layer to F18 but piled up to 10 ins. 
thick in trench D. 

F21 Ditch, loam/silt filled . 

F22 Pit or gulley. 

Stone: A 

Pottery: 
I neolithic, ID ( + sand). 
Stone: A 
Pottery: lA, ID, 2E, 2 buff 
sandy green glazed. 

F23 Re-deposited, slightly stained, but sterile clay. 
F24 Shallow pit or trench, loamy fill. Pottery: lC, 7D. 

Fragment Roman flue tile. 
F25 Re-deposited, slightly stained, but sterile clay. 

Somewhat earlier than F23. Not investigated as 
much as it should have been. 

F26 Gulley or remains of ditch in natural clay, 
loamy fill, essentially a N ·S feature. 

F27 Gulley in clay which is possibly not natural (see 
F25). A N-S feature. 

F28 Pit to a depth of 3 ft. 7 ins. with 19th c. 
material. 

Pottery: ID. 
Stone: A 
Pottery: 
lB, 5D; Fig. 11/1 & 2. 

DISCUSSION OF ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 
by Dr. K . N. Bascombe 

The apse, which must represent the east end of a church of the collegiate 
foundation, is a valuable addition to the range of our knowledge of such 
buildings. Sir Alfred Clapham ( 1934, Ch. 11) has divided the east ends of 
larger English churches (i.e. those with aisled choirs) of the later eleventh 
and early twelfth centuries into two classes :- the "three-apse" (Type A), 
in which the chancel and each aisle end in separate apses, and the "apse-and 
ambulatory" (Type B), in which the chancel ends in an apse, the aisle being 
carried round this to form a continuous ambulatory. Waltham clearly belongs 
to the latter type. Much of the information concerning other churches is 
drawn from this work. The geographical distribution of the two types is not 
apparently significant, though Type A is commoner in the Midlands and 
East than in the West of England. Nor is there any correlation seemingly 
with the nature of the establishment. Locally St. Albans (Benedictine monas
tery) was of type A, while Bury St. Edmunds (Benedictine monastery) and 
probably Old St. Paul's (secular canons) were of Type B. Christchurch, 
Hants. (secular canons) was of Type A 
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The choir of the church to which the apse belonged would appear to 
have consisted of three bays. Littler in 1859 (published Littler, 1863, plan) 
shows four pairs of pier foundations east of the position of the central tower 
of the Norman church. The line of the northern of the two arcades was 
occupied by a rough wall built in 1814 (Winters 1888, p.l68) and demo
lished in 1964. The bay length in Littler's postulated arcades is 16 feet, viz. 
the same as in the existing nave of the church, and allows for the original 
central tower to be set out square. The northern pier of Littler's easternmost 
pair, however, falls on the line of the apse discovered in the 1955-62 excava
tion. This suggests that the higher remaining foundation, discovered on the 
apse foundation in this position, and tentatively assessed as a column-base 
of the later central nave, may have been seen by Littler and mistaken for a 
column foundation of a building contemporary with the existing nave. Littler's 
plan does not indicate any medieval piers further east than this, although the 
wall of 1814 continued eastwards for a further 75 feet. There is also a 
tradition that brickwork in this otherwise rough stone rubble wall marked 
the sites of pier bases found during its construction. These brickwork piers, 
in the westernmost part of the wall, were approximately 16 feet apart, agreeing 
with Littler's plan; one of them stood above the apse and the later mass of 
masonry and this suggests that the error tentatively ascribed above to Littler's 
plan may in fact have been made in 1814. (The part of the wall further 
eastwards contained further brickwork piers rather more irregularly spaced.) 

If (as indicated in the plan given in the V.C.H., Essex, V, p. 172) these 
arcades were rebuilt with a different bay spacing of 18 feet when the church 
was enlarged after 1177, it is surprising that the foundations of these later 
piers were not those found in 1814. Such respacing would also have led to 
difficulties in the region of the original central tower. Further excavation in 
the area west of the apsidal foundation is required to elucidate this point. 
Such excavation should also investigate the details of any chapels associated 
with the aisle or transept of the Norman church. In general, ambulatories 
of the type discovered here possessed three radiating chapels, one at the 
east end and one placed symmetrically on either side. The site of any eastern 
or southern chapel would lie within the churchyard,1 and the 1955-62 excava
tion has served to show that any northern chapel must be set much further 
to the west than is usual; in fact it could not be on the ambulatory at all but 
would have to be attached to the aisle. An apsidal or apsidal-ended chapel 
projecting east from the transept would seem more probable. The former is 
a very usual feature, and here would serve to fill the awkward space east of 
the transept on the published plan, the cloister walk being carried around the 
outside of such an apse if it were retained in the post-1177 extension. Such an 
arrangement would be exceptional, but it is, of course, most unusual for a 
cloister to be placed east of an apsed part of a church. At Ely (Benedictine 
monastery) the north walk of the cloister lay east of the apsed southwest 
transept, but returns south twenty feet east of it, the apse projecting into the 
later west or cellarer's range of the claustra! buildings.2 

The plan of the ambulatory buttress foundations at Waltham strongly 
indicates that unless an eastern chapel existed a buttress would be found at 
the extreme east end of the apse. This would seem to exclude the existence 
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of an east window, and this in turn appears so unlikely as to lend support to 
the idea of the existence of such a chapel. Plans of this Type B form with no 
chapels or only one appear to be very rare, but there appears to be a single
chapel parallel at Lichfield Cathedral (secular canons); foundations planned 
in 1861 indicate a choir almost certainly of three bays with apse, ambulatory 
and an eastern chapel but almost certainly none on the north-east or south
east (Willis 1861, p. 17 and plan) . The eastern chapel there was about 20 feet 
wide, larger than might be expected of one of three attached to an ambulatory 
of mean diameter 58 ft. This diameter and the axial length of 75 ft. are 
almost identical with the dimensions of the Waltham feature. No buttresses 
around the ambulatory are recorded at Lichfield, where, unfortunately, no 
work earlier than c. 1200 survives above ground . This seems to be the only 
recorded parallel, at least in England. At Worcester Cathedral (Benedictine 
monastery) the crypt has apse and ambulatory with (now) no radiating 
chapels (Strange 1909, p. 76); such chapels may, however, formerly have 
existed either in the crypt or superstructure. The abbey church at Jumieges 
(Benedictine) appears to have had apse and ambulatory without radiating 
chapels (but with apsidal chapels to the transepts). Chester and Winchester 
present rather less close parallels. Chester (Benedictine) Abbey (now Cathed
ral) as originally built possessed no radiating chapels, the side aisles projecting 
beyond the ambulatory to terminate in apses well east of the central apse; 
while at Winchester Cathedral (Benedictine monastery), to judge from the 
crypt, a somewhat analogous arrangement existed, the aisle chapels being 
short and square-ended, and the eastern chapel prolonged and ending in an 
apse. It seems unlikely that the apsidal foundation excavated at Waltham 
represents a crypt but it would be difficult to exclude the possibility completely. 

Lichfield and Waltham are among the narrowest of English east ends of 
Type B; on the other hand Tynemouth, with ambulatory only about 50 feet 
across, and Leominster, similar in width to Waltham (both Benedictine), 
each possessed three radiating chapels. It is tempting to suggest that the 
churches of secular canons, an important part of whose duties consisted of 
the cure of souls in the churches of their respective prebendal estates, had 
less need of these extra chapels than the churches of the enclosed orders. 

The date of the Waltham structure cannot be assessed with any certainty. 
Jumieges abbey church was built between 1040 and 1067. The apse-and
ambulatory plan (with radiating chapels) was used earlier at Rouen Cathedral 
(begun 1025-30), while in other parts of France it goes back to the tenth 
century. The earliest example in England has been said to be Battle Abbey 
(Benedictine) (c. 1070-1076), with Canterbury St. Augustine's and Bury St. 
Edmunds (both Benedictine Abbeys) shortly following. Lichfield is not well 
documented, but there is some evidence of extensive works in 1088; alterna
tively the Norman cathedral of which this apse would have formed part, may 
have been built in the first half of the twelfth century. If Harold, for his 
foundation in 1060, employed a Norman master-mason (perhaps unlikely on 
political grounds) it is possible that the Waltham apse is his work; the anony
mous late twelfth-century writer of the "De Inventione" (Stubbs 1861, cap. 
16, p . 17) refers to the presence of Harold's church of columns with finely
carved capitals, bases and arches. On the other hand, he may have been 
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referring to a later rebuilding which could have become associated with 
Harold. At the other extreme, it is just possible that this feature might be 
associated with the alterations which, according to the same writer, took place 
in the church in the mid-1120's (Stubbs 1861, cap. 21, p. 31) (compare St. 
Bartholomew's Smithfield, founded for Augustinian canons in 1123). The re
use of Roman material, however, might suggest that this was the first building 
on the site. The apsidal foundation can hardly belong to Tofig's church of 
c. 1030; apses were not favoured in the late Saxon period (Clapham 1930, 
p. 95) and none of those which survives or have been excavated shows an 
ambulatory of this type. 

The wall running east from near the northern springing of the ambula
tory is clearly the north wall of the new central nave begun after 1177; the 
fact that the wall does not apparently extend further west than this point 
supports the suggestion made earlier that the three-bay earlier choir may not 
have been replanned at this time, but a junction (albeit a rather awkward 
one) made at this point. At the same time the digging-out of these founda
tions reported (Littler 1863) to have occurred in 1837 must be borne in mind, 
and may also explain the absence of this wall foundation (except for one 
buttress) further east. 

The curved feature at the west end of this wall cannot usefully be 
interpreted at present; the excavator, Mr. J . T. A. Burton, considers that it 
antedates this wall. This problem also might be clarified by further excavation. 

The architecture of the surviving vaulted building at the north-east 
corner of the cloisters indicates that these were laid out within at most a 
quarter of a century after the re-foundation of 1177. The position of the 
cloisters on the north side of the extended church (as opposed to the more 
usual south) was probably dictated by the presence of the Cornmill Stream 
(part of the River Lea) on the north side flowing round to the mill at the 
west, and thus providing a convenient source of running water for drainage; 
it is also possible that the town had grown sufficiently on the south side to 
make it less easy for the cloisters to be built there. 

The brick, or largely brick, buttress foundations attached to the inner 
cloister wall are of particular interest owing to their irregular spacing. The 
walls of the cloister-garth were no doubt originally built as an open arcade, 
with twin columns standing on the dwarf wall. Examples of such shafts have 
been found in the 1955-62 excavations and others have been re-set in various 
walls in the Abbey Gardens area. This type of arcade must have made the 
cloister walks very bleak in winter, and rebuilding with large traceried win
dows was common in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. At Finchale 
priory, near Durham, the east and west walls of the cloister garth were 
rebuilt in this way in the fourteenth century.3 Similar alterations took place at 
Valle Crucis Abbey in the fourteenth century, at Byland Abbey and Thetford 
Priory in the fifteenth century, and at Castle Acre priory about 1500. At 
Byland and Thetford buttresses were incorporated in the rebuilding scheme. 
At Pontefract Priory (Bellamy 1965, p. 2) the east wall of the cloister garth 
was rebuilt apparently in the thirteenth century, incorporating in the footings 
re-used bases of the twin column arcade. At Cleeve Abbey the west walk of 
the cloisters was rebuilt just before the Dissolution, and an upper floor added. 
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None of these examples provides a real parallel to Waltham, where the 
buttresses are clearly additions made, probably in the late fifteenth or early 
sixteenth century if the trench F16 is taken to be a foundation trench, to a 
pre-existing wall. Their irregular spacing renders it difficult to interpret them 
in terms of any system of fenestration, and it is easier to see them as rather 
clumsy strengthening works - perhaps occasioned by damage caused in 1444 
- with much of the original cloister arcading, or of a later replacement by 
traceried openings being blocked up, the latter being more likely as a re-used 
column was found in the foundation of one buttress. The southern wall of the 
cloister garth at Finchale Priory shows two buttresses added in the fifteenth 
century to individual bays of the original twin column arcading (these bays, 
at least, being presumably blocked up), while at Roche Abbey buttresses 
were added in the fifteenth century to strengthen the walls of the garth, 
especially massive ones being added on the side nearest the church. 

Of the post-Reformation features little can be said. The brick floored 
passageway running south from the cloister entry and turning east through 
an archway in the east wall of the cloister walk, must have been part of the 
arrangements at the rear of the Denny mansion, and was probably roofed 
over as a building stood over its site in 1826. It is probable that the eight 
surviving courses of the walls of this passage represent its depression below 
ground level. 

The stairs at the north-east corner of the vaulted entry are probably also 
of the period of the mansion as they do not conform to a regular monastic 
plan and have the appearance of an insertion.4 

1 According to Mr. S. F. Puddephatt, trenches were dug in the churchyard in 1939 in 
an attempt to locate the southern wall of the central nave; it was found, however, 
that the ground had been greatly disturbed by grave-digging and nothing of signifi
cance was discovered. In any case the site of these trenches seems to have been well 
to the east of the apsidal foundation. 

2 Plan facing p. 217, Arch. J., CXXIV, 1967. 
3 Information on the cloisters at Finchale, Valle Crucis, Byland, Thetford, Castle Acre, 

Cleeve and Roche is derived from the respective Official Guides (H.M.S.O. , Ministry 
of Public Building and Works). 

4 I owe this suggestion to Dr. R. S. B. Chrystall. 

PROBLEMS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATION 
This report would not be complete without some suggestions for future 

work: 
(1) A study of the stones used in the present church and other walls and 

foundations may enable building periods to be collated with the use of 
particular materials and techniques. 

(2) The date and full form of the apsidal foundation found in 1955-62 are 
not known. The absence of an eastern chapel is not certain. The projection 
of the apsidal ended building westwards and its relation to the central 
tower and crossing have not been established. 

(3) The west wall of the cloisters has not been investigated and the form 
of junction with the adjacent north transept is unknown. No evidence 
has been found of a monastic lavatory in the cloisters. 

(4) Some problems concern the wall of the central nave of the monastic 
church. The form of the junction of the wall with the earlier apsidal ended 
building is not fully determined. The relation of the arcade pillars to those 
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of the earlier arcades is not known. The relation of the north wall and the 
adjacent conglomerate courses is uncertain. The buttresses of the north 
wall are not at all convincing; their spacing seems irregular and their 
relation to the arcade piers is uncertain. 

(5) The date and explanation of the curved feature cutting into the north 
wall of the central nave near the apsidal foundations are not known. 

(6) Little is known about the chapter house, the other monastic buildings or 
the precinct walls. An inventory of buildings at the Dissolution is extant 
(Winters 1888, p. 124) . 

(7) To the far east of the church is a rectangular moated enclosure, some 
350 ft. by 550 ft., of unknown purpose; no investigation has been made 
here. 

(8) Foundations of buildings and roads in the area west of Harold's Bridge 
(14th century) were plotted in 1933 by Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Puddephatt 
but have not been investigated further. 

(9) The general position of the Denny mansion of c. 1595 is known outside the 
north-east corner of the cloisters but no excavation has been undertaken 
to check its real extent. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The excavations at Waltham carried out over the years have been 

piecemeal. The available information from the earlier excavations has been 
collated here as far as is now possible. While defining the form of the 
cloisters, the monastic and the earlier church, the work leaves many problems 
for the future and many more years, careful work will be needed to obtain all 
the evidence. 
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Appendix 1 

POTTERY 
by Rhon£1 M. Huggins 

The excavations carried out before 1967 produced a great deal of 
pottery. Unfortunately the previous excavators did not fully realise the 
importance of recording it in stratified layers. One of the aims of the excava
tion in 1967 was, therefore, to establish the stratigraphy. Although the limited 
area of trenches excavated in 1967 only produced a small quantity of pottery, 
it has been dealt with separately here. All pieces which can be drawn are 
shown in Fig. 11 and sherds are detailed in the Feature List. Pottery from 
the other excavations has been sorted and those pieces which are of particular 
interest are shown in Figs. 12-15. I should like to thank Mr. J. G. Hurst for 
his advice in identifying the pottery and for encouraging us to publish this 
work. 

1967 Excavation 
The excavation revealed that a fine loam layer Fl8, Fl9 or F20 was 

overlain by deposits of levelling material. The loam was formed at the level 
of the ancient natural ground surface. Pits F22, 24, 26 and 27 contained hand
made Saxon pottery and shell-tempered pottery only (Fig. 11 I 1-2). The loam 
F18 contained sherds which could be assigned to the 11th/ 12th century or 
early 13th century (including a sherd of yellow glazed Stamford ware) with 
some 16th century intrusions (Fig. 11 /3-5). Pit F10, while full mainly of 
animal bones, contained six sherds of 16th century unglazed ware (Fig. 11 I 16); 
this pit cut through the loam but was covered by the levelling layers so can be 
dated 1540-1600. The only pottery which could be assigned to the monastic 
period came from F16 which is a shallow trench round the brick buttress F14. 
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This group (Fig. 11 /6-14) is mainly composed of unglazed red sandy ware 
common to the Waltham area, with a large sherd of buff unglazed jug base, 
all of which could be dated 14th/ 16th century. Also with the group, however, 
was a large sherd of a Raeren stoneware mug (Fig. 11/14) which is thought 
not to have come to this country before 1475. Since the buttress is unlikely 
to have been built after 1540 when the cloisters went out of use, this gives a 
span of 65 years for this group. The slip decorated sherds (Fig. 11 / 7, 8 and 9) 
seem to represent the change from the well rounded patterns of the 15th 
century (no. 7) to spiky patterns of the 16th century (no. 9) so a date of 
1475-1540 suits them very well. The general absence of pottery of late 13th/ 
15th century date seems to show that the cloister garth was kept clean and 
tidy throughout its period of use. 

The remainder of the pottery found (Fig. 11/15-29) is post-medieval in 
date and comes from the features associated with the Denny and Wake family 
house and garden, c. 1600-1770. 

1955-62 Excavations 
Upon examination of the pottery found during excavation of the cloister 

area by previous excavators, very little could be assigned to the monastic 
period. This bears out the findings of the 1967 excavation. 

The prehistoric pottery has been discussed in section 3.7, on page 229. 
The proportion of hand-made Saxon ware found in 1955-62 is small 

compared with that found in 1967. Fig. 12/31 is a grass-tempered rim sherd 
found near the slype with other Saxo-Norman ware, and is the only certain 
Saxon rim found so far. Although documentary evidence records the estab
lishment of a settlement in 1030 by Tovi, there was certainly a hunting lodge 
earlier and the site seems to have attracted hunters from prehistoric times. 
The four groups found at Northolt (Hurst 1961, p. 255) can all be paralleled 
at Waltham in features cut into natural. Similar pottery was found on the 
other side of the Market Square on the Sewardstone Street site1 where it 
was also in the lowest levels. It is also very similar to the pottery found 
recently at Blackheath. Until a larger quantity is found at Waltham it cannot 
be said to be more than a scatter left on the surface by earlier Saxon inhabi
tants. The largest group of medieval pottery is shelly ware, ranging from 
hand-made, heavily tempered, ware to wheel-made, shell tempered. In some 
cases sand is added to the shell, and frequently the pots have been fired with a 
patchy red surface. All the pots of this ware are cooking vessels (Fig. 12/32-
41) with sagging bases. Sand tempered, wheel made, grey ware (Fig. 12/42-
44) was common and may be compared with the pottery found at S. Mimms 
castle dated c. 1144 excavated by J. P.C. Kent. Both S. Mimms and Waltham 
were in the territory of the de Mandeville family at this period . Glazed vessels 
were found at S. Mimms of various colours, and it is suggested that the jugs 
(Fig. 13/54-58) are of pre-cloister date. The coating of Essex redware with a 
buff slip to achieve a clear yellow or green is a common trick at all periods. 
No. 57 has thumbing all round and even the bottom of the base has been 
slipped; the slip has been scratched before glazing, however, so that the red 
body shows through. The jugs nos. 59-61 are unglazed and certainly of 12th 
century or early 13th century date. 

The pottery from the Vicarage front garden excavated by J. T . A Burton 
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(Fig. 14) supplies a group of pottery from the monastic period . The coarse 
wares are more heavily tempered with coarse sand and grit than the cloister 
pottery, and the squat glazed jugs are finer, with decoration typical of 
13th/14th century. The shell tempered rim sherd is from a much larger vessel 
than any found in the cloisters and is well made. The trench was too small 
to give a building plan, but this pottery came from below a piece of tiled 
floor, and there may well have been a building here during the monastic 
occupation. Post-medieval pottery and clay pipes occurred above the tiles. 

Post-medieval wares were found in large quantities in previous excava
tions. As no date can be given for these except post-1540 there seems little 
value in publishing most of it. The range found in 1967 serves to show the 
typical types to be found in Waltham. Fig. 15 illustrates a few vessels from 
previous excavations of particular interest. Nos. 66-7 are of a fabric not 
commonly found in the area but very like pottery found recently at South
wark,2 and they are probably late 16th century in date. Fig. 15 / 68-70 illustrates 
examples of slip decorated ware made locally from the mid-17th century to 
the early 18th century at Harlow and elsewhere. Decorated pieces formed 
only a small proportion of the potter's production, the bulk being brown 
glazed undecorated wares with some black-glazed mugs and jugs. Decorated 
jugs are particularly rare items. No. 70 is a flat bottomed bowl with horizontal 
handle (there may have been two) with slight decoration under the handle. 
This type seems to replace the tripod skillets with extended lug handle of the 
second half of the 17th century, and can probably be dated c. 1700. It has 
obviously been used on a fire, the bottom being coated with carbon and the 
glaze being discoloured by overheating. This was also true of several of the 
skillets found at Sewardstone Street. The large yellow-glazed pipkin (Fig. 
15/71) is typical Surrey ware of the 17th century and can be paralleled at 
Nonsuch (Biddle 1961, Fig. 5/2) in mid-17th century and from London. 

Large quantities of stoneware of both Raeren and Frechen with later 
English types were found, including two almost complete ovoid bottles with 
debased masks. No blue and white wares seem to have been kept by earlier 
excavators, but the 1967 excavation produced a fair proportion of delftware, 
mainly plain white, and Chinese porcelain besides the usual 19th century 
wares. 

1540 inventory of pots and pans 

The Inventory (Winters 1888, p. 124) of contents of the Abbey made out 
at the time of the Dissolution in 1540 contains a list of the pots and pans in 
the kitchen and scullery, with their values. Comparison of the values set upon 
them seems to show that these were metal mainly, but it shows what vessels 
might be expected in a 16th century kitchen in Waltham and is therefore 
quoted in full here. 

The Kitchen 

4 grete brasse potts 
4 other lesser potts of brasse } 14s. 
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1 posnet pott 

1 chafron with eares 
Another chafre with a stele 
A grete panne with 2 eares 

A grete and a litle ketell 

12d. 

16d. 

2 Skomers and 2 Ladells 12d. 

2 litle brasse morters with 3 pestells 20d . 

1 Collender and 1 frying pane 
2 gredyrones 
10 spitts grete and small 
3 peir of rackes 
4 kachyn knives, 2 peir of pothoks 

1 fireshovell and 6 iron wedges 
A grete pot standing in a fumeys 

in the grete kechyn 
An Iron pyle 
A grete brasse pott broken 

The Scullery 

4d. 
12d. 
26s. 
8s. 

4s. 

4s. 4d. 
2d. 
4s. 

4 Dosem di of good platers and 8 olde 36s. 8d. (2 platts lackyng) 
9 chargers and 2 slats 10s. 
4 Dosem potyngers 16s. 
4 Dosem & 5 sawcers 8s. 
A kettyll of brass in a furneys 
A cestron of Ieade with 2 cockes 
1 Forthcoming in Post-med. Arch. 
2 Information from J. H. Ashdown 

WARES COMMONLY FOUND IN WALTHAM ABBEY AREA 

Saxo- A. Saxon, grass tempered, hand made, black. 
Norman B. Saxon, flint or grit tempered, fine particles, black, hand 

made. 
C. Fine sand, hand made, grey /black. 
D. Shell tempered. Rough thickly tempered hand made im-

proves to wheel made pots tempered with fewer but 
larger shell fragments. Some have sand mixed with shell . 

1100-1150 E . 
Red, brown or grey. 

Fine sand tempered, wheel made, grey/black. 
1150-1350 F. Coarse sand tempered, wheel made, grey /black. 
1150-1350 G . Coarse sand tempered, wheel made, grey /black but with 

red surfaces under black, sometimes red core. 
1350-1450 H. Red, sandy, highly decorated jugs. Grey core frequent. 
1450-1540 J. Red, sandy, plainer jugs. Grey core less frequent. 
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1450-1540 K. Pinkish, well fired, ware often with mottled thm green 
glaze on one side. 

1450-1540 L. Rough sand tempered, grey surfaces, better fired than F 
but probably a continuation of it. 

1540-1640 M. Sandy mainly unglazed ware, little decoration on jugs, some 
plain rough brown glaze, thick strap handles and still 
thumbing occasionally on bases. 

1640-1700 N. Well-fired orange/red ware. Mainly tempered with grog or 
fine sand but large grits may occur through the potter's 
carelessness. 
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Fig. 11 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Pottery found in 1967. 
nos. 1-5 Pre-cloister Saxo-Norman; nos. 6-14 c. 1475-1540; nos. 
15-30 c. 1540-1770. Scale 1/4. 
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Fig. 11 

POTTERY FROM 1967 TRENCHES OF CLOISTER SITE, WALTHAM ABBEY 

Pre-cloister Saxo-Norman 

1. Simple rim of coarse ware, surfaces brown with black core, tempered 
with fine shell, some leaching. The sherd is small but the rim appears to 
have been made on a wheel, probably a slow wheel used to finish only 
as no strong wheel marks can be seen. (F27) 

2. Base of cooking pot. Of similar fabric to 1 but with the inner surface 
red. Possibly made on a slow wheel. (F27) 

3. Flanged rim of large pot. Similar fabric to 1 and 2 but with more 
leaching of the shell temper. Wheel made. The upper surface of the 
flange is badly worn, apparently from use. Brown surfaces. (F18) 

4. Base of cooking pot of similar fabric to above. Small, rather eroded, 
sherd, brown outer surface, black inside and core. Possibly made on 
wheel. (F18) 

5. Rim of jug. Red sand tempered, wheel made, the outer surface has a 
grey patch, and the thickest part of the rim has a grey core. (F18) 

Pottery from shallow trench round buttress c. 1475-1540 (all F16) 

6. Rim and handle of jug. Red sand tempered, unglazed, with two spots 
of white slip splashed on. Grey core in thickness of rim. Strap handle 
with groove thumbed along the back. 

7, 8 & 9. Sherds of unglazed red sand tempered ware with white slip decora
tion. No. 7 has trace of glaze, 7 and 8 could be from the same jug as no. 
6, no. 9 is similar but darker red. 

10. Base of strap handle with thumb impression. A sherd of the jug body 
remains attached to the handle and is grey inside. Otherwise very like 6-9 
in fabric. Splash of clear glaze. 

11. Base with thumbing. Fabric very like 6 with thick grey core. White 
incrustation inside. Probably jug. 

12. Larger base of jug, core and inside surface grey, outside surface red. 
Sides of the body are darkened by use but not blackened by fire. 

13. Base of buff ware vessel probably jug. Finely tempered with a trace of 
green glaze. 

14. Neck sherd of stoneware mug. Grey core of Raeren type. Dark brown 
glaze outside with darker spots and splashes. Inside surface matt brown. 

Post-Dissolution pottery 

15. Neck sherd of unglazed redware jug. Horizontal band of white slip 
begins below the neck. (Fll) 

16. Shoulder of necked vessel. The fabric is rather soft with a thick grey 
core and very little tempering. The surface is slightly burnished. It is an 
unusual fabric for its 16th/17th century context. (FlO) 

17. Base of black-glazed mug. Typical 17th century redware of local make. 
Black glaze with rather greenish tinge covers the red fabric inside and 
out except under the base. (F3) 
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18. Rim of large bowl or charger with slip decoration. Local 17th century 
ware, the slip appears pale orange under the lead glaze and has been 
partly worn off. The inside has a thick glaze showing brown on the red 
body. The outside has a fine red unglazed surface typical of the ware. 
(F3) 

19. Rim of chafing dish. Redware with green glaze inside and extending over 
the rim only on the outside. The fabric has a grey colour on the inside 
only and the glaze has a burst air bubble scar. Whether this is a firing 
defect or due to hot coals being put in the dish to heat food is uncertain. 
(F3) 

20. Base of redware vessel (possibly base of 19). Traces of green glaze 
remain inside the base and sides and on the upper part outside. (F3) 

21. Unglazed round lid knob. Roughly made of redware with micaceous 
inclusions. (F3) 

22. Base of redware vessel. Patchy brown glaze inside only and splashed on 
the bottom. The centre of the base has been pushed in by the potter's 
thumb. (F3) 

23. Rim of redware cup or bowl. The rim has been rolled outside neatly. 
Thick brown glaze inside with a patch outside. A small handle seems to 
have pulled off. (F3) 

24. Round lid knob. Of local redware, brown glaze over the top with black 
inclusions in the glaze and greenish tint. Underside roughly finished with 
a fine red wash and traces of glaze. (F11) 

25. Flat base of redware vessel with thick brown glaze inside only. (F3) 
26. Base of delftware drug jar. Greyish white tin glaze inside and outside with 

blue horizontal lines painted under glaze (stippled). The glaze is thin and 
slightly rough. (Fll) 

27. Crest of stoneware bottle. Frechen type with brown glaze outside. The 
beginning of a mask may be seen at the top of the sherd. The crest 
seems to be GR on a crown with the arms beginning below. (F3) 

28. Rim of small pipkin. Thick green glaze on both sides, fabric is buff. 
Probably made in Surrey. (F3) 

29. Rim of slipware plate or tile. Buff fabric with dark brown slip decoration 
and impressed pattern. The edge has been given a scallop impression 
with a shell. (F3) 

30. Everted rim of fine buffware vessel with thin pale green glaze on the 
inside only. (F3) 

Fig. 12 

POTTERY FROM 1955-62 TRENCHES OF CLOISTER SITE, WALTHAM ABBEY 

Pre-cloister Saxo-Norman cooking pots 

31. Rim of rough hand made pot. Grass tempered black ware with brownish 
outer surface. Found near slype. 

32. Rim of small pot. Heavily tempered with shell and wheel made. Surfaces 
red with grey core. Outside rather blackened. 

33 . Pot with simple everted rim. Grey throughout, the outside blackened. 
Shell tempered. 
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Fig. 12 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Pre-cloister cooking pots, found 
1955-62. 
no. 31 grass tempered; nos. 32-41 shell tempered; nos. 42-44 
coarse sand tempered; nos. 45-47 hard sand tempered; nos. 48-51 
decorated sand tempered; no. 52 red-sand tempered; no. 53 sand 
tempered bowl. Scale 1/4. 
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34. Rim of pot with definite roll-over outside. No trace of shell but fine sand 
temper and leached cavities probably of vegetable matter. Greyish/black 
throughout. Wheel made. Found near slype. 

35. Rim of shell tempered pot. Grey core, red inside, outside blackened. 
Wheel made. Like 32 in fabric. 

36. Rim of shell tempered pot. Grey core, brown inside with trace of redness, 
outside blackened. Groove along top of rim. 

37. Everted rim of pot, much like 36 in fabric. 
38. Rim of large pot. Flat top to rim. Fabric like 36 and 37. 
39. Rim of large pot with deeply everted rim. Blackened after breakage. 

Shell tempered with some leaching cavities. 
40. Rim of cooking pot with red surfaces, grey core. Leached cavities. Found 

near slype. 
41. Base of cooking pot. Typical of others found with sagging base. Inside 

surface red, outside blackened, grey core. Shell temper. 
42. Rim of cooking pot. Hard grey sand tempered ware, red margins. 
43. Rim of similar pot. Grey sand tempered but without red margins. Black

ened outside. About a quarter of rim found. 
44. Large piece of cooking pot with rim missing. Grey sand tempered like 

42 and 43. Thumb marks on base of which only a very small piece 
remains. 

45. Rim of cooking pot. Fine hard ware with light brown / buff surfaces, 
grey core. Sand tempering with tiny leached holes seen in section only. 
Rim has incised chevron pattern made with comb-like tool. Deep rilling 
on neck. From slype area. 

46. Rim of large pot. Similar fabric to 45. Found near slype. 
47. Rim of small vessel, perhaps a jug. Similar fabric to 45 and 46 but finer 

and without the grey core. 
48 & 49. Sherds decorated with incised wavy patterns. Sandy ware like 42-44. 
50. Very large body sherd from thick heavy pot. Sand tempered hand made 

ware with meander pattern incised with a fibrous tool or comb. Red 
surface under black. Similar ware to 52 and 53. 

51. Shallow thumb band decoration on thick sherd. Part of pot with large 
diameter. 

52. Rim of large cooking pot, sand tempered. Dark red surfaces, grey core. 
Shallow thumbing on inside of rim. 

53. Large piece of open bowl. Sand tempered with black surfaces, grey core. 
The base has been knife trimmed half way up the sides. Wheel made. 
A handle spring seems to be starting at the points marked. 

Fig. 13 
POTTERY FROM 1955-62 TRENCHES OF CLOISTER SITE, WALTHAM ABBEY 

Pre-cloister Saxo-Norman jugs 

54. Jug with rilling on the neck. Red fine ware with sand temper. Traces of 
glaze on the outside. The whole sherd has a whitish deposit which may 
be a slip coating or have been deposited after it was buried in the soil. 
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Fig. 13 Cloister Site, Waltham Abbey. Pre-cloister jugs, found 1955-62. 
no. 54-58 green glaze over buff slip on redware; 59 and 60 sand 
tempered unglazed; no . 61 sandy with white inclusions, unglazed. 
Scale 1/4. 

55 . Jug rim. Sand tempered, grey core and dark buff surfaces. Patchy dull 
green glaze begins below the rim and increases to the bottom of the 
sherd. 

56. Rim of jug, fine red ware coated with buff slip inside and outside. A thin 
patchy yellow glaze with patches of green covers the rim and outside 
surface almost completely. 

57. Complete thumbed base of jug. Fine red ware like 56 with similar slip 
coating and yellowish / green glaze. The slip covers the underside of the 
base but seems to have been scratched by the potter before glazing so 
that the red body is revealed. Grey core. A small ball of lead -! mm . 
diameter has lodged inside the base having presumably fallen in during 
the making of the pot. 

58. Handle of jug with strips of clay plaited down the back. Similar ware 
to 56 and 57. Very little glaze remains, where it does it is pale green in 
colour. Whitish / buff slip overall. 

59 . Coarse unglazed jug. Sand tempered red ware, the outside blackened. 
Narrow thumbed strips applied vertically below the neck have been 
pushed on by the potter using a tool inside. 
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60. Base and handle of jug. Sand tempered ware, grey core and inside 
surface. Outside red with surface blackened. Rod handle. Traces of some 
shell. Reduction marks on side and handle from contact with other 
pots in the kiln. 

61. Handle of jug of similar shape to 6 and 7. Coarse red ware, unglazed. 
Tiny white inclusions in the fabric and fine sand temper. The handle has 
been roughly stabbed with three lines down the back by a triangular 
pointed tool. The inside of the handle has been fixed by pressing from 
inside with a tool, not fingers. 

Fig. 14 

MEDIEVAL POTTERY FROM WALTHAM ABBEY. VICARAGE FRONT GARDEN NEAR 

GREAT WEST DOOR OF CHURCH; 13TH/ 14TH CENTURY 

61. Rim of large cooking pot. Tempered with large shell and wheel made. 
Red inside surface, outside blackened over and below the rim. 

62. Rim of rough sand tempered pot, reddish surfaces like 63 (2 body sherds 
of this ware also found, possibly from same pot). 

63. Handle of sand tempered vessel, dark reddish, course fabric with some 
large grits, the surface smoothed probably by a wash. Deep stabbing 
along the back of the handle with a knife or similar tool. 

Another handle of identical type but with the end broken off was found 
at the same time. Both have a round spigot of clay to join them to the 
body of the pot. 

A base (not illustrated) of plain sagging type 8 ins. diameter was also 
found of similar fabric but rather lighter in colour. 

64. Jug of squat shape. Red sandy fine ware, the inner surface being very 
red, the core grey. The outside is decorated below the neck with a lattice 
design in thick white slip painted on. A clear lead glaze over the body 
gives a yellow pattern on brown background with a greenish tone. The 
moulded neck and rim found with this jug is of identical fabric, unglazed 

Fig. 14 Waltham Abbey. Medieval pottery found in Vicarage front 
garden. 13th/14th century. Scale 1/4. 
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except for splashes near the bottom which also has a dab of white slip. 
Its dimensions fit those of the large piece of body and the two are shown 
together (23 sherds of this jug were found in all). 

(Not illustrated) 14 sherds of another jug of similar fabric to no. 64 but 
decorated with applied "scales" on the body and green glaze were also 
found. 

A flat base 7! ins. diameter with traces of glaze in similar fabric could 
belong to either of the decorated jugs above. 

65. Base of jug handle. Rough reddish ware heavily sand tempered. The 
inner surface has the same appearance as 63 and there is a spigot to fix 
it to the body. Grey core. Three applied bands of thumbed strip converge 
on the handle and deep stabbed impressions begin where the handle leaves 
the body. A thick brownish/ green glaze covers the handle and body 
outside with a small area of white slip which may be the start of a 
pattern at the edge of the sherd. 

(Not illustrated) Large hand-made base, 13 ins. diameter with vertical 
applied thumbed bands at 4-inch intervals round base. Rough sand tem
pered ware with grits, grey core and pale orange surfaces. 9 sherds in all 
probably from same pot. 

Fig. 15 
POST-DISSOLUTION POTTERY FROM 1955-62 TRENCHES AT WALTHAM ABBEY, 

c. 1540-1 770 
66. Jug, the upper part of which was found. Fine red fabric with patchy dark 

green liquid glaze over outside and inside the neck of the jug. Rod handle 
spiggotted at both ends to body with thumb impressions. Four groups of 
stab marks made with a large pin or nail down the centre of the back 
of the handle and across the top of the handle at the junction with the 
body. Late 16th century. 

67. Pipkin. No trace of a handle remained. Fine red fabric, outside brownish 
unglazed. A bright green glaze covers the inside of the vessel over a white 
slip which ends below the rim. The glaze extends patchily over the rim 
and in this area the green becomes dark like that of 66. The outside of the 
rim has a ring of thumb impressions below it. Similar to sherds fo und in 
F3 and Fl1 in the Cloisters in 1967 both features being post-Dissolution. 

68. Large sherd of slip-decorated plate or charger. Local red ware of 17th 
century. Trailed white slip on the red body covered with clear lead glaze 
over the inside gives the yellow pattern on brown background typical 
of the period in Waltham and elsewhere. The spiral, quartered pattern 
and wavy line border are also typical. 

69. Slip-decorated jug. Similar to 68 in colour and fabric. The slip has been 
applied in too liquid a state and has spoilt the pattern by running. 

70. Small pot with horizontal handles (perhaps two originally). The pot has 
been used on a fire. The slight slip decoration under the handle does not 
extend round the pot. 

71. Large pipkin. Buffware with yellow glaze covering the inside. Shallow 
rilling on the outside. Almost the whole pot found. Deep thumb marks 
at base of handle and on either side at top of handle. Typical of Surrey 
wares of mid-17th century. 
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67 

Fig. 15 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Post-Dissolution pottery found 
1955-62 c. 1540-1770. nos. 67-68 green glaze on redware; nos. 
69-71 local slip decorated ware; no. 72 buff yellow glazed. 
Scale 1/4. 
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Appendix 2 

MEDIEVAL FLOOR TILES 
by Rhona M. Huggins 

During the various excavations of the Cloister area of the destroyed 
monastery at Waltham Abbey 52 plain lead-glazed tiles and 21 decorated 
lead-glazed tiles were found. Some are fragmentary and many have decoration 
and/or glaze almost completely missing. There are no medieval tiles in use 
now in the existing church, which is all that remains of the Abbey today. No 
tiles were found laid in situ during excavation and at this time we cannot 
know whether those found were used in the cloister walks, the church floor or 
in other buildings surrounding the cloisters. Dating must therefore be by 
reference to other sites. 

A study of measurements of the plain and decorated tiles combined with 
techniques of manufacture produces four groups. A difference of up to 0.2 in. 
may occur in the thickness or dimensions of a single tile, but within this limit 
a standard size and thickness seems to have been used by the tile makers for 
ease of firing and laying. Bevelled edges are found on some of the tiles but 
tiles of similar design may be bevelled in one case and not in another. Pave
ments of 13th century tiles such as now exist in the Chapter House, West
minster and the pavement from Clarendon Palace, Wiltshire show that plain 
tiles were used to outline patterns and borders and that several patterns were 
used in the same pavement. At Waltham special shapes, triangles, oblongs, 
small squares were cut from standard size tiles, the desired shape being half 
cut in the unfired tile and finally snapped probably by the workman laying 
the tiles as needed . The small diamond shaped tiles were specially made in 
pairs so that only one side shows the rough snapped half-cut. These diamond 
tiles are unusual and difficult to parallel elsewhere; they consist of patterned 
and plain black but unfortunately the glaze has almost completely gone and 
the pattern cannot be made out sufficiently to draw it. Some much larger 
diamond shaped tiles with intricate foliage pattern from Benthall Church, 1 

Shropshire are a near parallel (B.M. Rutland Collection 961). 

All the patterned tiles are inlaid, with the usual white inlay on red body 
giving a yellow pattern on brown background when the lead glaze is applied. 
Groups are as follows: 

GROUP 1 (Tiles 0.75-0.9 in. thick): 

DECORATED TILES: See Fig. 16/1-3. 

Fine red ware, less heavily tempered with sand than the other groups. The 
sides are smooth and bevelled. No. 3 is 4.2 ins. wide. No. 1 is paralleled at 
Penn, Buckinghamshire (Hohler 1942, p. 121); no. 3 is paralleled at Hurley 
Priory, Berkshire (Ward Perkins 1938, p. 125 no. 11) and at Thame Abbey. 

PLAIN TILES: CRESCENT, 0.8 in. thick, 4.4 ins. on straight side, black glaze; 
TRIANGLE, 0.8 in. thick, 3.3 ins. x 3.3 ins. x 3.5 ins., brown glaze. 

Fragments of black glazed tiles 0.8 in. thick of uncertain shape were found 
in 1967. 
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Fig. 16 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Medieval floor tiles. Scale 1/4. 

GROUP 2 (Tiles 1.0-1.2 in. thick, approx 4.5 ins. square): 
DECORATED TILES : See Fig. 16 I 4-9 : 
No. 4. Griffin (or swan) seems to be derived Wessex type, a debased version 

of those from Clarendon Palace (Lane 1960, pl. 18). 

No. 5 and 6. Fragments of two tiles probably making a dexter and sinister 
design of four with no. 4. No. 5 has a yellow border and the glaze is better 
preserved than nos. 4 or 6. 

No. 7. Probably a fleur-de-lis like one from Baginton.2 

No. 8. Pattern uncertain as only traces remain. 
No. 9. Foliage pattern, the other quarters were probably identical. Found 

in 1967 in F6. This is a common pattern found in London, Beds., Herts., 
Kent, Warks., Leics. (Whitcomb 1956, p. 35, no. 19). 

PLAIN TILES : TRIANGLES : 

Yellow glaze 3.0 ins. x 3.0 ins. x 4.0 ins. snapped on short sides. 
Black glaze 3.4 ins. x 3.4 ins. x 4.5 ins. snapped on short sides. 
SQUARES: 

Black glaze 4.2 ins. x 4.4 ins. and 4.2 ins. x 4.2 ins. 
Yellow glaze 4.5 ins. x - and 4.7 ins. x -

DIAMOND TILES : Plain black and decorated with uncertain foliage pattern. 
Thickness varies between 0.9 in.-1.1 ins. Length of sides varies from 1.9 ins.-
2.5 ins. Slight bevel. 5 whole tiles and 2 fragments. 
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GROUP 3 (1.0 in.-1.2 ins. thick, 4.8 ins.-5.1 ins. square): 
DECORATED TILES: See Fig. 16/10-14. 
No. 10. Chequer pattern. 
No. 11. Swallows. Although birds in pairs are quite common no exact 

parallel for this pair has yet been found. 
No. 12. Quatrefoil. 
No. 13. Rose with six petals. A similar one was found in Cannon Street. 

London.3 

No. 14. Open rose design. The centre of the pattern is uncertain. A similar 
design was found at Hurley Priory (Ward Perkins 1938, p. 131 no. 45) but 
with alternating points. 

PLAIN TILES; TRIANGLES; 

Black glaze 3.5 ins. x 3.7 ins. x 5.3 ins. snapped on short sides 
4.9 ins. x 6.8 ins. x 4.9 ins. snapped on long side with a cut 

diagonally across centre 
3.4 ins. x 2.4 ins. x 4.2 ins. snapped on long sides and there

fore part of a larger tile 
Yellow glaze 5.0 ins. x 7.0 ins. x 5.0 ins. snapped on long side 

4.0 ins. x 4.0 ins. x 5.5 ins. snapped on short sides 
3.6 ins. x 3.7 ins. x 5.0 ins. snapped on short sides 

SMALL SQUARES : 1.2 ins. thick and approx. 2 ins. square. 

These tiles have been snapped on two, and in one case three, sides so they 
must come from a large tile approx. 6 ins. square. 7 tiles in all, black and 
yellow glaze, all very worn. One tile has a diagonal cut before firing, but 
unsnapped . 

OBLONG: 1.1 ins. thick, 1.2 ins. x 5.0 ins. and 1.35 ins. x 5.2 ins. 
2 tiles only. Yellow glaze. 

GROUP 4 (LARGE SQUARES): 

No decorated tiles. 2 brown glazed tiles broken and 3 green glazed tiles 
with 3 fragments all 7.5 ins.-7.8 ins. square. 1 in.- 1.3 ins. thick. Two fragments 
of green-glazed tile 1.2 ins. thick came from F3 and F18 in the 1967 trenches. 
The complete green tiles were found in the post-medieval pond on the north 
wall of the cloisters. 

Dating 
None of the decorated tiles has the depth and quality of inlay found in 

13th century tiles. Group 2 contains tiles which derive from 13th century 
patterns and are probably 14th century therefore. Group 3 are larger and 
likely to be later in date but both groups could well have been part of the 
same pavement. Group 1 could be 15th century although the tiles are smaller 
and thinner than those of groups 2 and 3, the tiles probably are like those 
from Penn, Bucks. Group 4 seems from the evidence to be 16th or 17th 
century in date. No group can be assigned to the building period of the 
Augustinian monastery, future excavation may reveal some of these earlier 
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ones if they existed, but it may well be that the size and importance of the 
monastery led its abbots to keep up with the times and replace any early worn 
pavements there may have been. 
1 I am indebted to Mrs. E. Eames for this information. 
2 Hobson's Cat. of Med. Pottery in British Museum, no. A181. 
3 Hobson's Cat. of Med. Pottery in British Museum, no. 150. 

Appendix 3 
GLASS OBJECTS (Fig. 17) 

The following fragments were found in 1967 : 
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Fig. 17 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Glass objects. 
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Fig. 17 I I Neck of heavy flask in green glass. May be comparable to a flask 
(Hume 1956, Fig,. 6) dated to 1590-1620. Feature F3. 
Fig. 17 I 2 Body fragment of vessel in pale olive-green glass showing evi
dence of two apertures. No parallels are known. Feature F3 . 
Fig. 17 I 3 Base fragment in pale watery-green glass of typical pharmaceu
tical bottle (Hume 1956, p. 102) dated to the second half of the 17th century. 
Feature F3. 
Fig. 1714 A piece of flat watery-green glass, 1.7 mm. to 3.5 mm. thick, 
edge rounded by re-heating. Feature F3. 
Fig. 17 I 5 Fragment of heavy base of vessel with pontil mark, completely 
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de-vitrified. Probably base of urinal like the base from Winchester (Charleston 
1964, p . 150) from the Tudor cellar which was dated to 1550-1600. The 
Waltham Abbey base was in Feature F4, the Dissolution destruction level, 
dated 1540-1600. 
Fig. 17/6 Rim fragment of shallow plate with folded rim in dark-green 
glass. Feature F3 . 
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Fig. 18 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Window glass. 

Appendix 4 
WINDOW GLASS (Fig. 18) 

1. CLOISTER AREA 

Some 50 pieces of window glass were found during the 1955-62 Cloister 
area excavation; about 25% had purple painted grisaille decoration, see 
Fig. 18 I 1 to 11. The designs show a geometric and naturalistic blend. All the 
glass was more or less laminated and devitrified, where still translucent it 
was watery green in colour; it varied in thickness from 1.5 mm. to 4.5 mm. 
One unpainted quarry having lead calme stain round four edges is illustrated 
as Fig. 18/17. 
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2. GARDEN OF NO. 8 SUN STREET 

Five pieces of similar decorated glass, copied from a drawing dated 
1954, are included as Fig. 18 I 12 to 16. The gardens at the back of the north 
side of the Sun Street properties are likely to have been inside the monastery 
precinct wall throughout the monastic period, so that all the window glass 
illustrated may have come from the same source. 

3. DATING 

Woodforde (1954) includes grisaille windows as a 121 13th century form 
of decoration. All the glass illustrated in Fig. 18 could therefore be from the 
original Henry II foundation, probably from the central nave or choir win
dows. Two similar fragments of glass were found in excavations at no. 46148 
Sewardstone Street, Waltham Abbey (see Post-Medieval Archaeology 3, 1969, 
pp. 47-99) suggesting perhaps that Abbey windows as well as stone were 
re-used in town houses after the Dissolution in 1540. 
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Fig. 19 Cloister site, Waltham Abbey. Miscellaneous finds. Scale 1/2. 

Appendix 5 
MISCELLANEOUS FINDS (Fig . I9) 

Fig. I9 I I Iron knife; wood scales held by three latten rivets. The small 
decorative latten "rivets" are in fact hollow cylinders 1.8 mm. diameter made 
from 0.5-mm.-thick sheet let into the scales; these are arranged in threes to 
form a clover leaf design and singly in association with each fixing rivet, 
each real rivet has two scribed lines so as to form some decorative motif; 
the latten shoulder is applied in sheet form. The handle end, now missing, 
was remembered to be of fish tail form. Found in 1960. This knife compares 
with examples (Hayward I956, Plate I) which are dated to the first half of 
the 16th century. 
Fig. I912 Bone handle of knife, iron tang remaining. Found in 1967 in 
Feature F9 with 17th century pottery. 
Fig. I9 I 3 Piece of lead plate 1.5 mm. thick with incised inscription. Found 
in 1955-62. The plate is corroded with the result that the inscription is not 
completely determinate. The Department of Manuscripts of the British Mu
seum considers that the inscription may be of the 17th century on typo
graphical evidence. 
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Appendix 6 

CONSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 
1. STONE 

Five types of Abbey stone have been classified by Mr. F. G. Dimes and 
are used as standards for purposes of identification. 
Stone A Merstham, Reigate or Gatton stone. A fine grained calcareous 
sandstone with some mica and glauconite, the latter giving it a greenish tint. 
Mr. Dimes states that these quarries were considered so important that in the 
reign of Edward Ill they were kept in the possession of the Crown . 
Stone B Lincolnshire Limestone. Possibly Barnack stone. A fairly fine
grained oolitic limestone with much broken and comminuted fossil matter. 
Mr. Dimes states that Barnack stone was held in great reputation in the 11th 
and 12th centuries but it appears to have been worked out by the 15th 
century; it was extensively used in East Anglia. 
Stone C Caen stone from Normandy. A fine-grained limestone with no 
exact equivalent in this country. Mr. Dimes states that this stone has been 
extensively used, especially for ecclesiastical building and is recorded at 
Winchester and Canterbury cathedrals, Westminster Abbey and elsewhere. 
Stone D Purbeck marble. 
Stone E Kentish ragstone. A hard sandy glauconitic limestone. Mr. Dimes 
states that this stone was widely used in London in Roman and Medieval 
times; the London stone probably came from the Maidstone area and was 
transported by water. 

A great deal of moulded and faced stone was found in the 1955-62 
excavations and it is hoped at a later date to collate types of stone and 
moulding with building periods. 

Kentish ragstone was used in the foundations of the cloister wall and of 
the north wall of the central nave. In the 1967 excavations moulded material 
of Stone A was found in the Dissolution destruction level F4; fragments were 
also found in the earliest features found in 1967, viz. the gulley F26 and the 
ditch F21. Fragments of Purbeck marble were found in the Dissolution level 
F4 and in the post-Dissolution features F3, F6 and Fll. Fragments of chalk 
were found in the gulley F27, and ditch F21 and a dressed piece was in the 
Dissolution level F4. 

2. BRICKS 

Bricks were used in the Cloister buttress foundations F14; one of these 
"Tudor" bricks measured 9.2 ins. x 4.4 ins. x 2.1 ins. The large medieval 
Waltham Abbey bricks so notable in the walls of the Abbey gateway (see 
Fig. 1) were detected in tombs and drains in the 1955-62 excavations; one 
measured 13 ins. x 6.4 ins. x 2.2 ins.; larger ones are known. 

3. LEAD 

Waste lead sheet with sheared edges found in 1967 varied in thickness 
from 1.5 mm. to 3.8 mm. One 3-in. length of window calme came from the 
garden make-up F3. A drain from the Denny garden pond over the north 
cloister walk incorporated an outlet made from a 12 ins. x 11 ins. lead plate, 
soldered on to a lathe-turned flanged brass pipe some 2-! ins. in diameter; 
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nail holes in the lead plate showed how the drain had been fixed. From the 
same garden pond came a length of 1-in. diameter seam-soldered lead pipe. 

Appendix 7 
BURIALS IN GARDEN OF No. 8 SUN STREET 

Excavations at the north end of the garden of no. 8 Sun Street (see Fig. I) 
were carried out in 1954. Eight adult burials, male and female, were found at 
a depth of 6 ft. below present ground level. Mr. G. C. Dunning, F.S.A., 
Inspector of Ancient Monuments, concluded that they all represented the 
same tall round-headed racial stock. Two of the burials underlay the present 
wall at the back of the garden, and on the assumption that this was the 1370 
precinct wall (mentioned by Stamp 1904, p. 20) the burials were taken to be 
pre-1370. 

It is now thought, for at least three reasons not detailed here, that the 
precinct wall was further south and the present wall is early post-Dissolution, 
say 1540-1600. If this is so the burials could be much later and in fact could 
be part of the "new Churchyard" mentioned in two documents of 1531 
(detailed by Winters, 1888, p. ix) and described as on the north side of a 
property on the north side of Sun Street, thought to be the "White Horse" . 
On this basis the burials might date from about 1500 to 1540. 

The presence of 13th century pottery "over and down to the burials" 
was accepted as supporting an early date. Pottery so described cannot date a 
burial; the ground level in the gardens is 2 ft. 6 ins. higher than to the north 
of the present wall so that make-up material was clearly brought in, no doubt 
with derived material in it. 

Appendix 8 
ANIMAL BONES 

This report refers to animal bones from the trenches excavated in 1967. 
No bones were retained in previous excavations. of the Abbey site. Thanks are 
due to Mr. R. E. Chaplin for his help with identification of the bones and to 
Mr. G. S. Cowles for examining and reporting on the bird bones. 

Animal bones were found in quantity in two pits only, neither being of 
the 1177-1540 monastic period. Pit F22 can be dated to pre-1177 and pit FlO 
to c. 1540-1600. Animals represented in both pits are cattle, sheep, pig and 
horse, with duck, goose, pheasant (or chicken) and possibly crane in F10 
and a possible pheasant in F22. 

Two documents throw light on the numbers of animals on the Manor 
lands at Waltham for both periods and these numbers are included in Table 
2. The documents are the entry for Waltham in Domesday Book c. 1086 
and the Inventory of Church Goods (Winters 1888, p. 128) taken in 1540 at 
the dissolution of the monastery. At both periods the Manor was a rich one; 
40 hides being held by Holy Cross in 1086, while Anthony Denny paid Henry 
VIII £3,553 for the conventual estates of the Abbey. The Inventory probably 
lists only animals on the demesne land. Cattle, pigs and horses are still present 
today on the Manor lands, but sheep are no longer kept. 
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TABLE 2- ANIMAL BONES 
PRE-CLOISTER PIT F22 PIT F10, c. 1540-1600 

Pheasant(?) Crane Mallard 
Sheep Cattle Horse Phesianus Pig Sheep Cattle Horse grus An as 

co/chicus grus ptalyrhynchos 

- 1(1) - - 2(2) - - - -
- - - - - - 1(1) - - -
- - 1(1) - 12+baby 2(3) - - - -

1(3) 1(3) complete - (13) 6(9) 4(10) 1(3) - -
- - - I (right) - - - - - -
- 1(1) - - 2(2) 3(4) - - - -
1(1) - - - 2(2) 2(2) - - - 2(2) 
- - - - 1(2) 4(4) - - - 2(1R,2L) 
- - - - 1(1) - - - - 4(4R,3L) 
1(1) - - - 1(3) - - - - 2(1R,2L) 
- - - - 3(4) 1(1) - - - -
- 1(1) - - - 2(2) 1(2) - - -
- 1(1) - - 1(1) 3(3~ 1(2) - 1(1R) -
- - - - - I (I - - · - -
- - - - - 1(1) 2(2) - - -

-- - - - - - - - -
- - - - 1(7) 1(2) 1(1) - - -
- - - -- 1(3) - - - -
1(1) - - - - - - - - -

6 7 I 1 37 35 18 3 I 15 

I I I I 12 6 4 1 I 4 
(7 yrs.) immature +baby 

80 20t 2 - -
(12 goats) 

21 100 14 13 - -
cattle work 

I 19 horses 
oxen 

Numbers of bones are shown in parentheses. 
t 6 ploughs on demesne and 37 ploughs of the men included in the entry suggest oxen 

are omitted. At 8 oxen per plough this would give an additional 344 cattle. 

fo 

Greylag or Pheasant 
Dam. goose Phesianus 
Anser anser colchicus 

- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -

1(1L) 1(1L)? 
- -

1(1R) -
- -
- -
- -
- 1(1L) 
- -
- -

l(JL) -
- -
- -
- -

3 2 
I 1 

- -

------ -- --



Birds are not mentioned on either document and may have been regarded 
as wild or semi-wild animals of little value. The numerous streams and 
marshes at Waltham would be ideal habitat for ducks and geese. Mr. Cowles 
states that "the immature bones of the pheasant and domestic chicken are 
very similar and difficult to identify with certainty .... The single bone iden
tified as crane is also doubtful and may be a very large domestic goose". 
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The Countess and the Rebels: Essex and a Crisis 
in English Society 

By Anthony Goodman 

On the night of 4th-5th January 1400, friends of the recently deposed 
king, Richard II, seized Windsor Castle, hoping to capture his successor, 
Henry of Lancaster. The latter, forewarned, from the safety of Westminster 
ordered the rebels' arrest, proclaiming as their ringleaders Richard's nephew, 
Thomas Holland, Earl of Kent, and half-brother, John Holland, Earl of 
Huntingdon. John Holland was a dangerous man, violent, ruthless and 
addicted to warfare. But Henry's prompt counter-measures made it necessary 
for him to flee from London. First he attempted to embark on the Thames 
in a skiff, a course which proved hopeless in face of the January storms then 
gripping south-eastern England. According to the contemporary chronicler, 
Adam of Usk, Huntingdon's aim was to reach France. He certainly took with 
him livery collars of Charles VI of France, Richard's father-in-law, who was 
likely to give him a friendly reception. Before then there were the hazards of a 
land journey through part of England whose political and social stability was 
disturbed. In Essex, as in neighbouring counties, the earl was likely to en
counter hostility from men of all conditions. Nevertheless, he determined to 
reach the oyster and mussel fishing villages of the Thames estuary, where he 
might be able to procure a boat. With him went the steward of his household, 
Sir Thomas Shelley, a hard and grasping man who was likewise compromised 
in the plot. They were accompanied by the earl's butler, Hugh Cade, who may 
have been ordered along to carry their hastily packed valuables.l 

The fugitives reached the royal castle of Hadleigh near the Thames 
estuary. There they probably received a chilly reception. The constable, then 
in residence, was a former household knight of Richard II - Aubrey de 
Vere, Earl of Oxford. He was a very sick man, and his brother-in-law, Lord 
FitzWalter of Woodham Ferrers, was probably at that moment captaining a 
force of Londoners in pursuit of Huntingdon's fellow rebels. The earl may 
have appealed for the help of Oxford and his wife on the grounds of kinship, 
for Oxford's son and heir, Richard de Vere, was married to one of his 
daughters. Vere had stayed at Huntingdon's Devon house, Dartington, in 
1399. Such an appeal is not likely to have touched Oxford deeply, for he had 
made the marriage alliance as a possible means of bringing the royal cham
berlainship back into the Vere family, a grant of which Huntingdon had 
procured in 1398 for himself and his heirs male, with Richard II's connivance. 
Now, as a result of Huntingdon's plotting, he was likely to forfeit the chamber
lainship: if Oxford succoured the earl, Henry IV was hardly likely to reward 
him with the office. Moreover, since Oxford's son was under age, he would 
become Henry's ward on his father's death, and in particular need of royal 
favour. 

In fact Oxford did honour the tie of kinship: he failed to detain the earl 
and his companions. His attitude probably led to temporary deprival of the 
constableship of Hadleigh in January: the county escheator, Richard Baynard 
of Messing (a servant of the fiercely partisan Lord FitzWalter) was ordered 
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to search the castle for suspects and hand it over to J oan de Bohun, Countess 
of Hereford. This formidable dowager, who had been widowed as long ago 
as 1373, was highly respected by her royal and noble relatives. Her daughter 
Mary had been Henry N's wife and the mother of his children, in whose 
upbringing Countess Joan took an abiding interest. The future Henry V and 
two of his brothers, John Duke of Bedford and Humphrey Duke of Gloucester, 
may have owed the genesis of their devotional and cultural interests partly 
to the Bohun family traditions which the countess helped to preserve. In 
Essex, Countess J oan had more influence in all ranks of society than any 
other noble. This is reflected in a letter of 1401, in which she was requested 
to help preserve the franchise which the dean and chapter of St. Paul's 
Cathedral were alleged to possess in Heybridge. Their tenants were said to 
have been attacked, whilst unloading a ship outside the port of Maldon: the 
townsmen, crying: "Shoot, shoot, shoot, slay, slay, slay", had overborne the 
Heybridge men and seized the ship. 

Henry N soon relented towards Oxford, a docile person: on 27th 
January the royal council ordered the restoration of Hadleigh to his custody. 
It would have been impossible for him to harbour the fugitives securely in an 
area being rigorously searched for their presence - his family connection 
with Huntingdon invited suspicion. What occurred in his household was 
doubtless soon noised abroad in Essex: when he made a settlement of his 
properties in November, 1399, the trustees he appointed included Sir Richard 
Waldegrave and Thomas Coggeshall (both of whom had been concerned with 
Countess Joan in property affairs) and Robert Newport (a trustee in 1398 of 
Lord FitzWalter's reversionary interest in property, together with Baynard). 
Moreover, the countess and her servants had access to the lodges and parks 
adjacent to Hadleigh Castle. In October, 1399, her rights to take game from 
Hadleigh, Rayleigh and Thundersley parks and to reside in them, received 
royal confirmation. Huntingdon and his companions knowingly walked in 
desperation into a hornets' nest.2 

Nevertheless, but for the bad weather they might have made good their 
escape. They procured a boat, hiding for two days in a mill, probably at 
Prittlewell. But their attempts to sail failed, and they moved at night to a 
house in the village owned by John Prittlewell, a rising local esquire whose 
prudence and administrative gifts had won him the confidence of Richard 11, 
and who kept Henry N's, despite this incident. There they were captured 
whilst eating, by whom is not clear. Their captors may have been peasants -
this might explain why they were taken to Chelmsford and not London. 
According to the St. Albans monk, Thomas Walsingham (who supplies the 
principal account of these events), Huntingdon was condemned to death "by 
the judgement of the commons", at Chelmsford, but was rescued by Countess 
J oan. The earl and his steward were then removed to her residence, Pleshey 
Castle, to be guarded by her household, but to remain in the midst of the 
commons. Clearly they refused to agree to the removal of the prisoners 
southwards towards the capital, and had the means of enforcing their will. 

The speed of this sequence of events, since the attack on Windsor before 
the dawn of the 5th January, is reflected in a writ dated 9th January, directing 
that Huntingdon's London house (a fine inn with a Thames frontage) was to 
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be granted to Countess Joan, "on the information of" her brother, Thomas 
Arundel, Archbishop of Canterbury. He may have had a message that the 
earl was in his sister's custody, and have determined to secure a reward for 
her. The archbishop and his sister sustained a lifelong devotion for each other. 
They were both strong and pious personalities : Thomas had won the respect 
of Richard II - earlier tinged with affection, but later with fear. In 1397 the 
king had secured his perpetual exile and removal from the archbishopric. 
Thomas Arundel was one of the few companions who landed in England with 
Henry of Lancaster in July, 1399, ostensibly to secure the latter's forfeited 
inheritance. On lOth January, 1400, Archbishop Arundel wrote that Hunting
don and Shelley were in "royal power": a writ dated the same day directed 
the constable of the Tower of London to receive the earl. 

The conclusion of the archbishop and his king that Countess J oan would 
be able to send the prisoners immediately to London proved mistaken. She 
was anxious to do so, so that Henry could question the earl about the plot. 
But after he had been guarded at Pleshey for several days, the inhabitants 
of all the neighbouring villages surrounded the castle, threatening to besiege it 
unless Huntingdon was produced and beheaded as a traitor, in the place where 
Richard II had arrested their former lord, his uncle, Thomas of Woodstock, 
Duke of Gloucester. Soon afterwards Richard had had his uncle murdered. 
These events, shattering to public opinion, took place in 1397. Huntingdon 
had been in Richard's company when he arrested Gloucester, and had pro
bably been one of those who counselled it. Gloucester had held a number of 
Essex manors, most of them in right of his wife Eleanor, Countess Joan's 
daughter: listed among them in 1397 were High Easter, Waltham and 
Barnston, near Pleshey.3 

On the evening of 15th January, the commons made their demands to 
Countess Joan's representative, Sir Gerard Braybrooke, an eminent member 
of her household, who on her orders played for time. But their threats made 
him promise fearfully that the earl would be produced. About sunset Hunting
don was led, bound, down the bridge from the keep, hemmed in by an excited 
crowd, who had apparently swarmed into the castle bailey. He was then 
executed by one of them. Presumably the villagers then dispersed of their own 
accord. An anonymous Frenchman who wrote an account of the downfall of 
Richard II, with the purpose of arousing aristocratic French opinion against 
Henry IV, gives what appears to be an eyewitness description of the arrival 
in London, about dinner time on 19th January, of Huntingdon's recent 
companions, Shelley bound on a horse, the butler Cade trotting on foot. 
Shelley was soon to be executed, but Cade survived to serve in the household 
of his master's widow. The procession was headed by the minstrels and 
trumpeters of Thomas, Earl of Arundel, Countess Joan's nephew. 

Arundel had good reason for embitterment against Shelley and his dead 
master. In 1397 Huntmgdon had been one of the chief abettors in the arrest 
of Arundel's cousin, the duke of Gloucester, in the condemnation and execu
tion of his own father and the exile of his uncle the archbishop. Huntingdon 
had been the principal beneficiary of his father's forfeiture . In 1398 he and his 
heirs male were granted the lordship of Arundel and many of the Arundel 
family's manors, and in 1399 their former castle of Reigate (Surrey). In 
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October 1397 the executed earl's son and heir Richard Arundel had been put 
in Huntingdon's custody, and may have died in it, for it was the younger son 
Thomas who received the earldom of Arundel from Henry IV in 1399. 
Thomas had been badly treated by Shelley in custody at Reigate, but managed 
to escape and join Henry of Lancaster in France. 

The favour the Arundel family enjoyed with Henry N, and their hatred 
of Huntingdon, may have been one reason for his adhesion to the conspiracy. 
He had had some hope of gaining Henry's eventual favour, for he was married 
to his sister : Henry had shown friendliness to the earl at Chester in August, 
1399, when the latter, coming as an emmissary from the deserted Richard II, 
was detained, but given a place of honour at dinner. On 4th December he 
attended the new king's council - two days before plotting to reinstate 
Richard commenced. The conspiracy destroyed any hopes Henry N may 
have entertained of winning over all the nobles who had been Richard's 
particular friends. He was forced to rely particularly on the principal suppor
ters to whom he owed the Crown - the Arundels, Percies and Nevilles -
without the counterbalances which the chief plotters - the Earls of Kent and 
Huntingdon, Thomas Lord Despenser, and perhaps even the Earl of Salisbury 
- might have provided. 

The popular execution at Pleshey ended the long-standing enmity 
between Huntingdon and the Arundel family. Countess Joan, whose griefs 
had been sharpened in recent months by the deaths of her grandson, Glouces
ter's only son Humphrey, and of her daughter, Gloucester's wife, allowed the 
earl's body to be buried in Pleshey Church, which in 1394-5 Gloucester had 
founded and endowed as a college of chantry priests. It was ironical that one 
oi the duke's opponents should be the first notable person to be buried in his 
new and splendid foundation. Countess J oan must have consented to this 
burial and been aware of its symbolism. She was probably moved - as was 
Walsingham - by the earl's contrite and orthodox death, and by 
pity for the shame its manner cast on his honour. The countess was probably 
anxious to see an end to the feuds which had rent ties of blood among the 
higher nobility since the 1380s, undermining the concept of loyalty to one's kin 
which had been stronger in her youth. Her brother, the archbishop, was 
particularly shocked in January, 1400 that his own nephew, the Earl of Kent, 
had laid an ambush for him. It is likely that the countess's background and 
character impelled her to treat Huntingdon honourably: he was married to 
her own kinswoman. It was a measure of the bitterness that had infected 
aristocratic politics - which Richard II had encouraged rather than checked 
- that the earl's death was widely attributed by contemporaries to her 
vindictiveness. 

These events in Essex in January, 1400, are in some respects curious. 
lt is odd to find villagers then rising in arms avowedly to avenge the death of 
their lord, and dispersing apparently without making tenurial or economic 
demands on their own behalf. It is also odd to find the Essex gentry failing 
to prevent the commons from briefly ruling the shire, from passing judgement 
on the king's brother-in-law and prisoner, and threatening to take by storm 
the residence of the county's principal family, coercing the lady who com
manded the reverence and service of so many knights and esquires there. Essex 
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gentlemen had an international reputation for prowess - a number of them 
had campaigned round the Mediterranean with Countess Joan's husband. 
Essex had produced one of the most notable soldiers of the age, Sir John 
Hawkwood. Moreover, one might have expected property-holders to have 
been alert after months of political tension. To understand these events it is 
necessary to sketch their background in Richard's reign.4 

The Peasants' Revolt of 1381 had provided a temporary focus for the 
discontents of many small peasant landowners, serfs and labourers who 
resented attempts by lords to exact servile dues, and to punish infractions of 
legislation fixing wages. To spark off the Revolt, there was the poll tax of 
1380, the third novel attempt by economy-minded property owners to shift 
part of their customary burden of war taxation on to the shoulders of the 
labourers. The Revolt broke out in Essex, in the villages near the banks of 
the Thames (including Prittlewell) : Essex peasants were among the last to 
resist. Late in June, 1381, after the rebels had evacuated London, Richard 11 
stayed in Waltham Abbey: there he angrily refused the petition of a deputa
tion which asked that he would confirm the charter of liberties. He relied on 
soldiers commanded by his uncle Thomas of Woodstock. To oppose the latter, 
John Geffrey forced villagers to assemble at Great Baddow Church at sunrise 
on 26th June. In Rettendon woods, the rebels took an oath against the king. 
But in a swift campaign, Thomas's forces drove them out of their forest 
encampment and in retreat to Colchester: failing to rouse the townsmen to 
arms, they fell back across the Suffolk border, and were ambushed and routed 
at Sudbury. 

The suppression of the Revolt, in Essex as elsewhere, did not stifle 
agitation. Records of the inquiries held before the justices of the King's Bench 
at Brentwood in 1389, into wages and prices, have revealed how in Essex 
many labourers were receiving the high wages they demanded : competition 
for labour was so stiff among employers that many were prepared to give in. 
Landowners were faced with the competition of employers offering high 
wages in the flourishing Essex trades and fisheries, stimulated by the London 
market. The precedents of successful agitation in 1381 may have given Essex 
labourers confidence to exploit the favourable economic trends. Where at
tempts were still being made to exact servile dues, the bondmen tended to 
refuse their services. Waltham Abbey had been attacked in 1381: in 1410 and 
1423 its bondmen in Waltham, Nazing, Epping and Loughton leagued to 
refuse services. The confidence and defiance that labourers continued to display 
in their dealings with property owners may have led the latter to fear repetition 
of the violent and widespread initiative they had taken in 1381. 

For it is likely that there was one stimulus to peasant agitation in 1381 
which did not gradually lose its force in the following decades: the examples 
set by the lesser property owners of discontent with government and of seizure 
of political initiative as a remedy. Knights, esquires, smallholders and bur
gesses were the men whose opinions about politics labourers were most likely 
to hear voiced and hawked abroad. The imitative factor in the attitudes of the 
1381 rebels is apparent in their hatred of the king's eldest uncle, John of 
Gaunt, a feeling which is hard to explain except on the grounds that he had 
become intensely unpopular among property owners in recent years.5 
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The lesser property holders had made their novel assertions of influence 
through their assembly in parliament, the House of Commons. Royal needs 
for grants to ward off the foreign attacks on English possessions enabled the 
Commons, in the period 1377-81, to insist on parliamentary influence in the 
appointment of leading officials and councillors, and on careful regulation of 
royal expenditure. But from 1381 onwards there was a brief decline in military 
activity and in the consequent ability and willpower of the Commons to 
influence policy. Nobles and officials shrugged off Commons demands, and 
allowed Richard II, aged only fifteen in 1382, to assert personal control over 
his appointments and patronage. His extravagance was not checked, to the 
annoyance of the gentry and burgesses, who had lost none of their political 
consciousness. When the war revived in 1385, with grave French and Scottish 
invasion threats, it was the officials who were Richard's own choice on whom 
the Commons rounded and attempted to impose controls, once more with 
some success, since the House of Lords proved more concerned about military 
needs than Richard's susceptibilities. In the 1386 parliament, the Commons 
were furious at Richard's deliberate failure to implement economising mea
sures agreed on in the previous parliament, and his inability to prevent the 
French king from concentrating his invasion force in Flanders. Peers, headed 
by Gloucester and the Arundel brothers (the earl executed in 1397 and the 
future archbishop), forced the defiant king to dismiss officials and accept in 
parliament the appointment of ministers and councillors with royal powers 
formally confided to them. It is likely that villeins and labourers were in
fluenced by opinions current about Richard's irresponsibility before the 1386 
parliament, and even more so as a result of his attitudes during the session. 
Many must have been inconvenienced by his drastic defence measures, such 
as the inhabitants of Thanet, in Kent, evacuated by his friend, Sir Simon 
Burley. Men drawn from counties as far afield as Yorkshire for the defence of 
London, apart from the intrinsic inconvenience, had a grievance in their 
dismissal without pay. 

A year later, Gloucester and the Earl of Arundel reluctantly raised the 
standard of revolt (an unheard of action for nobles of their generation), in 
order to overthrow certain favourites of the king, by whose advice he had 
procured threats of capital penalties against anyone who had advocated 
and abetted his coercion in the 1386 parliament. Gloucester and his military 
allies soon made their headquarters at Waltham Holy Cross, confronting the 
king at Westminster. The abbot of Waltham, Nicholas Morys, was a sympa
thiser: he had been a member of the council appointed in the 1386 parliament. 
It is possible that labourers from Essex and other counties of south-eastern 
England (the main centre of the 1381 Revolt) joined Gloucester's army in 
considerable numbers, influenced by current political opinions, by the in
convenience and fears they had experienced as a result of Richard's 1385-6 
defence policies, by the hope of plunder, and by desire for revenge against 
Richard for his revocation of the 1381 charters of liberties. 

In 1397, after Richard had crushed Gloucester and the Arundels for 
leading the opposition to him ten years previously, he proceeded to impose 
fines on London and sixteen counties, mainly in south-eastern England, 
presumably because he regarded their inhabitants as having been the principal 
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supporters of his opponents in the years 1386-88. It may have been a reflec
tion of the support Essex property-holders and labourers had given to Glou
cester at Waltham that Richard imposed fines on the communities of Essex 
and Hertfordshire in 1397-8 before fining any other counties. Richard's arrests 
and punishments of his principal opponents in 1397 seem to have caused 
political restlessness and social disorders in south-east England : the fines 
probably increased the unrest rather than allayed it. Richard apparently 
regarded the south-east like a hostile country. The stir among the peasants as 
well as the property owners may be reflected in the precipitate removal in 1399 
of Richard's Regency Council from St. Albans, "since they did not hope to 
have the goodwill of the villeins of St. Alban". Later in the year, when Richard 
was briefly imprisoned in Kent, he expressed his fear that the men of Kent 
(the principal rebels of 1381) were his worst enemies. 

From 1397 onwards, Richard tried to destroy the Commons tradition of 
interference in government, firstly by arresting and punishing the lords who 
had encouraged it and relied on it ten years before. But because of the political 
sensitivity of labouring men, his actions provoked the threat of a breakdown 
of social order in south-east England. The monks of St. Albans, anxious not 
to be faced with a revolt like that of 1381 against the services they were owed 
in Hertfordshire, must have been made fearful by the provocation offered by 
a royal council which needed protection, rather than being able to give it. To 
the monks, and to many other formulators of political opinion, Henry of 
Lancaster probably seemed the saviour of the social order. Fear of exacer
bating peasants may have been one reason why the Essex gentry lay low in 
I anuary, 1400, and failed to command events at Chelmsford and Pleshey. 
The risings of the commons there and in other parts of the country against 
the plotters showed the depth of popular feeling against Richard, and may 
have convinced gentry and burgesses that they must rally to Henry IV. Adam 
of Usk commented apprehensively on the popular executions of 1400: 

"But, seeing that all these things were done only by the savage fury of the 
people I fear that they will make this a plea to wield still more in future 
against their lord's possession of the sword, which has now been allowed to 
them against all system of order". 
This echoed points made in the Royal Council in February: 

"the commons ... have become so overbearing that they have not de
sisted from wilfully killing many of the king's lieges without any process of 
law, while threatening to do likewise in future" .6 

The Essex gentry may have had some sympathy too for the commons' 
demands for Huntingdon's death, as he was associated with Richard's treat
ment of Gloucester and attempts to destroy the political initiative of the 
gentry. The duke had enjoyed the services and probably the devotion of many 
Essex men. He had the gift of keeping friends, despite a quick temper. His 
magnificent and cultivated court of Pleshey, where distinguished visitors were 
often entertained, had been a magnet for his neighbours. There Thomas 
of Woodstock most frequently resided - a lover of gaiety in his youth, 
chaste, abstemious and soberly dressed in middle age, nobly maintaining the 
Bohun traditions of piety and chivalry, the Bohun interest in crusading, in 
literature, beautiful books and furnishings. 
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In politics, Thomas of Woodstock was significant as the first noble to 
exploit the novel self-confidence and assertiveness of the House of Commons, 
relying on their support to coerce Richard 11 and bring his government back 
into the paths of moderation and economy in 1386 and 1388. It was an 
extraordinary political role for a son of Edward Ill, and one which Thomas 
may not have found entirely to his taste: during the rest of his life he never 
played it again, though Richard could never rid himself of the fear that his 
uncle might. The duke may have shared in the noble revulsion against Com
mons pretensions, a revulsion which developed again in and after 1388, 
especially when the Commons attacked the structure of nobles' private 
governmental organisations, having reformed the king's. They demanded that 
the granting of liveries, which had led to the spread of unlawful maintenance, 
should be banned. Richard skilfully exploited the division between Lords 
and Commons by showing sympathy for the latter's demands. The issue 
finally shattered the alliance of nobles and lesser property-holders on which 
the success of Gloucester's opposition had fragilely depended: it led to a 
victory for royal personal authority. For most of the rest of his reign Richard 
was able to rally the nobles behind him, allowing holders of his and their 
liveries to abuse the law in ways of which the Commons had complained. 
Thus Huntingdon, entrusted with a manor by a Buckinghamshire esquire, 
gave it, contrary to the intention of the grantor, to Shelley, and maintained 
him in possession. Richard's determination in 1397 to condemn the prece
dents of Commons pressure on the Crown was accompanied by a tendency 
to neglect the interests of lesser property-holders, except those individuals, 
like Shelley and Prittlewell, who served the king and his friends. 

But Gloucester does not appear to have alienated the Essex gentry by al
lowing holders of his livery to intimidate their neighbours: on the contrary, 
the services required in his household and estate organisation seem to have 
been one of the main cohesive forces in Essex landed society. It was a force 
which did not collapse with his death and the forfeiture of his properties. 
Most of the Essex manors were held in right of his wife, and were returned to 
her by the Crown. Moreover, there were the Bohun dower manors which 
Countess Joan held - Writtle, Hatfield, Baddow, Fobbing, Debden, Walden, 
Quendon and part of Hallingbury. The countess frequently employed in her 
administration personnel who served Gloucester. Therefore in 1400 Hunting
don fled into a county whose gentry still tended to revolve round the family 
of his opponent, though the duke had been dead for over two years. 

The events in Essex in January, 1400, were symptomatic of a crisis 
through which English society was passing. The determination of the lesser 
property holders to assert their interests in parliament, even when this seemed 
to slight the authority of the king or nobles, had provoked reactions which 
Richard carried to extremes. In the process he not only alienated lesser 
property-holders and important noble interests, but exacerbated the politically 
conscious peasantry, thus posing a double threat, from above and below, to 
landowners. To the villagers at Pleshey, Richard 11 may have appeared as 
hateful in 1400 as he had at Waltham Abbey in 1381: but Thomas of Wood
stock, it is likely, had been transformed from the commander whose army 
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suppressed the rebels into the successor of a line of popular political martyrs 
stretching back to St. Thomas of Canterbury.? 

It is worth enquiring into the significance of Thomas Walsingham's 
unique interest in these incidents. St. Albans Abbey, because of its wealth 
and prestige, was one of the most influential monasteries in England. Its 
abbots were among the few who had the right to sit in the House of Lords: 
the shrine of St. Alban, protomartyr of Britain, conveniently close to London, 
attracted the patronage of kings, princes, lords, gentlemen, burgesses and 
peasants. The venerable abbot, Thomas de la Mare, was friendly disposed 
towards the king's critics in 1387. Gloucester was his friend, and gave him a 
valuable ring. The duke was also a considerable benefactor of the abbey: the 
gift he presented in February, 1388, caught Walsingham's imagination - a 
sapphired gold circlet with an image of the duke's emblem, a swan, 
"with wings outstretched as if to fly". Thomas of Woodstock's numerous and 
affectionate contacts with St. Albans Abbey and its Northumberland cell of 
Tynemo~th may have influenced his policies, and help explain Walsingham's 
mterest m and approval of them. The abbot and his monks may have helped 
persuade the duke that his opposition had hallowed precedents, and have 
warned him of the dangers of ambition. 

There were a number of contacts through which Walsingham could have 
derived his account of events in Essex in January, 1400. He was probably 
acquainted with John Hervy, esquire, of Thurleigh (Bedfordshire), a well
heeled lawyer, and with his friend, John Rouland, clerk. The chronicler gives 
detailed accounts of the activities of malign spirits in Bedfordshire in 1397. 
One of them troubled a widow and her son, a priest, in whose hunting activities 
and dogs it took a baleful interest, and whose boon companion was John 
Hervy. In 1384 rent in St. Albans had been granted to a group including 
Hervy and Rouland, and headed by the highly respected Thomas Pever of 
Toddington (Bedfordshire), whose father-in-law was a friend of the abbot of 
St. Albans. Rouland was rector of Toddington, and very active in Pever's 
affairs. Walsingham overwhelmed Rouland with praise for his labours on the 
abbey's business. 

Rouland's contacts made him a good source of political information. He 
may have been the John Rouland who was chaplain to Henry IV's Treasurer, 
John Norbury. In 1399 Rouland was appointed attorney by Richard Butler, 
of St. Albans and Waltham Holy Cross, who was a servant in Richard II's 
pantry. Butler also appointed his old friend, Waiter Waltham of Essex, who 
in July, 1400, went surety for Countess Joan and Gloucester's former chan
cellor, Thomas Feriby, clerk. Therefore Butler may have been well informed 
about Essex affairs, enlightening Rouland and his circle. Possibly Walsingham 
knew Butler himself - the latter had property in St. Albans, and was from 
November, 1399, in receipt of an annuity derived from a debt the abbey owed 
to the Crown. Another property owner in both Essex and St. Albans, who had 
personal connections with the abbey, was Sir Edward Benstead of Bennington 
(Hertfordshire), who was probably sheriff of Essex in January, 1400, and, if 
so, formally responsible for Huntingdon's arrest and imprisonment. 

A member of the Pever-Hervy-Rouland circle, who may have been a 
colleague of Butler's in Richard's pantry, and Walsingham's informant about 
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Huntingdon's death, was William Tyrington of Aspley Guise (Bedfordshire). 
By 1377 he was in the king's household service, and in 1392 he was serving 
Henry of Lancaster's pantry. The previous year, he witnessed a grant of 
properties, some of them in St. Albans, to a group including Pever. In 1393, 
the latter, then sheriff of Bedfordshire, was appointed to recover and assess 
goods in which Tyrington had an interest. In July, 1400, Tyrington was 
serving in the pantry of Richard II's widow, Isabella of Franc~: perhaps he 
was the source of Walsingham's unique and purportedly eyewitness account 
of the visit to her at Sunnincr (Berkshire) of the Earl of Kent, Huntingdon's 
rebel nephew, after the failu;e to capture Henry N at Windsor on t~e night 
of 4th-5th January. Also in her household in July, 1400, was John Pnttlewell, 
in whose house, according to the chronicler, Huntingdon had been captured. 
Walsingham's version of that may have been derived, through Tyrington, from 
Prittlewell himself. 

The only other individual incidentally mentioned in his account of t~e 
fate of Huntingdon was Sir Gerard Braybrooke. He may have been the S1r 
Gerard who was son and heir of Sir Gerard Braybrooke of Colmworth (Bed
fordshire), and was nephew of one of Gloucester's firmest friends, Robert 
Braybrooke, Bishop of London. Sir Gerard fils was himself one of the duke's 
councillors by 1394, an executor of his widow in 1399, and indispensable to 
the service of Countess J oan until her death in 1419. Son of one of the leading 
Bedfordshire landowners, he was well known in the circle of Hervy, Rouland 
and Pever. By 1403-4 Sir Gerard, the younger, had acquired the manor of 
Danbury in Essex: perhaps this acquisition gave Walsingham his knowledge 
of a diabolical manifestation in Danbury Church in 1402. Yet his unflattering 
picture of Sir Gerard at Pleshey makes it unlikely that the knight was his sole 
or even main source of information, though the source may well have been 
someone in Sir Gerard's circle. 

This survey of some of Walsingham's likely sources gives an indication 
of the complex devotional, personal and business relationships which bound 
together him and his fellow monks, neighbouring landowners great and small, 
and the households of kings and nobles. This complexity was in itself a crucial 
political factor. Rising royal servants such as Prittlewell and Tyrington wished 
to establish themselves as local landowners, and to do so successfully they 
needed the goodwill of their neighbours, necessary in a number of ways to 
enjoy secure possession of property. Therefore it was difficult for Richard 
- or any other ruler - to implement unpopular policies with the unhesitating 
help of retainers. Richard II and his uncle Gloucester, whom he came to hate, 
were perhaps similar in temperament: they were both proud, ambitious, bad
tempered and impatient, chivalrous, cultivated and devout. But Gloucester 
learnt to value and woo the opinions of local society, whereas Richard, viewing 
the political ferment of its denizens as a threat to his prerogative, would not 
stoop to this expedient. His studiously affable Lancastrian and Yorkist suc
cessors found it politically necessary to do so. 

Connections which Thomas Walsingham is likely to have had among the 
gentry give an added perspective to his contemporary histories: thus his 
strident national feeling and his distrust of the court probably reflect the 
values of those country squires and London merchants whose successors 
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were to inherit the earth. Some of his tones and attitudes would not be out 
of place in the polemic of later centuries. This is not surprising, considering 
the inclination, in the reign of Richard II, of his propertied neighbours to 
seize the political initiative, impressing and influencing the great men of a 
realm which was highly taxed and menaced by foreign threats and social 
disturbance. s 

Annales Ricardi Secundi et Henrici Quarti (henceforth cited as Annales), in Johannis 
de Trokelowe . .. Chronica et Annales, ed. H. T. Riley (Rolls ser., 1866), 323ff; 
Continuatio Eulogii, in Eulogium (historiarum sive temporis), ed. F. S . Haydon 
(Rolls ser., 1863), iii, 386; Foedera, etc., ed. T. Rymer, viii (1709), 120; Chronicon 
Adae de Usk 1377-1421, ed. E. M. Thompson (1904), 197-8; Public Record Office, 
E 101 / 335/7; Chronicque de la Traison et Mort de Richart Deux Ray Dengle
terre, ed. B. Williams (1846), 251 -2. For Huntingdon, vide Dictz'onary of National 
Biography, ix, 1041-2: his part in the plot, and the reason for his presence in 
London, are obscure. For references to Shelley, A. Goodman, "Richard II's Servants 
and the Missenden Inheritance", Records of Bucks, xvii, part 5 (1965), 352-3 and 
note 8. Hardyng described Shelley as "set full hye in pride" (The Chronicle of 
John Hardyng, ed. H. Ellis (1812), 356). 

I owe thanks to Dr. Kenneth Fowler of Edinburgh University for commenting 
on a previous draft of this article. 

2 Annales, 327ff; G.E .C., Complete Peerage, x, 233-5; Chronicque de la Traison, etc., 
235-6; C(alendar of) C(lose) R(olls), 1399-1402, 58-9; ibid., 43; J. S. Roskell, The 
Commons and their Speakers in English Parliaments 1376-1523 (1965), 175, 347; G. 
A. Holmes, The Estates of the Higher Nobility in Fourteenth-Century England (1957), 
24; E . Carleton Williams, My Lord of Bedford 1389-1435 (1963), 2-4; Anglo-Norman 
Letters and Petitions, ed. M. D. Legge (1941), no. 334; ibid., no. 352; Holmes, op. 
cit., 53-4, 131ff; CCR, 1385-9, 116; ibid., 1392-6, 398; ibid. , 1396-9, 313-4; C(alendar 
of) P(atent) R(olls), 1399-1401, 34. The chamberlainship had been granted to 
Huntingdon for life in 1390. Oxford was excused attendance at the Shrewsbury 
session of parliament in 1398 "in consideration of his great debility and incurable 
infirmity ... provided that he have proxies there empowered by his letter to consent to 
all therein ordained". During the session, Huntingdon (newly created duke of 
Exeter, a dignity of which he was to be deprived in 1399) and his heirs were 
granted the office. On lOth February, 1400, Henry IV granted it to his own half
brother, John Beaufort, Earl of Somerset, for life (CP R, 1388-92, 252; ibid., 1396-9, 
279; ibid., 290; ibid., 1399-1401, 192). 

3 Annales, 327ff; P. Morant, The History and Antiquities of the County of Essex 
(1768), i, 305; Feet of Fines for Essex, ed. R. E. G. Kirk and others (1899-1949), iii, 
203-4; CCR, 1399-1402, 34; Chronicque de la Traison, 127; Margaret Aston 
Thomas Arundel (1967), 1-3, 151 -2, 171-3, 181-8; Legge, op. cit., no. 334; Literae 
Cantuarienses, ed. J. B. Sheppard (Rolls ser., 1887-9), iii, 73ff; CCR, 1399-1402, 34; 
Cal. Inquisitions Miscellaneous 1392-9, nos. 243-4; Holmes, op. cit., 24ff. Some 
English chroniclers say that Huntingdon was captured in a mill at Prittlewell - the 
earl's humble refuge received publicity. Walsingham's version is confirmed by a 
remark allegedly made later about "Huntyngdon yat was taken at zour hous" 
(Continuatio Eulogii, 386; Chronicque de la Traison, Appendix A, 270). Archbishop 
Arundel's first reaction to the initiative of the commons in January 1400 against the 
rebels at Cirencester was one of thankfulness - he had had a narrow escape from 
the plotters (Literae Cantuarienses, iii, 74). For some references to John Prittlewell's 
career: CPR 1381-5, 549; The History of the King's Works, ed H. M. Colvin (1963), 
ii, 1048; The Diplomatic Correspondence of Richard I!, ed. E. Perroy (Camden, 3rd 
ser., x1viii, 1933), pp. 197n, 223n; CPR, 1396-9, 3; C(alendar of) F(ine) R(olls), 1391-9, 
225; CPR 1396-9, 424. 

4 Annates, 327ff; Chronicque de la Traison, 256; CPR, 1396-9, 360-1, 458, 467, 214; 
Testamenta Vetusta, ed. N. H. Nicolas (1826), i, 131; Usk, op. cit., 174; Annales, 
241; J. Webb, "Translation of a French Metrical History of the Deposition of King 
Richard 11", Archaeologia, xx (1824), 121, 174; Proceedings and ordinances of the 
privy council, ed. N. H. Nicolas (1834-7), i. 100; Cal. Letter Books . .. of the City of 
London (1899, etc.), Letter Book I, ed. R. R. Sharpe, 2; Usk, op. cit., 180; Complete 
Peerage, v, 728; Victoria County History, Essex, ii 193; Literae Cantuarienses, ii i, 73. 
For one confirmation of the date Walsingham gives for Huntingdon's death, CPR, 
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1405-8, 174. According to the anonymous French apologist, Countess Joan had 
him executed before 8,000 or more "villains du pais", who were shocked by it. 
Hardyng and the monks of Evesham and Kirkstall placed responsibility for the 
execution on the countess : the royal council and Usk made clear that the commons 
were responsible (Chronicque de la Traison , 253ff; Hardyng, op. cit., 356; Historia 
Vitae et R egni Ricardi Secundi, ed. T. Hearne (1729), 168; The Kirkstall Chronicle, 
ed. M. V. Clarke and N. Denholm-Young (1931), 38 ; Proceedings and ordinances, i, 
107; Usk, op. cit., 42). For Shelley's trial and execution , Letter Book I, ii-iii; Annales, 
330: for Cade's survival, CCR, 1413-9, 24. For a clash of interests in the early 
1380's between Huntingdon (then only Sir John Holland) and the earl of Arundel, 
CPR, 1385-9, 25-6. Huntingdon's loss of the Arundel lands in Henry IV's first 
parliament was probably a financial blow: on 11th November, 1399, he apparently 
sold a manor for 600 marks (ibid., I405-8, 174). If he was indeed the man on whose 
advice his half-brother Richard did not flee to Bordeaux in 1399, he may have felt 
bound to help Richard in his resulting misfortunes (Chronicque de la Traison, 
191-2). On 20th February, 1400, the master of Pleshey College was ordered to 
receive the earl's head for burial (CCR, 1399-1402, 49, 56). 

5 A. Reville, Le soulevement des travailleurs d' Angleterre en 1381 (Paris, 1898), lxxi, 
cxv-vi, 21 8-9; Chronicon Angliae 1328-88, ed. E. M. Thompson (Rolls ser. , 1874), 
315ff; CPR, 1381-5, 73; Norah Ritchie, "Labour Conditions in Essex in the Reign 
of Richard II", Essays in Economic History, ed. E. M. Carus-Wilson, ii (1962), 91ff; 
Victo ria County History, Essex, ii, 168. The following exemplify commons distur
bances in Essex, for various causes, after the Revolt. In January, 1383, a commission 
was appointed to arrest Waiter Savare (probably of Kirby), who had incited the 
commons of Essex to resist payment of the subsidy last granted in parliament. In 
June, 1386, one was appointed to deal with the bondmen of the dean and chapter 
of St. Paul's, in Thorpe, Kirby and Walton, who had withdrawn their due services. 
In 1397, the bondmen and tenants of Waiter Doreward in Great Bromley were said 
to have long withdrawn their services (CPR, 1381-5, 250; ibid., 1385-9, 256; ibid., 
1396-9, 309). A reflection of the political immaturity of some peasants is found in 
the confession of a leader of the attempted Kent revolt in September, 1381. On 
hearing from northern pilgrims who came to Canterbury that Lancaster had freed 
his bondmen in various counties, the confederates conspired to make him king 
(ibid., 1381-5, 237). On the other hand, it is likely that a number of those who were 
technically villeins were on the same plane of wealth and education as neighbouring 
esquires and free smallholders : these more confident and politically conscious 
"villeins" may have been the key factor in moulding the "commons" into an 
important force. 

6 Legge, op. cit., no. xiv; CPR, 1396-9, 311-2; CFR, 1391-9, 250-3; Continuatio Eulogii, 
378-9; Annates, 248, 244; Chronicque de la Traison, 227; Usk, op. cit., 203; Proceed
ings and ordinances, i, 107ff. I hope to deal with general points in more detail in a 
book on Gloucester and his allies. It is worth remarking that Abbot Morys of 
Waltham, with whom Richard had stayed as a boy, and to whom he granted a 
number of tokens of his affection, joined the ranks of the king's critics in 1386, as 
did other notables who had given loyal service to him and his father (Victoria 
County History, Essex, ii 167ff; CPR, 1377-81, 84). For comments on the disturbances 
of 1398-9, by Abbot Colchester of Westminster, Bishop Mone of St. Davids, the 
French envoy Pierre Salmon and the chronicler Froissart, E. H. Pearce, William de 
Colchester, Abbot of Westminster (1915), 70-1; Legge, op. cit., no. 198; Memoires de 
Pierres Salmon, ed. J. A. Buchon, in Collectt'on des chroniques nationales franr;aises 
(t. xv, 1826), 21; Froissart, Chronicles, ed. G . Brereton (1968), 441-2. 

7 For Huntingdon's maintenance of Shelley, CPR 1401-5, 453; for the Bohun inheri
tance, Holmes, op. cit., 25. The activities of the odious Thomas Hardyng of Man
ningtree may have alienated Essex peasant opinion from Richard II: court favour 
seems to have facilitated them, and among the victims were "poor and simple" 
tenants of Gloucester at Manningtree and Wix. Hardyng had about £10 worth of 
damage done to his property in Manningtree by the rebels in 1381 (the assault on it 
being led by his brother) and in the following decade extorted £500 locally on the 
strength of obligations entered into to ward off his suits for trespass (Cal. Inquisi
tions Miscellaneous 1387-93, no. 314; CCR. 1381-5, 208-9, 288, 365; CPR, 1381-5, 396 
CCR, 1389-92, 58ff; Rotuli Parliamentorum, iii, 275; Public Record Office, SC 
8/299/ 14919; CCR, 1389-92, 520; ibid., 1392-6, 257). 

8 Usk, op. cit., 161; Gesta Abbatum Monasterii S. Albani, ed. H. T. Riley (Rolls ser., 
1867-9), iii, 440; "Liber Benefactorum", Brit. Mus., Cotton MS. Nero D. vii, fo. 110; 
M. Bassett, "Knights of the shire for Bedfordshire during the middle ages", Beds. 
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His/. R ecord Soc. Pubns., xxix (1949), 49-50; Annales, 196ff; CCR, 1385-9, 109; 
Victoria County History, Bedfordshire, iii, 440; Mrs. H. Jenkinson and G. H. 
Fowler, "Some Bedfordshire wills at Lambeth and Lincoln", Beds. Hist. Record Soc. 
Pubns ., xiv (1931), 128-9; Gesta Abbatum, iii , 229; CPR, 1391-6, 617; ibid., 1374-7, 
183; "Liber Benefactorum", fos. 105, 113, 130d; Legge, op. cit., no. 395. For 
references to Butler and his associations, CPR, 1396-9, 554, 550; ibid. , 1399-
1401, 129; CCR, 1385-9, 683 ; CCR, 1389-92, 536; CFR, 1399-1405, 65; Richard 
Gough, The History and Antiquities of Pleshy (1803), ISO; CCR, 1402-5, 62-3. 
For Benstead, ibid., 1389-92, 72-4; CPR, 1399-1401, 480; CFR, 1399-1405, 19. ForTy
rington references, V ictoria County History, Bedfordshire, iii, 339; CPR, 1377-81, 27; 
Expeditions to Prussia and the Holy Land made by H enry, Earl of Derby, ed. L. 
Toulmin Smith (Camden, new ser., lii, 1894), 152; CCR, 1389-92, 319; CPR, 1391-6, 
220, 239; ibid., 1399-1401 , 323; ibid., 1401-5, 99; Annales, 324. For the Bray
brookes, Bassett, op. cit., 20ff; CPR, 1391-6, 512; Testamenta Vetusta, i. 149; CPR, 
1413-6, 400; ibid., 1416-22, 172; Morant, op. cit ., ii, 28ff; Annales, 340. For some of 
Thomas · of Woodstock's links with St. A1bans and Tynemouth, "Liber Benefac
torum", fo. l31d; CPR, 1381-5, 492; ibid., 1388-92, 194. Hervy was among those 
appointed to bold an assize in a suit brought by the abbot of St. Al~ans in 1385 
(Gesta Abbatum, iii, 243). In Richard II's reign, a John Rouland descnbed himself 
as the king's "poor chaplain and orator" (Public Record Office, SC 8/222/11091). 
For Benstead 's links with St. Albans Abbey, "Liber Benefactorum", fo. 117 ; Gesta 
Abbatum, ii i, 334ff: for those between Pever's circle and the Braybrookes, Public 
Record Office, JI 1/1506/8d; Brit. Mus., Catalogue of Additional Cha_rters, vi, part 3, 
no. 15, 435; ibid. , Class Catalogue of MSS., Topography, Bedfordshire, no . 35, 043 . 
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Colchester Gaol Delivery, 1392 and 1457 
By F. G. Emmison, M.B.E ., F.S.A., F.R.Hist.S. 

and K. C. Newton, M.A., F.R.Hist .S. 

Only two medieval Sessions of the Peace rolls for Essex have survived -
for 1351 and 1377-79. These were published by the Society in 1953 with the 
aid of a contribution by the Records Committee of the Essex County Council 
and other gifts.! . . . 

Far less rare among the classes of records relating to the admmtstration 
of justice in the medieval period, although by no means complete, are the 
Gaol Delivery Rolls, the main series of which - like the two Sessions Rolls -
are in the Public Record Office.2 This class comprises both the enrolments 
of gaol delivery and the gaol files of calendars, indictments, jury panels, etc. 
Essex (Colchester Castle Gaol Delivery) is poorly represented in these records, 
as is indeed the whole of the Home Circuit, and the unexpected discovery of 
the two parchment rolls, translated below, in a private collection deposited 
in the Essex Record OfficeJ is welcome, particularly as they are within wide 
periods in which deliveries to Colchester gaol are unrepresented. 

Each of the rolls is a Gaol Delivery Calendar, a document prepared in the 
sheriff's office giving the names of the prisoners and details of the offences 
of which they stand indicted. At the beginning of the session it was handed 
over to the clerk of the justices commissioned to deliver the gaol, who used 
it as a working draft for his own final enrolment of the proceedings (hence 
the annotations relating to plea, verdict, sentence, etc.). In calendars from the 
mid-13th into the 14th century the entries are brief, but by the late 14th century 
they are elaborated so that they could be expanded into the enrolments with 
little alteration. 

The earliest surviving commissions (temp. Henry Ill) show that gaol delivery 
was carried out by three or four local knights as, at that time, was often the 
case with the taking of the possessory assizes. By the 1240s, however, commis
sions were being issued only to the justices of the central courts and some 
royal servants for taking the assizes, but delivery of gaols remained mainly 
the responsibility of local knights for a considerable period after this . It is 
sometimes forgotten that "long before the institution of justices of the peace 
the country knights had been accustomed to do high criminal justice" .4 

Long before the date of the earlier of these two rolls, however, the profes
sional justices and other royal officials were being commissioned to carry 
out gaol delivery as well. William Rikhil and J olm Rokel named in the earlier 
roll were a justice of the Common Bench and royal escheator in Essex respec
tively. John Grene, the only justice named in the later roll, is found in all 
the commissions of the peace in this period.5 

EDITORIAL NOTE 

As these short rolls offer little that is new to the legal historian the editors 
have thought fit to meet most members' wishes by translating the records. 
The few doubtful Latin phrases or words have been noted in the text. To 
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save expense, without any loss to the student, regnal years are given in 
shortened form; "forcibly, viz", "then and there (found), against the King's 
peace, etc." have been omitted from the third entry onwards in the second 
roll; "in the county of Essex" is also omitted; and "aforesaid" is given as 
"said" or omitted. 

Essex Sessions of the Peace, 1351, 1377-1379, ed. by Elizabeth Chaplin Furber 
(Occasional Publications No. 3, 1953). 

2 Class Reference J.l.3; a few are also represented in J.I.l and K.B.27. 
' E.R.O., D / DRg 1/63, 1/78. 
4 Pollock and Maitland, The History of English Law (2nd edn., 1923) i, 200 . 
5 Calendar of Patent Rolls, Henry VI, 1452-1461, 665. This introductory note owes 

much to the Guide to the Contents of the Public Record Office (1963), ii, and to Mr. 
C. A. F. Meekings of the P.R.O., who also kindly elucidated a number of points in 
the texts of the two rolls. 

DOCUMENT "A" 

Delivery 1 of the Lord King's Gaol of the town of Colchester made at 
Colchester on Monday next after Palm Sunday in the 15th year of the reign 
of King Richard II after the Conquest [8 April, 1392] before William Rikhil 
(and John Rokel, the Lord King's Justices assigned to deliver all the prisoners 
being in the said gaol added in a different hand.) 

(Guilty, hanged, no chattels.) 
Robert Fraunceys of 'Paveswyk' in the County of Nottingham taken by 

indictment made before William Mate, the King's Coroner of the Liberty of 
the town of Colchester at the hamlet of Grenestede within the Liberty of the 
town aforesaid, 30 December, 13 Richard II. For that he at night on 30 
December falling on the night of Friday next after the Feast of the Nativity of 
the Lord, in the said 13th year, feloniously threw Alice wife of John Cook' of 
Grenestede from a certain solar of his dwelling house in the said hamlet of 
Grenested by the stairs of the said solar and feloniously broke her neck. 

And similarly taken by indictment made before Thomas Fraunceys and 
Alexander Cogg[er]e, formerly Bailiffs of the Liberty of the town of Colchester, 
at the View of Frankpledge of the King held at Colchester on Monday next 
after the Feast of St. Hilary, 13 Richard II. For that he at night on 30 Decem
ber falling on the night of Friday next after the Feast of the Nativity of the 
Lord in the said 13th year, feloniously entered the close of John Cook' of 
Grenestede in the hamlet of Grensted and feloniously stole and carried away 
one tunic, one 'kertel', one pair of veils [velaminum], one 'forcer' [strong-box], 
one pair of 'aues' [a rosary], two silver rings, one coverlet, worth in all 10s., 
of the said John Cook' found in his house. 

(Guilty, hanged, no [chattels].2) 
John Bardene of York '[Sm]yth' taken by indictment made at Colchester 

on Thursday next after the Feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin, 
15 Richard Il, before William Reyne and John Seburgh', Bailiffs of the Liberty 
of the said town. For that he together with Peter Mayt of Thurstone in the 
County of Norfolk 'Skynnere', who has not yet been taken, on Friday and 
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Saturday next before the Feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary, 15 Richard II, within 'Southssherde' in the parish of Holy Trinity of 
the Liberty of the town of Colchester, falsely and treasonably made false, 
counterfeit money of the coinage and money of the King of England , viz., 
'grotes', half 'grotes', pennies and halfpennies, with which same money the 
said John Burden' and Peter Mayt bought within the Liberty of Colchester 
divers merchandises in contempt of the people. 

And similarly taken by indictment made before Thomas Coggeshale and 
John Doreward, the King's Justices assigned to keep the peace in the County 
of Essex, at Colchester on Thursday on the Feast of St. Ambrose, 15 Richard 
II, [remainder as in previous entry]. 

Agnes wife of the said John Bard en' taken with the same John, her 
husband , but has not been indicted. 

[Dorse] 
(Acquitted, not guilty, nor has withdrawn himself.) 
Nicholas chaplain of John Depyng', official of the Archdeacon of Col

chester, taken by indictment made before Thomas Coggeshale and John 
Doreward, the King's Justices assigned to keep the peace in the County of 
Essex, at Colchester on Thursday on the Feast of St. Ambrose, 15 Richard II. 
For that he on Sunday next after the Feast of St. Matthew the Apostle, 15 
Richard II, feloniously stole a chalice pertaining to the parish church of 
Westdonyland worth 16s. at Westdonyland. 

(Acquitted, not guilty, nor has withdrawn himself.) 
(The prisoner answers in a different hand. And afterwards bailed before 

the justices in another hand). 
William Knyght of Lexeden dwelling in Leyre Bretoun [Layer Breton] 

taken by indictment made before the aforementioned justices for the peace, 
the day year and place abovesaid. For that he on Sunday next after the Feast 
of St. Dionisius, 14 Richard II, broke into the house of Hugh Facoun of Great 
Briche [Birch] and feloniously stole one 'furrour' [fur] worth 2 marks, one 
pair of 'bedes' [rosary], 12 russet cloths, one coverlet and other goods and 
chattels of the said Hugh worth 2 marks at Great Briche. 

(The prisoner has withdrawn himself.) 
John Tal bot taken by indictment made before Thomas Fraunceys and 

Alexander Cogg[er]e, formerly Bailiffs of the town of Colchester, at the View 
of Frankpledge of the King held at Colchester on Monday next after the Feast 
of St. Hilary, 13 Richard II. For that Margaret Fl[em]yng,3 sometime servant of 
John Note, who has not yet been taken, at divers times between the Feast of 
St. Michael the Archangel and the Feast of the Nativity of the Lord, 12 
Richard II, feloniously stole and carried away wool of divers colours of John 
Note worth 10s. out of his house in 'Estret' of the town of Colchester. And 
that the said John Tal bot and Alice his wife, who is not yet taken, at the times 
abovesaid, at the [?instance]4 of the said John Talbot, in the tenement some
time of John S[?]man5 in 'Estret' of the town of Colchester, beyond a certain 
hedge next the well of the said tenement, received from the said Margaret 
Flemyng the said wool knowing it to have been feloniously stolen. 
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(The prisoner has withdrawn himself.) 
William Greetham of Soham in the County of Cambridge taken at Col

chester for suspicion [blank]. 
[Attached to the roll is the writ of venire facias addressed by the Sheriff 

of Essex to the Bailiffs of Colchester.] 

Much of the lower half of the roll , on both sides, is very difficult or impossible to 
read without the aid of ultra-violet light. 

2 A hole, word supplied. 
3 A hole, letters supplied. 
4 A hole, part of word missing, rest illegible under ultra-violet light. 
5 A hole . 

DOCUMENT "B" 

Prisoners in the King's Gaol of Colchester Castle upon the delivery of the 
same gaol done before John Grene and his fellows, Justices of the King, 
assigned for this time to deliver the prisoners being therein on Thursday after 
the Feast of St. George in the 35th year of the reign of King Henry VI after 
the Conquest [28th April, 1457]. 

(Pleads, not guilty, nor has withdrawn himself.) 
George Kendale late of Brumefeld' [Broomfield] 'laborer' taken else

where by indictment made before the justices of the peace of the said county 
for that he, 9 June, 34 Henry, had lain in wait upon Thomas Symme to slay 
him at Bromefeld' in the night time and assaulted him there and beat, wounded 
and illtreated him and feloniously struck him there with a certain 'daggar' in 
the chest and drew blood on him so that his life was despaired of, and then 
and there feloniously raped J oan his wife, and feloniously took and carried 
away his goods and chattels, viz. 40s. in coin then and there found, and other 
enormities etc. against the King's peace etc. And for that the same, on Tues
day next before the Feast of St. John the Baptist, 34 Henry VI, forcibly broke 
and entered into the close of Thomas Symond' at Bromefeld' and then and 
there feloniously raped Joan wife of the said Thomas against the King's 
peace etc. 

[Marginal note tom away.] 

(Pleads guilty, no chattels.) 
Richard Osbarn of Witham 'mercer' taken elsewhere by indictment made 

before the said justices for that he by the name of Richard Osbarn of Wytham 
'capper', 20 October, 35 Henry VI, with swords and daggers broke and 
entered into the close and houses of John Yelverton' of Chelmesford' 'fuller' 
at Chelmesford, and feloniously took and carried away 6 yards of blue cloth 
worth 6s. 8d. and two gowns (togas) worth 13s. 4d. of his goods and chattels 
then and there found against the King's peace, etc. 

(Hanged.) 

(Pleads guilty, no chattels.) 
John Bernard late of Wodham Ferers 'laborar' taken elsewhere by indict

ment made before the said justices for that he, 26 November, 35 Henry VI, 
with staves and daggers at Wodham Ferers broke and entered into the close 
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and houses of John Kynst of Wodham Ferers and feloniously took and drove 
away one horse, colour grey, price 40s. of his goods and chattels. 

(Hanged.) 

(Pleads guilty, no chattels.) 
William Michell' of Great Wenden 'smyth' taken elsewhere by indictment 

made before the said justices, for that he by the name of William Michell' 
of Wendun' 'laborer' in the Vigil of St. Katherine the Virgin, 35 Henry VI, 
with staves and knives broke and entered into the close of John Malter, John 
Revell and John Leventhorp' at Uggell' and Newport and feloniously stole, 
took and drove away 40 sheep, price 16d. a piece, of the goods and chattels of 
the said John Malter, 29 sheep, price 16d. a piece, of the goods and chattels 
of the said John Revell' and 51 sheep, price 16d. a piece, of the goods and 
chattels of the said John Leventhorp'. 

(Hanged.) 

(Pleads not guilty.) 
John Sercher late of Weuenho [Wivenhoe] 'servant' taken elsewhere by 

indictment made before the said justices for that he, 10 December, 35 Henry 
VI, with sword and dagger at Weuenho aforesaid broke and entered into the 
close and houses of Thomas Gourney esquire and feloniously took and carried 
away 5 marks and 40d. in coin of his goods and chattels. 

(B.) 

(Pleads not guilty, acquitted.) 
Simon Hamond of Stapilford Tarry 'pulter' otherwise called Simon Palet 

of Stapilford Tarry 'pulter', taken elsewhere by indictment made before the 
aforementioned justices for that he, on Monday next before the Feast of St. 
Peter ad Vincula, 31 Henry VI, with sword and staves broke into and entered 
the close and homes of Waiter Baker at Theydon atte Mount and feloniously 
stole and drove away 6 ewe sheep price 18d. of his goods and chattels. And for 
that he, on Saturday next before the Feast of St. Nicholas the Bishop, 33 
Henry VI, with swords and cudgels broke and entered into the close and 
houses of John Dyngelton of Stapilford 'tylemaker' at Stapilford and felo
niously stole, took and carried away 6s. 8d . in coin, and two pairs of linen sheets 
worth 8s. of his goods and chattels. And for that he, 20 August, 32 Henry VI, 
with bows and arrows broke and entered into the close and houses of Richard 
Neell parson of the church of Stapilford Tarry and feloniously stole, took and 
led away 5 sheep price 5s. of his goods. And for that he, on Monday next 
after the Feast of the Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 33 Henry VI, 
feloniously entered a certain house of a certain John Syngelton otherwise 
called John Tyler of Stapilford at Stapilford Tarry and broke into a certain 
room of the same John and feloniously stole, took and removed 35s. in coin 
of the same John. And for that he, on Thursday 6 June, 31 Henry VI, felo
niously stole and led away 5 sheep price 20d. apiece of the goods and chattels 
of Richard Neill of Stapilford Taune clerk found [in] the close of the said 
Richard Neill [and] feloniously stole, took and carried away [The scribe has 
omitted a phrase here.] 

Thomas Clerk' late of Foxherd' [Foxearth] 'wever' taken elsewhere by 
indictment made before the said justices for that he with swords, bows and 
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arrows on the Feast of All Saints, 35 Henry VI, feloniously broke and entered 
into the close and houses of Richard Couper at Lyston and feloniously stole, 
took and carried away 6 yards of blue (blodii) woollen cloth, another piece 
of woollen cloth containing 36 yards, one belt of silk plated with silver, and 
one purse with 6 gold rings contained in the same worth £10 of his goods 
and chattels. [Whole entry struck through.] 

(Pleads not guilty.) 
William Acton late of Little Bromeley 'yoman' otherwise called William 

Acton late of London 'soudiour' otherwise called William Acton late of 
Catewade in the county of Suffolk 'yoman' taken elsewhere by indictment 
made before the aforementioned justices for that he, on Monday next after the 
Feast of the Lord's Circumcision, 35 Henry VI, at Brendwode feloniously 
stole a 'maser' bound with silver gilt and a piece of silver price lOOs. of the 
goods and chattels of Thomas Broke. 

(Sent back to prison for securing of the peace sought by John Clerk and 
Thomas Broket.) 

(Hanged, pleads guilty, no chattels.) 
John Bew of London 'shipman' otherwise called John Bewes of London 

'laborer', John White of Gyssing' in the county of Norfolk 'shipman' otherwise 
called John White late of Walsyngham in the county of Norfolk 'laborer' and 
William Acton [as in previous entry] taken elsewhere by indictment made 
before the aforementioned justices for that they, 10 January, 35 Henry VI, 
at Alphomston with swords, bows and arrows feloniously entered into the 
close and houses of Robert Clerk' and feloniously took and carried away a 
blue robe worth 6s. 8d . and another blue lady's robe furred with grey worth 4 
marks, a tunic of violet furred with 'conyregges' called 'a frende' worth 13s. 
4d., a silvered belt worth 20s., a rosary of 'geet' with paternosters of gold with 
6 rings of silver gilt worth 40s., 14 pairs of linen sheets worth 40s., a vest, a 
shirt, 20 kerchiefs and a silvered knife worth 2 marks, a primer worth 5s., 
[and] a purse with 18s. in coin of his goods and chattels. And for that they, 
20 January, 35 Henry VI, with bows and arrows broke and entered into the 
close and houses of John Godyn of Great Waltham 'husbondman' at Great 
Waltham and feloniously took and carried off two horses price 40s. of his 
goods and chattels. And for that they the said John White and William Acton, 
10 January, 35 Henry VI, at Great Waltham with swords and daggers felo
niously took and removed an ashen grey horse worth 2 marks, a bridle worth 
12d., 4 pairs of linen sheets worth 13s. 4d., [and] 2 bows and 12 arrows worth 
6s. 8d. of his goods and chattels. 

(Pleads not guilty, not guilty, nor has withdrawn himself. Acquitted.) 
Thomas Ryps of London 'mason' otherwise called Thomas Respe (sic) 

late of Hatfield' Peuerell' 'yoman' taken elsewhere by indictment made before 
the aforementioned justices for that he, 2 March, 35 Henry VI, with swords 
and daggers broke and entered into the close and houses of John Gill am of 
Hatfield' Peuerell' and feloniously took and led away two white horses price 
£10 of his goods and chattels. 

(Respited to prison for securing of the peace by J. Guliam (sic) .) 
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(Pleads guilty, no chattels, hanged.) 
Robert Martyn' late of Margaret Yng 'laborer' otherwise called Robert 

Martyn' late of Wrytell' 'laborer' taken elsewhere by indictment made before 
the said justices for that he, on Sunday on the Feast of the Relics [Relic 
Sunday], 29 Henry VI, broke and entered into the close and house of John 
Baker at Margaret Yng and feloniously took and led away one grey horse of 
his, price 26s. 8d. And for that he, 20 June, 28 Henry VI, with swords and 
daggers broke and entered into the close and houses of Robert Robchount of 
Margaret Ynge 'husbondman' at Margaret Ynge and feloniously took and 
carried away Ol'le gown worth 6s. 8d. and one furred tunic worth 13s. 4d . 
of his goods and chattels. 

(Pleads not guilty, nor has withdrawn himself. Acquitted.) 
Egremond Coke of Thaxstede 'taillour' taken elsewhere by indictment 

made before the said justices for that he, 28 November, 35 Henry VI, with 
swords and daggers broke and entered into the close and houses of Margaret 
Leder widow at Chaureth [Broxted] and feloniously took and carried away 
one brass bowl price 2s., a pair of linen sheets price 2s., and also one belt 
mounted with silver price 4s., 4 yards of russet woollen cloth price 20d., and 
2 cheeses price 2d. of her goods and chattels. 

(Pleads guilty, no chattels.) 
Roger Cukcok' late of Colchester 'cordener' otherwise called Roger 

Cokkowe of Colchester 'souter', otherwise called Roger Cukkowe late of 
Shenfeld' 'laborer' taken elsewhere by indictment before the aforementioned 
justices for that he, 27 July, 34 Henry VI, at Mountenesyng' with swords, 
staves and daggers assaulted John Freton' then and there and feloniously 
took and carried away 6s. 8d. in coin of the same John. And for that he, on 
the said day and year, with swords and knives assaulted Robert Dayesey and 
feloniously took and carried away 10s. in coin of the same Robert at Mount
esyng (sic). (Sent back to prison because the ordinary does not agree that he 
is a clerk able to receive clerical privilege.) And for that he, 27 July, 34 Henry 
VI, with swords and cudgels assaulted at Mounteneysyng John Baron of 
London 'frytour' and lay in wait for him in the parish of Mounteneysyng' in 
the king's highway and then and there feloniously robbed him of 5s. in coin 
of his goods and chattels. And for that he, 6 April, 34 Henry VI, with staves 
and daggers broke and entered into the close and houses of John Hulle of 
Boreham 'smyth' at Boreham and feloniously took and carried away 6 bars 
of iron worth 10s. of his goods and chattels. 

(Pleads guilty, no chattels, hanged.) 
John Gyles late of 'Holond' the younger 'labourer' otherwise called John 

Gyles late of Leir de la Hay 'labourer' taken elsewhere by indictment before 
the said justices for that he, 15 October, 35 Henry VI, at Langham broke and 
entered into the close of John Bukke and feloniously took and led away 8 cows 
price £4 of his goods and chattels. And for that he, on the Feast of the Holy 
Trinity, 34 Henry VI, with swords and daggers broke and entered into the 
close of John Costantyne of Lexden and feloniously took, led away and stole 
2 oxen worth 26s. 8d . and one cow and 2 bullocks worth 13s. 4d. of the said 
John. 
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(Pleads not guilty, acquitted .) 
Thomas Alkom otherwise Thomas Alcom of Plasshe [Pleshey] 'brewer' 

taken elsewhere by indictment before the said justices for that he, on Thursday 
next before the Feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 33 Henry 
VI. at Plasshe with swords and daggers of malice aforethought assaulted John 
Underwode and beat, wounded and illtreated him and of the same malice 
struck him at his heart with a certain dagger price Sd. on the said day and 
year, feloniously struck through the middle of his back and gave him a mortal 
wound whereof he died within one day. And thus the same Thomas feloniously 
killed and murdered the said John. 

(Acquitted by proclamation.) 
John Abel of Burneham 'waterman' taken there by the constable of the 

same town for suspicion of felony and for that cause sent to the said Gaol. 

(Acquitted by proclamation.) 
William Naseby of Bloman' [? Blunham] in the county of Bedford 'matras 

maker' taken at Ilford for suspicion [etc., as above]. 

(Acquitted by proclamation.) 
John Countesse of Chelmesford; 'shomaker' taken at the hamlet of Mul

sham for suspicion [etc.]. 

(Acquitted by proclamation.) 
William Bontin of Stanford' Revers clerk taken at Dodyngehurst for 

suspicion [etc.]. The town did not come. Therefore they are in mercy. 

(Acquitted by proclamation.) 
Robert Steffenesson of Skarborowe in the county of York 'shipman' 

[taken] at Great Okeley for suspicion [etc.]. 

(Acquitted by proclamation.) 
Richard Chaundeler of Elsyngham [Elsenham] 'carpenter', Robert Veysy 

of the same 'yoman', and John Frost of the same 'smyth' at Elsyngham taken 
for suspicion [etc.]. 

(Sent back to prison for suspicion of felony.) 
John Robert of Thaxsted 'bladesmyth' at Thaxsted taken for suspicion [etc.]. 

(Sent back to prison for [blank].) 
William Browne of Skarborowe in the county of York 'shipman' and 

Thomas Bernard of Plymmowthe 'shipman' taken at Great Okeley for sus
picion of felony by the constable of the same town sent to the said Gaol for 
security of the peace sought by John Petyt of Mose against them . 

(Sent back to prison for securing of the peace.) 
John Yonge of [blank] in the county of Dorset 'shoniaker' at Hornechurche 

taken for suspicion of felony and for that cause sent by the constable of the 
said town to the said Gaol. 

The said towns do not come. Therefore they are in mercy. 
Now they come in their own persons in the custody of the Sheriff of the 

said county. And by the same Sheriff [are] brought in. And none of them nor 
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any of them has indictment. Therefore proclamation made, as is the custom, 
if anyone wishes to inform the Justices for the King here upon the delivery 
of the said Thomas and others of any treason, robbery or felony done to them 
or anyone of them in whatsoever place, he shall come and be heard. And 
to this end at the delivery of the said Thomas and others no one appeared 
to do this. And whereupon it is witnessed that they are of good fame. And 
similarly the same Thomas and all the others, etc., have taken their corporeal 
oath to conduct themselves henceforth well. Therefore the same Thomas and 
the others may go quit thereof. 
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Some Original Documents in the Morant MSS. 
By K. C. Newton, M.A ., F.R.Hist .S. 

One of the most important accessions received by the Essex Record 
Office in recent times are the "Morant MSS." which had hitherto been 
variously in the custody of the Corporation of Colchester and the Essex 
Archaeological Society. Through the generosity and co-operation of the Cor
poration's Museum Committee and the Curator of the Colchester and Essex 
Museum and of the Society's Council and Hon. Keeper of MSS. these im
portant documents are now available to students at Chelmsford. 

Among the volumes is one bearing a printed label: "Presented to the 
Corporation of Colchester, by Robert Hills, Esq., Colne Park, Essex, July 
14th 1871". Upon examination it was found to be an album in which had been 
mounted 19 charters, enrolments of charters and other MSS.1 The subsequent 
calendaring of the collection revealed that it contained a number of historically 
valuable MSS. which have either never been published or had not been noticed 
in print since Morant's History of Essex (1768), notably the copy, c. 1325, of 
the charter of Edward the Confessor, 1046, granting an estate at Mersea to the 
Abbey of St. Ouen at Rouen, and an enrolment, c. 1325, of six charters relating 
to Tilty Abbey, all undated, but ascribable to various years between c. 1153 
and 1199, which Morant either did not use or incorrectly interpreted as to date. 

It is felt that the collection is sufficiently important to warrant the 
publication of the calendar which I prepared as part of my official duties in 
the Essex Record Office and that there could be no more appropriate place 
for this than in the pages of Transactions. The former County Archivist, Mr. 
F. G. Emmison, and I are grateful to the Editor of the Transactions for includ
ing it in this issue. 

For their better preservation they have been removed from the album and, where 
necessary, repaired. The album, which contains brief notes against the place where 
each document had been mounted, has been preserved with the manuscripts . 

CALENDAR2 
c. 1325 [Z18/1] 
Roll containing full copies of the following charters, etc. :

(1) 1046 
Grant by King Edward [the Confessor] to the Abbey of St. 
Ouen at Rouen of an estate at Mersea [Manor of West 
Mersea]. 
[This is probably the text transcribed (except for list of 
witnesses) by Morant, History of Essex, i, 426. For a copy 
of Morant's transcript and a discussion of it and of a 15th
century copy in the archives of the Seine Maritime (late In
ferieure), listed 14 H 145 in the published catalogue, see 
Cyril Hart, The Early Charters of Essex, The Norman 
Period (Leicester Univ. Press, Department of English Local 
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History Occasional Papers, No. 11, 1957), 23-5, 43. The text 
on the roll is mutilated by a number of holes and much of 
the description of the bounds is illegible through this cause 
or through the action of damp (except, in the latter case, 
with the aid of ultra-violet light).] 

(2) N.D. 
Charter of Henry I granting to the Abbey of St. Ouen free
warren in the Manor of Fingringhoe. [Partly illegible through 
action of damp (except with aid of ultra-violet lamp). 
Transcribed in Morant, i, 415.] 

(3) N.D. 
Confirmation by Henry II of (2). 
[Cited in Morant, i, 415 .] 

(4) 6 Dec. 1189 
Charter of Rich. I to the burgesses of Colchester granting 
privileges. 
[Abstract in Morant, History of Colchester, 82. The original 
is lost, but there is another copy entered in the late 13th
cent. cartulary of St. John's Abbey, Colchester (Colchester 
Borough Muniments); microfilm in E.R.O., T I A 369. The 
Cartulary has been printed in full in S. A. Moore, Cartu
larium . . . de Colecestria, 2 vols. (Roxburghe Club, 1897).] 

(5) 30 Sept. 1285 
Extract from pleas of the Crown before the Justices Itinerant 
at Chelmsford, in which Abbot of St. John, Colchester, 
claims with support of the coroners for the body of the 
County that the coroners of the Borough of Colchester have 
no jurisdiction in the Hundred of Lexden which Wm. Ger
non holds at farm of the King and specifically in Green
stead, West Donyland and Great Horkesley. 
[The plea arose out of the killing of John s. of Wm. 
Brounyng by Elias s. of Henry Huberd in Gt. Horkesley.] 

(6) N.D. (temp. Edw. I) 
Extract from pleas of the Crown held at Colchester record
ing successful reply by Abbot of St. John, Colchester, to 
presentment of jury that he appropriated to himself free
warren and chase in Greenstead and West Donyland and 
raised gallows and tumbrels in the same vills and claimed 
to haw~ the fines of the assize of bread and ale there, but 
by what warrant was unknown. The Abbot produced char
ters of Henry I to show that he had warren and chase in 
"Donylandys" and of Henry Ill to show that he had free
warren in Greenstead and East Donyland; the latter charter 
was also offered as evidence of his right to gallows and the 
view of frank pledge, which was also witnessed by the 
knights elected for that purpose. 

(7) 1291/2 
Extract from pleas of the Forest, giving judgement that the 
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vills of Mile End, Lexden, West Donyland and Stanway 
should come to the inquests of hunting before the Justices 
Itinerant of the Forest and before the Steward and the 
Verderers as necessary, within and without the banlieu of 
Colchester and also at the common summons of the eyre in 
the County. (The burgesses of Colchester had withdrawn 
the suit of these vills, claiming they were "of the substance 
of the borough", for which they were amerced lOOs., Mile 
End 6s. 8d., and the other vills 13s. 4d. each.) 

(8) N.D. (temp. Edw. II) 
Extract from pleas of the Forest recording claim of Abbot 
of St. Ouen at Rouen supported by charters to free-warren 
in all his lands in Fingringhoe, to be quit of all pleas and 
suits of assarts, and to all the Manor of Fingringhoe. 
[Cited by Morant, i, 415n.] 

(9) N.D. (temp. Edw. II) 
Extract from (?)Pleas of the Crown, giving the verdict of 
the knights elected for the purpose and the jurors together 
with the jurors of the Hundreds of Lexden and Tendring, 
that fishweirs [gives names of tenants] in the common river 
between "Northpunt & Westnasse" which is an arm of the 
sea are not a nuisance to those crossing in boats with wines 
and other victuals and merchandise, as was presented. 
[The roll is annotated probably by Tho. Astle (1735-1803), 
son-in-law of Morant and Keeper of the Records in the 
Tower of London.] 

c. 1325 [Zl8 /2] 
Enrolment on one membrane of parchment of 6 charters re
lating to Tilty Abbey3 :-

(1) N.D. (c. 1153) 
Confirmation [as lord of fee] by Earl R [obert] de Ferr[ers] 
[Earl of Derby] of Grant by M[aurice] son of Geoffrey to 
Cistercian Monks of all his land of "Tylet" in perpetual 
alms to support [ad faciendum] an abbey. 
Witnesses: Theobald Archbishop [of Canterbury] etc. 
[other names not transcribed]. 

(2) N.D. (c. 1153) 
Pardon and Quitclaim of Robert Earl de Ferrers to Maurice 
son of Geoffrey of all service due for his land of "Tylet" 
and Grant of power of free disposal to whomsoever he 
wishes quit of all services, for which he has given the Earl 
15 marks of silver. [Witnesses not transcribE'.d.] 

(3) N.D. (c. 1160) 
Confirmation of William Earl de Ferrers [Earl of Derby] 
of Grant by Maurice son of Geoffrey [as in (1) above]. 
[Witnesses not transcribed.] 
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(4) N.D. (c. 1153) 
Confirmation by T[heobald], Archbishop of Canterbury, of 
the same Grant. [Witnesses not transcribed.] 

(5) N.D. (post 1154) 
Confirmation by Henry II of the same Grant. 
[Witnesses not transcribed.] 

(6) N.D. (between 1189 and 1199) 
Confirmation by Richard I of the same Grant. 
[Witnesses not transcribed.] 

6 March 1294/5 
Grant. 

[Z18/3] 

Hugh son of Theobald de Feringes [Feering] to Rich. Aungeuyn 
of "Teya Magna" [Gt. Tey]. 

Land (3ta.) in field called Cragmareslond lying bet. land 
called Thystelleye and land which Nichola de Fering', bond 
woman of grantor, holds in name of dower, one head abg. 
on grantor's land called Schelfeld and the other on land 
sometime of Saher ate Berwe called Grynestedefeld; also 
land (2ta.) in field called Thwyteslond lying bet. grantor's 
land in same field and land which Nichola de Fering' holds 
[as above], one head abg. on grantor's land called S [eaten 
away] and the other on land sometime of Saher ate Berwe 
called Grynstedefeld, with rights of way, in Peering. 

Witnesses: Rob. le Paum[er], Waiter s. of Roger, Roger s. of 
Rich.; Roger Pricke, Peter de Walecote, John Esegar, Nichs. 
Saylauant, Roger le Pyk' . 
Given at Feering. Seal missing. 

14 May 1357 [Z18/4] 

Grant. 
Tho. atte Walk of Ardleigh to John parson of the church of 
Lawford and Tho. parson of the church of Lexden. 

Three crofts called . Gunnyldyslond which he formerly ac
quired from Dom. Henry Davy, sometime vicar of Ardleigh, 
in Ardleigh. 

Witnesses : John Martel, Simon Badele, Waiter Martel, John 
Dykelegh', John atte Wode, Wm. Munt and John Stevene. 
Given at Ardleigh. Seal missing. 

15 Aug. 1359 [Z18 I 5] 
Partition bet. Oliver de Shymplyngford and w. J oan (elder dau. 
and an h. of Wm. Stoperel of Witham and w. Sybil) and John de 
Ruston' and w. Margt. (younger dau. and other h. of the same), 
of lands and tenements, formerly of said Wm. and Sybil in 
Witham, Wickham [Bishops] and Hatfield Peverel, viz: -
To Oliver and loan: Moiety of messuage called Gosselyns, viz. 
all the hall from the wall of the cross solar towards W. with the 
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rooms annexed on E . end of hall, grange called "le Whatbarne" 
and byre situated in said purparty, together with purparty of 
the outer curtilage extending from W. end of the hall along E . 
end of "le Cheshous" to highway from "la Newelonde" to 
Maldon, in Witham in hamlet of "Hobregg", belonging to fee 
formerly of John de Hobregge; also parcel of the inner curtilage 
extending from W. end of the hall to the wall dividing curtilage 
and the garden called "le Ympetton' " in length and in width 
to the bakehouse and the said wall, and moiety of said bake
house; further, parcel of the garden called "le Oolde gardyn" 
extending in length from a ditch newly dug and planted to the 
highway aforesaid and in width bet. the aforesaid hall, grange 
and byre and a pasture called "Gosselynesm[ead]", with hedges 
and ditch adjg.; two arable fields called "les Bromfelds" (14a.) 
with two pieces of meadow (l;}a.) called "les Bromhopes" and 
a pasture called "le Bromhamstall" (la.) in same hamlet, be
longing to fee formerly of John Talbot kt.; arable croft called 
"Anneyssecroft" (3a.), with a pasture called "le Ferorismoris" 
(2a.) in Wickham [Bishops] belonging to fee formerly of John 
de Vltyngg'; meadow in "Machomsmad" (la.) and "Kyngmad" 
(3r.) and meadow (Ita.) called "Sallesmad" in Witham, belong
ing to fee of John du Boys; meadow (2a.) called "Wyndhellemad 
als. Horsmad" in Witham, belonging to fee formerly of aforesaid 
John de Hobregg'; wood (la.) lying next the wood sometime of , 
John de Hobregg' towards E . in Witham belonging to the fee 
sometime of Tho. de Y sham and w. Catherine. 

To John and Margt: in their purparty of the said messuage the 
high solar with the wardrobe [gardroba] and all the chambers 
annexed and appendant, as well below the aforesaid solar as 
below the aforesaid wardrobe, situated at W. end of the hall 
abovesaid, together with a certain building called "Le Larder
hous" and a certain grange called "le Otberne & heyhous", 
the doorway of the said messuage and a certain building called 
"le Cheshous" together with their purparty of the outer curtilage 
extending from W. end of the hall to the abovesa.id highway, 
always next the purparty of Oliver and Joan, in Witham [as 
above] a parcel of the inner curtilage extending from W. end of 
the hall to a garden called "le Ympetton' ",with a moiety of the 
bakehouse at N. end, with all the garden called "le Ympetton'" 
and all the wall dividing it and the inner curtilage and a par
cel of "le Ooldegardyn"; pasture (3r.) called "Gosselynesmor" 
with the hedges and ditches, garden below "le Otberne", croft 
(2-ta.) called "le Homecroft" and land (4a.) in croft called 
"Gosselynescroft" lying always next land sometime of Rich. 
Preest and land called "Hoodisakir' " in Witham in the hamlet 
of "Hoobregg' ", belonging to fee formerly of the said John de 
Hoobregg'; also croft of land called "Horscrofte" and land 
called "Loftisakir'" (la.) and "Le Hedychesakir'" (I t a.) in 
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Witham with land (4a.) in "Adcroft' " in Hatfield Peverel; land 
called "Houngerdon' " sometime called " Longejuncome", pas
ture (3a.) called "les brommores" in Witham in "Hoobregg' " 
belonging to the fee formerly of John Talbot kt.; land (1 -ta.) in 
the said croft called "Adcroftes" in Hatfield and meadow in "Lt. 
Horsmad'" (-ta.) and "Kyngmad'" (3r.) in Witham in hamlet 
of Blunteshall belonging to the fee of John de Boys; wood (la.) 
next the wood sometime of John de Hoobregg' towards W. in 
Witham belonging to the fee sometime of Tho. de Ytham and 
w. Cath. 

In common: Lane called "le Bromlane" for grazing and digging, 
as befits and was accustomed to be used by their predecessors, 
for their wish and utility as shall seem to be best; two parcels 
of hedge next lane sometime of John le Clerk on either side of 
the lane, the one on the E. side being assigned to Oliver and 
J oan, the other on the W. side to John and Margt. 
Agreed bet. the parties that all rents, services, customs due to 
the chief lords of the fees shall be shared equally, notwithstand
ing that one of them may hold a smaller part than the other. 
Witnesses: John Birthelegh', Tho. Birthelegh', Ste. Thornham, 
John Griffyn, John Beneyt, John de Totham "Tannere", Tho. 
Radlegh'. 
Given at Witham. 
Seals: (i) fragment ; (ii) (?)four-leaf clover [legend illegible]. 

14th cent. [Z18/6] 
Fragments (4) of estreat rolls, possibly all relating to Borough 
of Colchester. 

8 Dec. 1411 [Z18/7] 
Bargain and Sale for £50 by Rich. de Veer, Earl of Oxford, to 
Wm. Selong' of Helions Bumpstead of timber and underwood 
growing on 50 acres of "lez Parkes de [Castle] Campes" called 
"Colyers Tayles" , together with a verge next the pales and hedge 
of the same and entry and exit by three gates of the parks, one 
next Haverhill, the second next John Turn our of "Cam pes" and 
the third called "le Colyers Gate". [Stipulations for the preserva
tion of new growth.] 
Given "a nostre chastell' de Hengham" [Castle Hedingham]. 
Seal and tag missing. 
[In French] 

c. 1425 [Z18 /8] 
Summary of royal charters granting the manors of Newport (eo. 
Essex) and Risebergh (eo. Bucks.), temp. Hen. III-Edw. Ill 
[probably incomplete]. 
[In French] 

12 Jan. 1435/6 [Z1 8/9] 
Deed poll of Cristian wid. of Rob. Brasier, sometime citizen 
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and alderman of Norwich, dau. and cob. of Tho. Fraunceys, 
sometime burgess of Colchester, and Rob. Pryour, exor. of 
testament of said Tho. Fraunceys, empowering him to act in 
default of the performance of the bequests in the same. 
Recites that testator granted to Cristian and her sis. Maryon 
Kent a tenement called "Spicer' shopp' " and 11s. of annual 
rent out of "his place in whiche he died and inhabited his lyve" 
and 7s. of annual rent out of an inn called "the Swan" adjg., 
on condition that they "kepe his [in]terment spendyng ther' 
uppon" 13s. 4d. annually and "to fyende a lampe brennyng 
nyght and day aforn the Roode in seynt Nicholas chirch at 
Colchester' and to fyende a taper of wax beforn the ymage of 
seynt Nicholas in the said chirch' ther' to brenne euery sunday 
and double feestday in the yer' atte high' messe tyme"; in default 
of which the exors. were empowered to enter the said tenement 
with rent to sell and dispose of it for the soul of testator. 
Cristian requests that "Thomas my son may have it beforn any 
othir man in helpying and relevyng the soulez of my fader and 
moder cloying duli the charges befornseid". Sealing clause states 
"I the forseid Cristian to these present lettres sette to my sele. 
And for as moche as my sele is not openli knowen I have 
procured for the more recorde of my seid will and entent the 
sele of the Office of the Mayralte of the Cite of Norwiche to 
these present lettres to be sette to: And I Robert Toppe Mayr 
of the Cite of Norwiche forseid the sele of myn office in full 
recorde and credence of the seid will of the seid Cristian at her 
speciall' request and prayer haue made to be sette to". 
Seals: (i) City of Norwich (broken at bottom edge); (ii) small, 
personal, depicting crowned Mother and Child . 

14 June 1440 [Z18 / 10] 
Inspeximus (Letters Patent) of tenor of the record and process 
of the assize of novel disseisin bet. Giles de Badelesmere kt. 
quer. and Hugh Daudele Earl of Gloucester and w. Margt. , 
John de Goldyngham and Wm. le Parker defs., of a free tene
ment in Thaxted [Manor of Thaxted], taken at Colchester 
before Wm. Scat and Ruth de Kelleshull, 4 April 1337. 
[For a brief account of the protracted dispute between the 
Badlesmere family and Hugh de Audley, see K. C. Newton, 
Thaxted in the Fourteenth Century (E.R .O. Publications, No. 
33, 1960), 3-4.] 

26 April 1476 [Z18/11] 
Perpetual Lease from 1 ohn the Prior and the Convent of the 
Monastery of the Blessed Mary of Castle Acre [eo. Norf.] to 
William the Prior and the Convent of the Priory of the Blessed 
Mary and St. John the Evangelist of Earls Colne, rectors of the 
parochial church of West Wickham [eo. Cambs.], of all tithes, 
real, personal, predial and mixed, great and small, in the 
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Manor or Lordship of Enhale in West Wickham; paying annual
ly to lessors 26s. 8d. at Haverhill in the graveyard of the upper 
church [superioris ecclesie] of the Blessed Mary on 4 February 
every year, with penalty of 40s. for failure to pay promptly 
and power to lessors to distrain in the event of non-payment. 
[Seal (of Castle Acre Priory) missing.] 

18 March 1510/ 11 [Z18/12] 
Grant by John Schernbroke, Abbot of the Exempt Monastery 
of Waltham Holy Cross, to Rob. Cressey, papal notary, for 
good favours and friendly counsel, of annual rent of 50s. for life. 
Seal: fragment. 

4 Oct. 1535 [Z18/13] 
Admission of Geoff. Gent on surrender of Edw. Rees gent. to 
grove (6a.), by a little grove of John Spenser on S., called Joyes 
Grove in Boxted, copyhold of Manor of Wormingford. 
First court of Rob. [Fuller] Abbot of the Exempt Monastery 
of Waltham Holy Cross. 

23 Sept. 1536 [Z18/14] 
Demise for 99 years by Wm. Neward, chaplain of the Chantry 
of Joseph Elynour in the Church of St. Mary at the Walls, 
Colchester, Ste. Moresmith of Colchester, with the assent of 
John Cristemas and John Neve, bailiffs, and the commonalty 
of Colchester, of barn and parcel of land called Lawrens Pitell, 
bet. garden of the house or priory of the "crossed Fryers" on 
N. and churchyard of St. Peter and garden of John Forde of 
Hadleigh [? eo. Suff.] on S., one head abg. W. on said barn 
and the other E. on parcel of land late in tenure of Tho. Wellis 
and parcel of land belonging to the commonalty of the town, 
late in tenure of John Haslingham, and of a way from highway 
called "Northstrete" to the said barn, and of a footpath at end 
of barn on N. into the pightle, all which the Prior and Convent 
of the Crossed Friars lately held; paying an annual rent of 8s. 
Seal: a capital 'N' within a circle. 

15 Dec. 1586 [Z18/15] 
Exemplification (Letters Patent) of Confirmation, 4 July 1559, 
to Tho. Duke of Norfolk, of Crown Grant, 7 Dec. 1468, to John 
Duke of Norfolk. (The Exemplification is made at the request 
of John Cuttinge, gent., described as Steward of the Borough of 
Harwich in a later endorsement.) 
Grant recites that John Duke of Norfolk and his predecessors 
had the castle, manor lordship and borough of Chepstow, and 
the manor of Berton and the manor and lordship of Tudenham 
in the Marches of Wales adjg. eo. Glos., with extensive privileges 
of justice, etc. [detailed], and that a Fine was levied in Michs. 
Term, 1468, bet. Wm. Earl of Pembroke quer. and John Duke 
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of Norfolk and w. Eliz., whereby this estate was quit claimed to 
the Earl. 
Grant is made for the Duke's services and in recompense of his 
former estate of all writs as well of the assizes of novel disseisin, 
mort d'ancestor and attaints, as of all other writs, mandates, 
precepts, bills of the Crown and of its Justices and Commis
sioners for prosecuting whatsoever suit, also all summons of 
the Exchequer and of other estreats, and all executions of the 
same in the vills, parishes, manors, lordships of Forncett, Fram
lingham, Lt. Ditchingham, Loddon, Sisland, Halvergate, South 
Walsham, Cantley, Strumpshaw, Caistor, Winterton, " Bekes
burgh", Bayton and Bayfield, and the Hundred of "Laundyche 
& Southegreene Hoo" and Half-Hundreds of "Eresham" and 
"Giidecrosse", all in eo. Norf.; in the vills, parishes, manors, 
lordships of Kelsale, Bungay, "Pensenhale", Caldecot, Stone
ham, Dennington, "Broundysshe", Ilketshall and Cratfield in 
eo. Suff.; in the rapes of Lewes and Bramber, Hundred and 
Half of Bosham and the vill and parish of Stoughton in eo. Suss.; 
and in the manors and lordships of Reigate and Dorking in eo. 
Surr., and of Harwich and Dovercourt in eo. Essex. Also of all 
fines for licences to agree, all fines, issues, amercements, re
demptions, pains and deprivations as well as of all the Duke's 
men as of his tenants wholly holding and residing in all the 
above places; of all goods and chattels called "Wayves & 
Strayfes" and "manuopera siue Maynour", right to appoint 
coroners and clerks of market, and hearing of all pleas pertain
ing to the office and court of admiralty, with all fines, etc., in 
the above places. Witnesses: Cardinal Tho. [Bourchier] Archbp. 
of Canterbury, G[eorge Neville] Archbp. of York, R[obert Still
ington] Bp. of Bath and Wells, Chancellor, Tho. [Rotherham] 
Bp. of Rochester, Keeper of the Privy Seal, Geo. Duke of Cla
rence, Rich. Duke of Gloucester, Henry Earl of Essex, Steward 
of the Household, Rich. Earl Rivers, Treasurer of England, Ant. 
Wydvile of Scales, Wm. Hastinges of Hastings and John Howard, 
Treasurer of the Household, kts. 
Exemplification witnessed by the Queen at Westminster. Exam
ined by Matt. Carew and Wm. Mowse clerks. 
Great Seal missing. 
[Neither the Confirmation nor the original Grant appear in the 
relevant vols. of the Calendar of Patent Rolls. The Calendar for 
1586 is not yet available.] 

5 May 1610 [Zl8/16] 
Writ of right addressed to the Bailiffs of Colchester for Laur. 
Browne and Rob. Buxton claiming to hold 1 messuage, 1 croft, 
1 garden and 2a. land in Colchester of the Crown by the service 
of ld ., of which John Calye has deforced them. 
Seal : fragment. 
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c. 1685, 1686, 1699 
Manor of Brightlingsea : 
perties and occupiers. 

[Z18j17-19] 
rentals, giving names of owners, pro-

[Z18/19 has brief descent of manor, 1066-1764, taken from 
Morant, i, 454.] 

2 The catalogue marks E.R.O., D/DCm Z18/1 -19 have been allotted to the documents 
Only the last part of the reference (e.g. Z18/1, etc.) appears in square brackets at 
the head of each full calendar entry. 

3 The entries are annotated with dates in an 18th-century hand. If the document was 
seen by Morant, it is curious that he should have ascribed the foundation of Tilty 
Abbey to the year 1133 in view of, for example, the Confirmation of Theobald, 
who was consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury in 1139 and died in 1162. See 
Victoria County History, Essex, ii, 134-6, F . W. Steer, "A Short History of Tilty 
Abbey" (Essex Review, lviii, 169-79, lix 39-50, 95-100, 114-21). For a transcript (c. 
1900) of a register of later charters relating to the possessions of the Abbey, begun 
in 1444 by brother John Fering, collector of the rents, and believed to have been 
destroyed in the fire at Easton Lodge in 1918, see E.R.O., T / B 3. 
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Richard of Belmeis and The Foundation of St. Osyth's 
By DENIS BETHELL 

College Lecturer in Medieval History, University College, Dublin 

St. Osyth, once known as Chich, is a small village in Northern Essex. Col
chester lies at the head of the Colne estuary, and St. Osyth is at its mouth, on a 
side arm of the estuary. It is on a peninsula, formed by this side arm, the 
estuary proper, and the sea. On the other side of this peninsula from St. Osyth 
lies Clacton-on-Sea, and from Clacton the coast runs round to the Naze, known 
in Anglo-Saxon times as Eadulf's Naze, and round again to the estuary of the 
Stour, the river which is the boundary of modern Essex and Suffolk, and was 
the boundary of the ancient kingdoms of Essex and East Anglia. 

In the twelfth century St. Osyth became the seat of one of the most 
important priories of the black canons in England, and it is the purpose of 
this article to show how the early charters of the priory and the Lives of St. 
Osyth can together be combined to tell the story of the abbey's foundation, a 
story of considerable interest for the politics and Church history of the reign 
of Henry I. 

A few manuscripts survive from the library at St. Osyth's,1 but as far 
as is known no original charters to the priory, no cartulary, no chronicle, and 
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no copy of a Life of St. Osyth which belonged to St. Osyth's now exists. 
Nonetheless, there does survive the cartulary of the priory's dependent priory 
of Blythburgh in Suffolk, transcripts of some charters of the abbey in the 
Registers of Bishop Clifford of London, and Archbishop Warham of Canter
bury, and transcripts by seventeenth and eighteenth century antiquaries in the 
Bodleian Library at Oxford and the British Museum. These charters are here 
edited in an appendix. 

Similarly there remain fragments of the Lives of St. Osyth. At some date 
after 1163 a Life of St. Osyth was written by William de Vere, a canon of the 
house, who subsequently became Bishop of Hereford (1186-1198). That Life 
is lost, but excerpts were made from it in note form by John Leland, the 
great sixteenth century antiquary (c. 1503-1552).2 Besides these notes we have 
the evidence of two Lives of St. Osyth derived from William de Vere. Lessons 
taken from his Life were read at Hereford Cathedral on the saint's feast day 
(October 7th), and these survive, sadly abbreviated, in the surviving Hereford 
Breviaries.3 They form a brief Life which runs up to the saint's death and 
martyrdom, but which unfortunately does not include any account of her cult 
or miracles. Some of these miracles are, however, related in the other surviving 
Life deriving from William de V ere, a Life in Anglo-Norman verse of the late 
twelfth century, perhaps written for nuns, for the late twelfth century manu
script in which we now have it belonged to the nuns of Campsey in Suffolk, 
who used it for reading aloud from in their refectory.4 

There also exist three short Lives which probably derive from a Life 
written before William de Vere's. Of each it is possible to say that it or its 
source must have been written after a particular date. Thus the Life in the 
fourteenth century Bodleian manuscript from Bury St. Edmunds must have 
been written after 1103: 5 that in the twelfth century Bodleian manuscript 
which probably came from Ramsey must have been written after 1109, and 
probably after 1127:6 and the source of the Life written in the fourteenth 
century by the hagiographer John of Tynemouth (who abbreviated the Lives 
of so many English saints for his great Sanctilogium) must have been written 
after 1144.7 Further, it is possible to say that none of the three derives from 
any one of the others, and therefore that all three derive from some lost Life 
or Lives. The complicated question of their relationship to each other does 
not require further discussion here.8 The evidence of these three Lives is not 
fundamental to the story of the foundation of St. Osyth's, though they provide 
useful details and illustrations, and what they tell of the story agrees and 
supplements what we know from William de Vere. When they are afterwards 
referred to it will be by the names Bury, Ramsey, and Tynemouth. 

St. Osyth's own story as it emerges from these Lives is a tangle of tradi
tion, fiction, and myth. She was a princess married to Sighere, King of the 
East Saxons (c. 663-675 I 83).9 She was unwilling to consummate the marriage, 
and was rescued by the miraculous appearance of a white stag, which dis
tracted the attention of the King, a keen huntsman, as he was about to force 
her to do so: while he was away she hastily took or was given the veiJ1° as a 
nun: when he returned the King unwillingly allowed her to persist in her 
resolution, and endowed a nunnery for her at Chich. There possibly survived 
8 foundation charter of this nunnery, dated 653, in the twelfth century. 11 There 
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she lived as prioress until she was martyred by heathen pirates, identified by 
William de Vere as the ninth century pirates Ingwar and Hubba. They be
headed her at her bathing place three miles from St. Osyth's, probably the 
present Well Wyck,l2 after which she carried her head in her hands to St. 
Osyth's minster, leaving a bloodstained handmark on the portal which men 
still claimed was visible in the twelfth century. 13 There her body was en
shrined at the entrance to the choir. 

Charter, well, portal, minster, and shrine, all, with the possible exception 
of charter, existed in the eleventh century. So did the cult and the saint's 
name. These facts make it not unlikely that she was married to Sighere, and 
probable that she founded the nunnery at Chich. Otherwise all that can be 
said with certainty of the real St. Osyth is the statement made by the treatise 
On the Resting Places of the English Saints: "St. Osyth lies at Chich". In its 
present form the treatise as printed by Liebermann14 is early eleventh century, 
but basically it is a tenth, and even possibly a ninth century production.I5 One 
other striking piece of evidence demonstrates the saint's presence at Chich in 
the eleventh century. In 1044, according to the Ramsey Abbey chronicler, 
Aelfward the Golden, Bishop of London (1035-1044), a well known collector 
of relics, had her shrine opened, and dared to remove some pieces of the body. 
For this sacrilege he was immediately struck with leprosy, from which he died 
within the year. 16 Another piece of evidence proves the existence of the small 
body of clergy who served the shrine, for in her will (1042 / 53) the Lady 
Wulfgytha left the church of St. Osyth's half a pound of money_!? 

Despite the startling nature of Aelfward's death which should have made 
the saint widely known, the cult does not seem to have spread much in the 
period before the Conquest, to judge from the kalendars. She appears in the 
Croyland psalter (? 1025-50),18 in a Winchester Litany which Professor Wor
mald has dated 988/1012,19 and at Worcester before the Conquest.20 

By 1076, however, the saint had sufficient reputation to justify her trans
lation to a new shrine, in a more conspicuous position in the middle of the 
choir.21 This would have been done presumably with the permission of Bishop 
Hugh of London (1075-1086). His successor Maurice, Bishop from 1086 to 
1107, certainly showed a most active interest. He it was who personally trans
lated the saint's body to an even more impressive position in the minster. The 
Ramsey Life says: "When he had heard of the miracles and virtues of the 
holy virgin, and had realized that her body lay in his diocese, he frequented 
the place humbly, and honoured the virgin both with words and deeds. Among 
other things it pleased him that the body should be raised, and should be 
placed in a higher place, behind the high altar" .22 The shrine, according to 
the Dissolution inventory, was covered with gilt and silver plate, and the head 
was preserved in a separate, head shaped, reliquary of silver parcel gilt, 
crowned with a silver crown, and ornamented with artificial jewellry.23 

Maurice presented the shrine with a flask of balsam, which, when poured 
over the relics, miraculously healed one of his servants of paralysis.24 Gundulf, 
Bishop of Rochester (1077-1108) visited the shrine, and was miraculously 
cured of an illness there.25 

Maurice also split up the property of the priests of the shrine, which had 
previously been held in common, into prebends. "He constituted to each, for 
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the necessities of life, 60 acres of land, as well as the tithes and altar offerings". 
He also, we are told, set up, presumably confirmed, a college of four priests, 
Edwin, Sigar, Godric, Wulfwin. Of Godric we are told : "He was the Minister 
priest and he was the Dean of the province. " 26 

Maurice seems in general to have encouraged the cult of the Old English 
saints. He received the dedication of Goscelin of St. Bertin's Life of St. 
Wulfhilda of Barking.27 William of Malmesbury describes him as a great 
builder and a good preacher. In one of the acid passages he subsequently 
scratched out of the Gesta Pontificum 28 William says that he was too fond of 
women and hints at a family. "Chaplain and chancellor of William I, arch
deacon of Le Mans, and bishop of London: that bare outline and the monu
ments he left at St. Paul's - the cathedral, the prebendal system, and the 
richly embroidered chasuble, with an inscription in cloth of gold tricked out 
in precious stones - are all we really know of Maurice", says Professor 
Brooke.29 We do know as well that towards the end of his life he underwent 
a repentance for the way in which he had behaved towards the canons of St. 
Paul's, his own cathedral. "Maurice, called bishop of the holy church of 
London sends health and a fatherly blessing to U. the Dean, and the arch
deacons and canons of St. Paul's. By the advice and at the admonition of my 
fellow bishop and brother Herbert of Norwich (1 091-1119) I repent of all the 
evils which I have done and especially those done against St. Paul's church and 
against you. I therefore beg you to forgive me the things I have unjustly com
mitted, on condition that henceforward you shall have, as you used to possess 
them, the customs of your church, and statutes, and elections, and powers 
in giving prebends and allotting manors, just as you did on the day on which 
I was placed on the bishop's throne".30 

Maurice's conversion was to be succeeded by one even more dramatic. 
Richard of Belmeis I, known as the Red Bishop, had been Henry I's repre
sentative, ruler and, to all intents and purposes, Viceroy of Shropshire after 
the fall of Roger of Montgomery.31 He was famous for his high-handedness 
and his abilities. William de Vere describes him as "A Norman by nation, 
expert in law, versed in the secrets of the Lord King, a skilful administrator 
and judge".32 As Bishop of London (1109-1127) he packed the canonries of 
St. Paul's on a fantastic scale. "The tribe of his sons, nephews, great nephews, 
cousins and other relations held many of the richest plums in the chapter 
down to the second decade of the thirteenth century".33 

He had no compunction at all in seizing the lands of neighbouring land
owners for the great hunting park he was enclosing for himself at Clacton-on
Sea. Leland's Notes from Wiiiiam de Vere tells us that he sent his clerks 
Nicholas and Ralph Batin to seize the property of the canons of St. Osyth's 
for this purpose.34 The Anglo-Norman Life tells the same story: 

"Un jour avint ke fist mander 
Ses menestraus e assembler 
Ke soleient ses plais tenir 
E danz Williame avant tenir 
Son senescha1 i fist par non 
De W okindone avait surnon 
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E en ki se fieit mut enfin 
Ou un Nichole e Rad' Patin 
A Clakintone eo manda aler 
De luec eveskaus pur veer 
Ke a Chic ne deussent poseer; 
Ea son eus tut apruer".35 

The Bishop had determined to oust the canons from their land : 

... "L'eveske out voil 
Kanoines oster de eel soil, 
Ne voleient en nulle manere 
Oir requeste ne preiere".36 

The canons naturally enough appealed for help to their saint, and according 
to this version of the story, at the very moment at which he gave the order, 
Bishop Richard was struck with paralysis. 

"Meisme le hore fut notee 
De plus sages de la contree 
Un mal par tut le cors susprent 
Ricard L'Eveske horriblement 
Sudain e laid de grant baillie 
Ke nome est paralisie" Y 

He was unable to see or speak, and his steward drew a ring from his finger, 
and offered it at the shrine in token of his repentance. When this had been 
done he recovered his powers of sight and speech, but was unable to walk 
again.38 He repented of all the wrongs which he had done, and founded at 
Chich the great priory of canons regular which survived there till the Dissolu
lution.39 

The story is a dramatic one, more fitted perhaps for hagiography than 
history, but as it happens, it can be corroborated at every point by charter 
evidence. First, there is evidence as we shall see below that Bishop Richard 
repented, even with tears, for seizing the lands of the canons of St. Paul's for 
his park at Clacton. Second, William of Ockendon was his steward.40 Third, 
Ranulfus Patin was his clerk, and a canon of St. Paul's.41 Finally, he certainly 
founded the house of canons regular at St. Osyth. The house was "constructed" 
in 1119. The canons were "introduced" in 1121. The Bishop's stroke can be 
placed in 1118 or 1119, for the earliest of the charters relating to this founda
tion must be dated before July 22nd 1119.43 

The new house was well endowed. The King gave the new Priory the 
churches of Stowmarket and Blythburgh in Suffolk.44 Blythburgh was to be a 
dependent priory where the canons of St. Osyth's were to have the right of 
appointing the prior.45 The Archbishop of Canterbury gave the community 
the church of Petham in Kent.46 Bishop Richard himself gave it the manor of 
Chich. Since this belonged to the demesne of the bishopric of London, he 
arranged an exchange and gave the bishopric Lodsworth (Sussex) from his 
own hereditary lands, together with six librates of land at Southminster (Essex) 
which he had bought. He took considerable care in having this exchange 
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ratified, obtaining confirmations from Henry I, Archbishop Ralph, the Dean 
and Chapter of St. Paul's, and all the laymen who held of St. Paul's.47 In the 
same group of charters he gave to St. Osyth's the churches of Southminster 
and Clacton-on-Sea, a tithe of all the animals in his park at Clacton, and an 
annual present of a hind from the park on the feast of St. Osyth. All these, 
and the charters of Henry I and the Archbishop were confirmed in a lost 
confirmation of Pope Calixtus II (1119-1124), which was later seen and 
handled by John of Salisbury.48 

Besides these, according to Leland's Notes from William de Vere, Bishop 
Richard gave certain other churches to St. Osyth's. "The vill which is called 
Chich, £20 a year from the farm at Clacton, the churches of Southminster 
and Althorne, the churches of Clacton, that is St. J ames and St. Nicholas, the 
churches of Pelham, Aldbury, and the other Pelham".49 There are no charters 
that I know of in which Bishop Richard gives the churches of Pelham Fur
neaux, Brent Pelham (also known as Pelham Sarners) and Aldbury (all of 
them in Hertfordshire) to St. Osyth's: Clacton and Southminster he had 
certainly given them. Clacton does not seem to have caused any trouble, but 
the others seem to have had a vexed history. John of Salisbury wrote to 
Adrian IV (1154-1159) to tell him how Abel, prior of St. Osyth's (c. 1145-
1184) was being distressed by Richard, the second Belmeis Bishop of London 
(1152-1162)- "about certain churches given to his church by Richard Bishop 
of London, founder of the house, and canonically handed over to it." John 
goes on to say how these churches had been confirmed to the canons of St. 
Osyth's by Henry I, by Archbishop Ralph, and by the privileges of Calixtus II, 
which has already been mentioned. "These charters", he says, "of which we 
have sent you signed copies, we have seen and handled ."50 Which churches 
were causing the trouble is made plain by the charter in which Henry II 
confirms the appropriation of the churches of Southminster, Aldbury, and 
both Pelhams to the church of St. Paul and to the treasurership of St. Paul's 
by Bishop Richard II of Belmeis.5t 

The matter was perhaps not quite as simple as John of Salisbury in his 
whole hearted advocacy of the claims of St. Osyth's made it appear. Richard 
II of Belmeis was only confirming a grant to the treasurership of St. Paul's by 
Robert "de Sigillo", Bishop of London (1141-1151). 52 All of these churches 
were on the demesne lands of the Bishop of London in Domesday. Either 
Bishop Robert or Bishop Richard must have been giving away what was not 
his to give. It seems on our present evidence to have been Bishop Robert, but 
it sounds more like Bishop Richard. Eventually the whole matter seems to 
have been sorted out in a lost settlement of Gilbert Foliot, Bishop of London 
(1163-1187).53 Henry II confirmed this settlement, and confirmed to St. 
Osyth's the churches of Clacton, Mayland, Southminster and Althorne. St. 
Paul's retained the churches of the two Pelhams and Aldbury.54 

The new community of regular canons came from the house of the Holy 
Trinity Aldgate in London. It had been founded about the year 1107 by 
Queen Matilda with the advice of St. Anselm, who had been concerned with 
the whole introduction of the black canons into England. Norman, the first 
prior of Aldgate, "first canon ot the whole kingdom" , as the Aldgate chronic
ler calls him, was one of the three who, at St. Anselm's advice and with his 
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letters of recommendation, had gone abroad to study the Rule of St. Augus
tine, and had first introduced it into England at St. Botolph's Colchester.55 

The black canons were the fashionable order of Henry I's reign, and Aldgate 
was a house much favoured by the court. It received many gifts from the 
King and Queen: "The illustrious King gave us most precious relics of the 
Queen's among which was a casket marvellously made with gold and silver 
and gems, with a piece of the wood of the True Cross, and other ornaments, 
and embroidered cloths, and the Queen's golden sceptre. The relics were sent 
to the King by the Emperor of Constantinople" .56 The prior was the Queen's 
confessor and it was at Aldgate that she wished to be buried. Before 1118 the 
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house had already obtained a papal privilege, though it was lost, with relics 
accompanying it, when the messenger bearing it died in ParisY 

The house rapidly founded daughters. "The Prior sent brother Bernard 
to the church of St. Peter at Dunstable, and another canon to Launceston in 
Cornwall, another to Plympton in Devon, and one similarly to St. Frideswide's 
in Oxford,58 and to the church of St. Osyth's in Essex, to the town called 
Chich, William Corbeil, a man discreet in every way, and afterwards Arch
bishop of Canterbury, and with him Siward, whom the same Archbishop 
afterwards called Simon,59 and also to the church of St. Mary of Merton in 
Surrey,60 and to many other places in England". 
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William of Corbeil was the first prior of St. Osyth's, and he was pre
sumably appointed at the introduction of the canons in 1121. He had not been 
long a canon himself. When we first hear of him he was a clerk of Ranulf 
Flambard (Bishop of Durham, 1099-1128), and later he was a clerk of Arch
bishop Ralph, and accompanied him on his disastrous journey to Rome in 
1116-17. He had studied at Laon, which, like the black canons, was fashion
able.61 William Warelwast, Bishop of Exeter, and the great Roger of Salisbury 
both sent their nephews to Laon, and patronised the canons. Robert of 
Bethune studied at Laon before becoming a canon at Llanthony, and, even
tually, Bishop of Hereford (1131-1148), and Master Algar, Dean of Bodmin, 
and later Bishop of Coutances (1132-1151) was William of Corbeil's contem
porary at Laon, and a great friend and patron of the canons. Like Robert of 
Bethune, Wiiiiam of Corbeil experienced a religious conversion. He was a 
secular canon of St. Martin's, Dover and, according to his own account, given 
to Alexander, author of the Dicta Anselmi,61 it was while sick at Dover that 
he was delivered from an onslaught of demons (who had come to carry him 
off) through the intercession of the Blessed Virgin and the direct action of the 
three great archangels Michael, Raphael, and Gabriel. Whatever the real 
nature of this experience it seems probable that it was as a result of it that 
he became a canon regular in 1118. 

Leland's Notes from William de V ere say: "Richard the bishop had at 
that time a gifted clerk, William de Curbuil, expert in literary studies, whom 
he summoned to himself on account of his virtuous life, his knowledge of 
literature, and his prudence in wordly matters".63 There is no other evidence 
that I know of that William of Corbeil was a clerk in the service of Richard 
of Belmeis. He might perhaps be that "Magister Willemus" who appears 
witnessing a charter at St. Paul's in 1111.64 The priory was founded with the 
counsel, help, and endowment of Archbishop Ralph, and we know that Wil
liam had been Ralph's clerk. 

Wiiiiam of Malmesbury speaks highly of both prior and priory. "There 
is a place in the diocese of London, in Essex, in the Gentile tongue called 
Cic, where there is the resting place of the blessed Osgitha, a virgin famous 
for her miracles. This place the bishop (i.e. Richard I of Belmeis) endowed 
with lands, and filled with regular canons. There were and there are there 
clerks distinguished in letters, so that it may be said that the countryside 
blossoms with their happy example. The bishop himself considered casting 
aside all the cares of the world to retire there, especially since he had long 
been afflicted with a paralysis, but power had too strong a hold on his weak 
mind. William de Curbuil was the first prior of the place, who, on the death 
of Ralph, Archbishop of Canterbury, received his honours. Although the 
monks trembled at having him because he was a clerk, he did nothing that 
needed repenting. He was a man of much religion, and not a little affability, 
for the rest, not inert or imprudent" .65 

The only literary canon at all contemporary with William of Malmesbury 
who is now known is Thomas, canon of St. Osyth's, and prior of St. Bartholo
mew's Smithfield, in London (1144-1174). The Book of the Foundation of St. 
Bartholomew's describes him as "learned in philosophy and sacred books, 
whence also he had the power of readily uttering metrically whatsoever he 
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attempted".66 A story is told of him in Tynemouth's Life of St. Osyth which 
is interesting, because of its parallels with William of Corbeil's experience, 
and the light it throws on the class of clerks from which these early canons 
seem to have come. 

"A certain clerk had bound himself by a simple vow to take the habit 
at St. Osyth's, but neglected to fulfil it, when fortune favoured him, by sending 
him misfortune. He was struck by an illness, and brought to the verge of 
death. St. Osyth appeared to him. 'Why is it', said she, 'that you invoke me so 
anxiously? Do you not remember that four years ago I was of assistance to 
you? When you were sick, near to death ... I interceded . .. with what imper
tinence then do you, who are given over to courtly trifles, dare to invoke me?' 
He, with tears, promising to amend his life, the virgin, smiling, said : 'I will 
pity you if you will pity yourself, and truly wish to serve God.' Subsequently, 
healed by her touch, he took the canonical habit, and, devotedly serving God, 
was elected prior of St. Bartholomew's".67 

The phrase used of him - " lucris et nugis aulicis deditus", is a reminder 
of the extreme fashionableness of the canonical life among Henry I's courtiers, 
and the constant patronage which the Austin houses received from the court. 
William de Vere, the author of St. Osyth's Life, says of himself that he was 
brought up at the court by the King and his second wife, Queen Alice of 
Louvain.68 He was of the highest circles of the court and his family had the 
closest ties with St. Osyth's. It was to St. Osyth's that his mother retired to 
spend the twenty-two years of her widowhood. He became a member of the 
brilliant curia of Archbishop Theobald, and the friend of Arnulf of Lisieux 
and Ralph of Diceto: as Bishop of Hereford he was patron of Gerald of 
Wales, Waiter Map, and the young Grosseteste.69 All this is impressive testi
mony to St. Osyth's: it was only just that he should have written the saint's 
Life, and introduced her cult to his cathedral. 

Bishop Richard had done the same to his: "R., by God's grace although 
unworthy minister of the church of London, to W. the Dean and all the 
chapter of St. Paul's, and to all the citizens of the city of London and all the 
parishioners of St.Paul's, health, God's blessing, and ours. We have carefully 
translated the other arm of St. Osyth to the church of St. Paul whose rule has 
been entrusted to us by God, in the presence of our most beloved brother 
William, Archbishop of Canterbury, and of others our fellow bishops who 
were also present, to increase the holiness of our church, and for the consola
tion of our sins and for those of all men. We remit twenty days of their 
penances to all those venerating her at this translation, and we relax also each 
year seven days' penance to all who shall come in the name of the Lord to 
visit the church for veneration on her feast day" .7° The reliquary remained at 
St. Paul's throughout the Middle Ages. "The arm of St. Osyth, whose hand 
holds the head of the virgin, worked about with silver leaves": 71 "Item: the 
arm of St. Osyth holding her head in its hand, and it is ornamented with silver 
leaves with golden lines, set with twenty-two stones, and at one end it has a 
three leaved ornament with enamels and pearls; and six stones are lacking".72 

Bishop Richard's charter speaks a little oddly of the "other arm" of St. 
Osyth. This is made clear when we realise that when one arm went to St. 
Paul's the other went to Canterbury. "William Corboile, Archbishop of 
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Canterbury, had a silver chest made at Canterbury and translated there part 
of the relics of Osyth" .73 The 1315 Canterbury inventory gives two entries 
showing that relics of hers were preserved there. "In a silver cross with a 
double stand, one part gilt and one part not, there are contained : some wood 
of the True Cross, Item : A Relic of St. J ames, Item : A relic of St. Osyth the 
virgin", and again " Item : in a long crystalline vase with a stand and a setting 
of silver and gilt with a round case, chased with four jewels are contained : 
Some oil of St. Katharine the virgin, Item: A relic of the body of St. Osyth 
the virgin, Item: Some of the stone on which Our Lord stood when He 
ascended into heaven".74 

Throughout the twelfth century the cult grew. St. Osyth appears in the 
Canterbury kalendars after 1123, at Norwich, Southwark, St. Paul's, Ton
bridge, Barnwell, Westacre and Holyrood in Edinburgh.75 The growth of her 
cult reflects the influence of the black canons, but also the conscious revival 
of the cult of the Old English saints so characteristic of the 1120's and 1130's 
in particular, and the first half of the twelfth century in general. 

The priory at St. Osyth received gifts of lands from the De Veres, from 
Count Stephen of Mortain (the later King Stephen), from Count William of 
Mortain, Stephen's son (who refers to them in one charter as "my dearest 
clerks and canons"), and from Robert de Raymes (the ambassador whom 
Henry I sent to Constantinople for the Aldgate relics) .76 

Bishop Richard, who was well known as a builder at St. Paul's, appears 
to have built a church for the canons. When, owing to the great storms of 
1383, the buildings were flooded, the Norman bell tower which then collapsed 
was described as of great size and built at great expense. The damage was 
calculated at more than a thousand marks.77 Plainly while it lasted Bishop 
Richard's church was a magnificent structure. As a contemporary epitaph 
observes: 

"Quantum fuerat largus; quam prudens, magnanimusque, 
Ecclesie testantur, opes, structura, modusque" .78 

The Ramsey Life of St. Osyth gives an interesting glimpse of this new 
church in a story of a miracle which it speaks of as happening in the time of 
Bishop Richard (1109-1127, and probably after 1121). It concerns a young sailor 
from the annual German fishing fleet from Yarmouth on its way home to the 
Scheldt, which used to lie up in the Colne estuary " at the port of St. Osyth 
which in the tongue of the inhabitants is called Westmutha",79 and send 
offerings to the shrine for a favourable wind. On this occasion while the cap
tains were in the church this sailor, talking in the south porch with his fellows, 
happened by chance to pick up a piece of marble from the new building, lying 
there as though neglected. In consequence, the wind which filled the sails of 
the other ships refused to fill those of his. Eventually the stone was restored, 
the ship was able to sail, and indeed easily outdistanced the rest of the fleet. 
"Some of the sailors, coming back to England to the altar of St. Osyth, told 
these matters circumstantially to all who were there just as they happened, 
and said that the man to whom the miracle occurred was called Theobald, 
and that he came from Antwerp" .so 
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Bishop Richard did not long survive the foundation . He died on January 
16th 1127; his death had been long expected, and in ll26 Shropshire had at 
last been taken out of his hands. His story certainly had a moral, and his 
repentance was abject. "Because, as the psalmist says (Ps. 18, v. 13), it is for 
us to pray without ceasing to the Lord that He will cleanse us from our secret 
faults, and that He will keep back His servants from presumptuous sins ... 
fearing the terrible sentence of the Judge, lest impenitent which God forbid 
through His grace, impenitent of robbing the brethren and the mother church, 
I should rouse His not unjust anger against me, in His sight, with you my sons 
and brothers, canons of our beloved patron Paul the apostle, bearing witness, 
I return the wood of Eadulf's Naze (Walton-le-Soken, Essex) which I enclosed 
in my park at Clacton ... and if I did anything which I ought not to have 
done, I confess myself penitent. I return it, I say, and curse whosoever by 
force or wicked violence attempts again to take it away".81 "Because I am not 
ignorant that all thieves of church property unless they restore it are punished 
with eternal damnation, know that I have returned to the altar of St. Paul 
the land of Abberton (Essex)".82 

Three charters in the Shrewsbury Abbey Cartulary also survive to witness 
to this final repentance, of which one may be translated here, since it actually 
shows Bishop Richard on his deathbed. 

"To the most reverend father G(eoffrey), the abbot, and to all the many 
brethren of the monastery of St. Peter at Shrewsbury, Fulk, St. Osyth's 
minister in the Lord wishes health. I and William, the Dean of St. Paul's, 
approaching Bishop R. with the medicine of salvation, and admonishing him 
with words and examples to purity of confession in heart and mouth, among 
many other things questioned him concerning Betton, a vill of St. Peter's . He, 
'viva voce, with full vigour of mind and intact memory, replied that he had 
never had that vill by hereditary right, and that he did not wish to charge his 
soul and load it with blame and punishment before God, but he wished that 
the land should be restored to the monastery and brethren of St. Peter's, if 
Philip, his nephew, would give it to them by free concession and with a good 
will. This I witness, and I heard, and the Dean with me. I have told the truth 
of this matter, and the Bishop's recognition of it to Philip himself (the Bishop 
then still living), and to his knights and servants, and by letter to Bernard, 
Bishop of St. David's and to William, Archbishop of Canterbury, and to our 
lord, King Henry. Farewell". 83 

Philip of Belmeis was not willing to restore what his uncle had stolen, 
and at an Easter court at Woodstock that year (ll27) in the presence of the 
King and Archbishop William refused to do so. It was not till some time 
between 1154 and 1167 that Ranulf of Belmeis restored Betton to Shrewsbury 
Abbey, and in 1220 Roger de Zouche the Belmeis heir was again suing the 
Abbey for it.84 

Poor Bishop Richard ! He died at St. Osyth and was buried there, and 
the canons placed on his tomb an inscription which perhaps does him no more 
than justice: 

"Here lies Richard Beaumeis, known as Rufus, Bishop of London, a 
virtuous man, and of a great age, laborious throughout his life, our religious 
founder, who bestowed many good things on us and on the ministers of his 
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church at St. Paul's. He died on January 16th 1127. On his soul God have 
mercy" .85 

Professor Southern has recently drawn attention to the ruthlessness and 
rapacity of Henry I's servants. Some of his examples are perhaps pushed too 
far, but he provides plenty of evidence to show that high handedness like 
Bishop Richard's was far from uncommon.86 Repentances like his occurred 
also - for example, Neel d'Aubigny wrote to his master: "Trusting to your 
goodness and kindness I have restored some small pieces of land which I 
took from various churches".87 If his story illustrates greed and superstition 
it illustrates also the new importance given to the cult of the Old English 
saints in the 1120's and 1130's, and the brief period of fashion and prominence 
of the Black Canons. It illustrates too the extraordinary persistence of cults: 
even today Chich is still called St. Osyth's. As Bishop Henry King wrote on 
the tomb of St. Erkenwald in St. Paul's: 

"Non mille annorum series, 
Non flamma vorax, bis frustra conata, 
Non popularium rabies, extincta penitus fides, 
Erkenwaldi memoriam delere valuit".SS 

12 are listed by N . R. Ker, Medieval Libraries of Great Britain, A List of 
Surviving Books (London, Royal Historical Society 1964), 170. Two manuscripts of 
the late twelfth century are described, with plates, in a Sotheby's Catalogue of 
June 6th 1961. 

2 These will be found in Le/and's Itinerary in England and Wales, ed. Lucy Toulmin
Smith (London 1910), Vol. 5, 167-72. See also Joannis Lelandi Commentarii de 
Scriptoribus Britannicis, ed. A. Hall (Oxford 1709), 267. 

3 W. H. Frere and L. E. G. Brown, The Hereford Breviary edited from the Rouen 
edition of 1505 with Collation of Manuscripts (Henry Bradshaw Society, London 
1911), Vol. 2, 361 -4. 

4 A. T. Baker, "An Anglo-French Life of St. Osith". Modern Languages Review, 
Vol. 6 (1911), 476-502. 

5 M. S. Bodley 240, f. 588-9. An edition of this life will shortly appear in the Analecta 
Bollandiana with a study of the relationship of the various texts. It is dated by its 
statement that St. Osyth was martyred in 653, and that her blood-stained handmark 
was visible for 450 years afterwards. 

6 M. S. Bodley 285, f. 121 -122 v. This Life has been mainly edited in the footnotes 
to Baker's edition of the Anglo-Norman Life. It is dated by its mention of Bishop 
Richard of London (1109-1127). = B.H.L. 6352. 

7 Included by John Capgrave in his Nova Legenda Anglie. It was from this collection, 
by way of Surius. that the Bollandists obtained it, Acta Sanctorum Octobris, Vol. 3, 
942-3. See also C. Horstmann, Nova Legenda Sanctorum Angliae (Oxford 1901), 
232-237. It is dated by its mention of Thomas, prior of St. Bartholomew's, Smith
field (1144-1174). = B.H.L. 6353. 

8 A singularly complicating factor is her confusion with another St. Osyth, St. Osyth 
of Aylesbury. On this see Christopher Hohler, "St. Osyth and Aylesbury", Records 
of Buckinghamshire, Vol. 18 (1966), 61-72. I would like to take here the oppor
tunity of thanking Mr. Hohler for a very great deal of help, advice and correction. 
This article deals solely with the Essex Osyth. 

9 All lives tell us that her parents were an unlocalised King Frithewald and Queen 
Wilburga. Wilburga is described as a daughter of Penda by all lives. It is quite 
probable that these parents belonged to the Buckinghamshire Osyth. For a recent 
suggestion that she was a princess of the Hwiccas, see H. P . R. Finberg, Early 
Charters of the West Midlands (Leicester 1961), 192-3. 

10 Ramsey, Bury, and Tynemouth all say that she was veiled by the bishops her 
mother had sent to look after her, Acca and Bedwin. Leland's Notes, the Hereford 
Lessons, and the Anglo-Norman Life say that, correctly and canonically, they re
fused to do so. This is one of the principal reasons for believing that these three 
first Lives do not derive from William de V ere's. 
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I I The language of Ramsey suggests the existence of a charter: "Acta sunt igitur haec 
apud Orientales Saxones iuxta mare in villa que Chich ab incolis regionis illius 
nuncupata est, anno dominice incarnationis sescentesimo quinquagesimo tercio". 
Bury: "Rex ... totam villam que ab incolis Chich dicta est ei in possessionem dedit, 
eamque sub regali decreta confirmans . . . Acta autem sunt haec apud Orientales 
Saxones iuxta mare in villa quam prediximus nomine Chich anno ab incarnatione 
Domini sexcentesimo quinquagesimo tertio". Cf. the Anglo-Norman Life: "La vile 
Chich vus doins issi, Kenclovedene tut autresi, Tut ensement Hodefeld averez, De 
ceo faites vos volentez". the Hereford Lessons say " . . . dum licuit de opibus patri
monii villam presentem Chiri (Chirch) cum suis adiacentibus opidis usibus tuis et 
tuorum a modo concedo profuturam". Tynemouth says: "Dedit ei rex in posses
sionem villam Chichensem". It then dates the martyrdom in 653. Leland's Notes 
say "Siherus rex donavit Osithae villam suam de Chic". They date the martyrdom 
to 600, somewhat mysteriously: "passa est Anno Dom. 600". Notes in Bodley 
M. S. Gough Essex I, f. 3v. and f. 12v give the foundation of the nunnery as 653 
and the death as 654. Bury, as well as dating the foundation to 653, also dates the 
martyrdom to the same year: "Peracta demum passione ... que contigit anno ab 
incarnatione Domini sexcentesimo quinquagesimo tercio, die vero nonas Octobris" . 
Kenclovedene is Kelvedon, in Witham Hundred, Essex. Hodefeld is likely then 
to be the nearby Hatfield Peverel. (P. H. Reaney, The Place Names of Essex 
(English Place Name Society, Vol. 7, Cambridge 1935), 290, 287). St. Osyth's as far 
as is known, never claimed either place after the Conquest. 

12 "Seynt Osywel Cross 1512, Fons Sanctae Osythe 1539", Place Names of Essex, 351. 
13 Ramsey says that "in our time" many have seen it. So does the Anglo-Norman 

Life. Bury says that it lasted for 450 years - implying, therefore, that after 1103 
it ceased to be visible. 

14 F. Liebermann, Die Heiligen Englands (Hanover 1889), 13, no. 22. 
15 Mr. Hohler points out to me: "The text printed by Liebermann is c. 1020 as it 

stands because S. Florentinus has reached Peterborough. But the basis must be 
c. 900: because S. Cuthbert is at Ubbanford (= Norham). This translation, only 
in the Historia de S. Cuthberto, took place c. 820. It was disregarded in the later 
Durham tradition which left S. Cuthbert on Lindisfarne (most improbably) till 
c. 880. It cannot have found its way into the Resting Places after the 930's since 
Athelstan visited S. Cuthbert, by then at Chester-le-Street, during the Brunanburh 
campaign: and from then on any Wessex writer not then blindly copying something 
older, should have known where he was". 

16 Chronicon Abbatiae Rameseinsis, ed. W. D. Macray (Rolls Series, London 1886), 
157. Aelfward obtained the relics of St. Odulf for Evesham on the open market 
(Chronicon Abbatiae de Evesham, ed. W. D . Macray (Rolls Series, London 1863), 
83, 314), and gave the jawbone of St. Egwin of Evesham to Ramsey (Chron. Rams., 
452). 

17 D. Whitelock, Anglo-Saxon Wills (Cambridge 1930), 185, no. 2. 
18 Bodley M.S. Douce 296, which later belonged to St. Pancras at Lewes. The 

Summary Catalogue of the Bodleian assigns this M.S. to Peterborough (Vol. 4, 273, 
no. 21870), but Professor Wormald and Mr. Hohler prefer Croyland. 

19 F. Wormald, "The Litany in Arundel M.S. 60", Analecta Bollandiana Vol. 64, 
(1946), 83. 

20 F . Wormald, English Benedictine Kalendars before 1100 (London, Henry Bradshaw 
Society 1933), 207 - M.S. Bodley Hatton 113. 

21 Ramsey, Bury. It is Bury which gives the date as 1076. 
22 "Qui, cum de virtutibus et miraculis sancte virginis audisset, atque earn in sua 

parochia esse cognovisset, locum humiliter frequentavit virginemque dictis et factis 
decenter honorificavit. Cui quoque inter alia placuit ut corpus illius de loco in 
quo iacuit levaret et in loco eminenciori, scilicet post maius altare, honestissime 
poneret". 

23 M. E. Walcott, "The inventory of St. Osyth's Priory", Transactions of the Essex 
Archaeological Society, Vol. 5 O.S. (1873), 55-7. The shrine cost £12 6s. 8d. to deface 
(Victoria County History of Essex, Vol. 2, 161). 

24 Ramsey. 
25 Tynemouth: "Mauricius londoniensis episcopus in scrinio precioso reliquias sanctas 

cum honore collocavit; et roffensis episcopus ibidem presens a gravi qua detinebatur 
infirmitate curari meruit". No other Bishop of Rochester is available for Maurice's 
episcopate. The Bishops of Rochester had Essex property. 

26 Leland's Notes: "Quatuor in eccl. S. Osithae reperit sacerdotes, quos Mauritius 
episcopus, ejus predecessor, ibi constituerat, scilicet Edwinum, Sigarum, God-
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wicmm (sic), qui dictus est Menstre-Prest, qui et ipse decanus erat provinciae, et 
Wulfinum, quibus ad necessaria constituerat unicuique 60. acras terrae praeter 
decimationes et altaris obventiones, quae multifarie proveniebant eccl" . For an 
account of such pre-Conquest collegiate churches see A. Hamilton Thompson, 
"Notes on Colleges of Secular Canons in England", Archaeological Journal, Vol. 
74 (1917), 139-99, and R. Lennard, Rural England 1086-1135 (Oxford 1959), 
Appendix IV, "Some Minsters and Collegiate Churches". Maurice originated the 
prebendal system at St. Paul's itself (C. N. L. Brooke, "The Composition of the 
Chapter at St. Paul's, 1086-1163", Cambridge Historical Journal, Vol. 10, (1951), 
118-19). It is common to find a defunct Old English nunnery leaving a college of 
priests behind it - e.g. Leominster, Minster-in-Sheppey. In the thirteenth century St. 
Osyth's was in the archdeaconry of Colchester, and the rural deanery of Tendring . 
It is the largest parish in Tendring, the only church entitled to be called an ancient 
minster in Tendring hundred, and the Abbot of St. Osyth's had a pension of £1 
in the church of Tendring. (Taxatio Papae Nicholai IV, 23v, 28v.) 

27 M. Esposito, "La vie de Sainte Vu1fhilde", Analecta Bollandiana, Vol. 32 (1913). 
28 Ed. N. E . S. A. Hamilton (Rolls Series, London 1870), 143. 
29 C. N. L. Brooke, article cited above, 123. 
30 Early Charters of St. Paul's, ed. M. Gibbs, Camden Society, Vol. 58, 1939, 43, no. 59. 
31 Much the best account of him is by R. W. Eyton, The Antiquities of Shropshire 

(London 1854-60), Vol. 2, 193ff. 
32 Leland's Notes: "Richard de Beaumeis Normannus natione, et peritus legis hu

manae secretorum Domini regis conscius, et caussarum et administrationum rei 
pub. non segnis executor". 

33 C. N. L. Brooke, article cited above, 126. 
34 Leland's Notes: "Richard episcopus missis ad Chic, Nicolao et Ranulpho Batin 

clericis spoliat prebyteros S. Osithae oblationibus". 
35 Ed. cit., 499-500, lines 1443-1454. M.S. reads "Dakintone". 
36 Ibid., 500, lines 1475-1478. 
37 Ibid., 500, lines 1519-1524. 
38 Ibid., 501-2. 
39 The Anglo-Norman Life does not identify the paralysed Bishop with Richard I of 

Belmeis, the founder of St. Osyth's, but with a Bishop Richard "Le tiers a Londres 
se aveit, Puis cil ke l'Abbeie de Chich fundeit" (499, lines 1437-8). Baker, its editor, 
takes this to mean "the third Bishop Richard" - i.e. Richard fitzNeal (1189-1198), 
who did retire to St. Osyth's. Leland's Notes, however, make it plain that it is 
whom it says, i.e. the third Bishop after Richard I , Richard II of Belmeis (1152-
1162): "Richardus de Belmeis tertius episcopus London: nepos Richardi, qui 
Mauritii successor, consilio Radulphi archiepiscopi Cantuari: coenobium Canon. 
regul. constituit in Chic" . Was Richard 11, who did rob St. Osyth's of some of its 
churches (see below), the subject of this miracle? No. (1) William of Ockendon had 
ceased to be steward by 1142 (see next note). (2) Gesta Pontlficum, ed. cit., 143, 
gives independent evidence of Richard I's paralysis. (3) Leland's Notes make it plain 
that all through this section he is speaking of Richard I. (4) Charters of Richard I 
demonstrate a dramatic deathbed repentance, in particular for robbing the canons 
of St. Paul's of land in the Naze for his park at Clacton (see below). How is the 
confusion explained? Either by a misunderstanding of some such parenthetical 
phrase as Leland's quoted above, or by misunderstanding a description of Richard I 
as third Bishop after the Conquest. 

40 Early Charters of St. Paul's, 157, no . 198, he witnesses a charter of Eustace of 
Boulogne in the time of Bishop Maurice "ex parte episcopi", and is there described 
as "civis London". This fits well with his description in Leland's Notes: "Gul. de 
Wochenduna, Mauritii olim episcopi London. alumnus, oravit ut Richardus jam 
agrotans redderet presbyteris S. Osithae sua jura; id quod convelescens fecit" . 
Early Charters of St. Paul's, 45, no. 63, he witnesses in the time of William Brito 
the steward: ibid., 216, no. 274, is addressed to him, and witnessed by him as 
steward: ibid., 273, no. 219, he had ceased to be steward by 1142. He was a 
benefactor of St. Osyth's (Appendix of Charters no. XVIII), and he leased the land 
at Walton-le-Soken in the Naze from the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's which 
Bishop Richard's repentance led him to restore (see below). 

41 R. Newcourt, Repertorium ecclesiasticum parochiale Londinense (London 1708-10), 
Vol. 2, 141. He held the prebend of Consumpta per Mare (in the Naze), his pre
decessors being Osbern the King's chaplain, and Thurstan of York. He occurs as a 
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witness in 1148 (Calendar of the Charters of St. Paul's Cathedral by H. C. Max
and as a witness in the time of Dean Ralph of Langford (c. 1138-c. 1160) (ibid., 62). 
well-Lyte, Historical Manuscripts Commission, Ninth Report, Part I (1883), 63), 
J. C. Dickinson, The Austin Canons and their introduction in England (London 
1950), 113, quoting M.S. Corpus Cambridge 369, f.105, for the "Constructio" and 
Bodley M.S. Gough Essex 1, f. 3 (see also f . 14), and M.S. Trinity Cambridge 724. 
f. 20v. for the "Introductio". 
Appendix of Charters no. I. 
Ibid. 
Ibid., no. XVI. 
Ibid., no. IX. 
Ibid., no. IV. 
Johannes Saresburiensis Epistolae, ed. W. Miller, S.J., and H . E. Butler, revised 
by C. N. L. Brooke (London 1955), Vol. 1, 120, no. 76 = Migne, Patrologia Latina, 
Vol. 199, col. 25, ep. 25 . 
Appendix of Charters no. XIX. 
Epistolae, ed. cit., loc. cit. 
Early Charters of St. Paul's, 33, no. 47 (1162-3). 
As he says in his charter (Early Charters of St. Paul's, 150, no. 192, of 1162). The 
matter was complicated by a quarrel as to whether the churches belonged to the 
treasurership or the episcopal mensa. The St. Paul's charters make no mention of 
St. Osyth's. 
Mentioned in the charter of Henry II to St. Osyth's (Appendix of Charters no. 
XVIII). Gilbert confirmed this lost agreement with reference to Southminster (ibid. , 
no. XVII), and both Althorne and Mayland belonged to the manor of Southminster 
(Victoria County History of Essex, Vol. 1, 394-5). 
Appendix of Charters no. XVIII. 
J. C. Dickinson, A ustin Canons, 108ff. 
The foundation account of the Holy Trinity Aldgate was edited by T. Hearne, 
Guillelmi Neubrigensis Historia sive Chronica (Oxford 1719), Vol. 3, 608-709. It is 
here cited from M .S. Guildhall 122, vol. IV, f . 16 (a nineteenth century transcript 
of M.S. Glasgow Hunterian U .2.6.). 
Ph. Jaffe, Regesta Pontificum Romanorum, ed. W. Wattenbach, S. Loewenfeld, F. 
Kaltenbrunner and P. Ewald (Leipzig 1885-8), no. 6625: M.S. Guildhall 122, Vol. 
IV, f. 11. There are certainly genuine elements in the Colchester privilege which 
accompanied it. 
Dunstable, 1131/2: Launceston, 1127: Plympton, 1121 (the canon was Ralph, see 
his obit, July 27th 1132, Annales Plymtonienses, ed. F. Liebermann, Ungedruckte 
Anglo-Normannische Geschichtsquellen (Strasburg 1879), 27): Oxford, by 1122 
(the canon was the famous Master Wymund). 
"Siwardus Canonicus" witnesses the Archbishop's charter to Edward of Cornhill 
and Godelis his wife (Public Record Office, Duchy of Lancaster, 25 /L105, Original), 
"Simon Canonicus" witnesses his charter to his clerk Jordan (Public Record Office, 
Exchequer, King's Remembrancer, Ancient Deeds, Series A (E.40) no. 7915, Origi
nal) , "Simon Canonicus et Capellanus" witnesses his charter to the Holy Trinity 
Aldgate (ibid., Series A (E.40) no. 15739, Original, printed, F. R. H. du Boulay, 
"Bexley Church: Some Early Documents", Archaeologia Cantiana, Vol. 72 (1958), 
51, no. 3. 

50 J . C. Dickinson, Austin Canons, 115, does not accept the filiation of Merton to 
Aldgate. The first prior was Robert, sub-prior of St. Mary's, Huntingdon. 

61 For William of Corbeil, see T. F. Tout's article in the Dictionary of National 
Biography. Nothing is known of his family. He had two brothers. Ranulf who 
witnessed his charter to Edward of Cornhill (see above, not 59), and the Sandwich 
Inquest, whose witness list contains a full list of his clerks and household as 
Archbishop (text printed by D. M. Stenton, English Justice between the Norman 
Conquest and the Great Charter (London 1965), 116-123, from W. Boys, Collections 
for a History of Sandwich in Kent (Canterbury 1732), Vol. 2, 551 -3): and He/got 
who witnessed his charter to Gervase of Cornhill (Public Record Office, Duchy of 
Lancaster 25 /L106). It was one of these two brothers or a third who became a 
canon at Aldgate, and on whose behalf he presented it with the church of Bexley 
(M.S. Guildhall 122, Vol. IV, f. 122). He first appears as a clerk of Flambard's in 
1104, he was in Laon with Flambard's sons or those of Ranulf the Chancellor 
c. 1107-9. Symeon of Durham describes him as one of the circle of St. Anselm 
(Opera, ed. T. Arnold (Rolls Series, London 1882), Vol. 1, 247). For his journey 
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to Rome see Hugh the Chanter, the History of the Church of York, ed. C. Johnson 
(London 1961), 50. For Laon at this period and its English connections see R. L. 
Poole, The Exchequer in the Twelfth Century (Oxford 1912), 53-6. 

62 Professor Southern and Dom Schmitt are producing an edition of the Dicta Anselmi. 
This story comes from M.S. Corpus Cambridge 457, f. 113v, and must have been 
written after 1123. 

63 "Habebat turn quidem Richardus episcopus clericum insignem Gul. de Curbuil, 
totius literaturae communis peritum, quem ob probitatem morum, et literaturae et 
secularis prudentiae ad se vocaverat". 

64 Calendar of the Charters of St. Paul's Cathedral by H. C. Maxwell-Lyte, Historical 
Manuscripts Commission, Ninth Report, Part I (1883) 67-8 . 

65 Gesta Pontificum, 143. John of Salisbury (Epistolae, 1955, Vol. 1, 120. no. 76, 
Migne, Vol. 199, col. 25, ep. 25) had a similar opinion: "Ecclesia ilia et luce 
bonorum operum, religionis integritate, vitae et conversationis sanctitate totam 
insulam irradiat". 

66 Transl. E. A. Webb, The Records of St. Bartholomew's Priory (Oxford 1923), 30. 
67 Nova Legenda, 236: Acta Sanctorum, 943. 
68 British Museum, M.S. Cotton Dornitian A III, f. 61v (Leominster Cartulary) "Pro 

salute animarum regis H. et regine Alitie qui me nutriverunt et multa benefitia 
contulerunt". 

69 There are a number of autobiographical notes in Leland's Notes from his Life 
of St. Osyth: these will be more fully treated in my article on the Lives, but the 
following may be quoted here: "Ositha, mater mea te praeelegit advocatricem, et 
relictis suis coenobiis, quae ipsa cum viro suo instituit, ad patrocinium tuum 
confugit" .. . "Ego tunc temporis in curia Theobaldi Cantuar: rnilitabam, et a 
Colecestria ad S. Ositham veniebam, ut matrem inviserem". See A. Saltman, Theo
bald, Archbishop of Canterbury (London 1956), 165. For his friendship with Arnulf 
of Lisieux and Ralph of Diceto see The Letters of Arnulf o f Lisieux, 
ed. F. Barlow, Camden Society, Vol. 61 (1939), 35. Ralph used the Life 
of St. Osyth (Opera Historica, ed. W. Stubbs (Rolls Series, London 1876), Vol. 1, 
Ill). For his later career and circle see A. T. Bannister, The Cathedral Church 
of Hereford (London 1924), Appendix H., 135, and The Complete Peerage, Vol. 10 
(1945), Appendix, 114-5. Guy of Southwick, a fellow canon , dedicated his Penitential 
to him. 

70 Appendix of Charters no. XI. 
71 W. Sparrow Simpson, "Two Inventories of St. Paul's Cathedral", Archaeologia, 

Vol. 50, pt. ii (1857), 471- Inventory of 1245. 
72 W. Dugdale, The History of St. Paul's Cathedral in London (London 1658), 203, 

Inventory of 1295. 
73 Leland's Notes: "Gul. Corboile archiepiscopus Cantuar. fabrica~a Cantuaria argen

tea theca transtulit in earn partem reliquiarum Osith". 
74 J. Wickham Legg and W. St. John Hope, Inventories of Christ Church Canterbury 

(London 1902), 81, 96. The wood of the True Cross may be associated with the 
Aldgate relic mentioned above, the relic of St. James with the hand of St. James 
given by Queen Matilda to Reading Abbey: the Reading Abbey List also contains 
oil of St. Katharine from Sinai and the stone of the Ascension : and Henry of 
Blois gave some of the first to Glastonbury, and of the second, to Winchester. 

75 E. Bishop and F. A. Gasquet, The Bosworth Psalter (London 1908), 109 (Canter
bury), R. Stanton and E. Bishop, The Menology of England and Wales (London 
1887), 477-8 (Norwich, Southwark, St. Paul 's). Mr. Hohler adds: "+Tonbridge 
(Stockholm Royal Library A 182), Barnwell (B. M. Harley 3601), Westacre (Cam
bridge, St. John's College D .21), Holyrood (Ordinal, ed. Eeles, certainly reflecting 
Aldgate): the alleged Aldgate kalendar (Cambridge, Emmanuel College 252) is 
almost certainly Merton". All these are the feast on October 7th. For that on June 
3rd (St. Osyth of Aylesbury) see Mr. Hohler's article, cited above, 68, and note 28. 

76 Appendix of Charters no. XVIII and no . XIV. 
77 London Diocesan Records (at the Guildhall), Register IV, Bishop Clifford's 

Register, f . 171. 
7'0 See Appendix, no. XX. 
79 Leland's Notes have the one line "Westmutha litus prope Chic, ubi portus". William 

de Vere's Life probably therefore contained this miracle. 
80 For the text, see Baker, edition cited note 4, 493-5. 
81 Early Charters of St. Paul's, 43, no. 60. 
82 Ibid., 44, no. 62. 
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83 R. W. Eyton, The Antiquities of Shropshire (London 1854-60), Vol. 6, 181. See 
Appendix of Charters nos. XII and XIII. The Dean of St. Paul's was William de 
Mareni (Dean 11 08-1136). Fulk of St. Osyth's and Dean William witnessed a 
chirograph of Gilbert, Abbot of Colchester (1117-1140) and Maurice of St. Osyth's 
(a }ayman). It gives an interesting description of the marshland round St. Osyth's. 
The witness clause runs: "Willelmus decanus de Sancta Paulo Lundonie, Fulco 
Prior de Sancta (sic) Osgyda, Girardus Canonicus, Segarus presbyter". Segar the 
priest is presumably the Segar mentioned by William de Vere, note 26 above 
(Colchester Cartulary, ed. S. A. Moore (Roxburghe Club, 1897). Vol. I , 230-1) . 
When William of Corbeil became Archbishop in 1123 Fulk succeeded him as Prior, 
and appears to have formed part of a household of black canons who surrounded 
him, and witnessed three of his charters. (I) T extus Roffensis, facsimile edition, 
ed. P. Sawyer (Copenhagen 1960), f. 203, where he witnesses with Abel who later 
succeeded him. Later he gave a charter to Ascelin, Bishop of Rochester 1142-1148, 
testifying that he and Abel had been present (J . Thorpe, R egistrwn Roffense (Lon
don 1749), 62). (2) Textus Roffensis, facsimile, f. 179v-80. This witness list was 
later used by the forger of the Mottingham charter (Registrum Roffense, 346). 
(3) The foundation charter of Minster-in-Sheppey, Lambeth Palace, Archbishop 
Warham's R egister, Vol. 1, f. 136v. Here he witnessed with Fulk, Prior of Leeds 
in Kent, another of the Archbishop's canons, so they are not to be identified . Fulk, 
rather surprisingly, held a canonry at St. Paul's, the prebend of Newington (New
court, Repertorium, Vol. I. 186). William de Vere, the same, for he is called 
Bishop of Hereford, held the prebend of Neasdon (ibid., Vol. I, 183). This has 
caused doubt as to whether he could have been a canon of St. Osyth's, but Fulk's 
example seems decisive. 

84 Eyton, Antiquities of Shropshire, Vol. 2, 202, and Vol. 6, 183. 
85 Monasticon Anglicanum, ed. W. Dugdale, 2nd edition by J. Caley, H. Ellis and 

B. Bandinel (London 1817-30), Vol. 6, 262. 
86 R. W. Southern, "The Place of Henry I in English History", Proceedings of the 

British Academy, Vol. 48, 1962, 127-69. 
87 I bid., 142-3. 
88 Dugdale, St. Paul's, 112-3. 

APPENDIX OF CHARTERS 
I. 

Henry I orders Herbert Losinga, Bishop of Norwich (d. July 22nd 1119), 
and Robert fitzWalter, Sheriff of Suffolk, that they are to permit Richard, 
Bishop of London, to have the churches of Blythburgh and Stowmarket (Suf
folk), with all their customary rights. Twelve men of the hundred are to swear 
to what these are. This is to be done as the King ordered in his previous letter, 
and is not to be delayed because of his journey to Normandy. 

H., Dei gratia etc., H. Episcopo de Norwyc' et Roberto vicecomiti, salu
tem. Precipio quod ita faciatis habere Ricardo Episcopo Lond' ecclesiam de 
Blybwrgh et Stowe cum omnibus consuetudinibus que ad eas pertinent sicut 
iurare poterunt XII meliores homines de hundred, et sicut precepi per aluid 
breve meum, et non remaneat pro itinere meo Normund(iam): et teneat eas in 
pace et honorifice, cum secta, sokia, tol et them et infangenthef, et cum omni
bus aliis consuetudinibus, sicut umquam alius aliquis antecessor meus honora
bilius et quietius tenuit. Teste, etc . 

Source: British Museum, Additional M.S. 40725, f. 3 (Blythburgh Cartu
lary): calendared in Regesta II, no. 1218; noticed in Historical Manuscripts 
Commission, lOth Report, Appendix IV, p. 451; and Victoria County History 
of Suffolk, II, p. 91. 
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11. 
Henry I confirms the churches of Stowmarket and Blythburgh (Suffolk) 

to the Canons of St. Osyth's, so that they may pray for the souls of his parents, 
and for his own soul. (Perhaps the previous letter, referred to above.) 

Henricus primus (sic), Dei gratia Rex Anglie, etc., Sciatis me dedisse et 
concessisse canonicis Sancte Osithe ecclesiam de Stowe et ecclesiam de Blyth
burgh, cum terris et hominibus et cum omnibus rebus eis pertinentibus, in 
elemosinam tenere pro anima patris mei, matris mee, et redemcione peccato
rum meorum. Et volo et precipio ut teneant eas bene et honorifice et quiete 
sicut elemosinam meam. Teste, etc. 

Source: British Museum, Additional M.S. 40725, f. 3 (Blythburgh Cartu
lary): calendared in Regesta 11, no. 1220. 

IlL 
Henry I tells the Bishop of Norwich, Richard the Archdeacon of Suffolk 

(Richard de Bellafago, Archdeacon of Suffolk c. 1110-1135, Bishop of Av
ranches 1135-1142), Robert fitzWalter, Sheriff of Suffolk, and all the barons 
and faithful of Suffolk, that he has given the church of Blythburgh to the 
Canons of St. Osyth's. 

Henricus primus (sic), Rex Anglie, Episcopo Norwicensi et Ricardo 
archidiacono et Roberto vicecomiti et omnibus baronibus et fidelibus suis de 
Suff' salutem. Sciatis me dedisse, concessisse, et presenti carta confirmasse 
canonic is Sancte Osithe ecclesiam de Blybur', cum terris et hominibus et 
omnibus rebus eis pertinentibus, in elemosinam tenere pro anima patris et 
matris mee et redemcione peccatorum meorum, et vola et precipio ut teneant 
eas bene et honorifice et quiete sicut elemosinam meam, etc. 

Source: Blythburgh Cartulary f. 9v: calendared in Regesta II, no. 1219; 
noticed in Historical Manuscripts Commission lOth Report, Appendix IV, 
p. 452. For Richard de Bellafago, see J. Landon, "Early Archdeacons of 
Norwich", Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology, XX (1930), 
11-35. 

IV. 
Richard de Belmeis I Bishop of London (1108-1127) addresses all the 

bishops and barons of England; he has given the whole manor of Chich 
(Essex) and all things which belong to it to the Canons of St. Osyth's. In 
exchange for the same manor, which was part of the common fund of the 
Chapter, he has given to St. Paul's Cathedral Lodsworth (Sussex) which he 
held in fee of the King, and six librates of land which he bought from Robert 
de Wigecot. This he has done with the consent of the King, and of Ralph 
Archbishop of Canterbury (d . Oct. 20th 1122). Besides this he has given to 
the Canons the churches at Southminster and Clacton (Essex), with their lands 
and right tithes including those from his own possessions. These properties 
are given with the consent of the Canons of St. Paul's and of the laymen who 
hold of St. Paul's. These properties shall be held of the Bishop of London, 
and the Canons of St. Osyth's shall remain subject to him, electing their Prior 
by his consent. He has given these properties for the souls of King Henry, his 
predecessors and successors, for his own salvation, and for that of his pre-
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decessors and successors in the bishopric. He has also given to the Canons a 
tithe of his stags and hinds in the park which he made at Clacton, and a 
sheep-run in the manor of Southminster, which paid a rent of 40/ - a year as 
a tithe of all of Bishop Richard's possessions in the manor, together with a 
shepherd to guard the sheep-run and five acres of land. Besides this the 
Bishop gives the Canons one hind a year on the feast of St. Osyth from his 
park at Clacton. He has also given the Canons a hide of land in the manor 
of Chich, which he bought from Ernulf Cocket, and he gives it to St. Osyth, 
her servants, Our Lady, and the blessed apostles Peter and Paul, for the 
salvation of the souls of King Henry, Queen Matilda, their children, and his 
own predecessors and successors. 

The text of this charter exists in two versions, one longer and fuller, but 
later (fifteenth century), and one shorter version, preserved in late transcripts, 
but containing early forms. The shorter form is here given in italics, and 
where the longer version differs, its readings are given in brackets. 

Omnibus Episcopis Anglie et omnibus Baronibus cunctisque fidelibus 
sancte ecclesie, R. Dei gratia Londoniensis Episcopus, salutem (oracionum 
suffragia). Sciatis quod ego dedi et concessi totum manerium de Cihc (Chich) 
et omnia que ad ipsum pertinent libere et quiete habendum et disponendum 
Canonicis in ecclesia Sancte Osithe Deo servituris (famulaturis, et pro escam
bio predicti manerii, quod erat de dominica mensa Sancti Pauli, restitui ipse 
mense Sancti Pauli Lodeswardon' quam in feodo de Rege tenebam), et sex 
libratas terre in Sudmenestra (Sumenstre) quas emi de Roberto de Wigecot , et 
hoc feci concessu (consensu et confirmatione) Regis Henrici et Radulphi Can
tuariensis Archiepiscopi. (Preterea dedi supradictis Canonicis ecclesias .de 
Southmenstre et Clakynton' cum terris et rectis decimis omnium que decimari 
debent, et mee possessionis propriis et aliorum, libere et quiete disponendas 
cum consuetudinibus quas temporibus predecessorum meorum habuerunt, et 
hec data sunt assensu Canonicorum Sancti Pauli et laicorum beneficia Sancti 
Pauli tenencium, et hoc tenore, ut hec predicta de Episcopo Sancti Pauli 
teneant, et ei per omnia canonice subiecti permaneant, ac Priorem sui ordinis 
eligendi, consensu Episcopi, potestatem habeant. Hec autem omnia feci (?et) 
constitui pro salute et redempcione Regis Henrici et antecessorum et succes
sorum eius, pro mea eciam salvacione et omnium qui me in Episcopatu et 
precesserunt et subsequentur. Dedi eciam eis et concessi decimam cervorum 
et damarum sive capriolorum parci quem feci apud Clacton' (sic). Notum sit 
eciam me dedisse et constituisse in manerio Sumenstre (sic) predictis Canonicis 
unam barcariam que tunc reddebat xl solidos pro decima omnium mearum 
(?possessionum) eiusdem manerii, et bercarium qui custodiebat eandem ber
cariam cum quinque acris terre, et preter hoc, singulis annis concedo Sancte 
Osithe unam damam in festo eius in parco de Clacton' .) Et sciant filii sancte 
ecclesie quod unam hidam in predicto manerio de Cihc (Chich) quam (ego) 
emi de Ernalpho Cocket (Arnulpho Coket) do Sancte Osithe et servitoribus 
eius et Sancte Marie et beatis apostolis Petro et Paulo pro remedio animarum 
Regis et M . Regine et infantum eorum et antecessorum et successorum mea
rum. V alete. 

Sources: (A) Shorter Version: British Museum, M.S. Lansdowne 447, 
f. 58; printed from this M.S. by J. Watney, St. Osyth's (privately printed, 1871) 
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PP· 7-8: Bodleian Library, M.S. Eng. Hist. c. 241, f. 52v-3; from which it 
was printed by J. C. Dickinson, op. cit., p. 282; and calendared in Regesta II, 
no. 1208. 

fB) Longer Version: Guildhall London, London Diocesan Records, Re
gister N, Bishop Clifford's Register f. 175, old foliation f. 80- an inspeximus 
by Richard Kyngeston Archdeacon of Colchester, dated 1411. "Frater Willel
mus, procurator memoratus ... nonnullas literas evidencias atque munimenta 
coram dicto Reverendo Patre" (Bishop Richard Clifford of London) "pro 
tribunali . . . tunc ibidem iudicialiter sedente publice ostendebat et realiter 
exhibuit. Quorum tenores sequentur et sunt tales", etc.; part printed from this 
Register by R. Newcourt, Repertorium ecclesiasticum parochiale Londinense 
(London 1708-10) II, p. 535. The major part has not been hitherto printed. 
Noticed in Historical Manuscripts Commission lOth Report, Appendix N, 
p. 451, and in Victoria County History of Suffolk 11, p. 91. 

V. 
Henry I addresses Ralph Archbishop of Canterbury, Richard Bishop of 

London, the Chapter of St. Paul's, and all his men, French and English. He 
confirms the gift of the manor of Chich from the common fund of St. Paul's 
to St. Osyth's, and the exchange made for it of Lodsworth and six librates of 
land in Southminster. Witnessed, according to one version, by Archbishop 
Ralph and Nigel of Calne at Rouen, according to the other by William the 
Atheling. If the second is correct, this would date this charter to before 
Nov. 25th 1120. These two versions exist in the same MSS. as no. N above, 
and are distinguished in the same way, with italics for the shorter version, and 
the longer version given in brackets. 

Henricus, Dei gratia Rex Anglie et Dux Normannie et Dominus Hibernie 
(sic) Radulpho Archiepiscopo Cantuar' et Ricardit Episcopo London' et toti 
capitula Sancti Pauli London' et omnibus baronibus et fidelibus suis Francis 
et Anglicis (tocius Anglie) salutem. Sciatis me concessisse Canonicis Sanctit 
Osithe manerium de Chich (quod Ricardus Episcopus London' eis dedit de 
dominica mensa Sancti Pauli, et in escambio illius manerii concedo ad mensam 
Sancti Pauli Lodeswordon' quam predictus Episcopus Ricardus ei dedit de 
feodo suo, et sex libratas terre in Southmenstre de empcione sua et in pace 
honorifice teneant. Et hoc concedo pro redempcione anime mee et patris et 
matris mee et antecessorum et successorum meorum), Teste Rad. Archiepis
copo Cant' et Nig' de Calvat apud Rothomagum (T. Anglorum principi). 

Sources: (A) Shorter Version: British Museum, M.S. Lansdowne 447, 
f. 58v: Bodleian Library, M.S. Eng. Hist. c. 241, f. 53; from which it was 
printed by J. C. Dickinson, op. cit., p. 282; and calendared in Regesta 11, no. 
1209. 

(B) Longer Version: Guildhall London, London Diocesan Records, Re
gister IV, Bishop Clifford 's Register, f. 172v, old foliation f. 80v. (see above, 
no. N). 

VI. 
Richard Bishop of London informs William Dean of St. Paul's (William 

de Mareni 1108-c. 1138) and the Chapter of St. Paul's, and all laymen who 
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hold of St. Paul's that he has given the churches of Southminster and Clacton 
(Essex) with all that pertains to them to St. Osyth's, and he wishes them to 
confirm and witness the gift. 

Richardus Dei gratia London' Episcopus W. Decano et omnibus Canoni
cis Sancti Pauli London' ecclesie et omnibus qui de beneficiis supradicte 
ecclesie tenent, Francis et Anglis, salutem. Sciatis quod ego dedi ecclesie 
Sancte Osithe virginis de Ciz, ecclesias de Sudemenestra et de Clachentona 
cum omnibus que ad illas pertinent, etc. Huius autem donationis volo ut sitis 
confirmatores et testes. Valete. 

Source: British Museum, M.S. Lansdowne 447, f. 58 ; from which it was 
printed by J. Watney, op. cit., p. 8. 

VII. 
William Dean of St. Paul's (William de Mareni 1108-c. 1138) and the 

Chapter of St. Paul's address all the bishops and great men, French and 
English, of England. With the King's and the Archbishop's advice, and the 
Chapter's consent, Bishop Richard has given the manor of Chich to St. Osyth's. 
In exchange he has given Lodsworth (Sussex) to St. Paul's, with six librates 
of land in Southminster which he bought from Robert de Wygecot. The 
Bishop has also given to St. Osyth's the church of Southminster, with six hides 
and all its tithes, and the church of Clacton and its tithes. These gifts have 
been made on the condition that the Canons of St. Osyth's shall remain subject 
to the Bishop of London and to the Canons of St. Paul's, and shall hold Chich 
and the other gifts of the Bishop from St. Paul's and the Bishop. Their Prior 
shall be appointed by capitular election and the Bishop's examination and 
consent. 

Tocius Anglie Episcopis et cunctis proceribus Francis et Anglis, W., 
Beati Pauli London' Ecclesie minimus et totus Canonicorum conventus oracio
num suffragia. Noverit caritas vestra patrem nostrum R. London' Episcopum, 
Regis nutu et Archiepiscopi consilio, assensuque nostro necnon (M.S. 'eciam') 
consensu (M.S. 'ad') villam de propria mensa Sancti Pauli nomine Chich 
Canonicis Sancti Osithe concessisse, et aliam villam Lodeswordam, que de 
Episcopatu non est, cum sex libratas in Southmenstr', quas a Roberto de 
Wygecot Episcopus emit, in escambio Sancta Paulo restituisse. Concessit eciam 
illis Episcopus ecclesiam de Southmenstr' cum VI hidis et cum omnibus 
decimis, et ecclestiam de Clacton' cum decimis. Hoc autem de Episcopo 
statutum et a nobis tali condicione constat concessum, ut idem Canonici Beato 
Paulo et Episcopo nostro subiecti maneant, villamque prefatam et ea que 
Episcopus eis donavit de Sancta Paulo et Episcopo teneant. Prior quoque sui 
capituli electione (M.S. 'electionem') Episcopi simul examinacione et consilio 
constituatur. Valete. 

Source: Guildhall London, London Diocesan Records, Register IV, 
Bishop Clifford's Register, f. 172v-173, old foliation f. 80v-81. (See above no. 
IV.) 

In the Register this charter begins with the words: "R. Cantuariensi 
Archiepiscopo et infra substituto". It may be suggested, on the basis of the 
Lansdowne text, that this represents the end of no. V, "R. Cantuariensi Archie-
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piscopo" bringing up the tail of witnesses, and the next charter being prefaced 
with the words: "et infra subsequitur". 

VIII. 
Ralph Archbishop of Canterbury ( 1114-1122) addresses the faithful gener

ally. He gives a general confirmation of Bishop Richard's charter of gift 
(no. IV). 

Radulfus Dei gratia Cantuariensis Archiepiscopus omnibus Christi fideli
bus, Episcopis et clericis, Abbatibus et monachis, reliquisque cuiuscunque 
condicionis sunt ecclesie filiis, salutem, Deique benedictionem et suam. Sciatis 
quod ego concedo, et auctoritate Dei et nostra confirmo ea que Ricardus 
Londoniensis Episcopus, consensu Regis Henrici et assensu capituli Sancti 
Pauli, dedit Canonicis Sancte Osithe servituris : videlicet totum manerium de 
Chich et omnia que ad ipsum pertinent, et ecclesias de Southmenstr' et de 
Clacton' cum rectis decimis omnium que decimari solent, proprie possessionis 
ipsius Episcopi et aliorum, et cum terris ad ecclesias easdem pertinentibus, et 
cum consuetudinibus quas habuerunt predicte ecclesie temporibus predeces
sorum eiusdem Episcopi, et unam bercariam in Southmenstr' pro decima om
nium, et decimam ferarum parci de Clacton' , et unam damam in uno quaque 
festo Sancte Osithe. Hec predicte ecclesie auctoritate Dei et nostra confirmo, 
cl omnia alia que fideles ecclesie eidem dederunt: et qui hec firmiter custo
dierint benedictionem Dei et nostram consequantur. Si quis vero, quod absit, 
hec violare presumpserit, Deus iudex iudicet. Valete. 

Source: Guildhall London, London Diocesan Records, Register IV, Bishop 
Clifford's Register, f. 173, old foliation f. 81. (See no. IV.) 

IX. 
Ralph Archbishop of Canterbury (1114-1122) addresses Ernulf Bishop 

of Rochester (1115-1124) and all the faithful of Kent. He has given the church 
of Petham (Kent) from his own possessions to the Canons of St. Osyth's for 
the salvation of his soul, and for those of his predecessors and successors. 
They are to have all the tithes of the manor and of Ralph's own possessions, 
and everything else that belongs to the church of Petham, whether of corn or 
cattle. He gives as well a meadow which pays an annual rent of 8d. on the 
feast of the Nativity of Our Lady (Sept. 8th) which the Canons are to hold 
and pay rent for just as the priest Gunter did. 

Radulphus Dei gratia Cantuariensis Archiepiscopus Ernulpho Roffensi 
Episcopo et omnibus clericis et laicis, Francis et Anglicis, de Kent, salutem, et 
Dei benedictionem et suam. Sciatis me concessisse in elemosinam proremedio 
anime mee et predecessorum et successorum meorum ecclesie Sancte Osithe 
et Canonicis ibidem Deo servituris ecclesiam de Petham cum omnibus rectis 
decimis manerii, et nostre proprie possessionis, et omnium aliorum ad eandem 
ecclesiam pertinentibus, tarn segetum quam pecorum, et unum campum pro 
VIII denariis de gabulo singulis annis ad Nativitatem Beate Marie sicut 
Gunterus sacerdos tenuit et reddidit. 

Source: Lambeth Palace, Archbishop Warham's Register, Vol. I, f. 158. 
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X. 
Ralph Archbishop of Canterbury (1114-1122) addresses his men at Petham 

(Kent). He has given their church to the Canons of St. Osyth's. He begs that 
those who have already given their due tithes to the church may give more 
willingly, and that those who have not will give them, and they shall have 
God's blessing and his. 

R . Dei gratia Cantuariensis Archiepiscopus hominibus suis de Petham 
salutem et Dei benedictionem et suam. Sciatis me concessisse in elemosinam 
Ecclesie et Canonicis Sancte Osithe ecclesiam de Petham cum omnibus decimis 
que ad earn pertinent. Precor itaque ut qui rectas decimas ecclesie concesserunt, 
amodo libentius dent, et si qui non dederunt, amodo concedant pro remedio 
animarum suarum, et qui concesserunt Dei benedictionem et meam habeant. 
Valete. 

Source : Lambeth Palace, Archbishop Warham's Register, Vol. I, f. 158. 

XI. 
Richard Bishop of London addresses William Dean of St. Paul's and all 

the citizens of London and parishioners of St. Paul's. With the good will of 
William Archbishop of Canterbury (1123-1136) and of other bishops who 
were present he has translated the "other" arm of St. Osyth to the cathedral 
(presumably as against the one which had gone to Canterbury). He grants 20 
days indulgence of penance to all present on the occasion, and seven days 
indulgence of penance to those who visit the cathedral on the anniversary 
of the feast. 

R . Dei gratia Londoniensis ecclesiae etsi indignus minister W. Decano 
totique capitula Sancti Pauli et omnibus civibus civitatis Lond', cunctisque 
quoque parrochianis prefatae ecclesiae, salutem et Dei benedictionem et suam. 
Ad ecclesiam Sancti Pauli, nostro regimini a Deo commissam, fratres dilectis
simi, providentia patris nostri Willelmi Cantuariae Archiepiscopi et quorun
dam nostrorum qui interfuerunt coepiscoporum, alterum brachium Sanctae 
Osidae ad maxime venerandam, nostri loci sanctitatem, nostrorumque et 
omnium peccatorum consolationem, transferri curravimus, omnibus illam in 
suscipiendo de se et suo quantulocumque venerantibus XX dies de suis 
penitentiis paterne remittentes. Relaxamus etiam singulis annis VII dies suae 
penitentiae universis qui in illius festivitate ad eandem ecclesiam in nomine 
Domini et illius Sanctae veneratone devote convenerint. Valete. 

Source: Original at St. Paul's Cathedral (with seal); printed by H. M. 
Maxwell-Lyte, Historical Manuscripts Commission 12th Report Part i, Ap
pendix, p. 38, no. 1140. 

XII. 
William Archbishop of Canterbury (1123-1136) addresses Payn fitzJohn 

and the barons of Shropshire. Fulk Prior of St. Osyth's had given evidence 
to him concerning the death bed confession of Richard Bishop of London 
(d. Jan. 17th 1127). The Bishop had confessed that the manor of Betton 
(Salop.) was not his by inheritance, but only for life, and that he quitclaimed 
it to the monks of Shrewsbury Abbey to whom it should belong. 
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Willelmus Dei gratia Cantuariensis Archiepiscopus Pagano filio J ohannis 
et omnibus baronibus de Salopescira salutem. Sciatis quod Fulco, Prior Sancte 
Oside, mihi testificatus est quod Ricardus Episcopus Lundonie in confessione 
sua sibi recognovit quod manerium de Beitona non erat suum hereditarie, 
nisi in vita sua, et liberum et quietum clamavit illum monachis de Salopesbiria 
in vita sua quorum erat manerium illud et a quibus tenuit eum. Valete. 

Source: National Library of Wales M.S. 7851, f. 20 and f. 55, (Shrewsbury 
Abbey Cartulary); Bodleian Library M.S. Top. Salop. d. 2, f. 16 (R. W. Eyton's 
transcript); printed by R. W. Eyton, The Antiquities of Shropshire (London 
1854-1860), Vol. 6, p. 182. 

XIII. 
William Archbishop of Canterbury (1123-1136) and Papal Legate (1126-

1130, 1131-1136) addresses all the faithful. The Manor of Betton (Salop.) has 
been adjudged to belong to the monks of Shrewsbury in the King's presence 
at Woodstock, since Philip de Belmeis (Bishop Richard's heir and nephew, see 
no. XII, above) had failed to appear at the judgment. 

Willelmus Dei gratia Cantuariensis Archiepiscopus, Sedis Apostolice 
Legatus, omnibus sancte Dei ecclesie fidelibus per Angliam salutem. Noscant 
presentes et postfuturi quoniam monachis de Salopesbiria iudicata est quieta 
et libera terra sua de Beitona, quia Philippus de Belmesio in curia Regis 
Henrici apud Wodestoke deficit a iusticia in presencia Regis et nostra. Valete. 

Source: National Library of Wales M.S . 7851 , f. 54 (Shrewsbury Abbey 
Cartulary); Bodleian Library M.S. Top. Salop. d. 2, f. 16 (R. W. Eyton's tran
script); printed by R. W. Eyton, The Antiquities of Shropshire (London 1854-
1860), vol. 6, p. 183 . 

XIV. 
William of Blois, Count of Mortain, Earl Warenne, and Count of 

Boulogne, addresses all his men in Dunwich (Suffolk). He has confirmed to 
his dearest clerks at Blythburgh (Suffolk) all the lands which they have either 
bought or been given in Dunwich, and he does so to benefit the souls of his 
parents (King Stephen and Queen Matilda of Boulogne). Witnessed by Thur
stan and Osward the chaplains, Roger the clerk, Peter the justiciar. William 
of Blois became Count of Boulogne in 1153, and died in 1159. 

Willelmus Comes Morit', Waren', Bolon', omnibus fidelibus et hominibus 
suis de Donewic' salutem. Sciatis me concessisse, et hac carta mea confirmasse, 
in liberam et perpetuam elemosinam karissimis clericis meis de Blybur' omnes 
terras quas habent in Donewic', tarn ex donacione fidelium quam ex empcione 
habituri sunt, et hoc facio pro animabus patris et matris mee, et anime mee, 
et omnium predecessorum meorum. Quare volo et firmiter precipio quod 
predicti Canonici iam dictas terras cum omnibus libertatibus et liberis con
suetudinibus ad ipsas pertinentibus habeant et teneant bene, et in pace, libere 
et quiete et honorifice, ab omni terreno servicio et seculari exactione absolutas, 
sicuti meam dominicam elemosinam, et prohibeo ne aliquam eis et rebus suis 
molestiam vel contumeliam aut gravamen faciatis, vel ab aliquo fieri permitta
tis, sed eos et omnes terras eorum in Donewico protegatis et manuteneatis, sicut 
res meas proprias, nee aliquid ab eis exigatis de predictis terris vel exigi 
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permittatis, sed teneant eas in proprium liberas. Testibus, Turstano capellano, 
Oswardo capellano, Rogero clerico, Petro justic' et aliis. 

Source: British Museum, Additional M.S. 40725, f. 32v (Blythburgh 
Cartulary). 

XV. 
William of Blois, Earl Warenne, addresses all who read this charter. He 

has given half an acre of quarry at Reigate (Surrey) to St. Mary's, Blythburgh. 
Witnessed by Nicholas of Kennet (who held Kennet, Cambs., of the Warenne 
fee), Adam de Cailli (who held Hillborough, lilington, and Denver in Norfolk), 
Ralph of Mells, Roger de Money and Alan his brother. William of Blois 
became Earl Warenne in 1148-9. He died in 1159. 

Ominibus has litteras visuris vel audituris Willelmus Comes Warrenie 
salutem. Noveritis me dedisse pro salute anime mee Deo et domui Sancte 
Marie de Blybur' dimidiam acram de quarrerio apud Reigate in parum et 
perpetuam elemosinam, et quoniam volo quod hac mea donacio rata sit et 
stabilis post scripta sigillum meum apposui. His testibus, Nich' de Kenet, 
Ad de Cailli, Rad' de Melles, Rog' de Money, Alano fratre eius. 

Source: British Museum, Additional M.S. 40725, f. 49v (Blythburgh 
Cartulary). 

XVI. 
Henry II addresses William Bishop of Norwich (1146-1174) and Oger, 

Sheriff of Suffolk. He has confirmed to the Canons of St. Osyth's their right 
of appointing and removing the Prior of Blythburgh, just as it was given to 
them by Henry I, his grandfather. They are not to be disturbed or molested in 
any way, and he keeps the church in his hands as part of his demesne alms. 

Henricus II (sic), Rex Anglie, Dux Normannie et Equitanie, Comes 
Andegav', Willelmo Norwicensi Episcopo et Ogero vicecomiti salutem. Sciatis 
me concessisse Abbati et Canonicis de Sancta Ositha ut habeant liberam facul
tatum ponendi Priorem quem voluerunt in ecclesia sua de Blybur' quam 
Henricus Rex, avus meus, dedit eis, et eum inde amovendum secundum 
voluntatem suam: quare prohibeo ne aliquis eis inde molestiam aliquam vel 
gravamen facere presumat quia predictam ecclesiam in dominio et in propria 
manu mea retineo, sicut meam dominicam elemosinam. 

Source: British Museum, Additional M.S. 40725, f. 9v (Blythburgh Cartu
lary). 

XVII. 
Gilbert Foliot Bishop of London (1163-1187) confirms the agreement 

between Abel Abbot of St. Osyth's (Prior after 1142 at earliest, Abbot c. 1160, 
d. 1184) and his Canons on the one hand and Godfrey Treasurer of St. Paul's 
(c. 1162 I 3-1170 I 4) on the other, concerning the church of Southminster 
(Essex), contained in a chirograph to which both parties have set their seals, 
and to which he now sets his. 

Que ad honorem Dei et utilitatem sancte geruntur ecclesie iustum est 
firma consistere, et suis radicibus inconvulsa permanere. Inde est quod con
ventionem inter A. abbatem sancte Osythe et eiusdem ecclesie conventum et 
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G. Lundoniensis ecclesie tesaurarium super ecclesia de Simin' habitam, nos 
quia Deo placitam et ecclesie sancte commodam attendimus, sicut cirographo 
inter eos conscripto et sigillis eorum utrimque firmato concepta est appro
bamus, et concessa nobis a Deo auctoritate roboratam, ut in posterum incon
vulsa permaneat, sigilli nostri attestatione firmanus. 

Source: Bodleian Library, M.S. E. Musaeo 249, f. 197 (correspondence 
of Gilbert Foliot); printed in Gilberti ex abbate Glocestriae episcopi primum 
Herefordiensis deinde Londoniensis epistolae . .. ed. J. A Giles, 2 vols. 
(London, Oxford 1846), no. 312; Migne, Patrologia Latina, Vol. 190, no. 312; 
The Letters and Charters of Gilbert Foliot ed. A Morey and C. N. L. Brooke 
(Cambridge 1967) p. 481, no. 450. 

XVIII. 
Henry II addresses all the hierarchy and nobility of England. He has 

confirmed to St. Osyth's charters no. IV1 and no. I, and the agreement made 
between the Canons of St. Paul's and the Canons of St. Osyth's by Gilbert 
Foliot Bishop of London (1163-1187) concerning the churches of Southminster, 
Althorne and Mayland (all in Essex), as it was contained in (lost) charters of 
Gilbert Foliot and the Canons of St. Paul's. He confirms the gift of Baldwin 
of Austroy, Constable of the Counts of Boulogne, of part of the manor of 
Chich, which was part of the Boulogne fee confirmed by Count (i.e. King) 
Stephen and Countess Matilda, and Count William their son: of the gift by 
Waiter Makerel and Ermengard his wife of Bircho in Kirkby-le-Soken (Essex): 
of the gift of Alice de Vere and Earl Aubrey her son (Aubrey Ill, Earl of 
Oxford 1142-1194) of land worth a hundred shillings at Dalham and Dunstall 
Green (nr. Newmarket, Suffolk), and four hundred shillings worth of land in 
Dalham : of the gift by Ralph Travers and Petronilla his wife of half a hide 
of land in Boiwelle (? Bovill's Hall in Little Clacton) : of the gift by Hubert 
of St. Clare (son of Hamo of St. Clare, Bailiff of Colchester, and Sheriff of 
Essex) of ten shillings worth of land at Great Bromley (Essex) : of the gift by 
Robert de Reymes of a hundred acres of ploughfield and three acres and a 
perch of meadow in Messing (Essex): of the gift by William of Ockendon 
of the land which is called Cocstede at Brentwood (Essex), free from all tem
poral service: and of the land in Tolleshunt d'Arcy (Essex) which the Canons 
have in fee of Robert son of Hervey: and the land in Chich which they have 
in fee of Bernard de Balliol. The King permits the Canons to assart and culti
vate one hundred and forty acres at Brentwood in Chafford, and twelve acres 
in Chich, and ten acres in Bensted Green in Sandon (all in Essex), free of all 
forest pleas, and he forbids any forester to enter their forest, but it is to be for 
their use, and they shall have rights of warren in their lands of Chich and 
Bircho and Stowmarket, and two greyhounds and four brachets to catch hares 
and wolves, and noone shall hunt there without their permission: and they 
and their men and market shall be free from all royal tolls, and tolls for cross
ing bridges and causeways, and road and sea tolls in all the royal lands: they 
shall have the market at Chich: and they shall have a complete judicial 
franchise, short of gallows (confirmed with a long list of freedoms from many 
ancient amercements), including rights of wreck, and with exemptions from 
scutage (except the scutage for one knight at Bircho) and Sheriff's aids. 
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Witnessed by Gilbert Foliot Bishop of London (1163-1187), Geoffrey Ridel 
Bishop of Ely (1174-1189), Ralph Prior of Waltham Holy Cross, Essex (1177-
1184), Aubrey de Vere 1st Earl of Oxford (1142-1194), Hugh de Cressy, 
William de Vere. Richard fitzNeal the Treasurer, and Roger Bigod, at Wal
tham. Probably to be dated to early August 1178. 

Henricus Dei gratia rex Anglorum, dux Normannorum, comes Andega
vorum, archiepiscopis, episcopis, abbatibus, comitibus, baronibus, justiciariis, 
v1cecomitibus, ministris et omnibus ballivis et fidelibus suis totius Anglie, 
Francis et Anglicis, presentibus et futuris, salutem. Sciatis me pro salute 
anime mee concessisse et presenti carta confirmasse in perpetuam elemosinam 
Deo et ecclesie Sancte Osithe de Chich et Canonicis ibidem Deo servientibus 
et servituris totum manerium de Chich in quo situm est monasterium Sancte 
Osithe virginis et martiris liberum et quietum ab omni terreno servicio et 
seculari exactione. Quod manerium habent ex dono et confirmatione Ricardi 
Londoniensis Episcopi cum omnibus pertinentiis et libertatibus quas Episcopi 
Londoniensis ecclesie habuerunt in eadem manerio dum esset in eorum 
dominio. Pro quo manerio quatuordecim librate terre in Lodesworda et sex 
librate in Sudministra date sunt in escambio ab eadem Episcopo succedentibus 
Episcopis Londoniensis ecclesie. Et ex dono eiusdem Episcopi 
unam hidam terre in manerio de Chiche quam idem Episcopus emit de 
Ernulpho Coket liberam et quietam ab omni terreno servicio et ecclesias de 
Claketona et ecclesias de Sudministra et de Meilanda cum duabus hidis terre 
et marisco et ecclesi am de Alesthorn cum omnibus terris et pertinentiis et 
libertatibus que ad predictas ecclesias pertinent. Concedo et confirmo per
petuam in eadem loco abbatiam et ut abbas electione capituli sui semper 
eligatur et constituatur. 

Ex dono Henrici Regis avi mei ecclesias de Blieburc et de Stoumarket 
cum capellis et ten·is et omnibus aliis pertinentiis et libertatibus suis cum soco 
et saca et thol et theam et infangenethef. Et prohibeo ne de predictis ecclesiis 
aliquis eis molestiam faciat vel gravamen, quia eas retineo in dominio et in 
propria manu mea, sicut meam elemosinam propriam. 

Confirmo et ratam habeo transactionem factam inter capitulum Sancti 
Pauli London' et ecclesiam Sancte Osithe per Gilbertum Folioth Episcopum 
Londoniensem super ecclesiis de Sudministra et de Morlanda et Alesthorn et 
earundem pertinentiis sicut in cartis predicti Gilberti Episcopi et capituli 
Sancti Pauli continetur. 

Ex dono Baldewini constabularii et ex confirmatione comitis Stephani et 
Matillidis uxoris sue et Wi11elmi comitis filii et heredis eorum tenementum 
de Chich quod est de feodo Bolonie in liberam elemosinam tenendum et ab 
omni servicio terreno quietum. 

Ex confirmatione eorundem et ex dono Walteri Makerel et Ermengard' 
uxoris sue totam terram de Bircho cum omnibus pertinentiis suis per servicium 
unius militis tenendam. 

Ex dono Aliz de Ver et comitis Alberici filii sui centum solidatas terre 
in Dalham et in Tunstal et quadraginta solidatas in Dalham. 

Ex dono Radulphi Travers et Petronille uxoris sue dimidiam hidam terre 
cum pertinentiis in Boiwelle. 

Ex dono Huberti de Sancta Claro decem solidatas terre in Brumleya. 
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Ex dono Roberti de Reymes centum acras terre arabilis et tres acras et 
unam perticatam de prato in Mesicnge. 

Ex dono Willelmi de Wokendona apud Boscum arsum terram que vocatur 
Cocstede cum omnibus pertinentiis suis liberas et quietas ab omni terreno 
servicio. 

Terram etiam de Tolleshunta quam habent de feodo Roberti filii Hervei 
et terram de Chich quam habent de feodo Bernardi de Ballol. 

Omnes has possessiones, terras, elemosinas, concedo predictis Canonicis 
et confirmo ut habeant et teneant eas bene et in pace, libere et quiete sicut 
carte donatorum testantur. Concedo etiam Canonicis ut assartent et excolant 
septies viginti acras in Toleshunta et quadraginta acras ad Boscum arsum et 
duodecim acras in Chich et decem acras in Benested et teneant eas bene et 
in pace, libere et quiete de rewardo et placitis foreste et de omnibus con
suetudinibus et exactionibus. Et prohibeo ne aliquis forestarius intromittat se 
de bosco eorum, set liceat eis libere eo uti et inde ad usus domus sue sufficienter 
capere; habeant etiam warennam in terris suis de Chich et de Bircho et de 
Stoumarket et duos leporarios et quatuor brachettos ad capiendum lepore(m) 
et vulpem, et nullus in eis fuget nisi per licenciam eorum. Sint illi et omnes 
homines sui et omnia mercata sua libera et quieta ab omni theloneo quod ad 
me pertinet in omni foro et in omnibus nundinis et in omni transitu pontium, 
calcearum, viarum, et maris per omnes terras meas; et habeant mercatum de 
Chich et teneant illud bene et in pace libere et quiete, integre et honorifice; 
et prohibeo ne aliquis super hoc vexare illos aut aliquo modo illis molestiam 
facere presumat. Sint ipsi et omnes homines sui liberi et quieti de sectis 
comitatuum et hundredorum et placitis et querelis et de pecunia danda pro 
forisfactura, de murdro, de geldis et Denegeldis et de hidagiis de decem et 
novem hidis, de scutagio, salvo scutagio unius militis de Bircho, de assisis 
veteris et novis, de auxiliis vicecomitum et prepositorum hundredorum et de 
eorum misericordia, de misericordia comitatus, de invasione et inquietudine 
omnium hominum, de operibus castellorum, parcorum, pontium, calcearum 
et clausurarum et omni carregio et summagio et navigio et lestagio et stallagio 
et domuum regalium edificatione et omnimoda operatione. Et nichil de silvis 
eorum ad predicta opera vel ad aliqua alia ullo modo capiatur. Et prohibeo 
ne de aliquo tenementorum suorum ponantur in placitum nisi coram me, vel 
coram capitali justicia mea. Quare volo et firmiter precipio quod predicti 
Canonici Sancte Osithe iam dictas concessiones et libertates et possessiones 
tarn ecclesiasticas quam laicas que eis in presenti collate sunt, vel in posterum 
per gratiam Dei, sive ex dono, sive ex emptione, juste conferentur habeant et 
teneant bene et in pace, libere et quiete, integre et honorifice, in bosco, in 
piano, in viis, in semitis, in pascuis, in pratis, in campis, in silvis, in maris
cis, in molendinis, in stagnis, in vivariis, in applicandis navibus et onerandis, 
in fracturis navium et in omni wrec, in mercato, in theloneo, in feria, in furis 
apprehensione et evasione, in sanguinis effusione, infra burgum et extra, cum 
saca et soca et thol et theam et infangenethef et ordel et oreste, infra tempus 
et extra, bestronde, belonde, of tide, on tide, in omnibus temporibus et in 
omnibus locis et in omnibus rebus, liberas et quietas de mundbreche, de 
burbreche, gridbreche, meskeninge, fridsoken, flemenfrente, werdwyte, fith
wyte, ferdwyte, hengwyte, hamsoken, forstal, wastforests, de averpeny, de 
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wardpany, de hundredpeni, de thidenpani, nisi in introitu, de blodwyte, de 
fridwyte, de leirwyte et de henswyte, et de omni seculari servicio et opere 
servilio et exactione et omnibus occasionibus aliis et consuetudinibus seculari
bus, excepta sola justicia mortis et membrorum. Hec omnia predictis canonicis 
concessi et confirmavi pro Deo amore et salute anime mee et liberorum mea
rum et omnium antecessorum et successorum meorum. Hiis testibus, G. 
Londoniensi, G. Eliensi, Episcopis, Radulpho Priore de Waltham, Alberico 
comite, Hugone de Cressy, Willelmo de Veer, Ricardo thesaurario Elyensi, 
Rogero Bigot, apud Waltham. 

Source: Inspeximus of Edward I, dated at Westminster April 26th 1286, 
inspecting an inspeximus of Henry Ill dated at York September 11th 1268; 
printed in Calendar of Charter Rolls, Vol. II (1257-1300) p. 332-6; part printed 
in W. Dugdale, Monasticon Anglicanum revised edition by J . Caley, H. Ellis 
and B. Bandinel (London 1817-30), Vol. VI, p. 310-11. 

1. There are, however, certain differences with no. IV. This is the first 
time we hear in these charters of Mayland with its two hides of land, and its 
marsh, or of Althorne with its lands, both churches which St. Osyth's certainly 
owned . It is also to be noted that St. Osyth's is now an abbey (the earliest 
reference seems to be by John of Salisbury in his letter on behalf of the abbey 
- Johannes Saresburiensis Epistolae, ed. W. Miller S.J. and H. E. Butler, 
revised by C. N. L. Brooke (Nelson's Medieval Classics, 1955), Vol. I, p. 120, 
no. 76 = Migne, Patrologia Laiina, Vol. 199, col. 25, ep. 25) and that the 
abbot is specifically to be elected by his own chapter, and that there is no 
mention of the Bishop of London. 

XIX. LOST CHARTER. 
Richard de Belmeis I Bishop of London gives to the Canons of St. Osyth's 

the vill of Chich, paying £20 in the 'farm' of Clacton, and the churches of 
Southminster, Althorne, St. James and St. Nicholas, Clacton, (all in Essex), 
Pelham Furneaux, Aldbury and Brent Pelham alias Pelham Sarners (all in 
Hertfordshire). 

Le/and's Itinerary in England and Wales, ed. L. Toulmin Smith (London 
1910), Vol. 5, p. 169-70. 

"Ex vitae S. Osithae Virgin and Martir, autore Vera Canon. fani S. 
Osithae in Estsex ... . 

"Richard us, successor Mauritii episcopi London: villam quae Chich 
dicitur, solventem 20 libras in firma Clachentonia usibus Canon: profuturam 
instituit, necnon et ecclesias de Sumemster et Alechorne, ecclesias de Clachen
ton, scilicet S. J acobi et S. Nicolai, ecclesiam de Pelham et de Aldebiria et de 
alia Pelham". 

XX . 
A Contemporary Epitaph of Bishop Richard de Belmeis I 

(From Bodleian M.S. Digby 65, f. 13v) 
L Plebs pastore bono: patre clerus uterque patrono, 
2. Orbati karum: cum mesto carmine clarum, 
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3. Hunc vixisse sonant: quem luctu laude coronant, 
4. Cuius enim fletur: Mors hie placuisse docetur, 
5. Quam fuerat largus: quam prudens magnanimusque, 
6. Ecclesie testantur: opes structura mod usque, 
7. Felix qui potuit: nee per felicia frangi, 
8. Nee variis vite: Tot tempestibus angi, 
9. Cui quanti fuerint: Primatus honor cathedralis, 

10. Exitus exibuit: postremo canonicalis. 
Line 2: M.S. "conquestu". 

Archaeological Notes 
South Benfleet: 
TQ 778858. When the new railway bridge and road to Canvey Island were 
being constructed in 1961 a Roman bronze stylus was found, apparently 
within two feet of the surface. The stylus is circular in section, about four 
inches long, with a flattened upper end. It is now in Southend Museum (S.M. 
978/1). 
TQ 77898607. In 1962 a cable trench was dug under the path on the south 
side of Benfleet High Street. The following finds were made: 1 

Base of R.B. pedestal urn of fine grey ware; second half of 1st century 
AD. Also one other R.B. sherd. 

Many fragments of a large red-ware Medieval jug; partly green glazed 
and partly coated with a cream slip; 14th century. 

Fragments of five other Medieval jugs and cooking pots of 13th/14th 
century date. 

Human bones were also said to have been found. 
TQ 77748628. For several years Roman, Medieval and later finds have been 
turning up in the garden of 70, Hall Farm Road, and in the neighbouring area. 

Before the Second World War three complete pots, said to be Roman, 
were dug up in foundation trenches. Some years later another vessel was 
found nearby. The present whereabouts of these vessels is unknown. 

In recent years many R.B. coarse pottery fragments have been found 
in the garden, together with a fragment of thick bronze plate decorated with 
deeply incised grooves. Its purpose is unknown. A bronze follis, in rather poor 
condition, of Maximianus Herculius has also been found : 

ob. Laureate bust to the right. MAXIMIANVS NOB CAES. 
rev. Standing figure to the left, possibly Victory holding patera and 
cornucopia, or wreath and palm branch. GENIO POPVLI ROMANI. 
There is also a bronze coin from (?) Kashmir, circa lOth century AD. 

This may well be accounted for by the Viking activity in the area. There have 
been eighteen Medieval and post-Medieval coins found in the garden, covering 
the reigns of Edward II (AR penny); Henry VII (AR half groat); Elizabeth I 
(AR sixpence, 1561); Charles II (AR Maundy fourpence and AE farthing); 
George II, Ill and IV; William IV; and Victoria. This unusually high con
centration of coins can be accounted for by the fact that the area was formerly 
called "Town Mead". Each year, on St. Bartholomew's Day, a Toy Fair 
was held there.2 
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Canvey Island: 
TQ 791836. In 1966 a "Red Hill" site was discovered during building 
operations on the western side of Denham Road. 
TQ 787831 (?) In spring 1967 a Roman burial group was found whilst 
digging a trench for a gas main in Thorney Bay Road (exact location uncer
tain). It comprised two vessels: a globular flagon of buff sandy ware with one 
handle; and a samian dish, Dragendorff form 18/31, stamped AMABILIS F. 
The group dates from the second half of the 2nd century; AMABILIS was an 
East Gaulish potter working from circa 125-160 AD.3 

TQ 823833. Further Iron Age, Roman and Medieval finds have been made 
on Leigh Beck marshes on the "red hill" and settlement sites; 4 amongst the 
plain and decorated samian ware are the following stamps: CARANTINI M, 
on Dragendorff f. 33; CATVS. FEC+, f. 31; CINTVSMIM, f. 33; DOIICCI 
M, f. 37; FELICIO FE, f. 29 /37; HABILIS. M, f. 33; IANV ARI, f. 33; 
IVVIINISCVC F, f. 33; MARCELLINVS, f. 31R; MEMORIS M, f. 27; 
REGINVS FEC, f. 32; SABINI MA, f. 18/31. There is a bronze sestertius of 
(?) Hadrian and an intaglio from a finger ring, of glass paste imitating Nicolo. 
It is incised with the figure of a winged Victory, standing on a globe holding a 
wreath and palm branch. 
TQ 79508267. In 1961 an amphora handle was found in disturbed soil close 
to the sea wall at Thorney Bay.5 It bears a damaged stamp which has been 
read as MIM. There are two examples of the same die from Colchester; both 
are from mid. 1st century AD. levels - pre Boudiccan. (M.R. Hull, 
Camulodunum, p. 214, no. 10 and Roman Colchester, fig. 41, no. 12.) 
TQ 794819. Two fragments of a decorated samian bowl, Dragendorff form 
37, found in the Thames off Thorney Bay in 1964, have been deposited in 
Southend Museum (S.M. 904 / 1 and TB / 967). The bowl, which is East 
Gaulish in origin, is stamped COMITIALIS F and bears a freestyle hunting 
scene showing a stag, lions and dogs. Date: late 2nd century AD. 
TQ 788820. In January 1968 a brief rescue excavation was undertaken by 
the staff of Southend Museum and the present writer on a portion of "Red 
Hill" XII which was due to be destroyed in the construction of an access road 
to the sea wall.6 The aim was to examine the southern side of the site, which 
was not accessible at the time of the 1964 excavations;7 to investigate the 
relationship between the prominent Medieval mound (rubbish midden) and 
the underlying Red Hill; and to establish the extent of the burnt earth material 
in a southerly direction. A useful selection of Iron Age "C" and Roman 
pottery sherds was obtained from the burnt earth layers, which reinforced the 
late 1st century date suggested in the previous report; this included South 
Gaulish decorated samian ff. 29 and 37. In one area the burnt earth contained 
a great mass of fragments of briquetage, vessels, furnace lining, burnt clay 
bars, "wedges" and other hearth furniture, suggesting that a collapsed furnace 
or evaporation hearth existed nearby. This area would well repay further 
investigation at a later date, if this proves possible. 

A thin scatter of 2nd and 3rd century pottery over the surface of the Red 
Hill attested later occupation of the site; it included East Gaulish samian 
ff. 18/31 and 33, of Antonine date and a sherd of a Central Gaulish f. 37 
decorated in the style of the X6 potter. 
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The finds and a supplementary report have been deposited in Southend 
Museum.8 

Mountnessing: 
TQ 63149754. During building operations in Crossby Close in the summer of 
1957 a group of three Roman pots was found between houses 10 and 11.9 The 
group consists of a large grey cooking pot with ledged rim (Camulodunum 
f. 250), a globular grey vase with a narrow neck and base, and an East Gaulish 
samian ware cup, Dragendorff f. 46. The potter's stamp on the cup is too 
excoriated to read. The vessels undoubtedly formed part of a grave group, 
buried in the late 2nd century AD. 

Wickford - Third Interim Report: 
In July and August 1967 the third season of rescue excavations for the 

Ministry of Public Building and Works and Wickford Archaeological Society 
took place on the Iron Age and Roman villa-farm complex at Beauchamps 
(TQ 762937). Work was carried out on the eastern side of the site, in advance 
of building operations. The main enclosure ditch of the villa was located 
and investigated at three points in its circuit; the east entrance and traces of a 
possible north entrance were found. Potsherds in the primary silt indicated a 
late 2nd/early 3rd century date for the construction of the earthworks. The 
road which entered the site from the east was sectioned ; the metalling was 
fifteen feet wide, there was a flint kerb on the north side and it was bounded 
by a pair of drainage ditches. In date it was contemporary with the earthworks. 

At the side of the road a temporary timber building had been erected 
and only remained in use for a short period during the time of road and 
earthwork construction; a domestic use is indicated by the presence of much 
broken pottery, coins, a brooch and a finger ring on the floor. 

Excavations were also undertaken on the range of timber outbuildings 
inside the enclosure, east of the villa itself. These structures were partly 
domestic and partly agricultural in use, and date to the 3rd and 4th centuries. 
At some time in the latter part of the 4th century they had been destroyed by 
fire and never rebuilt. Several latrine and rubbish pits and the site of a black
smith's hearth were investigated. Beneath the later levels an isolated 1st 
century cremation burial was found in a single urn. 

Evidence, in the form of pits and ditches containing sherds of Hallstatt 
pottery, showed that occupation of the site had begun by about the 4th century 
B.C. No coherent plan of these early features has yet been established. Road
works on the site later revealed more Iron Age "A" features, as well as 
foundations connected with the eastern side of the villa. The foundations, 
which were of two distinct types, chalk flints and septaria nodules, were found 
to have been extensively robbed in the 12th/ 13th century, presumably for the 
building or repair of the nearby church and manor house; pottery of this date 
was found in the robber trenches. 

The finds, which were mainly of the 3rd and 4th centuries, included a fine 
selection of colour-coated pottery and some coarse ware which had evidently 
been made in the recently-discovered 4th century pottery kilns at Rettendon. 
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An iron knife, attached to an exceptionally well-preserved length of bronze 
chain, was found in the enclosure ditch and a finger ring intaglio of glass paste 
imitating Nicolo came from a 3rd century floor. 1o 

Excavations on the stone and timber buildings continued in 1968. 
WARWICK J. RODWELL 

The finds were collected by Mrs. A. M. Tibbenham, who has now donated them 
to Southend Museum. 

2 I am indebted to Mrs. Tibbenham for this information and for allowing me to study 
the finds from her garden; these will be deposited in Southend Museum. 

3 Finds in private possession. 
4 Brief interim reports have been given in Essex Arch. Soc. Trans. (3rd series), vol. 

I, pt. 4, p. 265; vol. II, pt. I, p. 95; vol. II, pt. 2, p. 158. A full report is being 
prepared. All finds have been deposited in Southend Museum (Rodwell-Mason, 
Rodwell, and Ryan Collections). 

5 Probably brought from another locality in a load of earth. Found by F. B. Ryan; 
given to Southend Museum (TB/2002). 

6 I am indebted to Mr. L. Helliwell, F.L.A., and Mr. D. G. Macleod, M.A., for their 
ready assistance in mounting this excavation at very short notice. Thanks are also 
due to the volunteers, who worked under difficult weather conditions. 

7 Essex Arch. Soc. Trans., vol. li (3rd series), pt. I, pp. 14-33. 
8 Ibid. Corrigendum, p. 15. The finds have been deposited in Southend Museum, 

not Chelmsford Museum. 
9 I am indebted to Mr. D. Sorrell, in whose possession these vessels have remained 

since the time of their discovery, for drawing my attention to the matter. The 
group will be deposited in Colchester Museum. 

I 0 The gem is incised with a minute motif which appears to represent a cupid riding 
a horse. In shape, material and execution of decoration this intaglio is identical 
to that from Canvey Island (v. supra) and is probably from the same source of 
manufacture. 

Wickford - Fourth Interim Report 
The fourth season of rescue excavations on the Romano-British farm 

complex at Beauchamps Farm, Wickford (TQ 762937) was conducted in July 
and August 1968 for the Ministry of Public Building and Works and Wickford 
Archaeological Society.' Work continued on farm outbuildings on the eastern 
part of the site, and the north enclosure ditch was further examined. 

In the course of tracing the line of the north ditch an entrance was en
countered; here the ditch butt-ends were sharply inturned, and through the 
gap passed a small gravel road, which in its turn was bounded by lateral 
ditches. The road was only eight feet wide and poorly constructed; a thick 
deposit of rich black organic matter which covered the metalling and partly 
filled the ditches has been tentatively identified as cattle manure. This entrance 
was very minor compared to that found in 1967 and could only have been a 
cattle track leading to the pasture by the Crouch. An inconsistency in the plan 
of the north entrance led to the discovery of earlier ditches belonging to a 
2nd century enclosure. This enclosure, presumably containing the villa, had 
had its east entrance and ditch filled in c. AD. 200 to make way for a 
considerable extension (i.e. the area being currently excavated). The addition 
to the ditch system enclosed a further 10,000 square yards of land and must 
have taken place at a time of considerable prosperity. 

In the several sections of the ditch which have now been cut a great 
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variation in both width and depth has been noted. On average it is about eight 
feet wide and three feet deep; but at the east entrance and around the north
eastern corner it increases considerably, and in one place reaches a maximum 
of thirty feet wide by twelve feet deep. For part of its length near the north 
entrance the ditch was double. Where the ditch exceeded a depth of ten feet 
it entered the water table, where timber was found in a good state of preser
vation; this included planking 14 inches wide and a five-inch-square post. 
The planking was daubed with blue paint, and nearby three late Roman 
pedestal pot bases were found containing paint pigments of blue, white and 
red. 

The upper five feet of the ditch contained a single deliberate fill of late 
4th century date; it consisted almost entirely of domestic refuse and building 
rubble, much of which exhibited considerable signs of burning. This fill would 
appear to represent the clearance of rubble from buildings destroyed by fire: 
it contained roof and flue tiles, plaster and molten glass. The domestic equip
ment included numerous coins, bone and ivory pins, glass beads, a glass 
gaming counter, a shale bracelet, a pewter plate and much pottery. A human 
upper jawbone and complete skeleton of a dog were also found . Amongst 
the pottery were two sherds of dimpled bowls of Romano-Saxon type. 

Further areas inside the late enclosure were examined: a gravel yard, 
several timber buildings and a stone structure were investigated. All 4th 
century buildings had been destroyed by fire, including the stone structure; 
this was 70 feet long and of unknown width. It had walls two feet thick, built 
of septaria, flint and Kentish Ragstone. They had been almost entirely robbed 
away during the late 4th, lOth and 12th centuries. This structure had had 
tiled wall sills and roof, and a timber superstructure. Evidence was found for 
pillar bases which had supported a timber floor, well above ground level. The 
building was in all probability a granary; outside, a possible corn-drying oven 
was found. 

Partial plans of several timber buildings were obtained; in one a series of 
parallel stains marking the positions of the floor joists was noted; and beneath 
the gravel floor of another were lines of ancient ploughing. 

Several pits, cooking hearths and an iron smelting area were also 
examined. 

Two significant prehistoric finds have filled gaps in our knowledge of the 
continuity of occupation of the site: part of the socket and loop of a late 
Bronze Age socketed axe head is the earliest find yet noted and fragments 
of an omphaloid bowl of Iron Age "B" date fill the only gap in that period. 
It would now appear that the site was more or less continuously occupied 
from the 6th century B.C. to the late 4th or early 5th century AD. 

WARWICK J. RODWELL 

My thanks are due to Miss S. A Butcher of the M.P.B.W. and members of Wickford 
Archaeological Society for their assistance in the excavations, and to Carter and 
Ward Ltd., the owners of the site, for permission to excavate. 

Chelmsford: 
The construction of the Inner Relief Road, followed by substantial 

redevelopment projects, in the Moulsham area of Chelmsford will be respon
sible for the destruction of a large part of the Roman town of 
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CAESAROMAGVS. Potentially interesting Medieval sites will also be af
fected. With this in view, trial excavations in several available areas were 
conducted under the auspices of Chelmsford and Essex Museum. The results 
obtained indicated a density and complexity of settlement far in excess of that 
previously anticipated, and considerably extended the known area of Roman 
occupation. 

Clearly, large scale excavation over a period of several years is called 
for to deal with the remains before destruction takes place; to affect this the 
Chelmsford Excavation Committee has been set up. 

Altogether, six sites were sampled; reports on the two largest being given 
below. 
21 Moulsham Street 

At the rear of these premises is an orchard of nearly one acre. It will be 
partly engulfed by the Inner Relief Road and the remainder will be turned 
into a car park. The only previous find from the site was a coin of Helena 
dug up in 1946. 

Four trial trenches were cut with the aid of a J.C.B., forming a square in 
the centre of the orchard; the total combined trench length being 350 feet. 
Three Roman buildings were located : the first was of sleeper beam construc
tion, had a well-laid gravel floor and was sealed below a thick deposit of ash, 
which almost certainly represents the Boudiccan burning of AD. 61. The 
corner of a second building was found which comprised stone walls two feet 
thick; this was of 1st-2nd century date. Of the third structure (which was of 
3rd century date) only a few postholes and gravel floor were located. Slight 
traces of another possible timber building were noted; the nature of the 
remains and associated pottery suggest that it may have been connected with 
the Claudian Conquest fort. 

Running from the buildings, down the brickearth slope, were several 
drainage ditches and gullies, all apparently of 4th century date. They ran 
towards an artificial river channel which presumably connected with the Can. 
The channel, which was eleven feet below present ground level, was found to 
have silted up in the late Roman period and contained much timber and 
vegetable remains in good condition. Samples of peat were removed for pollen 
analysis. 

The principal Medieval feature encountered was a road which can be 
dated to the 13th century by sherds found in and under it. The latest material 
on the surface of the metalling was of the 14th century, suggesting that the 
road had but a short useful life, perhaps no more than 100 years. The feature 
provides a valuable sealed pottery group. This Medieval street appears to 
have been a lateral branch off Moulsham Street, its point of origin now being 
marked by the yard which lies in the gap between properties 22 and 23. The 
break in the building line is shown on the Walker map of Moulsham, 1591; 
but the road itself is not shown, presumably because it was out of use by this 
date. 

The excavations demonstrated the potential of the site, as well as provid
ing valuable information on the geological and environmental conditions. It 
is hoped to fully examine the site by area excavation in 1969. 

WARWICK J. RODWELL 
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Chelmsford - Interim Report, TL 7073 0629: 
In Spring 1968 work commenced on the extension of the Midland Bank 

premises, at the junction of Moulsham Street and New Writtle Street, Chelms
ford. Excavations by the contractors exposed a complex of Romano-British, 
Medieval, and post-Medieval features; subsequently rescue excavations were 
carried out by the writer for Chelmsford and Essex Museum. The area avail
able for excavation was small and the upper levels had been destroyed by the 
removal of a 2 ft. 6 in. depth of soil by the contractors. 

The site produced evidence of timber buildings of mid-1st century date, 
which had been deliberately dismantled, the cill beams being removed and the 
slots backfilled. A large pit containing burnt and vitrified daub, tile fragments, 
and Claudian pottery, and an area of burnt daub noted in contractor's 
excavations for the strongroom, points to the destruction of this area in 
Claudian times; similar finds of destruction debris on other early sites in the 
town may be connected with the recorded sack by Boudicca in AD 61; since 
the pit is stratigraphically later than a drainage gulley associated with the slot, 
this would post-date the timber buildings and the resultant short life and 
deliberate dismantling suggests military connections. 

Remains of later buildings were absent from the areas excavated, perhaps 
due to the top 2 ft. 6 in. having been previously removed. However, a pit 
sectioned by contractor's excavations contained fragments of painted wall 
plaster (black and red geometric pattern on white ground) and fragments of 
bonding, box flue and roof tiles were abundant throughout the site. 

From the third quarter of the 1st century until the 4th century bronze 
and iron working took place on the site, several pits being encountered con
taining ash, charcoal, bronze and iron slag and scrap iron, together with 
domestic refuse; one being 2 ft. 6 in. wide by in excess of 2 ft. 6 in. long, 
6 ft. 6 in. deep below existing surface level, had been cut with vertical sides, 
suggesting, together with the nature of the primary filling, that the pit had 
been lined, and that this lining had subsequently been removed and the pit 
exposed to weathering for some time before filling. This filling was of late 
2nd-early 3rd century date and included Terra Sigillata, Drag. f. 37, in the 
style of Cinnamus of Lezoux. 

Medieval remains were scanty due to the contractor's excavations; 
several post-medieval pits were encountered, also a large ditch in 
excess of 6 ft. deep, with filling of 18th-19th century date, was 
encountered following the present rear boundaries of the Moulsham Street 
properties; the rear boundaries of these plots in the late 16th1 century, how
ever, followed approximately the line of George Street. A silted ditch in excess 
of 6ft. deep and in excess of 20ft. wide was noted in contractor's excavations 
for G.P.O. cable ducts in New Writtle Street, opposite the end of George 
Street, in October 1968. The restricted section unfortunately produced only 
burnt daub, charcoal and oyster shell; its date, therefore, remains unknown, 
but it may be noted that no major finds of Romano-British material have 
been made to the west of the line of George Street. 

My thanks are due to the Premises Department of the Midland Bank, 
for permission to carry out the work; to The Tooley and Foster Partnership, 
the Architects, and Messrs. Tom Green (Ingatestone) Ltd ., the contractors, 
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for their co-operation; and to the staff of Chelmsford and Essex Museum 
and the volunteer helpers for their assistance. 

l Walker's map of Moulsham, 1591. E.R.O. D/DM. 

Ingatestone - Mill Green, TL 6460 0182: 

P. J. DRURY 

October, 1968 

The existence of a Romano-British site here has been noted previously,1 

and appears to have been known since 1954.2 Surface scatter of debris is 
concentrated in the centre of the former field 513A3 (with a thin scatter 
southwards through the former field 513 towards a stream)4 and along the 
eastern and western boundaries of Box Wood and Well Wood respectively.5 

Excavations in the spring of 19556 for the line of poles carrying power lines 
across the site apparently revealed nothing.? Debris in quantity has allegedly 
been discovered in the past in field 504 to the south, 8 Romano-British tile and 
pottery sherds have also been found at the rear of Potter Row farm, along 
the boundary with Box Wood.9 

There have been other discoveries of Romano-British material in this 
vicinity from time to time.l0 In 1921 coins,11 perhaps the remains of a hoard,12 

were discovered in making a vegetable garden at Light Oaks (TL 6410 0088). 
Remains of Niedermendig Lava Millstones and Romano-British tiles were 
extant in the ruins of the chapel at Bedemans Berg (TL 6332 0208) in 1889_13 
There are Romano-British bonding tiles, tegulae and imbrices built into the 
nave and chancel of Fryerning Church14 (circa late 11th century)15 including 
many wasters. 

Surface discoveries late in 1967 consisted of two sherds of Terra Sigillata, 
Drag. f. 31 and f. 33, much weathered, the former burnt; rim sherd of beaker, 
colour-coated ware, origin uncertain, burnt, 3rd-4th century; Basal sherd of 
platter and sherd of jar with cordoned shoulder, fine brown paste with matt 
black surfaces, native, mide-late 1st century; Sherds of Cam.l6 ff. 38 (2nd-3rd 
century), 271 (1st-2nd century), 305 (3rd century) and 310 (2nd-4th century); 
flattened cavetto rim sherd of jar, grey ware with group of horizontal burnished 
lines, 2nd-3rd century; basal sherd of dish, grey ware similar to Cam. ff. 37-40, 
fabric suggests 4th century date; fragments of tegulae; imbrices; box flue tiles; 
bonding tiles (one measuring 10! in. x 10 in. x lj- in.); tile wasters, and 
squared flint. A rim sherd of a cooking pot, dark grey ware with shell grit 
tempering, 12th-13th century, was also found. 

Previous finds 17 include a sherd of Terra Sigillata, Ludowici Type Tg, 
much weathered; fragments of box flue tiles with traces of mortar; red tesserae; 
and fragments of plaster and mortar. 

The tegula fragment illustrated (Fig. 1) is of some interest. The bottom 
edge has been cut off at an angle of 38° to the horizontal whilst the tile was 
"green"; the flange has the usual cutaway at the top for lapping. The tile 
appears to be purpose made for the abutment to a valley gutter, in which case 
the angle formed by the bottom edge with the horizontal- 38° - approxi
mates to the pitch of the roof. This would be feasible if tegulae fixed with 
nails were used; two examples of such tegulae have been found on this site; 
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others have been found in Essex at Colchester18 and Witham, !9 and further 
afield.20 

The presence of box flue tiles, bonding tiles and tesserae, together with the 
situation of the site, appears to indicate the presence of a villa; the presence 
of tile wasters appears to indicate the local manufacture. Evidence from surface 
finds shows that the site was occupied from the middle of the first century 
until the third or perhaps the fourth century. 

The material from the site collected in 1967 has been deposited in Colchester 
and Essex Museum. My thanks are due to the farmer, Mr. D. Payne, of 
Handley Barns, l ngatestone, Essex, for his co-operation. 
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TEGULA: TL 646 0 0182 MILL GREEN 

1 Essex Archaeological Society Transactions, Thl'rd Series, vol. 1, part 2, p. 165. 
2 Inf. from D. S. Sorrell and B. M. Kettle. 
3 Field numbers from Ordnance Survey plan LXll, 12, Essex Edition of 1921. 
4 There is, in addition, a spring in the S.E. corner of field 513A, which at present 

provides the water supply to Handley Barns Farm. 
5 Apparently removed from the site and deposited here quite recently by the farmer. 
6 The line was completed on 11.5.1955. Inf. from Eastern Electricity Board, Beehive 

Lane, Chelmsford, Essex. 
7 Inf. from D. S. Sorrell. 
8 Verbal information from D. Saunders. 
9 A collection of Medieval pottery sherds from this site, apparently from excavations, 

contained two body sherds of burnished grey ware. This collection is now in 
Chelmsford Museum, donator unknown. A fragment of Tegula was found in 1968 
lying on the surface in this vicinity. 
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10 A pewter (?) lamp, alleged to be Roman, of which a drawing by M. R. Hull exists 
in Colchester Museum, was found at TL 6392 0127 in June 1947. The object is 
almost certainly not Roman; its location cannot now be traced. lnf. from the 
Curator, Colchester & Essex Museum. 

11 Victoria County History of Essex, vol. Ill, p. 149. 
12 Essex Archaeological Society Transactions, New Series, vol. XVI, p. 145. The sole 

trace of Romano British occupation from this site. 
13 Essex Naturalist, vol. Ill, p. 206. Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, 

Essex, vol. Il, p. 275 (1914) reports similarly; the ruins are no longer extant but a 
section of fairly modern ruinous wall of ancient origin near the existing farmhouse 
contains fragments of Romano-British tile. There is a thin scatter of Romano-British 
tile across the enclosures immediately to the North of the house, where the chapel 
apparently stood. 

14 Essex Archaeological Transactions, New Series, vol. XN, p. 255. 
15 Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, Essex, vol. II, page 138. 
16 C. F. C. Hawkes and M. R. Hull "Camulodunum" Society of Antiquaries, 1947, 

M. R. Hull, Roman Colchester, Society of Antiquaries, 1958. 
I 7 By D. S. Sorrell, in whose possession they remain. In the late Mr. K. Marshall's 

correspondence in the Passmore Edwards Museum there is a letter, dated 12th 
September, 1957, informing him that "somewhere in the Mill Green area" were 
found "scraps of Samian Ware, a bone or ivory hairpin (?) and small pieces of 
tessalated pavements, also what is believed to be a hypocaust tile". A rumour that 
"pieces of marble" were also found was noted. Despite the reference to "pieces of 
marble" and "a bone or ivory hairpin", it is probable that the finds referred to are 
those by D. S. Sorrell. lnf. from I. G. Robertson, B.A., The Curator, Passmore 
Edwards Museum, Stratford. Marshall's correspondent was not disclosed. 

18 Examples in Colchester & Essex Museum; mostly unprovenanced but occur in tile 
graves and at Temple V at Sheepen. 

19 Waster formerly in Chelmsford & Essex Museum from TL 8111 1365. 
20 Accession No. CM 124: 1968. 

Ingatestone - Mill Green, TL 643 022: 
Following a geophysical survey by Oxford University, E . and J. Sellers 

excavated on behalf of the Ingatestone and Fryerning Historical and Archaeo
logical Society. The site is in a ploughed field North of Potter Row (15th 
century name) near the edge of the parish. There is no field name evidence 
although potters held land here in 1275. An account of earlier work is in 
Essex Arch. Soc. Trans., n.s. 14, 49. 

As predicted, there were no kilns within the area surveyed but the finds 
suggest a kiln incorporating large curved, flanged tiles and roof tile and clay 
walls. A cobbled floor and two clay pit areas were excavated; the six cwt. 
of sherds recovered suggest four periods of manufacture. One group of jugs 
from a small pit includes the upper 14 in. of a baluster jug paralleled at King 
John's Palace, Writtle, before 1306 and it is clear that, in Essex, wares with 
painted slip decoration were being made in the second half of the 13th century. 

The fabric is fine sandy and micaceous with, for cooking pots and some 
jug handles, the addition of small white grits. The colour is generally light 
pinkish red, some jugs have grey, brownish or blackish surfaces and some 
cooking pot sherds are grey throughout. Glaze, often covering three-quarters 
of the body, is clear yellow-brown, occasionally with green flecks, on slip 
painted jugs and green over white slip on baluster jugs. Large baggy jugs and 
cooking pots predominate; baluster jugs, some with simple sgraffito decoration, 
large bowls and pipkins are less frequent. There are a few each of skillets, jugs 
with spigot holes, dishes, lidded jars, "plates" and cups. Also in the same 
fabric are 18 different large pottery stamps for impressing patterns on plaster 
or some other soft surface. The kilns were also making roof and floor tiles, 
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both plain and glazed, and thin bricks. Other finds include sherds of green 
glazed Surrey ware and post medieval wares, hones and many large pieces of 
Mayen lava millstone. The finds are being deposited in Colchester Museum -
accession no. 12 : 1968. 

ELIZABETH SELLERS 

In gates tone - TL 641 027: 
A map, of 1600, in the Essex Record Office1 shows the house and 

"Tilekell" of John Finch Tilemaker. In October 1967, during excavations at 
the nearby medieval pottery kiln site,2 P. Drury collected waster samples from 
the site which is now ploughed. These have been deposited in Colchester 
Museum - accession no. 26: 1968. 

The bricks and tiles described here were all moulded. There is no evi
dence to suggest that the moulds or the drying floors were covered with sand 
or straw. 

I. Whole brick, 8f in. x 3f in. x 2 in. Weight: 4 lb . 2 oz. Well fired but slightly 
misshapen. Medium sandy texture; dull pinkish buff with bright pinkish red patches; 
micaceous with small dark reddish brown flecks of ? iron pan. 
2. One end of a similar brick. Overtired with greyish glaze on three sides. This 
resembles the kiln debris found on the pottery kiln site. 
3. Part of a brick 4 in. long x 4! in. x 2 in. Weight: 2 lb. 1 oz.3 Soft sandy texture; 
light orange red; very micaceous with many flecks of ? iron pan, occasional small white 
grits and tiny fragments of burnt flint. 
4. Fragment of t-in. thick roof tile closely resembling 3. 
4a. Corner fragment of a similar tile. Dull dark reddish brown with dark grey surfaces; 
semivitrified with grey glaze on top and one side. 
5. Piece of ridge or hip tile. Harder and of a darker colour than 4. 
6. Floor tile, 2 in. x 9 in. x 8 in., ? part of a 12 in. square tile. Fabric similar to 3. 
Dull light pinkish brown. The upper surface has a smooth skin of a slightly darker 
colour with a darker, purple tinged patch, towards the centre of the tile. The upper 
surface is flawed by the inclusion of two small pebbles and a hole where a piece of 
wood was burnt out during firing . 
1 E.R .O., lngatestone 1600-01, D / DP. By John Walker, senior, and his son . 
2 Interim report in Essex Arch. Soc. Trans., 3rd series, p. 337 above. 
3 Clay shrinks as the firing temperature increases. It is probable that 1 and 3 are 

basically of the same size. 
ELIZABETII SELLERS 

Paglesham: 
TQ 932 923 . In spring 1964 a black polished Neolithic stone axehead was 
ploughed up in a field south-west of South Hall. It shows considerable signs 
of wear.1 

TQ 9336 9252. In January 1966 South Hall underwent extensive alterations. 
During the laying of a watermain through the yard on the north side of the 
house a kitchen midden containing 13th/ 14th century pottery, animal bones 
and oyster shells was encountered. Other pottery recovered from the site 
comprised late Medieval and post-Medieval wares. The finds have been 
deposited in Southend Museum. 

There are traces of an earthwork, probably a Medieval moated enclosure, 
in the field immediately to the north of the Hall. A pond still exists in the 
north-west corner of the earthwork. 

Orsett 
TQ 6535 8135. In October 1968 trenches for a gas pipeline cut through the 
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defences of the 1st century Roman fort, or marching camp, near the Orsett 
Cock. The north, south and west defences of this rhomboidal double-ditched 
enclosure appear on the R.A.F. aerial photograph;2 the east side has been 
hitherto unknown. During investigations by the writer for the Ministry of 
Public Building and Works the east outer ditch was located, thus completing 
the plan of the fort. The total area covered is approximately 300 feet square. 
A section through the south ditches was also examined : both are V shaped. 
The outer is 14 feet wide by four feet deep and the inner approximately ten 
feet wide by five feet deep; they are separated by a berm of 22 feet. 

To the south of the fort an undated ditch five feet wide was also 
sectioned;3 and in the field to the east sherds of Pagan Saxon grass-tempered 
pottery were recovered from another small ditch or gully.4 

A full report on these, and previous unpublished investigations is being 
prepared. 

1 This find will be deposited in Southend Museum. 
2 W6/G/UK/1447 / 1MAY46. 6086. 

WARWICK J. RODWELL 

3 The enclosure to which this belongs is visible on the aerial photograph. 
4 The finds have been placed in Thurrock Museum. The writer is indebted to the 

Assistant Curator, Mr. R. Doyle, for his help in the investigation of the site. 

Radwinter - TL 609 375: 
Mr. T. Smith of Braintree found an ancient Greek bronze coin in the 

bank of a stream. The writer examined the find spot and found a pit sectioned 
by the stream. It contained an assemblage of Belgic sherds, animal bone and 
a hammerstone. A search of the immediate area revealed another three pits 
containing early Romano-British coarse sherds and animal bone. From the 
stream bed were taken the distal ends of a human tibia and fibula. 

The coin was identified by Mr. M. J. Price of the British Museum as 
from Knossos, Crete, datable between the middle of the 3rd century and the 
middle of the 1st century B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. No. 46). 

Reverse 
enlarged drawing 

Rawreth- Interim Report, TQ 777 927: 

BAR! HOOPER. 

Obverse 
actual diameter 23 mm. 

Early in 1968 work commenced upon the construction of the A129 
Chichester Hall Diversion, Rawreth. In view of previous finds in the area (see 
V.C.H., vol. iii, p. 168 and Essex Arch. Soc. Trans., Third Series, vol. 11, 
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part I, p. 96) the works were kept under observation. This proved worthwhile 
and rescue excavations were subsequently carried out by the writer for the 
Wickford and District Archaeological Society, in Spring 1968. 

The finds to date may be summarised as follows: 

IRON AGE 
A small E.I.A. occupation area (pits, postholes; forming no recognisable 

pattern), badly denuded by ploughing, was found in stripping topsoil for the 
carriageway. Later I.A. occupation was not apparent in the area of the road 
works. 

ROMANO-BRITISH 
Two parallel ditches c. 275 ft. apart were found, the area between them 

containing a complex of pits and gulleys of various dates within the period. 
The North ditch was shallow and V-shaped, circa 12 ft. wide x 3 ft. deep, 
and contained a uniform silt which provided no reliable dating evidence. The 
South ditch was of variable and irregular section, average 3 f.t. 6 in. wide by 
3 ft. deep; the first phase contained no positive evidence, but was being cut by a 
latrine pit backfilled with domestic refuse and pottery of 4th century date. It was 
subsequently recut, and became backfilled with domestic refuse during the 
4th century; short lengths were later again recut, as refuse pits, late in the 
4th century. A sherd of Argonne ware and "Romano-Saxon" grey ware 
decorated with a boss were recovered from contractors excavations of this 
feature. 

The ditches appear to have formed part of an enclosure, probably of a 
farm settlement. No buildings were encountered within the area of the road
works but the presence of fragments of bonding tile, tegulae, imbrices, box 
flue tile, and burnt daub indicate the presence of substantial buildings upon 
the site. 

DARK AGE 
Sherds of hand made grass tempered ware were recovered from the topsoil 

and from excavations for cables west of roadworks site. There are parallels 
at Mucking dated by associated metalwork to 5th-7th century. (Information 
from the excavator, Mrs. M. U. Jones.) 

MEDIEVAL 
A complex of large ditches and other features was noted in contractors 

excavations near the existing bridge over the stream at Rawreth Shot; too little 
is yet known to speculate as to their function; pottery contained therein dates 
from the 12th century onwards. An irregularly shaped pit containing fired 
clay was excavated but produced no dating evidence. 

A spread of pottery, dating from the 12th century onwards, has been 
noted over the field to the N.E. of the bridge here. 

POST-MEDlEY AL 
The bridge over the stream at Rawreth Shot dates from the first half of 

the 18th century; a preliminary survey has been made and the structure will be 
investigated during demolition. 

The contract is, at the time of writing, still in progress and observation 
will continue. My thanks are due to Essex County Council, for permission 
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to carry out the work; Messrs. Sindalls, the contractors, for their co-operation, 
and the numerous volunteers for their assistance. The finds will eventually be 
deposited in the Priory Museum, Southend-on-Sea. 

Vange Hill- TQ 724 876: 

P. J. DRURY 

October, 1968 

Paleolithic, Mesolithic and E.I.A., finds in construction works 1966-68. 
Report and E.I.A. pottery deposited in Colchester and Essex Museum (C.M. 
110. 1968/1-11). Paleolithic and Mesolithic flints remain in hands of finder, 
Mrs. G. A Bak. 

BOOK REVIEW 
A Thousand Years of Norfolk Carstone 

by the Rev. Claude J. W. Messent 

P. J. DRURY 

October 1968 

This attractive book tells the story of a local building stone from the 
time it was first quarried in the parish of Snettisham, in north-west Norfolk 
in the latter half of the tenth century, when it was mainly used for the Saxon 
churches of that period, especially in the round towers. It then goes on to 
relate the story of post-Conquest buildings and those built during the medieval 
period, when it was chiefly used for ecclesiastical and military architecture. 
Following on that, it relates the building of Jacobean and Georgian houses, 
many of the latter being in the town of Downham Market, which was almost 
exclusively built of carstone. 

Next the book tells of the very liberal use of this stone in the Victorian 
and Edwardian periods, especially on the Royal Estate at Sandringham and 
the building of New Hunstanton, a sea-side town, during the last hundred 
years. 

The book includes a chapter containing an alphabetical list of about 
ninety Norfolk churches built wholly or in part of carstone and finishes with a 
chapter on the modern position, telling of houses and bungalows, and exten
sions to buildings already built of carstone. 

A dozen full page illustrations, four of which are in colour, enhance the 
book, which is priced at 30s. net (postage and packing 1s. 6d. extra) and may 
be obtained direct from the author at Stibbard Rectory, Fakenham, Norfolk. 

L.H.G. 
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IN MEMORIAM 

GERALD OWEN RICKWORD 

The death on 18th January 1969 at Notley Hospital, following a fall at 
his home, of Gerald Owen Rickword, has removed one who truly served 
his day and generation with singleness of purpose and loyalty. 

Although forced to retire early through ill health from the Essex & 
Suffolk Insurance Society, Gerald Rickword continued to contribute to the 
record of local and military history, mainly through the pages of the local 
newspaper, and to research into the social life of bygone Colchester. 

His father, George Rickword, was Borough Librarian of Colchester 
and was an acknowledged authority on local history: his son ably followed 
in his footsteps and enhanced the record by many original contributions. 

His knowledge and use of libraries was turned to good effect when he 
served as honorary librarian of the Society, and his literary talents were 
freely used during his editorship of the Essex Review. 

As a young man, Gerald Rickword served as a trooper in the Essex 
Yeomanry, and outlived most of his contemporaries. 

Born in a Georgian house in Culver street, facing All Saints Church, 
and educated at a private school and later at the Colchester Royal Grammar 
School, Gerald Rickwood was proud to be a Colcestrian and the town will 
be the poorer for his passing. 

The Society elected him as honorary member in recognition of his 
work, an honour much appreciated by him. 

L.H.G. 
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